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PREFACE.

Electrical Engineering Practice, like good wine, needs no bush; for it
has arrived at the dignity of a Fourth Edition in a period of eight
years. In the present edition a great deal of new matter has been
added and the book has been entirely re-arranged to suit its broadened

* scope. For obvious reasons the work is now issued in two volumes,
and the division of subject-matter between them is such as will meet
the convenience of readers.

In this volume, Part I deals with definitions, materials, and measure-
ments, embodying much information not included in the earlier
editions. The generation and sale of electrical energy are treated in
Part II. Care has been devoted to bringing these chapters into con-
formity with recent developments in the policy and practice of electricity
supply in this country. The authors' experience indicates that the notes
on power factor, load factor, and diversity factor, and the chapters on
power-house development and on water-power will be appreciated
widely.

Part III, on Transmission and Control, embodies new chapters on
Switchgear and on the Protection of Machines and Circuits against
abnormal conditions. It is believed that these will be found a valuable
addition.

Volume II, now in preparation, deals with transformation, con-
version, and storage; distribution and control in branch circuits;
applications of electrical energy; and specifications, testing, rules and
regulations. A considerable amount of fresh matter is being incor-
porated in this volume also.

Throughout the work the authors' aim has been to give that
information, and that alone, which will be found useful in practice.
Wherever a statement capable of practical exemplification is made, the
example follows hot-foot. The original author has so frequently found
statements in technical books, apparently clear but actually susceptible
of more than one interpretation; where an example is given no,
Ambiguity is possible,
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Many valuable criticisms of the Third Edition were made in the
course of the most favourable reviews that appeared in the technical
press. It is confidently believed that the utility of the work to engineers
generally, as well as to Electrical Engineers, has been enlarged by the
present revision.

J. W. MEAEES.
E. E. NEALE.

31s$ July, 1923.
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EXTEACT FROM PREFACE TO THIRD

EDITION.

(N.B.-In reprinting this Preface, those portions which are not in any way applicable to
the present edition have been omitted.)

GEEATLY daring, an endeavour has been made to fill the gap between
the many excellent pocket-books of bare data and the highly technical
works written for specialists in various branches of electrical engineer-
ing. The demand for the first two editions proves that this endeavour
was successful so far as India was concerned, and no pains have been
spared to make the present edition equally useful to engineers and
students in this country. It is believed that the book will appeal to
civil, mechanical, and electrical engineers alike; and though the whole
field covered cannot be dealt with exhaustively in a single volume, the
treatment presented should give the information and guidance meeting
the needs of a very wide circle of readers.

Some of the matter presented is quite elementary and, from
experience with the previous editions, by no means unnecessary or
unappreciated. Even the hydraulic analogy has not been allowed to
rest in the place to which it has so often been consigned. One point,
in particular, which it helps to bring home to the first-year student is
that we use as one of our chief electrical units a rate, the ampere,
instead of the corresponding quantity, the coulomb. The irrigation
engineer in India has coined the word 'cusec' (1 cubic foot per
second) to express a unit rate of flow of water, which is exactly
analogous to the ampere. Coulombs are seldom mentioned in practical
electrical engineering, and the average engineer undoubtedly regards
the coulomb in a roundabout way as an ampere-second-a multiple of
a rate by a time-instead of as a definite quantity in itself. Even where
ampere-hours are mentioned the electrical engineer often forgets that
this larger unit of quantity would be one of the primary units in other
branches of engineering, equivalent (say) to a gallon of water. Con-
ceptions such as a yard or a gallon offer no difficulty to any intelligent
being, but every one must have met with persons completely lacking in
the geometrical sense, to whom an angle meant absolutely nothing.
Further up the scale difficulty is experienced in explaining such com-
pound terms as ' pounds-feet' or ' feet per second per second/ and

vii &



EXTRACT FROM PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION

when we arrive at the maximum demand system of charging for
electrical energy, the average man frankly gives up attempting to grasp
its significance. If, then, the explanations in this book appear at times
too elementary, it is a lapse in the right direction.

It has been the author's aim to be severely practical; hence many
terms used in electrical literature find no place in this volume, either
because the reader will not need them in his daily work or, in so far
as they deal with the elements of electricity and magnetism, because
they are assumed to be already known to him. Where a term is
used which has not so far been defined, the explanation will be found
on a later page, and, in the absence of a forward reference, the index
will guide the reader. Where definitions of terms are given, they are
complete and for the most part accepted internationally; but it does
not follow that they are self-explanatory in every case.

Practical examples have been used freely for the purpose of illus-
tration, no amount of mere description being so effective in explaining
rules and formulae. For the same reason, diagrams of strictly utili-
tarian nature have been used to show plainly the connections and
so forth described in the text. The examples chosen all make use
of British standard frequencies, pressures, etc., and numerical results
are those obtained by using the slide rule and omitting unnecessary
figures. It is still often overlooked that the accuracy of any result is
limited by that of the measurements and data which yield it; and that,
whereas half a dozen significant figures may be accurate and necessary
in scientific work, an accuracy to within even 1 per cent, is only
accidental where commercial calculations or measurements with com-

mercial instruments are concerned.

The lists of contents, tables, and illustrations will give a general idea
of the scope and limitations of the book, and the index will guide the
reader who uses the volume merely as a book of reference. Pains
have been taken to make the index as complete as possible, and it
should be noted that cross references and index references are to para-
graphs, and that paragraph numbers are shown at the head of pages and
page numbers at the foot. The symbols which have been accepted
internationally to represent electrical quantities are used throughout
this edition; their convenience and space-saving qualities are obvious,
and it is curious that they have not yet come into general use.

J. W. MBAEES.

LONDON, 21st September, 1916.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

PRACTICE

PART I.- DEFINITIONS : MATERIALS :
MEASUREMENTS.

CHAPTER 1.

EXPLANATION OF ELECTRO-TECHNICAL TERMS.

UNITS AND DEFINITIONS.

(NOTE. - A list of the Symbols and Abbreviations used throughout this book will be
found in §§ 6 and 7.)

I. Units. - As in moat other branches of science, there are two
systems of units for the measurement of electrical quantities, viz.
absolute units and practical units. Absolute units are physical
constants which are easily defined, but the measurement and actual
reproduction of these units are difficult, and the units themselves
are not of convenient magnitude for practical purposes. To over-
come this objection, practical units have been adopted which are
convenient multiples or sub-multiples of the corresponding ab-
solute units. The accurate measurement and reproduction of
practical units on this basis alone offer the same difficulties as in
the case of the absolute units themselves, but special apparatus are
installed in the various standardisation laboratories of the world

to make possible comparisons between absolute standards and
practical standards, the latter being constructed or established by
international agreement. The instructions for materialising
practical units are subject to periodical revision as the technology
of precision measurements is improved.

2. Absolute Units. - Though absolute units are seldom employed in practical
work (§ 1), it is desirable that the practical engineer should be familiar with the
definitions and magnitudes of these units. Short definitions of the absolute
units and values of the practical units in terms of the absolute units are given
in Table 1.

VOL. I. 1



§ 2 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE
TABLE 1.-Absolute and Practical Units.

Practical Unit.

Quantity. Definition of Absolute Unit.
In Terms of theName.
Absolute Unit.

Force. Unit Force (1 dyne), acting on a Gramme-weight = 981 dynes.
mass * of 1 gramme for 1 second,
imparts to it a velocity of 1 cm.
per sec.

In ' foot-pound-second units, the Pound-weight = 32-2 poundals.
unit of force is the poundal which,
acting on a mass * of 1 pound for
1 second, imparts to it a velocity
of 1 ft. per sec.

.Work C.G.S. Unit Work (1 erg) is done Foot-poundal = 421 390 ergs.
(energy). by a force of 1 dyne moving its Foot-pound .= 13 568 760 ergs.

point of application through a Gramme-centi-
distance of 1 cm. metre = 981 ergs.

Joule =3 107 ergs.
Kilowatt -hour =s 3-6 x 1018 ergs.

Power. C.G.S. Unit Power is that power Watt = 107 ergs per sec.
which is capable of performing
1 erg per sec.

Unit pole Unit Magnetic Pole or Electrical
or charge. Charge, when distant 1 cm. in air

from a like and equal pole or
charge, repels (and is repelled)
with a force of 1 dyne.

Magnetic A Magnetic Field of Unit Strength Gauss = 1 line per sq.
field. exerts a force of 1 dyne on a unit cm.

pole placed at the point con- = flux density of
sidered. field of unit

(NOTE. - This field is arbitrarily strength.
represented by 1 line per sq. cm.)

Quantity C.G.S. Electrostatic Unit Quan- Coulomb = 3 x 109 C.G.S,
of elec- tity when distant 1 cm. in air (1 ampere- electrostatic
tric y. from an equal quantity of like second) units.

polarity, repels it with a force of
1 dyne.

C.G.S. Electromagnetic Unit Coulomb = A. x C.G.S.
Quantity is conveyed by 1 C.G.S. (1 ampere- electromagnetic
electromagnetic unit of current second) unit.
flowing for 1 sec.

Current. C.G.S. Electrostatic Unit Cur- Ampere = 3 x 10s C.G.S.
rent is the current corresponding electrostatic
to the flow of 1 C.G.S. electro- units.

static unit of quantity in 1 sec.

* The distinction between mass and weight is important. The mass, w, of a
weight, wt is given by: m = W/^, where g = 32'2 ft. per sec. per sec. = 981 cm.
per sec. per sec.

2



EXPLANATION OF ELECTRO-TECHNICAL TERMS §2

TABLE 1 (continued).

Practical Unit.

Quantity. Definition of Absolute Unit.
In Terms of theName.
Absolute Unit.

Current. C.G.S. Electromagnetic Unit Ampere = ^ x G.G.S.
Current in a wire 1 cm. long bent electromagnetic
into an arc of 1 cm. radius exerts unit.

a force of 1 dyne on unit pole
placed at the centre.

Potential. A point is at C.G.S. Electrostatic Yolt = jfar x C.G.S.
Unit Potential if the work done electrostatic

on or by positive unit charge in unit.
moving from infinity to the point
is 1 erg.

There is C.G.S. Electromagnetic Volt " = 10s x C.G.S.

Unit Difference of Potential be- electromagnetic
tween two points if the work done units.
in transferring C.G.S. electro-
magnetic unit quantity from one
point to the other is 1 erg.

Besist- C.G.S. Electromagnetic Unit Ohm = 10» x C.G.S.
ance. Resistance is the resistance of a electromagnetic

conductor in which C.G.S. electro- unit.

magnetic unit current is produced = [l/(9 x 10")] x
by C.G.S. electromagnetic unit O.G.S. electro-
potential difference between the static unit.
ends of the conductor.

Capacity. C.G.S. Electrostatic (Electro- Microfarad * = 9 x 105 C.G.S.

magnetic) Unit Capacity is (10 - " farad) electrostatic
brought to a potential difference units.
of 1 C.G.S. electrostatic (electro- = 10 ~ 15 x C.G.S.

magnetic) unit by the application electromagnetic
of C.G.S. electrostatic (electro- unit.
magnetic) unit quantity of elec-
tricity.

Self (or The coefficient of self-induction of Henry = 10» x C.G.S.
mut u a 1) a circuit is the number of lines of electromagnetic
induct- force linked with the circuit when unit.

the latter carries G.G.S. electro-

magnetic unit current. Two
circuits have C.G.S. electro-

magnetic unit coefficient of
mutual inductance when unit

current passed through one
circuit produces in the other a
quantity of current = 1/B, C.G.S.
electromagnetic units of quantity;
(E, being the resistance of the
second coil in electromagnetic
units).

* 1 electrostatic unit or centimetre = 1-11 micro-microfarad, and is a convey
ient unit for very small capacities such as are used in wireless telegraphy.

3



§ 3 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE
be seen that there are two systems of absolute units, vie. the O.G-.S.

(centimetre-gramme-second) electrostatic units and the G.G-.S. electromagnetic
units. The relations between the units in each of these systems are the same, but
the actual dimensions of the electrostatic and electromagnetic units are not the
same. This is because specific inductive capacity (§ 46) is taken as a numeral in
the electrostatic system of units, whilst permeability (§ 43) is taken as a numeral in
the electromagnetic system of units. There is a definite ratio between corre-
sponding electrostatic and electromagnetic units, 1 C.G.S. electrostatic unit of
potential being equal to 3 x 1010 C.G.S. electromagnetic units. The factor
3 x 1010 is the velocity of light, in cm. per sec. The electromagnetic unit of
quantity is larger than the electrostatic unib in the ratio 3 x 10JO : 1, hence the
electromagnetic unit of capacity (see definition in Table 1) is (3 x 1010)2 or 9 x 10ao
times as great as the electrostatic unit.

The C.G.S. electromagnetic absolute units are the ones to which the units of
the practical electrical engineer are generally referred.

3. International Definitions. - The international definitions
of the practical electrical units, viz. resistance, R, the ohm ; electro-
motive force or pressure, E, the volt ; and current, I, the ampere,
were adopted at a conference held in London in 1908, and were
legalised by Order in Council in 1910. The explanatory notes that
follow will make clearer the definitions of these quantities and
their derivatives. The preliminary explanations are by no means
exhaustive, and most of the matters dealt with will be treated more
fully in subsequent chapters, as occasion arises. The actual
definitions do not greatly concern the average engineer, but they
may be set forth for completeness.

The International Ohm (£t) is the resistance offered to an unvarying electric
current by a column of mercury at the temperature of melting ice Id:' 452 1
grammes in mass of a constant cross-sectional area and of a length of 106* 300
centimetres.

Note. - The use of XI as the symbol for megohm is no longer permissible ; see
footnote to Table 3, § 6.

The International Ampere (A) is the unvarying electric current which when
passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in water deposits silver at the rate of
0* 001 118 00 of a gramme per second.

The International Volt (V) is the electrical pressure which when steadily
applied to a conductor whose resistance is one International Ohm will produce a
current of one International Ampere.

These definitions are further expanded in the Order in Council,
where the particular standards and methods of determination are
set forth.* To these may be added also the accepted definition of
the unit of power, the watt (W).

The Watt is the unit of power, and is the energy expended per second by an
unvarying electric current of one ampere under an electrical pressure of one volt.

* The Law Relating to Electricity, by 0. M. Knowles, part i, p. 417.



EXPLANATION OF ELECTRO-TECHNICAL TERMS § 4

4. Definitions from the Wiring Rules of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers.-In the course of this work, especially in
the chapters on installing wiring in buildings, reference will fre-
quently be made to the I.E.E. Wiring Rules.

The Bules embody the requirements and precautions which the Institution
of Electrical Engineers has framed to secure satisfactory results with a supply of
electrical energy at low pressures, not exceeding 250 V, and also, with such
additional requirements as are indicated herein, for medium pressures exceeding
250 V but not exceeding 650 V. They include only such requirements and pre-
cautions as^are necessary under ordinary conditions, and they are not intended
either to take the place of a detailed specification, or to instruct untrained persons.

The rules contain a number of generally accepted definitions of
electrical terms and apparatus, with which these pages deal, and a
list of these will be found useful.

System means an electrical system in which all the conductors and apparatus
are electrically connected to a common source of supply. (Chapter 20.)

Three-wire System.-A three-wire system is one in which three conductors
are maintained at different potentials, the neutral conductor at a potential inter-
mediate between the highest and lowest being common to all lamps or other
consuming devices supplied on either side of the system. (Chapter 20.)

Outer Conductors.-Those between which there is the greatest difference of
potential. This use of the word outer must not be confused with the use of the
word when applied to the external conductor of a concentric main.

Neutral Conductor.-That which is at a potential intermediate between the
potentials of the other conductors. (Chapter 20.)

Earthed.-Connected to the general mass of the earth in such a manner as
will ensure at all times an immediate and safe discharge of electrical energy.
(Chapter 20.)

Dielectric.-Any material which offers high resistance to the passage of an
electric current (§ 280).

Uninsulated Conductor.-A. conductor without provision, by the interposition
of a dielectric or otherwise, for its insulation from earth.

Bare.-Not covered with insulating material.
Bunched Conductors.-When more than one conductor is contained within a

single duct or groove, or when they are run unenclosed and not spaced apart
from each other. (Chapter 23.)

Fuse-switch.-A quick-break switch with fuse forming an integral part of the
switch.

Point.-In wiring. The termination of the wiring for attachment to the
"fitting for one or more lamps or other consuming devices.

Single-pole Switch.-A switch controlling one conductor only of a circuit.
Linked Switches.-Switches linked together mechanically so as to operate

simultaneously, or in definite sequence.
Switchboard.-An assemblage of switches, fuses, conductors, measuring in-

struments, and other apparatus for the control of electrical machinery and circuits.
Grade of Insulation 250 V Cable.-Vulcanised rubber cable is said to be I.E.E.

250 V cable when the minimum radial thickness of its dielectric is that shown in
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col. 9 of the table,* and when its minimum insulation resistance is that shown in
col. 5 after application of a pressure test of 1 000 V for half an hour.f

Grade of Insulation 650 V Cable.- Vulcanised rubber cable is said to be I.E.E.
650 Y cable when the minimum radial thickness of its dielectric is that shown in

col. 10 of the table,* and when its minimum insulation resistance is that shown
in col. 6 after application of a pressure test of 2 500 V for half an hour.f

Protected Machine.-One having end shield bearings, and in which there is
free access to the interior without opening doors or removing covers.

Semi-enclosed Machine.-One in which the ventilating openings in the frame
are covered with : (a) grids, expanded metal or wire gauze, with openings of not
less than J in., so as not to obstruct free ventilation ; (&) wire gauze, in which
the openings are less than J in. but not less than -^ in., or with perforated
metal having holes not less than "&" in. (diameter or width); (c) screens with
smaller openings than the above.

Totally Enclosed Machine.-One in which the enclosing case and bearings are
dust-proof, and which does not allow circulation of air between the inside and
outside of the case.

Pipe-ventilated Machine*.-An enclosed machine in which the frame is so
arranged that the ventilating air may be conveyed to it through a pipe attached
to the frame, the ventilation being maintained by the fanning action produced by
the machine itself.

Forced-draught Machine.-An enclosed machine in which the ventilating air-
supply is maintained by an independent fan external to the machine itself.

Many of the foregoing definitions will be expanded and further
explained in the following chapters.

5. Definitions in Regulations and Standard Reports.-
In official regulations, such as those relating to the use of electricity
in factories, workshops, and mines (Chap. 41), and in standardisa-
tion reports such as those issued by the British Engineering
Standards Association (ibid.}, special definitions are given of the
meanings to be attached to certain terms for the purposes of the
regulations, etc. Some of these definitions differ from the meanings
commonly attached to the terms in question, and it is important
that the official interpretations should be studied carefully.

SYMBOLS, SIGNS, ETC.

6. Abbreviations and Symbols.-Except where otherwise
stated, the symbols recommended by the International Electro-
technical Commission are used throughout this book. Though all'
the symbols are not here required the list is reproduced in full,
save for the omission of alternative symbols which are recom-

* See Table 40, § 280.
t The pressure test and insulation resistance test must be applied as specified

in Rules 47 and 48 (§ 280).
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mended by the Commission for cases in which the principal letter
symbol is not suitable.*

A list of letter symbols most frequently needed in electro-
technics is given in Table 2. Abbreviations for names of units
are given in Table 3.

Rules for Quantities.-(a) Instantaneous values of electrical quantities which
vary with the time to be represented by small letters. In case of ambiguity, they
may be followed by the subscripb ' t.'

(6) Virtual or constant values of electrical quantities to be represented by
capital letters.

(c) Maximum values of periodic electrical and magnetic quantities to be re-
presented by capital letters followed by the subscript ' m. '

(d) In cases where it is desirable to distinguish between magnetic and electric
quantities, constant or variable, magnetic quantities to be represented by capital
letters of eitber script, heavy-faced or any special type. Script letters to be only
employed for magnetic quantities.

(e) Angles to be represented by small Greek letters.
(/) Dimensionless and specific quantities to be represented, wherever possible,

by small Greek Jetters.

TABLE 2.-Letter Symbols Most Frequently Needed in
Electro-technics.

Letter Letter
Name of Quantity. . Name of Quantity.Symbol. Symbol.

Length 
Mass 
Time 

Angles ..... 

I Resistivity .... P
m Conductance .... G
t Quantity of electricity Q

rt j8, 7 Flux-density, electrostatic D
Acceleration of gravity 9 Capacity ..... C
Work 

Energy 
Power 

Efficiency .... 

A Dielectric constant . -
W Self-inductance L
P Mutual inductance . M

f\ Reactance .... X
Number of turns in unit of time n Impedance z
Temperature centigrade . t Reluctance .... s
Temperature absolute T Magnetic flux .... *
Period . . T Flux density, magnetic . B
2*/2'( = 2»/) . <a Magnetic field .... H
Frequency f Intensity of magnetisatiou J
Phase displacement 4> Permeability .... P-
Electromotive force E Susceptibility .... K
Current . . I Difference of potential, electric V
Resistance R Magnetomotive force -t"

*The complete Report (No. 27) may be purchased from the International
Electro-technical Commission at 28 Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W. 1.

t Symbol to be proposed by the National Committee.
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3.-Abbreviations for Names of Units; to be used
only after Numerical Values.

Abbreviation.*Name of Unit. Abbreviation.* Name of Unit.

VC
Ampere . A Volt-coulomb

WhVolt V Watt-hour .
Ohm nf Volt -ampere VA
Coulomb C Ampere-hour Ah
Joule J Milliampere . mA

Watt w Kilowatt kW
Farad F Kilovolt-ampere kVA
Henry - H Kilowatt-hour kWh

m for nailli- ju for micro- or micr-
k for kilo- M for mega- or meg-

Other abbreviations used in this book are as follows :-

Inch . ... in. Power factor . P.F. or cos

Foot .... ft. British Thermal Unit B.Th.U. British Thermal Unit
Yard . ... yd. 
Mile .... ml. (or Kelvin) . B.T.U. or unit. 

Board of Trade Unit

(or Kelvin)
Metre.... m. Standard wire-gauge S.W.G-. Standard wire-gauge
Kilometre . . . km. Home Office . H.O. Home Office
Centimetre . . cm. Board of Trade . B.O.T. Board of Trade .
Millimetre . . . mm. Internationa.! Electro
Square ... sq. technical Commis-
Cubic .... cu. sion "... I.E.C.
Gramme . . . grm. British Engineering
Kilogramme . . kg. Standards Associa-
Continuous or direct tion B.E.S.A.

current . . . G.C. or D.C. Institution of Elec-
Alternating current . A.C. trical Engineers I.E.E.
Positive pole . . + British Electrical and
Negative pole . . - Allied Manufactur-

Neutral, D.C. . . ± ers' Association B.E.A.M.A.
Neutral, A. C. . . N. British Electrical and
Earth. ... E. Allied Industries

Horse-power (indi- Research Associa-
cated or brake) . I.H.P.; B.H.P. tion B.E.B.A.

Electrical horse-power E.H.P.

7. Conventional Signs for Electrical Diagrams.-A
number of conventional signs for electrical apparatus are given in
Table 4. About 750 symbols are given in the British Engineering

* The I.E.G. recommends that these abbreviations should be in heavy-faced
type, but for economy in printing, and following the practice adopted in the I.E.E.
Journal and in the technical press, ordinary type is used for these abbreviations
throughout tins book.

f The letters 0 and n are recommended provisionally, n is used in this book
because 0 is liable to be confused with the numeral zero. The letter n should no
longer be used for megohm.

ft
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Standards Association's Report (No. 108/1922) on British Standard
Graphical Symbols for Electrical Purposes. The symbols in Table 4
are consistent with the Standard Symbols, and are used in most
diagrams in this book except where other methods of representa-.
tion are more convenient for purposes of explanation. The main
utility of the Standard Symbols is in the preparation of plans and
connection diagrams for commercial purposes, and it is most
desirable that they should be used in all such work.

Notes.-(a) Conductors are represented by lines, the thickness of which may
often be varied to discriminate between main (heavy current) circuits and instru-
ment (or other weak current) circuits. Diagrams may frequently be simplified
with advantage by using single lines to represent circuits (lead and return), the
number of wires in the circuit being then denoted by an equal number of diagonal
strokes across the circuit-line (see (4), Table 4). Strokes at right angles to the
circuit-line are taken to represent that number of complete circuits connected in
parallel (see (5) Table 4).

(b) Connections between conductors should be represented by a dot at the
junction. Lines crossing without a dot are often used to represent conductors
which cross without connection between them, but the authors prefer the method
of indicating this definitely by a semicircle in one conductor at the point of cross-
ing.

(c) Single-phase, two-phase, and three-phase alternating currents are fre-
quently represented in diagrams by 1 ~ , 2 ~ , and 3 <~ respectively. The only
objection to this is that ~ is even more commonly used to represent the fre-
quency in cycles per sec., thus 50 ~ , 100 - , etc. The risk of confusion is

slight because frequencies of 1, 2, and 3 cycles per sec. are never used for
commercial purposes. There are, however, * slip' currents of very low frequencies
in some A.C. motors (see Chapter 28) so that to avoid possibility of confusion it
seems best to use the symbols l<f>, 2<f>, and 3<£ where a graphical representation is
required for single-, two-, and three-phase currents.

(d) Instruments may be represented by a circle, or by an outline of the shape
of the instrument, within which is a letter symbol indicating the purpose of the
instrument. Relays may be represented by a rectangular outline containing
appropriate letter symbols. Symbol letters for instruments and relays were
standardised by the B.E.A.M.A. in their Standardisation Bules for Electrical
Machinery, and these conventions, with minor modifications, have now been
standardised by the B.E.S.A. as follows:-

Ammeter, indicating . . A, Frequency meter . . F.
Ammeter, recording . . . BA. Synchroscope S.
Yoltmeter, indicating . . V. Galvanometer . . . Gal.
Voltmeter, recording . . BV. Overload relay, constant time
Wattmeter, indicating . . W. limit OB/CT.
Wattmeter, recording . . BW. Overload relay, inverse time
Ampere-hour meter . . . AH. limit OB/IT.
Watfc-hour meter . . . WH. Be verse current relay . . B/CB.
Power factor meter . . . PF. Be verse power relay . . B/PB.

(e) In the conventional sign for a primary cell (see No. 38, Table 4), the thick
stroke should represent the electro-positive element of the cell (e.g. the zinc in a
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TABLE 4.-Conventional Signs for Electrical Diagrams.

6 Conventional Conventional0
Sign. 2 Sign.

(*>Conductors (a) Main.1 20(b) Small. Motor-generator. (JH3)
fl- £

Conductors (a) Connected. I a or I a2 21 Motor-converter.(b) Crossing. ISTnT ©*
Mechanically - coupled ma-

223 Twin flexible conductors. XDOOOOCX chines (motor and generatorin the case shown). O-®
A/VWW

4 Two (a) and three (b) wire -H--W-circuits (lead and return). 23 Non-inductive resistance. + or
«U (b) J-LTUinj

5 Two (a) and three (b) circuits -4f--m-
in parallel. 24 Inductive winding (field coil, ̂ nnnnnnr«u (b> etc.)

6 Bus bar. MUM

25 Commutating-pole winding. rs
1 Bus bar with terminals. 00020-

26 Transformer.8 Link. ^X=!>- ^°^5>
9 Cut-out. -0«D- 27 Socket for plug. - (>-

10 Earth connection (a), and 28
plate (b). ^r (ib Plug and socket. H>O-

(to (b)

W>\ 111 Generating station (a) Thermal(b) Hydraulic 29 
Tumbler switch (a) Single-pole.(b) Double-pole. &

12 Sub-station.* D 30 Rotating switch, single-pole. - O^O^p-
13 Direct current (a) Generator. "©$<!>

(b) Motor. y~> OH x~x 31 Single-pole switch : (a) Air
^vlycfoxJA break ; (b) Oil-immersed.

«J.«L"J^L__Single-phase (a) Generator. I^SeeNote Air -break circuit breaker
14 (b) Motor (i) synchronous. 32 (maximum trip). -^^^ff^T-

(ti) asynchronous.

(i) (i> (ii)
33 Contactor.

15 Two-phase, 3-wire: (a) Gener- -N&fiJLx-*
ator; (b) Motor.

(a) r6)
34 Instruments and relays. See Note(<i>

16 Two-phase, 4-wire : (a) Gener-
ator; (b) Motor.

TT Incandescent (glow) lamp. ^orQor©
Three-phase (a) Generator. 3^ SeeNote

17 (b) Motor (i) synchronous. 36
(ii) asynchronous. Arc lamp. -K-

m" &) /;;x v11/

37 Fan. oo18 Three - phase generator :
(a) Mesh ; (b) Star,

to) ^6)

19 Rotary converter. -$- 38 Battery of cells. § i*i»it-.;
N.B.-For notes ( O-(e) see § 7; for footnotes see opposite page.

in
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primary battery or the spongy lead in an accumulator) which is the negative $>ole
of the battery and the thin stroke the electro-negative element which is the posi-
tive pole. There is much confusion over this matter. Inside a cell the current
travels from the electro-positive to the electro-negative element; from the zinc to
the carbon; from the lead to the lead peroxide ; so in the external circuit these
directions are necessarily reversed. The arrows in diagram 38, Table 4, show this.

Some further conventional signs used in connection with wiring
diagrams for lighting installations, are given in Chapter 22.

ELEMENTARY CONCEPTIONS.

8. Elementary Conception of Electrical Quantities.-The
analogy between hydraulics and electricity is not in great favour
amongst electrical engineers, but it is nevertheless very useful
-so far as it goes-in explaining elementary electrical ideas.
Voltage in an electric circuit is analogous to water pressure in an
hydraulic system, and the rate of flow of electricity, measured in
amperes, corresponds to the rate of flow of water. Though there
is no actual identity, volts may be likened to Ibs. per sq. in., and
amperes may be likened to gallons per min. or cusecs.

Take, for example, the case of the pressure pipe in a water
turbine installation. The power available at the nozzle in foot-
pounds of energy per sec. (550 ft.-lbs. per sec. = 1 H.P.) is the
product of the quantity of water flowing per see. (i.e. the rate of
flow) and the net head or pressure. We have a pipe of a certain
size, with a certain weight of water flowing through it per sec.
under a certain net head, which is the gross head diminished by
the loss in frictional resistance in the pipe; the larger the di-
ameter of the pipe, the smaller is this resistance loss. Similarly,
in an electrical circuit, the power available in watts (100 W -
0*134 H.P. = 74 ft.-lbs. per sec.) is the product of the current or
rate of flow in amperes, I, and the pressure in volts, E. Here, in
the place of the pipe, we have a conductor of a certain size, and
the pressure available for doing work is the initial pressure di-
minished by the loss due to the resistance, E, of the conductor to
the flow of the current; and the larger the diameter of the con-
ductor the smaller is the loss of pressure.

* In B.E.S.A. Report, No. 108, there are given various graphical symbols for insertion in the
square frame representing a sub-station, to denote the equipment installed.

| Where it is necessary to discriminate, the triangular zig-zag should be used for resistances
which are nearly non-inductive, and the rectangular zig-zag for those which are absolutely non-

i nductive.
§ The dotted line outside the battery is not part of the conventional sign but is added for the

purpose of the explanation given in Note (e).

11



§ 9 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

9. Elementary Conception of a Circuit.-This analogy, how-
ever, fails to explain the idea of an electric circuit (Chapter 19), and
for this purpose the circulation in an ordinary hot-water installation
may be cited. From the top of the boiler, as is well known, a pipe
rises to the highest point in the system, and a current flows up this
pipe. The fire supplies the motive force, which may be likened to
the electromotive force of an electric battery or generator, and the
hot-water pipe is the out-going conductor or ' lead. ' But no cir-

culation of water can take place unless there is a return circuit back
to the boiler, and for this purpose a return pipe comes down from
the top of the building to the lower part of the boiler. This pipe
corresponds to the ' return ' wire of an electric circuit. Whereas
the closing of a valve on the water pipe breaks the circuit and stops
the current, so the opening of a switch connected in the electrical
conductor opens or breaks the circuit and stops the electric current.
There is a difference, however, m that the temperature of, and total
heat in, the water stored in the tank at the top increase when no
supply is being drawn off, and the circulation continues all the time;
but in an electrical circuit there is no such storage or circulation of
energy when it is not being utilised. The lamps or other consum-
ing devices bridge over and complete the circuit between the lead
and return wires ; and if the lamps are removed (or if the switch
controlling them is opened, which comes to the same thing) then no
current can flow. The electromotive force, or the difference of
electric potential, between the two wires remains, but as there is no
conducting circuit no current can flow. Here the analogy with a
hot-water supply system holds good again; for, although the closing
of a valve causes the circulation to cease, the pressure remains, and
with it the tendency for the flow to restart as soon as it has a path
open; and the same may be said in the case of the electric circuit.
If the pressure is excessive it may in either case break down the
opposing barrier, by bursting the pipe or valve in the one case and
by sparking across the gap in the circuit in the other. A further
interesting link in this analogy may be forged from the heat losses
in the two circuits: the hot-water pipes are radiating energy
away to the air, according to their temperature, and heat units
supplied by the fuel are thus wasted ; similarly the electrical con-
ductors are raised in temperature by the current in them, and
heat units supplied by the fuel are wasted in the form of PR
watts (§§ 17, 49). A good grasp of this general idea of an electric
I'*:""""" . 12
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circuit will make it easier to understand the explanations which
follow.

KINDS OF CURRENT.

10. Alternating and Continuous Currents.-The inter-
national definitions of the practical units of resistance, current, and
pressure (§ 3) make specific mention of 'an unvarying electric
current,' i.e. an electric current which is constant in magnitude
and direction. Such a current may be produced by electro-
chemical action in a primary battery (§ 127), but the electric
currents used for commercial purposes are induced in the windings
of dynamo-electric machines by alternately increasing and decreas-
ing the magnetic flux which passes through or is ' linked' with
these windings. The process is described in detail in § 132, but
for our present purpose it is sufficient to say that the periodic
increase and decrease in the flux linked with the winding induces
in the latter an electromotive force which varies periodically
between positive and negative maxima. In other words, the
electromotive force (and the current, if there is a closed circuit,
§ 9) alternates in direction and varies in magnitude. The cur-
rents induced in the windings of all dynamo-electric machines
(excepting unipolar machines, § 13V) are alternating, but the
alternating electromotive forces and currents of the individual wind-
ings can be commutated or rectified (§§ 13, 132) and added
together so as to produce a substantially unvarying electro-
motive force and current in the circuit supplied by the machine
<§14>-

So far as the internal arrangements in an installation are con-
cerned, whether for lights, fans, or heating, etc., it generally
makes no practical difference whether the supply is continuous or
alternating current. If large motors or other inductive apparatus
are involved the case is different; and where the design of
machinery or the laying out of a large scheme is in question the
essential differences in the systems must be properly understood.

II. Single-Phase Alternating Current.-When a coil of
wire passes successively the two poles of a magnet, as in Fig. 1,
so as to cut the lines of magnetic force at right angles, a wave of
E.M.F. is generated, which rises to a positive maximum as one
pole is passed, falls to zero, and then rises to a negative maximum
as the other pole is passed, as shown by the full curve in Fig. 1.

13



§ ii ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

The points A, B, C, D, on the pressure curve represent the E.M.F.
induced in the coil when the latter is successively in the equi-
distant positions marked A, B, C, D, in the left-hand diagram.
Assuming the ends of the coil to be joined, so as to make a circuit,
this E.M.F. causes a corresponding cycle of waves of current to
flow, and we have a simple ' single-phase ' alternating current as
represented in Fig. 1 by the dotted curve. The wave of E.M.F.
and the consequent wave of current may or may not be coincident
with respect to time, i.e. the maxima and minima may or may
not occur simultaneously; in the figure the waves are shown as
not coincident, i.e. they are somewhat 'out of phase.' Time
and/or angle of rotation of the winding being plotted from left to
right in Fig. 1, the dotted wave is behind, or c lags ' with regard
to the full-line wave by a time interval t which is equivalent to

0° 90° ISO0 270° 360*

U 1 cycle "*"(

FIG. 1.-Alternating pressure and current.

(t I T) x 360°, i.e. about 45° in the case illustrated. In some cases
(see also §§46 and 47 and Chapter 5) the current wave is 'lead-
ing/ i.e. ahead of the pressure wave as regards relative position
or' phase/ The further explanation of this phenomenon, and of
the peculiarities of alternating currents generally, is deferred to
§§ 29-31, 44-47, 56; for the present it will be sufficient to assume
that the current or pressure will be what is indicated in amperes
or volts on a suitable measuring instrument.

Theoretically the wave is treated as a simple harmonic wave
or ' sine wave.' By means of the oscillograph the exact shape of
the wave form can be seen or photographically recorded, just as
the inner working of the steam in an engine cylinder can be shown
by an indicator diagram. In this way the irregularities from the
true sine wave form can be examined, and in some cases they may
be of considerable importance. As in an alternating current the
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direction is reversed each half-cycle, alternating current cannot
he used for electrochemical deposition or any work of that nature ;
for the work done in one half-cycle would be undone in the other
half. A continuous current must be used in such cases, and its
(conventional) direction must be correct when the circuit is made
(§ 127). For electric lighting or heating or motive power either
continuous or alternating current can be used. To obtain C.C.
from an A.C. supply a motor-generator, converter, or rectifier
must be used (Chapter 17).

12. Cycles or Periods.-The complete double wave of an
alternating E.M.F. or current is called a 'cycle' or 'period/ and
the number of periods per sec. is called the ' frequency' or
1 periodicity/ The standard frequency of the British Engineering
Standards Associations is 50 periods per sec. with 25 periods
as a secondary standard to meet special cases. American practice
favours 60 cycles per sec. as the standard (§ 135). For
electric traction work, a frequency of 15 periods is often used;
with this low frequency a glow-lamp actually shows the alterna-
tions, for as the wave of current dies down to zero the filament of
the lamp cools down and the light diminishes. The result is a
succession of flickers. On the other hand, it may be mentioned
that frequencies of 10 000 alternations or more per sec. are
used in wireless telegraphy.

13. Rectified Current.-If the arrangements are such that
the waves below the zero line in Fig. 1 are reversed, we then have
a unidirectional or rectified alternating current (see Chapter 17).
The generator illustrated in Fig. 1, having only a single armature
coil, would give such a current. Fig. 2 shows the form of the
rectified wave. If there is a de-

finite break between successive

waves, this becomes an ' interrupted
current' such as is found in an

electric bell or an X-ray coil, PIG. 2.-Rectified alternatingcurrent.

whether worked by an ordinary
* make and breakJ magnet and spring or by a mechanical inter-
rupter.

14. Continuous Current.-A very near approach to a steady
unidirectional or 'continuous' current, such as is given by a
battery, is generated by a dynamo, in which the waves of current
generated by each coil successively are rectified by the commutator

15
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and, rapidly succeeding one another, give almost a straight line on
the crest of the resultant wave. This is shown developed gradually
In Fig. 3. If the generator makes 15 or 20 revs, per sec. and
the commutator has 60 or 80 sections, it is evident that there
can be no appreciable fluctuation as the collecting brush passes
from one section to the next.

ZERO LINE

FIG. 3.-Continuous current.

15. Three-Phase Current.-For transmission of power over
long distances '3-phase' alternating current is now almost uni-
versal. Referring back to Fig. 1, one complete cycle of pressure
or current (corresponding in a two-pole machine, to one revolution,
i.e. 360° rotation of the armature) may be represented as starting
at zero, rising to a positive maximum at 90°, cutting the zero line
again at 180,° rising to a negative maximum at 270°, and ending
at 360°. In a 3-phase generator, there are three windings

FIG. 4.-Three-phase current.

(represented by I, II, III, Fig. 4) spaced 120° apart. Thus, in
addition to the pressure wave I, there is a second independent
wave generated in the winding II, and a third wave generated in
the winding III. The three waves are exactly similar, but are
displaced 120° from each other. As shown in the diagram the three
windings are 'star-connected' (§ 143) to a common neutral point
0, but the action is just the same if each winding be led out to a
separate pair of slip-rings. The use of six slip-rings and six wires
in the external circuit is unnecessary because the algebraic sum of

16
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the currents in any two phases of a 3-phase, 3-wire system is
always equal and opposite to the current in the third phase, hence
each pair of conductors can be considered to act as the return
path for the current in the third conductor. There are, however,
three separate and distinct waves of E.M.F., each producing a
separate current when the circuit is closed. The 3-phase system
makes possible the greatest practical economy in the transmission
of power (but see §298); it is explained further in Chapters 14
and 20.

16. Two-Phase Current.-It is only necessary to mention
that 2-phase supply-with an angle of 90° between the phases-
has been used considerably in the past; but the greater economy
of 3-phase current has rendered this system almost obsolete. The
2-phase system is not dealt with in this book.

FIG. 5.-Two-phase current.

For the sake of completeness, Fig. 5 is included This diagram
is arranged similarly to Figs. 1 and 4, and is self-explanatory.

OHM'S LAW.

17. Ohm's Law.-The relation between resistance, JK, pressure
or electromotive force, E, and current or intensity of current, 7,
assuming all to be unvarying, is expressed by Ohm's Law as follows:
The strength of the current varies directly as the electromotive
force and inversely as the resistance of the circuit, or-

/= EfR, or R^EII, or # = IR.
As mentioned already in § 8, the product of E and / expresses
the power in the circuit in watts, W, which is directly comparable
to, and convertible into, horse-power. By definition watts = El.
But E - IR. Therefore watts = PR (§§ 48-50). In succeeding

VOL. i. 17 2
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paragraphs examples will be given of the practical working of
this rule; its application is not always so simple as may appear at
first sight (§§ 21, 28, 44, 49, etc.).

Ohmic resistance does not alone determine the resistance to
current flow in A.C. circuits, hence a modified form of Ohm's Law
must be used for these circuits (§ 44).

RESISTANCE.

18. Resistivity and Conductance.-The resistivity or specific
resistance of a material is the electrical resistance between opposite
faces of a unit-cube of the material at specified temperature.
Generally the specific resistance is expressed in microhms per
centimetre-cube* (or per inch-cube) at 0° C. (§ 61), or in ohms
per mil-foot., i.e. per foot of wire of 1 mil diameter. (1 £1 per
mil-foot = 0* 166 microhm per cm.-cube. 1 microhm per cm.-cube
= 6' 015 O per mil-foot).

The resistance between two opposite faces of a 1 cm.-cube of a material is
termed the volume resistivity of the material. Denoting this by p1} -Q, the resist-
ance R of a uniform wire of length I cm. and cross-section A sq. cm. is: R =
pj,f A n. If the density of the material be D grm. Acu. cm., the mass m of the
wire considered is : m = IAD grm., hence A = m/ ID. Substituting this value for
A we have R - py DP/m. The product pJD does not vary with the dimensions of
the wire, and is called the mass resistivity (pm) of the material. The coefficients
pv, D, and pm all vary with temperature.

It is usual to express pv in microhms per cm.-cube. The resistance E n, of a
uniform wire L metres long and of mass m grm. is then given by R = pmTJ / m;
where pm = pv D / 100. Thus for copper pm = 0-153 28 fl at 20° C. (§ 62) and the
resistance of a wire 5 metres long and of mass 50 grm. is E = 0-153 x (5)2 / 50 -
0-076 5 n (approx).

Conductance is the reciprocal of resistance, 1 / B, and is ex-
pressed in 'mhos/ a coined word obtained by writing 'ohm*
backwards. The use of this term is explained further in Chapter
19.

*It is essential to use the term centimetre-cube (or inch-cube) and not the
term cubic centimetre (or cubic inch) in this connection. The resistance of 1 cm.-
cube of copper is about 1-6 microhms at 0° C. The resistance of 1 cu. cm. of
copper is 1-6 microhms if the metal is in the form of a 1 cm.-cube, but since the
resistance of a conductor is directly proportional to its length and inversely pro-
portional to its cross-sectional area, it is 1-6 x 100 x 100 = 16 000 microhms «
0- 016 a if the 1 cu. cm. of metal is in the form of a wire 1 m. long and 1 so. mm.
cross-section.

18
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19. Ohms, Megohms.-Resistance is expressed in ' ohms ' in
all ordinary cases, when dealing with conductors or conducting
circuits. If, however, the resistance of a nominally insulating
body is required a higher unit is desirable, and the result is
expressed in ' megohms/ i.e. millions of ohms. Thus, in the case
of insulated wires and cables, the covering or ' dielectric' of a

particular quality will be guaranteed to have an (insulation
resistance' of not less than 300, 600, or 2 000 megohms per ml.
at a certain temperature, as explained more particularly in § 281.

20. Standard Resistances.-For accurate electrical measure-

ments by means of the potentiometer (§ 95) standard comparison
coils of 1 £1, and decimal multiples up to a megohm or sub-
multiples down to O'OOl of an ohm, are used; for these the
alloy manganin is generally employed, as its temperature co-
efficient is almost negligible. These are called ' standard resist-
ances '; they are also used in some portable testing sets (see § 106).
In order to reduce the amount of metal used in standard resist-

ances for large currents they are frequently made tubular and
water circulates through them.

21. Internal and External Resistance.-In a complete
circuit, carrying a current from a battery or other source of power
included in it, the total resistance is made jip of the ' internal
resistance ' of the battery or generator and the l external resist-
ance ' consisting of the remainder or working part of the circuit.
This must not be overlooked in applying Ohm's Law. A battery
(§ 127) of small cells may easily be connected in series so as
to have a total pressure of 1 000 V on 

' 
open circuit,7 i.e. with no

external connection from pole to pole; but if a conductor having
a resistance of 1 ft is connected across its terminals the current

in the circuit will not be 1 000 A or perhaps not even 1 A; for to
the external resistance of 1 fl must be added the very high
internal resistance of the whole of the cells. In this case / = E / R
may be written I = E / (R + r), where R and r are the external
and internal resistances respectively.

PRESSURE.

22. Definition of Pressure.-The term ' pressure' or electro-
motive force (E. or E.M.F.) is defined in more than one way in
the regulations of the Board of Trade and the Home Office, but
the variations are not material. The following is explicit:--
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Pressure means the difference of electrical potential between

any two conductors through which a supply of energy is
given, or between any part of either conductor and the
earth, as read by a hot-wire or electrostatic voltmeter.

Low Pressure means a pressure in a system normally not
exceeding 250 V where the electrical energy is used.

Medium Pressure means a pressure in a system normally
above 250 V, but not exceeding 650 V, where the electrical
energy is used.

High Pressure means a pressure in a system normally above
650 V, but not exceeding 3 000 V, where the electrical
energy is used or supplied.

Extra-high Pressure means a pressure in a system normally
exceeding 3 000 V where the electrical energy is used or
supplied.

The reference to normal pressure refers to the variations
which are permitted by the regulations for public supply.

The phrase ' difference of potential' or £ potential difference'
(P.D.), used in the above definition, is frequently used in dis-
cussing the electrical conditions in a circuit; the technical dis-
tinction between the two modes of expression will be grasped as
the reader proceeds. The nature of alternating, as opposed to
continuous current has already been discussed (§§11-16), and the
meaning of the term 'pressure' as applied to an alternating
current supply is further elucidated in §§ 29-31.

23. British Standard Pressures.-In Report No. 77, 1921,
the British Engineering Standards Association specifies British
standard electrical pressures for new systems and installations
as follows:- '

(a) Direct Current Systems and Installations.
(i) Consumer's pressures.*-220, 440 V.
(ii) Station pressures.!-242, 484 V.

(b) Alternating Current (B-phase} Systems and Installations.
(i) Consumer's pressures.*-240 V between neutral and

principal conductors; 416 V between phases.

*«Consumer's pressure' denotes the pressure at the consumer's terminals
declared by the supplier.

f« Station pressure' denotes the normal pressure applied to the terminals of
the transmission line at the generating station or substation.
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(ii) Station pressures *-264 V between neutral and prin-
cipal conductors ; 457 V between phases.

(c) Extra High Pressures.
(i) Delivered pressures.f-3 000, 6 000, 10 000, 30 000,

60 000, 100 000, 120 000 V.
(ii) Station pressures *-3 30^ 6 600, 11 000, 33 000,

66 000, 110 000, 132 000 V.

The consumer's or declared pressures are the standard pres-
sures, the station pressure being derived in each case by adding
to the declared pressure the pressure lost (§ 24) in the line when
carrying its full load; unless otherwise specified, this loss shall
be assumed to be such as to give the station pressures shown
above.

Earlier standards of pressure for D.C. and A.C. systems (given
in the third edition of this book, p. 10) will necessarily be repre-
sented in existing installations for many years to come. The
actual consumer's voltages in different supply areas are given in
various annual publications. J

Pressures up to 232 000 V are already in use for the trans-
mission of power.

24. Loss of Pressure.-In any conductor carrying a current
there is a drop of pressure, increasing both as the length and
consequent resistance of the conductor increases, and also In
direct proportion to the current. Professor Fleming pointed out
many years ago that the hydraulic gradient in a water pipe offers
an exact analogy to the pressure gradient in a conductor. Be-
tween any two points in a pipe line, connected to a reservoir at
one end and discharging at the other, there is a difference of
c water motive force' or pressure, urging a flow of so many
gallons per sec. (according to the resistance of the pipe) between
those points; there is thus a gradual fall of pressure (the
hydraulic gradient) all along the pipe. Similarly, along an electric
conductor, there is a gradual fall of pressure or pressure gradient;
and it is the difference of pressure or potential between any two

*' Station pressure' denotes the normal pressure applied to the terminals of
the transmission line at the generating station or substation.

"f'Delivered'pressure ' denotes the normal-pressure at the terminals of the
transmission line at the delivery end.

$ The most nearly complete list is probably that in the Practical Electrician's
Pocket Book (Kentell).
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§ 25 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

points which causes a current to flow, the strength depending or.
the resistance offered by the conductor. The loss in volts in any
part of the circuit is the product of the current in amperes and
the resistance of that part of the circuit in H. Thus if a uniform
wire 100 ft. long has a steady current flowing in it that causes a
drop of pressure of 100 V in the whole length, then there will be
a drop of 1 V per foot run; this principle is utilised in the potentio-
meter (§ 95).<\ \

I By way of example, let it be assumed that 100 A are trans-
mitted from a source of supply to a piece of apparatus by a pair
of wires each a mile long, having a total resistance of 0'79 O
(= No. 3/0 S.W.G. copper wire), then the drop in pressure on the
line will, by Ohm's Law, be 0'79 x 100 - 79 V. If, then, the
pressure at the generator is 2 200 V, the available pressure for
use at the far end will be 2 121 V. The difference is called the

'lost volts ' (especially in the case of the drop of pressure in the
conductors or ' windings' of a generator) or simply the ' drop in
pressure/ In the case of alternating current supply the problem
is less simple than in the above example, and is referred to later
(§ 44 and Chapter 14).

Although in a particular case we may be dealing either with
. the pressure between two conductors or with that between one

conductor and ' earth,' the latter case is perhaps the best to con-
sider from the elementary standpoint, as it is also when dealing
with 3-phase alternating currents (§§ 302, 313). Just as the
pressure or degree of vacuum of air or water is ordinarily reckoned
by its departure above or below normal atmospheric pressure,
so electrical pressures may be expressed in relation to * earth
potential/ either positively or negatively. There will be a pres-
sure gradient along a wire carrying a current, and it can be
measured by voltmeters connected between line and earth at
different points, just as a pressure gauge would show different
readings at various points along a horizontal water pipe discharg-
ing under an imposed pressure. In both cases, the instruments
would show a steady static pressure at all points if the flow ceased.

CURRENT.

25. Amperes.-That a clear conception of an electric current
or of an ampere is difficult to inculcate is clear from the refer-
ences, so common in newspapers, to 'currents of 2 000 VJ and
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the like. Such ideas are survivals from the days hufore a «r.ien-
tific system of units had been evolved and eo-ordimitod in Ohm'n
Law (§ 17). From what has been written above it will he HOOII
that the strength of current in a circuit, in amperes, depends on
the other two factors of resistance and pressure. By Ohm's Law,
if the standard pressure of a supply is (say) 200 V, a piece of
apparatus connected thereto, and taking a current of I A, will
have a resistance of 220 Q; and another apparatus, having a
resistance of 80 O will take 2| A. A reference, however, to § 17
will show that this is only true of an unvarying cnzrront, and
therefore when alternating currents are being- considered the
statement requires modification, as explained in d\ie course (§ 44);
the meaning of the term ' ampere ' when applied to an alternating
current is explained in § 29 and the examples following refer to
continuous current. A pressure of no matter how many thmwand
volts may exist between two wires, side by side, but it will product!
no flow of current unless and until there is a path or circuit for
it from one wire to the other. If there is no «uch circuit the

resistance is infinite and the current zero. For example, a wtoatti
engine is driving a large dynamo, maintaining a preBHure of 500
V between its terminals, but if the external circuit in not cloned
there will be no current. If a crowbar is now dropped aeroHw thene
terminals the circuit will be closed; the resistance of the crowbar
is so small that the current momentarily flowing will only lw
limited by the internal resistance of the eoiln of wire in the?
generator, and it may amount to many thousands of amjwtrm
The power supplied to this 'short-circuit' from the plant may,
for a moment, be enormously in excess of that which either enghw
or generator is intended to give, or is capable of giving for any
length of time, as the whole of the stored mechanical energy of
the revolving machinery is dissipated in heat in an mutant; mid
the dynamo-or what is left of it-come** to rent iminediiitely In
consequence.

The difficulty that students certainly experience in coming to
grips with the ampere as a unit arises no doubt from tho fact
that it is a complex unit instead of a simple one like tho pound
or the gallon. As mentioned in the preface to the third edition
(p. vii), an exact parallel to tho ampere is the term 'CUHUC*
often used in hydro-electric work, representing water-flow at the
rate of one cubic foot per second or a ' second-foot; Tho ampere
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is, properly speaking, a coulomb-second or a flow of the definite
quantity o£ electricity represented by a coulomb (§ 28) per second
of time. As ordinarily used, however, the factors are so defined
that it appears as though the coulomb were derived from the
ampere instead of vice versa. This is in fact a much more con-
venient way in dealing with power problems, while in physics the
quantity basis is more generally used.

26. Milliamperes.-When dealing with very small currents
it is convenient to have a smaller unit than the ampere, and the
milliarnpere, mA (= one-thousandth part of an ampere) is used.
In dealing with voltmeter currents, telegraphy, and electro-
medical work this term (or the still smaller micro-ampere = one-
millionth ampere) is generally used. Leakage currents in a
domestic installation are generally of this order, as shown in the
examples in Chapter 40.

27. Currents in Wires; Current Density.-As the pressure
of supply is generally a fixed quantity, the power taken by any
piece of apparatus (expressed in watts = E x /) will be propor-
tional to the current. The size of the wires used depends primarily
on the current they have to carry; if a wire is too small the loss
of volts due to its resistance may be such as to effect the use of
the apparatus. For example, if a house is supplied at 100 V
pressure, and the IOSH of pressure between the point of entry and
a certain lamp is 6 V, that lamp will only get 94 V; if it is
designed for 100 V the actual candle-power will not be nearly
what it should be. Again, the wire may be overheated if carry-
ing more than its proper current; the amount of the heat
developed is proportional to the square of the current, and is
exactly commensurate with the watts 72jR dissipated in the con-
ductor. (This is true also of alternating currents.) The cross-
sectional area of copper wires is given in the tables (which will
be found later on in §§ 280 and 307) in decimals of an inch, so
that the current they will carry at 1 000 A per sq. in. ' current
density3 can be read off directly; thus, area 0* 100, current 100,
etc. Until recently 1 000 A per sq. in. was generally adopted
as the rule-of-thuinb limit of safety for the current carry-
ing capacity of wires used in house wiring; now, as the tables
referred to will show, it has ceased to be significant, and the per-
missible current is determined by formulae with an experimental
basis. Obviously a bare wire, or one thinly covered only, will
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EXPLANATION OF ELECTRO-TECHNICAL TERMS § 28

radiate its heafc much more rapidly than a heavily insulated wire
(§ 328); and the radiating surface of the insulating covering of a
small wire will be relatively greater than that of a large wire, if
the radial thickness of the insulation is the same in both cases.

28. Ampere-hours.-As shown at the end of § 25 a coulomb
is a definite quantity of electricity, comparable to a quantity of
any ordinary matter, and it is equal to 10"1 absolute C.G.S.
units of electricity (see Table 1, § 2). In practice, however, it
is more convenient to regard the coulomb as the quantity of
electricity due to a flow of 1 ampere in one second, i.e. an
' ampere-second/ More commonly, quantities of electricity are
expressed in ' ampere-hours/ the ampere-hour (1 Ah = 3 600 C)
being in fact the practical unit of quantity of electricity.

The term ampere-hour is used in the charging and discharging
of batteries, electroplating, or any other electro-chemical process.
Take, for example, a battery consisting of three motor-car ' ignition
cells,3 having a working pressure of 6 V; the pressure, be it
noted, is 2 V per cell without any regard to their size (Chapter 18).
A particular size, from a catalogue, is stated to have a ' capacity'
of 60 Ah. If the working current is kept within recognised limits
the 60 All could be given by a current of 2 A for 30 hours or
1 A for 60 hours, and so on; the capacity of the cells for dis-
charging would in actual practice be slightly larger as the current
decreases and the time increases, but this may be waived for the
present. The battery in question would ordinarily be charged at
the rate of 4 A for a period of about 15 hours, after a complete
discharge within the allowable limits. This affords an opportunity
for another illustration of the working of Ohm's Law. Suppose
that the owner desires to buy a small generator for charging these
cells. Now the pressure of the three cells, as stated above, is 6 V,
and this pressure is a ' back E.M.F/ in direct opposition to the
pressure of the generator. If therefore the latter were incapable
of a greater pressure than 6 V the two pressures would exactly
balance, and no current would flow. In point of fact the generator
pressure would, towards the end of the charging process, have to
rise nearly to 9 V in order to force 4 A through the cells. There
is no contradiction of Ohm's Law here; the effective pressure E
is in this case the difference between the two opposing pressures
of generator and cells, and it must be sufficient to overcome the
resistance E made up of the internal resistance of the cells and
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the external resistance of the circuit; i.e. I = (E - e) { (B + r).
Returning, after this digression, to the consideration of ampere-
hours, let us assume that the applied pressure in any particular

t | case is sufficient to overcome the opposing pressure of the cell or
plating bath, etc., so that a current will flow through the latter;
the total electro-chemical effect of this current then depends on
the number of ampere-hours. For example, the international
definition of an ampere, already referred to in § 3, states that
under the conditions laid down it will deposit silver from silver
nitrate at the rate of 0' 001 118 of a grin, per sec. or 4* 024 8
grms. per hour.

The weight of metal deposited electrically from a solution per
ampere-second or coulomb is different for different metals, but is
a physical constant (the c electro-chemical equivalent') for each
particular metal. (See Chapter 38.)

EFFECTIVE, VIRTUAL, on R.M.S. VALUES.

29. Effective Value of a Varying Pressure or Current.-
An unvarying electric current or pressure is easy to define (§ 3),

I but there is an obvious difficulty when we come to consider an
| alternating current or pressure the instantaneous values of which
- rise from zero to a positive maximum, decrease to zero, rise to

a negative maximum, and again return to zero (§ 11). The
algebraic average of a symmetrical wave is clearly zero; in

" other words, as much current flows in one direction during
one half-cycle as flows in the other direction during the next
half-cycle. For this reason alternating current as such is use-
less for electro-chemical work (battery charging, electroplating,
etc.) which depends upon quantity (ampere-hours) of electricity
flowing in a definite direction (§ 28). If, however, the alternating
wave be 'rectified' (§ 13 and Chapter 17) we obtain a more or
less discontinuous unidirectional current, the effective value of

which for electro-chemical purposes is represented by the mean
ordinate of the rectified wave. This is the only connection in
which the mean or average value of an alternating wave has any
practical importance, and it will be seen that it is the average
value of the half-wave which is then of importance-not the
average of the complete wave, which is zero.

The heating effect of an electric current varies with the square
of the current (§49) and, in general, the power dissipated by an
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unvarying current I (amperes) flowing through a resistance R
(ohms) is : W (watts) = PR (§ 17), i.e. the power varies with the
square of the current. For this reason, the effective value of an
alternating current is defined as "being numerically equal to the
unvarying (direct) current which produces the same heating. A
hot-wire ammeter (§ 99) is equally correct for measuring con-
tinuous or alternating currents.

Referring to Fig. 6, /represents an alternating current of ideal,
sinusoidal wave form. The power or heating corresponding to
any instantaneous current i (whether positive or negative) is
proportional to i* and is always positive, i.e. the curve P repre-
sents instantaneous heating effect and consists of a series of
positive loops. The mean ordinate of P is represented by the
line I/ and represents the ' mean-square ' value of the current I.

Taking the square root of I/ we obtain Ie the ' root-mean-square '
value of I, and this is clearly the value of the unvarying current
which produces the same heating as the alternating current I.
In other words Ie is the £ effective ' value of the alternating current,
and is sometimes called the ' virtual ' value or the c root-mean-

square' (R.M.S.) value. The term root-mean-square is best, in
that it is self-explanatory.

The R.M.S. value of any wave form may be found by the
above-described combination of graphical and numerical working,
but the wave forms of all commercial A.C. supplies are close
approximations to a sine wave, the average and effective values of
which are geometrical constants.

30. Average and Effective Values of Sine Waves.- The
average value of any sine wave, i.e. the arithmetical average of
its instantaneous ordinates throughout a half -cycle, is equal to its
maximum value x 2 / TT. Thus, referring to Fig. 6,

/« = 2/m / TT = 0'64/m (nearly).

The useful value of the alternating current /, when rectified, for
electro-chemical work would be 0'64/m if both half-cycles were
utilised, and| x 0'64/w = 0'327m if only the alternate half-cycles
were utilised (see also Chapter 17).

The effective, virtual or R.M.S. value of any sine wave is
equal to the maximum value / v/2. Thus, in Fig. 6,

= 0707/m.

The form factor of any periodic wave is defined as the ratio
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of its effective to its average value, hence the form factor of a sine
wave

" Z^ x 2T" = 2772 * 1'11'

The form factor is a useful means of comparing different wave
forms (see also § 34). Another factor, which is also useful in
this connection, is the peak or crest factor, i.e. the ratio of the

J maximum to the effective value of the wave. The crest factor
of any pure sine wave is ^/2 = 1-414. The crest factor of
the A.C. voltage used to test cable insulation should not exceed
1-5.

Table 5 gives an instructive comparison between the above-
mentioned constants for different wave forms. In practice, wave
forms are generally determined by oscillograph (§ 118).

FIG. 6.-Effective value of alternating current.

TABLE 5.-Constants for Different Wave Forms.

Wave Form. Average Value Form CrestEffective Value.(Half-cycle). Factor. Factor.

Sinusoidal . Max x 2/7T = max x 0-64 Max/^/2 =rnax x 0*707 1-11 1-414
Rectangular . Max x 1-00 Max x 1-00 1-00 1-00
Triangular . Max x 0-5 Max x 0*577 1-15 1-74
Semi-circular Max x 0-785 Max x 0-816 1-04 1-23

31. Maximum Pressure and Current.-While the minim-urn
value of a sinusoidal alternating pressure or current during each
period is zero, the maximum instantaneous value is the virtual or
' root-in can-square ' value multiplied by +/2 or 141. In the case
of alternating pressures the maximum value is important, as,
although only instantaneous, it tends to break down the insulation
of the circuit (§ 298). Thus if the pressure is said to be 220 Y

the virtual or raot-naean-square pressure as shown, by a
28
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correctly calibrated voltmeter-then the maximum value will rise,
twice in each period, to 220 x ^2 or 312 V. If the wave is more
pointed than a sine wave the maximum value may even be con-
siderably higher (see Table 5). The maximum value is also of
importance in relation to electric shock, for at the same virtual
pressure of supply the shock pressure obtained on an alternating
circuit is ^/2 = 1*4 times that on a continuous current system
with the corresponding effective pressure.

MAGNETIC EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENT.

32. Permanent and Electro-magnets.-The familiar c horse-
shoe' magnet is constructed of hardened steel, and when once
magnetised retains its power of attracting iron or steel more or
less indefinitely. It is used in certain classes of electrical measur-
ing instruments and in ' magneto' generators, etc. Annealed
iron and certain steels, on the other hand, are incapable of retain-
ing magnetism, although they can be
very powerfully magnetised by suit-
able means involving the expenditure
of power. If a number of turns of
insulated wire are wound round a

soft iron core, and a current is then ^IG. 7.~^anty of electro-
passed through this ' magnetising coil,'
the core becomes strongly magnetic for so long as the current is
flowing. By varying the intensity of current the strength of the
magnetism can be altered (§ 42); in the case of alternating
current the magnetism is constantly altering (§§ 34, 39). When
the current ceases the magnetism almost entirely disappears.
Into the elements of magnetism it is not necessary to go, as this
knowledge is assumed; it must, however, be pointed out that a
magnet must necessarily always have a north-seeking pole and a
south-seeking pole, whatever its shape or construction. If it is
an electro-magnet the relation between the polarity and direction
of the magnetising current is fixed, and will be seen at once
from Fig. 7, from Professor Thompson's Elementary Lessons. It
matters nothing whether the turns are wound right- or left-
handed, or what the shape of the iron core is. The arrows show
the direction of the current, from -4- to - , or positive to negative.

A wire, whether straight or bent into a loop, always creates a
magnetic field around it when it is carrying a current, and an iron
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core serves to augment the strength of this magnetic field. In
considering the field created by a wire, Maxwell's e corkscrew
rule' is useful, and it will be found to apply to the conditions
shown in Fig. 7. The rule runs: The direction of the current
(from + to - ) and that of the resulting magnetic force (from N.
to S.) are related to one another as are the rotation and forward
travel of an ordinary right-handed corkscrew. An alternative
means of memorising the relationship between polarity and
direction of current circulation is provided by the fact that
arrow-heads (directed outwards) on the tails of the letters N. and
S. indicate the direction of current rotation producing north and
south polarity respectively.

This magnetic effect in conductors is by no means negligible.
A case cited in § 327 shows that it may have serious effects on
overhead lines, and it is a factor of primary importance under
short-circuit conditions (§ 338). It frequently gives rise to errors

" in electrical instruments placed too near switchboard conductors
carrying heavy currents (§ 92). It also causes the apparent rise
of resistance known as skin effect (§38 and Chapter 35), wliich is
most marked in steel conductor rails on electric railways.

Apart from the use of electro-magnets in dynamo-electric
machinery and instruments, they are also used extensively for
their direct effect in attracting iron or other paramagnetic metals;
the practical applications vary from lifting magnets (Chapter 31),
for raising girders and the like, whether on land or below water,
to the extraction of splinters from the human body. Until
recently the latter use was mainly confined to the oculist, but of
late giant electromagnets, taking several kilowatts, have been
used in hospitals for extracting shell-splinters and ferro-nickel
cased bullets. While iron and steel are by far the most important,
there are other metals, especially nickel and cobalt, which are
paramagnetic in a less degree; substances which are repelled from
a magnet are called diamagnetic, and include bismuth, antimony,
and many others.

33. Polarity (Direction of Flow) of Current.-The direction
of a current is a matter of convention, for the work of the engineer
is not seriously affected by the truth or otherwise of the modern
electronic theory of matter, and it matters little to him whether

I !| there is an actual transfer of corpuscles or merely a molecular
or ultra-molecular vibration around the conductor. The adopted
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convention concerning the direction of current flow arose from
the consideration of the primary cell, and is explained in that
relation in § 127. The positive pole of any other generator is
taken to be that which behaves in the same way as the positive
pole of a battery. Since the current in any conductor produces a
magnetic field, it will, like any other magnet, deflect a compass
needle to one side or the other according to its polarity. This
property enables the conventional direction to be determined by
Anip&re's rule, viz.: Suppose a man swimming in the wire with
the current, and that he turns so as to face the needle, then the
North-seeking pole of the needle will be deflected towards his left
hand. A useful old mnemonic in this connection is Crompton's
SNOW rule; viz.: Place a compass needle under a wire placed
in the meridian, and the current entering at South turns the
North-seeking pole of the needlf ;Over to West.

34. Hysteresis.-If a core be magnetised by alternating current
it is alternately magnetised in one direction, demagnetised on the
reversal of the current wave, and then magnetised in the opposite
direction. These cycles continue so long as the current is main-
tained, and have the same periodicity as the current, i.e. generally
50 cycles per sec. (§ 12),; but the magnetic changes lag slightly
behind the current reversals. The abrupt reversal of the direction
of the magnetism, involving a change in the molecular arrange-
ment of the iron, involves also a certain expenditure of power
known as the ' hysteresis watts.' The energy so wasted heats .up
the iron core. Such losses occur in transformers and all alternat-

ing current machinery, and to a lesser degree in continuous current
machines (in those parts of the magnetic circuit which are subjected
to varying or alternating magnetic flux).

The power dissipated by hysteresis is proportional to the frequency (cycles
per sec.) and varies approximately with the l*6th power of the maximum flux
density in the iron. Since the maximum flux density is here involved the
hysteresis loss is affected by the form factor (§ 30) of the voltage wave; the
hysteresis loss is less with a peaked wave than with a flat-top (wave for the same
effective voltage.

35. Induction.-So long as the magnetic field of a conductor,
or a solenoid, or an electromagnet is steady and uniform in value,
it produces no E.M.F. in its own or any neighbouring circuit at
rest in relation to it; but as soon as there is a change in the
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strength of the field, no matter how it is produced, an electro-
motive force is set up in every conductor within the varying field.
In a continuous current circuit, such an E.M.F. can only be pro-
duced by varying the strength of the current or by moving one
of the elements in the circuit in relation to the other; but with
alternating current there must necessarily fee induced a continually
varying ErM.F., whether the elements of the circuits are stationary
or in relative motion. Thus when a conductor is moved across

the lines of force of a magnet or vice versa (as in a generator,
§ 132) an electromotive force is f induced' in the conductor; and
if the conductor makes a closed circuit, a current flows in it in
consequence of this pressure. Again, if a conductor ia wound
upon an electromagnet [as in a transformer (Chapter 17) or in-
duction coil] and the strength ofjifehe magnetism alters (§§ 32, 34),
an E.M.F. is induced. SimilarljPeach of two conductors carrying
currents varying in magnitude will mutually induce an E.M.F. in
the other; and a varying current in a single conductor will induce
a secondary E.M.F. in opposition to itself. In all such cases
except the last there is no metallic connection between the
circuits; the electromagnetic induction takes place across an air-
gap. The essential condition is that the wire in which an E.M.F.
is induced shall cut, or be traversed by, varying magnetic lines of
force.

The relation between the lines of force, direction of motion,
and direction of induced current is given by the following rule: *
Extend the forefinger and thumb of the right hand at right
angles, and the middle finger at right angles to the plane contain-
ing the forefinger and thumb; then, if the forefinger be set in the
direction of the magnetic field (N. to S.), and the thumb in the
direction of motion, the middle finger will indicate the direction
of current flow ( + to - ).

This property of self-induction has been compared with inertia;
it is that property of electricity which causes it to resist any
change in its rate of flow. It will be seen that three separate

* Note.-This useful rule was devised many years ago by Fleming, together with
the mnemonic: ' FORefinger, force; thuMb, motion; middle, induced.' As thus
used with the right hand, the rule covers induction of current in a moving con-
ductor, i.e. is a dynamo rule. If the left hand be used in the same way the
fingers and thumb give the relation for a current-carrying conductor moving in
an electric field, i.e. for a motor.
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cases may arise. First we have the induction in a single con-
ductor due to a magnetic field around it, which is for some reason
varying, but with which we are not for the moment concerned;
secondly, the mutual induction of two conductors each affecting
the other; thirdly, the self-induction of a conductor on itself,
which corresponds to inertia in matter. In every case, as with
mechanical reactions, the tendency is for the induced: E.M.F. to
resist the change which produces it. A concrete example, which
can he put to the test, is ready to hand in the field magnets of
an ordinary shunt-wound generator, or any other large electro-
magnet. If the full pressure the coil is intended to bear is
applied suddenly to the terminals, the growing field produces a
counter E.M.F. opposing the applied E.M.F., and it is some
seconds before the current attains its full strength. On the other
hand, if the circuit be opened suddenly when the magnet is at
full strength, the field cannot vanish immediately. As it dies
down, it produces an E.M.F. tending to keep the current going.
This E.M.F. may be enormously in excess of the applied E.M.F.,
and may cause a serious arc at the switch contacts, or even break
down the insulation of the field coils. If the operator is careless
he may receive a most unpleasant shock in this way from a circuit
which, in ordinary working, could be handled with impunity.

It follows from what has been written above that if two wires

close together are carrying the same current in opposite directions,
their magnetic and inductive effects balance and neutralise one
another. This fact is utilised to prevent induction in telegraph
or telephone lines carried near power circuits (§ 335). If it is
desired to wind a coil of wire that shall be ' non-inductive/ the
wire is doubled from the middle point, bringing the two ends
together; it is wound thus on the bobbin, so that each turn
consists of two mutually antagonistic wires carrying the same
current in opposite directions.

36. Unit (Henry) of Induction.-The self-induction of a
winding or circuit, or the mutual-induction between two windings
or circuits, is generally expressed in terms of the E.M.F. induced
by a change in current at the rate of 1 A per sec., the unit of
self- or mutual-induction being the ' henry.' Thus the self-
induction of a circuit is 1 henry if current changing at the rate
of 1 A per sec. induces an E.M.F. of 1 V opposing the current
change. Similarly, the mutual induction of two circuits is
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1 henry if current changing in one circuit at the rate of 1 A per
sec. induces an E.M.F. of 1 V in the other circuit.

An alternative definition is that the self-induction of a circuit

is numerically equal to the number of ' linkages ' per ampere,

divided by 108. The 'linkage' = number of magnetic lines x
number of turns in coil, etc., with which they are linked. Both
definitions lead to the same result.

37. Wattless Currents.-In a D.C. circuit, current flow in-
evitably involves power expenditure (§§ 17, 48), but this is not
necessarily the case in an A.C. circuit. In a choking coil
(§ 45), for instance, the effect of self-induction (§ 35) is to cause
the current wave to lag nearly 90° out of phase with the pressure
wave. Similarly, the primary coil of a transformer or auto-trans-

I former, although connected directly across the full supply pressure,
I only takes power in proportion to the power drawn off at thesecondary. If the secondary circuit is open, so that no current is

flowing in it, then the choking effect of self-induction causes the
primary current wave to be almost 90° out of phase with the
primary pressure wave; the current is there, and is magnetising
the core at each cycle, but the algebraic or vectorial product of
the opposing waves of pressure and currents amounts to very
little in true watts (§ 56). When such conditions obtain, the
current is said to be a ' wattless current'; the volt-arnperes may
have a high value and yet the true watts in the circuit may be
negligible. The importance of this peculiarity wUl be seen when
dealing with A.C. transmission of power (Chapter 14).

The diagrams in Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the distinction between
watt and wattless currents. (See also §§ 56, 154.) Fig. 8 repre-
sents the case where there is only ohmic resistance present in one
phase of an alternating current circuit; consequently the current
wave is in step or ' in phase' with the pressure wave and the
power is the product of volts and amperes, as shown by the tall
curve. In the first half-cycle both current and pressure are
positive, while in the second half both are negative, so that the
product is in both cases positive. In Fig. 9 the other limit is
reached and the current lags 90° behind the pressure. The re-
sulting power curve, obtained by the product of corresponding
instantaneous values of pressure and current, is partly positive
and partly negative, in quarter cycles; the power consumed
during one quarter cycle is returned to the circuit in the next%
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§ 39 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

situated in a varying field (§ 35) whether the variation is due
to the conductor moving from one part of the field to a part
where the magnetic flux density is greater or smaller, or whether
the variation is due to variations in the value of current in a

neighbouring conductor. If the conductor in which the E.M.F.
is induced forms part of a regular electric circuit there is a
definite current flow in the latter, but if the conductor is simply
a mass of metal-such as an armature core, an iron girder, or
a metal tank or case-the induced E.M.F. causes currents to
circulate locally in the metal, these currents being aptly termed
'eddy currents.' The magnitude of the induced E.M.F., and
therefore of the eddy currents, is greater the stronger the
magnetic field and is therefore increased by the presence of iron.
Also, for given,field variation, the E.M.F. induced is greater the
higher the frequency. The eddy current produced by given
induced E.M.F. is lower the higher the resistance of the path
through which the current flows. One method of reducing eddy
currents is therefore to use material of higher electrical resistance
for the parts concerned. For this reason high electrical resist-
ance is desirable in the sheets used for armature and transformer

cores (§ 82). The eddy currents are dissipated in the form of
heat and the loss which they occasion varies with PR (§ 49),
hence reducing the current / reduces the loss to a greater extent
than it is increased by the increase in resistance B.

Eddy currents are induced in conductors carrying alternating
current as well as in all adjacent metal. They may produce a
dangerous degree of heating, they may cause errors in instrument
readings, and in all cases they represent wastage of energy.
A useful application ef this is to be found in the ' eddy current
brake/ which is often used as an artificial load when testing
electric motors. Eddy currents are induced in a metal disc
driven by the motor and the energy dissipated by these currents
constitutes a load for the motor. Under ordinary circumstances,
however, eddy currents are objectionable, and they may be re-
duced by excluding iron (where possible) from the- path of the
varying field, by using non-magnetic material where applicable
(§ 84), and by interrupting or reducing the cross-section of the
paths for eddy current flow by saw-cuts. If mechanical con-
tinuity be required the saw-cuts are filled with insulating
material. Eddy currents in armature and transformer cores are
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reduced by 'building the latter from thin sheets of special steel
(§ 82) insulated from each other by varnish or paper. The
plane of the sheets is parallel to the direction of the main field
so as not to interrupt the flow of the latter. The laminations
are clamped together by bolts which are insulated to prevent
short-circuiting the laminations. If slots, etc., in the laminations
be filed the laminations may be short-circuited by particles of
metal, and the relatively heavy current flowing through these
particles may cause such heating as to damage the insulation on
adjacent windings.

MAGNETIC CIRCUITS.

40. Magnetic Field.-A magnetic field is the region round a
magnet or current-carrying conductor (§ 32) within which mag-
netic effects are exerted on magnetic materials (§ 32) or electrical
conductors. The unit strength of magnetic field (Table 1, § 2)
is represented conventionally by 1 line (of magnetic flux) per
sq. cm.; this, the unit of 'flux density,' is termed the ' gauss.' *

In every magnet a north, pole is necessarily associated with
a south pole and similar conditions obtain in the magnetic fields
established by electric currents, so that magnetic flux has always
a closed magnetic circuit. Unlike the electric circuit, the magnetic
circuit cannot be ' opened' because, although some substances
have a higher permeability (or magnetic conductivity) than others,
there is no magnetic insulator.

41. Magnetic Circuits.-The magnetic circuit of a permanent
magnet consists of the metal of the magnet itself and the air path
between its poles; the 'magnetomotive force' (M.M.F.) driving
the flux round this path is determined by the pole strength of the
magnet. Such circuits are found in permanent magnet generators
('magnetos') used for medical purposes, for ignition, and for small
lighting sets, but in motors and generators for commercial supply
the magnetic circuit comprises the field and armature cores and the
small air gap between them, whilst the M.M.F. is provided by
electromagnets (the field cores and their windings).

In any magnetic circuit the conditions are largely analogous to

* There is a field of 5 gauss at 40 cm. from a very long straight conductor
carrying 1 000 A, the return conductor being a long way off. A field of 10 gauss
is produced at and near the centre of a plane circular coil 100 cm. diameter and
of 800 ampere-turns (§ 4=2).
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§ 42 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

those in an electric circuit, and may be stated in a form similar to
Ohm's Law, viz.:-

"n-, _ Magnetomotive Force~~ 
Reluctance

The magnetic flux, or total number of ' lines of force ' in the mag-
netic circuit, corresponds to the current. The magnetomotive force,
corresponding to E.M.F., is proportional to the pole strength in
the case of permanent magnets and, in the case of electromagnets,
is proportional to the ampere-turns on the magnet, upon which the
flux depends. The reluctance is the resistance of the magnetic
circuit to the passage of the lines of force and is not a constant of
the circuit, but varies with the degree of magnetic saturation (§48).

42. Magnetomotive Force: Ampere Turns.-In any form
of apparatus using electromagnets the phrase ' ampere-turns' is
used for the product of the current in amperes and the number
of complete convolutions or turns of the wire carrying it. This
is the practical unit of magnetomotive force. The magnetomotive
force (in £ gilberts ') produced by a solenoid of T turns carrying
a current of / amperes is given by the formula 47rIT /10 and thus
increases indefinitely in direct proportion to both the current and
the number of turns. Due to increasing reluctance (§ 43), how-
ever, the strength of field produced is not proportional to the
current when the iron approaches magnetic saturation.

Under all practical conditions the magnetising effect of a
certain number of am pore-turns is the same whatever the value
of the terms J and T in the constant product IT; thus 100 turns
of a wire carrying 1 A will have the same magnetising effect on
a bar of iron within the coil as a single turn carrying 100 A; in
each case there are 100 ampere-turns,

43. Reluctance.-The reluctance of a magnetic circuit corre-
sponds to the resistance of an electric circuit. It increases in pro-
portion to the length of the circuit and varies inversely with the
cross-sectional area of the circuit. Whereas * specific resistance'
(§ 18) is used as a measure of the resistance offered by various
materials to the flow of electric current, the corresponding term

.-usedin connection with magnetic circuits is ' permeability ' which
is "analogous to the conductance (§ 18) of an electric circuit.
The permeability, JLL, of a material is defined as the ratio of the

: density ,(or 'magnetic induction'), B, produced in that
*"' -V 38
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§ 44 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

As the practical problem is generally to determine the ampere-turns, IT, required enerally to determine the a
to produce stated flux, this formula may be put in the form - ormula may be put in the fo

Arnpere-tums, IT = -$( - A-+ -^- + ...),

1C\ "FT
i zvu^e.-It is usual iii practice to plot curves between JB and -?- (i.e. the

4' ampere-turns per cm. length, tor -~ = - " -~- = IT I I). From, such curves
f 4:TT 4:1T Wl

(Fig. 18, § 81) it is possible to read of! at once the ampere-turns required per cm.
length of the material concerned, to produce a flux density B in that material.

In most cases a magnetic circuit consists mainly of iron or
special steel with an air-gap; as e.g. in a motor or generator,
where the circuit runs from the north pole of the magnet, across
the air-gap, through the iron core of the armature, across the air-
gap again to the south pole of the magnet, and thence back to
the starting-point through the yoke. The air-gap greatly in-
creases the reluctance, and is therefore reduced to as small
dimensions as may be practicable. Some lines of force will in-
evitably pass from pole to pole without going through the
armature core, and will therefore produce no useful effect; these
constitute ( magnetic leakage.'

OHM'S LAW FOR A.C. CIRCUITS.

44. Resistance, Reactance, and Impedance.-Ohm's Law
as stated in § 17 is only applicable when the resistance, electro-
motive force and current are unvarying. The law can be applied
to all direct-current circuits if both internal and external re-

sistance betaken into account (§ 21) and if allowance be made for
baek-E.M.F., where present (§ 28), but it can rarely be applied to
alternating current circuits in its simple form, because the effective
resistance to current flow in an A.C. circuit is generally greater
than the ohmic resistance of the circuit.

The resistance of a conductor in ohms is an inherent pro-
perty of the material, and is independent of the direction of
the current and of its variations; but when dealing with
alternating currents another factor comes in, called ' reactance,'
which has the effect of apparently increasing the resistance-
so that Ohm's Law as stated in ,§ 17 requires to be modified. In
explaining the term c induction' rqi § 35 the fact is brought out
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that, where the value of the current in a conductor is alternating,
an E.M.F. is induced, and that this E.M.F. tends constantly to
oppose the current which brought it into being, and so to reduce
its value; this property may be compared in its effects with
inertia in ordinary matter. With a steady continuous current
there is no such action. This opposing E.M.F, differs in phase
from the current inducing it, so that it has the effect not only of
reducing that current in amount but also of altering its phase in
relation to the main or ' impressed' pressure wave. A reference
back to Fig. 1 (§ 11) may help to explain matters. The dotted
line in that illustration shows the sine wave of an alternating
current, produced by the impressed E.M.F. shown in the full
curve. At the moment the current wave is at a crest, whether
positive or negative, the rate of change of its
instantaneous value is practically nil, and there-
fore the change of field strength produced by
it is nil, so no E.M.F. of self-induction is being
generated. If, therefore; the wave of induced
counter-E.M.F. were plotted, it would be on the
zero line at each crest of the current wave. On

the contrary, at the moment when the current
wave is crossing the zero line its rate of change,
and consequently that of the field produced also,
is at the maximum; hence at these points the
wave of counter-E.M.F. would be at its crest.

Furthermore, as this E.M.F. opposes the current
producing it, it will be rising towards a positive resistance.
maximum when the current is falling towards
zero, and descending towards zero when the current is rising to a
negative maximum.

A graphical representation will help to make the matter clearer.
In the right-angled triangle A BG (Fig. 10) A C represents the E.M.F.
required to send the current through the ohmic resistance of the
circuit, and AS represents the E.M.F. required to send the current
against the self-induction or reactance of the circuit. Then CB
will represent, on the same scale, the total E.M.F. which must be
applied, in order to produce the given current against the total
' impedance,' or apparent resistance, of the circuit. The angle <£ is
the angle of lag of the current behind the E.M.F.

Similarly, by altering the scale, the three sides will represent
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true or apparent resistance, since the resistance is the E.M.F.
divided byjfche current in the circuit. On this basis A C represents
the ohtnic resistance of the circuit and AB represents the reactance,
or apparent resistance due to self-induction; consequently BC
represents, on the same scale, the total c impedance' or apparent
resultant resistance of the circuit, which will take the place of E
in Ohm's Law. Whether the sides of the triangle represent volts
or ohnw, we have that: BC = +/(AB'2 + AC2). When dealing
with resistance values this may be expressed-

Impedance = ^/resistance2 + reactance2.

The value of the reactance (expressed in ohms) is 27T/L, where/ is
the number of periods per second, or the frequency and L is the
coefficient of self-induction, expressed in henries ; the value of L
is worked out in the case of transmission lines in SS 299 and 302«J «J

where the formula will be found. In practice, inductance is
generally expressed in millihenries =1/1 000 of a henry (rnH).

For a circuit containing only resistance and inductance Ohm's
Law becomes -

If there is also capacity in circuit an additional term is required
in the denominator of the fraction, as explained in § 46.

In some cases, e.g. where rapid variation of the field current of a motor or
dynamo is required for purposes of speed or voltage control, it is necessary to take
into account the fact that the current in an inductive circuit does not instantly
assume the steady value corresponding to the applied voltage. If a constant B.C.
voltage K be applied to a circuit of constant resistance R ohms and constant in-
ductance L henries, the value (in amperes) of the current t seconds after closing the

K
circuit is : I « -- (l - ¬"-"ut) ; where e = the base,, of natural logarithms « 2-718Jtv

approx. ; and ̂ «K/L = 1/ (the * time constant * of the circuit). The * tivne
constant ' =* L / B, and is the time required for ut to become unity ; the current then

=» (K / R) (1 - ¬-x) » (K / R) [1 - (1 /2- 718)] = (E / R) (1 - 0- 368) » 0- 682 E / E
or 68-2 % of the steady current E / R.

Similarly, the time constant of a circuit containing a capacity 0 farads in
series with a resistance H ohms is EC seconds, and is the time required for th©
voltage and charge of the condenser to reach 68-2 % of taoir steady values.

The greater the time constant of a circuit the longer it takes for steady condi-
tions to be reached after applying an E.M.F. or changing the applied E.M.F.

45. Choking Coils* - It will be seen from the expression for
impedance in the preceding paragraph that a circuit may have
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two plates of a charged condenser, and when either is discharged
a capacity current flows momentarily. A condenser may be com-
pared to an air-vessel on the delivery pipe of a hydraulic ram,
storing up some of the energy of each stroke at the moment and
then delivering it back to the column of water out of phase with
the ram stroke; at each cycle a certain charge of water enters
and compresses the air and then is driven out again.

The capacity of a condenser, whatever the form of the latter, -varies directly
with the effective surface of the plates or electrodes, and the specific inductive
capacity of the dielectric, and inversely with the thickness of dielectric between
the plates. The specific inductive capacity or dielectric constant or permittivity - of
the dielectric is the ratio of the capacity of a condenser using this dielectric to that
of the same condenser with air as dielectric. Values of e for various substances
are given in Table 7, § 73.

The parallel wires of an overhead transmission line have a
certain capacity, depending on- their geometrical arrangement
(§§ 304-306), and so have the conductors in a cable (§ 311). In
these cases the 'charging- current,7 which is leading 90° in ad-
vance of the impressed E.M.F., maybe of considerable importance,
as will be explained in due course; the capacity in a cable or line
i& practically equivalent to a very high resistance in parallel with
the resistance and the reactance of the conductor, so it does not
appreciably affect the total impedance.

Where, however, capacity is in series with resistance (either
alone or with reactance also) it must be taken into account
(Chapter 25). If resistance and capacity alone are present, the
effect of the leading capacity current is to cause the resultant
current to load, instead of to lag behind, the E.M.F.; i.e. the re-
sult fa exactly the opposite of induction. In Fig. 10, § 44, this
would be shown by drawing AB, now the 'capacity reactance' or
condorwance, still at right angles, but in the opposite sense; and
the angle <£ would be on the opposite side of AC. If both in-
ductive reactance and capacity reactance are in series with re-
Histance they are in direct opposition (180° apart), and as both are
expressed in ohms their difference is taken by vectorial or algebraic
addition. In Fig. 10, after setting off the inductive reactance,
Ali, the capacity reactance would be set back from B along BA
to a point D; and the line DC would then represent the net
impedance; and angle <£x would then be the angle of phase
difference, either lagging (as shown) or leading if the capacity
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preponderated and D were on the other side of A. In symbols
the impedance is expressed as

where C, the capacity, is expressed in 'farads.5 Ordinarily
capacities are expressed, for greater convenience, in * micro-farads '
or rnillionths of a farad (pF) ; an example is given in Chapter 25
in connection with the use of condensers for electric lighting
circuits. If the two reactances exactly balance, the current will
be in phase with the E.M.F. and the impedance will be the same
as the resistance ; this gives the conditions necessary for resonance
or syntony in the circuit, which may cause an almost unlimited
rise of pressure if the ohmic resistance is low enough.

47. Resonance or Syntony. - A combination of inductance
and capacity in series- has a definite rate of electrical oscillation
or frequency of its own, and, if L and K have such a relation that
this natural frequency coincides with that of the E.M.F., the
E.M.F. rises just as the pendulum increases its swing if struck
synchronously. Thus, consider a circuit consisting of a non-in-
ductive resistance R of 5 XI, an inductance L of 0'5 H, and a
capacity C of 5*1 jiF, all in series, with an E.M.F. of 100 V im-
pressed on it, and ascertain at what frequency it will be resonant.
This condition of ' critical frequency ' is found when the induc-
tance and capacity just balance, i.e. when 2?r/Z/ - l/27r/(7 = 0.
This equation must be solved for /. Substituting the above
values for L and C and expressing G in farads, the equation be-
comes 27T/ x 0'5 - (1 / 27T/ x 0- 000 005 1) = 0, from which / =
100 periods per sec. Put in another way, the time interval be-
tween the crests of successive waves, or natural frequency, is

which here equals 6*28 x ^/O' 000 002 55 or 0-01 sec.
giving 100 periods. The wave length, that is the distance be-
tween the crests of successive waves, or between points of equal
intensity of electric stress, is equal to the velocity of propagation
multiplied by the time interval. Taking the velocity of propaga-
tion as equal to the velocity of light, the wave length here will be
300 000 000 x 0*01 or 3 000 000 m.

As the two reactances balance at the critical frequency, the

current will be simply BfR or 100 / 5 = 20 A, and it will be seen
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that if it were possible to reduce the ohmic resistance to zero,*
the current (and therefore the pressure rise also) would be infinite.
In the example chosen, the pressure across the condenser (which
might be an underground cable) would be I/SirfC = 6 280 V, and
the pressure across the inductance would be / x 2?r/L, giving the

it: same figure. (See also § 350.)
The above is a case of resonance of the fundamental frequency

of 100 periods found for this circuit: but as the wave of an
alternator is not a true sine wave, but contains superposed odd
harmonics, these latter may also give rise to the phenomenon,
and indeed do so more often in practice. What is, however, a
danger to be guarded against in electrical engineering becomes a
most valuable aid to the utilisation of high-frequency currents in
wireless telegraphy and medical treatment ; and it has even been
proposed to utilise resonance in the transmission of power to ex-
treme distances up to 1 000 miles by means of ' half -wave ' and

' quarter-wave ' systems (§ 318).
t

POWER AND WORK.

: 48. Current and Power. - The practical unit of electrical
power (i.e. the rate of doing work) is the watt ; if a pressure of
100 V, applied to the terminals of any apparatus, causes a current
of 2 A to flow in it, then the power used in that apparatus is 200
W, and by Ohm's Law the resistance of the conductor carrying

¥ the current will be 50 fl.
Jl

1 watt = 0- 001 34 H.P. = 3'41 British thermal units

(B.Th.U.) per hour = 0'73 ft-lb. per sec. = .44-24 ft.-lbs.
per min.

Note. - A. British thermal unit is the quantity of heat required to raise 1 Ib. of
water 1° F. It is equal to 0*252 kg.-cal. A kg.-cal. or 'great calorie1 is the
quantity of heat required to raise 1 kg. of water 1° C. A * therm ' is 100 000
B.Th.U.

49. PR Watts. - As a general rule, when dealing with the
power utilised or expended in heat in any circuit or apparatus,
the power is more conveniently obtained by the derived formula
(§ 17) Watts = /2jR, which in the above case gives us 4 x 50 or
200 W as before. This is the rate at which energy is being dis-

* Ohmic resistance reduces the peak value of current or voltage" in cases of
electrical resonance, just as friction reduces the amplitude of mechanical reson-
ance.
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sipated in the conductor, and while part of it will raise the tem-
perature, part will be radiated away. Although the terms are
synonymous, it is the custom to confine the use of the phrase
PjR to energy wasted uselessly in any piece of apparatus or in a
line, while calling the power usefully employed / x E or IE.
Confusion between power utilised and power lost in transmission
is a fruitful source of misunderstanding, and a simple example
may serve to remove this. Suppose two conductors to have a
difference of potential of 100 V between them, which is maintained
by a generator under all conditions: from terminals on these main
conductors two wires, each having a resistance of 0*5 £1, are led
to an electric heater having a resistance of 9 £1 The total resistance
in this external circuit will therefore be 10 ft, and, by Ohm's
Law, the current will be 10 A. The total power in the circuit
will be El = 100 V x 10 A = 1 000 W or 1 kW. The power
lost in the connecting wires is 102 x 1 or 100 W, and 10 V are
lost in them. The power usefully employed is therefore 90 V x
10 A = 900 W, which brings the total up to 1 kW. This, however,
is all dependent on the initial assumption that the generator con-
stantly maintains 100 V pressure at the point where the circuit
under consideration begins. If it is sufficiently powerful, and is
driven by a suitable engine, this will be the case. But although
designed to give 100 V pressure, the generator may be incapable
of an output of 1 kW. For example, the source of power may be
50 small secondary cells, giving a pressure of 100 V on open
circuit. If now the internal resistance of the battery has a value
of 1 ii, the total resistance in the complete circuit becomes 11 XI,
and "by no possibility can more than 100 / 11 or, say, 9 A flow in
it. The example given in § 21 will help to make this clear.

50. Kilowatts.-For convenience, the term kilowatt (kW) is
used for 1 000 W in dealing with power on a large scale :-

1 kW = 1 000 W = 1-34 H.P. - 737 ft.-lbs. per sec.* = 56'86
B.TkU. per min.

746 W - 0- 746 kW = 1 H.R = 550 ft.-lbs. per sec. = 424
B.TkU. per min. = 2*28 Ibs. water per hr., raised from
60° F. and evaporated at 212° F.

*This is, strictly speaking, only true at sea-level and latitude 50°. Elsewhere
the weight of a mass of 1 Ib. varies. Consequently a string of decimals of a kilo-
watt, etc., is seldom accurate, apart from errors of instruments and other dis-
turbing causes.
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The output of a generator is expressed in kilowatts; thus a
generator marked 100 V, 50 A would have an output of 100 x
50/1 000 = 5 kW. It is useful to remember that 1 kW supplied
to a motor will generally produce 1 brake horse-power at the
pulley; in large motors the B.H.P. is somewhat higher in pro-
portion.

51. Electrical Horse-power.-It has been often noticed that
civil engineers, even those high up in the profession, are not clear
on the significance of the International horse-power; i.e. they be-
lieve the value of the H.P. to differ according to where it occurs
in a chain of conversions, instead of its being always equivalent
to energy expended at the rate of 550 ft.-lbs. per sec. It may
therefore not be amiss to give two examples employing the con-
stants in the preceding paragraphs, on the basis of an original
1 H.P., premising that the efficiencies assumed would only apply
to much larger plant.

First, a turbine utilising 330 Ibs. of water per min. under a head of 100 ft.,
giving 83 000 ft.-lbs. per min., or 1 theoretical (or water) horse-power. Then
the turbine, if it has an efficiency of 75 °/0, will give 0-75 B.H.P. (brake
horse-power). If this is used to drive a dynamo with an efficiency of 90 °/0
the latter will then give out 0*675 ES.H.P. (electrical horse-power) or say 500 watts.
Continuing the chain, this power is employed to drive a motor with an efficiency
of motor and transmission of 85 °/0; the motor will then give out 0* 575
B.H.P. This motor drives a pump with an efficiency of 70 °/0, which will
deliver 0*4 H.P. to the column of water. Thus the overall efficiency of the whole
chain is 0'75 x 0*9 x 0*85 x 0*7 = 0'4 or 40 °/0, and the whole of the original
water could be pumped back up 40 feet of its original fall while 13 200 ft.-Ibs.
per min. would be recovered from 33 000.

A similar example can be given in steam practice. It will be seen from the
constants in § 50 that 1 H.P. is equivalent to 42-4 B.Th.U. per min. The heat
contained in 8 or 9 Ibs. of coal burnt in 1 min. would be generated at this rate.
Owing to the low thermal efficiency of a steam engine, coupled with the losses in
the boiler, the indicated horse-power in the engine cylinder would be about 0*22
I.H.P. and the crank shaft would give about 0-2 B.H.P. The generator driven by
this would give out 0'18 E.H.P. (134 watts) and if this power were expended en-
tirely in heat it would produce 7-6 B.Th.U. per min. out of the original 42*4 with
an overall efficiency of 18 %.

The Continental or metric horse-power is slightly different,
being 75 kg.-m. per sec., equal to 736 W. The late Professor
Silvanus Thompson advocated the international kilowatt as a
preferable unit of power, to replace the horse-power entirely.

52. Work; Kilowatt-hour; Unit-The kilowatt-hour (kWh)
is the practical commercial unit of electrical work

48
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is called a 'Board o£ Trade Unit' (B.T.U.), or simply a £ unit/
when dealing with the consumption of energy in an installation;
the term c Kelvin' is also used, and has official sanction, but has
not found much favour as yet:-

1 kWh or B.T.U. = 1 000 volt-ampere-hours or watt-hours
= 1-34 H.R-hours - 2 656 400 ft.-lbs. = 3 412 JB.Th.U.
= 22*7 Ibs. of water raised from 62° to 212° F. = 3-1 Ibs,
water raised from 60° F. and evaporated at 212° F.

Obviously either 1 kW for 10 hours or 5 kW for 2 hours will
give 10 units.

53. Horse-power-hour.-It will be convenient here to give also
the equivalents of the practical mechanical unit of work, the horse-
power hour:-

1 H.P.-hour =» 0- 746 kWh = 1 980 000 ft.-lbs. - 2 545 B.Th.U.
= VI Ibs. of water raised from 62° to 212° F. = 2-28 Ibs.

of water raised from 60° F. and evaporated at 212° F.

In calculating the capacity of storage reservoirs for water-
power the relations in this and the previous paragraph will be
found very useful (see example at the end of § 239).

54, Measurement of Power and Work.- Watts are the pro-
duct of current and pressure, and, as the pressure of an installation
is usually fixed within narrow limits, the product of this fixed or
standard pressure and the amperes will give the power in the circuit
in watts at any one time. If the mean power over any given
period is found, i.e. the product of the standard pressure and the
mean current, then this multiplied by the time will give the work
done in watt-hours. This may obviously be expressed also as the
product of the standard pressure and the ampere-hours.

Most of the domestic supply ' meters' on continuous current
circuits are in fact integrating ampere-hour meters calibrated in
B.O.T. units (§ 114). In alternating current installations integrat-
ing watt-hour meters are, however, generally used (§ 115).

Watt-hours divided by 1 000 give kilowatt-hours or ' units'

(B.T.U.).
55. Power in Alternating Current Supply.-Where the

supply is alternating current the product of volts and amperes
does not necessarily give the power in the circuit, as the waves of
pressure and current may be, and generally are to some extent,

VOL. i. 49 4
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out of phase with one another (§11). It is necessary in such
cases to multiply the product in volt-amperes by the cosine of the
angle <£ of phase difference (cos (£> is commonly called the ; power

factor'), which, under ordinary circumstances met with in practice,
may vary from 0*6 to unity according to the nature of the circuit
(§ 157). A suitable wattmeter or watt-hour meter will, however,
giye correct indications. It is necessary to differentiate here
between true power, expressed in kilowatts, and apparent power,
expressed in kilo-volt-amperes. This point is discussed in the
following paragraphs, and many examples occur in Chapter 14.

56. True and Apparent Power; Power Factor.-Fig. 1,
§ 11, is a diagram showing the wave form of an alternating
electromotive force, and the consequent wave of current in a
circuit. In explaining this diagram in §§ 11, 37 it was stated
that these two waves do not always coincide, or are nob always
' in phase' with one another; consequently the power is not
always the product of the pressure and current as shown by a
voltmeter and an ammeter. If the instantaneous values of current

and pressure be taken at any moment their product will be the
power at that moment; but this will be no guide either to the
power a fraction of a second later or to its integrated value
during the whole period. If in the case of Fig. 1 a single curve
is made, on the same scale, to represent the product from moment
to moment of the instantaneous values of current and pressure,
this resultant curve will evidently represent the actual power at
each instant. Now so long as the two waves are both positive,
or above the zero line, or both negative, or below it, the algebraic
result must be positive and power will be flowing into the circuit;
when either wave is on the zero line the power product must for
the instant be nil, and the resultant curve must be crossing the
zero line also; while for so long as one wave is positive and the
other negative the resulting power must be negative (see also
Fig. 9, § 37)-i.e. power is going back momentarily into the
generator from the circuit, just as in the single-acting Willans
engine the power consumed in compressing air below the piston
on the down stroke is delivered back to the crank on the return

stroke. The resulting power curve, P, chain-dotted in Fig. 11, is
a cosine curve, and it will be found to differ from those of which
it is the product, as it will complete one period during each half
period of the supply; and the areas above and below the datum
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line may be equal (Fig. 9, § 37) or may vary until the negative
component vanishes (Fig. 8, § 37). The shaded portion of the
curve below the datum line represents power momentarily return-
ing to the circuit. The amplitude of the cosine power curve is
half the product of the amplitudes of the constituent sine curves ;
its axis is removed above the axis of the constituents by an
amount which is half of the product of the amplitude of the con-
stituents multiplied by the cosine of the angle, </>, of their phase
difference. In the figure the current is 1 / 12 of a period or 30°
out of phase with the E.M.F. (i.e. <j> = 30°), the maximum value
of the current Im, corresponding to 50 A, and that of the pressure,
Em, to 110 V (instantaneous values). If on these scales the pro-
ducts of the simultaneous values are taken throughout a whole

180° or % cycle -H " *
pIG. 11.-Pressure, current, and power curves.

period, the power curve can be plotted from these products as
shown. Its amplitude will be 110 x 50 / 2 = 2 750 and its axis
will be at a point ̂  x 110 x 50 x cos 30° = 2 380 above the
principal axis. The maximum instantaneous positive value of the
power will be 4 760 W at the peak of the wave. The net power
delivered to the circuit will be the difference between the areas
of the two parts of the curve above and below the zero line.

From this several facts will now be obvious. In the first

place, if the waves of current and pressure are exactly coincident
in phase (Fig. 8, § 37), the product must always be positive
except at the moment it touches zero; the circuit is then said to
have a power factor of unity. Secondly, if the waves are in
quadrature or 90° out of phase (Fig. 9, § 37), the power put into
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the circuit during one quarter-period returns to the generator
during the next quarter, so that no power is actually delivered at
all, despite the fact that the volts and amperes as shown on the
measuring instruments may be at a maximum; the circuit then
has a power factor of zero, although the instantaneous values of
the power, and the consequent mechanical stresses, may be very
great. Thirdly, in cases intermediate between these extremes, the
actual power is greater or less according to the extent to which
the current is out of phase with the pressure, as will be seen if a
series of curves is constructed cm the above lines; and the power
factor varies accordingly. If the waves are out of phase by any
particular fraction of a period (expressed as an angle, in degrees,
in relation to the cycle of 360°), then the product of the volts and
amperes as indicated on the measuring instruments gives the
'apparent power' in volt-amperes or kilo-volt amperes (kVA);
and in order to find the true power this product must be multiplied
by a number called the ' power factor ' (P.F.), which is the cosine
of the angle of phase difference, commonly called cos </> (see also
§§ 109-111).* Conversely, to find the apparent power, the true
power must be divided by the P.F. In practice the P.F. may be
anywhere from. 0 * 5 to unity, though generally in t h e neighbourhood
of 0*8. Non-inductive apparatus, such as glow-lamps, gives a P.F.
of unity, i.e. the current and pressure are ' in phase' with one
another; f in transformers, motors, and other apparatus having an
inductive magnetic circuit, the current and pressure are to a greater
or less extent 'out of phase/ resulting in a P.F. less than unity,
which varies according to the load for the time being. This remark
applies also to circuits having capacity (§ 46), except that the
current is then in advance of, instead of behind, the E.M.F. This

* Referring to Fig. 10 (§ 44), the power factor of the circuit represented by
ABC is : cos <f> = AO / CB = Besistancey Impedance. If the circuit contains only
resistance JR and inductance L9 the impedance = *yfrRs + (Sir/L)8]. Then

cos * = a/ j[

which is sometimes a useful relation.

fit should be noted that the fact that current and pressure waves are in
phase is not alone sufficient to make the power factor unity; the waves must also
be similar, i.e. the resistance must be constant. Even if the inductive effect of

the control-magnet coils of an A.O. arc be eliminated, so that the pressure and
current waves are in phase, the current wave is distorted by the varying resistance
of the arc and the power factor is less than unity (§ 156).
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is more fully dealt with in connection with transmission of power
(Chapter 14).

Returning to the power curve in Fig, 11, its average value can
be proved to be %EmIm cos <£» or 110 x 50 x 0'866/2 = 2380W.
That this is so can also be found by using the R.M.S. values
instead of the maxima. As shown on instruments, the E.M.F.
will be 110 / V2 = ^7-7 V and the current 50 / ^2 = 35'35 A. In
this particular case the phase difference between E and / is 30°
and the P.F. is therefore cos 30° or 0* 866, so that the power will
be 77-7 x 35-35 x 0- 866 = 2 380 W* This alternative method

of consideration amounts to pointing out that ^/2 x +/2 / 2
= unity.

By way of example, suppose on an alternating current supply there are
50 lamps, taking 100 W each, or 5 kW at 110 V; the current will then be 45-5 A,
as the load is non-inductive and the waves of pressure and current will rise and
fall together. The P.F. is therefore unity and the consumption will be 5 units
per hour. If on the same supply there is a motor, also consuming 5 units an
hour, and therefore also taking 5 true kilowatts, but having a P.F. of 0"8, then
the apparent power taken by the motor will not be 5 kW but 5 / 0*8 or 6-25 kVA.
Therefore the current will be 6-25 / 110 or 56-9 A, instead of 45-5, and the wires
must be of larger size accordingly. The power factor 0-8 is the cosine of 36°, so
this will be the value of </>, the angle of phase difference, on the assumption that
the waves are sine waves.

The average value of the product of two sine waves 90° out
of phase with one another is zero, and this is almost the case with
the pressure and current in the primary coil of a transformer on
i 
open circuit/ i.e. with no current flowing in the secondary coil

(§ 87). Although the full pressure is on the primary coil, arid is
causing a current to flow which fully magnetises the iron core on
which the coils are wound, the power used is extremely small,
viz. only what is used in heating up the wires and in magnetising
and demagnetising the iron at each cycle (i.e. hysteresis, § 34).
The balance is returned to the circuit, at each half-cycle, as shown
in the shaded part of Fig. 11. If a current is taken from the
secondary coil, and increased in amount, the two waves tend to
coincide, and the power factor rises; but it never reaches unity
in a transformer.

57. Energy Stored in Magnetic and Electrostatic Fields.-
The energy stored in a magnetic field of density H lines per
sq. cm. is IP / &TT ergs per cu. cm. of the field. A more convenient
form of this expression for the case of a solenoid of IT ampere-
turns linked with a total flux of <I> lines, is: Energy stored in
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magnetic field = <£/T / 20 ergs = %LP x 1C7 ergs, where L = self-
induction of coil, in henries. The energy thus stored is expended
in a vicious arc at the contacts if an inductive circuit be interrupted
suddenly. Another striking example of energy so stored may be
seen in the case of a shunt motor; on opening the main switch
the kinetic energy of the armature is expended in generating a
current which flows through the field coils, and the machine is
soon stopped by this * electrodynarnic braking/ If the field wind-
ing is relatively powerful or 'heavy/ the energy stored in it will
cause the armature to make a few revolutions in the reverse
direction after it has come to rest for the first time.

The energy stored in a condenser of capacity G farads when
charged to a potential difference of V volts is : -JC7F2 x 107 ergs.

The above assumes a constant field or a constant state of

charge of the condenser. If the field is produced by a sinu-
soidal current the energy stored during one quarter-cycle is
-J-L/W2 x 1C7 ergs where Im = max. value of current. Similarly,
if the condenser be charged by sinusoidal E.M.F., the energy
stored during one-quarter cycle = iCVm2 x 107 ergs, where
Vm = max. value of applied pressure.

(1 joule = 107 ergs = 0- 735 ft.-lb.)

58. Bibliography.-At the end of each chapter in this book
there will be found a short list of textbooks which the authors

can recommend as being useful for further study. These lists
are not offered as being complete, but every effort has been made
to present a useful and impartial selection. As regards papers
read before institutions and societies, it would be impracticable
to give a complete bibliography, and the authors have therefore
decided to mention in the bibliographical lists only those papers
which have been read before the Institution of Electrical En-

gineers (London). The Journal of the Institution is, or should
be, in the possession of most readers of this book. Valuable
references to papers and articles in other publications are to be
found in Science Abstracts.

The books mentioned below deal with broad subjects or give
data of more or less general applicability in all branches of elec-
trical engineering. The bibliographies appended to later chapters
include publications bearing directly on the subject matter of the
respective chapters.
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CHAPTER 2.

MATERIALS.

59. Classification by Conductivity: Conductors and In-
> j. sulators.-The materials used in electrical engineering may easily

\\ ; and conveniently be divided into the two main groups 'con-
ductors' and 'insulators/ There is no such thing as a perfect

\ insulator, for all substances conduct electricity to a greater or less
f extent, but the difference in resistivity between ' conductors' and

1, [: 'insulators' is so enormous that there is no possible ambiguity
/ | in this classification. Thus slate, which is a relatively poor in-
j; i sulator, has a specific resistance of about 100 megohms/cm.-cube,

whilst that of a high-resistance alloy may be 120 microhms/cm.-
cube; the ratio between these values is 8'3 x 10n: 1. The ratiojfcX rj ^

if \1 between the specific resistances of the worst and best conductors
j£ | is much smaller, e.g. the specific resistance of nichrome is 110

microhms/cm.-cube at 0° C., or about seventy times that of copper
at the same temperature,

In addition, however, to the main division between conductors

and insulators it is convenient to discriminate between good and
bad conductors. This may be done by reserving the term ' con-

ductor ' for high-conductivity materials such as copper and alu-
minium or, in general, for materials used where conductivity is
desirable and resistance is objectionable; and by applying the
term 'resistance materials1 to high-resistance alloys and other
materials which are used deliberately to dissipate energy, as in
motor starters and heating elements. There is no clear boundary
between conductors and resistance materials as thus defined. For

instance, steel has a sufficiently high resistance to justify its use
as a resistance material, yet it is sometimes used as a conductor
where great mechanical strength is required. Similarly liquid
solutions (electrolytes) of metal salts and acids are necessarily used 

*

. as conductors m batteries and electrolytic deposition, but they are
$6
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used as resistance materials in some types of motor starters and
controllers.

Taking the resistance of copper, the principal ' conductor,5 as
1*0, that of 'resistance alloys' is from 12 to 70, and that of 'in-
sulators ' is many thousands of millions.

Constants of conductors and resistance materials are given in
Table 6 (p. 66), and of insulating materials in Table 7 (p. 78).

60. Classification by Other Physical Properties.-Though
conductivity and insulation are two of the most important pro-
perties of materials used in electrical installations, there are other
physical properties which must be considered, e.g.:-

(a) MECHANICAL PBOPBETIES, such as ductility, strength, modulus of
elasticity, etc., which determine the applicability of the material from the con-
structional point of view. These properties have specially to be considered
where very fine wires are concerned (e.g. lamp filaments); where stresses are
severe (e.g. in high-speed rotors, transmission line spans, etc.); and where rela-
tively weak material (such as porcelain) used for insulation, is subjected to severe
mechanical stress.

The density of a material is principally of importance in regard to the estima-
tion of the weights of parts. These factors are useful-

Weight per cu. ft., in Ib. = 62-43 x density.
Weight per cu. in., in Ib. = 0-036 x density.
Weight per cu. cm., in grm. = density.

(b) THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS.-The temperature coefficient of expansion of
a material is important where exact dimensions have to be maintained (as in
certain instruments); where expansion and contraction vary the stresses between
points which are fixed mechanically (as in long rigid conductors or transmission
line spans); where differences in expansion may crack joints, etc. (as in lamp
bulbs, composite insulators, etc.); and in liquids where convection currents con-
tribute to natural cooling (as in oil-immersed transformers). The specific heat of
a material is important where absorption or storage of heat is concerned, low
specific heat being desirable where minimum absorption and rapid heating are
required, and high specific heat being desirable for maximum storage of heat.
Thermal conductivity is important in determining the rating of machinery and
the efficiency of furnaces, etc. ; it should be high where unavoidable heat losses
have to be dissipated as rapidly as possible (e.g. through the insulation of
machine windings), but it should be low where heat losses have to be reduced (as
from electric furnaces). The melting-point of a material determines the maxi-
mum temperature at which it can be operated in solid form, and this is of practical
importance in connection with lamp filaments, refractory bricks, etc., but the
limiting temperature at which conductors can be operated is generally the maxi-
mum temperature at which their insulation can be operated without deteriora-
tion (§ 80).

(c) MAGOTTIC PROPEBTIBS.-The magnetic properties of iron and certain'
special iron alloys (§ 82) are essential to commercial electrical machines and
transformers, With the exception of the iron group there are no magnetic
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materials of commercial importance. Non-magnetic materials are definitely
' required where self-induction and magnetic leakage are to be avoided. Unfor-
i unately there is no magnetic insulator ; ' non-magnetic' materials are those

which have no higher permeability (§ 43) than air.
(d) ELECTRICAL PBOPERTIES OTHER THAN CONDUCTIVITY.-The conductivity

i (or resistivity) of a ' conductor' (§ 59) is its only electrical property of practical
1 i importance. On the other hand, the resistivity of insulators is relatively unim-

! portant and generally indeterminate (§ 71). The insulation resistance of a wind-
ing or network (§§ 4, 281) is generally determined by moisture or by conducting
particles; the resistivity of the insulation itself is so high that, in the absence of

?' * such foreign influences, break-down occurs by puncture when the electrostatic
stress exceeds the dielectric strength of the material (§ 72).

The capacity of any condenser increases in direct proportion to the specific
inductive capacity (§ 46) of the dielectric. The conductors of insulated cables act,
with regard to each other and to earth, as the electrodes of condensers in which

i the insulating material is the dielectric ; the higher the specific inductive capacity
, of the insulating material, the greater the quantity of electricity required to
| charge the cable and, therefore, the heavier the charging current (§ 311). The

different specific inductive capacities of various insulating .materials (Table 7)
I makes it possible to control the potential gradient in a 'graded insulation,'
1 I (§§79,289).
i i The reversal of electrostatic stress in any insulation subjected to alternating

j P.D. involves dielectric hysteresis (analogous to magnetic hysteresis, § 34); the
1 j energy thus expended in the dielectic heats the latter and may represent an
| j appreciable loss (§ 311).

'\\ ] (e) CHEMICAL PEOPEETIES.-Purity and homogeneity are desirable in most
| electrical materials; for example, small traces of impurity increase greatly the

resistance of copper and the conductivity of the cast metal is lower than that of
rolled copper. Homogeneity in insulating materials makes for uniformity in

« dielectric strength ; air films are particularly to be avoided (§ 79).
Resistance to moisture and corrosion (atmospheric or chemical) is generally a

i desirable and often an essential characteristic.

According to the relative importance of the above-mentioned
, properties in individual applications, electrical materials can

be classified in any number of groups. For our purpose, it is
convenient to adopt the general classification: Conductors, re-
sistance materials, insulating materials, magnetic and non-
magnetic materials, and refractories. Data bearing on other
characteristics are given where of special interest.

61. Temperature Coefficient of Resistance.-The specific
resistance (§18) of any material is a constant for any specified
temperature, but varies with temperature. The resistance of
copper and most other conductors increases with temperature,
i.e. the temperature coefficient of resistance is positive. Con-

, i stantan and other useful alloys have practically constant resist-
ance within wide limits of temperature, i.e. they have zero (or
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nearly zero) temperature coefficient of resistance. The resistance
of carbon, of electrolytes, and of india-rubber and other dielectrics
(§ 71) decreases as the temperature rises, i.e. the temperature co-
efficient of resistance is negative. The positive temperature co-
efficient of, say, iron may be used to compensate for the negative
coefficient of the electrolyte in electrolytic ampere-hour meters
(§ 114).

In general, the resistance of a conductor varies with tempera-
ture according to the law

Rt = B, (I + at) . . . . (1)

where Rt, JB0 are the resistances at temperatures t° and 0° C. and
a is the temperature coefficient of resistance per 1° C.* This
simple relation holds good only for a limited range of tempera-
ture, say 100° C. The resistance at temperature t is expressed in
terms of the resistance at 0° C. If the resistance be R^ at some
other temperature tf we have: E't = R0 (1 + at'). Dividing this
equation by equation (1), we have -

« =
Rt 

~ 
1 + at 1 + at '

whence . Rt' = J&[~1 + ̂ -^ . (tf - t)\.L 1 4- at ^ J

This means that the resistance at a temperature t' can be calcu-
lated directly from the resistance at a temperature t (without
reference to the resistance at 0° C.)> by using the formula -

Bt = Rjl + W - 0] " " - - (2)

in which /3 = a/(l + at) = 1 /(- + t§ \CL

In other words, if a be the temperature coefficient of resistance
for equation (1), which is based on resistance at 0° C., then /3 is
the temperature coefficient of resistance for equation (2), in which
the basic resistance is that at t° C.

For copper, a = 0' 004 265 at 0° C. ; and £ = 1 / (234-5 + t) = 1 / (234-5 + 20) =
0- 003 93 at 20° C. If the resistance R20 at 20° C. be known we could calculate the
resistance E0 at 0° C. from : E20 = B0 (1+ O04 265 x 20) = 1- 085 3 B0 ; and the
resistance E^ at 30° C. from : Rm = jB0 (1 + -004 265 x 30) == 1-128 K0, but it is
simpler to work from : R.M = R2Q (I + -003 93 x 10) = !" 039 3 B20. The result
obtained is the same by both methods.

*The temperature coefficient per 1° F. = | x the coemcient per 1°
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The variation of resistance of a conductor with temperature
may be utilised to determine the temperature of the conductor
(§ 122).

CONDUCTOR MATERIALS (see Table 6, p. 66).

62. Copper.-Copper is by far the most extensively used
electrical conductor, combining, as it does, high electrical con-
ductivity with excellent mechanical properties and relative im-
munity from oxidation and corrosion under service conditions.
Electrolytic copper is practically pure. The smallest traces of
impurities increase enormously the resistance of the metal.
Hard drawn wire is used for overhead conductors (§ 307), due
to its superior tensile strength; for most other purposes the

I softer, annealed wire (§ 280) is used, this having 2 or 3 °/0
II'l lower resistance. Rolled bars are used where large sections are

concerned. Copper castings are liable to be unsound. Copper
gauze brushes are still used on low voltage, heavy current
dynamos for electroplating, etc.*

The international standard of resistance for copper, as laid
I down by I.E.C. Publication No. 28, is based on the following
If

values:-

Standard Annealed Copper at 20° C. (68° F.).
(i) BesistaD.ce of a wire 1 metre long and of uniform section 1 sq. min. =

1 /58 a = 0- 017 241 n (= volume resistivity, § 18).
(ii) Density, 8*89 grm. per cu. cm.
(iii) ' Constant mass' temperature coefficient of resistance, 0- 003 93 per degree

I Centigrade.
(iv) Resistance of uniform wire 1 metre long, weighing I grm. = 0" 153 28 XI

(= mass resistivity, § 18).

It is stipulated that the conductivity of commercial annealed
copper be expressed as a percentage, at 20° C., of that of standard
annealed copper. The temperaturp t° C., at which measurements
are made, must be within ± 10° C. of 20° C., i.e. between 10° C,
and 30° C. Then if B be the resistance at t° C. of a copper wire
L metres long weighing m grm., the percentage conductivity of
the copper is-

CBm/P)+ 0-0006(20- i)

* Sparking and wear on the commutator may be reduced by soaking the
brushes periodically in a mixture of vaseline and finest graphite ; this treatment
is permissible only for low voltage machines (10-15 V).
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Data, consistent with those above, adopted by the B.E.S.A.,
are as follows : -

Standard Annealed Copper at 60° F. (15-6° C.).
Weight = 555-11 Ibs. per cu. ft.
Specific gravity = 8-892.
TTT . ", , area in sq. in.
Weight per yard = �. uoo Olil a5M 75 g»««-

= 11- 564 x (area in sq. in.) Ibs., approx.
r, . . , , -.v 0-0000240079
Resistance per yard (annealed)

� , , . 0- 000 024 728
� (hard-diawn) - _- -g- af approx.

Resistance per 1 000 yds. (annealed) = n / W Q. ; where
W = weight of wire in grains per yard ; and
n = 1 943 for plain standard annealed copper

= 1 982 for tinned wire from 0-007 in. to 0-036 in. dia. inclusive

= 1 962 for tinned wire exceeding 0-086 in. dia.
Coefficient of linear expansion = 0- 000 009 44 per 1° IP.

- 0-000 017 per 1° 0.

The temperature coefficient of resistance of standard annealed
copper is 0- 004 26 at 0° C. and 0- 003 93 at 20° 0. (§ 61).* The
coefficient decreases with the percentage conductivity of the
copper (as expressed at (I) above) ; down to 90 % conductivity
the temperature coefficient of resistance of copper of p °/0 con-
ductivity may be taken as (p / 100) x the temperature coefficient
of standard annealed copper at the same temperature.

B. Welbourn f gives the following values for the modulus of
elasticity of hard-drawn copper strands: -

20 000 000 Ibs. per sq. in. for 7 -strand cable,
17500000 � � � 19- �
15500000 � � � 37- �

63. Aluminium. - Aluminium is often used in place of copper
for bus-bars and overhead transmission lines and, less frequently,
for insulated cables and windings. It is much lighter than
copper (the ratio of the densities being 1 : 3*42), and its electrical
conductivity and mechanical strength are lower than those of

*For a temperature rise of 50° C., which is not uncommon in practice
the resistance at 0° 0. must be multiplied by 1 + (50 x 0*004 26) «= 1-218. This
shows the futility of expressing commercial electrical quantities to within 1 in
1 000 ; only when all relevant conditions are stated can there be any justification
for such expression.

f Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 56, p. 53.
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i $ copper, in about equal ratios, so that, for equal electrical conduc-
If ', tivities, aluminium and copper conductors are of nearly equal

strength. The wind pressure and weight of snow are, however,
greater on an aluminium line than on a copper line of equal
conductivity because (the specific conductivity of aluminium being
about 61 % that of copper), the aluminium line is of 65 °/0
greater cross-section and 28 °/0 greater diameter than the equiva-
lent copper line. The relative weight of electrically equivalent
conductors is aluminium 0*48, copper 1*0, so that the bare metals
are about equally economical when the price of aluminium is
2*08 times that of copper. Additional information on the use of
aluminium for overhead lines is given in §§ 308, 331.

The larger diameter of the conductor renders insulated alu-
minium cables much more costly than copper cables of equal
conductivity; on the other hand, the larger diameter with alu-
minium reduces dielectric stress and corona loss at the surface of

higlv voltage conductors.
Aluminium was used instead of copper in the armature and

field windings of motors, generators, etc., and in transformers
built in Germany during the Great War, and it has been claimed
that such machines compete in efficiency and price with copper-
wound machines. Aluminium is, however, at an obvious dis-
advantage wherever the space for windings is limited.

The thin film of oxide which forms on the surface of alu-

minium makes soldering a matter of some difficulty and uncertainty.
Mechanical joints (bolts, clamps, twisted sleeves, etc.) are used
extensively, and welded joints have been used in aluminium
windings. (See also § 383.)

The use of aluminium in lightning arresters and rectifiers is
mentioned in § 346 and Chapter 17.

64. Iron and Steel as Conductors.-The magnetic properties
of iron and steel are discussed in §§ 81-84. The resistivity of
steel is about six or eight times that of copper, so that steel is
used as a conductor only when: (i) mechanical strength is specially
important; or (ii) so large a cross-section is required, for other
reasons than for conductivity, that steel is more economical than
copper (§ 309).

(i) All steel and steel-cored copper or aluminium-stranded wires are used for
very long spans in overhead lines (§§ 309, 331), and tinned or galvanised small
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steel mres are often used with copper for strength in small flexible wires and
cables.

(ii) Low-carbon steel is used for conductor-rails in traction circuits (Chapter
35). The British Standard method of specifying the resistance of such rails
(B.E.S.A. Eeport No. 68) is to state the resistance in microhms at 60° F. (15-6° C.)
of a rail of the same material as the conductor rail in question, having a length of
1 yd. and a weight of 100 Ibs. As thus specified, the resistance of flat-bottom
conductor rails now in use ranges from 15 to 19*5 microhms (mean 18 microhms)
per 100-Ibs. yard; whilst that of specially hard T rails ranges from 19'8 to 20-5
microhms (mean 20*2 microhms) per 100-lbs. yard. For chemical analyses, and
conversion formulae and tables reference should be made to B.E.S.A. Report
Fo. 68.

Iron pipes are sometimes used as bus-bars, and steel is fairly satisfactory for
slip rings.

Iron wires, used in Germany during the war to replace copper, have been
proposed for normal use in small domestic installations where the section of
copper required for mechanical strength is greater than would be needed for
conductivity alone. It is possible that stainless iron or steel may find an ap-
plication in this field. Galvanised iron wire has, for a similar reason, been
found economical in overhead lines supplying small rural loads (§ 331.)

Wherever iron or steel is used as a conductor the possible
importance of skin-effect (§§ 38, 309) should be considered.

The specific resistance of grey cast iron is roughly ten times
that of steel and seventy times that of copper; for this reason, no
reliance should be placed upon the metal of a cast-iron joint box
for carrying appreciable current.

Apart from the increase in resistance due to temperature
coefficient (§61 and Table 6, p. 66), the resistance of iron increases
greatly and suddenly at the temperature of recalescence (about
680° C.). This phenomenon is utilised in the ballast resistance
of the Nernst lamp to compensate for the unstable pressure-
current characteristic of the filament itself. It is also employed
in other applications as an automatic current regulator, the
principle being that the iron wire (enclosed in a hydrogen-filled
bulb) is brought nearly to red heat by the normal current of the
circuit; an increase of current then brings the iron to the tempera-
ture of recalescence, greatly increases its resistance, and thus limits
the increase of current.

65. Other Metallic Conductors.-The notes on these are
necessarily brief and, for convenient reference, the metals are
arranged alphabetically.

Bismuth.-When bismuth is placed in a magnetic field, the electrical re-
sistance of the metal increases, nearly in proportion to the field strength. A spiral
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coil of bismuth wire wound non-inducfcively, calibrated by reference to a magnetic

,r r < standard, and used in conjunction with a Wheatstone bridge, is sometimes used
! I ( to measure field strengths (§ 121). It is unsuitable for alternating fields due to
"r I. I "fc " I' \ time lag in the changes of resistance.

Brass for casting generally contains 66 °/0 copper and 34 °/0 zinc. Sound
castings are obtained more easily than in copper. The alloy is cheaper than
copper and is used for various current-carrying parts in which the cross-section
is determined by mechanical rather than electrical considerations.

Bronze.-Silicon bronze and phosphor bronze wires are used for long spans
in overhead conductors (§ 331). Silicon bronze consists of copper and up to
5 °/0 of silicon, and a typical phosphor bronze contains Cu, 92'5; Sn, 7; P, 0*5.
Constants for both types of bronze are given in Table 49, § 331.

Cadmium-copper.-Alloys containing up to I'l °/0 cadmium give wires
which are stiffer, harder, and of higher tensile strength than hard-drawn copper
(Table 49, § 331). The annealing temperature is raised, 1-1 % cadmium wires

/;- *, softening only slightly at 260° 0.
Lead.-This metal is used for sheathing various types of insulated wires and

cables, particularly where moisture is to be excluded. The addition of about
3 °/0 tin increases the tensile strength 50 °/0. Lead is also used in bimetal fuse
wire and for interconnecting the plates and cells of accumulator batteries.

Mercury.-This metal is made the basis of the international definition of the
ohm (§ 3). It is used for making and breaking contact in many types of apparatus,
but is suitable only for weak currents and low voltages, and should be used in

M f vacua or protected from air by a layer of oil to avoid oxidation. The use of mer-
cury in lamps and rectifiers is mentioned in Chapters 25 and 17 respectively.

Nickel is malleable and resists corrosion. It is used for connections in heat

ing and cooking apparatus, for supports in glow lamps, and for sparking plug
electrodes. It is a constituent of many important resistance-alloys (§ 67).

Nickel Steels offer a wide range of valuable properties. High-tensile steels
(3 °/0 Ni) are used for large dynamo frames and high-speed rotors. For spark-
ing-plug electrodes 22 c/0 Ni steel is suitable. The 25 °/0 Ni steel is non-magnetic
(§ 84). Invar is 36 °/0 Ni steel and has practically zero temperature coefficient of
expansion. As a substitute for platinum leading-in wires for lamps, etc., there is
used platinite (46 °/o^i steel) or a 38 °/0 Ni steel wire copper-coated.

Platinum was formerly used for the leading-in wires of glow lamps and for
contact pieces, but its price has become prohibitive; see Nickel Steels and Tung-
sten.

Selenium.-When suitably annealed, selenium assumes a crystalline form,
and has then the curious property that its electrical conductivity varies (roughly)
as the square root of the intensity of illumination upon the specimen. Different
workers advise different methods of preparing the material, and quote widely
different values for the electrical resistance, light sensitivity, and time lag in re-
sponse. The conductivity may increase 100-200 times or more when the material
is taken from a dark room into sunlight; some specimens increase in resistance
when taken from dark to light, but the change in resistance of such * light
negative' material is generally very small. The time lag in the changes of re-

i W sistance under varying illumination may be reduced by suitable treatment of the
material, and selenium cells are used to control flashing buoys, and in the electri-
cal transmission of pictures; also in devices for enabling the blind to read by
sound, and in the recording and reproduction of sound for ' talking (cinema) pic-
tures.'
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TABLE 6.-Approximate Constants of Electrical Conductors and Resistance Materials. (Compiled from Various Sources.)
CONVERSION FACTORS.

Resistance per in.-cube = 0'394 x resistance per cm.-cube.
Ohms per mil.-ft. =6*02 x microhms per cm.-cube.
Temperature coefficient per 1° F. = | x temperature coefficient per 1° C.
Temperature in °F. = (°0 x f) + 32°.

Specific Resist- Temperature Temperature
Composition, State, etc, Coefficient SpecificMaterial. If ance Microhms Coefficient of See. alsoFor key see Note at foot of Linear Melting- HeatPer cm. -cube Resistance Point °C.

of Table. at 20° C. Per 1° C. Expansion 0°-100° C. 
§o Modulus 

of 

Elasticity illion Lbs. 
pei 

Sq. 
In.

Per 1° C.

^ S

Aluminium . Cast soft 2-68 2-8 0-0035
Rolled or drawn 2-71 2-9 655 0-212 / 63,0- 003 5 11J-15 ~g JO- 000 024 \308, 331

Antimony . - 6-6 40-0 630 0-051
Bismuth - 9-8 116-0 0- 004 2 269 0-030 65
Cadmium . 8-6 10-8 0-0042 65
Carbon Graphite 1-9-2-3 400-1 200 rninusQ- 000 6- \

Moulded electrodes 1-5-2-0 3 500-7 500 to 0- 001 2 / - - 

. 

- 3450 0*19-0-20 66

Cobalt - 8-7 10-4 0* 003 3 1485 . 82, 83
Copper Annealed 8-89 1-72 0- 003 9 148-93 1091 0-094 J62, 307,» Hard drawn 1-77 0-0039 21-30 15-16 JO- 000 017 1 331
Gold . 

V. u*rj.
- 19-3 2-47 0- 003 8 17 13-7 0-000014 1063 0-031

Iridium - 22-4 5-3 2290 0-032 122
Iron, pure . (Se# also cast iron and steel) 7'8 9-10 0- 006 2 30-40 26-3 0- 000 012 1 500-1 530 0-116 64,81
Lead , - 11-4 21-0 0-0041 li 2-5 0- 000 030 327 0-030 65
Magnesium - 1-7 4-4 0- 003 8 0- 000 032 632 0-246 67
Mercury '- 13'6 96-0 0-0009 - 38-8 0-033 65
Molybdenum 8-5 4-5 0-005 2500
Nickel Commercial 8'85 10-5 0-004 35 29-3 0- 000 013 1450 0-109 65,67
Palladium . - 10-9 0-0035
Platinum . - 21-5 11-8 0- 003 8 21 24 0- 000 009 1710 0-032 65, 122
Silver , -"" 10-5 1-6 0-004 19 9-8 0* 000 019 960 0-056 65



TABLE 6 (continued).

Tantalum . 16-6 lO'O 0-0033 27i 1 - 0- 000 007 2910 0-036 _
Thallium . 11-9 19-0 0-004 - - 301 0-033
Tin .... 7*3 11-5 0' 004 6 2 6-8 0- 000 022 232 0-055 65

( 4-7-5-0 x i , 200-290 
^J annealed 1

Tungsten . - 18-8 0- 005 i-! .w?es£ \1 5-8-6-2 j i \ to 1 mil. - 0- 000 004 3300 0-034 65^ drawn J v dia. }
Zinc .... - 7-2 6-2 0'004 j 10-13 12-3 0- 000 029 419 0-095 65
Zirconium . 4-2 4-2 0- 005 . - - - 1700 - - "

.. ....

Cast iron ' No-Mag '(la) 140 0- 000 9 ^ - _ _ _ 84
7'2 - - - ->5 ) J * * * Ordinary 75-100 0- 001 9 ! 5-13 64
- 23-33 - "" - , - - - -)) } J * ' * Malleable

Manganese steel . 1-0-1-3%C; 11-13 %Mn 7-85 70 0- 001 4 i 65 - 0- 000 018 - - 84

Silicon steel 3J % Si 7 '7 50-60 - i 30-35 - - - . 331
Nickel steel 4| % Ni 30 - | 39 28-5 - - -
Carbon steel / Conductor rails, etc. ; 1 7-8 10-14 0- 004-0- 005 30-60 29-5 0-000012 1350 - 64

\ up to 0'4 % carbon /

High carbon ^ - 15-45 0- 002-0- 004 55-100 - o- ooo 010 - - /64, 309,
\ 331

At OG.

Nicliromell . . (3d) 8-02 110 i 24 0- 000 16 
' 

- _ . _

Calido . . . Ni- Cr- Fe (26) 8-15 103 I - 0- 000 36 ! - - - 1530 - -
Manganese-copper . 30Mn + 70Cu - 1 101 j - 0- 000 04 i -
No. 525 nickel-chrome ; (3c) 8-15 } 100 ! 24 0- 000 37 i - - - -

Nichrome . . . \ Ni- Cr- Fe (Bb) 8-15 ! 100 ! 24 0- 000 44 ! - 1538 5
Rayo . . . . Ni- Cr- Fe (2d) 8-05 j 95-7 i - 0- 000 18 ! - - - 1530 - -
Kromore . . . i (3£>n -3 g - 5 8-9 95 j 24 0- 000 18 ! - - - - - - .
Chronic . . . (4£U-|j g IJT 8-28 93-5 i 15 0- 000 42 1 47 - - 1400 -
Comet . . . {2ce)J-g-g'rt'3 8-15 87 i - 0- 000 7 i - 1510
Superior . . . I Nickel-steel 81-8-2 87 ; - 0-0008 ! - - - 0-117 -



TABLE 6 (continued).

, 1

Specific Resist- _.4 ,- &ance MicrohmsComposition, State, etc. TemperatureCoefficient ofMaterial. For key see Note at foot JfeM TemperatureCoefficient Specific See alsoof Linear Melting- HeatResistanceof Table. If Per cm. -cube.020 Per 1° C. lisa1 Point °C. §Expansion 0°-100° C.

At20°C. At °C. 
' £ l«a Per 1° C.

a

No. 193 alloy . Nickel steel (3c) 8-14 87 24 0- 000 72 _
Climax (5) - 87 - 0- 000 54 -
Beacon 8) 8-13 85 0- 000 7 -
Ferrozoid . Nickel steel (4c) 8-28 84 15 0- 000 76 42-4 - 0-000007 

. 

1490
Kruppin 8-10 84 15 0- 000 63 - - - - 0-012 (?) -
Phenix !! " (fco 8-10 83 0- 001 1 1510
Rheostene : Besista . - 69 - 0- 001 04 - - - - - .

SB alloy . (5) - 53 - - - - - -

Ferno .... (6) 8-88 50 - near nil - - -

r, , , -o v. * f 40-45 % Ni ; 60-55 % Cul
Constantan ; Eureka . j-j * ^L^i f 8-88 I 49 15 0-00001 - . __ 0-095-0-105

Advance . . . \ " Ni- Gu (3^) 8-9 49 24 0- 000 018 - -
Ideal .... i Ni-Cu (2efg) 8-9 49 15 0- 000 005 - | - - ! 1210 -
Hecnum . . . 1 - (7) - 48 - 0-000041 61-66 i - over 1 260
Ferry ... .1 Ni- Gu (4c/) 8-99 ! 47 '2 15 0- 000 022 39 i - 0- 000 014 6 1 250
Therlo . . . Cu~Mn-~Al (3/) 815 | 46'7 24 0- 000 006 _ - -

Lucero Ni- Ca (2c) 8*9 | 46-5 - 0-0007 - - - 1 1350 i -
Bheotan - i 8-^ i 45 - 0-00041 - i -
Niekelin . 6SCa;32Ni 1 8-2-9 -5 i 43 - - ! - .
Monel metal 67Ni ; 28Cu ; 5Fe, etc. (*) 1-42 15 0- 001 9-26 

- 
i 

- : 1 370 

0-093 j -
0-08-0-10 ! -

Tarnae ; Manganin , / 84-55CU ; 4-41N1 ; { 3.9.5.5 40.50 15 0- 000 02-0- (XX) 04 - ; - - | 910 0-097-0-105 -
BB alloy . Nickel silver (4) i 8*98 ; 40*2 15 0-00021 34-8 - 0-0000157 - ! - ' -
Zodiac � � C4/} 8-97 ! 36 i 15 0-00023 ! 37'8 - 0-0000159 - ! - ! -
German silver . . 6QOu floXi; 25Zn|f) j 8-5 ! j 15 0-0003-0 '000 6! 30 - - - 0'094-0'096 -
Argentan , - - 28-7 j 15 0-00039 - -
Platinoid . . . 1 German silver + O'l % W I 9*0 35-45 ! 15 0-00023 - -
Ferro-nkkel . i - - ; 27-36 24 

\ 
. . ! 

0-0022 - 
' 

- __ - - j _



TABLE 6 (continued).

Nickel-silver ( 52-80Cu ; 10-35Zn ; 1 ( 0-000 016- '\\ 5-30M (4) ) 8-93-8-8 29-18 15 0-00027-0-00076 30-29J \0-000018 / - -
Platinum-silver . 66-33 % Pt (»i) | Up to __17-8 j 29-25 15 0-00031-0-00033 - - -
Cupro-nickel (4c) 8-88 26-4 15 0- 000 285 28 -
Platinum-rhodium QOPtj 10Rh{e) 20-6 21-3 15 0-0015 -- - -

Edina . (6) 7'8 21 0-009 -
Magnp-nickel M-Mn (2k) 8'8 20 1400 - -
Platinum-iridiuin SOPfc; 2QlT(em) -- 32-5 

. 

15 
0-002
0- 002 - � - -

Bronze 88Cu; 12Sn 87 177 15 - 0- 000 5 40 17-5 0-09 (ca.) -
Aluminium bronze 97Cu ; 3A1 8-97 15 0- 000 9 -
Phosphor bronze 92iCu ; 7Su ; 0-5P 87-3-9 7-8 0- 002-0- 004 20-65 15 

" 

0- 000 018 

-
-- 331

Brass . 6&90Cu; 34-10Zu 8-4-8-7 7-3J 15 0- 001 5-0- 002 10-24 137 0- 000 019 0-092 -
Silicon broiize . _ 3-9-1-8 0- 001 8 49-28 0- 000 018 

, 
.. " - - 331

Note.-the data concernii% proprietary materials are mainly as given by the makers (or calculated therefrom). The reference numbers in the Table apply to
the subjoined list of makers or suppliers, and the reference letters to the list of typical applications for the various materials.

(1) JTerranti, Ltd., Hollinwood. ) Switch or transformer covers, cable boxes, resistance grids, etc.
2} Electrical Alloy Co., U.S.A. I Heating elements and rheostats for high temperatures.
3) Driver, Drennan & Cooper, Ltd., Manchester. > Resistances to be worked up to about 250° C.
4} H. Wiggin & Co., Ltd., Birmingham. ) Permanent working at 1 000°-1 100° C.
5) Driver Harris Wire Co., U.S.A. } Thermo-couples.
6) Bruiitons, Musselburgh. i Shunts ; and resistances to ' swamp' the temperature coefficient of copper, etc.

A. E. Heekford, Birmingham. Resistances to be worked near atmospheric temperature
i Thernio-E.M.F. against copper 0- 004 6 V per 100° C.
I � � � ,, 0'3 microvolt per 1° C.
Contact points, sparking plug electrodes, etc.
Thermo-B.M.F. against copper 2 to 2| microvolts per 1° C.
Hot wires of measuring instruments.
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the permissible current density 55 to 60 A per sq. in.; and the specific resistance
600 to 1 200 microhms per in.-cube..

Graphite brushes, made from graphite with a small proportion of binder, are
very soft and should be used with under-cut micas. The coefficient of friction is
low, from 0-12 to OT7; the permissible current density from 60 to 65 A per sq.
in.; and the specific resistance from 600 to 1 000 microhms per in.-cube.

Metal-graphite brushes contain a proportion of powdered metal (generally
copper) which increases the conductivity. This type of brush is suitable only for
slip rings or low-voltage commutators (up to 100 V). The coefficient of friction is
from 0-18 to 0-20; and the permissible current density is from 60 to 100 A per
sq. in. on commutators (50 % higher on slip rings), according to the pro-
portion of metal in the brush. For electroplating dynamos (up to 10 or 12 V)
metal-graphite brushes are available with specific resistance as low as 7 microhms
per in.-cube; other brushes, containing less copper, range from 100 to 500 microhms
per in.-cube.

Other uses of carbon are for glow lamp filaments, arcing tips,
and rheostats. Carbon filament glow lamps are still used where
their energy consumption is of secondary importance or where (asI

i»: in radiator lamps) it is actually requisite. Carbon arcing tips
are used to break circuit in switchgear, because they are damaged
but slightly by arcing and are easily renewed (§ 365). The
critical voltage required to maintain an arc between carbon elec-
trodes is higher than that required between metal electrodes (say

] !! 35-40 V compared with 12-15 V). For this reason, and because
{ of its very high melting-point, and the relatively low electrical
* 

* conductivity of the carbon arc (compared with the metallic arc),
I carbon is more effective than metals as a material for the arcing
*, ,, contacts of switchgear, provided that its mechanical weakness does
I not prevent its being used. Carbon powder, granules, and plates
I ; , are used for rheostats of various types; the resistance being vari-

able within wide limits by changing the mechanical pressure
applied to the material. A line drawn with a ' lead' pencil on a

' piece of ground glass can be used as a high resistance (of the
megohm order).

Carbon differs from most metallic conductors in that it has a

negative temperature coefficient of resistance (Table 6). Except
where carbon is used as a resistance material, this negative tem-
perature coefficient is advantageous; for instance, the resistance

, of carbon-furnace electrodes may be 50 °/0 lower at the working
temperature than at atmospheric temperature.

, 67. Resistance Materials.-Conductors of high resistance are
used where it is actually desired to dissipate electrical energy as

eat, e.g. in starting and regulating apparatus for motors (Chapter
70
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29), in heating and cooking apparatus (Chapter 26), and so forth.
In such cases it is usual to speak of the high-resistance conductors
as ' resistances/ and to say that they are used as ' resistance coils/
'resistance elements,' or 'heating elements.'

The British Standard specification for metallic resistance
materials (B.E.S.A. Report, No. 115) divides these materials into
five classes:-

(A) For use when a low temperature coefficient is required at temperatures
not exceeding 60° C. (as in standard resistances and sub-standard instru-
ments). The permissible temperature coefficient is Hh 0' 000 02 per 1° C.,
within the range 10° to 60° C.

(B) For use when the temperature coefficient may vary more than in Class
(A) and at temperatures not exceeding 200° C. (as in instruments other
than sub-standard). The permissible temperature coefficient is ±
0- 000 04 per 1° C. within the range 10° to 100° C.

(G) For use when the temperature coefficient may vary over a wide range and
at temperatures not exceeding 300° C.

(D) For use at high temperatures not exceeding 700° C. (as in heating ap-
paratus).

(E) For use at high temperatures not exceeding 1 000° C. (as in heating ap-
paratus).

In classes (C), (D), (E) the temperature coefficient is to be stated by the i
supplier who must also declare, for all classes, the thermal E.M.F. of the material
against copper at 0° and 100° C.

The resistance, R, of any conductor in given by: B = pi/A §
(§ 18). The specific resistance, p, is a constant of the material em-ployed, but any number of values can be given to the length, Z, 1
and cross-section, A, of the conductor to obtain the desired value
for B. The resistance "must he designed with reference to the i
current to be carried, for the energy dissipated as heat is I'2R i
watts (§ 49), and this causes a temperature rise which is greater 

i

the smaller the radiating surface of the wire. Though the total
resistance required may bo the same, it is necessary to use a larger
wire or strip for a heavier current and a greater length is then re-
quired to provide the desired resistance. It does not follow that
material of higher specific resistance is better than one of lower
specific resistance for a particular purpose. The amount of energy
to be dissipated and the permissible temperature rise may be such
that it is more convenient or more economical to use the material

of lower specific resistance. Tables of current-carrying capacity
for wires of various materials and sizes, for specified temperature-
rises, are applicable only to a particular set of cooling facilities.

71
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"!'
In practice, it is generally necessary to find "by experiment the s jj
best material, dimensions, and arrangement of resistances, for the j
purpose concerned.

As shown by Table 6, nickel is an ingredient of many important resistance
materials; alloyed with chromium it furnishes wires which can be operated in-
definitely at red heat in air without becoming brittle or seriously oxidised.
Backer* claims to have discovered a magnesium alloy suitable for use in heating
apparatus and electrical machinery when insulated only by an oxide film produced
by boiling the metal in water. j

Glow lamps are sometimes used as resistances, particularly when charging (i
small accumulators from lighting supply. )|

Mixtures of carbon dust and carborundum and prepared blocks of similar jj
composition are used between lightning arresters and earth, and between generator fj
neutrals and earth to limit the current flowing (§§ 346, 854). "

Silit consists of a mixture of silicon carbide and silicon, or of silicon carbide i
alone (see also carborundum, § 85). It has been used considerably on the
Continent for electric heating elements. The material is supplied in the form of
tubes or rods and can be turned or cut to shape. The resistance at 1 000° 0. is
said to be about one-third of that at atmospheric temperature, but to be nearly
constant between 1 000 and 1 400° 0. Silit is unaffected: by heating to 1 400° 0. in
air.

Liquid resistances are discussed in § 68 and Chapter 29. j
68. Electrolytes.-Electrolytes are conductors of electricity ,

which are chemically decomposed by the passage of direct !i
current f; generally they are liquids (as in primary and secondary ||
batteries (§ 127 and Chapter 18), and electroplating vats, etc. *j
(Chapter 38), but, at high temperatures, electrolytic conduction
and decomposition occur in many refractory materials (furnace
linings, glass, etc.) which are insulators when cold.

It is characteristic of electrolytes that their specific resistance
decreases rapidly as the temperature rises, the temperature co-
efficient for aqueous solutions of metallic salts and of acids being 1
usually between -1*5 % and - 4 °/0 per 1° C. \

Liquid resistances, as used for motor control (Chapter 29), as
a load for generators on test (Chapter 40), or for * dimming'
lights in theatres, consist of electrolytes into which dip metal
electrodes; by varying the submerged area of electrodes or the
distance between them, the resistance in circuit may be altered
within wide limits. The electrolytes most used for such purposes

'*El. Ind. and Invest., March 30,1921, p. 395.
t Some electrolytes are decomposed appreciably by alternating current, but, in

general, the chemical effect of one half-cycle is undone by the next half-cycle of }.
current at all commercial supply frequencies, and provided that there is no recti- !
fying action (Chapter 17). ;
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are solutions of common salt, sodium carbonate, and sulphuric
acid. .

69. Water.-Pure water is an insulator, but practically all
substances are to some extent soluble in water, and ordinary
' tap water' and water present in hygroscopic materials as
4 moisture ' are relatively good (electrolytic) conductors due to the
substances dissolved in them.* Water from town mains is

sufficiently conducting to be used as a resistance in water-jet
lightning arresters (§ 346), and as an artificial load for high-
voltage generators.f Water can also be used for an A.C. high-
voltage potentiometer but not for D.C. measurements, because it
would then be decomposed by electrolysis.

Many of the most used insulating materials are highly hygro-
scopic, and moisture is probably the commonest cause of insulation
break-downs (§§ 71, 72). It reduces both the specific resistance
and the dielectric strength of insulating materials and, in con-
junction with dust and dirt, it is responsible for much trouble
from surface leakage. Where surface leakage is liable to occur,
the form and finish of the surface should be such as to offer

minimum lodgment for dust. Moisture increases the power losses
in dielectrics, but its influence on the risk of break-down is of
primary importance. (See also §§ 74, 77.)

INSULATING MATERIALS.

70. Characteristic Properties of Dielectrics.-The pro-
perties which determine the suitability or otherwise of a material
for use as a dielectric (§4) are : (i) its specific resistance, § 71;
(ii) its dielectric strength or break-down voltage, § 72; (iii) its
specific inductive capacity, § 60 (d); and (iv) its dielectric hyster-
esis (§§ 60 (d), 311). In addition to these electrical criteria,
there must be considered the mechanical properties of the material,
and its ability to withstand moisture, chemical attack, heat, or
other conditions of the proposed service.

Unfortunately, the electrical properties of insulating materials
vary widely with many factors, including: Dimensions of test-
piece ; RM.S. value, wave form, and frequency of test voltage ;

* Por conductivity curves, se& ' Examination of Water by Electrical Methods,'
by Digby, Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 45, p. 541.

f Artificial Load for Testing Electrical Generators,' by Morcom and Morris,
Jour. LH.E., Vol. 41, p. 187.

73
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temperature and moisture of test-piece ; and mechanical pressure
on test-piece. The data given in Table 7 have been compiled
from many sources, and may be taken as typical values, but as
will appear from §§71, 72, the range of values is necessarily
wide and a high factor of safety must always be provided in
electrical insulation to allow for the effect of moisture, heat, and
mechanical stress, and for abnormal electrical stress due to
pressure surges (§ 345), or to burrs, sharp edges, etc. (the small
radius of curvature of which produces intense local stress
(§§78, 288).

71. Specific Resistance of Insulating Materials : Leakage
Current.-It is one of the requirements of an insulating" material
that its specific resistance should be high (§ 59) in order that the
c leakage current' flowing through the insulation may be small.
The actual value of the specific resistance is reduced greatly

" * '" by the presence of moisture (§ 69) and decreases rapidly
with temperature rise. For these reasons the specific resistance
of dried specimens tested under laboratory conditions bears no
definite relation to the 'insulation resistance' of complete
machines, cables, wiring installations, and the like under service
conditions. Apart from variations in the specific resistance, it is
rarely possible to calculate the effective cross-section of the leakage

" path offered by the insulation, hence it is usual to take these
factors into account by measuring the resultant insulation re-

v 
, sistance under service conditions; thence the leakage current may

be calculated by applying Ohm's Law (§ 17, and Chapter 40).
Insulation resistance measurements are of little value (except as

I; ij regards ascertaining that the resistance does not fall below a pre-
scribed limit, Chapter 40), unless all the conditions of test are
specified in detail. The quantity of moisture absorbed by such

! 14 materials as fibre or pressboard varies with the duration of ex-
1 ! posure and natural drying (without applied heat) may extend
I over a period of months, the insulation resistance meanwhile
I j rising to 10 or 100 or more times that of the damp material.

\ The reduction in specific resistance of an insulating material
with rise of temperature is often compensated to some extent by
moisture being expelled as the temperature rises. It is therefore
difficult to obtain consistent data, and it would be unwise to base
any predictions upon calculations unsupported by confirmatory
tests made under service conditions. From data published by

74
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various investigators it appears that the decrease in specific re-
sistance between 20° C. and 30° 0. is from 15 to 25 % for
mica ; about 30 % ^or rubber . about 50 °/o for guttapercha ;
and from 60 to 70 °/0 for cellulose, fibre, glass, and porcelain.
At a temperature of 70° to 80° 0. the specific resistance of
cellulose, fibre, porcelain, and moulded compositions may be
from ^ to ^-J-^ of the value at 20° C. The yet greater decrease
in insulation resistance at temperatures in the neighbourhood
of 500° to 1 000° C. is of great importance in relation to the
insulation of sparking plugs, heating elements, and electric
furnaces.

Low insulation resistance permits appreciable leakage current
to flow through the insulation; the PR watts (§ 49) thus dissipated,
together with the heating produced by dielectric hysteresis
(§60 (d)\ cause the temperature of the insulation to rise. This
results in a decrease of insulation resistance, and an increase of
leakage current and heating. In extreme cases the insulation is
broken down by the combined effect of heat and electrolytic
action and, in any case, the losses in the dielectric are objection-
able in that they raise the power factor of the charging current;
this is of practical importance where cables are concerned (§ 311).

72. Dielectric Strength : Break-down Voltage. - Though
break-down of insulation maybe caused by leakage current (§71),
it is generally caused by the dielectric stress exceeding the
' dielectric strength' of the material. Both the dielectric stress
or pressure gradient and the dielectric strength are expressed in
terms of potential difference per unit thickness. The dielectric
strength of thin materials such as paper, mica, insulating tape,
and pressboard is expressed in volts per mil or volts per mm.,
whilst that of porcelain, slate, air, etc., is more conveniently ex-
pressed in volts per cm. Unfortunately, the dielectric strength is
not directly proportional to the thickness of the dielectric but is
relatively greater for thin sheets or plates; thus the break-down
voltage of a 1-inch plate is much less than 1 000 times that of a
sheet 1-mil thick. This lack of proportionality is due partly to
the electrostatic field not being uniform and partly to the inability
of heat to escape rapidly from the central portions of thick di-
electrics ; the outer skin surface is also probably a factor of im-
portance in paper and similar materials.

There are wide variations between the values of dielectric
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strength determined by different observers, these being explained
by the fact that the dielectric strength varies with the following
factors:-

(a) The structure, homogeneity and quality of the sample.
(b) The uniformity or otherwise of the electrostatic field, as determined by

the size and shape of the electrodes, and by the thickness and shape of the sample.
(c) The thickness of the sample, as explained above.
(d) The wave form of the test voltage, and the rate and duration of applica-

tion of voltage.
(e) The moisture content of the specimen.
(/) The heat capacity of the electrodes.

It is the maximum voltage which causes break-down to occur and the relation
between this and the B.M.S. voltage varies with the crest factor (§ 30) of the
voltage wave. In X-ray work it is convenient to measure the very high voltages
employed by reference to the length of spark gap (in air) which is broken down,
and this demands a knowledge of the dielectric strength of air in terms of peak
voltage (§ 78), but for machines, cables, etc., it is more convenient to express the
dielectric strength in terms of B.M.S. voltage, a sinusoidal test-wave being
assumed. The wave form has also an influence on the manner in which the

I dielectric is stressed and fatigued, so that, for example, a C.C. pressure is lesssevere on a dielectric than is an A. C. pressure of the same maximum value ; this
is important in relation to C.C. pressure tests on cables (Chapter 40), but for
ordinary operating voltages it may be assumed that C.C. induces the same
dielectrit stresses as sinusoidal A.C. of the same maximum value (§ 298).

Rapid increase and prolonged application of voltage favour break-down, hence
it is usual to specify both of these factors, a reasonable rate of increase being
1 000 V per min. when approaching the test pressure or anticipated break-down
voltage, and the standard time of application being 1 min.

Moisture reduces greatly the dielectric strength of all hygroscopic insulating
"materials, and every precaution must be taken to exclude it by impregnating
and sheathing fibrous materials. The effect of moisture on oil is mentioned in
§77.

With increasing temperature the dielectric strength of all insulating materials
decreases; this effect may be masked by the recovery of dielectric strength due
to the drying hygroscopic material, or it may be accentuated by the formation of
water and acid products at higher temperatures (as where certain condensation
products (§ 74, Villa) are used).

From an extensive series of tests by W. S. Flight * it appears that typical
values for the reduction in break-down voltages at 100° 0. compared with those at
30° 0. are :-

For mica, and mica-papers and -cloths . . . 5 to 15 °/0
For paper fullerboard, and wood 15 � 80 °/0 f
For varnished papers and varnished cloths . . . 40 � 50 °/0
For untreated fibre, micarta, and moulded compositions

which liberate moisture when heated . . . . 60 ,, 80 °/0

* Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 60, p. 218.
t Sometimes the dielectric strength is greater at 100° C. due to drying-out.

'"""""':"'.-" .. ' 76
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The factors determining dielectric strength are so numerous,
and of such great but variable importance, that the adequacy of
particular constructions can be determined only by break-down
tests under, as nearly as possible, the actual conditions of service.

At the Annual Convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
in 1922 (see Jour. Amer. I.E.E., Vol. 41, p. 973) Steinmetz stated that there
appeared to be no such thing as a defintie break-down voltage or break-down
gradient in solid insulation. A solid insulator appears to be, at least in many
cases, a third-class or pyro-electric conductor. On the application of a gradually
increasing voltage, the current increases at first in proportion to the voltage, then
more rapidly until a certain maximum voltage is reached; at this point the current
' runs away' and rises to the short circuit current of the voltage supply, which
generally means the destruction of the * insulation' (now a conductor) by heat
and the elimination of all that can be seen. If, however, for any reason, the
amount of energy which can be concentrated on the conducting portion of the
dielectric is limited, the disruptive strength of the latter remains unimpared.
This may explain why in some cases (e.g. in a cable with high ratio of external
to internal diameter) part of the insulation can be stressed above the so-called
break-down point without changing the insulation. Peaslee (ibid., p. 975) sup-
ported this view and stated that the so-called puncture voltage was really the
voltage at which, with given material and spacing, the overall volt-ampere char-
acteristic of the path from the conductor to the sheath became negative. This
possibility of over-stressing without break-down may be compared with the
formation of corona discharge round a conductor in air. In the zone of the
discharge the air has become a conductor and the effective diameter of the con-
ductor, as regards distribution of electrical stress in the dielectric, has been in-
creased ; complete break-down does not occur until the potential gradient at the
surface of the corona exceeds the dielectric strength of the surrounding layer of
air.

73. Classification of Insulating Materials.-In practice, the
selection of an insulating material for a particular application
generally resolves itself into a compromise between the desirable
mechanical and electrical characteristics; it is seldom possible
to obtain in one material the ideal mechanical and electrical

properties, to say nothing of thermal, chemical, and other properties.
According to the characteristics which are most important in
specific applications, insulating materials may be classified in many
different ways. In the following paragraphs they are discussed
under the broad headings: Solid Insulators (§ 74); Moulded In-
sulating Materials (§ 75); Insulating Paints, Varnishes, etc. (§ 76);
Liquid Insulators (§ 77); Air as an Insulator (§ 78).

74. Solid Insulators.-The term ' solid insulators J includes
rigid, natural, and artificial materials, such as slate, glass, and
porcelain, which are generally used in more or less massive form;
and flexible materials, such as mica, rubber, and manufactured

sc.



TABLE 7.-Approximate Constants of Insulating Materials.
(Compiled from Various Sources.) [SEE NOTE ON OPPOSITE PAGE.]

Breakdown
CB 4? Megohms Volts perMaterial. "3-> per cm. cube mil (at(at about lit Material Uninjured Seeby Temperatures also

abouti ^° 90° n up to (about) °C. §
JLt> -fj\) V_/. 15°-20° C.). ma«

Asbestos .... 3-0 16 xlO4 100-110 1000 74, IXa

Bakelite products 1-3-1-9 (0-2-40)xl06 250-500 2-5-5-0 (125 with sawdust"^
,, special 20xlO» 500-800 ^200 ,, asbestos V 74, VillaU50 pure J

Bitumen, pure . , 1-0-1-8 - 30-50 2-7 90 74, Va
,, vulcanised . 1-2 2 xlO9 300-350 4-0 43 74, Va

Cambric, cotton or silk,
varnished : 50 mils (300-500) xlO6 400-500 4-0-6-0 95 74, IXd

5 mils (300-500 x 106 800-1 200 4-0-6-0 95 74, IXd
Celluloid .... 1-4 (2-7) xlO4 350-500 1-2-2-7 75
Ebonite (vulcanite) . 1-2 (2-1000)xlOa 750-1 000 2-0-3-5 80 74, IV J,
Erinoid .... 1-3 (2-100) x 103 150-200 - 75 74, VIIU
Fibre, vulcanised 1-4 100-5 000 200-400 4-5 200-300 74, IXd
Pormite, Jibre filled . 1-4 - 250-500 175 74, VII16

,, heat resisting 2-0 100-150 - 260-315 74, VIII6
Galalith .... 1-3 (10-20) xlO3 150-210 75 74, VIIIc
Glass, crown, plate, window 2-5 (10-20) xlO6 250-350 5-0-8-0 74, lice

� flint, lead 3-2-4-5 - 125-150 5-5-9-0 74, Ha
� special condenser . - - 1250 8-5 - .

,, special conducting . 500 - -
Guttapercha 0-98 (1-400) x 106 200-500 2-5-4-5 - 74, IVe
Jute, impregnated . 20-40 3-4 74, IXrf '
Leatheroid, plain - 350-420 90 74, IXc

,, varnished - 400-500 95 74, IXc
Marble .... 2-5-2-8 500-5 000 50-150 8-3 74,16
Mica 

Mica-cloth or -paper . 
2-8-3-2 (10-200) x 109 1 500-5 000 5-0-8-0 115 74, Ilia
1-2-1-9 - 300-600 - 74, IIIc

Micanite . 500-1 000 4-5 80-115 74, UK
Micarta, Paxolin 1-2-1-4 - 300-500 95 74, IXc
Paper, plain 0-7-1-0 (5-100) x KH 150-300 2-0-2-5 90 74, IXc

� varnished (300-500) x 10« 400-1 000 2-5-4*0 95 74, IXc
Paraffin wax 0-9 (3-5) x 10*2 300 2-0-2-3 74, Via
Pitch 
Porcelain, wet process 

1*1 - 50 1-8 75,16
2-3-2-4 (1-1 000) x 106 200-300 4-4-6-0 1 300 (special) 74, He

,, dry process 2-0-2-3 - 100 - - 74, He
Pressboard, plain - 10000 200-350 - 90 74, IXc

� varnished - - 250-400 - 95 74, IXc
� oiled 700-900 95 74, IXc

Quartz, silica 2-2-2-7 (1-2) x 108 - 3-5-4-5 1 100-1 200 74, 116
R-esin .... 1-1 5x10!° 280 2*6 74, VII
Rubber, plain . 0-9-1-0 (10-15) xlO» 400-700 2-0-2*5 74, IV a,

,, vulcanised . 1*3-1-8 (1-10) xlO» 300-600 3-0-5-0 74, IVa
Shellac .... (2-10 x 109 40 2-75-3-0 75, 116
SUuminite .... 2*0 2xlO« 250-330 - 315
Slate 

Sulphur .... 
2-5-3-0 100-50000 20-40 6-5-7*4 74, la

1-9 (4-100) xlO9 - "3*0-4*0 -
Varnish, oil - - 800-1 000 - 76

i ir Wood, plain, dry 0-4-1-3 (1-50) xlO6 10-15 2-5-7-0 90 74, 1X6,, impregnated . - 50-150 - 95 74, 1X6

Benzine .... 0-88 1400 2-4
Castor oil . 0-97 - - 4-8 - -
Petroleum. 0-85-0-9 - 160-170 2-0 - 77(1)
Turpentine 0-87 - 240 2-2 "*-"

Air, atmospheric pressure . Infinite 95-100 1-0 78
,, at 10 atmos. ___ 600 - ~~ 78"
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fibrous product (papers and textiles), which are used for wrappings
or coverings and for other applications where flexibility is re-
quired. Waxes, compounds, gums, and resins may fairly be con-
sidered as solid insulators, though they are liquid under some
conditions of temperature and in some methods or stages of appli-
cation. Moulded insulating materials are solid in their service
condition but an essential feature of these materials (§ 75) is
their initial plasticity or 'rnoulclability.'

I. STONES.-(a) Slate is used extensively for the panels of low-voltage switch-
gear, etc. There are frequently metallic veins in the material, hence all live
parts should be insulated by micanite washers and bushes or equivalent means.
The front and edges are generally enamelled. Treatment with oil counteracts
the hygroscopic nature of the material. Inferior slate contains hard spots and is
liable to flaking.

(b) Marble, when polished, provides a handsome mounting for switchgear
and instruments but is liable to contain conducting veins, hence live parts should
be insulated (see (a)).

(c) Steatite (Soapstone) is the massive form of talc, a silicate of magnesia.
Pieces to be used as insulators in heating and cooking apparatus, arc lamps,
sparking plugs, etc., may be machined from the natural mineral, or the latter
may be pulverised, mixed with a cement, and moulded to form. After kilning
the steatite is extremely hard, less brittle than porcelain, but porous. A glaze
may be applied to exclude moisture. The specific resistance falls rapidly above
800° C.

(d) Concrete cannot be relied upon for insulation except where low voltages
are concerned. It is, however, useful in cellular switchboards (§ 378) as a ' non-
conducting' structural material for partitions, etc., the actual insulation being
provided by porcelain. Protective reactance coils (§ 340) are sometimes encased
in concrete.

II. VITREOUS MATERIALS.-(a) Glass varies widely in electrical properties
according to its chemical composition. It is impervious to moisture and the
transparency of the material facilitates inspection. The principal disadvantages
are its britfcleness and its high temperature coefficient of expansion. Where used,
glass should be annealed. The specific resistance decreases rapidly above about
200° C. Glass is an electrolytic conductor (§ 68), and there is considerable surface
leakage over those glasses which are attacked by moisture.

(b) Quartz (Silica) has practically zero temperature coefficient of expansion
and is, therefore, not cracked by wide and sudden variations of temperature.

Note to Table 7.

The data in this table must be regarded as only approximate ; where exact values are of
importance, special tests must be made because the electrical properties of all materials
vary widely with the sample and with the conditions of testing. To facilitate com-
parison, the break-down voltage of specimens of the thicknesses commonlv used in
practice have been reduced to V/mil by simple proportion. Actually, me break-
down voltage does not vary directly with thickness (§ 72) but the values per mil
when multiplied by the thickness actually employed will give approximately the
break-down voltage of the latter; a large factor of safety must be allowed (§ 72).
Arithmetically (but not electrically, § 72): 1 V/mil = 39'4 V/mm. ; 1 V/rrim. =*
0-0254 V/mil.
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This property makes it useful for pyrometer-sheaths, supports for heating
elements, special lamp bulbs (Chapter 25), sparking plugs, etc. Due to its re-
fractory nature quartz is difiiculi; to work, and this is the chief hindrance to its
more general utilisation. The specific resistance decreases rapidly above 400° C.
Quartz is less brittle than porcelain and is sometimes *used on the moving

| 1 1 parts of oil switches.

i! (c) Porcelain for electrical purposes should be vitreous throughout and a0-5 °/0 alcoholic solution of fuchsin dye should not penetrate into broken
test-pieces, even when the latter are immersed for 24 hrs. under a pressure of
2 000 Ibs. per sq. in.* Porcelain is not so brittle as glass, and the special
qualities now used for transmission line insulators have a low temperature co-
efficient of expansion and are able to withstand indefinitely alternate immersion
in boiling and freezing water. Other applications include the support and
insulation of conductors, contact-pieces, terminals, etc., on switchboards and in
all kinds of apparatus and accessories. The compression strength of porcelain is
high, but the material should not be subjected to tension. Pieces of relatively
complex form can be moulded, but the material cannot be worked after firing.
Porcelain resists chemical attack and may be exposed to high temperatures, but
the specific resistance decreases rapidly above 200° C.

Porcelain is made from kaolin (china clay) and felspar as main ingredients.
The details of composition and manufacture of special qualities are carefully-
guarded secrets. Simple pieces of small dimensions may be made by moulding
a damp mixture of the ingredients under high pressure, but it is generally ad-
mitted that a better product is obtained by mixing the ingredients with su fncient
water to form a plastic mass (wet process), which is formed into the desired
shapes by hand or by simple tools (as distinct from presses). Dry -moulded
porcelain is apt to be porous.

After a preliminary drying the pieces are fired at 1 200°-1 300° 0. The
glaze is of the same general composition as the porcelain, but is a more fusible
mixture and therefore melts to form a glass-like film on the surface. Though
the glaze has considerable dielectric strength and does ' seal ' pores it should not
be taken as reducing in the slightest degree the necessity for a vitreous structure
throughout the porcelain. The glaze should be regarded simply as a self-cleaning,
dirt- and weather-resisting * finish.'

III. MICA AND MICA PEODTJCTS. - (a) Mica is a mineral consisting of silicates
of aluminium, potassium, and magnesium, with certain impurities, of which iron
oxide is electrically the most objectionable. Amber (Canadian) mica is soft
and is recommended for use between commutator bars. White and ruby micas
(Indian) are harder and of higher dielectric strength ; they are recommended for
sparking plugs and condensers. Spotted mica is suitable for use in electric
heaters. All varieties of mica are characterised by their laminated structure ;
the plates can be split and resplit almost indefinitely. Sheets 1 mil thick should
not crack when wrapped round a lead pencil. In use, the sheets should be
clamped, or otherwise subjected to mechanical pressure, in a direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of cleavage. Mica is disintegrated by oil; it is also dis-
integrated at temperatures above 500° 0. (as reached in heating elements, etc.)
unless it is subject to compression. Of all flexible insulating materials mica is
the most resistant to high temperatures ; mica insulated windings have operated

* Standard porosity test for porcelain insulators for high-t^rMan, Ji
(B.E.S.A. Report 137).
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without deterioration at '200° C., hut a lower working temperature is desirable
(§ 80).

Mica sheets 12 ins. square are now rarely found. ShoetB '2 ina. x 1 j ins. are
about the smallest size of any commercial value ; these cost a few pence per lb.,
whereas the largest selected sheets may cost more than £1 per lb. In such ap-
plications as sparking plugs it is possible to build up pure mica insulation by super-
imposition of small shoots, and in other applications it is sometimes possible to use
larger sheets with the joints staggered in consecutive layers. Generally, however,
it is more satisfactory to use one or other of the mica products mentioned below.

(b) Aftcrmite.-The best micanito sheets aro built up from mic-a splittings,
about 1 mil thick and 2 or 8 nq. ins. in area, cemonfcod together with shellac or
similar binder and consolidated by hoat and mechanical pressure Though the
maximum dielectric strength of micanito in lowor than that of mica, there in IOHH
variation in the dielectric strength of the manufactured product, duo to metallic
inclusions in the mica being (ViKtritmtod throughout tho micanito. Moulding
micanif,e, softens at about 95° (/. and can then be prossixl into shape for com-
mutator ond rings, slot linings, etc. A harder commutator micanite with loss
than r> °/0 of a binder which docs not soften at 95° 0. is made for use
between commutator bam and in other places where Hat sheets aro required. Flex-
ible micanife is made with a flexible binder (generally containing Homo oil) and is
flexible at all temperatures; it is used to insulates windings. Heak-reswting
micanite, made with wator-glaHH (Hodiurn silicate) as binder can bo used at tem-
peratures up to 600y (1 without injury; it is mutable only for low voltages (say,
250 V) and miwt be kept dry.

According to requirement!*, various grades of mU'.anitu are obtainable in
sheets up to B ft. Hquaro and in thickncMBOB from 5 mil» to £ in. or more.

(c) MicM I'tiiicr*,-Cloths, etc., content of one or more layers of mica splittings
supported on one or both tddet* by Japanaiw or other special paper, silk, or cloth,
to which it in attached by a quick-drying copal or shellac varnish. Mioanito-
cloth is stronger than inicani to-paper; so also to micanite silk, with the further
advantage that it is thinner and more tiexible than cloth. In all three casus the
dielectric strength m practically that of the mica alone, bficafolium (mioarta
folium or mica-paper) can b© built up into tubes, otc., and is used extensively to in-
sulate high-voltage windings. Thick tubox and shiehlM are sometimes built up from
micanite and impregnated paper. Micarta in not a mica product, nee section 9 (c)*

IV. KuBBKtt AMD IlOfiBHE PRODUCTS.--(a) /ifuofor, a complex compound of
carbon and hydrogen, i» the coagulated latex of certain trees and vines. Synthetic
rubber can be mad©, hot in, at present, more costly and Imn «afci»faotory than the
natural product. Para, rubber is generally coxxtfidcroci to bo the host for electrical
work. Pure rubber strip IH used to protect copper from the sulphur in vulcanised
rubber (|§ 2B8f 285) but, a» pure rubber in hygroHnopfa and oxidiKOH rapidly, it may
not be exposed to air.

(b) Vt^teanM liiMtr (V.I.R.).-Wh«n mixed with 6 % or IOHS of
sulphur and heated to 150**-160° C.r rubber 1» vulcanised and in this form it!«
tough, elattie, non-hygtoMoopic, and loss affected than puro rubber by heat.
Vulcanised rubber in the standard insulating material for low voltage cablet*
(§ 288). Even the vulcanised product is deteriorated by light, air, o&onn (i 287),
oil, and ; and it deteriorate* in service I! boated above 5C)"1 C,

As u$¬)d to insulate conductor**, V.I.R. containn from SO-
SO % of pure rubber, according to the requirement* to be met,

TOL. I. 81 0
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together with litharge (up to 10 °/0 or so), whiting (up
to 25 or 30 %)> zillc oxide (from 20-50 %)> an(i colouring
materials as required. The relative proportions of the
inorganic ingredients vary widely according to the practice of
individual makers or the specifications of purchasers. The general
effect of these ingredients is to toughen the product and facilitate
vulcanisation. It is remarkable that rubber can carry 50 %
or more of mineral matter without losing its characteristic
elasticity.

(c) Tougli Rubber Compound (C.T.S.) is a ' mechanical' rubber and should
be regarded primarily as protection against rough-usage, corrosion, etc., though
it has, of course, some insulating value as well (§ 283).

(d) Ebonite, Vulcanite or Hard Rubber is vulcanised rubber containing from
30-50 °/0 of sulphur and subjected to prolonged curing at 150° G. The
material is hard and brittle; can be machined and polished; softens between 60°
and 100° C. and can then be moulded into simple shapes. It is much used in
instruments, telephone parts, etc. Sheets are made in moulds faced with metal
foil to obtain a planished surface; sufficient of the metal enters the ebonite to
reduce the surface insulation of the latter. The original surface should therefore
be removed where surface leakage is to be avoided. When exposed to sunlight
or ultra-violet rays the surface of ebonite undergoes decomposition and surface
leakage ensues. Ebonite-mounted resistance boxes, etc., should be kept away from
sunlight, and the surface should be washed occasionally with distilled water.
Ebonite is not suitable for immersion in oil.

The mechanical and heat-resisting properties of ebonite can be improved by
the addition of certain mineral ingredients to the mixture before curing; the
dielectric strength is lowered however. Stabilit is a proprietary composition of
this type.

(e) Gruttapercha is similar to, but chemically distinct from, rubber. It is
inferior to rubber as an insulator and oxidises in air; it softens about 65° C. It is
unaffected by water and its main use is in the insulation of submarine cables.

V. BITUMEN.-(a) Bitumen or Asphalt is a natural product (mineral pitch)
consisting of a complex mixture of hydrocarbons with more or less inorganic
matter. The best crude material is in the Trinidad Lake deposit, and is a semi-
fluid material which softens and melts between 80° and 100° C. Befined bitumen

1 is used in the manufacture of certain insulating varnishes, impregnating com-
pounds, and joint box compounds. It is also used round cables which are laid
solid (§ 290). No form of bitumen should be exposed to oil.

(b) Vulcanised Bitumen is made by a process similar to the vulcanising of
rubber (IV (b)) and is used to insulate cables. It is brittle at low atmospheric
temperatures and softens at about 38° C.; for other properties see § 287.

(c) Materite (Mastic Bitumen or Mineral Caoutchouc) is a soft grade of
asphalt.

(d) Gilsonite is a hard grade of asphalt which melts at about 135° C.
VI. WAXES AND COMPOUNDS.-These are used to fill joint boxes, instrument

transformer cases, terminal boxes, etc., and to impregnate absorbent coverings of
wires and windings to exclude air and moisture, and contribute to the insulation
strength. The waxes used include beeswax, ceresine, montan, and paraffin wax;
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and the composition of compounds varies widely with the needs of individual cases.
Soft wax (ozokerite, etc., § 283), melting at 50C-70° C., is used to finish cotton-
braided wires. Mixtures of bitumen and pitch with various waxes yield hard,
tough compounds for joint boxes, etc., and can be obtained with melting-points
from 65°-150° C. as required. Chatterton compound consists of guttapercha, tar,
and resin, and is very elastic.

Paraffin Wax is often used to render wood acid-proof, and to render wood and
paper non-hygroscopic; applied to the edges of rolled oiled tape, it excludes
moisture. As a filling for instrument transformers, etc., this wax has the advan-
tage of being a good insulator which fills all crevices and is normally solid; in the
event of undue heating in service, the wax melts and then circulates (like oil)
thus improving the cooling facilities.

VII. RESINS. Natural resins (new or fossilised) are oxidised exudations from.
certain trees or insects thereon. Shellac is refined lac in flake form, and is used
in the preparation of various varnishes and in making micanite and similar
products. Copal is another natural resin ; its applications are similar to those of
shellac. (See also §§ 74 (viii), 76.)

VIII. SYNTHETIC PBODUCTS.-(a) Bakelite is the trade name of a series of
' condensation products' or ' synthetic resins' developed by the researches of
Dr. Baekeland, from whom they take their name. * Bakelite-A' is formed by
the action of phenol (carbolic acid) on formaldehyde at a temperature below
100° 0. This product is used as a varnish or to impregnate paper, etc., or it is
mixed with porous ' fillers ' to form moulding compounds (§ 75). After applica-
tion for one or other of these purposes, the resin is converted to ' Bakelite-C ' by
heating under a pressure of 100-150 Ibs. per sq[. in. at a temperature between
150° and 200° 0. according to the makers' instructions for the particular applica-
tion concerned. ' Bakelite-C ' is an amber-coloured solid with good mechanical and
electrical properties; it is unaffected by water, oils, and all but strong acids and
strong alkalis; it is not softened by heat but chars at from 250°-300° C. * Bake-
lite-B' is an intermediate product which is sometimes preferable to the A-
product for use in moulding compositions.

Bakelite, converted to the C-form after application or moulding, is suitable
for use where a solid, inflexible (but relatively tough) sheath or filling is to be
produced by surface treatment or impregnation respectively. Small parts can be
made of bakelite alone, but for most purposes it is sufficient and cheaper to use
a composition (§ 75). The final ' condensation' (to form 0) liberates water
which should be removed by vacuum-drying in the case of coils.

(b) Formite is a British-made phenol-formaldehyde product used in the pre-
paration of moulding powders (§ 75).

(c) Gf-alalith is a dried-milk product which can be moulded or bent but is
hygroscopic. Insoluble casein is treated with formaldehyde and subjected to
mechanical pressure.

Ermoid is also made by the action of formaldehyde on milk proteins. It
can be machined and softens in boiling water. Its electrical properties are
similar to those of red fibre, but it is less hygroscopic than the Jatter.

IX.-FIBROUS MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS.-(a) Asbestos is used in insulating
tapes, sheets, and varnishes where resistance to heat is required. It is highly
absorbent and can be impregnated satisfactorily with materials of higher dielectric
strength 'than itself. Mechanically, it is weak. Besistance nets are woven with
warps of spun asbestos and wefts of suitable resistance wire. Where used as a
fireproof braiding asbestos should be varnished to prevent it acting as a "' wick
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for oil, if there is any risk of the latter being present, Asbestos is used in heat-
resisting moulding compositions (§ 75). A wet paste of asbestos protects the
insulation of conductors when welding joints in the latter. Lagging for thermal
storages, etc., may contain asbestos as an ingredient. Asbestos is attacked by
acids and alkalis.

(b) Wood, when dried and impregnated with oil, is used as a tank lining in
oil-irnmersed switchgear to prevent arcs from coming into contact with the
metal. Maple is useful for such work. Wood impregnated with paraffin wax ia
acid-resisting and moisture-proof. Hard-wood rods are used as handles for
operating arrester charging and opening isolating links.

(c) Payer, though highly hygroscopic, is used in many applications on account
of its flexibility and good dielectric properties. Dry paper, wrapped loosely, is
used to insulate the conductors of dry-core (air-space) telephone cables ; a lead
sheath is used to exclude moisture, and the advantage of the dry paper insulation
is that the inductive capacity of the cable is kept low and attenuation and dis-
tortion of speech currents are reduced. In cables lor lighting and power service
substantial thicknesses of paper are required (§ 280), and the paper is impregnated
to increase its dielectric strength and to exclude air films (§ 79). Rosin oil is the
principal ingredient of the impregnating compound used where the paper is to
remain, flexible ; the compound must not be so fluid as to drain out of the paper.
Non-drying impregnating materials are displaced by moisture, hence a sheathing of
lead or vulcanised bitumen is necessary (§ 287). Paper which is to be used as
insulation exposed to air may be impregnated with a drying varnish or bakelite.

Manilla paper is generally considered to be, the best for electrical purposes,
but there are many papers now available for the special requirements of various
applications. Japanese papers are used in mica-paper tapes. Papers made from
cotton and linen rags are used in condensers. Wood-pulp papers are highly
absorbent but mecha.nica.lly -weak.

Paper may be impregnated with oils before or after its application to con-
ductors. Thin strong paper coated with successive layers of flexible-drying varni nh
is used in instrument and machine -windings and in condensers; this material is
often called oiled paper. Paper soaked in paraffin wax is used in condensers; the
wax cracks if bent.

Micarta consists of paper which is dried, covered with insulating varnish, and
built into sheets, tubes or rods; heat and mechanical tension or pressure are
applied to consolidate the successive layers and, when cold, the product can be
machined. B&Jcelised micwta or paxolin* is made by using liquid bakelite (mgtead
of shellac, copal, etc.), which is subsequently converted to the C-form (see Till a),
Micarta mth. shellac as binder softens at about 80° C.; bakelised rmo&rfca can
be used at 100°-HO° 0. or, if asbestos paper be employed, up to 180° or 200° C-
Paxolin can be used in oil; its toughness is a valuable property ; this material is
often used in preference to wood or vulcanised fibre.

Paper Boards, Fibre, etc. Some of the materials coming under this heading are
produced by paper-making processes, whilst others (using similar raw materials)
are subjected to chemical, mechanical, and thermal treatment which first; reduces
the cellulose to a more or less gelatinous condition arid then consolidates th©
"whole to a horn-like material showing little or no trace of fibrous structure.

Pressgahn, Pressboard, or Jfullerboardia a paper made, in thickness up to J in.,
from hemp, rags, wood-pulp or mixtures of these. It is highly absorbent and
is oil-impregnated for use in transformers, oiled or varnished for use in air, or
impregnated in the same way a,s coils. Lealheroid, fibroid, fish paper or tarpon
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paper is made in thickness up to \ in., from cotton rags subjected to chemical
treatment. It is a tough, horny material of higher dielectric strength than presM-
hoard. It is unaffected by grease or oil and is much used between windings, for
slob and core insulation, etc. If required, it may be impregnated, varnished, or
waxed. Whalebone paper, horn fibre, and red rope paper are practically identical
materials; they are made like leatheroid, but from a hemp base, and are usocl
for similar purposes. Their dielectric strength is lower/than that of loathoroid,
Vulcanis&d fibre is made in many varieties, most of which bear trade names and
are made by secret processes. In all cases the basic ingredient is some form of
cellulose which is treated chemically to obtain a horn-like structure. Mineral
ingredients are added for colouring or other desired physical properties. Vulcan-
ised fibre is highly hygroscopic and swells when moistened without, however,
such, disintegration as is liable to occur in boards which are built up layor by
layer. Vulcanised fibre is sold in sheets, rods and tubes, and can be machined ;
it may be waxed or varnished to exclude moisture. It in insoluble in water or oil,
and is charred by strong acids or high heat. Fibre containing anbostoB in disin-
tegrated very slowly by fire.

(d) Textile Materials used for insulating purposes include cotton, linen, jut«,
and silk. The uses of woven asbestos have already boon mentioned (Section TX
(«.)). Cotton and silk are used in one or two layers for the covering of boll wiro
and flexibles (§ 285), the actual insulation boing provided by one or two layers of
rubber next to the conductor. Cotton-covered bell wire is waxed to exclude

moisture and to provide a good finish. Cotton or silk is used as the 8olo innu lo-
tion, on small wires for instruments, small motors, etc.; generally, it it* aclvlBftblct
to dry and varnish or impregnate the winding to exclude moisture and to reinforce
the insulation provided by the fibrous material. Artificial ccllulnxts ntk In an
efficient and economical substitute for real silk in the innulation of small wlrim

for fan armatures, instruments, etc.; when dissolved it forms a highly insulntuitf
varnish. Cellulose acetate from which artificial silk in made in non-inflanimablo»

The spun thread is thicker than real silk, but its insulating properties under vary-
ing conditions of temperature and humidity are more than proportionately higher*
This material and tests upon it are described by W. B. Kennedy, EL Itav., Vol.
87, p. 836.

Jute is used as insulation on cables, being then impregnated like paper and
for the same reasons. It is alno used as a filler between the corcK of multi-corn

cables, and as a bedding and covering for armouring. Hetnp is used as a corn for
stranded cables and as a packing for insulator pinn,

Oiled (or varnished) Tape or Cloth consists of cotton, silk, duck, canvas, iite»f
prepared by repeated dipping in oxidised linseed oil or a special varninh, «aoh
coat being baked before the next is applied. Such materials owe their dietacbrlri
strength mainly to the oil or varnish. They are non-hygroscopic, tfferong, and
flexible and are used extensively as wrappings for individual conductors, for coiln,
and between windings. " Empire" cloths and paper belong to thift olftftH, Un-
treated tapes may be dried and impregnated, affcer application, wifch v&mifth,
compound, or bakelite. Yellow oiled cloth is treated with oil alone; black olUicI
olotb. is treated with a mixture of oil and asphaltic matter and has slightly higher
dielectric strength. These materials aro more flexible than paper and much
hygroscopic. Varnished (or oiled) cambric forms an excellent dielectric for high
voltage cables particularly where great flexibility is required; the cambric should
be served, as wound, with a non-drying compound to exclude moisture and air
{§ 70). The oiled fabric is unaffected by oil
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Rubbered Linen Tape (coated on one side with rubber) is useful in insulating

machine windings.
Adhesive or Friction Tape is coated with a taoky compound which gradually

'sets' when exposed to air. Though it has considerable insulation value, this
material should not be counted as part of the insulation, but should be regarded
merely as holding in place the rubber tape, etc., which forms the true insulation.

75. Moulded Insulation Materials.-This heading includes
a great variety of materials (mostly mixtures) which can be
moulded in a die to produce pieces accurate in dimensions and
requiring little or no machining. Heat and mechanical pressure
have usually to be applied during the moulding process, and these
convert the raw materials (by physical or chemical changes or
both) into a homogeneous mass. There are also cold-moulding
preparations which set like cement. The electrical properties of
moulded insulators vary widely with the composition. The
principal applications of these materials are where identically
similar parts are required in. sufficient numbers to justify the cost
of the dies. The more intricate the pieces, the greater the saving-
by moulding, once the cost of the dies is covered. The exact
compositions of preparations for moulding are trade secrets, but
the ordinary engineer is concerned only with the general nature
and applications of the materials. The design of dies and the
manipulation of mixtures to meet specified requirements are
matters for specialists. The important point to be remembered is
that one-piece moulded insulators frequently replace many loose
components and reduce assembly work to a minimum; metal
inserts can be placed in the die and thus become mechanically one
with the insulation.

All moulding compositions consist essentially of a ' filler ' and

a 'binder,' together with such special additions as colouring
ingredients. According to the type of binder employed, the com-
positions may conveniently be classified as: (I) Cold-moulding
compositions, using an asphaltic solution or a water cement as
binder. It may be necessary to heat the moulded pieces to dry
them or to set the binder. (II) Hot-moulding compositions,
using (a) shellac, rubber, or other bond which melts or softens
when heated and sets on cooling; or (&) synthetic resins which
are mouldable whilst in their primary or secondary form "but are
converted by heat to -a rigid solid.

I. COLD-MOULDING COMPOSITION'S.-(a) Portland Cement may be used as binder
with, asbestos as filler for simple pieces which are required to stand high tempera-
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tures (400° C.). The material is naturally hygroscopic but may be waterproofed.
Lime-silica cement and asbestos is claimed to withstand temperatures up to 650° C.
without serious deterioration. Sodium silicate (water glass) gives a hygroscopic
product of low mechanical and electrical strength, but one which resists heat well.

(b) Pitch or Asphalt is dissolved in an appropriate solvent, mixed with wood,
fibre, asbestos, sand, etc., and heated (after moulding) to expel the solvent.
Intricate shapes can be made with a good finish, but the product is not suitable
for machinery ; it will stand about 300° C., and is non-absorbent.

Compositions of type (a) are of low dielectric strength (20-50 V per mil) and
are useful for shields and mountings to withstand heat rather than electrical
stress. Compositions of type (b) are of higher dielectric strength (75-150 V per
mil), and are suitable for actual insulation up to 500 or 600 V. Hot-moulded
conxpositions are better electrically and mechanically, but the most refractory of
them cannot be used above about 300° C.

II. HOT-MOULDING COMPOSITIONS.-(a) Rubber, mixed with sulphur and
various fillers, can be moulded under heat and pressure, and then converted to
ebonite (§ 74, IV (d)) but the applicability of the latter in this connection is limited,
because it begins to soften about 60° C. The dielectric strength is high, say 400 V
per mil.

(b) Shellac as binder for mica produces the valuable material micanite (§ 74,
III (&)) which can be moulded into simple shapes. Shellac can be used as binder
for many other fillers, but its utility is limited by its softening between 65° and
90° C. Shellac and cotton fibre or similar material gives a good finish and high
dielectric strength (say 200-300 V per mil.) and is suitable for use in sheltered
situations.

(c) Synthetic Resins (Bakelite, Formite, § 74, VIII (a, b)) find one of their most
important applications in the preparation of moulding compounds. Sawdust,
fibre, asbestos, mica, slate, etc., are used as fillers according to the properties
desired. The makers of the primary condensation product frequently mix this
with appropriate fillers, convert the resin to the B-forni (§ 74, VIII (a)), and grind
the product to form a moulding powder which is supplied to licensed moulders.
The powder is reduced to about one-fourth of its * loose' volume when com-
pressed in the hot moulds at from 500-2 000 Ibs. per sq. in., and 150°-200° C.,
according to the makers' instructions. The final product (with the resin in the
C-form) is accurate within good machine-shop limits, say ± 2 mils, and has a
valuable combination of properties. With cotton, hemp, sawdust, or similar
filling, a machinable product is obtained which will withstand temperatures up
to 150° C. and has a dielectric strength between 250 and 500 V per mil, accord-
ing to its composition, Heat-resisfcing fillers, such as asbestos, sand, etc., yield
non-absorbent products, which are almost or quite unaffected by acids, alkalis,
and hot oil; these products are unsuitable for machining, withstand temperatures
up to 250° or 300° C., and have dielectric strengths from 100 to 150 V per mil.

76. Insulating Paints, Varnishes, etc.-Though paints,
enamels, and varnishes are liquid when applied to the parts or
material to be insulated, it is the dry material left by evaporation
of the -solvent, or the solid matter formed by combined oxidation
and drying, which constitutes the actual insulation. Liquid com-
pounds which set by evaporation of solvent or by chemical changes
caused by heat (§ 74, VIII (a)) can be used for deep penetration Gi-
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complete impregnation, but materials which depend upon oxida-
tion for their solidification can only be used on surfaces or for
tapes, etc, (§ 74, IX (<£)). At one end of the scale there are non-
drying compounds (resin oil, etc.) used to impregnate paper
cables, and at the other end there are the enamels which dry as a
tough, flexible coat which is sufficient insulation for wires to "be
used in low-voltage instrument coils, hells, etc. Vacuum im-
pregnation is essential for most windings for use in the tropics
or monsoon countries, especially for fan motor windings. Asphaltic
material may be used to produce a black varnish, or the varnish
may contain no colouring matter, in which, case it produces a,
colourless, yellow or brown coat according to the gum or oil
which forms the residual constituent.

Air-drying Spirit Varm&has, used for finishing or for quick repair work, consist
of a gum or resin in a solvent which evaporates quickly when exposed to air.
The coating dries in 1 hr. or less, but is relatively brittle and not able to stand
heat and vibration without cracMng. Air-drying oil varnisJies take longer to
dry (12-24 hrs.) but produce a much tougher and more flexible coat. Baking oil
varnishes need stoviag for from 3-9 hrs. at a temperature of 80°-100° C. and
yield a hard, tough coat of maximum mechanical and electrica.1 strength.
Synthetic resin varnishes are converted to the C-form (§ 74, VIII (a)) by stoving for
several hours at about 150° C., the coils treated being then set solid in a mass of
rigid insulation. A final drying m vacua is needed to remove water liberated by
the condensation process. Acid-proof paints should be regarded as finishing
materials, affording protection against acid fumes but of no electrical insulating
value.

The general precautions to be observed when using insulating
varnishes are : (i) To dry thoroughly the material to be varnished.
This is done "by stoving ; the dried coil, etc., may then be coated

IJ by brushing or dipping-, but vacuum impregnation is preferable
where applicable, (ii) The varnish itself must he dry, clean, and
of the right consistency; the viscosity affects the penetration arid
adherence obtained. Evaporation of solvent must be made good
at frequent intervals, a hygrometer and thermometer being used
to check the consistency. The density of an average insulating
varnish decreases or increases about 0'3 to 0'85 °/0 Per 5° C. rise
or fall from 15° C.

A good oil varnish is practically proof against acid, oil, and
moisture. A valuable effect of impregnating windings is to in-
crease the heat conductivity of the insulation as a whole.

77. Liquid Insulators.-The only insulators which are liquid
during normal service are oil and carbon tetraehloride. As
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generally employed the purpose of such insulators is to assist in
removing heat (as in transformers) or to quench arcs (as in
switches and fuses). The dielectric strength of oil is higher than
that of air (§ 78), but the main reasons for its use are as stated.
Due to its convection currents, oil is more effective than a solid
filling in removing heat, within the range of thermal conductivities
of the insulating materials available.

(1) Transformer and Switch Oil.-Mineral, animal, and vegetable oils are all
good insulators, of practically equal value when pure and dry, but mineral oils
nave the advantage of being practically immune from oxidation and the develop-
ment of acidity in service; also, they are less subject to sludging and carbonisation
by heat. Besin oil has been mentioned favourably in Germany for use in trans-
formers because it forms no tar deposits; it is, however, quickly carbonised by
arcs if used in switchgear. The oils employed almost universally for transformers
and switchgear are petroleum distillates. The particular grade employed is called
transil oil. Specifications vary somewhat, but the properties generally demanded
in the oil as delivered * are: An unmixed, clear, refined product of sp. gr. between
0'85 and 0'90 at 20° C. Viscosity (Eedwood), say, between 100 and 200 sees, at
20° 0., and between 60 and 75 sees, at 50° C. Practically free from moisture,
sand, fibres, etc.* Free from alkali and sulphur. Acid content not more than
0'02 % expressed as H2S04 (often ' no trace of acid' is specified). Setting-point
(cold test) not above - 15° C. for switch oils, and not above - 4° C. for transformer
oils. Flash-point not below 145° 0. for transformer oil, and 160° C. for switch oil.
The loss by evaporation when heated for 6 hrs. at 100° C. should not exceed O5
%; no deposit should form, and no acidity should be developed during this heat-
ing. Tests for sludging (which should not occur) involve bubbling air through
oil at, say, 110° 0. for two or three days.

Though a specification of this nature ensures that a suitable oil is obtained,
the influence of the various clauses is not so definite as might be expected. The
viscosity of the oil affects the rate of cooling of transformers and, naturally, the
viscosity at the normal working temperature should be considered; the viscosity
at atmospheric temperature is of little practical importance. It is doubtful
whether viscosity, within the range of practical values, has appreciable influence
on the speed of quenching arcs at switch contacts. There must be no risk of a
switch oil congealing at low atmospheric temperatures, but stiff oil in a cold trans-
former is of little importance provided that the viscosity becomes correct as the
transformer heats up. The flash-point test is useful only as excluding oils with
highly volatile constituents. The maximum temperature in service is always fat j,
below the flash-point (§ 80) except at submerged arcs, where burning cannot
occur; if arcing occurs in contact with air the oil will ignite whatever its flash-
point. A small loss by evaporation, on heating, is desirable, but the rate of loss
naturally becomes much smaller as evaporation proceeds. In modern trans-
formers volatile matter can escape only slowly, if at all, from the tank; oil-switch
tanks are provided with pipe-vents to free air.

Sludging in transformer oil forms deposits which clog the circulating pas-
sages, and reduce the rate of heat-transmission from transformer to oil and from
oil to tank. The deposits are oxidation products and have an acid reaction ; thoir \

* The oil must be filtered and dried before use as explained below. f 1
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formation appears to be hastened "by a catalytic action on the part of copper.
Forced circulation of oil prevents the sludge from settling; periodic filtration is
desirable. Russian oils contain less tar and give less trouble from sludge than do
American oils.

It is useless to specify voltage break-down tests for oil as delivered, because oil
delivered in bulk inevitably contains fibrous and other foreign matter and some
moisture (up to, say, O'l °/0). Eecent research * indicates that break-down tests on
oils with needle points or point and plate electrodes do not indicate the quality of
oil as regards wetness or dirt, and therefore give a fictitious consistency of results.
After filtration and drying, a good transformer or switch oil should not break-
down below 20 000 V when tested on a 0-15 in. gap between spheres of £ in. di-
ameter submerged at least 2 ins. Filtration and drying may be effected by forcing
the oil through a filter-press containing sheets of absorbent paper.

The break-down of oils appears to be due generally to fibrous particles form-
ing chains between the electrodes under the influence of the intense electrostatic
field. The remarkable effect of a trace of moisture in reducing the dielectric
strength of oil (1 part of -water in 10 000 of oil may halve the break-down voltage)
is explained by the moisture being absorbed by the fibrous particles. If oil be
cleansed by a colloid or membrane filter its break-down voltage, on. a 0'15 in. gap
between £ in. spheres, may be 65 000-90 000 V or higher.

(2) Carbon T&trachloride is incombustible and comparable with mineral oil
as an insulator. It has been tried as a substitute for mineral oil in oil switches

but is subject to serious disadvantages, viz.: (1) It evaporates at atmospheric
temperatures. This maybe prevented by a layer of glycerine, but the latter is a
conductor and is liable to get on the insulators ; also, glycerine corrodes copper,
(2) It corrodes copper, but protection can be obtained (except at the contact faces)
by tinning. (3) It has no lubricating value. (4) It is about twice as heavy as
mineral oil (sp. gr. 1*6 compared with 0-87). (5) It has anaesthetic effects, is
detrimental to health, and dissolves rubber.

Carbon tetrachloride boils at 76° C. and freezes at - 27° C. Its only ad-
vantage for switchgear appears to be its incombustibility, and this is outweighed
by its many disadvantages. It is, however, used as a filling for certain high
tension fuses.

78. Air as an Insulator.-Wherever it is applicable as in-
sulation, air has the advantage that it needs no preparation or
maintenance. Should a voltage bre$k-down occur the full insula-
tion is restored by fresh air directly the discharge ceases, unless
the ionised air cannot escape-in which case the insulation may
be low for some time. Though air itself costs nothing, a structural
support has to be provided to hold conductors apart in air, and
porcelain or equivalent insulators have to be provided between
the conductors and their supports; these insulators are electrically
in parallel with the air between the conductors, Again, though
air is a {self-mending' insulator, a break-down inay result in

* See communication from B.E.B.A.,' Research on Insulating Oils,' EL
Vol. 89, p. 687.
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injury to the conductors by arcing, or in the establishment of
pressure surges (§ 349) which damage the insulation of machine
windings, etc., at other points, in the system.

The dielectric strength of compressed air is considerably higher
than that of air at atmospheric pressure, and compressed air has
therefore been used in E.H.T. condensers and instruments, mainly
for experimental purposes.

There is a fairly definite relation between the maximum value of an alternat-
ing voltage and the length of air-gap across which sparking occurs between stated
electrodes. This affords a convenient method of measuring very high pressures,
and tables have been prepared by various investigators to show the voltages cor-
responding to various sparking distances. For a given voltage the spark gap is
greater between needle points than between spherical electrodes (roughly four
times as great between needles as between spheres of 6 ins. diameter for pressures
between 40 000 and 80 000 V, R.M.S.). The break-down voltage increases about
0*25 °/0 per 1 mm. rise in barometric pressure, and decreases about 0*35 °/0 per
1° C. rise in temperature ; the humidity and amount of dust in the air also affect
the break-down voltage very considerably. In X-ray work and insulation tests the
crest voltage (§ 30) is important and tables are available * showing the peak
voltage corresponding to various gap lengths. For industrial purposes, where
sinusoidal waves are used, it is more convenient to use tables showing the B.M.S.
voltages for various gap lengths.-)- With spheres 1 ft. or more in diameter the
break-down voltage becomes roughly proportional to the gap length and is about
20 000 V per cm. for gaps from 2-5 cm., and about 16 000 V per cm. for gaps
from 10-15 cm. (R.M.S. values). These figures are for general guidance only;
see B.E.S.A. tables (loc. cit.) for complete data.

It is necessary to distinguish carefully between the true dielectric strength
of air in volts per cm. when subject to a uniform electrostatic stress, and the
break-down voltage for a particular gap. The relation between applied P.D. and
maximum dielectric stress is easily calculated where spherical electrodes are used ;
BussellJ gives the formula RmaXf = (V!%)/', where Rmax. = maximum electric
stress in volts per cm.; V - P, D. between spheres; x = minimum distance be-
tween spheres, in cm.; / = a correction factor varying with x / a, where a = radius
of each sphere, in cm. Tables of values for/are given loc. cit. With infinitely
large spheres (x / a = 0) / = 1; for x/ a = 0'3, 0*5, 0'7, 1-0, and 1-5, / = 1-10,
1-17, 1'25,1*36, and 1'56 respectively. Russell J finds that the maximum stress
between spherical electrodes in air at the moment of break-down is, in maximum
(not B.M.S.) kilovolts per cm., Rmix, = 27-4 + 14-1 / ,Ja9 for values of a (= radius
of sphere in cm.) from 0'25 cm. to 25 cm. and at 25° C. and 760 mm. barometer.
The corresponding maximum (not B.M.S.) sparking voltage is calculated from :
V = Rmax (xlf)- ^kis indicates that, at atmospheric pressure, the dielectric
strength of air is about 27 500 V (max.) per cm., the other term in the expression

* See X-Eays by Kaye (Longmans).
f A table of sparking distances for sphere spark gaps from 10 000400 000 V

(B.M.S.) is given in B.E.S.A. Beport 137.
JPJWZ. Mag., 6, Vol. 2, p. 258; Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 40, p. 6; Electric Cables

and Networks (Constable), p. 243.
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for -R>'nMX being a correction for the effects of currents of electrified air and vanish-
ing when a is very large.

As regards compressed air, Watson * finds that the dielectric strength of air at
17° 0. is approximately (20 + 25'6 P) kV per cm. (maximum, not E.M.S. volts),
where P = air pressure in atmospheres absolute. This formula is purely empirical,
but is sufficiently accurate for all pressures between 3 and 15 atmos. absolute.
Air at 200 Ibs. per sq. in. gauge pressure (14*6 atmos. absolute) has a dielectric
strength of about 395 kV per cm. (1 000 V per mil), which is about ten times the
dielectric strength of air at atmospheric pressure (between 1 in. spheres), and equal
to that of micanite.

79. Effect of Air Films in Layered Insulation. - Air films
afford an opportunity for hygroscopic insulating materials to be-
come damp ; also, the dielectric strength of air at atmospheric
pressure is lower than that of solid and impregnating insulating
materials. The most serious result, however, of air films between
layers of paper, micanite, etc., in insulation subjected to high
voltage, is the uneven voltage gradient thus established. The
layers of solid insulation and air amount to condensers in series,
and the total voltage across the insulation as a whole is divided
between the layers in proportion to their thickness and in inverse
proportion to their specific inductivity capacity (§ 46). The
specific inductive capacity of air being lower than that of solid
dielectrics (Table 7), the voltage across an air film is higher than
that across an equal thickness of the solid dielectric and may be
sufficient to cause break-down ; even if break-down does not occur
at once the air is ionised, and the solid dielectric is deteriorated
by the ozone and nitrous oxides formed.

Example. - Suppose that two 2 mm. sheets of micanite with a 0*1 mm. air
film between them be subjected to a P. D. of 6 600 V. Let the P.D. across the mi-
canite be vm and that across the air be va. Denoting the corresponding thicknesses

by tni* ̂a » an^ *^e specific inductive capacities by Jcm9 ka respectively, VM '" va =
(t»l*J'-(*alfy- Now^=l-0andfcw==6(say). Hence, «W4:f;a- (4/6): (0-1/1);
whence vm = va x 4 f 0«6 = 6-7 w But vm + va = 6 60° v ? therefore 6-7 va + va
= 6 600 and va = 6600 / 7-7 = 860 V. A P.D. of 860 V across a 0-1 mm. film
corresponds to 86 000 V per cm. which stress is two or three times the dielectric
strength of air at normal pressure (§ 78). The air film will therefore break down,
and the heat from this discharge will soon cause the micanite to fail.

Due to the excessive stress otherwise placed upon air between
layers of paper or fibres of cotton, silk, etc., such materials must
be impregnated when used as high-tension insulation, apart from
the equally important consideration of excluding moisture.

* Jour. IJEJB., Vol. 43, p. 113.
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80. Temperature Limits for Insulating Materials.-As
stated in §§ 71, 72, the specific resistance and dielectric strength
of all insulating materials decrease rapidly when the temperature
is raised. Also, organic insulating materials suffer permanent in-
jury (by charring, becoming brittle, etc.) if heated above a quite
moderate temperature (usually in the neighbourhood of 100°-
130° C.* For these reasons it is necessary to avoid overheating
such materials both during manufacture and in service. If char-
ring occurs the material is converted more or less completely to
carbon which is a conductor. Refractory insulating materials
used in heaters and the like have necessarily to be exposed to
high temperatures, and the approximate limits have been stated in
preceding sections relating to the materials concerned. The I.E.C.
Rules for Electrical Machinery (Publication No. 34) stipulate that
the highest observable temperatures in the machinery covered by
these rules f shall not exceed for-cotton, paper, or silk 80° C.
when not impregnated, and 95° G. when impregnated or immersed
in oil; enamelled wire, 95° C.; mica, asbestos, glass, porcelain,
micanite, and similar compositions, 115° C. The proposed
temperature limit for oil, measured by thermometer, is 90° C.
(See also § 136.)

MAGNETIC MATERIALS AND NON-MAGNETIC STEELS.

81. Magnetisation Curve and Cycle.-A solenoid of IT /I
ampere-turns per cm. (§§ 42, 43) produces within itself a magnetic
field H = (4-Tr / 10) x (IT /1) lines per sq. cm. but if the solenoid
have a magnetic core, the magnetic induction, J3, therein is greater
than the magnetising field, If, in the ratio B / H =» /JL, the perme-
ability of the core material (§ 43). Referring to Fig. 12 the in-
duction rises comparatively slowly from 0 to a while the initial
resistance of the steel to magnetisation is being overcome. From
a to A the induction increases rapidly as the field H increases,

* Charring temperatures of Insulating materials quoted by Messrs. Pinchin,
Johnson & Co. Ltd. are (in °0.): Cambric, shellacked 160°, untreated 16S°;
oiled duck, 170°:175°; drilling, untreated, 175°; leather, oiled, 182°; silk, oiled,
200°, untreated, 220° ; surgical brand cotton, 230° ; glazed pressboard, 240°-250° ;
fine linen, 250°.

t i.e. rotating machines of which the terminal pressure does not exceed 5 000 V
or of which the rated output does not exceed 750 kYA, or of which the stator cores
do not exceed 50 cm. axial length, and all transformers which are not water
cooled.

QQ
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the permeability being high. Beyond A the effect of magnetic
saturation becomes evident, and at G the steel is practically satur-
ated, further increase in the magnetising field producing only the
same additional induction as would be produced with an air core ;
at very high values of H (beyond the range of ordinary practice)
the induction 00' is a negligibly small fraction of the total in-
duction, i.e. the permeability of the core is then nearly unity.
Within the practical range of magnetising forces, however, the
permeability is high-of the order 3 000 at flux densities about
10 000 lines per sq. cm., in the case of those grades of iron and
steel which are used as cores for electromagnets, armatures, trans-

FIG. 12.-Magnetisation curve and cycle.

formers, etc. For such applications high permeability and low
hysteresis and eddy current losses (§§ 34, 39) are primary require-
ments. In permanent magnets, however, the principal require-
ments are: (i) a high saturation density (0(7, Fig. 12); (ii) a
high remanent magnetism (OD, Fig. 12) when the magnetising
force is removed; and (iii) a high coercive force (OE, Fig. 12),
this being the negative magnetising force required to neutralise
the remanent magnetism OD and thus a measure of the tenacity
with which the material holds this remanent magnetism. If the
negative magnetising force be increased beyond the value OE,
the steel is re-magnetised (in the opposite polarity) and ultimately
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reaches a saturation point F corresponding to C, On again re-
ducing the magnetising force there is left remanent magnetism
OG (= OD) to remove which the coercive force OK (= OE)
must he applied. Beyond K positive magnetisation occurs along
the curve KC and not along OAC. The latter curve is followed
only during the initial magnetisation from the non-magnetised
state represented by 0 ; to retrace OA C, we should have to re-
move the negative magnetising force at such a point on the curve
EF that the remanent magnetism was zero (instead of OG).
The complete curve CEFKC is the c hysteresis loop ' for the
material and the area enclosed by this loop represents the energy
expended in overcoming hysteresis during one complete cycle of
magnetisation. The loop shown in Fig. 12 refers to Firth's per-
manent magnet steel. The area of the loop is large, i.e. the
hysteresis loss is high, but this is inevitably so where a permanent
magnet is concerned and is, indeed, an index of merit for the de-
sirable qualities are high renianence and high coercive force both
of which involve a wide loop.

Where iron or steel is to be used as the core of an electro-

magnet, armature, transformer, etc., the desirable qualities include
high permeability and a small hysteresis loop.

The succeeding paragraphs deal briefly with core materials,
permanent magnet steels, and non-magnetic irons and steels.
Typical magnetisation curves for irons and steels and for nickel
and cobalt (the only two non-ferrous materials possessing any
high degree of magnetic susceptibility) are given in Fig. 13.
Permeability values may be obtained for any particular value of
induction, B, by dividing the latter by the corresponding value
of H. A scale of ampere-turns per cm. is added below the H-
scale, this being more convenient for purposes of design (§ 43).

82. Core Materials.-Broadly speaking, maximum physical
hardness coincides with the best magnetic qualities (high re-
manence and coercivity) in permanent magnets whilst physical
softness is associated with high saturation density, high perme-
ability and low hysteresis loss, these being desirable characteristics
in iron which is to be used in electromagnets (including armature
and transformer cores, etc.). For the frames of D.C. motors and
dynamos, which serve also as the magnetic yoke between the
field poles, cast iron or cast steel is generally employed. Cast
steel has the advantage of being mechanically and magnetically

OR
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superior to cast iron; also, it is magnetically equal to or better
than wrought iron and is more convenient for the constructional
purposes concerned. A 3 % nickel steel is sometimes used for the
frames and rotors of large dynamos on account of its excellent
mechanical properties. In the rotating field systems of high-
speed turbine-driven machines the mechanical stresses are such.
that rolled steel plates offer advantages compared with forgings
(§ 145).

Where the magnetic field is alternating-as in armatures,
transformers and the field-systems of A.G. motors-it is necessary
to subdivide the core into thin sheets in order to reduce the eddy
current loss (§ 39). For the Same reason it is desirable that the

'I r electrical resistance of the metal should be high. The dimensions
of such cores have a large influence on the overall dimensions and
cost of the machine or transformer and, in order to reduce them,
high permeability and high saturation density are required.
The shape of the curves in Fig. 13 is such that a small vertical
distance between them involves a large increase in ampere-turns
per cm. in order to reach a given flux density in the inferior
material.

For many years sheets of Swedish charcoal iron were the
best material available for cores; these have a maximum perme-
ability, 3 000; a hysteresis loss about 1*8 W per kg. * (Bmax,
10 000 gauss); and an electrical resistance, 10 microhms per cm-
cube. It has been found, however, that a small percentage of
aluminium or silicon greatly increases the permeability and re-
duces the hysteresis loss of iron. The authors are indebted to
Messrs. J. Lysaght, Ltd., and J. Sankey & Sons, Ltd., for permis-
sion to reproduce the curves in Fig. 13, relating to their special
electrical steels * Lohys/ 'Special Lohys,' and ' Medium Re-
sistance ' dynamo steels, and ' Stalloy' which is a Mgn resist-
ance silicon steel use'd mainly in transformers. The total
hysteresis plus eddy loss in 20 mil sheets of these materials at
Bmax. = 10 000 gauss, 50 cycles per sec. is approximately 3'5 W
per kg. for Lohys (sp. gr. 7'8); 2'9 "W per kg. for Special Lohys
(sp. gr. 7-8); 2-5 W per kg. for Medium Resistance Steel (sp. gr.
775); and 1*75 W per kg. for Stalloy (sp. gr. 7-5). The maxi-

* 1 watt per kg. = 1550 ergs per cu. cm. per cycle, at 50 cycles per sec.
(nearly),
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mum permeability of 4 °/lt silicon steel i« nearly H 000, ami an
important advantage of this material in that the *a#ein<j* is
negative, i.e. the losses actually decrease during yoars of service.

An iron alloy containing «15 "/fv uf roliuli has it saiuruUon
density about 25 "/} higher than that of iron, hut this alloy is
prohibitively expc^iwive at present; for hare! eohalt Hir«*l AW § 8'{.
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cycles per sec.), ami an aleefcrleni nfwiiti III microhm*
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vacuum-melted 3*4 °/0 silicon alloy show this material to ha'
j maximum permeability between 60 000 and 70 000; hysteres
| loss about 0-2 W per kg. (Emax. 10 000 gauss, 50 cycles) ; ai
! electrical resistance nearly 50 microhms per cm. cube. The*"6 a
1 obvious practical difficulties in melting large quantities of met
; in vacuo, but the use of this class of material is likely to exten

Large quantities of powdered iron are used in the TTnit<
States as a substitute for hard iron wire in the cores of ' loading
coils for telephone circuits, where the requirements are constai

j permeability and small loss by hysteresis and eddy current
Electrolytic iron is ground to pass a sieve with 100-200 mesh

i per inch, rolled with flake zinc (which is then removed), insulate
' with shellac, and compressed at 100 tons per sq. in. to produ*
1 blocks nearly as dense as iron and with a tensile strength of
f to "£ ton per sq. in. A permeability of 50 to 150 is obtained i
J* the range H = 25 to 50 gauss (cf. Fig. 13), the permeability <
I particular samples being nearly constant over a considerable rang
'f of flux density. The eddy losses are low, due to the iron beir
.[ electrically discontinuous.
| 'Permalloy' is the generic name applied to nickel-iron all03
I containing about 80°/0 Ni and 20°/0 Fe. These alloys possess r>
| markable magnetic properties; they will certainly be o£ impo:
f tance in electrical communication (telegraphy, etc.) and may fin
I application in heavy engineering. When properly heat-treate<

permalloy has an 'initial permeability' (i.e. permeability at zei
field, by extrapolation) as high as 13 000, or more than thirty time
that of the best soft iron. Permalloy, although it has a saturatio
value B = 11 000 gauss (approx.), comparable with that of iroi
approaches saturation in the earth's field. The area of th
hysteresis loop for permalloy, with BmaiB. = 5 000 gauss, is one
sixteenth of that for soft iron. For B = 4 000 to 6 000 gauss th
permeability of permalloy is 80 000 to 90 000, which is very muc
higher than the value for silicon steel (§ 82). For further inform*
tion, see Jour. Franklin Inst., Vol. 195, p. 621.

83. Permanent Magnet Steels.-As explained in § 81 tw
of the main requirements in a permanent magnet steel are hig!
remanence and high coercivity; in addition the magnet shoul
not be weakened appreciably by ' ageing' when exposed to vi
bration, temperature variations, etc. High-carbon steel (It

,.li-,7o carbon) can be used for permanent magnets, best result'"' '
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being obtained when the metal IB HO quenched as to yield, the
finest grain and greatest mechanical hardnoss ; a rwnammco of
8 500 gauss and a eoereivity of 50 can be obtained. Alloy stools
are now available which givo far hotter rnugnots than plain carbon
steel, but in the alloys there are many factors determining the
magnetic qualities, and it does .not follow that the latter are bent
when, the metal is in its hardost state.

Most of the permanent magnet stools on the market are
tungsten alloys containing from 5| to (U "/o tungntmi ; 0*55 to
()-7 °fn carbon; 0"'J to 0*5 °/., manganese*; 0*1. to 0'15"/,( silicon ;
and traces of phosphorus and sulphur. When quenched at 825"-
850° 0. such steel lias a rmnanenco of 9 000 fco 1 1 000 gauss and
a eoereivity of 00 to 70 gauss. Chromium steel containing about
2 "/� chromium and 0*85 "/0 carbon gives about ihosarne eoereivity
as tungsten steels, but tho rwuanencc* is lower (9 000-9 500).
Honda's cobalt steel, containing '15 °/it cobalt, 7 to 9 "/� tungsten,
and 0^ 7,, <'fc**bon, mn 'M? made to give a eoereivity of 180-200*
Hadfield's ' Pormartite/ also a cobalt Htind, in claimttd to have a
rotnanence of 11 2(K) and n Cfw^rcivity of 120 ̂ auss.

All permanent magnets should be *ag4*<t? by hunting them
to 100° (1 for "24-48 hra and Hiibjccting them to vibration. The
extent and rate of ageing in service depettds considerably upon
the form of the magnet.

84, Non-Magnetic Steels. -Iron loses its ifiiignufcic projHjrti<»H
completely when (and whilst) heated to tha t!*iripi*raturc of
recalosconce (alx>ufc C>B(f (1) or higher. This IK important in
connection with tlm UH« <if lifting miigiictM ((Jhiiptor *U)nnd in
the magnetic clatnriiiiiiiitic»nof tlu*corr«jct tompftraturu for !inrdf»n-
ing carbon stotil {§ 1.22), A Homnwhat similar phortotannon i«
observable in 25 7,, nickol «te«l which 5« noraiiilly iioii»miigricfti<*%
but which boconwH magnetic! whou c!ooli*d to - 40" C.J. and thnu
remains magnetic until htmtftd to CKKf Cl HtitnlH which ar« non-
magnetic at atiiiOHphi*rie twtnfH^mtwrH an* uwiftil for Htrnctunil
purponeH wliero the mecliitnieiil utrength of «tc<il in rlcHintd with-
out the disturbing which would he eimned in th« ru.nghi)our»
hood if magncAic umtorial were em|»k>y«»fL About 111 ft/, or liws
of TnangHTieHo (acfturdlng to th« amount of carbon pmtitnt.) pro-
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about five times that of iron. Hadfield's manganese steel contain-
ing 13 % manganese, T3 % carbon, and 0'3 % silicon is practically
non-magnetic, and is used near magnetic compasses and in other
similar applications; the metal is practically unmachinable and,
indeed, owes its principal applications (to special trackwork,

* I rock-crushers, etc.) to its remarkable toughness and strength.
A non-magnetic cast iron * No-Mag ' (Dawson-Ferranti patent

application 33290/20) is recommended for use in resistance grids,
switch, and transformer covers, and general structural components
in which eddy currents are to be avoided. This material resembles
ordinary cast iron except that it is tougher, more malleable, and
of higher electrical resistance (140 microhms per cm. cube); its
permeability is 1'02-1'03.

REFRACTORY MATERIALS AND TIMBER PRESERVATIVES.

85. Refractory Materials.-Information concerning the heat-
resisting properties of porcelain, asbestos-compositions, and. other
materials which are used primarily as electrical insulators, is given
in earlier paragraphs. The materials here considered are those
used as supports for the hotwires of heating apparatus, as linings
for electric furnaces, and in other applications where resistance to

1' heat is a primary consideration. Another requirement i« low
' i I- thermal conductivity, in order that heat losses may be reduced.

At their working temperature, most refractory bricks, etc., become
relatively good electrolytic conductors (§ 68), hence they must not
be subjected to high P.D. Mechanical strength and low tempera-
ture coefficient of expansion are desirable from the constructional
point of view. Chemical inertness, particularly resistance to
oxidation, is essential.

Under suitable conditions the electric furnace can be made to

melt practically all materials, hence it is correspondingly difficult
to obtain refractories able to resist for a reasonable period the high,
temperatures attained, the chemical action of the charge, and the
scouring action of the molten metal; no known material will stand
up to these conditions indefinitely. The mechanical strength
of all refractories is low at high temperatures and the melting (or
flowing) temperature is reduced by 10 to 15 °/0 by the application
of a load of 50 Ib. per sq. in. Conditions are much less severe
in furnaces for the common non-ferrous metals, because riot only
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are the melting-points of th<*. lattor lnwi.tr thnu that of Htwl,
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thermal conductivity is very low (from 1 to 2 B.Th.U. per s<j. ft. per 1° P. per hr.
for 1 in. thickness, i.e. about one-tenth that of solid silica). Kieselguhr is useful for
lagging, and can be used in building and lining high temperature furnaces. Owing
to the enclosed air, the apparent sp. gr. is about 1-0. Melting-point about 1 610° C.

Magnesite Is used with tar for rammed hearths, etc., or calcined magnesite
(85 % to 94 °/0 magnesium oxide) is moulded without bond to form bricks which are
fired at or above 1700° 0. to complete their shrinkage. Pure magnesia melts at about
2800° C. and rnagnesite brick at 2 165° C. Hagnesite is much used for the hearths
and walls of steel furnaces and in. furnaces for melting aluminium and its alloys,
bronze, bearing metals, lead, and copper, ftfagne&ite bricks expand greatly with
temperature ("& in. per ft. should be allowed at expansion joints), and though the
melting-point is high the bricks are weak at a much lower temperature. Crush-
ing strength 65 Ibs. per sq. in. at 1 650° C.; weight 164 Ibs. per cu. ft.; thermal
conductivity 15-20 B.Th.U. per sg. ft. per 1° 3?. per hr. for 1 in. thickness.

Silica Bricks (Dinas bricks) are made from sharp quartzite with 2 % lime as
bond; the bricks should be at least 96 °/0 silica. They are strong at high tempera-
tures but spall if subjected to sudden temperature changes. They are used for
furnace roofs and as lining in furnaces for melting bronze, copper, or silver.
Silica is liable to attack by fluxes. Specific heat 0*22-0*30 between 500 and
1 000° 0.; weight 100-110 Ibs. per cu. ft.; crushing strength 1850 Ib. per sq. in. at
1 350° 0. and over 75 Ibs. per sq. in. a-t 1 500° C.; thermal conductivity 5-10
B.Th.U. per sq. ft. per 1° F. per hr. for 1 in. thickness. Melting-point 1 700° O.
Ganister brick is made from siliceous rock containing about 10 °/0 of cla-y and
requiring no other bond. Pure silica (quartz) flows at 1 750° C. and is used in
heating and cooking apparatus, etc. (§ 74, II (b).

Zirconia, which is now available in commercial quantities, is exceptionally
refractory (melting-point, 2 600°-3 000° C.) and may be used with tar for
rammed linings or in the form of bricks. Though dearer than magnesite, the
maintenance costs are low because zirconia is very resistant to slags and metals,
is mechanieally strong, and has low expansion and low thermal conductivity,
The specific heat is 0-14-018 from 500°-1 500° C. Zirconia bricks withstand
1800° 0. satisfactorily; iron oxide, as impurity, lowers the melting-point.

Refractory cements are generally of the same composition as the mixture
from which the bricks are baked. A paste of asbestos (2 parts) and water glass
(3 parts) mixed with water is useful in repairing refractories exposed to moderate
temperatures.

86. Preservative Processes for Timber.-Wood impregnated
with paraffin wax is acid-resisting and moisture-proof, but this'
treatment is too expensive for use in the wholesale preservation
of timber (particularly poles for overhead lines, § 323) which is
to be exposed to, weather or buried in the ground. The pre-
servative processes applicable in such cases may require extensive
plant for the injection of antiseptic solution under pressure, or
penetration may be secured by more or less prolonged immersion
in open tanks. Among the pressure processes are creosoting by
the old method or the modern Riiping and Kiitger processes. A
large number of the patent solutions have been introduced for
open-tank processes.
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Creosote is the preservative most used for poles in this country. To facilitate
penetration small radial holes may be forced (not drilled) in the butt. It is ad-
visable to impregnate the whole pole and not merely the butt. There is a certain
settlement and oozing out of the creosote in service; after a time there is about
one-third the original weight of creosote in the butt and a less proportion in the
upper parts. Weight -for weight, creosote is estimated to have about twice the
antiseptic effect of copper sulphate at one-fiftieth the cost for materials. With
deep penetration the oil is fairly resistant to attack by white ants. Injection of
about 10 Ibs. of creosote per cu. ft. of timber is recommended for poles, and the
wood should not be cut or drilled after creosoting, as the heavier fractions of the
oil lie near tlae surface.

Kyanising is a low-pressure process, seasoned timber being steeped for days or
weeks in a weak solution of mercury chloride (corrosive sublimate). The solution
does not penetrate deeply, and the weight of salt absorbed is given as about 0*01 Ib.
per sq. ft. of surface for fir. The preservative is said to be leached out by rain, and
may then contaminate drinking water, but the process has been used extensively
on the Continent. Kyanised timber can be painted.

Aczol is a mixture of copper or zinc ammoniates with an antiseptic acid con-
taining phenols and naphthalenes. Its action is to cement together the surface
layers of wood fibres and tissues, and is claimed to be as effective as creosoting,
and to cost about 2Jd. per cu. ft. for pole timber.

The Powell saccharine process employs by-products of sugar-refining which
are said to form an approximation to amorphous wood in the interstices of the
timber treated. Wood is appreciably strengthened by the treatment, and, by
inclusion of arsenic in the solution, becomes resistant to white ants. The process
is used fairly extensively in Australia, New Zealand, and India. Treated timber
is clean, dry, and can be painted.

Solignivm has proved useful within the author's experience when merely painted
on. Microsol consists of sulphates of copper, soda, and lime. Sellit consists
mainly of sodium fluorite. There are many other materials and processes which
cannot be dealt with here. Treatment by simple metallic salts is not in high
favour in tnis country.

An exhaustive treatment of the nature of decay in wood, and of preservative
materials and processes, is given by A. J. Wallis-Tayler in the Boyal Society of
Arts Journal, Vol. 62, pp. 286 et seg[. A valuable monograph on the antiseptic
treatment of timber is given by B. S. Pearson in Indian Forest Records, 8, Part
2, and a bibliography is given therein,

Data concerning the life of timber, treated and untreated, are
given in. § 323.
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CHAPTEB 3.

INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS.

88. Measurements Required.-In order to know what is
happening in an electrical circuit it is necessary to measure the
quantities, current, pressure, power, frequency, etc., relating to the
current itself. Also by utilising properties of the electric current
or variations in electrical quantities produced by other than
electrical causes it is possible to measure the latter; for instance,
the resistance of a conductor varies with temperature and may be
used to measure temperature (§§ 61, 122). Instruments for
measuring electrical quantities, and electrical instruments for
measuring other than electrical quantities, are described in this
chapter, mainly as regards the principles upon which they operate
and the facts bearing upon their use. For details of construction
reference must be made to books devoted to this subject (§ 125).

89. Types of Instruments.-An electric current can be
measured by any of the effects which it produces, and, in so far an
the effects of direct and alternating current are different, some
instruments can be used only for direct current and others only
for alternating current measurements. In general-

(a) Any ' polarised ' instrument the direction of deflection
(or other action) of which reverses with the direction of the
current is unsuitable for alternating currents unless, as in the
oscillograph (§ 118), the instrument is capable of following the
alternations completely and accurately. Polarised instruments can
be arranged with a centre-zero scale so as to read in either direction
without reconnection.

(&) Instruments in which the effect varies with the square of
applied current or P.D., or with the product of suitably related
currents or P.D.'s, are unaffected by alternations in these quantities
(except as regards hysteresis and eddy current effects, §§ 34, 39,
100, 101,6) and can therefore be used in A.C. circuits. They can-
not be arranged as centre-zero instruments.
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. (c) Instruments which depend upon alternation of current for
their action {e.g. induction ammeters, § 102) cannot be used on
D.C. circuits.

The effects of the electric current on which its measurement

may be based, and the main types of instruments utilising these
effects are as follows :-

(i) Electro-Chemical. - The electrolytic effect of a direct
current is made the basis of the international definition of the

ampere (§ 3). It cannot be used to measure an alternating current
because the electrolytic effect of one half-cycle is reversed and
neutralised more or less completely by the ensuing, reversed half-
cycle (see, however, Chap. 17). Neither can the electrolytic effect
be used to measure the instantaneous value of a varying direct
current. The amount of electro-chemical action produced varies
with the quantity of electricity (§ 28), hence this effect is used to
measure ampere-hours (§114) or, on the assumption of an unvary-
ing current (§ 3), amperes indirectly.

(ii) Thermal.-The heating effect of an electric current varies
with the square of the current (§ 49), and is therefore the same
for A.C. as for D.C. The expansion of a fine wire traversed by
the current to be measured is made to produce a convenient
deflection by means of a mechanical or optical magnifying system
(§ 99). Alternatively the heating of a special resistance element
may be measured by a thermo-couple built permanently in the
circuit of a moving coil instrument (§ 99).

(iii) Electromagnetic.-Instruments of this type are used for
practically all ordinary commercial measurements. A current-
carrying conductor establishes round itself a magnetic field (§ 32)
which can be used: (a) to attract or displace a permanent magnet
(as in certain galvanometers, § 96) or a piece of soft iron (as in
'movingiron' instruments, § 100); (6) to react with the field of
a permanent magnet (as in 'moving coil' instruments, § 101 a)
or with the field of a second current-carrying conductor (as in
dynamometer instruments, § 101 6); or (c), if alternating, to in-
duce currents in a second conductor and then to react with the

field of the latter (as in induction instruments, § 102). The
general principle employed is that of attraction or repulsion be-
tween fixed and moving parts, one of which is a current-carrying
conductor (usually wound in the form of a coil in order to
multiply its effect, § 42). The moving part-whether a permanent
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magnet, soft iron, or a coil of wire-tends to deflect against the
control of a constant magnetic field, a spring, or the force of
gravity as the case may be. The deflection or the controlling
force required to prevent deflection of the moving system is a
measure of the quantity under investigation. Polarised electro-
magnetic instruments, i.e. those employing permanent magnets,
cannot be used for A.C. measurements (excepting oscillographs,
§ 118, and vibration galvanometers, § 96), but moving (soft)
iron instruments and dynamometer instruments can be used
on A.C. circuits. Induction instruments cannot be used on D.C.

circuits.

Moving iron and moving coil instruments will withstand
much greater overload than hot-wire instruments. The hot wire
of the latter is necessarily relatively thin and worked at high
temperature, and the heating varies with the square of the
current; on overload the hot wire is liable to be melted sooner
than a protective fuse-wire in series with it.

(iv) Electro static.-The electrostatic attraction between two
metallic vanes connected between points at different potential may
be used to measure this P.D. The only current flowing in the
instrument circuit is the extremely small charging current (§ 46)
required to charge the condenser formed by the vanes of the
instrument; this may be neglected for all practical purposes.
Electrostatic instruments are equally suitable for measuring con-
tinuous or alternating pressures. They can be used to measure
current (D.C. or A.C.) indirectly by measuring the P.D. across a
non-inductive resistance traversed by the current in question
(§ 107 c); for economic reasons, however, the P.D. across resistance
in the main circuit must be kept low and electrostatic instruments
are not suitable for the measurement of small P.D.'s. The prin-
cipal uses of electrostatic instruments are for pressure measure-
ments in laboratory work, and in high-tension circuits (§ 103).
Electrostatic instruments depending upon the repulsion between
similarly charged vanes are used to indicate whether conductors
are 'live' (§ 104). In damp places leakage current affects the
reading of any electrostatic instrument.

(v) Dielectric Break-down.-The break-down of a dielectric is
determined by the maximum P.D. to which it is subjected (§ 72)
and the length of gap across which sparking occurs between suit-
able electrodes (§ 105) forms a measure of crest voltage and hence
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of E.M.S. voltage if the crest factor (§ 30) of the wave be known.
This method is equally applicable to continuous and alternating
pressures, but is only suitable for extra high voltages.

90. Control and Damping'.-In thermal, electromagnetic and
electrostatic instruments a 'deflecting' force is exerted upon a
pivoted (or suspended, etc.) * movement/ deflection of which is
resisted by gravity, a spring, or some other 'controlling' force.
In some types of laboratory instrument there is an advantage in
varying the control (say by varying the torsion of a spring) ao as
to hold the movement over a ssero index mark. The measure of

the control force is then a measure of the electrical quantity
tending to deflect the movement. For all practical purposes it IB
much more convenient to use a deflecting instrument, the pointer
of which moves over a calibrated scale (§ 91) and comes to rest
when the control force is equal and opposite to the deflecting
force. If the deflecting force be varied suddenly, by a sudden
change in the quantity measured, the momentum of the move-
ment will tend to carry the latter beyond the new position of
equilibrium, i.e. the pointer will tend to overshoot the correct
deflection and oscillate before coming to rest, This may be pre-
vented by applying a retarding force which retards the motion of
the movement, but which diminishes as the movement comes to
rest and is then zero. Such a 'damping' force in provided by
the movement of a vane in a dashpofc chamber, the walls of which
it just clears; by the motion of a vane, or the * movement' itself,
in oil; or by the eddy currents induced in a brake disc moving
between the poles of a permanent magnet. Solid friction, such
as produced by a brake band, may not bo used for damping be-
cause it exerts a force when the movement is stationary and thus
affects the deflection.

A commercial instrument is said to be l dead beat' when the

oscillations die away rapidly. If the damping be increased till
there is no overshooting, the instrument is then strictly ' aperi-
odic '; further increase of damping makes the instrument
'sluggish,' i.e. the pointer crawls slowly to the steady deflection.
Oscillographs must be exactly aperiodic or 'critically damped/
but in ordinary indicating instruments a slight degree of over-
shooting is useful as indicating that there is no abnormal friction.
Recording instruments must be aperiodic. Sluggishness produced
by over-damping is useful where it is desired to obtain an average
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reading of a quantity which is fluctuating too slowly for the
movement to take up a mean position by its own inertia.

Gravity-controlled instruments must be levelled before use,
and, since the control force varies with the sine of the angle of
deflection in this type, the scale is cramped near the zero. Spring-
controlled instruments can and should be balanced so that they
can be used without levelling; the control exerted by the spring
varies uniformly with the deflection and this tends to produce an
even scale (§ 91). On the other hand, the spring can, if desired,
be * set up 

' 
so that the pointer does not move until a predetermined

value of current, etc., is reached; the suppressed portion of the
scale may be as much as 0'7 of the maximum reading, the whole
scale length being then available for the remaining 0'3 of the
maximum (e.g. the instrument might indicate 70 to 100 V only).
Control springs are used to carry current into moving windings.

Air vane damping is generally employed in moving iron in-
struments, and eddy current damping in hot wire instruments,
moving coil instruments, and supply meters. The time taken
for the pointer of an indicating instrument to come to rest should
not exceed (0*4 x total length of scale, in inches) seconds.

91. Scales.-When the pointer of any instrument is at rest at
any point on its scale the control force is in equilibrium with the
deflecting force on the movement in the position concerned. By
varying the control (§ 90) or the manner in which the deflecting
force on the movement varies with the position of the latter, any
desired gradation of scale divisions can be obtained within a wide
range. For general testing purposes a uniformly divided scale is
desirable, but for switchboard service a scale which is open
between the usual working limits and contracted elsewhere
facilitates observation. Though an open scale contributes to
accuracy of reading it has no relation to accuracy of indication
(§ 92). The 'effective range' of an ammeter, voltmeter or watt-
meter scale is assumed to extend from the maximum scale value

down to 10 °/0 of the latter if the scale be nearly uniform and
down to 25 % if the scale be greatly contracted near zero; if the
scale be partially suppressed (§ 90) the whole actual range is
effective.

The value of each scale division should be 1, 2, or 5 of the units
measured or a decimal multiple or sub-multiple of these numbers.

" The adgle subtended by 1 scale division should be at least 0'5° in
1 AQ
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sub-standard and portable first-grade instruments (§ 92) and at
least 1° in other instruments; see also B.E.S.A. Report No. 89.

In order that it may all be visible at once, an edge-type scale
must not subtend more than 80°. Until recently disc-type
moving-iron and moving-coil instruments have been built with
scales subtending about 85°. By modifying the mechanical
details and placing the scale arc on a Diameter of the disc a
scale length equal to the diameter of the instrument can "be
obtained, subtending about 125°, In the Record 'Cirscale'
moving-coil instruments (§ lOla) the scale subtends 300°-330°.

If two instruments measuring related quantities A, B, be
arranged so that their pointers cross (without touching) there is
a definite position of the pointer intersection corresponding to
every pair of values of A, B and this position-read on a third
scale below the crossing pointers-indicates the value of any

H quantity G which is a definite function of A and B. For instance
the pointer-crossing of an ammeter and a voltmeter may be used
to indicate the resistance of a D.C. circuit (§ 17). Again, the
crossing of wattmeter and ammeter pointers indicates power factor

I
> I if the voltage be constant (§§ 56, 109-111); and the crossing of

the pointers of two wattmeters used to measure power by the
two-wattmeter method (§ 110) indicates the power factor of a
three-phase load. It is not possible to read the intersection
accurately when the pointers are nearly parallel or collinear.
(For meter dials, see § 113.)

92. Instrument Accuracy and Errors.-The British Engineer-
ing Standards Association (Report 89) recognise three grades of
instruments, mz. Sub-standard, used mostly for checking other
instruments, and First Grade and Second Grade instruments,
used on switchboards and as portable instruments where the
higher grade of accuracy is not required. The error * in indicating
voltmeters of these three grades should not exceed ±0*2 °/o, ± 1 °/0,
and ± 2 °/o respectively. The same limits may be applied to
ammeters of the moving coil, permanent magnet type; other
indicating ammeters should not exceed ± 0*5 °/Q, ± 2 %, and

* Expressed as per cent, of maximum scale -value throughout; the effective
range (§ 91) in the case of sub-standard instruments. In first- and second-grade
instruments the error is expressed as per cent, of indication from full scale to
middle point, and as per cent, of half the maximum scale value from
point to lower end of effective range.

11 A



INSTRUMENTS AND MKASUIUSMKNTH §92

+ 4 0/ The error iu the three* grades of Indicating wattin«l<*r at
unity0 power factor (§ 109) nhould not exceed ± 0-5 "/,� ± 2*5 "/�»
and ± 5 70. All of these %ums nqircHonfc iwriiiiHHibta maximum
errors ; higher accuracy IH obtained in pnj.s«»ut.-<hiy practice*,

UnlesH Home iiHeful purpose IH wrvwl by tin? hl^lnjr accuracy*
it is inadvisable to Hp-oeify nub-standard or firNt»#rude* mHtrwimntB
because they are nocesHarily more <;oKfily and clulicutt*. Tin* ac-
curacy of graphic recording instruments (§ *M) should IH* Imtwrim
that of fir,st- and that of Hmmd-#rad<* indicating inHtrumi*nts, If
an instruiaont must b<» u,sed with a shunt, inHt-ruincnt trauKformor,
etc. (§§ 107, 108), thin auxiliary «M|uijniM»nt whouM lx» r«^ard«*d a«
part of the instrument for pursues of (Calibration.

Apart from constructional errors due f.c» Friction, inenrrrrt
calibration, etc., cliK'trical instrum^nfH an* Hubj«»ci to ^rmrii
attributable to variation in conditions or quaniii-HtH other than
those moasuriul. The j-HnrmiHsiliU* limitn for crrorH due t<* Hiicl*
pausoH may 1m mimmarim^l as fol!(»\v« {/in* how^viT B.K.H, A.
Reports 89 and 90 for a full Htatitinnnt) :"""""""

(i) Variatmu in Air T6?n$tfrHturr.>~~ Thu r«*^iMtii>irrt rif i'r«|ipi*r ii!rr«'iw0n with
fcemponiturc ri«o (JJ fJl) H<> thftt in v«ilirii*»lr»ffi nrn! Jiliiititrri mtnitftM'^ lii*» rtirrwii
through tho instrument tfiidn ti» dt-frtmiia tw th*» tf?nt|Mitriituri< ri»»*'«. Th*t lif
variation may Iw ri'i;hic:i*il by * fiwiiifiping f t|j« «(r»|ipi*r with IIH iiiti**li ntrtni nf
tomperaturu rrjoOiriunt of reniiilaiiri: (r.</. tnini^nittii} it't miij im f*niiti*frii«l in
circuit. 1 11 rotating niitli*w whori* «ddy «'tsrr'i*tii l*mk iii|,* »« i»iii|i!*i|iifl , fs|ti», ifU'rw
rosiHtaricn of th« nopjwr or aluminiuiti bmkr* I!IH« at, liiglifif ti'tri|M*mtur«i«t rrili
the bmking torqu«. Titiiipifriitiir** vfiriiiti*4H afffri itinrif or thu *4r*tH^U
oontzol springi. Th«t n«it «^fi.«*,t »*f iiiiiip*'rft.f4ir«,j r*liiiiif|in! mri*« wblnly in r|tff«*

Thft porri>ntn#<M!hftiigft in iiifln-atkni fthouUi iini <«xiinml 4- II' I " /,. >" ̂ H!"/^
and ± 0-4 '7,, jwr r* t!. rliatigr? in tiir t«iti|*«riiliiri% fi»r ?itii»..s!yif«iiir*il fimt, twirl
second gratlis iitdi^ating vnltiiirfliir-ii miri fttiinifttiir*! rifM{HU'tivp)y, Fur ifi«li#
wattmekirn th« fomm|ii»iifling liiniti »r« ± CK! M/*i* i; C»'»s! '7,(, mill =f Ci'i "/ ,

(ii) External .\faynttic. /*VI*I*. " >In »« fur M iMt^rfiiil if»:i|ti*4if« IM*ln
appreciably tin* working iiiiigiii?li«: «>{ iln» inniiiiiiiffiii, Uioy nm n ]t**tf
source of error. Iti many «rr«r «tu» I" nmghf4tr Ili'lif riiti M«
eliminated by tiniitg lli« «i/«lir jtrmriyle, i,§» (iuphttating lli« iiniltiiiii^iii nu a
common B|wiic!iif atiil arranging th« mnii<n'tt»nfi »n iliatthn<^fivt»i«inn MH*» nl«fiti?iit?
is lacrmscrl and on th« othur ilwr*****!! l*j tin* lifilrl,

The variation in maximum itidtontiMn «! an irttii^aliog «r r««rf«rdirtg ainin^i^r
or vottmot«|ir for porrnan*tr«t inftiaUation *li**til*l n»4 «^i*««4 ;i 7<t »»f ilmi »M«hrat)rm
when iliii iiintntnioiit i»t i*x|i«%«i| !.« a iwigii»4if* tl«l*l «f III gainm fi| -|f!| m i|t«
direction i»rmlyt;Ing iiiaiiiiiiiin rrror ; in A,c*, iitnifiiiii*'i4t.ii tli*i di^MtrKiDg fi*dd
must bo alttrrnatiug and In |»tm»« wiU* that m th« r*iiJ *J llir iii^li-iiitir, 

* 

MH|,

standard arid portabjit fifitt-griMi«i linifiiiipinin ̂Ip-iiilii |»«»ar a iit&f^jni'nt *4 tn«' |»f«
rcf|tiir«l ki !iifI4i*,
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§ 93 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE .

.'1 (iii) Variations in Frequency.-Between 25 and 100 cycles per sec. inclusive
the variation in indication of any A.C. instrument (excepting frequency meters)
throughout its effective range (§ 91) should not exceed: For indicating sub-
standard instruments + O25 °/0 of the indication, for 50 °/0 variation in frequency;
for first-grade instruments + 1 °/0 and for second-grade instruments + 2-5 % of
the indication for 5 °/0 variation in frequency. (In multirange instruments with
lowest volt range below 110 V these limits may be doubled.) The corresponding
limit for recording instruments is + 2 °/0 of the indication for 5 °/0 variation in
frequency.

(iv) Power Factor.-The variation in indication of a wattmeter throughout
the effective range (§ 91) for variation in P.F. of load from 1*0 to 0'5 should not
exceed ±0*5 °/0, ± 2 °/0, or + 4 °/0 for indicating sub-standard, first-and second-
grade instruments respectively, and ± 3 °/0 for recording wattmeters.

93. Recording Instruments.-A graphic recording instru-
ment is essentially an indicating instrument, all the movements of
the pointer of which are recorded on paper, either by the pointer
itself being used as a pen or by its being used as a type-bar as
explained below. The paper is calibrated, in one direction by
divisions equal to those of the instrument scale and in the other
direction by equally spaced divisions which form a measure of time.
The chart may be circular and rotated once in 24 hrs. (or other
convenient time) or it may be in the form of a long band which is
wound from one drum to another at a speed of say 1 in. per hr.
(up to 1 in. per sec. if required). The chart is generally driven by
clockwork and the error in its driving should not exceed 5 min. in
24 hrs. (about O35 %).

In most cases the pointer is used as a pen. The displacements
proportional to the quantity measured are then along the arc of a
circle of radius equal to the length of the pointer. The chart
movement (proportional to time) is linear in the band-type but
angular in the disc-type of record; the latter type in particular is
difficult to interpret because the time interval which corresponds
to 1 in. circumferential displacement of the chart at 2-in. radius,
is represented by 2 ins. at 4-in. radius, and so on. Various
methods are available by which a pointer, turning as usual about
a centre, can be made to record its position with regard to a fixed
straight line perpendicular to the line of advance of the paper.
The curve thus traced has rectangular axes of co-ordinates. In
one system the pointer normally swings clear of the paper, and an

I inked ribbon is placed between the two. At predeterminedintervals an electromagnetic device presses the pointer on to the
ribbon and thus records the deflection by a dot QU th$ paper.
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INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS § 94

The record obtained is as good as a continuous record for most
practical purposes, with the important advantage that the instru-
ment is free from the friction which exists between pen and paper
in a pen-recorder. Also, by using a polychrome ribbon or a
printing wheel bearing different numbers, distinctive records for a
number of circuits can be made on a single chart.

Supply meters which record ampere-hours, watt-hours, etc., on
a counting train or otherwise (§§ 113-116) are recording instru-
ments, but this term is generally used to denote graphic recorders.

94. Power and Power Consumption of Instruments.-The
ratio of torque for full-scale deflection to weight of moving system
is a convenient measure of the mechanical power of an instrument.
This ratio should be reasonably high in order that the effect of
pivot friction may be negligible, but an unduly high torque:
weight ratio may be obtained at the cost of high expenditure of
electrical energy in the instrument or of cutting down the weight
of the movement below the limit of reasonable mechanical strength.
The torque of indicating instruments should be not less than
0'05 cm.-grm. per grm. weight of moving system in portable
instruments, and not less than 0*15 cm.-grm. per grm. in switch-
board instruments. In recording instruments pen friction is much
greater than pivot friction and, according to Edgcumbe,* the ratio
Torque for full deflection (cm.-grm.) / (Chart width (cm.)

x Pen arm length (cm.))
should be at least 0*05 and preferably Ol or higher.

Table 8, based on a more detailed one by Edgcumbe (loc. cit.\
shows typical values of volt-amperes for full-scale deflection of
switchboard indicating instruments. Graphic recording instru-
ments generally consume from 2 to 3 times the power required by
the corresponding indicating instruments.

Energy dissipated in the instrument itself may produce error
by the heating which it causes (§ 92). Again, the volt-ampere
load which may be placed on the secondary of an instrument
transformer is strictly limited (§ 108). Not all the power ex-
penditure involved by an instrument may be expended in the
indicator itself; for instance, a shunted D.C. ammeter in a 500 A
circuit involves, at 0*075 V maximum shunt P.D. (§ 107), a power
loss of 500 x 0- 075 = 37*5 W, but if 0*05 A goes through the

* Indus fried Electrical Measuring Instruments (Constable), p. 341,

VOL. i. 113 8



§ 95 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

instrument and 499*95 A through, the shunt, the power expended
in the instrument (including its leads) is

0-05 x 0*075 = 0-003 75 W.

TABLE 8.-Volt-Amperes for Full-Scale Deflection of Indicat-
ing Instruments (Switchboard Types).

Type of Instrument. Voltmeter.

Indicating Ammeters and Voltmeters : -
"Moving iron, 6" or 8" dial 5 to 10

"f ; � � large sector or edgewise . 10 to 20Moving-coil (permanent magnet) all sizes Volts x 0-01 to 0*03

"\V. Dynamometer, 6" or 8" dial . Amps. xOf4 to 1-5 Volts x 0-05 to 0-1Hot wire, 6" or 8" dial .... Amps, x 0'2 to 0-4 Volts x O'l to 0-2
Induction, 6" or 8" dial .... 3 to 7 10 to 20

Indicating Wattmeters : - Current circuit Pressure circuit
Induction . ... 

Dynamometer 

Ammeter. 

2 to 4
4 to 8

Amps. xO '05 to 0-1

2 to 4 5feo 8
4 to 6 Volts x O'Ol to 0-05

95. Standard Measurements; the Potentiometer. - For

ordinary current and pressure measurements of high accuracy,
the instrument known as the potentiometer is generally used, in
conjunction with standard resistances (§ 20), standard pressure-
reducing coils, and standard cells (§ 128). The principle of this
instrument is as follows : A wire of very uniform size is divided
up into a number of lengths of exactly equal resistance, all in
series, of which one length called the slide wire is stretched over
a calibrated scale divided into 1 000 parts. A steady current
from a secondary battery traverses the whole wire, and this
current is adjusted by means of resistance coils until there is a
fall of potential of exactly Y^ of a volt over the slide wire and
each of the other corresponding lengths. This is secured bj
.putting the E.M.F. of a standard cell (§ 128) in1 opposition to th<
fall of potential on the slide wire, over a length of the lattei
nominally equivalent to the pressure of the standard cell, and ad
justing the resistance in circuit with the secondary cells until t
galvanometer shows that the two opposing pressures are actually
balanced. The instrument being thus calibrated ready for use
the standard cell is disconnected. Utilising the principle o
Ohm's Law, if the current to be measured is made to pass througl
a known standard resistance (§ 20), the drop in pressure thereii
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INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS § 95

will be a measure of tins current; thin drop In prmsurn IB then
determined by indirect comparison with th<». proHwure of a .standard
cell on the slide wire of the instrument. Tim two pressureH are
made to oppose each other and exaefcly balanced, when the galva-
nometer will show HO deflexion. The standard resintanctis are

dtsHiffued gon^rally so as to ̂ jive direct readings on the iiistranient,
HO that a current of 1, 10, 100, or 1 000 A allows in each case a

drop of potential of j!«> volt in the ̂ standard resistance, this bein^
also the drop of potential in each section of the potentiometer.
The actual resistance is a trifle more than is required ; auxiliary
terminals are then fixed a short way from the main terminals, HO
that the resistance between them is exactly the required sub-
multiple. The usual values are 0* 001 U to curry I 500 A;
01)1 11 to carry 150 A ; CM ii to carry 15 A; with a drop of 1/5 V

O o O O « O O f O

Kio. ittA. - Internal rMnn**otionn of Crotnpton |K*twiti«>mf't**r (H«I» ahio Pinto *>pp*)*

over tho whole instrument consisting of fourteen equal coils and
the elides wire. Tho larger nmrn ofton (fonsist of water-tooled
iitaiiganin tubes, &H ckittn tii{i-wati*r 1<«1 in by a rublxir tube does
not affect the reHistance.

In Fig. 1*14 a^ J.H th«t wliclii wire; ot th« wit. of i.iqti&l {mtftDtitnnetcr ooiln in
with it; rff lli« dotiblu pain nwitcih cf»tin«Ktting the »ix paint of tormlnalH ^-^

In to the sliclci ; it, / are the nwiHtantiu «oiln and rhuc^tat ttmpoo-
lively; (I m th« gulviiiifiiiwtiir koy. All the moving cwmtattfoi are under

the oollii and the ttcmltt wlr*? fiwi iri*iic!« tint box. Th« pair «f tenninain A i?i
AMMignud |w;rtrtanetitiy to tho*tawiarti «*«!! in <m!er t« prevent eon f union In working,
Kino are iii8i!rl«*c! at all the torminalM except Iliiiiii (or tho ga4vAnoitittU»r to

the instrument croiSn \n of ai^eidirntai oonneetio\» to high v«itag«. The
two termin&is to the right of the potmitiomeUr coil switch, c, «r« uued In itwting

cK|uality cif the of jiofcciotlciintftisr coilii. The muSfitattee of fchii noale wire
0 and 100 i» the ax that of eaeh {xitnntiomeier coil, but tho iioale i»
to 10§ no that oan In a littlo beyoud the 100 mark without

having to mow the potontiometur eoi) ftwit«*h.
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Many forms of potentiometer are on the market Jo meet the4 H
P H needs of various classes of commercial testing work. In all these

forms as much use as possible is made of direct-reading switch
dials and arms. The slide wire itself may be mounted on a marble
cylinder and traversed by a rotating contact arm which carries a
direct indicating scale. In one form of potentiometer, the slide
wire is entirely eliminated by a suitable arrangement of high re-

"in \ sistance coils and dial switches. In yet another form a reasonably
12' close ' balance ' is obtained in the manner described above, and
Hi! 

the deflection on the specially graduated galvanometer scale then
indicates what must be added to the switch readings to obtain
the unknown P.D. With this deflection-type of potentiometer,
direct readings are generally obtainable to 0* 001 Y; null- or
balance-type potentiometers for commercial work generally give
direct readings to 0' 0001V (or to 0* 000 01 V on reduced range);
and special precision instruments permit readings to he taken, by
estimation between direct readings, to within 1 microvolt, i.e.
one-millionth of a volt.

Whea a pressure is to be determined a definite proportion of
that pressure (obtained from a standardised pressure-reducing
coil, potential divider, or ' volt box') is similarly compared with
the pressure of the standard cell. The volt box consists simply
of a large coil of fine wire, wound non-inductively (§ 35 end), the
terminals of which are connected across the full pressure to be
measured. As shown in § 24, there will be an even potential
gradient along this wire; and secondary terminals are connected
at intermediate points to give exact sub-multiples of the total
pressure.* The terminals used in any case are selected so as to

* The principle that the P.D. across any fraction of a volt box is the same
fraction of the total P.D. across the latter, holds good only if no current flo^ws
through the shunt circuit (§ 107) between the points tapped. For example, the
current flowing through a 100 A volt "box connected across 100 V supply will be
1 A (§ 17) and the P.D. across la of the box will be 100 V x 1 a / 100 a = 1 V
(§ 24). If this P.D. he measured by an electrostatic instrument (Tvhich passes no
current, §§ 89, 103) or by a potentiometer (which is adjusted to balance the P.D.
between the points of measurement, and then neither adds to nor subtracts from
the current in the volt box), it will be found to be 1 V. If, however, 1 A of the
volt box bet-ween two points AB b© shunted by a measuring instrument of 1 n
resistance, the effective resist&nce between A and JB is halved, and the total re-
sistance of the volt-box circuit is reduced to 99J £. The current through the
volt box is then 100 / 99£ = 1- 005 A and the P.D. between the points AB is
!" 005 x 0-5 =» 0- 502 5 V instead of the original 1 V. Thus a volt box provides
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INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS §96

give an actual pressures of 1*5 V or less. Thus, for measuring a
pressure of 1 000 V, a volt box of 100 000 fl could be used; then
the fall over 100 £1 of this would he one-thousandth of the total,
or 1 V only, which would be carried to the potentiometer.

When a resistance is to he measured a current of suitable

amperage is passed through it, and the values of this current and
the resulting drop of pressure in the resistance are measured as
explained; then R = E f I. Considerable trouble is often ex-
perienced, especially in damp climates, owing to leakage from one
circuit to another over the ebonite insulation, which is affected
both by light and moisture in the air (§ 74, IV (d)); this leakage
may be quite appreciable in comparison with the currents in the
instrument.

The Drysdale A.C. potentiometer is designed for A.C.
measurements, including the magnitude and phase of alternating
P.D. The basic principles employed are the same as in the D.C.
potentiometer; for a detailed description of the instrument see
Electrician, Vol. 75, p. 157; Vol. 77, p. 857.

96. Galvanometers.-The name galvanometer is applied to a
variety of instruments, the purpose of which is to detect weak
currents. The relation between deflection and current strength
varies with the mechanical and electrical characteristics of the

instrument and its circuit, hut if the ' law ' of the instrument be
known quantitative measurements of current, P.D., resistance,
etc., can he made.

(i) Fixed Coil Galvanometers.-The current to be measured
is passed through a fixed coil the field of which deflects a per-
manent magnet against the torsion of a suspending fibre or
against the control exerted by the earth's magnetic field. If the
magnet be attached to the back of a small mirror its deflection is
greatly magnified by the movement over a distant scale of a spot
of light reflected by the mirror.

In the tangent galvanometer a horizontal magnetic needle
carried by a vertical pivot is placed at the centre of a circular coil
the plane of which is vertical and coincident with the direction of
the earth's field. When current passes round the coil the needle
is deflected through an angle 9 and the current in amperes =
K tan 0, where K is the ' constant' of the galvanometer. If the

uniform potential gradient only so long as no current is shunted from (or added
to) part of the volt box. See also § 107 (c).
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96 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

coil be turned about a vertical axis in the same direction as the
deflection of the needle it will overtake the latter, and if the angle

1 ! through which the coil has been turned is a, when its plane is
again coincident with the needle, the value of the current is
EL. sin a, Kl being a different' constant.'

The linesman's detector, used principally for indicating current
when identifying or testing the continuity of circuits (Chapter 40),
has a pivoted magnetic needle which is deflected when current
flows through an adjacent fixed coil. Two windings are generally
provided, one of many turns of fine wire and about 100 fl re-
sistance for currents of a few milliamperes, and one of a few

1 turns of thick wire (about 0'2 fl) for heavy currents-up to 150 A! if the coil be shunted (§ 107). This instrument may be used for
rough comparisons of currents, but a testing set (§ 106) should
preferably be used.

(ii) Moving-Coil Galvanometers.-The D'Arsonval galvano-
meter is the prototype of moving coil, permanent magnet volt-
meters, and ammeters (§101) from which it differs only in having
a fibre suspension instead of pivots for the moving coil and a re-
flecting mirror instead of a pointer to magnify the deflection,
By eliminating the soft iron core inside the moving coil, replacing
the latter by a single conductor of silvered glass or quartz, and
reducing to a minimum the length of air gap, we arrive at th*
Einthoven string galvanometer. When current passes througl:
the f string' the latter is deflected (§ 33); the deflection is magni-
fied by a microscope and recorded photographically. A smal
fraction of one-millionth of an ampere can be measured. Re-
placing the magnetic poles by plate electrodes at known potential
and the current carrying fibre by a fibre connected to a source o:
potential under investigation, the instrument becomes the strint
electrometer.

An ordinary moving-coil galvanometer is essentially a D.C
instrument (§ 89, a), but if provision be made to vary the tensioi
of the suspension, the natural frequency of the moving systen
can be made to coincide with the frequency of alternating curren
used in A.C. bridge measurements (§ 120), etc. Thus arrangec
the instrument is a vibration galvanometer. Its coil vibrates i
resonance (§ 47) when traversed by A.C. of the frequency fo
which it is adjusted, and when the band of light, so produced on it
scale, is reduced to a steady spot it is known that no current i
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flowing through the instrument, i.e. balance has been obtained in
the case of a bridge measurement.

(iii) Ballistic Galvanometers.-Either a moving needle or a
moving-coil galvanometer may be used ballistically if its damping
(§ 90) be small, and its time of vibration not less than, say, 10
sees. The principle used is that when the whole of a transitory
current flows through the galvanometer before the moving system
has time to move appreciably, the subsequent deflection depends
upon the quantity (§ 28) of current which has passed. The in-
strument must be calibrated experimentally and its principal use
is in determining magnetic flux or flux density by measuring the
quantity of electricity induced in a ' search coil' when the latter is

rotated in or withdrawn from the field in question (§§ 36, 121).
97. Commercial Measurements.-For the ordinary measure-

ments of commercial electric supply an accuracy of 1 or 2°/0
is generally quite sufficient (§ 92), and self-contained instruments
are employed.

For the measurement of current and pressure ' ammeters ' and * voltmeters '
are used respectively (§ 98). These may be either plain, indicating-dial instru-
ments, showing the reading at any particular instant, or recorders, marking the
current or pressure continuously on a revolving chart, divided up into hours (§ 93).

For measuring low or medium resistance the * Wheatstone bridge' (§ 120) in
one form or another is ordinarily used, while for very high resistances (especially
insulation resistances) ohmmeters calibrated to read direct in megohms are
employed, each instrument having its own magneto-generator for supplying the
testing current (§ 119).

For measuring ampere-hours integrating ' ampere-hour meters' are used,
having a clock mechanism and a train of dial wheels, in conjunction with current-
measuring coils (§ 114). Electrolytic meters are also used for this purpose (§§ 28,
114).

* Watt-meters' (§ 109) contain a pressure-measuring coil and a current-
measuring coil, so arranged with regard to one another that the indicating needle
shows the product in watts. They may either indicate the power at the moment
or record it continuously on a chart marked out in hours.

Watt-hour meters (§ 115) integrate the total work and record the result on a
series of dials. Usually they are calibrated directly in Board of Trade units (kWh).
The term, 'meter,' as ordinarily used, includes this class of meter, as used to
measure the value of the electric supply to buildings (§ 270)-corresponding, ex-
cept for its greater accuracy, to the gas meter-as well as ampere-hour meters

I, (§ H4).Other instruments used for commercial measurements are dealt with in

a §§ 111-123 inclusive. (See also index.)
>r

>3 98. Ammeters and Voltmeters.-Since the current flowing
LS through a non-inductive resistance is proportional to the P.I).
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across the latter (§ 17) it follows that any current-measuring
instrument can also be used to measure voltage. The only dis-
tinction between the two cases is that a voltage-measuring instru-
ment for connection between two poles or phases of supply must
be of high resistance to limit the current flowing and so restrict
the expenditure of power within the instrument (§ .94), whilst
any instrument used to measure the current flow in supply con-
ductors must be of low resistance in order to reduce the 72JR
losses (§ 49) in the instrument if the latter is connected in series
with the main circuit or in order that it may be operated by a
low-PD., low-loss shunt (§ 10*7a). The high resistance of the
voltmeter may be secured by connecting a suitable resistance in
series with it, the instrument proper being identical with an am-
meter except as regards the marking of the scale. By varying
the resistance in series with the instrument, the range may be
altered (§ 107 d).

Thus, theoretically, any ammeter can be used as a voltmeter
and vice versa. In practice, the matter is not quite so simple.
For permanent installations the instrument must be calibrated to
read directly in amperes or volts, as the case may be, and might
as well embody any modifications in construction which render it
more suitable for the purpose it is to serve. Electrostatic instru-
ments are not convenient or economical for current measurements

(§89 iv). Hot wire instruments are generally shunted when
used for current measurements (§ 99), and a shunted ammeter can
be designed for the same small operating current which is alone
economically permissible in a circuit connected across the mains.
In other words, a shunted hot-wire ammeter may be identical
with a hot-wire voltmeter, but when used for voltage measure-
ment it must be connected in series with a suitable resistance

(see Ex. § 107d). For the same reasons, a shunted moving-coil
permanent magnet ammeter can be used as a voltmeter without
change of winding (see Ex, loc. tit.; also § 106). Conditions
are different where moving iron instruments are concerned. In
ammeters of this type the main current (up to 500 or 600 A) is
generally passed through the instrument winding which is there-
fore- a few turns of thick wire providing, say, 500 ampere-turns
(§ 42). An equal number of ampere-turns is needed to operate a
moving-iron voltmeter, but the current being small (to keep the
power consumption low), the number of turns must be high. By
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using many turns of fin% wire the requisite ampere-turns are ob-
tained, but if the instrument is to be used in A.C. circuits, non-
inductive resistance must still be connected in series with the

instrument in order that the net inductance of the circuit may be
low (§§ 44,100). Thus, for practical reasons, there are consider-
able differences between the constructions of moving-iron am-
meters and voltmeters. In a moving-coil ammeter or voltmeter
there need be only 0*3 to 1 ampere-turn which can be provided
by the same winding and an equally small current in both cases.

In A.C. circuits it is generally the R.M.S. value of current or
voltage which is to be measured (§ 29), hence not every type
of instrument can be used (§ 89). For special purposes crest
voltage (§§ 30, 105) must be measured, or the complete wave of
current, or voltage must be traced (§ 118). An ammeter should
be used in every important circuit; the current consumption
alone is sufficient general indication of power consumption if the
voltage be constant (as it generally is), and in A.C. circuits, if the
power factor be reasonably constant (see also §§ 110, 114). The
use of shunts and instrument transformers is discussed in §§ 107,
108.

99. Hot-wire Ammeters and Voltmeters.-The expansion of
a fine wire due to heat developed by the current to be measured
(§§89 ii, 98) is used to move an indicating pointer. Instead of
measuring the actual expansion, the sag of the hot-wire (which is
much greater than the expansion which causes it) is magnified
by the yet greater sag in a tie wire between a fixed point and the
centre of the hot wire. The latter is necessarily very fine and is
easily burnt out; the principal use of the instrument is in the
test room. Hot-wire instruments are unaffected by stray fields
and can be used for either D.C. or A.C. of any frequency or
wave form. The zero is liable to t creep'; temperature errors
may be serious ; and the P.D. across the instrument or its shunt
must be at least 0*2 V, i.e. the power loss in a hot-wire ammeter
is about three times that in a moving-coil instrument (Table 8,
§ 94).

The Duddell thermo-ammeter is a combined thermal and

electromagnetic instrument especially suitable for measuring
currents from a few amperes down to a few milliamperes at high
frequencies. The current to be measured is passed through a
heating element of wire or platinised mica which is mounted below
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a-bismuth-antimony thermo-couple (§ 122) connected in the circuit
.of a low resistance moving coil, permanent magnet instrument
('§ 101). This instrument combines independence of wave form
and frequency with the high sensitivity obtainable by using
a powerful permanent magnet, whilst avoiding- the mechanical

"' difficulties of the ordinary hot-wire instrument (see also § 118).
100. Moving Iron Ammeters and Voltmeters.-The differ-

erices between ammeters and voltmeters of this type are noted in
|-98. The general principle of both instruments is the same. A
suitably shaped piece of soft iron is drawn into a coil through
which is passed the current to be measured ; or the iron may be
moved from a weaker to a stronger part of the field so produced ;
or the moving iron may be repelled from a stationary piece of
iron magnetised by the same field. In any case the moving iron
is attached to the spindle carrying the pointer, and its movement
takes place \against the control of a spring or gravity (§ 90),

, According to the shape and disposition of the iron, the variation
of deflection with current may be altered within wide limits.*
So long as the iron is unsaturated the flux produced in it varies
with the current in the magnetising coil (§§ 42, 81), hence the
deflecting force on the iron (varying with flux x current) is pro-
portional to the square of the current. The instrument is there-
fore inherently suitable for A.C. measurements (§ 89 &). Due to
hysteresis in the iron (§§ 34,81) there is a tendency for the instru-
ment to read high on descending values. Again, the winding of
a voltmeter of this type is necessarily inductive (§ 98), and unless
the inductance can be " swamped " by plenty of non-inductive re-
sistance (§ 44) the impedance of the instrument circuit, and
therefore the calibration of the instrument, varies with frequency.
It is claimed for the latest moving iron instruments that the error
is less than 1 % whether B.C. or A.C. of 50 or 100 cycles per sac.
be used. In the absence of suitable guarantees, moving-iron
instruments should be calibrated with A.C. of the frequency and
wave form on which they are to be used.

The Dransfield 3-phase voltmeter is a moving-iron instru-
ment with two coils. The latter have one common terminal and
the other ends of the coils are connected through inductance and

* If the scale be logarithmic (like that of a slide rule) overloads of 100 °/0 or so
can be read with sufficient accuracy whilst retaining an open scale within the
normal range.
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I A " FIXED VANES 8 " SUPPORTING INSULATOR
. C " MOVING VANE D " SPINDLE

£ " NEEDLE POINTS IN HARDENED CUPS
F - CLAMPING ARMS

1 G- INSULATED CLAMPING ROD 6

B

Everett, Edtjcumlw cC Co., Lid.

WORKING PARTS OF H.T. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER.

The moving vane G is attracted by the fixed vane A, the motion being opposed
hy a spiral spring. The movement is rendered ' dead-beat' by a pneumatic damper,
which has been removed for the sake of clearness. The spindle L> has needle points
in hardened cups at E. The insulated clamping rod G works in conjunction with
the clamping arms F, and the whole is carried by the insulator B. These voltmeters
are used direct up to 7 000 V and through series condensers for higher voltages.

A FIXED PLATE,
B MOVABLE PLATE .
C SPINDLE CARRYING B .
D LIGAMENTS SUPPORTING C,
E POINTER.
G GUARD PLATE . /f*\.
H INSULATORS. iKI
K * RANGE CLAMP & SCALE. ^Jf

L & M " TERMINALS.I

Everett, EdycuMbe cfi On., Ltd.

WORKING PARTS OF E.H.T. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER (ABRAHAM TYPE).

A movable plate B, within a guard-plate G, is attracted by the fixed plate A, and
so carries the pointer over the scale, the movement being damped by a pneumatic
device. The spindle C is supported by ligaments D. The instrument is mounted on
insulators H; the terminals are at L and M ; and K is a range clamp and scale.
These instruments are constructed for all pressures up to 300 000 V, and, owing to
the absence of any solid or liquid dielectric (e.g. oil), the readings are independent
both of frequency and of wave form. All projections are carefully rounded off so as
to avoid ' brushing.'

[To face p. 123.
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resistance respectively to the second and third terminals of the
instrument. The instrument serves the double function of (a)
measuring the voltage of a 3-phase system, and (6) indicating in-
correct connections or phase rotation, or failure of h.t. or l.t.
fuses in the circuits of the 3-phase instrument transformer (or two
single-phase transformers) which serves the voltmeter itself and
also P.F. indicators, watt-meters, etc. Normally the instrument
indicates the 3-phase voltage, but its scale is marked with lettered
lines to one or other of which the pointer falls back in event of
wrong connections or blown h.t. or l.t. fuse in the instrument
transformer circuit.

101. Moving-coil Ammeters and Voltmeters.-There are
two main types of instruments to be considered under this head-
ing, viz.:-

(a) Moving-coil, permanent magnet instruments; and
(6) Moving-coil, dynamometer type instruments.

The two types have many points of similarity but also important
differences (see also §§89 iii, 94*).

(a) M"oving-coil, Permanent Magnet Instruments, commonly
called 'moving-coil instruments,' for brevity, consist essentially of
a fine wire coil so pivoted that it can swing in the intense magnetic
field produced in a narrow air gap between a permanent magnet
and a soft iron core. The latter is commonly cylindrical, and
coaxial with the spindle of the moving coil which has a small
clearance between the core inside it and the cylindrically-bored
pole shoes of the magnet outside it. The permanent magnet and
core are stationary, and the moving-coil is deflected against the
control of spiral springs which serve to carry current into the coil.
The deflecting force is produced by the current-carrying conductors
of the coil and the magnetic field in the air gap (§ 35, footnote).
The field in the narrow annular gap is radial and practically uni-
form, hence the deflecting force is nearly proportional to the current.
This being so, and the controlling force exerted by the springs
being nearly proportional to the deflection, it follows that the scale
is practically uniform in this type of instrument. In the Record
1 Cirscale ' instruments the same principle is employed, but the con-
struction is modified to increase the scale length. A C-shaped
magnet is used, and one pole is provided with two circular-plate
extensions between which projects a single similar plate attached
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to the other pole. There are thus obtained two narrow air gaps
between the circular plates, and the moving-coil is pivoted on the
line of centres of the interleaved pole plates. The central plate is
' necked' so that the moving-coil can turn through 300° or even
330°.

The moving-coil can accommodate a considerable number of
turns of fine wire and the field is very strong, hence the instrument
is highly sensitive and the power consumption is low (§ 94). For
currents exceeding £ A or so, ammeters of this type must be
shunted (§§ 98, 107). Damping is provided by eddy currents
induced in the aluminium 'former' on which the coil is wound.

The direction of the deflecting force reverses with the direction of
the current, hence these instruments are suitable only for B.C.
measurements (see, however, vibration galvanometers § 96, ii).
The intensity of field in the narrow air gap is such that stray fields
(§ 92, ii) are of negligible effect. When the instrument is used as a
voltmeter the influence of temperature can be eliminated by making
the series resistance (§ 98) of manganin or other wire with zero

1 temperature coefficient. In the case of the ammeter no appreciable
1 swamping' resistance can be used (the shunt P.D. being limited
to 75 mV, § 107&), and it is inadvisable to use a copper shunt because
the temperatures of shunt and moving-coil may differ considerably.
(See also § 118.)

(6) Moving-coil, dynamometer - type instruments, generally
called 'dynamometer instruments/ differ from the permanent
magnet type in that the stationary field is produced by a pair of
coils embracing and connected in series with the moving-coil. The
field is no longer constant but varies with the current (or voltage)
measured, hence the deflecting force varies with the square of the
current and the instrument is equally suitable for D.C. or A.C.
measurements, provided that there are no constructional parts in
which eddy currents (§ 39) can be induced. The coils have no
iron cores, hence the field is relatively weak (§§ 42, 43), and large
coils must be used to obtain adequate working forces.* Because
the working fields are weak, stray fields introduce serious errors
unless the instrument is built astatically (§ 92, ii). The scale is not
uniform but, like all square-law scales, crowded at its lower end.

* This objection is overcome, but at the cost of other difficulties and compli-
cations, by iron-cored dynamometer-type ammeters, voltmeters, and watt-meters
(§ 109).
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In ammeters of this type the main current can generally be taken
through the fixed coils, but 5 A is about the maximum for the
moving-coil which is therefore generally shunted. If the whole
instrument be shunted the field of the fixed coils is reduced un-

necessarily. In voltmeters the same current flows through both
windings. Because of the many turns required to obtain suitable
field strength the pressure drop in dynamometer ammeters is high
(§ 94). Ammeters and voltmeters of this type are rarely used
outside laboratories.

The Kelvin ampere balance, used for current measurements in
standardisation tests, has a balance beam carrying a coil at each
end. These coils lie between pairs of fixed coils and all the coils
are electrically in series. The connections are such that both sets
of coils tend to tilt the beam in the same direction and balance is

restored by adjusting weights. The deflecting force which is thus
1 weighed ' is proportional to the square of the current through the
coils.

102. Induction Ammeters and Voltmeters.-These instru-

ments operate on the principle of the induction motor (Chapter 28).
The induction-type supply meter (§ 115) is actually a miniature
induction motor which rotates continuously whilst energy is
supplied through it. In the ammeter and voltmeter, however, the
rotation is limited by a control spring, and the torque produces a
deflection which is proportional to the square of the current or
voltage measured.

In one form of these instruments there are two field circuits

connected in parallel. One branch is highly inductive and the
other is mainly non-inductive resistance. The net result is to
produce a rotating field which induces current in and exerts a
drag on a copper or aluminium disc mounted on the same spindle as
the pointer. In another form a single winding excites an electro-
magnet, part of the pole face of which is covered by a copper
sheath. The alternating flux induces eddy currents (§ 39) in both
the copper sheath and the copper or aluminium disc on the spindle,
and the interaction between these eddy currents produces the
deflecting torque.

It will be understood that these instruments are applicable only
to A.C. measurements. In service they are rugged and simple
(though their complete theory is complex), and they can easily
be provided with long scales (say 330°). They are admirable
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for switchboard service, but not for general testing work be-
cause the torque varies with frequency and wave form. In
voltmeters the effect of frequency is less marked than in ammeters
because the change in impedance (§ 44) of the inductive circuit
of the former compensates to some extent for the change in torque.
Error due to stray fields is not likely to be serious, but the
temperature error (§ 92 i) is considerable due to change in resist-
ance of the parts in which the eddy currents are induced.

103. Electrostatic Voltmeters.-The force of electrostatic
attraction between plates or vanes at different potential is pro-
portional to the square of the PJX between them, but is so small
that, for low and medium voltages, the mechanical construction of
an electrostatic voltmeter must be so delicate that the instrument

is not suitable for commercial service. With higher voltages,
however, the operating forces become so great that a relatively
robust construction can be employed. Also, at such voltages, the
insulation problem is simpler in electrostatic voltmeters than in
other types. For low-voltage measurements a number of vanes
are mounted one below the other on a common spindle and
attracted by an equal number of pairs of fixed plates or ' cells.'

The P.D. to be measured is connected between the vanes and the

fixed cells. Since the deflecting force varies with the square of
the voltage the instrument is equally applicable to D.C. and A.C.
circuits (§ 89 6). The indications are independent of tempera-
ture, frequency, wave form, and stray magnetic fields, but error
is introduced by stray electrostatic fields, unless the instrument is
suitably screened.

For high-voltage measurements (from 10 000 to 200 000 V)
the attraction between two parallel plates is sufficient to operate
the indicating mechanism. One plate consists of a large stationary
disc, the other of a smaller disc surrounded by a ' guard ring'
which is of the same outside diameter as the fixed disc ; the object
of this arrangement is to secure a uniform field between the
fixed and moving discs. The range of measurement may be in-
creased by increasing the distance between the discs. (See also
§ 107 c.) If the plates be submerged in oil the range and
sensitivity are increased, because the operating force increases
with the specific inductive capacity (§ 46) of the dielectric, and
the dielectric strength of 'oil is greater than that of air, hence
higher voltages may be used or, alternatively, a smaller gap
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(giving greater sensitivity) may be used for a given voltage.
For laboratory measurements up to 250000 V .compressed
nitrogen (§ 78) at a pressure of 10-12 atmospheres has been
used as dielectric in electrostatic instruments. In all cases a high
resistance should be connected in series with the instrument to
limit the current flow in event of flash-over; otherwise the in-
strument may be destroyed before the protective fuses melt.
Series resistance has no efiect on the indication of an electrostatic

voltmeter, because there is no appreciable current flow (§89 iv).
The fact that no current flows through these instruments is of
economic importance where high voltages are concerned, because
even 10 mA corresponds to 1 kW at 100 000 V (unity P.F.).

See also current measurement by electrostatic voltmeter
(§89 iv); charge indicators (§ 104*); leakage indicators (Chapter
40); and electrostatic oscillographs (§ 118).

104. Electrostatic Charge Indicators.-These are essentially
electrostatic voltmeters (§ 103) without pointer or scale. The
moving vane has a red spot or line which is normally hidden, but
which shows behind a sighting aperture when the indicator is
applied to a 'live' conductor. A calibrated electrostatic volt-
meter could be used for the purpose (with the advantage of
actually measuring the P.D. between conductors or between con-
ductor and earth), but simple uncalibrated devices can be made
strong, cheap, and easily portable. For use in detecting live
wires, want of continuity, leakage, etc., in D.C. or A.C. systems at
from 80 to 700 V between conductors or to earth, there is on the
market a device about the size and shape of a lead pencil. A
metal point and casing at opposite ends of the device are connected
respectively (in series with a high internal resistance) to a fixed
electrode and an adjacent flexible vane; the latter is attracted
and shows a warning signal when there is a P.D. between the
terminals. For high-voltage circuits a testing point connected to
a combination of fixed and moving vanes (mounted on an insulat-
ing handle) is brought into contact with the conductor to be
tested; if the latter be live the vanes are charged similarly and
the moving vane is repelled. Another device depends upon the
attraction of a balanced vane by a live high-voltage conductor;
this device can be used without making electrical contact with
the conductor. Yet another detector, depending on a different
principle (static sparking) is described in EL Rev., Vol. 90, p. 752.
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105. Spark Gap Voltmeters.-There is a definite relation
between any voltage and the length of spark gap which it will
break-down. Hence, if a long gap be reduced until the first spark
passes the value of the voltage can be read from a calibration
table (§ 78) or curve, or a pointer moving with the adjustable
electrode may indicate the voltage on a graduated scale. The
break-down depends upon the maximum value of the voltage
(§§ 30, 72)-hence the name ' crest voltmeters '-but if the wave

form be sinusoidal or of other known form the instrument can be
calibrated in KM.S. values. For insulation tests (§ 30) and in
X-ray work, however, it is the peak value of the voltage wave
which is to be measured. The use of spark gap voltmeters is
limited to high pressures (say over 10 kV); D.C. or A.C. pres-
sures can be measured, but the calibration is different in the two
cases.

Air is generally used as dielectric between the electrodes
because it is self-repairing and is of lower dielectric strength than
oil (i.e. greater sensitivity is obtained, the gap for given RD.
being greater). lonisation of air, produced by sparking or by an
electric arc, reduces the dielectric strength, hence a spark gap volt-
meter must not be used near an arc lamp, and the gap length
across which the first spark passes must be taken as determining
the voltage. Up to 30 000 V needle electrodes should be used
(these given greater gap lengths for given voltage), but for higher
pressure spherical electrodes give results which are less affected
by frequency, wave form, and atmospheric conditions. The
diameter of the spheres must be large enough to prevent corona
or brush discharge preceding the spark, otherwise the air is ionised
and the relation between gap length and voltage becomes quite
erratic. A table of R.M.S. voltages from 10 to 400 kV and corre-
sponding gap lengths between spheres from 62*5 mm. to 500
mm. diameter is given, together with particulars of corrections
required, in B.E.S.A. Report No. 137.

Crest voltages can be determined, often more conveniently
and generally with at least equal accuracy, by an oscillograph or
by the point-by-point method (§ 118).

106. Testing Sets.-There are a number of useful portable
testing sets on the market which are both accurate and handy.
They may be used either for checking other instruments or for
making measurements where no others are provided. Typical
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sets have two moving-coil millivoltmeters (§ 101), generally read-
ing from zero to 150, the scale reading being multiplied by one
or other of several factors according to the range employed. This
type of instrument is suitable only for D.C. measurements. A
single moving-coil instrument can be used for both pressure and
current measurements (§ 98), but it is more convenient to have
two instruments as this simplifies connections and makes possible
simultaneous readings of pressure and current, and thus calcula-
tion of D.C. power (§§ 50, 54).

For volt measurements the case contains a subdivided resist-

ance coil (§ 95), of about 60 000 O resistance, which can be
connected across the pressure to be measured. There is a positive
terminal V + attached to one end of the coil, and negative
terminals V - , for 1*5,15, 150, and 600V, respectively, attached
to suitable points on the resistance coil, so that the pressure can
be read off directly.

For current measurements, standard resistances (§§20, 95) are
connected in series into the circuit (not across it) and the drop in
pressure across the resistance is actually measured, as explained
in 95; the usual ranges are 1*5, 15, 150, and 600 A, and the
instrument reads directly in amperes in the three lower ranges.
The flexible connecting leads supplied with these instruments, or
others of exactly the same resistance, must be used for current
measurements; otherwise the readings will be incorrect.

Resistance measurements can sometimes be made conveniently
by noting corresponding values of P.D. and current (§ 119); in
other cases the testing set includes a wheatstone bridge (§ 120).

Similar testing sets with hot wire or electrostatic instruments
could be used for D.C. or A.C. measurements, but these instru-
ments are not suitable for portable service (§§ 99, 103). Methods
of measuring AC. power are described in §§ 109, 110.

107. Extending" the Range of Instruments: Shunts and
Potential Dividers.-The current which can safely be passed
through an ammeter of other than the moving iron type (§ 100)
is generally limited to a few amperes and sometimes to a fraction
of 1 A. Much heavier currents (up to, say, 20 000 A) can be
measured by passing through the instrument a definite fraction
of the total current; this fraction is obtained by a shunt, or, in
the case of A.C., by a current transformer (§ 108). The scale in
calibrated in main-current values, unless the instrument is to bo
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used with different shunts in which case the indication must
always be multiplied by the appropriate factor.

Similarly, the range of a voltmeter can be extended almost
indefinitely by applying to the instrument a definite fraction of
the total RD. (obtained by a volt box, § 95, or a potential trans-
former, 5 108), or by connecting a suitable resistance in series

with the instrument. Condensers can be used
with electrostatic instruments as explained
below.

(a) Shunts.-Referring to Fig. 14, if an
ammeter of resistance r2 O be connected, by
two leads each of resistance rl £1, to the
terminals of a ' shunt' of resistance s £1,

FIG. 14.-Shunted y^e pressure dr0p in the instrument circuit
equals that in the shunt. Denoting the

total resistance of the instrument circuit by R = 2rx + r2, we
have: Pressure drop in instrument circuit = IIR (§ 24) = Igs
(the pressure drop in the shunt). Therefore 7 - IiR/s. The
' multiplying power' of the shunt (= main current / instrument

(T 7->v T> 7i + ̂ )/7;. = J+-t*=say) o / S

n. Hence, if the multiplying power is to be n (generally 10 or a
7? T?

decimal multiple thereof): - = n - 1 and s = r =-7, i.e. ther ' 
s (n - 1)

resistance of the shunt must be ; =-r times the resistance of
(n - 1)

the instrument (including its leads).
In order that the multiplying power of the shunt may not

vary R and s must be constant or they must vary always in the
same ratio. If both branches consisted only of copper, the ratio
R / s would be constant if the temperature of shunt and instru-
ment were always the same; this cannot be guaranteed, hence it
is usual to make the shunt of manganin and to ' swamp' the
copper in the instrument circuit by using as much manganin as
possible in this branch (§§ 92 i, 98).

The actual resistance, s, of the shunt should be low In order
that the energy dissipated in it (Ps watts, § 49) may be low.
The pressure drop, Iss, must, however, be sufficient to operate the
instrument satisfactorily, and British Standard values for this
drop (at rated current) are : 0' 075 V for first- and second-grade
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indicating instruments (§ 92); 0*2 V for recording instruments;
and either 0* 000 5 or 0' 001 V per scale division for indicating
sub-standard instruments, of the moving-coil, permanent magnet
type (§ 101 a) in each case. For instruments of other types the
P.D. across the shunt at rated current may not exceed 1 V. The h
total resistance of the leads in series with the instrument across

the shunt should not exceed 0'05 £1 for portable instruments and
0* 025 O for switchboard instruments at 20° C. The material

and construction of the shunt and instrument leads should be

such that alteration In instrument indication, due to thermo-
electric E.M.F. (§§ 122 J, 129) does not exceed 0'25 °/o. The
temperature rise of a shunt when carrying rated current for 2 hrs.
should not exceed 80° C. Best ventilation for laminated shunts

is generally obtained by mounting with the terminals in line
horizontally and the plane of the plates vertical. (See also

B.KS.A. Reports 89 and 90; and * Multiple-Unit Shunts for the 1Measurement of Very Heavy Currents/ by M. B. Field, Jour.
I.E.E., Vol. 58, p. 661.)

(6) Magnetic Shunts are used in some supply meters and in
some moving-coil indicating instruments as a means of adjusting
the active magnetic field and so providing for fine adjustment of
the ' law' of the instrument. A piece of soft iron of relatively
small section bridges the main air gap more or less completely, and
thus provides a shunt path for some of the magnetic flux.

(c) Potential Dividers.-(i) Volt Box.-The principle of the
* volt box ' has already been explained in § 95. As there noted,
the uniform potential gradient in a uniform, non-inductive resist-
ance connected across the voltage to be measured, is not disturbed
if an electrostatic instrument be connected across part of the
resistance; neither is the gradient disturbed appreciably if an
instrument be used which is of very high resistance, compared
with the section of the volt box across which it is connected. In

any case the total resistance of the volt box must be high other-
wise the power consumption therein becomes excessive. This
method of extending the range of a voltmeter is applicable to
both D.C. and A.C. instruments, but in practice series resistance
(see (d) below) is generally used for D.C. voltmeters and potential
transformers (§ 108) for AC. instruments.

(ii) Condensers.-The range of an electrostatic voltmeter
(§ 108) can be extended by connecting a condenser in series with
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the instrument. The P.D. applied to two condensers connected
in series is divided between these in inverse proportion to the
capacities of the condensers; hence if the P.D. across an electro-
static instrument is to be made a small fraction of the total P.I.).
the instrument must be connected in series with a condenser the
capacity of which is much smaller than that of the electrostatic
instrument. This is a matter of practical difficulty, because* the
capacity of the instrument is very small and changes with the
position of the vanes. An alternative method is to connect
several relatively large condensers in series across the mains and
to connect the electrostatic instrument in parallel with one of
these. This arrangement is the electrostatic equivalent of the
volt box and the small capacity of the instrument does not affect
appreciably the potential gradient in the chain of condensero
across part of which it is connected. Even the smallest leakage
currents make the readings vary with frequency.

(d) Series Besistance.-A.s explained in § 98, any ammeter
can-subject to certain practical considerations-be used an a
voltmeter by connecting a suitable resistance in series with it,
The range of the instrument can be increased by increasing1 the
series resistance.

Example.-Suppose that, in Fig. 14, r, = 0-025 n and ra ^ 1*5 n, and that
the instrument gives full scale deflection when the »hunfc P.D. =» 0* 075 V. Then :
Current through Instrument for full scale deflection -- 0' 075 / ('2 x '025 4- 1*5) -
0- 075 /1*55 ss 0* 048 5 A. If this infltruznent i» to be used a§ a voltmeter measur-
ing up to v volts it must be connected in B©rie» with a resistance R such that
v I (R + 1-5) = 0* 048 5. If v » 220 V, wo have; 220 / (ft + 1*5) « 0* 048 5;
R = 4 534-6 n.

An ammeter of resistance r fl reading i amperes per
division will read IV per scale division when connected In
with a resistance R » (1 - ir) f i O*

Hot wire, moving iron, and moving-coil voltmeters (§§ 90-101)
are operated by a current which is proportional to the voltage to IMS
measured. The full scale deflection corresponds to a particular
value of this current, and in order to extend the voltage range it
is only necessary to connect in series with the instrument such a
non-inductive resistance that the higher voltage sends the full-
scale current through the combined resistance of the instrument
and series resistance. The range of the voltmeter is multiplied
by n if the instrument be used in series with a resistance
= (n - 1) times its own resistance.
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Electrostatic voltmeters, however, depend upon the potential
of the vanes (§ 103), and this is unaffected by series resistance,*
hence the range of these instruments cannot be increased by
series resistance (see, however, § c (ii) above).

108. Instrument (Potential and Current) Transformers.-
Instrument transformers are used with A.C. indicating, recording,
and integrating measuring instruments and with relays and
automatic devices of various descriptions when the main current
is too heavy and/or the main pressure too high to allow direct
connection between the instrument, etc., and the main circuit.
They are applicable only to A.C. circuits. The transformer wind-
ings are electrically distinct (auto-transformers (Chap. 17) may
not be used), the primary being connected with the main circuit
and the secondary with the instrument, etc. Instruments used
with current or potential transformers should be calibrated with
them, the scale being marked to show the main circuit values of
current, voltage, power, etc. The use of these transformers per-
mits instruments to be lighter in mechanical construction and
electrical insulation than would otherwise be possible ; accuracy
and safety are enhanced, and a standard type of instrument can
be used for measurements over a very wide range. About 600 A
and 750 V are the extreme limits for direct-connected ammeters

and voltmeters (excepting electrostatic instruments, § 103). By
the use of instrument transformers high voltage is excluded from
the instrument circuits/{" and the main current (and its field and
eddy currents induced thereby) is kept away from the instrument.
For example, a low-pressure wattmeter can be used with current
and potential transformers to measure power in a high-voltage
circuit.

In current transformers a low-resistance primary winding of
one or a few turns is connected in series with the main circuit,

* There being rxo current flow, there is no pressure drop in the scries resist-
ance.

"flf the main circuit is at high potential, the insulation problem is transferred
from the instrument to the instrument transformer where it is more easily dealt/
with but still remains of vital importance. By earthing the secondary circuit
danger of shock is eliminated, but serious interruption of service may result
if the transformer insulation fails. The insulation difficulty is particularly
great in potential transformers the primary winding of which, consisting of many
turns of fine wire, is subjected to the full P.D. between phases. Potential trane-
formers constitute one of the weakest features in a modern h.t. installation.
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and a secondary winding with a greater number of turns supplies
a correspondingly reduced current to the instrument circuit.
The secondary may be threaded directly on to the main circuit
conductor itself which then forms, in effect, a single turn»primary.
If the secondary circuit is to be opened whilst the main current
is flowing, the secondary terminals of the transformer should first
be short-circuited, otherwise a dangerous P.D. will be produced
between them when the circuit is opened.

Potential transformers are step-down transformers, the
secondary winding consisting of a few turns whilst the primary
is a high-resistance winding of many turns connected between
the main-circuit conductors.

Subject to a correction allowing for the fact that not all the
magnetic flux produced by the primary winding passes through
the secondary winding (§ 35), the ratio of an instrument trans-
former is the ratio of the number of primary to secondary turns.
The question of magnetic leakage is, however, covered by stating
the corresponding values of primary and secondary current or
pressure as the case may be. Thus a. 5 000 / 5 current transformer
is one rated for 5 000 A primary, and 5 A secondary current; and
a 6 600/110 potential transformer is one which yields 110 V
secondary voltage when connected to 6 600 V supply. This
actual ratio of the transformer is obviously what concerns the
user.

For simple current or voltage measurements, accurate and
constant ratio is all that is required from the instrument trans-
former, but if power or energy measurements are to be made by
a wattmeter or watt-hour meter employing current or potential
transformers (or both), it is essential that the phase relation be-
tween current and pressure in the instrument circuits be the same
as that between the main current and pressure. This condition
is fulfilled only if the secondary current (or pressure) of the in-
strument transformer be in exact phase opposition to the primary
current (or pressure). The amount by which the two currents
(or pressures) are not in exact anti-phase is termed the phase
error of the transformer. In general, this error increases as the
P.F. of the main circuit decreases, and increases also as the load
on the secondary of the transformer increases. Tor this and
other reasons, the advice of the maker should be sought before
connecting a number of instruments, etc., to one transformer.
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For current or voltage measurements the ratio error of the
transformer is alone important; for power factor measurements
ratio error is unimportant but phase error is serious; for power or
energy measurements both ratio and phase errors are important,
accurate ratio being of principal importance when the P.F. of the
load is high, and accurate phase being more important when the
P.F of the load is low.

British. Standard current transformers (B.E.S.A. Report No. 81) are wound
to give 5 A secondary current with rated primary current, there being 23 standard
ratios from 5 / 5 to 5 000 / 5 A. The two standard sizes of current transformers
have rated outputs of 15 VA and 40 YA respectively at 50 cycles per sec. At
these outputs the maximum permissible ratio error is + 1 °/0 and phase error 2°
when the primary current is not less than, one-fifth the rated value.* When
selecting a current transformer one should be chosen with a primary current
rating high enough to avoid destruction of the primary winding before the circuit
is opened in event of short circuit, but not so high as to reduce abnormally the
accuracy of measurement on normal loads.

In British Standard potential transformers the secondary pressure is 110 V
when rated voltage is applied to the primary, and there are 12 standard ratios
ranging from 110 / 110 to 33 000 / 110 V. The three standard sizes have rated out-
puts of 15, 50, and 200 VA per phase. At 110 V and approximately unity P.E.
in the secondary circuit the maximum permissible ratio error is 1 °/0 and phase
error J° at rated or lower output. (See also Beport, loc. cit.)

Additional notes on instrument transformers are given in
§384.

109. Wattmeters.-The majority of wattmeters are dynamo-
meter-type instruments (§ 101 fe). The main current (or a definite
fraction thereof obtained by shunt or current transformer, §§ 107,
108) is passed through the stationary coil which is of low resistance,
and the main voltage (or a fraction thereof) is applied to the moving
coil circuit which is of high resistance. The deflection of the in-
strument, against the torque of the control spring, varies with the
product current x voltage, i.e. Watts (§ 48). In order to appreci-
ate that an instrument of this type can be used also to measure
A.C. power, and to understand the conditions which must be ful-
filled when so doing, it is necessary to consider the basic formulae
relating to A.C. power. Thin is done in § 110, and from the results
there obtained it will be seen that, since a dynamometer-type watt-
meter measures the mean product of pressure by current, and takes
into account phase difference between the two, it is suitable in

* The phase error is likely to exceed 2° in single-turn primary transformers
unless the primary current is at least 800 A or 1 200 A for the 15 VA or 4:0 VA
transformer respectively.
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principle for measuring A.C. power at any
factor. Actually, however, the inductance of
causes the current in this coil (and therefore the field
lag behind the applied voltage. From this cause th«
between the fields of the wattmeter coils is less than 1
the main pressure and current,* and the instrument
read 'high.' On the other hand, eddy currents m<
fixed (current) coil cause its field to lag behind th<* 1]
thus increasing the phase difference between, the two
instrument. The two sources of error compensate u*
some extent, but the extent to which this occurs del
characteristics of the instrument and on the main. cir<
the inductance of the pressure coil be high the eurroiit
will be lower than it is assumed to be, and if inntna
formers be used their ratio and phase errors (§ 1M
errors in power measurement. Complete invesfci#a
accuracy of AC. power measurements is thus a compl
and the risk of error is particularly great if the P.F.
measured be lower than 0'5. The reading of an A.C
can be checked by determining the power from tlu
El COB <£ (or the corresponding expression for 3-phane pc
the values of J3 and / being obtained by voltmeter tin
and of cos <f> by power-factor meter (§ 111). rJ
generally gives more accurate results than the wattr
P.F. of the load be low.

The Duddell-Mather wattmeter is a dynamcmtcd
strument designed for precision measurements. It
features are: (1) The elimination of all unneeeHBiu:
prevent the induction of eddy currents. (2) For the H
the fixed coils are composed of insulated sfcrandH of
these can be connected in various ways to alter the r
instrument. (3) There are two pairs of fixed coil« an<
of moving coils arranged astatically (§ 92 ii). (4) R<
taken by observing on the ' torsion head ' the rotal
control spring required to bring the moving- system I:
zero line. This instrument is equally suitable for I),
A.C. of any frequency up to 350 cycles per sec. It can

* Assuming that the main-circuit current lags behind fhe vo
main current be leading with regard to its voltage, inductance In
coil of the wattmeter tends to make he instrument read * low."
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measure A.C. power at very low P.F., e.g. the dielectric loss in
cables the P.F. of which is about 0'02 (§ 312).

The remarks made in § 101 b concerning the weak field of
dynamometer-type ammeters and voltmeters apply also to watt-
meters of this type. If the coils be provided with iron cores, the
fields are greatly increased (§ 43) and greater working forces can
be obtained. This is particularly desirable where recording in-
struments (§ 93) are concerned. The use of iron cores in D.C.
wattmeters is subject only to the objection that hysteresis errors
are introduced (§§ 34, 100), but in A.C. wattmeters the errors of
the ordinary air-core dynamometer wattmeter-particularly the
phase errors-would be prohibitive if the coils were simply pro-
vided with iron cores. Specially arranged iron-cored wattmeters
have been devised by Drysdale, Sumpner, and others for use on
A.C. circuits.*

Induction wattmeters can be used only for A.C. power
measurements. The principle employed by these Instruments is
identical with that of induction ammeters and voltmeters (§ 102),
except that the torque on the disc is produced by two electro-
magnets, one excited by the main-circuit current (or a fraction
thereof) and the other by the main-circuit voltage. The torque on
the disc varies with the power to be measured and is opposed by
a controlling spring. These instruments are very suitable for use
on switchboards.

The measurement of 'wattless power ' is discussed in §§ 110,
116.

no. Power and Energy Measurement in A.C. Circuits.-
As explained in § 29, the average value of an alternating current
or pressure is zero, and the effective value of the wave is the root
mean square (R.M.S.) ordinate. The instantaneous power in a
single-phase A.C. circuit equals the product of the corresponding
instantaneous values o£ pressure and current, and if the pressure
and current waves are not in phase the power curve is an alter-
nating wave (§ 56). Whereas a negative (reversed) current is
exactly equivalent to a positive current as regards heating (§ 29),
a negative value of instantaneous power means that power is being
returned to the supply circuit. It is therefore the average (and-
not the R.M.S.) value of the power wave which is the measure of

* For details see Industrial Electrical Measuring Instmments, by Bdgcumbe,
pp. 219 et seq.
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its effective value. It can be shown that the average value of the
power is given by - "

(i) Single-phase Circuits -
Average Power = R.M.S. Volts x K.M.S. Amperes x Power

factor

i.e. W = El cos $.
(ii) Three-phase Circuits (if symmetrical and balanced) -

Average Power = ^3 x RM.S. Volts between phases x R.M.S.
Amperes per phase x Power factor.

i.e. W

In a dynamometer type wattmeter (§ 109) the torque on the
moving system is at every moment proportional to the instan-
taneous value of the power and may be negative during part of
the cycle. The inertia of the moving system causes it to take up

FIG. 15.-D.C, or single-phase FIG. 16.-Measuring 3-phase power (balanced
A.C. wattmeter. or unbalanced load) in 3-phase, 3-wire

circuit by two wattmeters.

the position corresponding to the mean value of the torque and
thus to indicate the average power.

A.C. Wattmeter Connections.-The connections for a single-
phase wattmeter are identical with those for a D.C. wattmeter.
The common terminal of the pressure and current coils should be
on the supply side (see Fig. 15). The power indicated is then
greater than that supplied to the load by the amount of power
expended-in the current coil, but this is of little practical impor-
tance. If the pressure coil were connected on the load side of the
current coil the power indicated would be greater than actually
supplied to the load by the amount of power expended in the
pressure coil. This again is of little importance in commercial
power measurements, but if a watt-hour meter be connected in
this way, it will record continuously the energy consumption of
the pressure circuit; there is necessarily an expenditure of energy
in the pressure circuit so long as the instrument is connected to
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the supply, but this is not charged to the consumer if the meter
be connected as in Fig. 15 because the current for the pressure
coil does not then pass through the current coil.

Alternative methods of measuring 3-phase power are re-
presented in Figs. 16-18, the conditions applying to each being
stated below the diagrams; these methods are applicable also to
watt-hour meters (§115). The two-wattmeter method is applicable
to balanced or unbalanced loads in 3-phase, 3-wire circuits. The
current coils of two wattmeters are connected in two of the phase
conductors (directly or through shunts or instrument transformers,
§§ 107, 108), and the pressure coils are connected between these
phases and the third phase. The total power supplied to the load
is the algebraic sum of the readings of the two wattmeters. If
the readings of the two instruments be Wl and W<2 watts, the

To Load

FIG. 17.-Measuring 3-phase power FIG. 18. - Measuring 3-phase power
(balanced load) in 3-pkase, 3-wire (balanced load) in 3-phase, 4-wire
circuit by one wattmeter. circuit by two wattmeters.

ratio of these readings is m = W^\ T72 and the P.F. (cos <£>) of
the load may be calculated from the expression-

This formula holds good only if the load be balanced, but the two-
wattmeter method of measuring power is applicable whether the
load be balanced or not, and whatever the power factor. An-
other form of the same expression is -

tan 0 = jfy (WI - WJKWi -f W^
If tan $ be calculated from this formula, the corresponding value
of cos <f> is most easily found by reference to trigonometrical
tables.

If the power factor be less than 0"5 one wattmeter will re-
verse and its connections must be interchanged in order to obtain
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a positive reading; the difference between the reading of the
two instruments is then the power supplied to the load

Instead of using two independent wattmeter^ two wattmeter
elements may be mounted on a common spindle. The resultant
deflection is then the algebraic sum of Wi and W$ provided that
the connections are correct. Where a two-ohjm«mt wattmeter or
watt-hour meter is used it is, of course, impossible, to determine
the power factor from the readings of the inHtrumexit.*

In a balanced 3-phase system the power (or energy) can be
measured by a single wattmeter (or watt-hour meter) by connect-
ing the current coil in one phase and the pressure coil between
that phase and the neutral. Thin measures the power in one
phase, and the total power is three times an great. If the neutral
is not available an ' artificial neutral * can be obtained by connect-
ing two resistances of suitable value as in Fig. 17; the relation
between these resistances and the impedance of tha pressure coil
must be such that 0 is the true neutral point. Alternatively, the
current coil may be excited by current transformers in two phanes

it' connected differentially, the pressxire coil being connected
these two phases.

The power in a 3-phase, 4&-wire circuit must be measured by
three wattmeters if the load be unbalanced, each instrument
having its current coil in one phase conductor and its pressure
coil between that phase and neutral. If, however, the loud foe
balanced the connections shown in Fig. 18 iniiy be used* This
arrangement resembles the 2-wattinetor method (Fig. 18), font
the two pressure coils are connected to the neutral, and each of
the current coils is opposed by a current coil connected m the
phase which has no pressure coil

Wattless Component.-The difference between apparent power
(VA) and true power (W) in any A.C. circuit i« often called
* wattless power.' This term, though descriptive, in contradictory,
and it is better to refer to the quantity in question ait the
component, idle component, or reactive component of the
power. The value of the wattless component i« the wctor

* Where two separate watt-hour meters aw used to meanure the con-
sumption of a balanced load it is possible fco oaloulfcte the RF. by the formula
given above, or, if one of the instrumonte foils to register, It ii possible too*loulftt*
what its record should be from the reading of the other meter provided thftt ttm
average P.F. is known.
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difference between IE (the apparent power) and IE cos <j> (the
true power); its value is IE sin $ and, just as cos <j> is termed the
'power factor' (§ 56), so may sin <£ be termed the 'idle-power
factor' or the ' reactance (or condensance) factor. ' The impor-
tance of the wattless component of total power is explained in
Chapter 5. Methods of measuring it are:-

(i) By ammeter, voltmeter, and RF. meter, the value of sin <j>
corresponding to the measured cos <f> being found from trigono-
metrical tables, and the value of El sin <£ being then found by
multiplication.

(ii) A dynamometer-type wattmeter (§ 109), connected with
its pressure and current coils 90° out of phase, measures the pro-
duct El sin <£. With a centre-zero scale the instrument shows
whether the wattless component is lagging or leading. Similarly,
an induction wattmeter can be reconnected to indicate El sin 0.
(See also § 116 iv.)

in. Power Factor Indicators or Phase Meters.-The

power factor of a single phase A.C. circuit is the cosine of the angle
of phase difference between the pressure and current waves (§ 56),
and equals the ratio of true power to volt-amperes (apparent
power) in the circuit. The same definition is applicable to the P.F.
of a 3-phase system in which the phase voltages are equal and the
loads balanced In the case of an unbalanced 3-phase system the
P.F. may be different in the several phases and the definition and
determination of the mean P.F. becomes a matter of difficulty.
For moat practical purposes it is sufficient to take as the P.F. of an
unbalanced 3-phase system the value indicated by a 3-phase power
factor meter or the value calculated from the ratio: True power
/ Volt-amperes.*

The numerical value of the power factor is the same whether
the current lags or leads with regard to the line voltage by a given
angle <£, but lagging current has ajnuch worse effect on regulation
than leading current. On ordinary commercial circuits the load
current almost invariably lags, but this can be compensated by
various means (see Chapter 5) so as to improve the mean P.F. of
the system.

In order that constant watch may be kept upon this important

* Where wattless-component meters (§ 116) are used, this ratio may be cal-
culated from: Mean P.F. = W / ^(W2 -f X'J), where W » reading of watt-hour
meter, and X «» reading of wattles-component meter.
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operating characteristic it is necessary that power factor indicators
should be employed. It would be tedious and inefficient always to
calculate the P.F. from the readings of ammeter, voltmeter, and
wattmeter (§§ 56, 109) or from the readings of two wattmeters
(§ 110), though both of these methods are occasionally useful.
(See also § 91.)

The principle generally employed in power factor indicators is
that of using two magnetic fields, respectively in phase with the
main current and voltage, to determine the position of a moving
system the spindle of which carries a pointer moving over a scale
calibrated in values of cos <f>.

The operation of the Everett-Edgcumbe single-phase P.F.
indicator may be explained by reference to Fig. 19. The fixed
coil 7 is traversed by the main current (or fed by current trans-

former, § 108). The moving system,
which has no control (§ 90), consists
of two coils AB mounted at right
angles on the spindle which carries
the pointer P. The coil A is in series
with resistance JB, and B is in series
with a condenser (7; an inductance
may be used instead of the condenser?
but it is not then possible to get so
nearly 90° phase difference between
the currents in the two coils. When

the P.F. of the main circuit is unity the current 7 is in phase
with that in A, therefore this coil lies parallel to the coils 7 At
zero power factor in the main circuit, the current 7 is in phase
(or 180° out of phase) with the current in B which leads 90° with
regard to the voltage E, hence the coil JB sets itself parallel to the
coils 77, the pointer being then horizontal and pointing to the left
if the main current be lagging, and to the right if the main cur-
rent be leading. For intermediate values of P.F. the pointer takes
up a position intermediate between these extremes. At unity and
zero power factor the position of the pointer is independent of
frequency, but the division of current between A and B varies with
frequency, hence the reading at intermediate values of power factor
is affected by frequency and this instrument must be calibrated for
the frequency on which it is to be used.

For 3-phase systems two different instruments are used ac-
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cording to whether the load is balanced or unbalanced;* the
general principle of operation is, however, the same as already de-
scribed. The instrument for use on balanced 3-phase systems em-
bodies a fixed coil, carrying the main or transformed current of
one phase, and three pressure coils attached to a pivoted spindle
which carries the pointer. Each of the three coils has one end
connected through a resistance to one of the phases, the other ends
being joined up together to form a neutral point. Three-phase
currents flowing in these coils induce a rotating field, and the
system will set itself in such a position that, at the moment the
current in the fixed coil reaches its maximum value, the field due
to the moving system lies along its axis. In the instrument for
unbalanced 3-phase loads, three fixed coils are employed, one on
each phase; the moving system then takes up a position correspond-
ing with the average power factor of the main circuit, while each
phase can, if desired, be separately tested by means of a short-
circuiting plug. Both the ' balanced' and the' unbalanced' 3-phase
P.F. indicators are unaffected by changes in voltage, temperature,
frequency or wave form.

The Nalder-Lipman moving-iron power factor indicator for
single phase and for polyphase balanced or unbalanced loads is
characterised by the fact that the moving system consists only
of thin iron vanes carried by a spindle which is built up of
magnetic and non-magnetic portions. Two sets of fixed coils are
employed, viz. the 'field' coils energised by the line currents, and
the 'magnetising' coils energised by the line voltage (through
transformers in both cases if the load exceeds 30 A at 650 V).
The ' field' (current) coils are placed with their axes parallel to
each other and in separate planes. The iron vanes lie in these
planes and are set at angles corresponding to the phase displace-
ment of the currents in the phases of the main circuit (90° and
120° for the 2-phase and 3-phase instruments respectively). The

* The requirements for measuring the P.P. of a polyphase system are as
follows:-

Goils required
With Unbalanced

Load.

For a 2-phase or 4-pbase CEitJier 2 current and 1 pressure 12 current and 2
circuit . . . . \ or 1 current and 2 pressure. J pressure.

(Either 3 current and 1 pressure ^ 3 current and 3
For a 3-phase circuit . . | or x oanerit and 3 pressure. ) pressure.

-I /IO
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1 magnetising' (pressure) coils magnetise the corresponding vanes
of the moving system periodically and in correct sequence, and
the vanes are subject to the directive pulsating magnetic forces
produced by the 'field' coils. For every value of main circuit
P.F. there is a position of the moving system in which the latter
is in equilibrium; this position is indicated by the pointer and
forms a measure of the power factor. The readings are unaffected
by changes in current, pressure, or temperature and, over a wide
range, by changes in frequency or wave form. Since no current
has to be carried into the moving system, the latter is quite free
from control and the scale is a complete circle (360°). Leading
and lagging power factors are indicated respectively in the right-
and left-hand quadrants of the upper semi-circle and in the
diametrically opposite quadrants of the lower semi-circle. The
direction of current flow determines in which of two opposite
quadrants the pointer stands for any particular P.F. The con-
nections are such that the pointer is in the upper semi-circle when
the power flow is forward, i.e. from generator to line. In inter-
connecting or ' tie ' lines the power flow may be in either
direction.

Yalues of P.F. commonly found in practice are given in § 157.
Phase rotation indicators are discussed, together with syn-

chroscopes, in connection with the paralleling of generators
(§§ 148, 149).

112. Frequency Meters.-One method of determining the
frequency of an A.C. supply is to use the alternations of the
latter to set in vibration a number of metal reeds of known and

graduated natural frequencies ; that reed, the mechanical fre-
quency of which corresponds to the frequency of the A.C. supply,
is set into vigorous, resonant vibration and thus indicates the
frequency in question. A number of other frequency meters
utilise in one way or another the fact that the reactance of an
inductance (§ 44) or the condensance of a capacity (§ 46) varies
with the frequency of the current passing through them; this
characteristic, which makes the accuracy of some instruments
dependent upon constant frequency (e.g. the single-phase P.F.
indicator, Fig. 19, § 111) can be used as a measure of frequency.
The associated principle of electrical resonance (§ 47) is also em-
ployed.

For testing purposes a frequency meter may need'a wide
144
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range of measurement (say from 15 to 100 cycles per sec. for
commercial supplies), but under working conditions the periodicity
of any particular A.C. supply varies but little, and an open scale
with a range of a few cycles per sec. (say from 47 to 53 cycles)
is required. In the absence of a frequency meter, the frequency
of supply can be calculated from--

f Revs, per sec. of al-A fNo. of pairs of poles]
Cycles per sec. -j ternator or synch- r 4in the alternator or]

[ronous motor. J [motor. J
Beed-type Frequency Meter.-A number of steel springs of

different natural frequencies (i.e. miniature tuning-forks) are
mounted parallel to the core of an electromagnet which is excited
from the circuit, the frequency of which is to be measured. One
end of each spring is fixed and the other is bent inwards so as
nearly to touch an iron disc attached to one end of the magnet
core. All the reeds are thus subjected to a periodic attraction,
the frequency of which is twice the frequency of the supply
current (because each half wave produces an attraction). That
reed, the natural frequency of which equals twice the frequency
of the A.C., vibrates in resonance and its bent-over end appears
as a radial white line; the other reeds remain nearly or quite
stationary. Against each reed (or every fifth reed) there is
marked on the scale the supply frequency corresponding to
resonance of that reed.

It is sometimes useful to know that the range of a frequency
meter of this type can be doubled by polarising the magnet
(by a D.C. winding or a permanent magnet) so as to neutralise
the effect of alternate half-waves of the A.C. The number of

attractions on the reeds is thus halved and the frequency corre-
sponding to the resonant reed is twice that shown by the scale.

The Weston frequency meter works on a different system.
In this instrument there are two fixed coils each made up of two
sections wound flat, of which one is slipped inside and at right
angles to the other. The movable system consists of an iron
needle, a pointer, and a single vane air damper, no control springs
being required. The connections are shown in Fig. 20. The
fixed coils are in series across the line with a reactance Xl in
series with one and a resistance JS2 i& series with the other; a
resistance E1 is in parallel with the former and a reactance Xz
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with the other. The whole combination is then in series with a
further reactance X. The circuits as shown form a balanced

Wheatstone bridge (§ 120) at normal frequency, but any change
of frequency is accompanied by a corresponding shift of the re-
sultant field of the fixed coils, which is indicated by the pointer
on an open scale.

In the British Thomson-Houston frequency meter a curved
iron core is excited by a coil connected to the A.C. supply. A
moving coil is connected to a condenser and is so pivoted that it
can move along the curved iron core towards or away from the
fixed coil. The moving coil acts as the secondary of a trans-
former (the fixed coil being the primary) and it always sets itself
so that its inductance, which varies with the position of the

a

FIG. 20.- Diagram of Weston frequency FIG. 21. - Diagram of Lipman-Nalder
meter. frequency meter.

coil along the core, and the capacity of the condenser to which
it is connected are in resonance (§ 47) with the supply frequency.
Harmonics in the supply wave have little effect on the flux
threading the moving coil, hence the instrument is practically
unaffected by wave form ; neither is it affected by wide variations
in supply voltage. The moving coil carries a pointer which moves
over a scale calibrated in frequencies. If the frequency be
constant the instrument can be calibrated to measure inductances

or capacities connected in the circuit of the moving coil.
The Wild frequency meter uses two electromagnets, the

winding of one being of high inductance and low resistance, and
that of the other being of low inductance and high resistance.
The two windings are connected in parallel and the current
through the inductive circuit varies inversely with frequency,
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whilst that through the other circuit is practically independent of
frequency (§ 44). In the air gaps of the two magnets lie the
diametrically opposite sector-shaped blades of an aluminium vane
which is mounted on a spindle without control. The position
of the vane, and therefore of the pointer, depends solely on the
relative flux produced by the two magnets which, in turn, de-
pends only on the supply frequency. The instrument is con-
nected in series with a choking coil which smooths out harmonics
and makes the readings practically independent of wave form.

The Nalder and Thompson (Lipman) frequency meter depends
on the fact that the P.F. of a circuit containing inductance and
capacity varies widely with change in frequency round about the
value of frequency for which the circuit is in resonance (§4*7)
The P.F. of such a circuit can thus be made a measure of fre-

quency. The instrument described is broadly similar to the
Lipman P.F. meter (§ 111), but the connections are such that the
position of the pointer varies with the P.F. of the magnetising
circuit of the instrument itself. Eeferring to Fig. 21, the supply
of which the frequency is to be measured is brought to the
terminals TT, between which there are three parallel paths
through the instrument. The branch Ra is of high resistance
and low inductance, whilst the branch Lb is of high inductance
and low resistance. The vanes AB on the spindle are thus
subjected to magnetic fields differing practically 90° in phase.
The magnetising coil M surrounds the spindle (which is of
magnetic material between A and B\ and the inductance of M
and capacity of G are such that this circuit is in resonance at,
say, 50 cycles per sec. At higher frequencies the inductance of
M preponderates. and the current lags behind the E.M.F. pro-
ducing it. At lower frequencies the current leads with regard to
the E.M.F. Thus the phase of the field produced by M, and
polarising the vanes AB, varies with the frequency (which does
not, however, affect the phase of the fields produced by aa and
bb). The position taken up by the moving system thus depends
only on the phase of the field produced by M, i.e. upon the fre-
quency of the supply connected to TT. The range and form of
the scale can be varied by altering the electrical characteristics of
the instrument circuits or the setting of the iron vanes.*

113. Supply Meters.-Though these instruments are also used

* See also Electrician, Vol. 87, p. 458.
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to measure the total energy supplied to feeders, etc., the usual
function of supply meters is to measure (directly or indirectly)
the energy supplied to individual consumers, thus providing the
basis on which to charge for the supply. The energy (kWh)
supplied to a D.C. circuit is (Elt / I 000) kWh; to a single-phase
A.C. circuit (Elt cos <f>) /1 000 kWh; and to a 3-phase circuit
(+/S-EIt cos <j>) 11 000 kWh, where E = D.C. voltage or voltage
between A.C. phases; / = line or phase amperes; t = time of
flow of this current in hours; and cos <£ = P.F. of A.C. circuit.
Thus to measure the true energy supplied we need a meter which
takes into account E, /, t, and cos <j>; such an instrument is a
watt-hour meter (§ 115). The degree of constancy in the voltage
of commercial supply is, however, such * that E may be assumed
to be constant; on this assumption, and if cos </> be constant in
the case of A.C. supply, the true energy supplied is proportional
to the product / x t, i.e. an ampere-hour meter (§ 114) may be
calibrated to indicate directly in kWh at stated voltage. If the
actual voltage differs from the declared value the error in the
kWh-indication of an ampere-hour meter is proportional to the
difference between the actual and declared voltages.

Watt-hour meters record the actual energy supplied whatever
the voltage variation, but they involve a pressure circuit in which
there is a continuous dissipation of energy, whether the consumer
is taking current or not. The energy dissipated in the pressure
circuit is not recorded by the meter (cf. Fig. 15, § 110) and repre-
sents a serious loss to the supply authority if many such meters
are installed on the premises of small consumers. Ampere-hour
meters avoid this loss and are simpler and cheaper in construction;
on the average the true voltage is likely to be below as often as it
is above the declared value, but this is always a point of possible
contention. Ampere-hour meters give no measure of A.C. energy
unless the power factor of the load (as well as the voltage) is
constant; this assumption is justified only in the case of a load
consisting entirely of filament lamps, non-inductive heating
apparatus, etc. With the increasing use of electric motors for
domestic appliances there is less opportunity for using ampere-
hour meters in A.C. systems.

* The statutory limit of variation is ± 4 °/0 from declared voltage up to 3000
V and ± 12£ °/0 if the declared voltage exceeds 3000 V. The declared frequency
(cycles / sec ) must be maintained constant within ± 2J %.
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Electrolytic meters measure ampere-hours by the amount of
electro-chemical action produced in an electrolyte (§ 28), but are
applicable only to D.C. measurements. In motor meters a spindle
geared to a recording train carries a driving disc which is subjected
to a torque varying with the load current (in ampere-hour meters)
or with the watts (in watt-hour meters). The spindle is also
subjected fco a braking torque which varies with the speed of
rotation of the spindle. When the meter is running steadily the
driving torque is equal to the braking torque, i.e. the speed of
rotation varies with the load current or watts. The total revolu-

tions of the meter spindle therefore vary with ampere-hours or
watt-hours, as the case may be, and are recorded by a train of
clockwork which is calibrated in Board of Trade units (kWh).

The indications in the majority of meters are shown on a
series of dials, for units, tens, hundreds, etc., actuated by a train
of wheels ; and it is not difficult for the inexperienced to make a
mistake in reading, as the hands are seldom in exactly their
correct positions.

For example, if the dials in Pig. 22 be read from left to right the result might
be taken as 3 209. If, however, the reading is taken (as it should be) backwards
from iHe unit dial the correct result will be seen to be 4 199, a very different
matter; the last figure is evidently 9; the next hand points almost to 0, and
therefore the last two figures must be 99. Obviously, therefore, when we come to
the hundred dial the hands must be indicating just short of 200, not nearly 300, so
we have 199. The hand on the thousand dial is pointing nearly to 4 000, but the
previous figures show that it should actually be over, not under, 4 000 ; i.e. 4199,
not 3 199. A mistake in meter reading does not always matter seriously; in the
instance here given, a reference to the reading of the previous month would gener-
ally show up the error at once, for if the average consumption were (say) 220 to
550 units a month, the previous correct record would be 3 979 or 3 649 units, as the
case may be, i.e. higher than the false reading, which must therefore necessarily
be wrong. If, on the other hand, the false reading gave too many units, the
following month's correct reading would give negative consumption, and the
error would be detected.*

To save time in reading meters and to reduce the risk of error to a minimum,
there has recently been perfected a special type of miniature camera, which is
applied to the meter window by the inspector, and then photographs the complete
dial plate of the instrument by electric light furnished by dry cells and a glow-
lamp included in the equipment. The negative thus obtained is used by the
clerical department in making out the consumer's bill, and it is even suggested
that a photo-print might be attached to the bill. There is nothing impracticable

* To bring home these remarks it may be added that a reviewer of the first
edition of this book (Engineering, 2 Nov., 1917, p. 476) stated that the author's
own reading was incorrect; neither diagram nor text has been altered, however,
except for italics.
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in this system of ' meter-reading,' but every supply engineer must decide for
himself whether it is worth while employing it, under the particular conditions
of supply and office organisation in the supply area concerned.

Meters are often provided with cyclometer dials, giving the
indications in plain figures. In the earlier types these were apt
occasionally to slip a notch and give a reading 10, 100, or 1 000
units in excess ; such a mistake could only be detected by the
comparison of one month's consumption with another, and not
always by this method. As the actual reading of a meter is, in
the absence of fraud, taken to be ' conclusive proof' of the con-

FIG. 22.-Illustrating the misleading effect of errors in the setting of hands
on meter dials.

The correct reading of the dials shown is 4199.

sumption indicated, this source of error was a dangerous one.
Manufacturers claim to have cured the defect, but there may still
be early batches of these meters in use ; the cause appears to have
been due to the gear wheels being only friction-tight on the
spindles; they should always be rigidly attached, so that when
once accurately set they cannot alter.

Electrolytic meters are simple in construction, and have no
moving parts and therefore no friction error; no current can pass
through the electrolyte without producing its share of electro-
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chemical action, and no current passes through tint metier whnn
the consumer's circuits are open. Periodic*. rrj-sotting °f the
measuring chamber, etc., is required but this is a minor din-
advantage. Electrolytic meters are ui matin factory in very hoi
climates; they have been known, when disconnected <«ntimly from
the circuit, to record, a very larg^ ctonBumplion of <wr#y («W
kWh in one day) owinjjf to to.mptTatun* ofK»,c.ts at about I 10" F.
Any commutator-type motor muter is subject t<» morn or I«*HH
error due to variable, Friction and electrical resistant butwiwn

brushes and commutator; automatic brush-shifting gear is ofVn
employed so that the contact surfaces used when the* meter IH on
very light load are kept in perfect condition.

The principal features of various types of nwtorsare jiM*itiiuni*d
in.the following paragraphn ; for d«tailwl information n^Vr^itc1^
must bo made to special tr«ai»isi*H (§ 125), Metfr t.«*Hiing w din-
cuss(id in Chapter 40.

114. Ampere-hour Meters.- Tlw (|unniity of uliwkrieity KUJI...
plied to a circuit can bo d«*tt»niiined by a curnmi-fustuaimi dm*ic'i%
time being taken into account by moanurtng the total tiflecf* jiro-
duced. Thus in electrolytic meters the amount of ^Iwirolyti'
decompoH(*d,or of metal ohjctrc;-<l«j.x)8it««Il is a m<?iiHUi*i* of iuti{«*ri»-
hour« wliilst in a motor mitt<»r tho total revolutions of th-i* Hjiimlli*
form the desired niftasunt.

Electrolytic Met#rn* """- The Hi^stian iiliH:trolyiic* iiH*f.«*r <nnj>IoyM
nickel olectrcxioH in a solution of eaUHtic Hoda, the li*v«*l of whi^h
falls m the ganeown products of tthtctrolyHiH «5H<aij«*. A litv**r of
paraffin prt»vents evaporation, and Mio level of thn i»li»c»tfrolyti* i«
read agairiHt a scab which in calibrated in kWh (| II*!)» Tin*
pressure drop in thin meter In 2 or *t V which inprfihibitivi*
heavy current circuits are conctinied. In the Wright ft
electrolytic meter alxmt ^|ft of tin* main cnrrertt
the meter and the pressure ilrop IH I V or Imn, A nctluttoti of
a mercury Halt i« uned as electrolytic und merciiry in trai
electrolytically from a nmervoir of mwrr'ury (forming th«
to an iridiurn cathode, whence it runn into a inlti! uiilihriiiifil in
BX1T. units. Electrolytic tnetarH with co}*j>i!r <ilf*f*tr«v!**H und
copper milphate Holution an electrolyte aui I HI t$«it<li*onvwtipiiily 111*
prepayment metera, thit coiiMUtuption of tlw {ir«j«i5d qiuinttty of **l*««*'
tricity und the conHiujuent ojx.,?iiing of tho ittivuii {wilding a ftirihi«r
payment, being detenniru^i eitluir by th«? incriiftHf? in weight of
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the cathode or by the dissolving of the anode (the latter being
in strip form and fed into the solution in proportion to the pay-

i ment made).
j Motor Meters.-In these meters the current to be measured
* passes through an armature which lies in the field of a permanent
1 magnet. In the mercury motor meter current flows radially

through a copper disc mounted on the spindle and immersed in a
shallow chamber filled with mercury; a magnetic field perpendi-

f cular to the disc is produced by a permanent magnet. Alterna-
| tively, the armature is bell-shaped, current flow therein being
| parallel to the spindle, and the armature rotating in an intense
\ radial field. Eddy-current braking (cf. damping, § 90) is provided
i in this, as in all other types of motor meters, and when it is neces-
I sary to compensate for the fact that the fluid friction in the mer-
J cury chamber rises more rapidly than is desired with increase of
\ speed, this is done by using an auxiliary coil to increase the driv-
| ing field.
] Commutator-type meters have an armature winding similar

to that of a D.C. motor with the important exception that the
meter armature has no iron core. The winding may be drum-
shaped or it may be flat and enclosed by an aluminium casing
which reduces windage, protects the windings, and acts also as

1 braking disc. In order that the armature may be wound with
fine wire, meters of this type are generally shunted; the p.d.

\ across the shunt is about 1 V at full load. The field is produced
\ by permanent magnets.

Any motor-type ampere-hour meter with permanent magnet
field is reversible according to the direction of the current so that
if the current is first going through the coils in one direction, as
when charging a battery, and then in the opposite direction, as
when discharging the battery, the instrument will show the differ-
ence between the ampere-hours passed through it in the two
cases. Ampere-hour meters used in this way on electric battery
vehicles (Chapter 36) to indicate the state of charge of the battery
are calibrated in ampere-hours (standard dial ranges being- up to
100 or 500 Ah). The pointer rotates clockwise on discharge and
counter-clockwise on charge, and stands at zero when the battery
is fully charged. To allow for the fact that the Ah-input on
charge' is necessarily greater than the Ah-output on discharge
(Chap. 18), the meter is arranged to read correctly, on discharge,



//. Tinsley & Co.
THE DRYSDALE WATTMETER.

This instrument can be calibrated on D.G., and will then read accurately on
D.G., or single- or three-phase A,G. circuits. Metal parts are eliminated wherever
possible, and the windings arc stranded to reduce eddy currents. The two systems
of the wattmeter are arranged at right angles so as to have no interaction; if
desired, one system can be used with D.C. and one with A.C. For tests at very low
power factor (e.g. on cables or condensers) the current through one set of coils can
he increased, so as to magnify the deflection.

Cambridge <C- Paul Instr. Co., Ltd.
SELF-CONTAINED ROTARY PATTERN WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

The set Is complete with dry battery, and the only connection required is that
of the unknown resistance to the terminals XX. The ' Unipivot * galvanometer
requires no accurate levelling. Measurements can be made, accurate to 1 in 500,
over the range 0-01 to 11 110 ohms. The rheostat arm is adjusted by rotating the
drums shown. The value of the unknown resistance is obtained by multiplying the
reading on the drums by the ratio employed (i.e. 0*1, 1 or 10 according to the key
pressed).

[To face p. 152.



D.O. AMPERE-HOUR

This meter is of the commu-

tator motor type with the armature
windings enclosed in an aluminium
disc. The magnets are of cobalt
steel. The meter starts at T£0- of
full-load current and is accurate

within 4 °/0 at ,,',�- load, and within
2 % down to :i\T load. The speed
is low, vi&. 75 r.p.m. maximum ;
and the full load torque is £X>
grm.-em., and is uniform except at
the points of commutation when ifc
exceeds 32 grin. -cm. The pressure
drop is less than 1 volt.

Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.

erraiiti, Lttl+
A.C. WATT-HOUR METER.

This meter is a single-phase instrument of the induction motor type. A
shunt-wound stator is placed above, and a series-wound stator below, an aluminium
rotor disc which is braked by a permanent magnet. The principal data are:
Accuracy, ± 2 °/0 from 25 °/0 overload to ^ load at any P.F. down to 0"5, leading
or lagging. Starts at 0-5 °/0 of full-load watts at TO P.F. Rotor speed 40 r.p.m.
at full load. Full-load torque 5grm.-cm. Shunt loss 1*5 W. For unbalanced
polyphase circuits two rotor discs are mounted on one spindle, each with its own
stator system.

[To face p. 153.
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but slow on charge by an amount which, is adjustable up to 30 °/0
according to the efficiency of the battery concerned.*

115. Watt-hour Meters.-The Thomson-type watt-hour
meter is an ironless commutator-type motor, the stationary field
coils of which carry the main current (or a fraction thereof)
whilst the armature is connected, in series, with a suitable resist-
ance, across the mains. The driving torque and meter speed
vary with the power supplied to the load naetered (cf. dynamo-
meter wattmeter, § 109), a brake disc rotating between the poles
of & permanent magnet. A compensating coil in series with the
pressure circuit aids the field coils and produces a constant torque
compensating for the (assumed) constant friction; if the meter
be subject to vibration this compensating torque may cause
'creeping* (i.e. running on no load). This type of meter can
be used for D.C. or A.C. measurements, but the mercury motor
meter is more powerful and can be used on D.C. systems, whilst
the induction meter is better than, the Thomson type for A.C.
systems.

The mercury motor watt-hour witter is practically identical
with the ampere-hour meter of this type (§ 114) except that the
field, in which the armature disc rotates, is produced by an
electromagnet excited by a pressure coil. This type of meter is
not suitable for AC. measurements because of the high inductance
of the pressure circuit.

The principle of action of induction watt-howr meters is
identical with that of induction wattmeters (§ 109), and, lite the
latter, these instruments are not applicable to D.C. measurements.
In general, the meter disc is placed between the poles of one
electromagnet excited by the load current and one excited by the
supply pressure (instrument transformers, § 108, being used if
necessary). The current winding is of low inductance, but the
pressure circuit is made as inductive as possible. An auxiliary
short-circuited winding on the pressure core produces some extra
lag and brings the flux: of the pressure magnet into quadrature
with the line voltage. The torque on the meter disc is then pro-
portional to the load (watts) supplied. A permanent magnet em-
bracing the disc at another place produces eddy-current braking.
The moving system consists only of the disc and spindle, and two

*For the Electric Vehicle Gornrnitfeee's recommendations concerning ampere-
hour meters for battery vehicles see The Electric 'Vehicle, Vol. 5, p. 35.
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meter elements can easily be placed on one spindle for measuring
3-phase energy by the two-wattmeter method (§ 110).

The Aron (pendulum) watt-hour meter employs two stationary
solenoids, traversed by the load current, to accelerate and retard
respectively two pendulums, the " bobs " of which are coils of fine
wire connected, in series with each® other and a suitable resistance,
across the supply voltage.* The difference between the rates of
oscillation of the pendulums is proportional to the power supplied,
and the energy (Wh) is recorded by a train driven from the two
pendulums through a differential gear. The spring driving the
pendulums is wound electrically and difference between the
natural periods of the pendulums is neutralised by reversing every
10 mins. the recording gear and the current through the pendulum
coils. Though rather intricate and costly in construction, these
meters are precision instruments ; provided that the inductance of
the pressure circuit is low, they can be used for A.C. measure-
ments. The winding gear of the A.C. meter must, however, be
adapted to the frequency of supply concerned.

Though theoretically independent of voltage changes, any
watt-hour meter should be used on approximately the pressure
for which it is designed, otherwise the torque will be unduly low
(low voltage); the pressure winding will be overheated (high
voltage); or the pressure flux will not be proportional to the
voltage where iron cores are used.

116. Special Supply Meters.-Many instruments come under
this heading, but those of general interest are as follows :-

(i) Prepayment Meters.-Any meter can be made to operate
on the prepayment principle by adding to it a mechanism which
closes a switch in the main circuit when a coin is inserted, and
opens the circuit automatically when the amount of energy corre-
sponding to the prepayment has been consumed. The trip gear
is actuated from the recording train, and a further payment is
required to restore supply after interruption. The electrolytic
(copper strip) meter is a popular type (§ 114).

(ii) Two-rate Meters.-Any meter can be provided with two
recording trains and a change-over device operated electro-
magnetically under the control of a time-switch. The consumptions
recorded on the two trains are charged at different prices (§ 272).

* Where the load is heavy, the pendulums may carry shunted current coils,
the pressure coils being then the stationary ones.
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(iii) Summation Meters.-These are used to measure the total
energy supplied by a station or through a number of circuits.
Each machine or 3-phase circuit may have its own pressure
and current circuits in the meter operating on the two-watt-
meter principle (§ 110), a number of such elements operating on
one disc and several discs being mounted on one spindle; the
mechanical effects of each meter are thus added together. Alterna-
tively, the addition may be effected on the electrical side, a current
transformer in, say, the No. 1 phase of each machine or feeder
being connected to a pair of bus bars which serve the current
circuit of the summation meter. The latter is then an ordinary
induction meter (§ 115), the pressure circuit of which is excited
by the appropriate phase of the system (No. 1 phase in the case
assumed).

(iv) Wattless Component Meters.-These are likely to assume
great importance as the practice of power-factor correction
(Chapter 5) and of penalising low-power factor (§ 274) becomes
more general. A dynamometer or induction-type watt-hour
meter can be re-connected to integrate the product El sin 0 (§ 110)
thus measuring the wattless kVA supplied. The charge to the
consumer is then based on the readings of a watt-hour meter and
a wattless kVA meter, or on the reading of a watt-hour meter and
the mean P.F. of the load as calculated from the readings of the
two meters (§ 111). For further information on meters for
measuring wattless or total power see El. Rev., Vol. 87, pp. 452,
505.

117. Maximum Demand Indicators.-The importance of
the maximum power demanded in any consumer's circuit is ex-
plained in § 260. Just as ampere-hours can be taken to be a
measure of watt-hours in a constant-voltage system (§ 114), so
can the maximum current be taken as a measure of the maximum

power demanded. An indicating ammeter with an auxiliary
pointer, carried forward by the main pointer and left at the maxi-
mum deflection of the latter, would show the actual maximum
current, but it is necessary to discriminate between momentary
heavy current, due to motor starting, short circuit, etc., and
maximum demand sustained for such period (15-60 mins.) as to
preclude accidental or transitory demands. The requisite time lag
may conveniently be introduced by using the heating effect of the
current.
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In the Wright demand indicator a heating coil wound on one
bulb of a differential thermometer drives liquid into a calibrated
side tube to an extent depending on the sustained maximum
current. The use of a differential thermometer eliminates the

effect of the general air temperature. While it is reliable as a
rule, a device operating on this principle lends itself to tampering,
e.g. by artificial cooling, when an exceptionally heavy load is
required.

A maximum demand indicator described by Lincoln*
operates on the thermal-storage principle and has a pointer,
the deflection of which is determined by the difference between
the heating of two bi-metal spiral springs. These springs are
enclosed in capsules which are heated by resistances so connected
that the difference in heating is proportional to the watts supplied in
the main circuit. The maximum deflection of the pointer, during
the period over which the demand is assessed, is indicated by a pilot
pointer. It is claimed that this device has the same heating
characteristics as the machines and cables in the supply circuit.

Another principle is to introduce heavy damping (§ 90), by
glycerine or otherwise, in a current-indicating mechanism which
is operated electromagnetically.

The Merz maximum demand indicator uses an auxiliary re-
cording train and pointer to record the maximum advance of the
main recording train of the meter to which it is fitted, during a
predetermined period. At the end of every period (15-60 mins.),
the auxiliary train is returned to zero, but its pointer is left at its
maximum deflection and is not again moved forward until a
higher consumption occurs during some subsequent period.

Maximum demand indicators are generally re-set quarterly
. when the meter is read.

118. Ondographs and Oscillographs.-The wave form of
alternating current, pressure, or power can (if constant) be plotted
by the point-by-point method or recorded automatically by an
ondograph which works on this method. In either case, a disc
carrying a contact pin is mounted on the shaft of the supply
alternator or on the shaft of a synchronous motor driven from
the supply to be investigated. A stationary contact brush
touches the contact pin once per revolution, and thus connects the

* Trans. Am. I.E.E., Vol. 34, p. 2 175.
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supply momentarily to an indicating instrument which shows the
instantaneous value of the current, pressure, etc., under investiga-
tion. By advancing the contact brush between readings, and
taking a sufficient number o£ observations, the instantaneous
values of the wave can be determined throughout a complete
cycle. In the ondograph the brush is advanced automatically
and a recording instrument records the successive instantaneous
values; a complete cycle can thus be recorded in, say, i min., by
readings taken from about 1 000 successive cycles. To trace a
pressure wave by the point-by-point or ondograph method, the
indicating or recording instrument is connected across the supply
mains ; for a current curve it is connected across a non-inductive
shunt (§ 107) in the main circuit; and for a power wave a watt-
meter is used.

The oscillograph is a much simpler instrument than the ondo-
graph and, having no appreciable lag, it is able to follow
accurately all the variations in every cycle of an A.C. wave, thus
providing a continuous indication or record and making possible
examination of transient or non-periodic as well as periodic waves.
A small mirror (actuated electromagnetically or by a hot wire or
electrostatic instrument) deflects a spot of light proportionally to
the instantaneous values of the quantity to be measured. The
movements of the spot may be recorded on a falling or rotating
photographic plate or film. Alternatively the oscillating spot
may be focussed on a plane mirror which is itself oscillated by a
cam on the shaft of a synchronous motor driven from the supply
investigated. A second movement (proportional to time) is thus
imparted to the spot which then falls on a screen and traces the
complete wave form; retentivity of vision makes the moving spot
appear as a continuous line. Photographic recording is alone
suitable for the investigation of a particular series of waves, e.g.
switching surges, etc.

The Duddell oscillograph uses a loop of phosphor bronze strip
stretched in the narrow air gap of a permanent magnet or of
an electromagnet with constant excitation. The instrument
thus belongs to the moving-coil, permanent magnet class
(101 a). At any moment current flowing tip one side of the loop
flows down the other side, and since both sides lie in the same
magnetic field, one moves forward and the other moves backward
(§ 33). A small mirror attached to the two sides of the loop is
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thus tilted, and the spot reflected by It Is deflected through a
distance proportional to the current in the strip, the sensitivity
being about 300 mm. deflection per ampere at a distance of 50 cm.
According to the strength of the magnetic field, the diTnonsionB of
the strips, etc., the natural period of vibration is from ff(,V» to
T^inj sec.; waves up to 500 cycles per sec. or even higher
frequencies can be traced, and the oscillograph can be insulated
for use on 50 000 V circuits.

In the Irwin hot-wire oscillograph the A.C. to be investigated
is passed through a loop of fine wire, and a polarimng direct
current, fed into the centre of the loop, flown through the two
halves of the latter in parallel. The resultant current in one
half of the loop is the sum of the A.C. and D.C.? and in the other
half is the difference of the A.C. and B.C. The difference in ex-

pansion of the two sides then varies directly with the instantaneous
values of the A.C. (not with their squares), the D.C, being con-
stant. This difference in expansion is used to tilt a small mirror.
A compensating circuit prevents any lag in the heating of the
wires. No field magnets are required, hence the instrument is
much smaller than the Duddell instrument; its range of applica-
bility is practically the same.

Either the Duddell or the Irwin oscillograph can be used to
trace pressure and current waves simultaneously, a fixed mirror
providing a zero line and two moving systems being connected
respectively across the mains (in series with resistance) and
across a non-inductive shunt in the main circuit. The Irwin

oscillograph can be arranged to trace a power curve if required,
Where very high pressures (up to 250 kV) are concerned, the

insulation and series resistance required by current-carrying
oscillographs become inconvenient or impracticable. In such
cases and even at lower pressure** (down to 5 kV) the electro-
static oscillograph offers advantages. The principle employed is
identical with that of the electrostatic voltmeter (§ 108), a
phosphor bronze or steel strip or strips oscillating in an electro-
static field produced between plate electrodes connected to the
pressure under investigation, this motion being imparted to the
mirror which reflects the indicating spot of light. Currents of
1 mA or less can be recorded by connecting the instrument across
a non-inductive shunt which must, however, be of very high re-
sistance (some megohms) in order to provide a suitable operating
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P.D.; such conditions arise when testing dielectrics. The electro-
static oscillograph can be used for frequencies of some thousands
of cycles per sec.

The cathode ray oscillograph utilises the fact that a cathode
ray is deflected by electrostatic or electromagnetic forces. The
ray passes between two electrodes connected to the pressure under
investigation, and also between field coils which impart to it a
second motion proportional to time. It then falls upon a fluores-
cent screen where it produces a loop or polar diagram. The
principal utility of this instrument is in investigating waves of
very high frequency, the cathode ray having no inertia."*

up. Measurements of Resistance. - By an inversion of
Ohm's Law(§ 17) E = J£//or, in words, the resistance (ohms)
of a conductor equals the potential difference (volts) between the
ends of the latter divided by the current (amperes) which it pro-
duced This law, which holds only when the three factors are
unvarying, may be applied to the determination of resistances
from voltmeter and ammeter readings. Referring to Fig. 23 the
ohmic resistance of any conductor or winding, R (whether in-
ductive or not), can be found by passing through B a steady
D.C., the value of which is measured by an ammeter, A (read-
ing 7), whilst the P.D. across the terminals of the winding is
measured by a voltmeter V (reading E); then E = E / I fl.
The voltmeter should be of very high resistance compared
with B, and it should be connected across the terminals of E;
the current through V (which is included in the reading of A)
is then so small as to introduce no serious 'error. If V

were connected between B and 0 it would include the pressure
drop in A which may be quite appreciable in comparison with
that across R. This method is useful for measuring the resistance
of machine windings, f

High resistances, such as insulation resistance, maybe measured
by applying say 440 V or 500 V to the resistance R in series with

* A convenient cathode ray oscillograph requiring an anode battery of only
300 V is described, El. Rev., Vol. 91, p. 783; and a low-voltage, hot-cathode
oscillograph adapted for commercial production and of great sensitiveness is de-
scribed in 'The Cathode Bay Oscillograph,' by A. B. Wood, Proc. Phys. Soc.
(London), Vol. 35, Pt. 2, p. 109.

flf the resistance measured between two line terminals of a 8-phase
winding be B ohms, the resistance per phase is £ B if the winding be star-con-
nected, and f R if the winding be delta-connected.
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a moving-coil voltmeter of resistance r (Fig. 24). If V be the
applied voltage and v the reading of the moving-coil voltmeter,
then B I r =* (V - v)/v, therefore E = r(V - v) f v ohms.

From the relation JB = H / /it follows that a D.C. ammeter
can be calibrated to indicate resistances in ohms if the voltage
applied to the resistance be constant. This amounts to dispensing
with V (Fig. 23), and calibrating A to read the values of E corre-*
sponding to various currents at constant voltage V; the calibra-
tion applies only to this voltage.* If the instruments 7, A
(Fig. 23) be arranged so that their pointers cross, the crossing-point
varies with the ratio E /1 ( = B) and the corresponding resistance
can be read on curves mounted "behind the pointers (§ 91). Such
a combination constitutes a true ohmeter in that it measures

resistance independently of the actual values of current and
voltage. The name ohmeter is, however, generally reserved for
instruments which indicate resistance values by a single pointer

FIG. 23.-Determining resistance from. FIG. 24=.-Determining resistance by volt-
ammeter and voltmeter readings. meter readings.

and scale, the ratio of voltage to current then being taken into
account in the instrument itself. Ohmeter, ohrner, megger, and
omega are trade names applied to various types of direct-reading
instruments for measuring resistances. These instruments are
available for measuring resistances from a fraction of an ohm up to
50 or 100 megohms on one or other of several scales, a switch
determining the range. A small hand-driven magneto generator
supplies the testing pressure of 200, 500, or 1 000 V. The generator

* An interesting application of this principle is in determining the salinity of
boiler feed, condensate, etc. The electrical resistance of "water falls rapidly as the
percentage of dissolved matter increases (§ 69) and may be taken as a measure of
that percentage, provided that there is only one substance, say salt, concerned.
The water to be tested flows through a tube in which are two electrodes connected
in series with a milliammeter across a constant supply voltage. As thus arranged,
the ammeter may "be calibrated to indicate directly the salinity of the water. An
ohmeter, eliminating the effect of -voltage variations, may be used for the same
purpose.
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the
is capable of giving only a minute current, but it is important that"ter, 
it should be a high-voltage machine in order that the insulation of
conductors and apparatus in ordinary supply circuits may be testediter 
at- or above working voltage; high-voltage plant is tested by other
means (Chapter 40). If there is poor insulation resistance so that
appreciable leakage current is passed, the pressure of the magneto-

rre-'
generator immediately drops.

>ra- The principle of one type of ohmeter is shown very clearly by
A 

Fig. 25, this diagram being reproduced from Heather's Electrical>lrit 
Engineering for Mechanical Engineers. Two equal coils A, B

nee 
are mounted at right angles, and along their common diameter is

ich 
a spindle carrying the indicating pointer and (at the centre of the

ireH coils) a small soft iron bar. One coil, B, is connected in series
ind 

with a high resistance, R (by varying which the range of the in-
for strument is altered), and the other coil, A, is in series with
.tor

"oit-

FIG. 25.-Ohmeter connections.

ito

.ml the unknown resistance, X, connected between the test terminals.
"»K The generator, 6f, is connected to the two circuits in parallel, and
ire the distribution of current between them is determined by the
- to relative values of X and E (cf. shunts, § 107). The soft iron bar
ah on the spindle takes up a position in the direction of the resultant
tor field produced by A, B; this position, which is indicated by the
tor pointer, is a measure of the relative values of the currents in the

coils and therefore of the resistance X (B being fixed for each
rof range). The scale is calibrated in ohms or megohms. Though a
bho

i of true ohmeter, in that the readings are independent of the voltage,
ed. this instrument has weak operating forces and is affected by atray
ted fields. These objections are overcome by using a moving-coil
ed, permanent-magnet instrument (§ 101 a) with two coils on one
Aa

me spindle, one carrying a current proportional to the pressure and
the other a current proportional to the current flowing in the

YOL. i. 161 11
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resistance measured ; the position taken up by the moving system
depends on the ratio U / I.

The electrostatic ohmeter is an electrostatic voltmeter measuring
the P.D. across a known resistance produced by the leakage current
through the resistance to be measured. The polarising voltage of
the instrument is the same as that used for the resistance test, hence
the indications are independent of the actual voltage.

120. The Wheatstone Bridge.-The principle of this method,
which is used in innumerable forms, is illustrated by Fig. 26. Four
resistances, including a of which the value is required, are connected
as shown; a and Z> are known as the ratio arms, and may either
be of equal value ; or as 1 000 to 100 or as 10 to 1; or as 1 to 10
or 100 to 1 000. The remaining arm, r, is the adjustable resistance,
which is altered in value until it bears the same ratio to x as a bears

to &. When this is the case the current from tho battery will

FIG. 27.-Determining resistance
PIG. 26.-Wheats-tone's bridge. of rail bond.

divide up between the two parallel circuits and there will be no
deflection of the sensitive galvanometer G. Keys &x and &2 are
provided for opening and closing the battery and galvanometer
circuits; they are generally placed one below the other, so that on
depressing the handle the battery circuit is closed first and opened
last. The unknown resistance x = r x b / a when a balance is
found, i.e. when there is no deflection of <?. As usually made, tho
arms a and b consist of coils of 1, 10, 100, and 1 000 fl, and the
ratio arms actually used should be chosen of the same order of
magnitude as x.

In the Post Office bridge a number of resistance coils for the
arms r, a, I (Pig. 26) are mounted in a TDOX: and connected to
terminal blocks on the top thereof. By removing- a plug between
adjacent blocks the resistance connected to those blocks is placed in
circuit, and the values of the resistances are so chosen that any
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resistance between, say, O'Ol O and 1 megohm can be measured
conveniently. Portable testing sets (§ 106) frequently embody a
bridge circuit arranged on this principle, but with dial switches
instead of plugs for varying the resistances in circuit. One of the
moving-coil instruments in the set may be used as galvanometer,
and small dry cells to provide current for the bridge test may be
placed in the same case. Such sets may also be arranged for
resistance measurements by voltmeter or by voltmeter and ammeter
readings (§ 119); great ingenuity is displayed in multiplying the
functions of these sets and in reducing the risk of damaging the
instruments by using incorrect combinations.The bridge circuit shown in Fig. 27 may be used to measure i
the resistance of a rail-bond in terms of the equivalent length of
solid rail without opening the rail circuit. Contact points ABC
carried by, but insulated from, a rigid bar are applied to tho rail a«
shown, and the dial-type variable resistance R is adjusted until the
galvanometer, ("?, shows no deflection. The only current used in
that flowing in the rail which should be heavy at the time of the
test, the exact value being immaterial. The resistance of the bond
(in terms of the length BG of solid rail) can be calculated by the
ordinary Wheatstone bridge formula, but it is more convenient to
calibrate the dial of E to indicate directly the equivalent length of
rail.

Any bridge-circuit with non-inductive resistances can be used
with A.C. to measure the resistance of electrolytes or of earth plate
circuits (in which polarisation prevents accurate results being
obtained with D.C.). When using A.C. the balance of the bridge
may be indicated by the more or less complete cessation of bimang
in a telephone used instead of a galvanometer, or a vibration
galvanometer (§ 96) may be employed.

Resistance variations as a measure of temperature are discussed
in § 122; and leakage detectors in Chapter 40.

121. Measurement of Magnetic Flux.-As in the ca«o of
electric current, magnetic flux can be measured by any of tho
effects which it produces (e.g. change of electrical resistance, in-
duction of E.M.F., or development of torque in conjunction with an
electric current). The flux traversing a known crows-section
having- been measured the flux density (§ 40) can at once bo
calculated.

The electrical resistance of bismuth (§ 65) changes when the
163
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metal is placed in a magnetic field, and the remfltaiice of a anarch
coil wound with this metal can bo used to ineanure fiolcln of
2 000 gauss or higher density. The temperature of the coil must
be taken into consideration because thin affects tht> oloctrical re-
sistance and the effect of the field theroon.

If a search coil wound witli copper wire 1m withdrawn from
the field to be measured, the quantity of electricity induced in
the coil varies with the strength of the magnetic field (§ 35) and
may be measured by a ballistic galvanometer (§ 96) or by a
Grassot fluxmeter. The latter is a moving-coil galvanometer
with practically no mechanical control; the deflection varies* with
the linkages cut (§ 36) and is practically independent of the rate
of withdrawal of the search coil.

In a moving-coil instrument (§ 101) the field is normally eon-
stant and the current in the coil IB the quantity measured. For
the routine testing of permanent magnets a moving-coil Kyntem
may be built to suit them, each magnet in turn l>eing applied to
the movement. The latter is connected, in aerie**, witli an ammeter
and regulating resistance, to a convenient supply. The current
required to produce a definite deflection of the* testing movement
is then a measure of the strength of the magnet applied to ite
pole-pieces, and the ammeter in the circuit may be calibrated to
indicate directly the flux produced by the magn<*t tented.

122. Measurement of Temperatures: Pyrometry.--Electri-
cal methods are now used, most exton8iv«ly for the measurement
of temperature, the property applied being either the variation in
the electrical resistance of a conductor (§ 01) or the change in
E.M.F. of a thermo-couple (§ 129), Any numhnr of
thermometers or thermo-couples can IKS made to give indications
or records at a control station or other central place with which
they are connected by small insulated wires-. A change-over
switch permits a single indicating instruinitiit to bo connected to
any one of any number of thermometers,

(a) Resistance Thermometer*. - A resistance of platinum,
nichrome, or other resistance material (| 07) wound on a
former and placed at the point whnro tin* temperature
inont is to be made aasumeH a romHtanco Hit « 14(1 4- at)
§ 61) whence t » (B* - B0) / Jt^n. Actually this simple relation.
between resistance and temperature* doe» not apply to very wide
temperature ranges, the coefficient a then changing, but for any
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particular thermometer it is possible to prepare a calibration curve
so that the temperature corresponding to a measured value of
resistance can be read at once. With a platinum resistance,
temperatures from - 200° C. to 900° C. can be read regularly, and
at the risk of rapid deterioration temperatures up to 1 200° C. can
be measured. It is said * that the resistance of tin varies directly
with its temperature up to 1 680° C. but the metal melts about
232° C.

The mean temperature of a machine winding, etc., can easily
be determined from its resistance when hot and when at atmo-

spheric temperature. It will be found that equation (2), § 61, can
be put in the form-

th = {.BA(234-5 + tc) - 234-5 Ec] / Bc

where th, tc = the mean hot and cold temperatures of the wind-
ing, in °C.; and Bh, Ec = the corresponding resistances of the
winding as measured by Wheatstone bridge (§ 120). Assuming
the ' cold' temperature te to be 20° 0. the above formula reduces
to-

Mean temperature rise (°C.) = (Eh - Ec) / 0' 003 93 Bc.

Instead of measuring the resistance of the winding when hot
and cold and calculating the mean temperature rise as above, an
indicating ohmeter (§ 119) may be connected permanently in
circuit and calibrated in degrees of temperature. This arrange-
ment is applicable only to a D.C. winding (field coil, etc.), one coil
of the instrument being connected in series with and the other
across the terminals of the winding; the calibration then applies
only to the winding concerned. Alternatively, small test coils may
be placed permanently at various points in the winding, the resist-
ances of these being measured by a bridge circuit or by an indicat-
ing instrument (calibrated in °0.). The provision of a number of
resistance thermometers (or thermo-couples) at selected points in
a machine- or transformer-winding makes it possible to locate
and observe the hottest point and the c hot spot tempera ture'
with considerable precision. This is important because it is the
maximum temperature attained which determines the life of the
insulation (§ 80). The mean temperature r^e, tm, of a winding
(as determined by resistance measurements) is, almost invariably,

* Jour. Itut. of Metals, Vol. 22, p. 396.
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considerably less than the maximum temperature rise th. Accord-
ing to Vidmar the value of th is given by: th = Ztm - t0; where
t0 = minimum temperature rise on the surface of the coil (measured
by mercury thermometer).

(6) Thermo-couples.-The E.M.F. of a pair of similar thermo-
couples (§ 129) connected in opposition is measured by a high-
resistance instrument so that the small current flowing may
not cause appreciable pressure drop (§ 24); this E.M.F. forms a
measure of the hot-junction temperature if the temperature of
the cold junction be constant. The voltmeter may therefore be
calibrated to indicate the temperature of the hot junction. Some-
times the cold junction of the couple can be located where it is
always at atmospheric temperature, the indicator scale being then
set (automatically or otherwise) to suit the actual temperature of
the cold junction. In other cases, the cold junction is immersed
in oil in a vacuum flask.

Almost any pair of dissimilar metals will develop a thermo-
electric E.M.F. (this being a possible source of error in shunts,
potentiometers, etc.), but in choosing metals for a thermo-couple
regard must be had to the magnitude of the E.M.F. developed,
the uniformity of its variation with temperature, the constancy
"of the characteristics of the couple, and the temperature up to
which the couple can be used. A couple consisting of a platinum
wire and a wire of platinum-rhodium alloy can be used up to
1 400° C. (1 550° C. temporarily), but the materials are costly and
the E.M.F. is low. Base metal couples give much higher E.M.F.
but cannot be used above, say, 800° C.; this, however, covers
many industrial requirements.

The approximate characteristics of various couples are given
in Table 9; the values of E.M.F. are rough averages-actually,
the E.M.F. does not vary linearly with the temperature, and
every couple must be used with a calibration curve or with the
direct-reading instrument for which it is intended.

Where practicable, couples for use at high temperatures should
be sheathed for mechanical protection and to retard corrosion.
Nickel-niehrome couples can be used bare for most industrial
measurements up to 900° or 1 000° C.; the iron-constantan gives
a higher E.M.F. andfcan be used up to nearly the same temperature
but is subject to rapid corrosion. Copper-constantan is an excel-
lent couple for measurements at comparatively low temperatures.

1 AA
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9-E.M.F. and Temperature Limits for Thermo-
couples.

Average B.M.P. Per
100° C. Difference Maximum Tempera-

Couple. ture of Use forBetween Hot and
Cold Junctions. Ordinary Service.

mV °C

arn. - -platinum-rhodium (10 °/0) 0-9-1-1 1400
am-f~I>latinum-mdium (10 °/0) 1-2-1-4: 1000
- '3^i-c^®].-cnromium (10 °/ ) 2-0-2-4 1000
.el '*"- - '-Alumelf 4-0 noo
C o 33. & "fc ¬L tx tan i 5-5 900
- Oonstantan . 5*5 800
- - -Ooaotstantan 5-5 400

rie;rTO-o-. couples make possible the measurement of temperature
any point in any apparatus, and they can be made

accurately rapid variations in temperature. One indi-
ct x* o, multiple recorder (§ 93) can be used with a great

>er" of couples. Notes on the manufacture and use of
io-coiiples are given in a paper reprinted in El. Bev., Vol.

) JE&C& cliation Pyrometers are specially useful for temperature
nretrja.onts above 1 000° C. A tube pointed towards the
,co oic other hot body receives radiant energy (in amount

"with the fourth power of the absolute temperature) and
is focussed upon a thermo-couple the temperature of

i (g-onerally about 100° C.) forms a measure of the high
^ratvire observed. The instrument in the thermo-couple
"fc 5iB calibrated to indicate the furnace temperature directly.
0 Ojptical Pyrometers. - In one useful type, a small lamp
3ix"fc, viewed against the furnace as background, is made
r (t>y Increasing the current through it) until it ' matches'
uima.ce and disappears. An ammeter in the filament circuit

in degrees of temperature. In conjunction with an
screen, this pyrometer can be used to measure

3ra/fc-o.:res up to 3 000° C.
) J^fcx^gnetic Pyrometers. - The fact that carbon-steel becomes
astg-nctic (§ 84) at that temperature from which it should
.enctted, to obtain the finest grain and best hardening in the

M> °/c> nickel, 10 °/0 chromium. f98 °/0 nickel, 2 °/0 aluminium.
J 60 % copper, 40 % nickel.
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metal, has been utilised an follows: The nteel in heated in an
electric furnace, the heating winding of which alno magnetiHeH
the metal. When the metal reaches the correct hardening
temperature it becomes non-magnetic, and the collapse of its
magnetic field induces a current in an auxiliary winding con-
nected to a galvanometer or alarm-relay. With a few exceptions
this method is not applicable to tho hardening of alloy steel**.

123. Measurement of Speed of Revolution.-Three method**
of measuring speeds of revolution, which d(spend upon electrical
apparatus and are of great service in the operation and tenting
of electrical machinery, utilise respectively; (a) the variation in
E.M.F. of a magneto-generator ; (b) the variation in frequency
of a magneto-generator or a contact maker; (c) the utroboncopic
principle.

(a) Speed Measurement by Voltayc.-Tho E.JM.F. of a constant
field magneto-generator varies nearly in direct proportion to the
speed at which tine armature i« driven. The machine is therefore
direct-coupled or geared to the .shaft, etc., under investigation,
and the deflection of a voltmeter connected to the xnagxieto-
generator is read on a scale calibrated in revolutions per win.
By using a D.O. generator in conjunction with a centre-zero
moving-coil instrument (§ 101) the direction as well as the uptsed
of rotation can be signalled at a distant point. An A.O. generator
of the rotating-magnet typo needs no commutator or Blip ringB,
and the direction of rotation can still bo Bignalled by a pha#e~
rotation indicator (§ 150). The scale of the A.(J. indicating
instrument is, however, less uniform, and the power consumption
is greater than that of the D.O. hiHtrumont. Special typea of
speed indicators and signal repeaters are made for use in whlpM,
aircraft, and colliery winding.

(b) Speed Measurement by Frequcmj/.-Tlw frequency of
the E.M.F. developed by au A.U. magneto-generator vurien
directly with the speed of the machine. It may be measured
by a reed-type frequency meter (§ 112J which is calibrated to
show the K.F.M. of the driving shaft or machine. Alternatively,
a contact maker driven by the shaft, etc,, concerned may be
used to make and break a D.O. circuit which includes a reed-type
frequency meter suitably calibrated. Speed measurement by
frequency is exempt from error due to weakening of generator
magnetB.
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(c) Stroboscopes.-If a disc bearing any geometrical pattern
(except a concentric circle) be mounted on the shaft of a syn-
chronous motor and illuminated by an arc lamp connected to the
same supply as the motor, the disc will appear to be stationary
because, at the moments of maximum illumination from the arc,

the pattern on the disc is always in one of two definite positions
relative to the poles of the motor if the latter is a two-pole
machine. If the motor has more than two poles the pattern is
seen successively in a series of definite positions; the apparent
form of the pattern is changed but, as seen, the pattern is
stationary. If, however, the motor driving the disc be an in-
duction motor the pattern seen will revolve! slowly backwards
(i.e. in the direction opposite to that of the motor revolution),
the apparent speed of the pattern being the difference between
the synchronous speed of the motor and the actual r.p.m. of
the rotor. This difference is the ' slip' of the machine (Chapter
28). The principle involved in both the cases mentioned is that
of determining an unknown speed by matching or comparing it
visually with a known speed or frequency; the identity of or
difference between two speeds can thus be determined with great
accuracy over a wide range of values.

Instead of using the fluctuating light of an A.C. arc as the
basis of observation, an electrically-operated tuning fork carrying
a shutter may be used to open and cover a narrow slit through
which is viewed a disc marked with a concentric series of toothed

circles. If there be n glimpses through the slit per sec., and
if there be N teeth in the ring which appears stationary, it is
clear that the disc makes (1 / JV) of a revolution in (1 / n) sec.,
'i.e. the speed of rotation is n] N revs, per sec.*

Special stroboscopic discs are supplied which assume different
geometrical patterns at known speeds, so that from the appearance
of the disc and the apparent direction and speed of its rotation
it is possible to determine the actual speed over a wide range,
with almost perfect accuracy and without taking any power from
the machine under test. The relation between speed and time
can be determined very accurately by pressing the key of a re-
cording chronograph when the stroboscope indicates known speeds.

* If there be a larger ring containing %N teeth this will also appear stationary,
hence the above calculation must be based on the smallest ring which appears
stationary.
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Another application of the stroboscopic principle is to the
apparent arresting or slowing down of high-speed motion or
cyclic events for examination at leisure. For instance, if an
A.C. arc be viewed through a narrow slot in a disc driven by
an induction motor connected to the same supply, the slip of the
motor will cause the arc to be seen at a later moment in each

succeeding cycle. If the motor has p pairs of poles and n °/0
slip, the disc will make (100-n) / np revs, before the same
point in the cycle of the arc is again seen. In other words, if
a 2-pole motor with 2 °/o slip be used, one cycle of the arc will
(apparently) be drawn out to occupy (100-2)/2 = 49 revs, of
the disc or about 1 sec. assuming 50-cycle supply. By re-
tentivity of vision (as in a kinematograph picture) the 49
glimpses of as many consecutive cycles will appear as one slow
cycle accurate, unless there are differences between successive
actual cycles or unless irregularities occur between the points
' glimpsed' (such irregularities may be detected by reducing the
slip of the motor, thus increasing the number of glimpses per
cycle).

The principle explained in the previous paragraph is employed
in the Elverson ' oscilloscope ' or ' slowing-down' lamp. A neon
lamp, mounted in a reflector which screens the observer from
direct rays, is switched in circuit by a contact maker driven from
the machine observed. If the flash is produced at the same
point in successive cycles of the machine's operation the machine
appears to be stationary. If, however, a creeper gear be used to
advance the phase of the flash by y^ rev. per revolution of the
machine, then glimpses from 100 actual revolutions appear as one
slow revolution. There is, in fact, an - optical gear ratio ' making*
the machine appear to run at T^ of its actual speed. By this
device the conditions at a particular point in the cycle of operation
or the events of a complete cycle can literally be seen under the
actual working conditions of the machine. Aero engines, gear
teeth, chains, dynamo brushes, and in fact the parts of any
machine, whether in rotation or translation, can be examined and
vibration can be located and analysed.

124. Relays.-The function of a relay is to control the open-
ing or closing of one or more circuits if and when predetermined
conditions arise, such as current overload, reverse power, etc.
In delicacy of construction and accuracy of operation relays are
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comparable with instruments, and they are generally made by in-
strument makers. A relay to control or be operated by a certain
electrical quantity generally works on the same principle as an
instrument designed to measure that quantity; indeed, the relay
is often identical with the measuring instrument except that the
indicating pointer and scale of the latter are replaced by a contact
arm moving between fixed contacts. The functions and applica-
tions of the more important types of relays are considered in
Chapter 15.
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PART II- GENERATION: PRIME MOVERS:
SALE OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

CHAPTER 4.

GENERATORS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES.

126. Sources of Electrical Energy.-Electricity being a form
of energy it cannot be ' generated' in the strict sense of the word,
but can only be obtained by conversion from some other form of
energy. It is desirable that this fact should be realised, but hav-
ing emphasised it, we may follow universal practice by speaking
of electric 'generators' and the 'generation' of electrical energy
without qualification. Probably every form of energy can, by
appropriate means, be converted into electricity, the losses inci-
dental to the conversion varying with the initial form of energy and
with the method of conversion employed. The principal sources
and methods known at present are discussed in the succeeding
paragraphs; they are:-

(i) Electro-chemical generators or primary cells.
(ii) Thermo-couples.

(iii) The piezo-etiect.
(iv) Electrostatic generators.
(v) Dynamo-electric or electromagnetic generators.

Of these well-defined types only the electro-chemical and dynamo-
electric generators are of any importance as sources of electricity
for lighting, power, and similar commercial purposes; and for all
but weak currents, or under special circumstances, dynamo-electric
generators are alone employed. Without dynamo-electric machines
electrical engineering, as we know it, would be non-existent, but
the other sources of electricity are of definite importance,

127. Electro-Chemical Generators: Primary Batteries.-
Although the terms are used somewhat indiscriminately, a
'battery' more properly consists of a number of single 'cells'
connected together-each cell consisting of two plates or elements

17O
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of dissimilar substances (one electro-positive to the other, vide
Table 10) in a bath of ' electrolyte ' which has a chemical affinity
for one or both of them. Between the two plates there will then
be a fixed difference of potential, and if they are connected to-
gether externally, a current will flow in the circuit in accordance
with Ohm's Law (§ 17 as modified in § 21). The electrical energy
generated is due to chemical change in the elements and is pro-
portional to it in amount.

Conversely, a current from an external source will cause chemical changes to
take place in a similar arrangement of plates and electrolyte, as in an electro-
plating bath and the like. On this latter principle elements are ohtained from
their compounds hy * electrolysis'; and accidental electrolysis, from leakage
currents, or currents using * earth' as a path, may also have a destructive ef ect
on water pipes or the lead sheathing of wires and cables.

The distinction between primary cells and secondary cells (Chapter 18) is as
follows: The component parts of a primary cell are assembled in the form in
which they are used, and then yield electrical energy as the equivalent of chemical
action which proceeds until the active elements are consumed; the cell is then
exhausted and must be more or less completely rebuilt with fresh materials. In
a secondary cell, on the other hand, the plates are ' formed' and brought to a
suitable state of dissimilarity by passing electricity through the cell, which is then
said to be ' charged' and is capable of yielding a current by reversal of the
chemical changes effected during the charging operation. When discharged, a
secondary cell can be recharged as before, and the cycle can be repeated until the
plates disintegrate or become deteriorated by permanent chemical action.

The practical applications of primary cells are restricted to
weak current services-such as bell ringing, portable flash lamps,
alarm and signal circuits, etc.-unless the convenience of electri-
city and the absence of any other source thereof justify the
abnormally high cost of producing it by chemical means. The
electro-positive element or 'anode' (generally zinc) is dissolved
away in the electrolyte in proportion to the ampere-hours generated
(§ 28), and the electro-negative element or 'kathode' (commonly
copper or carbon) generally remains unaltered. The two elements
constitute a galvanic ' couple.' The conventional direction of the
current is from the anode, through the electrolyte, to the kathode
and thence back to the anode through the external circuit; the
zinc or electro-positive element will therefore be the negative pole
of the cell and the electro-negative carbon or copper will be the
positive pole in a ZnC or ZnCucelL In an electrolytic cell (e.g.
a plating vat) the anode is similarly the plate through which the
current enters the electrolyte and the kathode is that by which
the current leaves the same.
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Table 10 represents the electro-chemical series of certain
metals, in which those occurring at the head o£ tlie list are said
to be electro-positive relatively to those lower down; the farther
apart in the list the metals chosen, the higher the E.M.F. pro-
duced.

TABLE 10.-Electro-chemical Series of Metals. "
1. Potassium. 7. Cadmium. 13. Copper.
2. Sodium. 8. Nickel. 14. Mercury.
3. Magnesium. 9. Cobalt. 15. Silver.
4. Manganese. 10. Lead. 16. Platinum.
5. Zinc. 11. Tin. 17. Gold.
6. Iron. 12. Bismuth. 18. Antimony.

The E.M.F. developed in a primary cell composed of any two of
these elements in a suitable electrolyte is proportional to the heat
of formation of the resulting compound.

Various types of primary cell are made according to whether
a considerable steady current is required or merely an occasional
momentary current, as for electric bells, and so forth. In a cell
of the original type devised by Volta, the electrodes are zinc and
copper, and the electrolyte is dilute sulphuric acid ; when such a
cell is in use it ' polarises' rapidly owing to hydrogen collecting
on the copper, thus increasing the internal resistance of the cell
besides establishing a back E.M.F. which reduces the E.M.F.
available at the terminals. In the Daniell cell the zinc anode is

in sulphuric acid contained by a porous pot, the latter being im-
mersed in an outer vessel containing the copper kathode and a
solution of copper sulphate; copper instead of hydrogen is liberated
at the kathode of this cell, polarisation is eliminated, and the
E.M.F. remains so nearly constant (at 1*1 V) that the cell can be
used as a standard cell (§ 128) for rough standardisation tests.
The bichromate or Fuller cell uses zinc and carbon electrodes with

sulphuric acid as active electrolyte and potassium bichromate as
depolariser: this cell has high E.M.F. (2-2 V) and low internal
resistance, and is therefore suitable where relatively heavy current
is required. The Leelanche cell uses zinc and carbon electrodes
in an electrolyte of sal-ammoniac, with manganese dioxide as
depolariser round the carbon ; when suitably constructed this cell
is capable of maintaining relatively heavy current for long
periods, but the ordinary porous-pot type polarises quickly; the
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"E.M.F. is about 1*45 V per cell. So-called 'dry' cells are of the
Leclanche type with only sufficient water added to render the
paste between the electrodes a reasonably good conductor; the
internal resistance is much higher than that of the wet-type cell,
and whereas the latter deteriorates very slowly on open circuit,*
a ' dry * cell becomes exhausted by ' local action' within a few
weeks or months of its being moistened, even though no current
be taken for an external circuit.

128. Standard Cells.-For the accurate determination of

electric pressures ' standard cells' are used, these being primary
batteries whose potential difference at any temperature is very
accurately known; practically no current is drawn from them,
the E.M.F. being merely balanced against a known proportion of
the E.M.F. to be determined (§ 95). The Clark standard cell
consists of zinc and mercury, in an electrolyte of mercurous and
zinc sulphate. Its E.M.F. is 1' 432 8 V at 15° C. decreasing by
0' 083 °/0 per 1° C. rise of temperature. The Weston normal
standard cell, which is now more generally used, employs cadmium
amalgam instead of zinc and cadmium sulphate instead of zinc
sulphate. The E.M.F. is 1- 018 3 V at 20° C. and the tempera-
ture coefficient is almost negligible, viz. 0* 004 °/o per 1° C.

It is important to note that a standard cell should be regarded
as a generator of known E.M.F. and not as a source of current.
It should be used only to calibrate potentiometers (§ 95), no
current flowing through the cell when balance is established.
During the process of balancing, the cell should be in circuit for
as short a time as possible because it is subject to appreciable
polarisation, and its E.M.F. (on open or balanced circuit) then
differs from standard until depolarisation has been effected; this
may take hours if much current has passed through the cell.

129. Thermo-couples.-If two wires of different metals be
joined at their ends and one junction be hotter than the other
there is produced a thermo-electric E.M.F. which sends a current
round the circuit so long as the temperature difference between
the two junctions is maintained. Many attempts have been made

* The zinc gradually becomes encased by crystals which should be scraped off,
the clean metal then being re-amalgamated with mercury. The porous pots in-
crease in resistance from a similar cause and the depolariser becomes exhausted ;
the pots may be * revived' to a considerable extent by soaking them for 24: hrs.
in weak hydrochloric acid (1 part commercial acid to 5 parts water).
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to utilise this property for the direct conversion of heat to elec-
trical energy, but the practical difficulties are great and apparently
insuperable. The E.M.F. is low, say 5 mV per 100° C. difference
in temperature between the junction as an average (§ 122), hence
an enormous number of couples are required in series to produce
even 100 V; similarly, an immense number of such groups must
be coupled in parallel to give any commercially useful current.
The cost of assembling and maintaining the couples is high and,
finally, the overall efficiency is low because, although the losses of
the steam engine or turbine are avoided (§ 166), the absorption of
heat by the hot junctions is of indifferent efficiency and the heat
conducted along the couples must be lost by radiation or removed
by artificial cooling of the cold junctions. Though there seem to
be no prospects for thermo-couples as generators of electricity
for commercial purposes, they are most valuable in pyrometry
(§ 122). Thermo-electric E.M.F. is also important as a possible
source of error in measuring instruments and circuits (§ 107).

130. Piezo-Electric Effect.-The application of mechanical
pressure to crystals of certain substances-among them tour-
maline, quartz, and fluorspar-on diametrically opposite faces
parallel to the major axis of the crystal, sets up a P.D. between
the faces perpendicular to those on which the mechanical pressure
is applied. This phenomenon offers a means of obtaining small
known charges of electricity for purposes of research on radio-
activity, atomic structure, etc. It has been suggested* that the
converse phenomenon, viz. mechanical distortion of the crystal
by the application of a P.D. to its faces, is partially responsible
for the gradual deterioration of high-tension porcelain insulators
in service. The piezo-electric effect is of no present importance
as a means of obtaining a continuous flow of electricity. It has
been utilised in the measurement of high pressures f (in guns,
etc.) up to 50 000 Ibs. / sq. in. Applications of the piezo-electric
effect to microphones and gramophone reproducers are described
in 'Commercial Piezo-Eiectricity/ E. W. C. Russell and A. F. E.
Cotton. El. Rev., vol. 92, p. 284.

131. Electrostatic Generators.-It is well known that when
two dissimilar substances are rubbed together they become elec-
trified ; for instance, the vulcanite cap of a fountain pen, after

* W. D. A. Peaslee, Jbw. Amer. I.K.E., Vol. 39, p. 4$1%
t Bureau of $ta:q.<:j.ards, Scientific Paper No. 445,
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being rubbed on dry cloth, will pick up fragments of paper by
electrostatic attraction. This phenomenon is applied to the pro-
duction of very weak current at high voltage in the frictional

. machine which consists of a disc or cylinder of glass rotated be-
tween rubbing pads of soft leather; the charge produced on the
glass is drawn off by metal combs. Greater quantities of elec-
tricity can be produced with greater ease and certainty by
influence machines, of which the Wimshurst pattern is the
best known, though not the most efficient. The principle
employed in influence machines is that of rotating two carrier
plates about a spindle placed between two fixed plates. The
fixed plates are given small initial charges of opposite polarity
(by friction). With the carrier plates temporarily connected
electrically to each other and placed adjacent to the fixed plates,
the positive fixed plate induces a negative charge on the carrier
near it, and the negative fixed plate induces a positive charge on
its carrier. The positive charge repelled from the first carrier
is neutralised by the negative charge repelled from the second
carrier. The connection between the carriers is now broken,
leaving isolated positive and negative charges upon them, and
the spindle is turned through half a revolution thus bringing the
carriers to the similarly charged fixed plates to which they add
their charge. By multiplying the number of fixed and moving
plates and perfecting the mechanical details influence machines
have been constructed which need 1 h.p. or more to drive them
and which yield an output of several milliamperes at a pressure
in the neighbourhood of 500 000 V (sufficient to break down a
12-14 in. air gap). Modern influence machines find applica-
tions in electro-therapeutics, X-ray production, electro-culture
(Chapter 33), testing materials, electrostatic separation and pre-
cipitation (Chapter 38), etc. In his book on the subject (§ 152),
V. E. Johnson estimates that the efficiency of the best influence
machines is about 45 °/, and states that there is no theoretical* °

reason why the efficiency should not be as high as that of dynamo-
electric generators. The same author describes a i h.p. electro-
static motor of his own design and construction. Though it is
improbable that electrostatic generators and motors can ever
compete with high-power electromagnetic machines, their de-
velopment should not be overlooked.

132. Dynamo-Electric or Electromagnetic Generators.-
VOL. i. 177 12
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The dynamo-electric generator-usually termod a 'dynamo* or
'generator'-is a machine for converting" mechanical power into
electrical power, through the medium of electromagnetic induc-
tion (§ 35); to be effective, it must be driven by mechanical
power, viz. steam, gas, oil, water, or other; this is converted by
electromagnetic induction into electrical energy. The broad
principle on which the working of genera torn in based will be
seen from Figs. 28 and 29 from the late Professor Thornpaon'H
Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism.

These figures are identical except as regards the arrangements
for collecting the current. In both a coil of conducting wire,
which may have any number of convolutions, in HO placed that it
can be rotated between the north and south polos (N, S) of a per-
manent steel magnet; in so doing the coil cuts across the linen of
magnetic force, which run from pole to pole, and an E.M.F. is
consequently induced in the coil The latter (the armature or

/-«=?
"«-

FIG. 28.-Diagrammatic representation FIG. 29.~~IHagrammafcie rnimfstti
of electric generator, with current of oloctrio gonar&tor, with currant
collection from slip rings. collection from commutator-.

rotor) in the figure is supposed to be spun around the longitudinal
dotted axis, the upper portion coming towards the observer. The
arrows then show the direction of the induced current in the

wire, assuming that there is a closed electrical circuit, between
the ends of the external wires, in which the currant can flow. If
there is no such circuit an E.M.F. is nevertheless Induced, tending
to cause a current to flow in the same direction ; but m the re-
sistance is infinite the current is nil. When the coil is at right
angles to the position depicted, it is neutrally placed with
to the poles of the magnet, and for the moment no ELM.F. m in-
duced and no current flows; thereafter the part of the coil that
was under the influence of the north pole comes under that of
the south pole, and vice versa, so the direction of the EJ1P. (and
of the consequent current in the coil, if any) reverses. This
reversal happens twice in each revolution, so that an * alternating*
current (§ 11) is invariably generated in the coils*

* This statement does not apply to homopol&r generator (1187)*
178
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Herein lies the distinction between Fign. 28 and 29. In this
former the two ends of the coil of wire aro connected to two in-
dependent metal contact rings, each, with a collector or * brunh *

rubbing against it, HO that the alternating curnmt IB led away an
it in generated to the external circuit. These two ringH will
alternately be + and - at each half revolution of the coil. In
Fig. 29, however, there is a winkle contact ring, or commutator*
split horissontally, and revolving with the coil, with fixed brushes
rubbing on it above and below; at the moment the wave of
current in the coil ha,s died down to zero, an explained above, the
brushes erons the #ap in the ring and conHoquently reverae their
connections* tcr the ends of the coil. The conneetionn of tho

armature coil to the external circuit are revel-wed .simultancoUHly
with the reversal of current flow in the armature winding, HO
that the alternating current in the coil i,s commuted into a uni-
directional or rectified current (§ 1*1) in tho external circuit.
The top brush will then bo always positive and the lower brunh
negative. It must bo remembered that rdatiiw motion of tho
magnet system or 'field' and the coil system or ' armature ' in
essential; consequently, if tho coil is stationary ami the magnet
is revolved around it in th<? opposite direction, precuHely tho mime
results will follow ; both methods uro in fact used.* .In actual

generators used for power purposes the permanent magnet is
replaced by an electromagnet or a number of electromagnets
(§ 32), while a series of armature coils replace the single coil ; mid
the two-part commutator (in a dynamo) in replaced by one with
many segment**, corresponding with tho numtmr of coils, .Each
coil then in turn generates ite own wave*, which in rectified by the
corresponding segments of tho commutator, arid this result In that
all the separate waves of current overlap, and the HUccoKKiou of
waves of rectified alternating current become* a continuous
current, as explained in §| 13, 14,

The term "dynamo* fc generally reHcsrvwl for direct or c*m-
tinuous current generatorx (Big, 29), inachmos which duliviir

* Though tho dirootion of a iimgttetb field and tho direotimi of lli>w *if &
ourrenfc in a oouduotorara mafctiw of oottvcmtion {§§ 312, 1*27) fcliurij in » cliifinllii
relation between the coiivaiitiott&l dlrtctioni of field and otirrtmt IWK! thftt of tho
relative xnotioa between the field wad the outran t»oftjrrying conduator.
Flemiag'i rule or maeiaoalo for the detortoia&tbtt a! the third of thoite
when any fcwo aro known ia in | 86.
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alternating current to the external circuit (Fig. 28) being termed
"alternators.7

Reversibility of Generators; Motors.-In theory, and for the most part in
practice also, an electric generator is reversible, and can be used also as a motor.*
In the two diagrams of a simple dynamo and alternator above, if continuous or
alternating current (as the case may be) is supplied to the brushes from an ex-
ternal source the coils will revolve. The current creates a magnetic field around
the coil (§ 32), which is under the influence of the steel magnet, and the tendency
of the coil is then to set itself at right angles to the poles of the steel magnet.
But the reversal of the direction of the current by the commutator in the one
case and by the natural alternation in the other case, occurs just at the right
moment to cause the coil to make another half turn ; and so on indefinitely. By
increasing the number of coils this primitive machine is converted into a practical
motor. While the coil is thus revolving in a magnetic field, an E.M.F. is gener-
ated in it by induction, opposing the applied or impressed E.M.F. of the circuit
as mentioned in § 35; this is called the back- or counter-E.M.F. (Chapter 28).

133. Component Parts of Generators.-From the preceding
paragraph it will be seen that, according to the method of current
collection, the same machine can theoretically be used as either a
continuous-current generator or an alternating-current generator,
and this is actually done in the case of the rotary converter
(Chap. 17). As a rule, however, the general arrangement of D.C.
and A.C. generators is different for reasons stated below. In a
dynamo the magnets are fixed and the drum of rotating coils
(wound on a laminated iron core), in which current is induced, is
called the 'armature/ The wave of current is rectified by the
'commutator,' which is a cylindrical body, mounted on the shaft
of the armature and revolving with it, consisting of a large
number of radial conducting bars insulated from one another, but
electrically connected to the coils of the armature winding. The
* brushes ' make contact with the commutator, as shown in Fig.
29 (§ 132), collecting and conveying the current to (or, in the
case of motors, from) the external circuit, f

* Sometimes, as in balancing motor-generator sets, the two functions are in-
tentionally combined in a single machine, which is working at one moment as a
motor and the next as a generator (Chapter 20).

t Carbon brushes are now employed almost universally because they facilitate
sparkless commutation. In practice there are many coils on the armature and a
corresponding number of bars in the commutator. The width of the brush is
limited (for reasons of commutation) to that of two or three commutator bars and,
as the current-carrying capacity of carbon is low (§ 66), it is generally necessary
to use two or more brushes on each spindle, i.e. on each line of current collection
from the commutator. To prevent the brushes from wearing grooves in the
commutator they are staggered so that their tracks overlap. If there are more





Holey & Co., Ltd.
1 100 I.H.P. ENGINE DIRECT-COUPLED TO A B.C. GENERATOR.

In the 'uniflow' engine the whole range of expansion of the steam from
boiler pressure to condenser pressure is effected in a single cylinder. The steam
flows from the inlet valves at each end of the cylinder to tho exhaust ports at the
centre and never in the reverse direction, hence the live steam does not come in
contact with surfaces cooled hy the exhaust. This greatly reduces condensation.
losses and it is claimed that the ' uniflow' engine is as economical as a triple-
expansion engine.

Mather cD Watt, Ltd.
D.C. GENERATOR DRIVEN THROUGH GEARING PROM A STEAM TURBINE.

Geared turbines are now used extensively to drive A.C. or D.O. generators of
from 500 to 2 500 kW capacity. The main advantage in A.G. installations is that
the turbine can be run at much higher speed, and can therefore be designed more
efficiently, than if direct coupling were employed. For D.C. work there is the
additional advantage that the generator can be designed on ordinary lines, avoiding
the mechanical and commutation difficulties associated with high speeds. The
illustration shows a generator rated at 500 kW, 125 V, 4 000 A, and particular
attention is called to the large commutator and separate yoke for the brush gear
needed to deal with this heavy current.

[To face p. 181.
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The system of electromagnets In a generator, with their
energising coils, creates the magnetic 'field/ and the coils are
called the field 'winding' or 'field magnets/ The exciting or
field current may be obtained from the armature of the generator
itself in the case of a D.C. machine (§ 138) or a separate 'exciter '
dynamo may be used (§ 140); in the former case the machine is
'self-excited/ in the latter 'separately excited.' Alternators are
necessarily separately excited. The use of mterpoles is discussed
in § 139.

In an alternating current machine the fixed part is called the
' stator/ and the moving part the ' rotor'; either may consist of
the field system or of the coils in which the current is induced,
but it is generally more convenient to place the alternating current
windings on the stator, continuous current being then led to the
field coils on the rotor through slip rings.

A ' slip ring' or c collector ringJ is a plain conducting ring,
revolving with the shaft, for effecting (by means of a brush) a
sliding connection between a fixed conductor and a revolving con-
ductor (Fig. 28). Slip rings are used for conveying continuous
current to a revolving magnet or for conveying alternating current
to or from a revolving armature. In a D.C. or A.C. motor the
component parts correspond to those in a generator; motors are
further considered in Chapter 28.

Unlike motors, generators are usually placed in dry, clean
surroundings and have all the advantages of skilled supervision;
it is therefore generally unnecessary to enclose them in the sense
that motors are enclosed as protection against dust, moisture, etc.
(Chapter 28). Where very large generators are concerned, how-
ever, the amount of heat to be dissipated from the windings is so
great that the natural ventilation from an open type of con-
struction is inadequate, and it becomes necessary to enclose the
machine so that a forced current of air may be driven through it
(§ 14)6>

134. Types of Generators and Supply Characteristics.-
Classified according to the form in which electrical energy is
delivered to the external circuit there are two main classes of

generators, viz. continuous-current generators and alternating-

than two brush spindles alternate pairs of spindles and not alternate spindles
should be staggered. Each positive brush then runs on the same track as a
negative brush and uneven wear due to polarity effects is eliminated.
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current generators, but each of these classes may be subdivided,
according to the electrical characteristics of the types of generators
available in each group. The homopolar or acyclic D.C. generator
(§ 137) is characterised by the fact that it has no commutator;
and series-wound, shunt-wound, and compound-wound D.C.
generators (§ 138) have quite different voltage-load curves owing
to the different methods by which they are excited. Alternators
may be single-, 2-, or 3-phase machines ; the distinction between
the three types is explained in §§ 11, 15, 10.

The relative merits of continuous current, single-phase current,
and 3-phase current in relation to the transmiasion and distribu-
tion of electricity are considered in Chapters 14 and 20. (Sec also
Chapters 28 and 32.) For heating and cooking D.C. and A.C,
are equally suitable (§ 29), except that A.C. supply offers the
possibility of easy transformation to low pressures where re-
quired. For lighting by filament lamps A.C. of 50 cycles per see.
or higher frequency is for all practical ptirpones quite as writable
as D.C. supply. For power applications D.C. motors have the
advantage of excellent starting and speed-control characteristics
(Chapters 28, 29), and where these characteristics are particularly
required it is essential to use continuous current. The total load
on modern stations is, however, so great that it is economically
essential to use high pressure in all but local feeders and con-
sumers' circuits; the supply up to the consumers' premises m at
not less than 3 000 V where large industrial loads are concerned.
This consideration, and the fact that the pressure of A.C. supply
can be changed by static transformers, whereas D.C. requires the
use of rotating machinery for pressure changing (Chapter 17),
has made A.C. generation and transmission standard in all new
installations. Of the three main types of A.C. supply-single,
2-, and 3-phase-2-phase current offers no advantages and Is not
likely to be employed in any new generating plant. Three-phase
current is immeasurably superior to single-phase current for
general power applications, and where a simple 2-wire supply is
required (as for domestic lighting, small motors, etc), it can be
taken from 3-phase mains provided that the total single-phase
load is distributed reasonably uniformly between the three-phases
of the main supply. In small stations the simplicity of single-
phase circuits, switchboards, and instruments is a consideration,
but, in this country, the majority of such stations will ultimately
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become distributing centres taking supply in bulk from 3-phase
generating and transmitting systems (§ 186).

The standard station pressure (§ 23) for new installations in
this country are 242 V and 484 V for D.C. systems, and 457 V,
3 300 V, 6 600 V, 11 000 V, 33 000 V, 66 000 V, 110 000 V, and
132 000 Y for 3-phase systems. In the latter 11 000 V is the
highest pressure (between phases) for which generators are
usually wound, and 6 600 V generators are usually the most
economical; higher ' station pressure ' is obtained by connecting
transformers between generator and line.

The standard frequency of A.C. supply in this country is
50 cycles per sec., with 25 cycles per sec. as a secondary standard
(§ 12); in America 60-cycle supply is used very extensively.
The effects and importance of frequency are discussed in the next
paragraph.

135. Effects of Frequency in A.C. Circuits.-No frequency
of supply can be said to be preferable to all other frequencien;
higher frequency is more favourable to some parts of a complete
system and less favourable to others, hence the frequency adopted
must be in the nature of a compromise. In any A.C. circuit the
frequency of supply has as much effect as the voltage on the
characteristics of the circuit, but whereas the voltage can be
changed easily and efHciently by use of static transformers, it is
rarely practicable to change the frequency. The principal effects
of changes in frequency are its effect on: (I) the impedance of
an A.C. circuit (§§ 44, 46); (2) the E.M.F. induced by an alter-
nating flux: (3) the synchronous speed of generators^ motors, etc.

1. Frequency and Impedance.-The inductive reactance of a
circuit is XL = 27T/Z/ ohms (§ 44), and thus increases directly
with the frequency. The pressure drop due to the inductance of a
given transmission line, choking coil, or other inductive apparatus,
therefore, increases in proportion to the frequency. The capacity
reactance on the other hand, is Xc = 1 / 27r/(7 (§ 46) and, therefore,
decreases with increasing frequency. The capacity of a circuit
is equivalent to a negative resistance as regards pressure regula-
tion, i.e. the voltage along the circuit is increased, and to an ex-
tent which increases with the frequency. When the capacity
reactance equals the inductive reactance, the condition of resonance
(§ 47) is established ; the frequency is of equal importance with
the inductance and capacity in determining the resonance. The
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charging current of a transmission line (or any other condenser)
increases as the frequency rises. For short distances and low
voltages the higher reactance drop in transmission lines at higher
supply frequencies is of appreciable importance, but in long dis-
tance, high-voltage lines the capacity effect is important, and the
net voltage regulation is quite satisfactory at 60 cycles / sec.
(the highest frequency used in long-distance lines).

The pressure drop due to skin effect (§ 38) increases with the
sectional area and magnetic permeability of conductors, and with
the frequency of supply (§ 309). It is an important factor in
steel conductor rails (Chapter 35); in these, the pressure drop
due to reactance and skin effect is roughly twice as great at
50 cycles as at 15 cycles / sec., and is 5 or 10 times as great at
50 cycles / sec. as with direct current, according to the current
density employed. The eddy current loss in stator conductors
increases with frequency, and has to be taken into consideration
in the design of large generators.

2. Frequency and Induced E.M.F.-The general formula for
the E.M.F. induced in a coil of T turns by an alternating magnetic
flux of maximum value <£, and of frequency /, is : E = &/<£T,
where k is a numerical factor. Two cases arise: (i) that of a
particular winding (i.e. T constant) used on or subjected to
different frequencies; (ii) that of a winding in which the number
of turns is varied so that the maximum flux <£ is the same at two
different frequencies/i,/2. It is assumed that, in both cases, the
applied or induced E.M.F. E is the same. These assumptions
involve the product f$ being constant in case (i), and the product
fT being constant in case (ii).

Case (i) is that of a winding designed for one frequency and
operated on another. The consequences are:-

(a) Beduced frequency / demands greater flux, <p, for the same E.M.F., E.
This involves increased magnetising current and lower power factor.

(b) The hysteresis loss (§ 34) increases with 4>1>5, but this increase is partly
compensated by the lower frequency with which the cycle is completed.
The eddy current loss (§ 39) varies with/2 02, and is, therefore, constant
in the case considered.

(c) The higher magnetising current required to produce the greater flux in-
volves higher copper loss and, therefore, reduced efficiency.

Case (ii) is that of a constant-flux winding, the number of
turns in the latter being varied to suit the changed frequency.
In this case, T is increased as / decreases, 6 remaining constant
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but at the lower frequency a higher flux density is permissible
for the same hysteresis and eddy current losses, hence the iron
circuit may be lighter (§ 41). At 40 or 50 cycles / sec., or higher
frequencies, the iron losses often determine the permissible flux
density, whereas at 25 cycles and lower frequencies the limit to
flux density is that of magnetic saturation (§ 43).

3. Frequency and Synchronous Speed.-The relation between
the 'synchronous speed' n r.p.m.; the number p of pairs of
magnetic poles in a generator, motor, etc.; and the supply fre-
quency / cycles / sea, is n = 60//_p. This formula gives the
actual speed of any synchronous machine (e.g. alternator, syn-
chronous motor, rotary converter), but the actual speed of an
induction motor is less than the synchronous speed by the amount
of the slip which varies with the design of the machine and in-
creases with the load.

The synchronous speeds of machines with from 2 to 12 poles,
when operating on supply frequencies of 15, 25, 50, and 60
cycles / sec. are shown in Table 11. These figures show clearly :

TABLE 11.-Synchronous Speed at Various Frequencies.

Synchronous Speed, Revs, per Min., with Supply
Number of Frequency.
Field Poles.

15 Cycles. 25 Cycles. 50 Cycles. 60 Cycles.

2 900 1500 3000 3600
4 450 750 1500 1800
6 300 500 1000 1 200
8 225 375 750 900

10 180 300 600 720
12 150 250 500 600

(i) The fewer number of poles required at lower frequency for
given speed (r.p.m.), and hence the advantage of low-frequency
supply where motors of very low speed are required. Except in
very heavy driving (e.g.' steel mills) it is cheaper to use high-
speed motors with gear reduction; 50-cycle supply is then as
convenient as 25-cycle supply. (ii) The greater number of
available synchronous speeds where higher frequency is employed,
e.g. only one intermediate speed between 500 and 1 500 r.p.m.
with 25-cycle supply, compared with three speeds when 50-cycle
supply is used. This is an important consideration,
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4. Influence of Frequency in Specific Applications.-The
general effects of high and low frequencies, within the range of
values used in commercial supply, maybe summarised as follows:-

GENERATORS.--The maximum speed for a 15-cycle generator is 900 r.p.m.
(Table 11) which is low for driving by steam turbine. At 25-cycles a 2-pole
machine must be used for 1 500 r.p.m., whereas a lighter 4-pole machine could
be used for 50-cycles and the same speed. The iron losses are lower at lower
frequency. The electrical phase angle corresponding to a given mechanical dis-
placement of the rotor is smaller in low-frequency than in high-frequency gener-
ators for the same speed; this means that engine-driven generators can be operated
in parallel more easily and stably at low than at high frequencies; the distinction
does not arise where turbines are used because these have no cyclic irregularity
of speed. Large turbo-alternators (say 15 000 kw.) are about 10 °/0 dearer for
25 cycles than for 50 cycles.

TRANSFORMERS.-The efficiency of a particular transformer is higher at higher
frequency for the same E.M.F. (see (2) Case (i) above). On the other hand, in the
case of transformers designed for the frequency on which they are operated, the
losses are lower at lower frequency; if the maximum flux density is limited by
the permissible iron losses the low-frequency transformer is at an advantage, but if
special low-loss steel be used the permissible flux density is determined by satura-
tion, and the less weight of steel required in a 50-cycle transformer compared with
a 25-cycle transformer more than compensates for the higher losses in the former.
Modern 50-cycle transformers are generally 25 to 80 °/0 lighter and about 25 °/0
cheaper than 25-cycle transformers for the same output.

TRANSMISSION LINES.-As explained in section (1) above, lower frequency
results in lower voltage drop unless the electrostatic capacity of the line is con-
siderable in which case the inductive drop may be reduced, balanced or even over-
balanced (§ 318).

MOTORS.-At given speed a synchronous motor is pulled out of step or caused
to * hunt' more easily if the frequency be higher because the number of poles is
then greater (Table 11) and the electrical displacement corresponding to given
mechanical displacement is greater.

A given induction motor will generally operate satisfactorily with + 10 °/0
variation from the frequency for which it was designed. For given synchronous
speed, the number of poles required decreases as the frequency is lowered (Table
11), and the fewer the poles, the higher the power factor (Chapter 28) and the
higher the overload capacity. On the other hand, the low-frequency motor is
generally larger and more expensive. For equal power factor a low-speed 25-
cycle machine is smaller and cheaper than a 50-cycle motor, but as the condenser
capacity required to compensate for the wattless component is relatively less at
higher frequencies (§ 160 a), the 50-cycle machine can compete if it is designed
for low P.F. and used in conjunction with a phase advancer; this is practicable
only in the case of large motors.

The series-wound single-phase commutator motor is the principal machine
benefiting by a supply frequency lower than 25 cycles. The inductance drop in
the field and armature windings decreases as the frequency is lowered, and the
power factor and efficiency are therefore improved. At the same time, the E.M.F.
induced in the coils short-circuited by the brushes is reduced, and commutation
is better at lower frequency. Where these motors are used for traction a fre-
quency of 15-cycles / sec. is sometimes employed, but below 25-cyoles there is a
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of slipping at the driving wheels due to variations in the torque which is
Necessarily zero every half-cycle in a single-phase motor. For the same service
3.5-cycle motors of this type are lighter than 25-cycle motors and, since greater
output can be obtained from a 15-cycle motor of given size, it is often possible to
"Use fewer motors on the train. This more than compensates for the lighter 25-

transformers.

LIGHTING-. - Arc lamps operate more steadily and efficiently on 50-cycle than
25-cycle supply, but filament lamps operate equally well on all frequencies

25-cycles / sec. At lower frequencies flicker becomes evident particularly if
the mass of the filament be small.

BOTAEY CONVEBTEBS. - For many years the performance of rotary converters
'Was much better at 25 than at 50-cycles / sec., but by improvements in design and
construction - notably the use of higher peripheral speeds and the use of com-
itmtating poles - rotary converters for 50 or 60 cycles / sec. have been made
practically equal in cost and efficiency to those for 25-cycle supply. Where high
"Voltage B.C. is to be used for traction service, low-frequency A.C. primary supply
offers some advantage in that single-commutator rotary converters can be built
for 3 500 V B.C. when the A.C. supply is at 15 cycles, 2 OCO V when the supply is
at 25-cycles, and only 1 000 V when the supply is at 50-cycles.

FEEQUBNCY CHANGERS. - These machines may be used to raise or lower the
supply frequency to suit the special requirements of a particular load, but generally
they are used as a link between interconnected distribution systems of different
supply frequencies. The ratio of the number of poles on the two sides of the
machine must equal the ratio of the two frequencies ; the 2 : 1 ratio between 50-
and 25-cycle systems makes possible a much cheaper frequency changer than the
24: : 10 pole combination required between 60- and 25-cycle systems.

(5) Standardisation of Frequency. - For twenty-five years or
longer the balance of favour has oscillated between 25-cycles on the
one hand and 50 or 60-cycles on the other. In the present state
of electrical practice there is no radical difference between the costs
and efficiencies of apparatus designed for 60- and 25-cycle supply
so far as general power and lighting services are concerned. The
technical distinctions between 60- and 50-cycle supplies are
practically negligible. There is no likelihood of a frequency
higher than 60-cycles / sec. being employed in any new supply
system. In America both 60- and 25-cycle supplies are used
very extensively, but the higher frequency is likely to predominate.
In this country the Electricity Commissioners have decided upon
a policy of eliminating all odd frequencies (of which there are at
present many), ultimately reducing the main frequencies in use to
50- (standard), 40- and 25-cycles / sec. Apart from the advantages
of unification in reducing the capital expenditure on turbo-
alternators, transformers, motors, etc., and the simplification and
economy in manufacture due to the employment of fewer types of
plant and apparatus, the adoption of a common frequency would
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remove engineering difficulties in the interchange of energy
between different undertakers and the ultimate linking-up of
districts. Financial considerations, however, make it impractic-
able to alter the frequency in existing installations by any pro-
cess of substitution. All that can be hoped for is ultimate
restriction to the frequencies (50, 40, and 25 cycles) now used in
the principal supply systems of the country.

136. British Standard Rating for Electrical Machinery.-
The International Electrotechnical Commission's Eules for Electri-

cal Machines (I.E.C. Publication 34) and the B.KS.A. Report No.
72 attempted to eliminate the somewhat contradictory term ' over-

load capacity' from the rating of motors, generators, and trans-
formers. In the third edition of this book, however, the opinion
was expressed (p. 254) that it would be long before the term
' overload5 was finally abandoned. Since then it has been found
commercially expedient to restore ' overload capacity' as part of
the standard rating of electrical machinery. This is done for in-
dustrial electric motors and generators with Class A insulation*
by B.E.S.A. Report No. 168, which replaces Report No. 72 in
so far as it applies. Other B.E.S.A. Eeports will doubtless
modify the standard rating of other machinery covered by Report
No. 72 in the same sense, and the I.E.C. (at the time of writing)
has under consideration the adoption of an additional international
rating for industrial machines, providing for a lower temperature
rise and associated with a capacity for a sustained overload.f
Thus, whilst there is a good prima facie case for basing the rating
of a machine (motor, generator, transformer, etc.) upon the out-
put which includes the 'sustained overload capacity,' it may be
assumed that the established industrial practice of distinguish-
ing between the ' rated' output and the ' overload capacity' of
machines will receive official recognition.

The B.E.S.A. reports should be studied in the original (the
cost of the publications being nominal) for full particulars as to the
British Standard Ratings, but the folio wing (unofficial) summary
of the rating clauses in Report No. 168 will serve for general
information:-

* Cotton, silk, paper, and similar materials when impregnated or immersed in
oil, also enamelled wire.

f After much discussion, agreement was reached at the Geneva (1922) meeting
of the I.E.C.; but the decisions arrived at, and reported in the technical Press, re-
quire confirmation at a plenary meeting.
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This specification applies to industrial motors and generators of I B.H.P., kW
or kVA and upwards per 1 000 r.p.m. wound for pressures not exceeding 7 000 Y;
and does not apply to turbo-type machines, rotary converters, and traction motors.
Overload requirements for single-phase motors are not yet included.

In no case may the maximum temperature of windings (with Class A insula-
tion) or of cores with which they are in contact exceed 90° C. The sustained over-
load specified below is permissible only if the temperature of the cooling air does
not exceed 30° C. (86° F.) ; if the cooling air exceeds 30° C. either the sustained over-
load must be reduced in magnitude or duration or the continuous load must be
reduced below the rated load.

The British standard continuous rating defines the load which can be carried
for an unlimited period without exceeding the limits of temperature rise given in
Table 12. The British standard short time rating defines the load which can be
carried for a specified time (either 1 hr. or J hr.) without exceeding the limits of
temperature rise specified in Table 12; the test being started with the machine
cold. In both cases the conditions of the test must be those of the rating and
of B.E.S.A. Specification No. 168 (q.v.).

A generator rated for two limits of voltage must have its rated current and
output determined at the higher voltage. A change-speed motor shall have a
definite rating for each speed, and a variable-speed motor for each of its limiting

TABLE 12.-Temperature Limits for Industrial Motors and
Generators (Class A Insulation).

Temperature Rise * (by Thermometer).

Part.
Machines (other than Machines with Short Time

Totally Enclosed) with Rating, and Totally En-
Continuous Rating. closed Machines.

Windings and cores with which
they are in contact 40 50

Commutators .... 45 55

Slip rings-open type . 45 55
,, � -enclosed type 55 55

Uninsulated parts, and cores not in Such that there is no risk of injuring
contact with insulated windings insulation on adjacent parts.

Motors and generators (other than single-phase motors) shall be capable of
sustaining without injury the overloads specified below t after having attained the
temperature rise corresponding to continuous operation at rated load. Bated
voltage and frequency must be maintained.

* In the case of machines to be used at altitudes of 3 300 ft. or more (up to
10 000 ft.) above sea level, the permissible temperature rise is reduced 1J °/0 for
each 1 000 ft. above sea level. Machines for service above 10 000 ft. are not

considered standard.

fine summary here given is arranged for easy comparison of the general
requirements; the specification should be consulted where actual tests are con-
cerned.
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hased on the fact that if a copper disc be rotated between the
poles of a horseshoe magnet (about an axis joining the poles, the
flux being perpendicular to the disc) a constant E.M.F. is induced
between the rim and the spindle of the disc. It ^was in this form
that Faraday discovered the dynamo. Similarly, if a hollow metal
cylinder be rotated in the annular air gap between an internal N
(or S) pole and an external S (or N) pole, a constant E.M.F. is
induced between the ends of the rotating cylinder. Replacing
the solid disc or cylinder by armature bars connected in series we
have the two types of homopolar dynamo, viz. the disc or radial
type, and the cylindrical or axial type. The armature conductors
always cut the magnetic flux in the same direction, and this is
the only type of D.C. generator in which direct current is actually
induced in the armature conductor (§ 132). It is therefore un-
necessary to use a commutator, and for this reason many attempts
have been made to develop the homopolar machine as a competitor
of the commutator-type I). C. generator. A. number of armature
conductors are connected in series and current is collected by
brushes bearing on slip rings.

Unfortunately it is not economical (if possible) to build homo-
polar machines of useful capacity for the voltages employed in
general D.C, distribution. Also, the electrical difficulties of design
are increased at turbine speeds, for which the elimination of the
commutator is, in itself, most desirable. A homopolar dynamo
rated at 2000 kW, 260 V", 7 700 A, 1 200 r.p.m. was built some
years ago * but serious difficulties were experienced in construction
and operation, and the experiment does not appear to have been
repeated. The homopolar dynamo is essentially a low voltage,
heavy-current machine, but even in electro-chemical work where
currents of many thousand amperes are sometimes required at a
pressure of a few volts, it is generally more satisfactory to employ
a motor generator driven from the ordinary supply mains.

138. Shunt, Series, and Compound-Wound D.C. Dynamos.
-The general design of the armature and field magnets remaining
the same, the electrical characteristics of D.C. dynamos are very
different according as the field coils are shunted across the arma-
ture (Fig. 30), connected in series with the armature (Fig. 31), or
connected partly in shunt and partly in series with the armature

* See Engineering, July 19,1912, p. 92,
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(Fig. 32). In these three cases the machine is said to be shunt,
series, or compound wound respectively.

There may be any even number of magnetic poles from two
upwards; but, whereas the applied pressure of the supply ensures
the energising of the magnet coils on a motor, a generator has to
excite its own magnets. It occasionally happens that the iron of
the magnet is free from any vestige of residual magnetism ; but
under ordinary circumstances it retains a sufficient amount of
magnetism to start the cycle of operations known as ' building up
the field.' The armature is being driven by its prime mover in
the weak field of the iron alone, and this residual magnetism is
sufficient to cause a small E.M.F. in the armature coils; this in
turn sends a small current through the magnetising coils and so
strengthens the field, and thus by imperceptible increments the
field is built up rapidly to full strength.

Shunt Dynamos.-Where batteries are used shunt-wound
generators are essential, as the other types would reverse their
direction of rotation if accidentally driven as motors; this would
happen if the generator voltage dropped below the battery voltage.
The voltage when cells are being charged must be much higher
than the pressure of supply to the lamps (Chapter 18) and the
necessary regulation is obtained by varying the strength of the
shunt current. Shunt-wound generators can also be used in any
case where constant pressure is required in the external circuit;
by varying the current in the field circuit, by means of a ' shunt

resistance' or' rheostat' placed in series with the magnet winding,
the voltage in the external circuit can either be maintained or
varied at will, so as to compensate for the loss of pressure in the
mains and give constant pressure at a distant point. If the
brushes of a shunt machine are put down, thus closing the
circuit of the magnetising coils, and the machine is then run
up to speed with the external circuit open, the field will be built
up to full strength; the pressure across the brushes will be at
its full value, and the shunt current will be volts -=- shunt

resistance, both of which are practically constant while the
speed remains so. Allowance can be made for such variations as
occur (Chapter 40, Dynamos). If the external circuit is now
closed the load can be increased from no load to full load. As the

amperes increase there is a drop of pressure in the armature, due
to its resistance, and the brush volts fall below the armature volts.
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Consequently the field is weakened. This is shown in the
' characteristic curve ' of a shunt machine (Fig. 30), which can be
constructed from the readings of volts, amperes, and speed taken
on test at various loads, after correction as explained in Chapter
40. The curve shown is called the ' external characteristic ;' if
the armature resistance is measured, and the value of the lost
volts in it (IB, in the diagram) is calculated from the amperes at

Shun.
Field

Amperes

FIG. 30.-Connections and characteristic curve of shunt dynamo.

different points, then the 'internal characteristic' of the machine
can be plotted by adding these lost volts to the previous curve at
each reading. The full curve represents the working range of the
machine, and the dotted part shows what would occur with
sufficient overload.

Series-wound Dynamos.-Series-wound generators are only
used where a constant current of so many amperes is required in

Series
Field

Amperes.

FIG. 31.-Connections and characteristic curve of series dynamo.

the external circuit, as in the case of series arc or incandescent
street lighting (Chapter 25); the pressure is then varied according
to the number of lamps in use. The external characteristic curve
oi a series dynamo is shown in Fig. 31. In these machines the
field circuit is only closed when the external circuit is closed so
that the load comes on; and the current in the field coils is not
constant, but varies directly with the load in amperes It will be
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noticed that beyond the bend of the curve the current is almost
constant, regardless of the pressure, and an arc lighting machine
utilises this part of the curve. To obtain the internal character-
istic in this case the drop in pressure IE due to the resistance of
the armature and the field coils in series must be calculated and
added at each reading.

Compound-wound Dynamos.-For installations not using
batteries the compound-wound generator is usually employed,
owing to its automatic regulation; and also for D.C. tramway
systems, except those supplied from converters. The shunt coils give
a constant excitation, but the additional ampere-turns of the series
coils vary according to the current in the external circuit, which
is flowing round them ; consequently, as the current rises and the
loss of pressure in the circuit increases, the additional strength of
the field magnets automatically raises the pressure of generation

Long Shunt Amperes,
FIG. 32.-Connections and characteristic curve of compound dynamo.

to a corresponding degree, so that the resulting pressure at the
far end of the line remains constant. An examination of the two

preceding figures makes this clear, the drop of pressure in the
former being compensated by the rise in pressure of the latter.
The resulting external characteristic of a compound dynamo is
shown in Fig. 32, and in a well-designed machine is almost a
straight line over the working range. The line may be either
level (level compounding) or rising (over-compounding), HO that
the drop of pressure in feeders as well as in the machine itself
may be compensated; in this case the ampere-turns on the
series coils are designed to raise the pressure in a higher ratio
than the current increases ; this is especially the case in electric
tramway stations,

139. Interpoles.-Owing to the reaction of the armature flux
on that of the field magnets there is always some distortion of the
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magnetic field in which the armature rotates, and hence in the
position of the ' neutral zone' (of zero field) in which commutation
can be effected sparklessly. This distortion is particularly
noticeable at heavy loads or when the main field is weakened
very considerably in the course of obtaining wide voltage regu-
lation or speed regulation over a wide range (Chapter 29), in the
case of a motor. In order to prevent sparking, the angle of
lead of the brushes may be altered by moving the latter forward,
in the direction of rotation in the case of a generator, and back-
wards in the case of a motor, as the load increases. To obviate

this adjustment, small commutating poles or ' interpoles' are
placed alternately with the main poles and excited by a few turns
of wire in series with the load. A suitable commutating field is
thus maintained automatically beneath the interpoles at all loads.
The polarity of each interpole must be the same as of that main
pole towards which the brush would otherwise have to be moved.
Clearly, the polarity of interpoles with regard to the main poles
is opposite in motors to what it is in generators, but by connect-
ing the interpole windings in series with the armature the correct
polarity is produced automatically for either motor or generator
action. In practice a shunt having inductance is connected across
the terminals of the interpole winding and adjusted for sparkless
commutation.

140. Generator Excitation.-Permanent magnets are used to
provide the magnetic flux in small magneto generators, such as
those used for ignition purposes in automobiles, etc., for some
electro-medical work, and for the measurement of speed of revolu-
tion (§ 123). All generators for lighting and power supply are,
however, ' excited ' by direct current passed through solenoids
wound round cores which constitute the magnetic poles of the
field system (§§ 40 et seq., 133). Direct-current generators are
generally ' self-excited' by part of the current produced in the
armature, the several methods of connecting the field circuit and
the resultant characteristics of the machine being as described in
§ 138. There is no reason, save that of convenience, why every
D.C. generator should not be ' separately excited' from a suitable
independent supply; this is only done, however, in the case of
certain types of boosters (§ 142) and in some methods of motor
control (Chapter 29) when it is desired to vary, over a wide
range, the E.M.F. developed by a generator running at constant
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speed. All D.C. generators for ordinary supply purposes are self-
excited.

Alternators deliver only alternating current, and the direct
current for their field circuits must be provided from an inde-
pendent source. Generally, a small shunt-wound D.C. generator
is mounted on an extension of the alternator shaft; this generator
r-commonly called thec exciter '-delivers current at from 100-
250 V to the alternator field circuit. The exciter is either self-
excited or separately excited. By varying the resistance in the field
circuit of the exciter, the voltage applied to the alternator field
circuit, and hence the A.C. voltage generated by the alternator,
can be controlled (§ 147). To allow for the possibility of break-
down in the exciter or its circuits, it is usual to arrange that the
alternator can be excited from an alternative source of direct

current, such as a steam-driven D.C. generator, a rotary converter,
a motor generator, or a battery of secondary cells. In water-
power plants it is not unusual to mount the exciter between a
turbine and an induction motor, so that it can be driven either
independently or from the bus bars of the supply. .In some
stations all the alternators are excited from a common set of bus

bars, instead of by individual exciters on each main machine; it
is then necessary to provide two independent sources of supply
for the D.C. bus bars, one source being held in reserve. In any
case provision must be made for separate adjustment of the field
strength of each alternator for voltage control.

The power required to excite an alternator rises rapidly as
the power factor of the A.C. system decreases (§ 155). Under
average conditions the kW capacity of the exciter is from
0*5 to 1*0 °/0 °f ^ne kW capacity of high-speed generators (from
10 000 to 1 000 kW respectively) and about twice as great in
the case of low-speed generators.

141. Balancers and Three-wire Generators.-In order to

combine the advantages of higher voltage for transmission and
for the supply of power loads with lower voltage for the supply of
incandescent lighting and other domestic circuits, direct-current
systems are generally operated on the ' three-wire system/ The
energy consumed is fed to the ' outer' conductors at, say, 440 V
or 500 V. All but the smallest motors are connected l across the

outers/ but lighting and small power devices are designed for
220 or 250 V (i.e. half the voltage between the outers'! and

1QA
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arranged in two groups of as nearly as possible equal current con-
sumption, these two groups being connected in series between the
outers. A.S the two groups are distributed in many premises it is
necessary to use a neutral conductor to act as a bus bar for the

series connection of the two groups and, as it is impossible to
maintain, exactly equal current consumption in each group, it is
necessary to provide some means of dealing with the out-of-
balance current, otherwise the voltage division between the two
groups would be unequal (c/. § 95, volt box).

The simplest method of supplying a 3-wire system is to use two
generators connected in series between the outers, the common
terminal of the two generators being connected to the neutral con-
ductor. This arrangement is used in many of the older stations.
The two generators may be driven by one engine, and if the load is
not balanced accurately between the two sides of the system one
generator is loaded more heavily
than the other. This system de-
mands constant attention in

changing feeders from one side
of the system to the other so as
to equalise the load, and in re-
gulating- the generator fields to
maintain equal voltage, notwith-
standing- some lack of balance in FIG. 33.-Motor-generator balancer for
the division of the load, A less 3-wire system.

costly equipment, and one which needs less attention in service, con-
sists of a single main generator designed for the voltage between the
outers, and a. motor-generator set the machines of which are coupled
mechanically and connected electrically in series across the outers,
with their common terminal connected to the neutral (Fig. 33).
The operation of such an installation is explained fully in Chapter
20. So long as the load is balanced between the two sides of the
3-wire system the two machines of the c balancer' set run as motors
in series across the outers. If, however, the load be unbalanced
the machine which is connected across the more heavily loaded
side runs as a generator (driven by the other machine) and supplies
the out-of-balance current. The action of the balancer machines

as motor or generator is determined by the division of voltage be-
tween the two sides of the system, and there are many possible
arrangements for the field circuits of the balancers. The balancers

1Q7
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shown in Fig. 33 are compound-wound (§ 138), the shunt field for
each machine being connected across the other half of the system
and the series coils assisting the shunt coils. If the load be heavier
on the side J3 of the system, the speed of the machine m rises
(due to the increased voltage across A and the reduced field
strength) and this machine drives g as a generator, the field of
the latter being simultaneously strengthened - Both current and
voltage balance are thus maintained within close limits.

An alternative method of balancing is to use two batteries of
storage cells (either alone or in conjunction with a booster, § 142)
instead of the machines m, g (Fig. 33).

Another method is illustrated by Fig. 34 in which A represents
the armature winding of a D.C. generator (supposed two-pole for
simplicity) connected to the outers of a 3-wire system. Diamet-
rically opposite points £,C on the armature winding are connected

FIG. 34.-Single-phase static balancer PIG. 35.-Auxiliary armature-winding
for 3-wire system. used for balancing 3-wire system.

to slip rings, the brushes on which are connected to a static
balancer 8. The latter is a choking coil (§ 45) of such impedance
that only a small alternating current flows through it from the
armature. The neutral wire of the system is connected to the
centre point of S and out-of-balance current flows equally in both
directions from this point to the armature, encountering only the
ohmic resistance of S, which is low. Better results are obtained
by connecting the neutral to the common terminal of three choking
coils connected in * star' (§ 143) to three equidistant points on the
armature winding. Similarly, if a rotary converter is used to
supply a 3-wire system, the neutral line is connected (either
directly or through a regulating booster) to the neutral point of
the low voltage side of the transformer feeding the converter.

Fig. 35 represents the use of a main armature winding A to
feed the outers of a 3-wire system, and an auxiliary winding con-
nected between three equidistant points B9C,D on the main

--"'"" M* V 198
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winding and a slip ring connected to the neutral. The auxiliary
winding is in the same slots as the main winding, but has only
half as many turns. Exact voltage balance is maintained; the
auxiliary winding deals with out-of-balance current and adds to
the output of the machine even when the load is balanced.

Instead of connecting the neutral directly to the centre point
of S (Kg. 34), tappings may be taken from points MN, at equal
distance from the centre, to a revolving commutator which rectifies
the tapped current and applies it to the more heavily loaded side
of the system.*

142. Boosters.-A direct-current booster consists simply of a
motor-generator designed and connected in one of many alterna-
tive ways according to the purpose which it is to serve. For
example, to compensate for pressure-drop in a feeder, the motor
of a boosting motor-generator set may be connected across the
mains whilst the generator armature, in series with the positive
conductor, carries the full current flowing in the latter, and adds
a few per cent, -to the E.M.F. operating in the feeder circuit,
without affecting the pressure in other circuits supplied from the
same bus bars. The amount of ' boost' may be regulated by hand
control of the generator field, or by such connection of the fields
that the motor speed or the generator field (or both) increase with
increasing load on the feeder.

An alternative method of regulating the voltage delivered by
a feeder consists in ' floating' a storage battery across the far end
of the feeder. The cells are charged through the cable during
light-load periods; but on heavy loads the supply volts at the end
of the cable tend to fall below the battery volts, hence the cells
discharge and limit the current taken through the cable. So long
as the charge or discharge of the cells is determined solely by the
voltage at the far end of the feeder, the voltage variation is bound
to be considerable; actually it is about 2'2-l*9 = 0*3 V total
variation, or 015 V up and down from normal, per cell in the
battery (e.g. ± 37*5 V variation in the case of a 250-cell, 500 V
battery). If, however, the charge or discharge of the cells be de-
termined by a booster, the voltage variations at the far end of the
feeder are much reduced. The booster armature is in series with

the battery and adds its E.M.F. to the feeder voltage, so that the

* * Regulating the Voltages of a 3-wire D.C. System Equalised by Static
Balancers,' E. D. Archibald. " Jour. I.E.&., Yol. 60, p. 303.
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battery is charged when the load on the feeder is light; when the
load increases, the booster E.M.F. is reversed, i.e. added to the
battery E.M.F., so that the cells discharge and relieve the feeder
of some of the total load. The requisite variations in the E.M.F.
of boosters used for battery regulation are generally provided by
differential excitation of the field system. Thus a slvunt winding
separately excited by the feeder voltage may tend to cause the
booster to charge the battery, whilst a series winding, carrying all
or part of the load current, may tend to make the booster dis-
charge the battery. In other systems an exciter (§ 140), on the
same shaft as the booster motor-generator, is regulated automatic-
ally to produce that direction and strength of excitation in the
booster which gives the desired boost.

Whereas a floating battery without booster can only be used
with shunt-wound generators, the drooping characteristic of which
(Fig. 30, § 138) permits the battery to discharge as the feeder
load increases, a battery with booster regulation can be used in
conjunction with a main generator which is compounded or over-
compounded to compensate for pressure drop in the feeder. The
field cores of booster dynamos are laminated in order that the
flux may be varied rapidly and without serious eddy current loss.

The use of boosters to augment the generator voltage when
charging batteries, and to supplement the battery voltage when the
cells approach discharge is explained in Chapter 18. * Negative '
boosters are used to reduce the pressure drop in the return feeders
of a tramway and thus prevent large return currents straying
from the rails (Chapter 35).

In A.C. circuits ' boosting' may be effected in exactly similar
manner, using static transformers instead of rotary machines.
The transformer primary is connected across, and the secondary
in series with, the circuit to be boosted; and variable-ratio tap-
pings provide for voltage regulation. If the auxiliary transformer
be used to oppose the main pressure it is called a (bucking' trans-
former. Where continuous gradation of boost or buck is needed,
an ' induction regulator' may be used. This consists of a static
transformer, the primary of which is wound on a stator and the
secondary on a ro.tor; there is a very small air gap between the
stator and rotor (no more than mechanical clearance), and the
windings are arranged so that the E.M.F. induced in the secondary
can be varied by changing the setting of the rotor, by hand or
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servo-motor. The regulator is static in action, the rotor being
moved through a fraction of a revolution to change the boost or
buck. The presence of the air gap makes the magnetic leakage
and exciting current of an induction regulator high compared
with those of an ordinary transformer.

The use of synchronous A.C. boosters in the pressure regula-
tion of rotary converters is mentioned in Chapter 17.

Whether boosting statically or by rotating machinery, the
booster must be capable of carrying the full load current so that
if the pressure is to be boosted (or bucked) by n °/0, the kVA
capacity of a booster dynamo or the secondary of a boosting
transformer must be n % that of the load supplied. On the other
hand, the capacity of the motor driving a booster dynamo, or of
the primary of a booster transformer, need only equal the maxi-
mum kVA of boost (plus an allowance for losses in the booster
set). This distinction is important in the case of a booster used
for battery regulation; the motor capacity may be considerably
less than that of the booster dynamo because the latter must be
capable of supplying the maximum voltage of boost and of carry-
ing the maximum current; these maxima do not occur simultane-
ously, and it is the maximum actual output which determines the
size of the driving motor.

143. Synchronous Alternators: Mesh and Star Connec-
tion.-The synchronous alternator is the type almost invariably
used for the production of alternating current (see, however, § 144),
and throughout this book the term ' alternator' is-in accordance
with usual practice-taken to mean a synchronous machine unless
otherwise specified. This machine (which is reversible and can
also be run as a synchronous motor) consists of a field-magnet
system, energised by a separate D.C. exciter dynamo, and a system
of coils in which A.C. is generated. As explained in § 132, there
is no essential difference between a D.C. dynamo and an alternator.
Single-phase A.C. is produced in the armature winding of a D.C.
dynamo, and if we use slip rings instead of a commutator we
make this single-phase current available in the external circuit.
By mounting three single coils of wire on the armature, the angles
between the coils being 120°, we obtain three distinct single-phase
currents differing 120° in phase (see Pig. 5, § 15). We might
collect these three currents separately by a pair of slip rings for
each phase, but it is usual to connect the three phases: (i) in

o.m
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series to form a' mesh' or ' delta' winding, from the apices of which
supply is taken (Fig. 36); or (ii) in 'star' or ' Y' connection, in
which case one end of each phase is connected to a common neutral
point, and supply is taken from the three remaining terminals
(Fig. 37). (See also Chapter 20.) In either case only three slip
rings are required. There is no essential difference between a
single-phase and a 3-phase alternator except for the provision
of the additional coils for the second and third phases.

With mesh connection (Fig. 36) the voltage E between lines
equals the phase voltage e of the generator, but each line is con-
nected to two separate phases and the line current I = ^/3 times
the phase current i. The power per phase = ei cos 6 (§ 55) = (EI
cos 6) I ^3; and the total power = 3 x power per phase =
\/WEI cos 0. With star connection (Fig. 37), the line current /
equals the phase current i, but the voltage between lines equals

FIG. 36.-Mesh or delta connection. FIG. 37.--Star or Y connection.

times the phase voltage; the total power = 3 ei cos 0 «
/ cos 0 = x/3" EI cos 0, as before. For given phase

voltage and current, the mesh connection requires line conductors
of larger cross-section, and the star connection requires more in-
sulation between lines. (See also § 314.)

The standard pressure and frequency of generation are dis-
cussed in § 134; and voltage regulation in § 147.

144. Asynchronous or Induction Alternators.-The asyn-
chronous or induction generator consists essentially of an A.C.
induction motor with a phase-wound rotor (Chapter 28), the latter
being driven mechanically at higher than the synchronous speed
(§ 135 (3)). There is no special ield winding and no B.C. excita-
tion in a generator of this type. The machine can only be used
in conjunction with synchronous generators (§ 143), the latter
magnetising the asynchronous generator and also * setting' the
frequency at which the induction machine operates. As long as
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the rotor of the induction machine is running below synchronous
speed the machine is simply an induction motor (whether or not it
is coupled to a prime mover); but directly the prime mover drives
the rotor above the synchronous speed corresponding to the fre-
quency of the synchronous generators and the number of poles in
the induction machine, the rotor absorbs power from the prime
mover, and current induced in the stator windings by the rotating
polyphase field of the rotor is delivered to the network, thus
supplementing the output of the synchronous generators. Under
all conditions, however, the synchronous generators supply the
magnetising current of the induction generator, hence the use of
the latter reduces the power factor of the system. Notwithstand-
ing this serious disadvantage, induction generators offer a con-
venient means of adding, to an existing A.C. system, power
derived from a windmill (§ 165) or small water turbine. An in-
duction generator does not require to be synchronised (§ 149) and
can therefore be started and switched into circuit by simple
automatic gear whenever there is wind or water power available
(§ 187). The main advantage, however, of the induction
generator in the utilisation of variable natural power, lies in the
fact that the rotor speed bears no definite relation to the frequency
of the current produced. The speed of an induction motor can
be varied over a considerable range by varying the resistance of
the rotor circuit (Chapters 28, 29); similarly, the rotor speed of
an induction generator can be adapted to the requirements of a
windmill or variable-head water turbine over a considerable range
of wind or water conditions by varying the resistance of the rotor
circuit. The frequency remains constant at the value set by the
synchronous generators on the system. For satisfactory opera-
tion o£ the whole, the kVA capacity of the induction generators
should not exceed one-eighth that of the synchronous generators.

145. Mechanical Features of Turbine-Driven Alternators.-
Small and medium-sized alternators may be driven by any con-
venient prime mover (Chapter 6), but the standard machine in all
large stations is now the 3-phase alternator driven by steam or
water turbine. The mechanical design of steam-driven turbo-
generators is influenced primarily and to a very marked degree by
the high speed at which the steam turbine must be run to secure
highest efficiency. It is possible to use geared turbines, and this
arrangement is sometimes applied to the driving of D.C. generators,

ons
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which can hardly be built to operate well at efficient turbine
speeds. A better solution, however, in to une ̂-phaso alternators
for all supply purposes in turbo-driven Htatioim, them producing
such D.C. as may be required by UHO of rotary converters or
mercury vapour rectifiers (Chapter 17). The wm-Nalitmt pole
type of alternator is practically standard construction for turbine
driving. It is compact, economical, and can bu built in any re-
quired size. The design and construction of turbc>-alternator«are
matters outside the scope of this book, but the following notes
give a useful indication of the difficulties encountered and the
general means by which they are overcome,

In early days the limitation of Jtpeod imposed by gen«rittor design checked the
development of the turbine, but during recent years both turbine and generator
have been so developed that Hpoeds of bho combined sotH have reached the limits
corresponding to 2-pole and 4-pole design. The output per machine has been
raised, many sefcH now yielding up to 6 250 kVa at H 000 r.p.m.; '20 000 kVa at
1 800 r.p.m.; and yet higher ratings at 1 500 r.p.m. (CK)f 60, and 26 cycles). By
way of example, consider a 20 000 kVa, IN 200 V, 8-phase, «0 «y«jlonf 4-pole turbo-
alternator. The design of Huch a machine represents ft compromise between
stringent mechanical and electrical requirements. The rotor (51 x75 ins.) weighs
about 27 tons and, at 1 800 r.p.m., attains a peripheral »|ifl<i4 of about *24 000 ft,
per rain.; it is cut into irregularly from the periphery, and <iarrioH inuoh metal
which is not self-supporting. The centrifugal force acting on a of 1 Ib. at
the periphery is about 1 ton. During running, considerable radial exists
right into the centre, and wore the central material removed by boring, material
near the bore would be stressed taxigtmtially to about 9 tori* per wf. In, at normal
speed. To eliminate the difficulty of securing the neoi»ftM&ry reliability in ?0ry
large forgingn, and to ensure that none but intentional mtora&l exist in
the rotor core, the latter may be built up from relatively thick rolled iteal plates,
machined on both sides and slightly rabbeted into one anothor. Huah
about 0*8d. to Id. per ib., and i» a good, deal cheaper than alternative material
of suitable strength. The plates are held together and to iliu fiitnged shaft afceaoh
end by chrome-nickel steel bolts, tightened to suoh an extent thai the rotor has
practically the nolidity of a mnglo |nec«,

This plate construction obviauMly facilitateK the probtotn of providing radial
ventilating slots which, in conjunction with an axial benoath the windings,
give a good distribution of air for ventilation. The prci««rw of the rotor coils on
their wedges (in this case) exceeds 200 tonn p -r ttlot when running afc SiO °/pover
speed. Special nhop equipment is needed to presw the windings into their slots,
and a three-part retaining wedge (constating of a central, inverted of bronze
and side strips of stool) has mechanical and magnetic advantages. The copper
in that part of the rotor windings external to the core may be supported by a
weldless chrome-nickel steel ring designed to cany its own (About 7| tons/ sq.
in. at normal speed), a*nd that of the eoppor beneath, without radial »upp0rt from
the rotor. Steel is used for the retaining ringn, in spite of the electric*! iwad
magnetic diflicuitieH it introduces, beoaune mechanical con*idemtioa* mast hare
take precedence. A comparatively thin sheet of drawn copper outside the ring
carries sufficient current to protect the magnetic material below torn stray &nx.
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Circumferential bracing of tho rotor winding outside the slots is provided by
built-up steel driving horns bolted to the shaft, and by blocking intermediate coils
from each other.

It is sound practice to build such a machine as this so that it will withstand
dead short; circuiting at its terminals when running excited and giving full voltage.
Naturally, thi» ability should not be made an, excuse to slacken precautions taken
to avoid short circuits. A certain amount of external reactance has itn use in some

oases in limiting current flow on short circuit; and poor inherent voltage regula-
tion and comparatively low ratio between full-pressure, no-load excitation and
full-current, short-circuit excitation are desirable. Enormous forces are exerted

upon the windings of the machine when short circuit oecurn ; the support given
to the projecting rotor winding to protect ifc against centrifugal force may ho
made to cover also Hhort-cireuit stresses ; the stater winding may be braced by
oasirbronsM herring-bone bars placed between, the two layers of the end connec-
tiona, the casting having fms projecting between tho two coils on each side of it,
so an to reproduce practically slot conditionn.

To koop down eddy-current IOSHOS in tho heavy stator conductors, the latter
may be composed of a series of insulated strip-ntrandB, tranBponed from slot to
glot, and connected together only afe tho beginning and ond of the coil to which
they belong. AB a precautionary measure, the ntator insulation should bo as nearly
fireproof as possible. VariouH improvements have been effected in the use of
mica in thin connection, and it in possible that nuch materials as funed silica may
yet coma into use for insulation purposes on large generators. So long as the
insulation held out there would bo no reason to bo alarmed at very high local
temperatures in such a machine. (A. B. Field, 3our. I.K.E., 54, pp. 66 *tf seg.,
abridged).

Su al»o * Problemn in High Speed Alternators and Their Solution,' J. ROHGH.
Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 81, p. 489.

Steam-driven turbo-alternators have been built for outputs
up to 60 000 kW (§ 173), but units of 20 000 to 40 000 kW are
generally considered to be more convenient and to give higher
overall efficiency in working. Failures of (steam) turbo-generators
and suggestions for improvement** are discussed in a paper by
J. Shepherd, Jour. I.EJB., Vol. 58, p. 125.

The normal Hpeed of water-wheel alternators is relatively low,
but the rotor diameter is correspondingly large, and it is necessary
that the rotor should safely withstand the * runaway' speed of
tho turbine (possibly twice the normal speed). The vertical shaft
generators In the Queenston hydro-electric station (Ontario) are
rated at 45 000 kVA (each), 8 phase, 12 000 V, 25 cycles,
187 r.p.m., and are coupled directly to 55 000 h.p. water tur-
bines. The height of the generator to the top of tho exciter is
35 ft.; the diameter of the generator casing is 24£ ft.; and the
main 6!) in. thrust bearing is designed for a load of 450 tons in-
cluding the weight of the rotor and the water thrust on the

O A ft
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turbine. (For further details see EL World, Vol. 77, p. «07, and
El Rev., Vol. 91, p. 105.)

146. Efficiency and Ventilation of Generators. - The
efficiency of very small generator^ up to 10 kW capacity, in
usually between 85 and 00%; th»* of Iar^B ̂"uratorH, from
1 000 to 10 000 kVA or higher, in usually between 1)4 arid *W0/»'
The value of the efficiency and the load at which it in a maximum
can be varied by the designer. Increasing the weight of copper
in the machine (relative to the weight of iron) incmiwiH the load
at which maximum efficiency is reached ; whereas incroaHing the
relative weight of iron causes maximum efficiency to hi? reached
at lower load. The best value for thn (ifiici«»ncy of a large
generator within the range 94 to 0(>"/,, 5« d^timnined hy thci cost
of the higher efficiency compared with the value of the incrawcd
output (§ 193).

Engine-driven generator** are generally of opmi construction
and, being relatively low-speed machincH, they an? of relatively
large dimensions. There is consequently no difficulty in dis-
sipating the losses without excessive temperature1; risu. In
turbine-driven generators, however, ventilation constitutes ji very
serious problem, owing to the increased power and docrwtjwd
(per kW) of individual machines. The total IOHWSH in a 10 000 kW
alternator may be, say, 5 °/ft on full load. Expressed as a per-
centage, the loss is very small, but in point of fact it represent**
about 500 kW expended an heat (nay 17 therms |>i»r hour) in a
close-built mass of metal and insulation, the overall volume of

which is about equal to that of a lurgo living-room. Natural
ventilation by ducts in the cores and openings in tin* fratmm IB
no longer sufficient. A network of air-pawsajjoH must foe pro-
vided, and thi-ough these huge quantities of nir* nnist be driven
either by a blower forming an integral part of the machine or
by a central blower delivering1 air through ducts to a numhnr of
machines. The latter arrangement is obviously the mom efficient,
and it permits air to be drawn conveniently from notno point
outside the power house and thoroughly cleaned fin fore adrnittBion
to the generator. Fouling of air-wayH and. dfttorioration of
insulation are thus prevented. Linen filters tako up a good.

*From 90-100 cu. ft. of free air por min. per kW of or fi cu. ft, per
min. per kW of generator capacity; say, 75 CKK) cu. ft, per min. In tho ewe of &
15 000 kW alternator.
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°f room and need periodical cleaning; should they be set on fire,
*he generator may be damaged before a safety door and fusible
*i*ik: combination in the air-duct has time to act. Water-spray
filters are more compact; they are very effective, offer minimum
^sistance to air-flow, need a minimum of attention, and are more
Economical where large plants are concerned. Air is cooled as
^"ell as filtered by the waste spray apparatus, and the moisture
l*dparted to the air is no disadvantage so long as actual drops
of liquid are not carried forward in suspension. Another type
°£ filter which gives good results consists of a chamber filled
Mtli short lengths of metal tubing (about 1 in. long x 1 in. dia.) ;
these tubes are jumbled so that air flowing through the chamber

to follow a tortuous path, in the course of which all dust is
by the film of non-drying oil with which the tubes are

coated. The tubes are cleaned and re-coated at intervals of some

Weeks or months as required.
In the 40 000 kW alternators of the Gennevilliers station,* the

ventilating air is in a closed circuit. This eliminates the problem
of filtering huge volumes of air. Condensate from the turbine
condenser is passed through an air-cooler which cools the ventilat-
ing- air and returns the heat of the latter fco the boiler, thus
improving the overall efficiency.

The temperature rise of air passing through the generator
may be calculated from the formula-

Temperature rise (°F.) « 2 916 x kW loss /cu. ft. of air per
rain.. Allowing 100 cu. ft. of air / min. / kW loss, the temperature
rise is approximately 30° F.

The warm air could be led to the boiler furnaces and would

result in about 1 °/o increase in overall thermal efficiency; this
does not offer a very promising return on the capital and mainten-
ance costs of the ducts required.

The problem of dissipating the losses in large turbo-generators
is simplified by the use of water instead of air as a cooling medium
because the specific heat of water is 1*0 compared with 0*24 for
air, -i. e. 1 Ib. of water removes more than four times as much heat
as 1 Ib. of air for the same temperature rise. In the Parsons water-
cooled alternator rotor, water is fed to a central passage bored
along the axis of the solid rotor forging. Thence, the water
passes through radial holes at one end of the rotor to weldless

*El. Eev., Vol. 92, p. 604.
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steel tubes embedded at the bottom of the winding Kioto; hot
water is collected from these tuben by radial holes at the other
end of the rotor and cooled for rocirculation. The more extensive
use of water cooling in turbo-generate»r« in diHCUHHed by J. Shep-
herd, Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 58, p. 125.

147. Voltage Regulation.-WhoroHH ma I).(I ffonorator the
alteration of pressure between no-load and full-load IH independent
of the character of the load, thin is not HO in an alternator, The
British standard definition* of the regulation of an alternator
is as follows:-

The normal inherent regulation of an altaniator IH this rino in pnwsurct from
rated output, at the specified powor factor and rated prtnmura, to no-load, with
constant speed and excitation ; tho rim? in prosKuro in tho diftfirunra) between the
pressure at rated output and at no-load Htatotl »» a jxTcfintago «f the mtecl
pressure (B.B.S.A. Report No. 72).

The actual value of tho inherent regulation varies with tho
power factor of tho load (§ 155), and incroason with fclw reactance
of the alternator windings. Formerly it wan unual to specify close
inherent voltage regulation (nay, 5 "/�) but thi« involved low re-
actance in the alternator and raHultml In th« currorit rkltig to 20
or more times the normal valuu in UK* event of short circuit

Apart from the excessive heating cauHcxl by such a current, nhould
it endure, there are produced enormous inochanicat forces (§ 338)
which may wreck the machine*. For theme reasonNt and because
the parallel operation of nynchronouH machinery I« more stable
vhen there is considerable reactance in the circuit, it In now usual

o employ alternators of high internal reactance); choking coils are
also placed in series with tho generator phanen for protective
purposes (§ 340). A method of determining the inductance of
alternators is given in Chapter 40.

With constant excitation tho voltage of a modern alterziator
would drop by from 6-10 */« from no»loarl to full-load if the
latter were a non-inductive lighting kind, and by from 20-25 *J9

* The regulation thu» doHniHl In ofton ctalliicl the ** reguliittea up ** In

from the "regulation down," which in an *lturri*tivo (non*Mta.nd»rd) d«finiiion of
regulation as the drop in voltage from no*l<uui to fuiMoad a* a pr-
centage of the no-load voltage, tlin »|«jecl being crotiHtant and tho dxoitaiion l>ei»g
constant at the value required to producto rated voltage &fc nn-k^d. A glwn
percentage regulation i« obtained moru eiwlly «,id cheaply when the
{regulation upj dafbaition is omployed.
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or1 more * if the load were of power factor 0-8. In practice the
voltage is kept constant, or raised with the load, by altering the
excitation of the field. If the load variations be gradual, the
field regulation ma7 be effected by hand or by a servo-motor con-
trolled by a contact-making voltmeter. Generally, however, an
automatic voltage regulator is employed There are many types
of these regulators in use, differing considerably in construction,*!*
but they all operate by varying the field current of the exciter
(§ 140) and so the excitation of the alternator. A solenoid con-
nected between two of the leads from the generator produces a
pull which increases or decreases with the generator voltage; if
required the solenoid can be 'compounded' by a coil carrying a
fraction, of the main current and opposing the action of the voltage
coil so as to increase the generator voltage with increasing load.
The pull of this solenoid is utilised to vary the resistance in the
exciter field circuit. Complications in electrical and mechanical
construction are required to secure rapid action and to prevent
the alternator voltage from ' hunting ' above and below normal,
but these do not affect the principle of operation.

148. Parallel Running of D.C. Generators.-So long as they
are of approximately the same construction and designed for the
same pressure, any two or more shunt-wound dynamos may be
connected in parallel, i.e. to supply energy to the same circuit,
without any particular difficulty or risk.- If two such generators
be exactly similar, and if both yield the same E.M.F. at any
particular load, each machine will take half the total load. If
one should take temporarily more than its fair share of the load
for any reason, its E.M.F. would fall below that of the other
dynamo (for the voltage of a shunt dynamo decreases with in-
,creasing load, see Fig*. 30, § 138), and hence the state of balance
would be restored automatically. The terminal potential difference

* In the 40 000 IcW alternators at Geanevilliers (§ 196} the voltage drop "be-
tween no-load and full-load at 0'8 po-wer factor is 33 *3 °/0. The stator slots are
designed so that the magnetic leakage is particularly high ; the inductive drop due
to leakage is, with normal current, 24 °/0 of the normal pressure (10*2 °/0 due to the
slot leakage and 9-5 % to the end connections). The short-circuit current of these
machines is onl7 about 4'2 times normal full-load current. (El. Rev., Vol. 92,
p. 604.)

fFor descriptions see C. 0. Garrard, The Electrician, Yol. 74, p. 107, aad
Whittaker's Electrical Engineer's JPocket Book, 5th ed.,p. 434 ; also H. 1ST. George,
British Westinghouse Gazette, Yol. 4, p. 206,

VOL. I, 209 14
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of a shunt dynamo is V = (E - IK) volts, where E is the E.M.F.,
I the armature current, and R the armature resistance. If two
shunt generators having equal E.M.F. operate in parallel, the
terminal P.D. is the same for each, hence (El - I^) =
(#2 - I2B2). In other words, Ix / J2 = E% / Blt i.e. the generators
share the load in inverse proportion to their armature resistances,
so long as the E.M.F. El = E2; to distribute the load in other
than this proportion, El or E2 is varied by shunt field regulation.
If I2 increases, E% is reduced (Fig. 30), so that the normal state of
affairs is quickly restored If the speed of machine No. 1 falls,
El decreases, hence II decreases as well, to keep the difference
(#! - JiBi) constant. By weakening the field and decreasing
the speed of one dynamo its E.M.F. may be made lower than
the terminal P.D. of the other machine. In that event the first
machine runs as a shunt motor, but does not take an excessive

current (cf. series generators below).
In the case of two series generators working in parallel, we

must still satisfy the condition 7 = (E1 -I A) = (E2 - I2JS2)-
So long as this is done, the generators work satisfactorily in
parallel, but if the current through one dynamo, say 72, increases
beyond the value satisfying the above equation, the E.M.F., jE?2, of
that machine increases (Fig. 31). Simultaneously, however, I±
and therefore El will have decreased, so that a yet bigger share
of the load now falls on the second machine, i.e. /2 and E% increase
"et further, and so on until this machine carries the whole load.
'he most serious trouble occurs after that, for the unloaded

.ynamo then begins to run as a series motor, and we have a series
dynamo practically short-circuited on a series motor, with the
result that both machines burn out. The only way to prevent
this action is to interconnect the armature-field connections of the

two machines (i.e. the brushes to which the series field windings
are connected) by an ' equalising' conductor. In order that the
latter may be effective, it is essential that its ohmic resistance be
low as compared with that of the field coils, which are themselves
of low resistance.

From these remarks it will be seen that D.C. generators hav-
ing a drooping voltage-current characteristic can be operated
stably in parallel without any trouble, whereas generators with
a rising voltage-current characteristic are inherently unsuitable
for parallel operation. Compound-wound dynamos, with rising or

01 n
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flat characteristic curve, require an equalising circuit for stable
operation in parallel; this IB run between the positive brushes of
the various machines when working. Each equaliser bar has a
switch which must be closed before the machines are paralleled,
and kept closed HO long as the machine to which it corresponds in
working in parallel with one or more others.

In most central stations shunt-wound generators are used,
even though batteries Im not installed. As explained in § 1J.JH,
the field of a shunt dynamo is generally built up from residual
magnetism in the iron, but this magnetism may be so weak that
the generator in incapable of nell'-excitation, or it may be reversed
HO that what was the punitive brush one day becomes the negative
brush next day. It in therefore customary to excite the magnets
from the bus barn before putting a machine in circuit; this onstires
correct polarity. When starting a plant for the first time, it may
be necessary to excite the magnets from a small battery till the
building-up process gets under way. Bo long as the polarity is
correct, the incoming machine can be switched in parallel directly
its E.M.F. is equal to or (to allow for the drop occurring directly
the machine takes load), a little above, that of the machines already
in aervice. Thereafter load in distributed between the machines

automatically or by field regulation, as already explained, If a
compound-wound generator refuses to excite normally, it can
generally be made to do so by momentarily short-circuiting the
main terminals--assuming, as in the ease of the shunt machine,
that the connections are correct and that the brushes are down on

the commutator. This short-circuiting in best effected by a small-
diameter copper wire put between the terminals before the
machine is started; the wire fuses before the short-circuit current

reaches a dangerous value. After closing the equalising switch
and bringing up the pressure of the incoming machine, the main
switch is closed and parallel running established.

149. Parallel Running of Alternators: Synchronising and
Synchroscopes.-Alternators of all types and sixes, provided
they are wound for the same number of phases and cycles, and
for the same pressure, can be run in parallel, but it in preferable
that their wave forms should be similar ;* the 3-phase plant in

* B.E.S.A, Report No. 72 r«c|ulre» that the wave form of an alternator on
open circuit shall approximate to a sine wave, The maximum deviation of tho
actual wave from the equivalent sin© wave (same K.M.8. value and same wave

011
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two hydro-electric stations over 350 miles apart, in California, is
feeding the same network in this way. The most satisfactory
parallel working is obtained when the alternators are driven by
steam turbines, as the turning moment of these during each
revolution is absolutely regular; this is not the case with re-
ciprocating engines, although by scientific balancing of the
rotating parts, and the use of heavy flywheels, a fair approxima-
tion to an even turning moment can be obtained. Even in water
turbines there is some periodic variation in turning moment,
especially in impulse turbines where the tangential force may
vary in the ratio 1: 2 as the bucket passes through the jet. If
through any such irregularity the machines get slightly ' out of
step' the magnetic effect of the interchange currents set up
between them pulls them back again into synchronism. It is
not uncommon, however, for trouble to be experienced in the way
of heavy interchange currents between alternators connected in
parallel and driven by steam turbines and horizontal reciprocating
engines respectively. Such trouble is due to difference in the
' cyclic irregularity ' of speed * of the two prime movers, and may
generally be cured by increasing the flywheel effect of the engine-
driven alternator. The actual behaviour of machines in parallel
depends upon the mechanical constants of all the machines; in
some cases two sets may not run well in parallel but each may
run satisfactorily in parallel with a third set. Much information
on the hunting of alternators in parallel is given by J. Fischer-
Hinnen, Electrician, Vol. 89, p. 185.

Synchronising and Synchroscopes.-When it is desired to
connect another machine into circuit with those already running
on load, it is brought up to about the correct speed and the field
strength is varied until the voltage, at that speed, is approxi-
mately the same as that on the bus bars; it is then necessary to
get the successive waves of E.M.F. on the incoming machine into
exact synchronism with those already working on the load, so
that the periodicities are precisely equal and also the crests of

length), when superimposed on it so as to give the least difference, should not
exceed 10 °/0 of the maximum ordinate of the sine wave.

* The cyclic irregularity of a prime mover is generally defined as the ratio of
the difference between the maximum and minimum angular speeds to the mean
angular speed of the driving shaft during one revolution. This ratio should not
exceed 1 / 150 and is generally lower.
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corresponding waves are attained at the same instant. In the
early days of alternating current working this was a troublesome
matter, and the moment of closing the paralleling switch was an
anxious one; at the present day instruments known as syn-
chronisers or synchroscopes render the operation simple. Of these
there are a number of types in use, employing either (a) a lamp
or a voltmeter, or (6) a dial and needle to indicate when the exact
coincidence of phase occurs. In the former type the lamp or
voltmeter is connected to the secondary of a small transformer,
having two primary windings connected to the machine and bus
bars respectively; the windings are so designed that only when
the two primaries are exactly together will the resulting secondary
pressure be high enough to light the lamp. As synchronism is
approached the lamp lights up and then becomes dark at longer
and longer intervals, and when it remains at full brightness the
connecting switch is closed. The machines, however, may be as
much as 16 (electrical) degrees out of phase before the synchronis-
ing voltmeter shows 1 °/0 variation from its maximum reading,
so that a little error of judgment may result in a considerable
shock when switching in, while there is nothing to show which.
machine is the faster.

Dial instruments consist either of a miniature induction motor

or of a dynamometer movement; the needle revolves in one
direction or the other according to whether the speed of the in-
coming machine is too high or too low. When the needle becomes
stationary the machines are in step. Maintained identity of phase
implies equality of frequency, hence it is unnecessary to use a
frequency meter (§ 112) for synchronising.

In the Weston synchroscope (Fig. 38) the moving element
consists of a very light dynamometer movement pivoted between
jewels and connected through a condenser across the terminals of
the incoming machine. The fixed coil, which is wound in two
sections, is connected across the line through a resistance. The
pointer is behind the translucent glass scale, which is illuminated
by a lamp connected to the central coil of a transformer, having
two primary coils connected across the bus bars and the incoming
machine respectively, so as to glow brightly when the machines
are in synchronism; thus only when the lamp is alight is the
shadow of the pointer seen. As the one circuit contains a con-
denser and the other a slightly inductive resistance, it is possible

O1 Q-
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to adjust their constants so that the currents in the two will be
in exact quadrature when the E.M.F.'s are either in phase or in
opposition, and under these conditions no torque will be exerted
and the pointer will stand in the centre of the scale. Since the
lamp is dark when the E.M.F.'s are in opposition and light when
they are in coincidence and have the same frequency, the shadow

FIG. 38.-Connections of Weston synchroscope.

of the pointer will be seen at rest in the middle of the scale when
perfect synchronism is attained. But when the E.M.F.'s are not
exactly in phase or in opposition, there will be a torque tending
to turn the movable coil, and the value of this torque will increase
with the phase displacement, its direction depending upon the
relative direction of the currents in the coils. If the machines

are not running at the same frequency the torque will vary con-
tinuously from zero to plus maximum and back
through zero to minus maximum, thus causing
the pointer to swing back and forth over the
scale (Fig. 39). Each swing will coincide with
a period of light or darkness, and the pointer
will be seen only during every other swing,
that is, it will appear to rotate in one direction.

FIG. 39.-Dial of

synchroscope. The direction of this apparent rotation in-
dicates whether the incoming machine is fast

or slow, and the speed of rotation is a measure of the amount
by which the frequencies differ. It is clearly better to switch in
when the incoming machine is slightly ahead of those already
connected, or on a c rising phase;' the machine will then drop
into phase as it takes up load instead of having to be pulled in.

The Everett-Edgcumbe synchroscope uses a similar indicating
o.i A
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dial to that last described, but the moving needle is connected to
the rotor of a miniature 2-phase motor, in which one set of wind-
ings is fed from the bus bars and the other set from the incoming
machine. If the bus bar frequency is the same as that of the
incoming machine these fields will rotate in step, and the rotor
will remain at rest. If, however, the frequency of the current in
one set of coils is higher than that in the other set, then the
tendency of the two fields to keep in step will cause the rotor to
revolve in the same direction as the fields, and thus indicate ' fast'
or 'slow.' A red or green lamp, visible from the stop valve, is
shown in the opening behind the needle, according to whether
the incoming machine is running fast or slow ; and, by a relay,
similar lamps can also be placed at each prime mover when the
synchroniser is out of sight.

Automatic paralleling gear is used in some stations, and its use
will probably extend with the increasing adopting of automatic
hydro-electric generating plant (§ 187) and automatic substations
(Chapter 17). The utility of this gear probably lies in eliminating
continuous attendance in isolated installations rather than in

offering greater security where skilled staff is available. The
apparatus is rather complicated and delicate but the principle of
operation is simple; a series of relays close when there is equality
of voltage, phase, and frequency in the two circuits to be paralleled,
and the paralleling switch is then closed automatically.

After parallel running is established the load is divided
between the various machines by hand regulation of the throttle
valve or by the governor; in large generating stations the
governors of steam or water turbines can generally be adjusted
from the switch-board, through the agency of a small servo-motor.

150. Phase Connections and Phase Rotation.-In the case
of 3-phase alternators, it is necessary initially to connect the
phases correctly to the switchboard, so that armature coils which
occur consecutively in the direction of rotation of one machine
are in parallel with coils occurring in the same relative position
in other machines. Various conventions are used to identify
phases, e.g. red, yellow or white, and blue, with green for the
neutral wire, the colours being used to mark terminals and wires
and to show the direction of rotation of the field due to successive

waves. (See also I.E.E. rule 51, § 280.) The standard method of
numbering phases with regard to sequence is shown in Fig. 16,

0.1 *
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§ 110. A reference to Fig. 4 (§ 15) will show that if the waves
do not run in order and as shown, owing to one coil being connected
wrongly, the symmetry of the system will be upset and a short-
circuit will occur. So long as there are fine fuses in circuit no
harm will result from trial and error in making the connections;
two terminals are therefore connected together and the resultant
voltage across the open ends of these coils is measured under
working conditions. If the connection is in delta and correct
this should be the same as the voltage between the ends of either
coil alone. Obviously this is so, as the third coil (also giving the
same pressure) is to be connected across these terminals (Fig. 36,
§ 143); this is done through a fine fuse, which will blow if the
connection is wrong. In the case of star connection (Fig. 37) the
same procedure on the first two coils will show a resultant

A a

FIG. 40.-Determination of phase rotation.

pressure 1'73 times that due to a single coil, if the connections
are correct. In this case one end of the third coil is then con-

nected to the neutral junction, and the resultant pressure from
the open terminal to either of the other open ends will, if correct,
give the same result.

The phase rotation of two alternators may be compared by
connecting a motor to each in turn, and noting which connections
cause the motor to run in the same direction in both, cases; these
connections are in the same phase rotation. Miniature 3-phase
induction motors are made for this purpose with disc armatures.

A method of determining phase rotation, due to Varley, is
illustrated by Fig. 40. Two similar filament lamps F, F and an
inductance L are connected in star between the phases ABC to
be identified. If Oa represent the voltage across the inductance

0.1 A
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Ly the current through the latter is represented by the lagging
vector 0/(§ 44). The equal but opposite vector 01' represents
the resultant of the currents Oc, 06, through the lamps. Since
the latter are practically non-inductive the RD. across each is in
phase with the current. Now 06 is greater than Oc, hence the
lamp in the B phase will glow more brightly; this phase is
lagging with regard to C, and the phase rotation is as shown by
the arrow. Hence the rule: The lamp connected to the lagging
phase glows more brightly. (See also Dransfield voltmeter, § 100.)

Kapp's method of deducing the sequence of phases from watt-
meter readings is explained Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 55, p. 309.

The connections of synchroscopes can be verified (after check-
ing the phase sequence as above), by disconnecting the phases of
the new machine at the neutral point and switching this machine
(whilst stationary) on to the live bus bars. Both sides of the
synchroscope are then excited from the bus bars and, if the con-
nections are correct, synchronism is indicated. Where bus bars
are sectionalised it must be made impossible to parallel machines
which are in synchronism with different sections of the bus bars.

151. Official Regulations.-The Electricity Regulations of
the Factory and Workshop Acts, 1901-1911, contain the following
clauses:-

19. All parts of generators, motors, transformers, or other similar apparatus,
at high pressure or extra high pressure, and within reach from any position in
which any person employed may require to be, shall be, so far as reasonably
practicable, so protected as to prevent danger.

21. Where necessary to prevent danger, adequate precautions shall he taken
either by earthing or by other suitable means to prevent any metal other than the
conductor from becoming electrically charged.

25. Adequate working space and means of access, free from danger, shall be
provided for all apparatus that has to be worked or attended to by any person.

The complete text of these Regulations and the official
Memorandum thereon should be studied.

Concerning the location and protection of dynamos, LE.E. rule
No. 123 specifies as follows :-

123. Dynamos (Eule 36, § 269) (see British Standardisation Rules for Elec-
trical Machinery, Report No. 72 *) must-

(a) Inflammable Dust.-Not be placed in positions exposed to inflammable
dust or flyings, nor where combustible materials are manipulated or
stored;

* In part replaced by No. 168; see §136 supra.
0.17
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(b) Protection.-Re protected from damp, dust, and mechanical injury;
(c) Combustible Materials.-Be so placed that no unprotected woodwork, or

other combustible material, is within a distance of 12 ins. from them
measured horizontally, or within 4 ft. measured vertically above them ;

(d) Wood Floors.-Have a sheet of metal inserted between them and such
flooring, where mounted upon or above wood flooring;

(e) Control.-Be controlled by a double-pole switch, and protected by a fuse,
or circuit-breaker, on each pole, except with, earthed concentric wiring.
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CHAPTEB 5.

POWEE FACTOE AND ITS IMPKOVEMENT.

153. Lagging and Leading Power Factors.-The power
factor of an A.C. circuit may be defined as the ratio of the true
watts to the volt-amperes or apparent power (§ 56). In other
words, it is the factor by which the volt-amperes must be multi-
plied in order to obtain the true watts.* When the current wave
is out of phase with the voltage wave the power factor is less than
unity; to discriminate between the two cases, a power factor of,
say, 0*8 or 80 °/0> m&y be termed "0*8 lagging' if the current
waves lags behind the voltage wave, and f 0'8 leading' if the
current wave leads with regard to the voltage wave. With few
exceptions, the P.F. of industrial A.C. circuits is lagging, and
when a simple numerical value is stated for the power factor it
may generally be assumed to be lagging. The ideal condition in
an A.C. system is that of unity power factor and, compared with
unity power factor, any lower power factor is equally objection-
able whether leading or lagging. In practice, A.O. loads having
a low and leading P.F. are generally welcomed because the result-
ant P.F. of the system is usually less then unity and lagging,
hence the addition of circuits having a leading P.F. improves
the P.F. of the system as a whole (§ 159).

154. Watt and Wattless Components.-In order to appre-
ciate the consequences of low-power factor it is necessary to con-
sider the " composition" of the current under such conditions.
Taking the case of a lagging current, as being that generally
encountered in practice, the current 01 (Fig. 41) lags <£° with

*This simple definition is equally applicable to single-phase circuits and to
balanced polyphase circuits, but the interpretation, of the definition is complicated
in the case of unbalanced polyphase systems in which the currents in the several
phases, and the phase angles between these currents and their voltages are not
equal. Alternative definitions, and methods of calculation and measurement to
be employed in suoh circuits are discussed in a symposium, Jour. Amer. I.E.E.,
Vol. 39, pp. 538-46; see also § 111.
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regard to the voltage OE, and may be resolved into a watt (or
active) component OA (= / cos <£) in phase with the voltage
(see Fig. 8, § 37), and a wattless (or reactive) component
OB (= /sin <£) 90° out of phase with the voltage (Fig. 9, § 37).
The power factor = cos <£. An equal current OT at a greater
angle of lag <£' (i.e. a lower power factor) has a smaller watt
component OA' and a larger wattless component OB'. For the
same watt component as "before (OA\ we must increase the total
current to 01" when the lag is <£', the wattless component then
increasing to OB". It should be noted that it is the vectorial
sum of OA and OB which equals 01, i.e. the total current and its
components form the three sides of a right-angled triangle, and

j*. - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - >
0 0-1 02 0-3 0-4- 0-5 0-6 0-7 0-8 0-3 1-0

Power Factor (cos $)', Lagging or Leading,

FIG. 41. - Watt and wattless components of current at various power factors.

the arithmetical sum of the components is always greater than
the total (actual) current.

These points are illustrated by the curves plotted in the right-
hand portion of Fig. 41, against a base of power factor. The
curve representing the angle of lag or lead corresponding to
various power factors is a cosine curve (P.F. = cos <£). The watt
component, as a percentage of the total current, is directly pro-
portional to the power factor and is, therefore, represented by a
straight line. The wattless component is proportional to sin <j>,
and, when plotted against power factor, gives a curve which is a
quadrant of a circle. It will be seen that when the P.F. is 0'95,
the watt component is 95 A and the wattless component about

oon
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SI-3 A for every 100 A total current; and at 0'65 RF. (not an
uncommon value in practice, § 157), the watt component is 65 A
and the wattless component 76 A for every 100 A total current

The value of the ratio : Total current / watt component =
sec $ = 1 /cos <£, and rises from unity at unity P.R, at first
gradually and then very rapidly, to infinity at zero P.F. as shown
by the heavy curve in Fig. 41.

155. Effects of Low-power Factor.-From the preceding
remarks and by inspection of the vector diagram in Fig. 41, it is
obvious that the current 01 is always greater than its watt com-
ponent OA. In other words, for the same useful power (true
watts) as represented by the voltage OE and the current OA in
phase with it, we require a larger current 01 if the angle of lag
be <f>, and a yet larger current 01" if the lag be <£'. The larger
the angle of lag, the lower the power factor, and the larger the
current required for given true power. The current-carrying
capacity of the generators, transformers, and transmission lines
(§ 301) must therefore be higher, the lower the power factor for
a given load (kW); or, the dimensions of the generators, etc.,
being fixed, the kW which can be supplied is lower, the lower the
power factor. We thus arrive at the most obvious-and generally
the most important-effect of low-power factor, viz. reduced kW
capacity of the whole of the electrical equipment and, hence,
increased standing (capital) charges on every unit (kWh) of energy
delivered. If the kW output of the generators, when working at
the maximum safe kVA output, is less than the kW capacity of
the prime movers,* part of the investment in the latter is non-
productive and there is a further increase in the standing charges
per kWh. The working costs are also increased by the fact that
the PB losses (§ 49) in all parts of the circuit vary with the square
of the total current (i.e. inversely with the square of the power
factor); as the total current is T43 times the watt component
when the P.F. is 0*7 (see heavy curve, Fig. 41), the T2E losses are
then (1*43)2 = 2'05 times as great as though the same useful load
were supplied at unity P. F. The wattless component itself ab-
sorbs no energy from the prime movers for its production (§ 37),

*0n the assumption that the maximum P.F. likely to be reached in the
system as a whole at full-load will be 0*8, it is usual to make the kW capacity of
prime movers equal to 80 °/0 of the kVA capacity of the generators to which they
are coupled.

0.0.1



§ i56 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE
but it takes up current-carrying capacity which might otherwise
carry useful power, and the additional 72B-loss due to wattless
current represents a dissipation of energy which has to be supplied
by increased output from the prime movers.

At low-power factor (which is particularly prevalent during
light-load periods), the generators and other parts of the electrical
system are electrically fully loaded at a fraction of the rated kW
output of the prime movers, hence the steam, fuel, or water con-
sumption of the latter is higher per kWh than it would be if the
same useful load were supplied, at higher power factor, by a
smaller number of generators, the prime movers of which could
then be fully loaded.

The heavier total current, corresponding to a given watt
component, at lower P.F. involves a greater IR drop (§ 24) in
the ohmic resistance of the circuit. In addition, the inherent

voltage regulation of generators and transformers is worse, the
lower the P.F. The voltage regulation of a transformer may be
1 % at unity P.F, and 3-5 % at 0'7 P.F.; that of a modern al-
ternator with windings of high reactance may be 10 °/0 at unity
RF. and 20-25% at 0'8 or 0'7 P.F. (§ 147). There is no means
in the transformer of compensating for the additional voltage
drop with low-power factor. The alternator voltage is held
constant by increasing the excitation (§ 147); at the best,
operation at low P.F. means that the exciter output must be
increased (and the generator efficiency thus reduced), and it may
happen that the alternator field coils reach their limiting tempera-
ture before the excitation is increased sufficiently to maintain
normal voltage-in that event the kVA, as well as the kW,
capacity of the alternator is reduced at the lower power factor.
At 0-8 P.F. the field current must be about 50 % heavier than at
unity P.F. to maintain normal voltage and equal kVA output.

The net effect of the increased losses and lower kW capacity
at lower P.F. is an appreciable decrease in efficiency in the
electrical system. At 0'8 P.F. and rated kVA output the
efficiency of alternators is about 2 % lower, that of transformers
I % 

^ lower, and that of transmission lines 2-3 % lower than
at unity P.F. These reductions in efficiency involve higher fuel
costs per kWh delivered.

156. Causes of Low Power Factor.-The prevailing power
factor of all commercial supply systems being lagging (§ 153), it
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may be taken that any increase in inductivo reactance (§ 44) will
lower the power factor, whilst any increase in charging current
will raise the power factor. The greater tho inductive reactance,
i.e. the greater the inductance arid the higher the*, frequency, the
lower the power factor, other conditions being eonntant. Similarly,
the larger the capacity and the higher the frequency, the higher the
power factor, other conditions being constant. (See, aho § 135 (1).)

The effects of the inductance and capacity of a line on the
power factor are exemplified in §§ 300, 305. The lino itself may
cause the current to lead or to lag with reference to the K.M.F.
according to whether the capacity or the inductance predominates.
Underground cables have considerable capacity (§ 3.11), while
inductance is more important in most overhead lines (§§ 299,
305, 306). In the ca.se of long distance, extra high voltage linea,
however, the charging current is an important factor and may
compensate more or less accurately tho inductive drop in the line
at full-load (§§ 1,58, 318, 331); on light load, in such eases, it
may be necessary to compensate for tho charging euirent by
switching inductances into circuit. At all pressures up to
50 000 V or HO, and for all distances up to about 50 miles, the
inductance of overhead lines predominates over tho capacity
effect and causes a reduction in the P.P. of the system.

The magnetising current and magnetic leakage of transformers
cause the total current to lag with regard to the E.M.F., but the
effect on the F.F. is small at normal load. Whim a transformer

is on light load (secondary circuit ojmii) its primary current is
almost entirely wattless; for this reation houHe-lighting trans-
formers have a very bad effect on the P. F. of the system during
the daytime.

Arc lamps have relatively low P.P. due to the characteristics
of the arc itself (§ 56), tho inductance of the operating coils, and
(where used) the inductance of regulating choker**; the P.F. of
these lamps is commonly 0*85 for tho arc itecilf and 0*7 or 0*6
including the operating coils and ballast. Filament lamps are
practically non-inductive and have themselves no appreciable
effect on the P.P., but the more of these lampn there are in use,
the higher the average P.P. of tho system. If the lamp be used
in conjunction with condensers (Chapter 20), the latter cause
leading emrents and raise the P.P.

Eleetrie heaters are non-inductive if the circuits be «o arranged
00*4
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that the magnetising effect of each wire is neutralised by the
equal but opposite effect of an adjacent wire carrying the return
current; if this precaution be not taken the apparatus is in-
ductive, to a degree which increases with the proximity and
amount of iron near the conductors. Arc furnaces are of relatively
low P.F. for the same reason as arc lamps; if the furnace be
used to melt iron or steel the circuit is particularly inductive
(P.F. 0*6-0*65) until the temperature exceeds that at which iron
becomes non-magnetic (§ 84); thereafter, the P.F. may rise to
0"85 or 0'9. The P.F. of induction furnaces (Chapter 38) is very
low in the larger sizes because of the low resistance of the
secondary circuit; in the largest furnaces of this type a supply
frequency as low as 5 cycles/sec. has been used in order to im-
prove the P.F. (§ 135).

Synchronous motors and rotary converters may cause either
lead or lag according to circumstances ; an over-excited syn-
chronous motor may be used simply to counteract the lag due
to inductive apparatus or it may at the same time be doing
mechanical work (§160 c).

By far the most important cause of low-power factor in average
industrial supply systems is the induction motor. As explained
in Chapter 28 this motor is essentially a transformer, but, due to
the high reluctance of its magnetic circuit, it has a large magnet-
ising current and a correspondingly low P.F. The actual value
of the P.F. ranges from 0-8-0-85 at full-load to 0'6 or 0'7 at
-J-load, and 0'4-0'45 at J-load in the case of large motors (50-
100 h.p.). In small motors, of £ to 2 Lp., the P.F. maybe 0'6-
0-7 at full-load, and 0'25-0*3 at i-load From these figures it
is evident that induction motors should be operated as nearly
as possible at full-load. On light-load the current consumption
is almost entirely wattless, the power factor is about 01, and the
kVA input is about one-third of the full-load kVA. Maximum
P.F. is reached at about full-load; on overload the P.F. decreases
because of the rapid increase in -wattless component. The P.F.
of high-speed induction motors is higher than that of low-speed
machines of equal output (Chapter 28), hence the high-speed
motor is to be preferred. The P.F. of single-phase induction
motors is generally lower than that of 3-phase machines.

157. Measurement and Estimation of Power Factor.-

Power factor indicators or phase meters of various types have
224
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already been described (§ 111). Such instruments aro naeful in
measuring the P.F1. of a particular load and in switchboard
service, but from § 156 it will be realised that the P.F. is ever
varying, both at different times and in different parts of a circuit
at any one time. Tim P.F. motor .should therefore bo, in the form
of a recording instrument (§ (M) when any oHtimatos am to bo
made which involve a knowledge of the average daily power
factor.

For project estimating the values given in Table 1# for the

TABLE IS.-Power Factor at Rece/ivinf/ End of TAne* with
Various Loads, at Full-Load in HacJi Case.

Angle of Lag. Pow«r KiM'.tor. Hin ((>,*

Continuous current Nil Unity Xoro
A.C.-Lighting only . J8« 0*1)5 (HJ1

Mixed, | lights, J mo tow Sift}0 0-0 (MW>
Mixed, | lighte, | motors HI 3° o*Hr» O'fi27
Motor load only HOj" 0-H 0-0
Ditto, mining work . 414° 0-7/i 0*(MJ
Ditto, H'mglo-phaHtt . 4 f K 0-7 0-7

P.F. of th(3 load at the rwwiviny e.wl of the transmission line
will be found sufficiently accurate. The P.F. at the generating
end may be nearly equal to thews figuren if there are no trann-
formers or other inductive* apparakw OH the way; on the other
hand, it will be much lower if there are Hovoral tninHforrnationH.
For instance, in a cane where there are Htep-up trarmformerH in
the generating station, a traiiHini«Hiou line, stop-dawn tranB-
forrners at the receiving end, distributing trannformorH beyond
these, and in sotne caHOH low-proH8uro houno trannfonrierH an well,
the P.F. on a purely lighting load will be only about 0115. The
P.F. of a circuit containing fairly large tt-pluiHe induction motor**,
fully loaded, but with two bankf* of tranHfortuerH intervening,
may be as low as Oil. A noriouH error in the predetermination
of the P.F. may result in the generator** failing to give the re-
quired output; they may be giving their full doHigncd proHWire
and their full-load current, but if theHe arc? Huflicicjnfcly out of
phase with one another the actual power in true kilowatts may

* The use of sin $ (called the * induction factorf) 1« explained in H i«n>f 802.
VOL. I. 225 15
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be below the Ml output required. It is not that the driving
power is insufficient, but simply that the PR losses, due to the
heavy lagging currents, set a definite heating limit to the output.
So far as heating effects are concerned it makes no difference

whether the current is a 'wattless'

current or is in exact phase with the
E.M.F. Thus it will be seen that, having
assumed a given P.F. at the receiving
end, according to the class of load char-
acterised in the list above, each successive

link in the chain up to the generating
station must then be taken into account,
in order to arrive at a final result, viz.
the P.F. of the whole circuit or system.
This will be seen in the examples in §§
299, 302, 305, 313.

A graphical method * for determining
the resultant kVA and P.F. of any group
of loads, each of known kVA and P.F.,
is illustrated in Fig. 42. This figure is
arranged consistently with Fig. 41 (§
154), but the current vector of each
successive load is drawn from the end of

the preceding current vector.
By way of example assume that the given data

FIG. 42.-Addition of loads are as shown in the left-hand portion of Table 14.
of different power factors. The results obtained from the graphical construc-

tion are given in the right-hand section of the
table, the procedure being as follows : The line OE is taken as the axis of E.M.F.

TABLE 14.-Addition of Loads of Different Power Factors.

Given Data. Results Obtained from Graphical
Calculated for Use Construction.

in Graphical
Construction,

Load kW = kVA x P.F. Load Combined CombinedkVA. P.F.
No. Nos. kVA. P.F.

1 100 0-80 lag 80 1 100 0-80 lag
2 80 0-75 lag 60 1 and 2 180 0-78 lag
3 75 Unity 75 1, 2, and 3 245 0-88 lag
4 75 0-85 lead 64 1, 2, 3, and 4 290 0-96 lag

> Given by J. A. Van Tilburg, El. Bev., Vol. 90, p. 436.
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and the arrow R denotes the direction of vector rotation. In the figure as repro-
duced the scale of kVA is 100 kVA = 1 in.; greater accuracy would be obtained by
drawing to a larger scale.

The vector Ol representing the current (and therefore the kVA, the voltage
being constant) of load No. 1 is obtained by: (i) Setting out Oa along OE (i.e. in
phase with the voltage) to represent the "kilowatt component of the load to scale.
In this case kW (= kVA x P.F.) = 100 x 0-8 = 80, which is represented to scale
by 80 /100 = 0*8 in. (ii) Drawing through a a line db perpendicular to OE.
(Hi) Drawing, with centre O and radius 01 = kVA of load to scale adopted
(i.e. 100 /100 = 1 in. in this case), a circular arc to intersect ab at 1. The line
Ol represents the No. 1 load, the angle of lag being 6 and the P.F. - Oa f Ol =
0-8.

For the No. 2 load we start from the point 1 and repeat the preceding con-
struction, using the appropriate values for the lines Ic, 1-2. The P.F. of the No. 2
load is Jc 11-2 = 0'75, but the combination of Nos. 1 and 2 loads has P.F. =
Od 102 = 1-4 in./ 1-8 in. = 0-78. The kVA of the combined Nos. 1 and 2 loads
is represented to scale by O2 ( = 1-8 in. = 1-8 x 100 or 180 kVA).

The remaining two loads are added in the same way except that No. 3 load
(being of unity P.F.) is represented at once by a line 75 / 100 = £ in. long parallel
to OE, starting from 2; whilst for the No. 4 load (which is of leading P.F.) the
circular arc is struck on the left-hand side of the line 3e, thus setting the load
line 3, 4 at an angle of lead a with regard to the axis of E.M.I?.

The combination of the four loads is represented by O4, the length (2-9 ins.)
of which corresponds to 2-9 x 100 = 290 kVA on the scale adopted. The P.F. of
the combined load is O// 04 = 2-8 ins. / 2-9 ins. = 0-96 and is lagging.

The beneficial effect of non-inductive load (No. 3) and leading load (No. 4) in
improving the resultant P.F. is shown very clearly in Fig. 42.

158. Avoidance of Low-power Factor.-Though it may be
profitable to employ phase-correcting apparatus it should not be
forgotten that it costs money to improve an initially low P.F. A
much greater net profit is therefore to be derived from the avoid-
ance than from the correction of low P.F.; this truism deserves to
be emphasised, because some of the most serious causes of low P.F.
(§ 156) can be avoided by suitable choice of apparatus or operating
conditions.

In the design of long distance, extra-high voltage overhead
lines it is possible to select an operating voltage at which, for the
power to be transmitted, the charging current balances the lagging
component caused by the inductance of the line (§§ 318, 331). In
some cases it might even pay to use underground cable over part
of the route, for the sake of the additional capacity effect thus
obtainable.

The principal method of avoiding low P.F. in the average in-
dustrial supply system lies, however, in the choice and application
of motors. Synchronous motors should be used in preference to
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§ i58 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

induction motors wherever possible; as explained in Chapter 28
there are now available synchronous motors which develop a good
starting torque and are self-synchronising. High-speed induction
motors should, be used in preference to low-speed machines, and
no induction motor should be operated at less than its rated out-
put if avoidable (§ 156). In this connection group-driving is
preferable to driving by individual motors (see, however, Chapter
29) where induction motors are employed, if the group motor can
be operated at nearer its full-load than could individual motors.
Often a group of machines can be driven by a synchronous motor
(which can also be used for power-factor correction) instead of by
individual induction motors. In some cases the use of D.C.

motors supplied from a rotary converter or synchronous motor-

B

A

C O M L O E D
FIG. 43.-P.F. correction with FIG. 44.-P.F. correction with

constant kW. constant kVA.

generator is preferable to the use of A.C. motors throughout a
works, because it makes possible higher P.F. at the A.C. supply
terminals and also gives the consumer the advantage of variable-
speed D.C. motors.

If 3-phase induction motors must be operated for considerable
periods at less than ^--load it is worth while to use stator windings
which are normally connected in delta, but which can be switched
into star connection for operation at low loads. The effect of
changing to star connection is to reduce the voltage per phase to
1 / +/3 times its initial value (§ 143); the maximum output of
the motor varies with the square of the voltage per phase and is
therefore reduced to one-third its initial value. With delta-

connection the P.F. of the motor might be 0"7 at |4oad and 0'5
at -J-load; with the star connection the values at the corresponding
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Groinpton dj (Jo., Ltd.

AUTO-SYNCHBONOUS MOTOB CAPABLE or BEING USED FOE POWER-FACTOR

CORRECTION.

The pure two-phase winding on the rotor (90° phase difference) secures perfect
balance and uniform heating during starting and running (see Chapter 28). The
exciter being connected permanently to the rotor, starting is effected by closing the
stator switch and operating the rotor starter. These motors can start against two
to three times normal full-load torque, and synchronise automatically, even on
overload. If the pull-out torque is exceeded the motor falls out of step but con-
tinues to run as an induction motor until the excessive overload is removed, where-

upon it synchronises again automatically. The machines can operate at unity
P.F., or supply leading reactive power for P.F. correction in the circuit to which
they are connected; they are applicable to almost any mechanical drive.

[To face p. 229.
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H.P.-output would be about 0*9 and 0*85 reHpoctivdy. At the
same time, there would be an improvement in ellidency at the
fractional loads.

159, Principles of P.P. Correction.-Tho P.F. correction of
a particular load or group of loads of constant kW Is illustrated
by Fig. 43 in which O/A represents the initial current, lagging ̂ 
with regard to the E.M.F. and having a watt component O W and
a wattless lagging component OL. If we add a wattless leading1
component OC, the net lagging component is reduced to OM
(LM =» 00) and the resultant current in O/a which is lens than
0/i and lags by a smaller angle $2. The P.F. is thus raised from
cos <f)l to cos $2> i.e. from 0*7 to 0*81) in the ease illustrated, by
the provision of a correcting (leading) kVA represented by LM
and here equal to 0*5 in. / 1/43 in. or 0*35 of the initial (im-
corrected) kVA represented by Qll; tlm Kame result can be road
from the chart Fig. 45.

In practice, the fact that the total current was reduced from
OIi to 0/2 (Fig. 43) by the improvement In P.F., would naturally
lead to the addition of more useful load to the system until the
total current again readied ite initial value. This case is repre-
sented by Fig. 44, in which 0/x --* OL and JJi represents the
additional load (assumed to be at the wiGO'rrcc.tvd P.F., cos ̂ j
wluch can be added to the system in order that the current load-
ing of the latter may remain ut the1, initial value 0/t (tfter P.F.
correction to cos <p%. In this cane tlu» corrective kVA is repre-
sented by DE and in (H>5 in. / I *43 in. or 0'45 of the constant
kVA repre8ente<l by Q/i or OJr The corrective* kVA requirm! is
naturally greater than in the constant kW WVHO HluHtraiwl by Fig.
43, but we have now au mcroane AH in tho, kW HUpplied by the
name total current in the maina

Tho confttruction for Fig. 44 in a« foilowH: Draw O/, and O/"2 ( - 0/t) to
represent to Huaio tho conHtant kVA (or current) at tlio initial and doHircd tlnal
angles of lag ^»^ ̂  respectively. Produco OJl to intorNact afc /t' tho lino ttl\'
drawn through Jg perpendicular to Ott* Them // ./a (^ t)K) ropntMimtH to wmlo
tho required oorrcxitivo kVA.

This conKtructiou amountK to intsreaHUig tho inicicirrctcifccKi load to OJ/ and
then correcting (at constant kW roprotwmUttl by Oft, cf. Fig. 4.1) to tho load O/g
which oqualH 01^ but IK at higher F.F, The Hatno rtmuit i« obtained by a«»uming
0/| to be corrected to O/a, at an anglo cif lag $3 l^m Uiati ̂ 3f tho uxtra load ./8 ,/a
at the initial lag i^t hoing then added (OH in Fig. 42} with tiso remult that tho final
load « OJB at lag ̂ . In Fig, 44, COH ^t ^ 0'7; «<>H ^a ̂  0- 885; OOH ^ ""= U" !W/>;
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if these values be used in the formulae given below the same results will be
obtained as from the graphical construction.

The ' correcting' kVA required to improve the power factor
by a given amount increases rapidly as the power factor ap-
proaches unity. The reason for this is evident from Fig. 41,
§ 154 Referring to the curves therein, it will be seen that the
power factor increases very slowly as the angle of lag or lead is
reduced below, say, 20°; conversely, the wattless component in-
creases very rapidly as the P.F. decreases, and to increase the P.F.
from 0-95 to unity it is necessary to neutralise a wattless com-
ponent which is numerically equal to 31'3 % °^ ^ie total (un-
corrected) current. The same point may be illustrated more
clearly by reference to the vector diagram of Fig. 41. The currents
01", 01, OE have all the same watt component OA ; if an equal
corrective wattless component I"C = ID = EA be applied to each
the percentage improvement in P.F. is much greater in the case
of the low P.F. current 01" than in the currents of higher initial
P.F. Thus:-

Current Angle of Lag, <£. Power Factor (Cos $). Percentage In-crease in P.F. Due
fco Same Correc-(Fig. 41,

§ 154). Initial. Corrected. Initial. tive ComponentCorrected. in Each Case.

01" 57° 51° 0-545 0-629 15'4 %
01 36J° 28*° 0-804 0-879 9-3 */0
OE 16* Zero 0-961 1-000 4-0%

The corrective kVA or compensation of wattless component
required to improve the power factor from an initial value A to &
corrected value B (decimal values, not percentages) is given in
terms of the initial kVA by the following formulae : -

CASE (1) CONSTANT-KILOWATTS (as in Fig. 43).

Corrective kVA - A2) - x 100 %

of initial (uncorrected) kVA.

CASE (2) CONSTANT-KILOVOLT-AMPEKES (as in Fig. 44).

Corrective kVA = [j-v/C1 - "&*) - ̂ /(l - B2)] x 100 %
of the (constant) kVA of the system.

The curves plotted from these formulae in Figs. 45, 46 will
oon
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areful study. The much greater corrective kVA required
Lge the P.F. from (M)5 lagging to unity or from unity to
-ding, compared with the corrective kVA required for the
"05 increments in powor factor is shown very clearly in
SH of curves. Tho corrective wattless component required
ed change in P.R is naturally greater wlnui tho total kVA
/ant, than when the, kW IH constant; this "IH particularly
>lo when the initial P.F. is low. Nov(u*thclc;H,s Ki#. -Mi

Constant Kilowatts Constant Kilovolt-amperes

OS Q$ 0-7 - 0* 0-9 0-6 &7 0*6 0-9
Initial Power Factor Power Factor

"Corrwtivc* wafctinKM nnni|K)iHftit for 4fi,
I.-',F. uorn*ction; ww&ttmt A*w.

tidn to the*, ultimate aim of poww*~f actor c.orr«(»tii«)ti in tlw
- supply network, viz. to incrcaHo thu kW (Capacity (in tlw
I A -"' final P.F. /initial RK. ) whilst rntainirig tho samn
loading in tho Byntmn. (*S'«« «xamphst § ICICk.)
vector <iiagi-amH in Figa 41-44 are all for Hinglu-phaMo
In the cano of |x?iyphaHO curetiite fch« cnrrunt (or kVA|

*e and tho corrective wttttlenn coinfxmurit detenninod fnun
-4(> IH that required |Mr pliaw in the polyphano Hyntetu.
Methods of Improving P,F.- Thero IH a number of

2HI
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methods available for the production of correcting wattless kVA,
the necessary amount of the correction being determined as
explained in § 159. With the exception of the charging current
of cables or overhead lines (§ 158) all leading wattless kVA must
be produced artificially by either: (a) static condensers; (6)
electro-chemical action; (c) synchronous motors; or (d) phase
advancers.

(a) Static Condensers.-The static condenser consists essen-
tially of two metal plates separated by a suitable dielectric "(§ 46).
For use in P.F. correction oil-immersed condensers are made in

units which can be assembled in parallel to obtain the desired
capacity (pF) and in series to suit the supply voltage. The con-
denser is connected in parallel with the load, the P.F. of which is
to be corrected; the current in the condenser circuit leads 90Q
with regard to the E.M.F. (§ 46) and thus provides the component
00 (Fig. 43.) The power consumed by the condenser is zero ex-
cept for the internal losses, which do not exceed 0*5 °/0 of the
kVA rating of the condenser. The condenser capacity required,
per kVA of leading wattless component to be provided, is
1 000 / (2-7r/ea) farads or 109/(2-7r/e8) micro-farads, where / =
frequency in cycles / sec.; and e = voltage applied to the con-
denser. If E = voltage between 3-phase lines, e = E for mesh-
connected condensers ; and e = E / */3 for star-connected
condensers (§ 143); the mesh connection requires only one-third
the condenser capacity required with star connection.* The
capacity required increases as the frequency decreases, and it
is rarely advisable to use condensers for P.F. improvement in
systems of lower frequency than 50 cycles / sec.

Condenser units designed for pressures up to, say, 600 V each
may conveniently be assembled in series for pressures up to
3 000 V. Switches may be provided so that the amount of
capacity in circuit can be varied to suit the load; to obviate risk

* The voltage across the condensers is ^/'6 times as great in the mesh as in
the star connection. If the condensers be exactly proportioned to the voltage
the cost of the star and mesh arrangements is practically the same, but if com-
mercial patterns of condensers are used either the star or the mesh connection
may be the cheaper. For example, if the only available standard condenser
units are for 250 V and 600 V, the 600 V type would have to be used both for
mesh and star connection on a 600 V system and the mesh connection would
then be cheaper, but the 250 V type could be used in star on a 400 V system and
would probably be cheaper than the 600 V type which would have to be used for
the mesh connection.
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of shock the condenser must be short-circuited through an
auxiliary resistance when switched out of service. According to
circumstances, it may be advisable to leave the condensers always
in circuit or it may be better to switch them off with the load to
which they are applied in order that no leading current may then
be taken from the line. Since the capacity (pF) required for
given corrective kVA varies inversely with the square of the
voltage applied to the condenser it may pay to use an auto-trans-
former (Chapter 17) to raise the voltage at the condenser above
of that the main circuit.

Standard sets of condenser units are available ranging from
172 fiFto 2 760 ^ at 600 V (19-312 kVA output at 50
cycles/sec.); or from 4| /mF to 105 pF at 3 000 V (12-297
kVA output at 50 cycles / sec.); the tanks for these sets measure
from 4 x II x 1J ft. to 6 x 2-J x 4£ ft., and weigh from 5£-
46 cwts. complete. For use with individual motors smaller sets
of condensers are available, of capacities from 17-139 pF at
250 V, or 9-2 pF at 600 V.*

Static condensers require no special erection and no attendance
or maintenance; they offer the only means of phase correction
which can economically be subdivided for application to individual
small loads (§161). If the corrective wattless component to be
provided exceeds 300 kVA, it is generally cheaper and more con-
venient to use synchronous motors.

(6) Electro-chemical Phase Advancer.-The same effect as
that produced by static condensers, viz. storage of energy during
one half-cycle and discharge of energy during the succeeding
half-cycle, can be obtained by utilising electro-chemical action in-
stead of electrostatic capacity. If two lead grids pasted with red
lead be immersed in dilute sulphuric acid and connected in an
A.C. circuit they constitute a storage cell or accumulator (Chapter
18) which is ' charged' during one half-cycle and is discharged
a*d re-charged in opposite polarity during the next half-cycle.

The amount of energy thus absorbed from and returned to
the A.C. circuit is much greater than could be dealt with by a
simple static condenser with equal plate area. On the other hand
there are appreciable losses in .the electro-chemical cell, hence the
P.F. of the latter itself is relatively high. Best results appear to

* For further information the reader is referred to an instructive descriptive
list issued by British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd.
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be obtained when the electrolyte is at about 80° C.; the resist-
ance of the electrolyte is then low (§ 68), and the chemical activity
is enhanced.

According to T. F. Wall (Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 61, p. 119) the P.F. of aparticular
cell of this type was about 0'7 at 30° C. and 0-35 at 80° C. By connecting two
cells in series in each rotor phase of a 4. h.p. induction motor the P.IP. was raised
from 0-5 (without phase advancer) to 0-64 {with phase advancer) on J-load; from
0-72-0-88 on J-load; from 0'77-0'95 on f-load; and from 0*79-0-95 on full-
load. Also, the efficiency of the motor between J and full-load was 2 or 3 °/0
higher with the phase advancer in use than when running with short-circuited
slip rings.

(o) Synchronous Motors.-The synchronous motor (Chapter
28) is electrically identical with the synchronous alternator (§ 143)
but is reversed in action, electrical energy being supplied to the
stator, and mechanical energy being delivered at the shaft. In a
D. C. motor the effect of varying the excitation of the field is to
cause the armature speed to vary in order that the back E.M.F.
may remain constant (Chapter 28). The speed of a synchronous
motor is, however, fixed definitely by the frequency of supply
and the number of magnetic poles (§ 135), hence the effect of
varying the excitation of the field system is to cause wattless
currents to flow in the stator circuit, these wattless currents being
such that the resultant strength of the field remains constant not-
withstanding the alteration in the exciting current.' If the ex-
citation be reduced, lagging wattless current flows in the stator
circuit (from the supply system) to maintain normal magnetisa-
tion of the field system. With a higher value of D. C. excitation,
no magnetising current is taken from the A.C. mains and the
P.F. of the motor is unity. At yet higher values of D. C. excita-
tion the surplus field induces (and is magnetically counterbalanced
by) a leading wattless current in the stator circuit. In other
words, an over-excited synchronous motor supplies a leading
wattless current to the A.C. mains and may therefore be used,
like a static condenser, to compensate for the lagging wattless
current taken by other apparatus supplied from the same mains.

Over-excited synchronous motors are sometimes run light
(without mechanical load) simply to effect P.F. correction and,
when thus used, they are often termed 'rotary condensers/
Synchronous motors are frequently used in this way at the far
end of long transmission lines in order that the latter may be
relieved of wattless current which would otherwise result in
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serious voltage drop (§ 155). Formerly synchronous motors were
of little use for industrial power service owing to their low start-
ing torque and the necessity of synchronising them (§ 149); now,
however, there are self-synchronising motors available which start
as induction motors and drop automatically into synchronism
(Chapter 28); such motors can be used for P.F. correction as well
as for driving a mechanical load, but their output for both these
purposes is naturally lower than that in either service alone.

On practically all the present-day transmission systems, synchronous con-
densers of some form or other are floated on the line for the improvement of P.F.
A synchronous condenser will deliver 70 °/0 of its rated kVA in energy and approxi-
mately 70 °/0 in wattless leading kVA for P.F. improvement. Take a case where
it is necessary to raise the P.F. from 0-65-0-90, assuming a load of 450 kW.
This amount of energy at 0-65 P.F. is 690 total apparent kVA, and has a compon-
ent of 6902-4502 = 525 wattless kYA lagging. With this same amount of energy,
and the P.F. raised to 0-90 or 500 apparent kVA, the lagging component of watt-
less kVA is 5002-4502 = 220. Now in order to raise the P.F. from 0-65-0-90 it

is obvious that a synchronous condenser with a rating equivalent to the difference
"between 525 and 220 is required, or 525-220 = 305 wattless kVA leading. On
one system the author has in mind, this method of using synchronous condensers
went too far at times, and one or more receiving stations where these units were
installed had to cut out practically all the exciting current so as to reduce the
voltage (W. T. Taylor, Jour. 2.E.E., Vol. 47,194).

A convenient means of estimating the effect of a synchronous
motor in P.F. correction and of determining the mechanical load
which can be carried in addition to the correction of P.F., is
illustrated by the following examples due to Van Tilburg (loc.
cit, § 157) :-

(1) Suppose that to a load of 100 kVA, P.F. 0-8 lagging, there be added a
synchronous motor carrying 35 kW useful load. The maker's data for the syn-
chronous motor are: 50 kVA at unity P.F.; 0-9 P.F. leading at J-load ; 0-75 P.F.
leading at ^-load; 0*4 P.F. leading at J-load. What is the resultant load and
P.F. ?

The solution is obtained from Fig. 47 which is constructed on the same
principles as Fig. 42, § 157. In the diagram as reproduced the scale is 50
kVA = 1 in. The initial load of 100 kVA is represented by 01, 2 ins. long, drawn
at such an angle that 0A / OI = 0*8 (i.e. the initial P.F.). At full-load unity
P.F. the synchronous motor (50 kVA) is represented by JJ5,1 in. long, parallel to
OE ; and the total load is OB = 2-88 ins. = 144 kVA (to the scale adopted) at P.F.
= OO I OB = 2-6/2-88 = 0*9 lagging. In this case the improvement is due
solely to the addition of load at unity P.F.; the whole output of the synchronous
motor is mechanical.

At f-load, the mechanical output of the synchronous motor = f x 50 kVA =
37*5 kVA = | in. to scale = ID in Fig. 47. As the P.F. of the machine is 0-9
leading, at this load, the total kVA of the machine = 37-5 /O9 = 41-6 kVA and
is represented by IE, 0*83 in. long, cutting DF at E. (Note: DE is drawn to the
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left because the wattless component is leading.) Thus at f-full mechanical load
on the synchronous motor, a corrective component DJS is available ; the total load
is OE = 125 kVA and the P.F. is OF / OE = 0-94 lagging.

The points G, H corresponding to J and J-load are determined in the same
way, and the curve BJ is sketched in.

The specified useful load of 35 kW is represented by IK (= 35 / 50 = O7 in.).
From K drop KL perpendicular to OE. Then the total load is represented by
OM (line omitted for clearness) = 2'45 ins. = 122-5 kVA afc P.F. = OL / OM =
0-94.

(2) Assuming the same initial load and same synchronous motor as before,
what mechanical load can the latter carry whilst
improving the P.F. to 0-92?

Take any convenient length ON, erect the
perpendicular NP, and mark off. OP = ON / 0-92;
then cos $ - 0-92. Produce OP to cut the
curve BJ at Q. Draw RS through Q perpendi-
cular to OE. Then IS = 0-87 in. = 43'5 kVA

to scale, and this is the mechanical load which
the motor could carry under the prescribed
conditions.

By using a regulator, on the
principle of the Tirril type (§ 147),
the field of a synchronous motor can
be varied automatically as required to
maintain predetermined P.F. in a
system.

During periods of light load the
spare alternators in a station may be
operated as over-excited synchronous
motors, their prime movers being un-
coupled or, in the case of turbines, run
idle in vacuo. The alternatois in

service are thus relieved of wattless

current, but the improvement does not
FIG. 47.-Effect of synchronousmotor on P.F. extend beyond the generator bus bars;

the transformers, transmission lines,
etc., still operate at low P.F.

(d) Phase Advancers.-Though static condensers and syn-
chronous motors are ' phase advancers' when used for P.F. cor-
rection, this term is generally reserved for special machines which
may be connected in the rotor circuit of an induction motor to
improve the P.F. of the latter. The use of such auxiliaries is only
practicable in the case of large motors. The principle employed
is that of injecting through the slip rings of the motor a current
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THREE-PHASE EXCITE it (PHA.SK ADVANCKH) FOR USE WITH AN INDUCTION MQTOIU

In its simplest form this type of phase advancer comprises an armature wound
like that of a D.G. machine and an unwound staler. The armature is driven by an
auxiliary motor or it may be belt-driven from or direct-coupled to the main induction
motor. After starting the main motor with resistance between its slip rings, the latter
are switched on to the brushes of the phase advancer. Three-phase, low-frequency
slip current from the main rotor then flows to the armature of the phase advancer
and establishes a rotating field. By driving the phase advancer at higher than the
synchronous speed corresponding to this rotating field, the advancer can, be made to
supply all the magnetising current for the main motor which then operates at unity
P.F. If the speed of the phase advancer be increased, the main motor supplies lead-
ing current to the network in which it is connected. Induction motors of about 40
kW have been built with a phase advancer of this typo on an extension of the main
motor shaft within one of the end casings of the combined set. The cost of a
separate phase advancer is not likely to be justified unless the main motor is 100 kW
or more, and normally operating at 0*85 or lower P.F. By varying the speed of the
phase advancer unity P.F. can be maintained down to one-third rated load. If phase
correction is required at lower loads the magnetisation of the main motor is best effected
by D.C. and the machine then becomes a 'synchronous induction' motor. The
phase advancer shown above has a capacity of 35 kVA at 770 r.p.m. It is a A-polc
machine, designed for a full-load cun-ent of 500 A, and arranged for driving by belt
from the main motor. The power required to drive it is only that absorbed by friction
and other losses, and is often less than the reduction effected in the losses of the main

motor. The maximum torque of the latter is greatly increased by the use of the
phase advancer.

[To face $. 286..
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which is leading with regard to the rotor voltage. This current
relieves the stator circuit of the duty of magnetising the machine
and, as the leading current is supplied to the rotor at the low
voltage corresponding to the ' slip' of the rotor, the kVA capacity
of the phase advancer need be only 5 % (or ^ess) °^ ^ie kVA cor-
rection effected in the main supply circuit. The full corrective
kVA would have to be provided if a static or rotary condenser
were used in the supply circuit. The ' phase advancer ' is thus at
a great advantage where high-power motors are concerned.

The Scherbius method of controlling the speed and improving the P.F. of a
3-phase slip-ring motor involves the use of an auxiliary 3-phase commutator motor
driving an induction generator. The stators of the main motor and of the induc-
tion generator set are connected to the bus bars, and the rotor of the main motor
is connected to the commutator motor. On reducing the speed of the main motor,
' slip-energy' is transferred to the auxiliary motor, which then drives the induction
generator above synchronous speed and restores energy to the bus bars. Control
is by varying the excitation of the commutator motor, and thus applying a variable
back E.M.F. to the rotor of the main motor. By use of a special phase trans-
former, the phase of the current through the auxiliary commutator motor and
the rotor of the main motor can be varied, and thus the P.P. of the main machine
raised to unity.

The Miles Walker phase advancer is provided with main exciting windings on
the stator which permit the phase of the advancer E.M.F. to be adjusted at will.
If the advancer E.M.F. acts in conjunction with the rotor E.M.F. of the main
motor, the slip of the latter is reduced; the phase advancer is then actually
delivering energy to the main rotor. On the other hand, if the advancer E.M.F.
opposes the rotor E.M.F. the rotor slip is increased, and the advancer runs as a
motor driven by energy withdrawn from the main rotor circuit; this offers a con-
venient and economical means of slowing down the main motor. Compensating
windings on the stator of the advancer ensure good commutation. For further
information see Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 42, p. 599, and Vol. 50, p. 329.

The Kapp phase advancer makes use of the fact that a conductor carrying
A.C. and oscillating in a D.C. field becomes the seat of a leading E.M.F. which
improves the P.F. o£ the A.C. As applied to a 3-phase induction motor, the
phase advancer consists of three bipolar D.C. armatures vertically above each other
in a single main carcase. The field magnets of these armatures are connected to
an exciter on the induction motor shaft. The three armatures themselves are

in delta-connection, and connected to the slip rings of the induction motor.
The phase advancer is short-circuited by interlocked switchgear, whilst the induc-
tion motor is being started; then the short-circuit is removed and the low-fre-
quency rotor-slip current sets the armatures in oscillation, a leading E.M.F. is
induced in them, and the P.F. of the motor is improved and the B.H.P. of the
machine increased. For further information see Electrician, Vol. 69, pp. 222,
"272; and Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 51, p. 243; Vol. 61, p. 89.

The part played by compensating windings in improving the
E.F-of A.C, commutator motors is mentioned briefly in Chapter 28,
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and the .subject i,s one of too Hpopia!ino«i a iwtun* to juHtify
further treatment in thene patfcw.

161. Location and Control of Apparatus for RF. Correc-
tion.- It is clearly dewrable that, there. Hhould lw plaml itimwli-
ately adjoining every load of low P.K phnw converting apparatus
which will raise the RF. of the combination to unity, thiw re-
lieving even the feeders of watthwt curnuit. P.P. correcting
apparatus relieves the goncratorB and thit circuit Iwtwcwn itself
and the generators, but not the? circuit l>«twf»t»?i itw»lf and
the load. The application of HynchronouH motors or phase
advancers to largo individual load** is ocoTiorntcally practicable,
Static conctaiiHorN can b<» connect"! diwtly in jwralli'I will* the
load and switched in and out. with the latter; c«m<icro<c.rH are,
however, only applicable to relatively mitall loads and cannot.
easily be adjusted to suit wide, variatiormm load, P.K. ronvetion
Cor miscellaneous industrial loads Is ^etieriiily hesl. effected by
synchronous motors located in Hub-stationa By plotting a P.F.
map of the system the best situations for tho eorrwtivf* apparatus
can be determined and the eoiiipc*n«ittioii can IKS Adjusted con-
tinuously to suit the, load. ; unleAH the coznpcriHation In thus ad-
justed there may be leading wattless imrrimte fife times, and these
are as objectionable as lading current (| 1/5'J}.

Centralised ProdurMan of ffVi/J/ivs Current.* -l*ii*Ii r jimrttr-ul n wlitwm It Ig
impossible to oporato ati A.O. uy tU'm at tin fwraftt |«H%«^ fii»-f*»r nl unit>, braca
the current has inevitably & wa!ili*vi rr»mpf»»*'iit whi« h mm*, In* prr»<luf<*rl !»j tho
generators which fowl tin* njn^.m* ll hm lw«»n Hiigjri*.ilrfi flmt »if,ln*r fhan to
allow all tho gcjneratorn to ojwirfttf* at or &t«»t!f tint iiP'iwi |*i»%rf f in* tor of tho
system it would ho hotter tc» Hiipply all tint watt !"»,"» «*nrn*nt from «MM gittinmtt*
(operating at practically fMvn jxiwfr fartior), tht* r»f!i'ir gsf'i4**rjiff#r <<th**n «|j**rnlsng at
unity power factor. Thin mi*fch/Ml wnttli! «*«atr«»ntmti in » «ltiglt« unit till Uio i4Io
generating capacity and InvoHtm^nt. wliirh ar« nth^rwiiti* diviilrd fiHwwn $yi the
genexatorft on tho network" find, In gwifml, th« f*fiiirlif,if»riu f»»r rf>wlrciliing the
generation of wattlfWH current would l»* mnw fav^umhlff in a |4ifi* rl» v*»N»fl «|Wfoi-
fically to this duty. Tlu» /i»ro |>iwi«r fru*t(»r fir^w<»ra*f*r %¥irtil*I r**r|tiiri* litfli*
mochanical power to clriv« it (nay ICI '*/* °' M*«* Kil«>volt'fMnp^r** niii|ittl nf jrrtm
power factor) and thin onnr^y - r«|»r*'M»Htitt# tin* ICMII*"* dun tf,i flu* r»tirri»«t
--could generally Iw supplied mow i*''mi<tmu!t!iv by ft H|w**'JiiI j»riifii* in«¥w than
by a synchronous motor running light AIW! ovi«r^x^itff<i (I H4I /«} f»»r pr*wi»r fatttar
correction. Again, tho f4trlm»g«u#'rfttc»r uf»nnaily »t*»*il t« «*uppj,v th«* wnttlfWA
current could be unod in «mi»rgintr»y in mipply I'fl^rtivi* f»»W4<jr ti{* f '» tlt^ kilrmati
rating of the prime movor. Ttn» dlnf,ril»iif4o» of flu* wilt tii» « i»tirr«tif front a f^nfml
point would generally involve an irtrnwit* hi llif flit Innwn in tli« timtntf, littt- the
actual incroane in thonc* IOHHI*H gho«l«I nofe ruitwuigh f4n*iiii%*«ttmi|^ g*iiw*ii in ofehor
directions. It in purely a financial problem to dfttf*rmiuit tint «w»tt'»my or other-
wise of centralised wafctleus gftnnration In any ijariiuuUr Kjr«tf m. {*%* | HSJD.)
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Bearing in mind the effect of low T.VF. in reducing the nITor.fcivo kW capacity
of plant., on which depend the fixed costH per kWb (§ 272), it nooms that wattloKK
(.V jurront can bo produced moHt economically in Htationn whom I, ho radio of fixed
(capital) to running ccmte in lowent. fna traiiHrniHHinn liuo tho fixrul coats are high V
compared with (.ho cout of energy dissipated in tho lino, honro tho Inrig-rliHtanoo
transmission of wattlesn current, resulting in reduced kW capac.ity of the lino, IK
to be avoided.

162. Economics of P.P. Correction,- Hie doHirnbility of
P.F. correction on technical grounds in obvious from § 155, from
which it will be swm, however, that the ill effoetB of low P.F. are
at the expense of the supplier of electricity. I In loss the nupply
tariff penaliHen low P.F. (| 274) thorn in no imhuwmont to the
consumer to improve tho P.F. of hiR load. On Mho other hawl,
the supplier may ho compelled to raine i/ho. P.F. of tlto sysit*m in
order that tho. doelarod volta^o may bo maintained ntr the o.on-
surner'n to-rminalH, or he may find it ehoapor to iimfcall and opo.rato
apparatus for P.F. correction than to loavo idle, tho, (M|uipmc,nt
which is rendered unproductive by low P.F., and to supply tho
additional IOHHOH occasioned by low P.P. Thin IH a purely com-
mercial problem, and nra.st be*, considered for each cawo on ite
merits. In an A.C. supply systfjin operating at Oil P.F. the
capital charges per effective;! k W capacity of th(» generating ntation
and distribution equipment are porhaps 50 "/0 higher than thoy
would be if the P. F. were unity.

The following excerpts are instructive; the costs mentioned
are pre-war values, but tho relative values aro still alxmt the saino.

For an expenditure of In, or 8s. per kVA * «orrci(?t/edf* it in poHHihto to obtain
tho atlvantegen of P.F, f^nrrtKition throughout tho supply Hysteria i.e. on cablQN,
transfortitorH, and generating plant. If that, is conHidored for any particular
system ifc will be found that it givoH an excellent return on tho inveMttnont
(Larke, Jour. I .M.S., Vol. 68, p. 4m).

The cont »f phaiw arlvancerH per wattleHH loading kVA introdueod Into tho
line may bo about lOx. ; for Kync.hr»!ioUK «;ondettHerK abcnit JUJ«. ; and for Htatio
condonflorH about 40n, Thi« in very mnoh IOHH than tho oont por kVA of tho
generators, tr&nftformorH, and oabloK for genoreting and trartHmlttirig wattleH^
currantH (G. M. Brown, Jour. I.K.M., Vol. ««f p. 00*2).

The installation of jK>wer-fa<Rtor corroeting apparatuH in ohitaper thftti in«r«iw*
ing the plant capacity of th« whole Hy«tem (for the ttatne final kW load) if fcho
ratio : (Cost per kVA comp<mHated by K.P, correction) / («o»t per kVA for wholo
electrical equipment, genoratorH, Hwibohgear, traitHforrnerH, cfibleftf etc.) in IOHH
than (cos ̂  - COK ̂j) / n!n ($t - ^). This ratio i« Dimply th« numerical inoreaHe
in P.F. divided by tho Mini) of thoartglo of phawe nxlvancetnent. ft IH never ocono-
jnical to install P.F. correcting apparatutt if tho abovo ratio exoeodH Bin $t ; for
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any marked economy to result the ratio should be distinctly less than sin 0T
(Power Factor Correction, by A. E. Clayton (Pitman)).

163. Bibliography (see explanatory note, § 58). In addition
to the papers mentioned in the preceding paragraphs there have
been innumerable contributions to technical periodicals and to the
proceedings of scientific bodies. At the time of writing, the only
book dealing exclusively with the subject appears to be Power
Factor Correction, by A. E. Clayton (Pitman).



CHAPTER d.

SOURCES OF ENERGY AND PRIME MOVERS.

164. Methods of Driving Generators; Power Required.-
Whether of large or small size, a generator (dynamo or alternator)
may either be directly coupled to its prime mover, the two shafts
being joined up by half-couplings or flexible couplings, or it may
be driven by belt or rope. The cost of a generator depends so
much on its speed ̂that where low-speed prime movers are used a
belt drive is generally necessary ; with low-head water turbines
even gearing often has to be employed. On the other hand, with
high-speed prime movers direct coupling is generally adopted.
In the case of steam turbines the mechanical construction of a

sufficiently high-speed dynamo offers difficulties,* and special
design is necessary.

The B.H.P. required to drive a given dynamo at its rated full
load « (Watts / 746) x (100 / Efficiency °/0). For example, a
generator with an output of 41 A at 220 V gives 9 000 W or
9 kW, and if the efficiency is 88 °/0 the B.HLR required to drive
it will be (9 000 / 746) x (100 / 88) = (say) 14 B.H.R It must
be remembered, however, that all generators are capable of
running for a limited time on a 25 °/0 overload (§ 136), and this
advantage will be lost if the prime mover cannot do likewise.
With oil and gas engines, it is especially necessary to state the
maximum B.H.P. which is required at the coupling or pulley
under the given conditions of fuel, altitude, and so forth (§ 179).

Where a belt drive is necessary it may be noted that the maximum tension
which single belting of ordinary thickness (say J in.) will stand in practice is
about 90 Ibs. per inch of width. The H.P. transmitted is (T - t)v / 33 000, where
T and t are the tensions on the tight and slack sides respectively, and v is the
linear velocity in ft. per min. This gives H.P. = vb / 750 or b = H.P. x 750 / t?,
where b is the width of single belt in inches; since 746 W = 1 H.P. the product
vb represents very nearly the watts transmitted. A double belt will transmit some
60 % more. In the case of ropes the H.P. transmitted is = TV / 44 000, where T

* See also * Difficulties of Design of High-speed Generators,' by A. B. Field,
Jour. I.E.E., 54, pp. 65 et seq.; also § 145 herein.
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denotes (Safe working load on each rope x Number of ropes). The safe working
load is about 200 Ibs. per sq. in., and v may vary from 4 000 to 5 000 ft. per min.

165. Sources of Energy.-The mechanical energy required
to drive dynamo-electric generators (which are the only type used
for commercial supply (§§ 126, 132)) may be that already avail-
able in nature (wind or water power), or it may be derived from
the heat of solar radiation or the heat of combustion of fuels.

The shortage and high cost of fuel in all countries have
" directed attention to the more extensive development of water
power (Chapters 8-10); improved types of water turbines and
increased use of automatic plant (§ 187) have made profitable the
development of many falls which have hitherto been regarded as
useless. In Great Britain, however, coal is still the principal
source of electrical energy.*

Though wind power is fickle and cannot economically be
utilised in high-power units, it offers a tempting means of provid-
ing energy for small estates. In this application the wind wheel
is geared to a D.C. generator which is connected in parallel with
a storage battery to the supply mains. The storage battery is
essential to the maintenance of supply during periods of calm.
Though each case must be considered on its merits, it may be
doubted whether the capital and maintenance costs of the windmill
and relatively large storage battery required, do not exceed those
of the self-starting petrol engine and small capacity battery !
(§180) which generally could be employed in its stead. Formulae I
for the horse-power of wind turbines are complicated and none I
too reliable. It is claimed that a wheel 25 ft. in diameter *

develops about 2J kW at the generator terminals when the wind
speed is 12| m.p.h. and 18 kW when the wind speed is 25 m.p.h.

* The sub joined data are derived from statistics published by the Electricity
Commissioners:-

Year ending March 31 1921 1922
No. of stations submitting returns .... 501 587
Total kWh generated in millions .... 5167-3 4884-7
Percentage of total kWh generated from or by:-

Coal and coke . 95*9 97-22f
Waste heat 3-12 1-11
Oil engines 0'46 0-64
Destructors 0'34 0-36
Water power 0*09 0-59
Gas engines (town gas) .... . 0*08 0'08

196-9 °/0 in steam stations and 0-32 % in gas producer stations.
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The power developed increases roughly with the square of the
diameter of the wheel and with the cube of the wind speed.
There is obvious advantage in locating the windmill on a hill-top,
where there is seldom a calm and where the mean velocity of the
wind is higher than in valleys. If the hill-top site is far from the
prospective electrical load, the scheme cannot be developed with
direct current. The use of an alternator would solve this diffi-

culty by making high-voltage transmission practicable, but no
storage of energy is economically feasible in an A.C. system. By
the use of induction generators (§ 144) at the wind turbine, the
latter can be situated at the most favourable site, alternat-

ing current being transmitted at high voltage from the asyn-
chronous generator to supplement the output from synchronous
generators in an existing A.C. supply system. Interesting
suggestions for the use of windmills to pump sea water to the
top of cliffs, the water being then delivered as required to Pelton-
wheel generators at the bottom, are given by R. A. Fessenden,
Electrician, Sept. 16, 1910.

Direct utilisation of sun heat to raise steam in large area low-
pressure boilers, or in high-pressure boilers at the focus of suitable
reflectors, is quite practicable in countries which are practically
free from clouds. The solar radiation reaching the earth's surface
has been estimated to be equivalent to 5 000 H. P. per acre at noon
in summer. The Meadi (Egypt) sun absorber, erected in 1913,
had a 4J : 1 ratio of mirror to boiler surface and, at 40 % boiler
efficiency, developed 63 B.H.P. per acre covered by the plant.*
The Shuman engine which was used consumed 22 Ibs. of steam at
atmospheric pressure per B.H.P.-hr. It was estimated that this
installation could compete with coal at £3 10s. a ton. The
principal utility of such installations is probably in irrigation and
other pumping service.

166. Efficiency of Production of Mechanical Energy by
Combustion of Fuel.-Heat derived from the combustion of fuel

may be used to raise steam from which mechanical energy is then
derived by allowing the steam to expand in a reciprocating engine
or turbine, or the fuel may be burned in the engine itself (internal
combustion), the gases thus formed at high pressure in a confined
space being then allowed to expand, and so to develop mechanical

*For details of this and other sun-absorbers see papers by A. S. B. Ackermann
before the Soc. of Engineers, April, 1914, and the Eoyal Soc. of Arts, April, 1915.
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energy. c Waste heat/ such as that in the flue gases from an in-
dustrial furnace or in the exhaust gases from an internal combus-
tion engine, can be used to raise steam for use in an auxiliary power
plant.

External Combustion Cycle.-The 'mechanical equivalent' of
1 B.Th.U. (§ 48) is about 778 ft.-lbs. but it must not be assumed
that the whole of the heat developed by the combustion of fuel
can be converted to mechanical energy in this proportion.
Mechanical energy can be derived from heat only when the
temperature changes. If Q B.TkU. be delivered to any heat
engine at an absolute* temperature T± F. and exhausted at
absolute temperature 72° F, the amount of-heat which could theo-
retically be converted into mechanical energy = Q(Tl - T2)/T1
and the thermal efficiency would then be (Tl - T2) I T^ This
shows at once that the thermal efficiency is higher, the greater the
range of temperature (2^ - T2) m the working cycle.

From steam tables ife will be found that the absolute temperature of saturated
steam at 165 Ibs. /sq. ins. (absolute) is 825° F., and at 1 Ib. / sq. in. (about 29 ins.
vacuum) is 561° F., hence the theoretical thermal efficiency of an engine working
between these limits is (825 - 561) / 825 = 32 °/0. Allowing for the losses inevit-
able in an actual engine the thermal efficiency might be 20 °/0» an& the engine
would then have a relative efficiency, compared with the ideal engine, of 20 / 32 =
0*62 or 62 %"

The mechanical efficiency of the engine, which bears no relation to either the
actual or the relative tliermal efficiency, is the ratio of the mechanical energy
available at the shaft to that developed at the point where the heat is converted to
mechanical energy. In a reciprocating engine the mechanical efficiency = Brake-
H.P./Indicated-H.P., and the difference (I.H.P. - B.H.P.) = the Motional
loss in the engine plus the power required to drive the air pump (in condensing
engines). The mechanical efficiency may be 90-95 °/0 in single-cylinder non-
condensing engines, and 75-85 °/0 in condensing engines.

The total heat of saturated steam at, say, 165 Ibs. / sq. ins.
absolute is 1 195 B.Th.U. /Ib. (reckoned above 32° F., see steam
tables), and that of standard steam at J Ib. / sq. in. (about 29^ ins. *
vacuum) is 1 086 B.Th,U./Ib. Under actual conditions about f
1 000 B.ThuU. /Ib. of steam consumed is rejected in the condens-
ing water or, in a non-condensing plant, lost to the atmosphere.
This loss represents about 60% of the heat value of the coal
burned below the boilers. The amount of heat thus rejected

* The absolute temperature in Fahrenheit degrees = (temperature on the
Fahrenheit scale + 459); the absolute zero of temperature being - 459° F., i.e.
459 + 32 = 491° F. below the freezing-point of water.
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could only be reduced by lowering the final temperature of the
steam; i.00 % thermal efficiency in any heat engine is not
even theoretically possible unless the working fluid can be utilised
down to the absolute zero of temperature ( - 273° C. or - 459° F.).
In practice the lower limit of temperature is 212° F. for a steam
engine exhausting to atmosphere, and from 80°-120° F. for a
condensing engine, according to the vaccumn maintained.

The lower limit of temperature for the steam cycle being thus
fixed, the only means of increasing the efficiency of the cycle itself
(as distinct from reducing the heat losses in the boiler and pipe line,
and the friction losses, etc., in the engine) is by raising the upper
limit of temperature. This may be done by using higher steam
pressures and by superheating the steam to the highest tempera-
ture permitted by mechanical considerations (§§ 172, 174).

The use of mercury vapour in a thermo-dynamic cycle offers
a means of raising the upper working temperature (and thus in-
creasing the possible efficiency (T: - T2 / Tj) without employing
high pressures.* The first commercial installation operating on
this principle is at the Dutch Point station of the Hartford (Conn.)
Electric Light Co.f and has an oil-fired mercury boiler containing
30 000 Ibs. of mercury. On top of this is a 2 000 kVA mercury
turbo-generator, the exhaust mercury vapour from which is con-
densed by the water tubes of a boiler which supplies steam to steam
turbines as usual. In such a plant mercury vapour can be sent
straight from the mercury boiler to the condenser boiler if desired.
The mercury boiler and turbine can be added to existing steam
plants without affecting the steam cycle; the mercury transfers
heat from the fuel to the steam and the additional power, derived
from the mercury cycle, is expected to halve the overall fuel con-
consumption per kWh.

The advantages of mercury as a thermo-dynamic fluid are: (1) Its boiling-
points at desired pressures are convenient (about 732° F. at 25 Ibs. absolute, 677° F.
at atmospheric pressure, and 457° F. at 28 ins. vacuum), thus making possible
operation in a range of temperature above that of the usual steam cycle without
much exceeding atmospheric pressure. (2) Its high specific gravity (13-6) makes
possible gravity feed, gravity sealing of valve stems, etc., and centrifugal sealing of
turbine packings. (3) At the temperatures used, mercury is neutral to air, water,
iron, and such organic substances as it may come into contact with. (4) The
interior of a mercury boiler is always perfectly clean. (5) The vapour density of

* The pressure of steam rises rapidly with temperature, and the turbine is not
well adapted for utilising very high pressures.

t See M. Wld.t Vol. 79, p. 1186.
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mercury is so high that the spouting velocity is low and a very simple type of
turbine can be used, generally a single wheel. (6) It is expected that there will
be no erosion of the turbine blades, these not being wetted. (7) The volume of the .

vapour at convenient condensing temperatures is such that the turbine buckets
need not be abnormally high (this is one of the chief difficulties in steam turbine
design). (8) The mercury condensing boiler is very small and simple compared
with a fuel-heated boiler; it resembles a surface condenser and is immune from
scaling and burning.

The cost of mercury is high but only a relatively small quantity is required;
the vapour is very poisonous, but the system can be sealed effectively (W. L. B.
Emmet, Gen. El. Rev., Vol. 17, pp. 47, 99).

Internal Combustion Cycle.-The inherent advantages of the
internal combustion cycle are that: (1) Heat is developed in the
actual space where the development of mechanical energy occurs,
thus eliminating boiler and pipe losses. (2) The temperature
range of the working cycle (and therefore the thermal efficiency
attainable) in the engine is greater than that of the stearn cycle.

167. Thermal Efficiencies of Prime Movers; Fuel and
Steam Consumptions.-A knowledge of the approximate thermal
efficiency of various prime movers is useful in practice, because it
enables one speedily to form a good idea of the amount of any
particular fuel consumed by a particular type of engine. The
heat-equivalent of mechanical work is about 42*4 B.Th.U. per
ELR-min., or 2 545 B.Th.U. per H.P.-hr., so that if the thermal
efficiency of an engine be E °/0, that engine will require
(2 545 x 100 IE) B.Th.U. per B.H.R-hr., and if the calorific value
of the fuel used be H B.TLU. per lb., the fuel consumption of the
engine will be (254 500 / E x H) Ibs. per B.H.R-hr. If the heat
of the fuel is developed in a boiler or gas producer before passing
to the engine, the fuel consumption of the engine will be given by
(25 450 000 / E x H x e\ where e is the thermal efficiency of the
boiler or producer, etc. This method of evaluating fuel consump-
tion is applied in Table 15, the results in which are in good general
agreement with the practical data given later. Since, however,
a fractional difference in fuel consumption represents a large sum
of money per annum where the production of large quantities of
energy is concerned (§ 193), it is necessary to attach great impor-
tance to such differences, in practice, and this involves taking
into account small differences in calorific value, degree of superheat,
vaccuum, barometric height, and so forth. Since all these factors
cannot be taken into consideration in such a summary as Table 15
the data there given are correspondingly approximate. Values of
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TABLE 15.-Thermal Efficiency of Prime Movers, with derived
Fuel Consumption Data. (See also Table 20, § 179.)

Thermal Efficiency.
Fuel Used and Fuel Consump-

Engine B.Th.U.

Prime Mover. Fraction 
of 

Full 
Load. Boiler Overall Calorific Value : tion per B.H.P.-

(from per hr.* (on LoadorAdmis- (Fuel B.H.P.-hr. (a) per Lb. Stated in
Pro- to (b) per C. Ft.sion to Col. 2).ducer, Crank-Crank- etc. Shaft).Shaft).

Steam engines- °/0 °/ B.Th.U.Simple .... 1 10 to /O °/ /o7 36400 2-7 Ibs.
15 80 12 21 200 1*6

Compound (condensing, 1 16 to 7o 12 21 200 Average 1-6Coalsaturated steam) 18 80 14-4 17700 1-3
Triple or quad. exp. (sat- 1 20 to 75 15 17000 13 500 (a) 1-25

urated or superheated) 24 80 19-2 13 250 0-98

Steam turbines -
Up to 500 kW 1 10 to 70 7 36400 2-7 Ibs.

15 80 12 21200 Average 1-6
5 000 to 10 000 kW 1 20 to 75 15 17000 Coal 1-25

23 80 18*4 13850 13 500 (a) 1-03
Exceptional . 1 26 to 75 19-5 13 000 0-96

28 83 23*3 10900 0-81

Heavy oil engines (includ- 1 25 to - 25 10200 0-55 Ib.Crude oil
ing Diesel) 30 or 30 8500 0*46

35 35 7275 18 500 (a) 0-39

Paraffin engines -
Small .... 1 15 to 15 17000 Paraffin 0-871b. (or pint

20 - 20 12700 0-65 approx.)
Large .... 1 20 to 20 12700 19 500 (a) 0-65

25 - 25 10200 0-52

Lb. Pint.

Petrol engines . 1 16 to - 16 15900 Petrol 0-8 0-92
24 - 24 10600 20 000 (a) 0-53 0-61

Lbs. C. Ft.

Gas engines - Coal. Gas.
Using producer gas . 1 20 to 75 15 17000 Anthracite or 1-22 94f

25 85 21-3 11950 bituminous coal 0-85 76 f
f 20 to 75 15 17000 14 000 (a) 1-22 94 f

23 85 19-6 13000 yielding suction 0-93 82 f
A 15 to 70 10-5 24200 or producer gas 1-73 126 f

20 80 16 15900 135 (b) 1-14 94 f

* It must be understood that the figures in this column are calculated (as explained in text). The
basis on which they are calculated is rational, so that the figures are a reliable indication of the results
which may be expected in practice. At the same time, it is impossible to lay down hard and fast rules.
For instance, in steam plant, the design of engine, pattern of boiler, quality of coal, draught, skill of
stoker, or good working of the mechanical stoker, all affect fuel economy to a marked degree.

Assuming 94 °/0 efficiency in large generators at full-load, add 43 °/0 (Le. multiply by 1-43)
to those figures in this column which refer to operation at full-load in order to obtain the fuel consump-
tion per kwh delivered by the generator on full-load.

f These figures are naturally referred to the thermal efficiency of the engine alon-e.
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TABLE 15 (continued).

Thermal Efficiency.
Fuel Used and Fuel Consump-

B.Th.U.
Engine Boiler Overall Calorific Value : tion per B.H.P.-

Prime Mover. Fraction 
of 

Full 
Load. (from per hr.* (on Loador (Fuel B.KP.-hr. (a) per Lb. Stated inAdmis- Pro- to (b) per C. Ft

sion to Col. 2).ducer, Crank-
Crank- etc. Shaft).Shaft).

3ras enfirines- °/ % B.Th.U.
Using town gas 1 20 to 20° 12700 25-4 c. ft.

25 25 10200 20-5
3 20 to 20 12 700 Town (or light- 25-4

23 23 11100 ing gas) 22-2
15 to -u $1 15 17000 500 (b) 34-0'"
20 § 03 20 12700 25-4

Using coke-oven gas 1 20 to |l 20 12700 29*5 c. ft.
25 25 10200 "23-7

i 20 to I! & 20 12700 Coke-oven gas 29-5
23 3 ? 23 11 100 430 (b) 25-8

i 15 to ho 2 15 17000 39*5
20 "gf 20 12700 29-5

Using blast-furnace gas . 1 20 to 12700 141 c. ft.25 |l 2025 10200 114

2 20 to 5g g 20 12700 Blast-furnace ga.s 141
23 ** 0 23 11 100 90 (ft) 124

i 15 to l§ 15 17000 190
20 s ° 20 12700 141

Jq "o
Exceptional . i 25 to H « 25 10200 Natural gas 12-5 c. ft.

30 30 8500 800-850 (b) 10-4

fuel and steam consumption taken from practice are given in the
later paragraphs dealing with individual types of prime movers.

The economy of steam engines and turbines is generally ex-
pressed in terms of steam consumption either per LH.P.-hr., per
B.H.P.-hr. (or particularly in generator sets) per kWh. If a be
the percentage mechanical efficiency of the engine and b the per-
centage efficiency of the electric generator :-

Lbs. per Lbs. per Lbs. per Lbs. per
I.H.P.-hr. B.H.P.-hr. E.H.P.-hr. kWh.

W Ibs. per LH.P.-hr. = W 100 W / a 10 000 W f aJb 13 400 W / a.b
W Ibs. per B.H.P.-hr. = a. W / 100 W 100 W / b 134 W / 6
Wlbs.perEJS.P.-hr. = a.&.W /10 000 6.W /100 W 1'34 W
Wlbs. perkWh =a.6.W/13400 6.W/134 0-746 W W

The value of a for good steam engines is from 75 to 85 °/0
for condensing engines (§ 166); 80 % would be a reasonable
average. The corresponding figure for Diesel engines is lower;

9,1ft
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it may be 84 or 85 °/0 so far as concerns the motor itself, but,
allowing for power required to drive the air compressor, the net
B.H.R averages from 70-77 % of the I.H.P. in high- and low-
speed four-cycle engines respectively, and from 67^-71 °/o in
high- and low-speed two-cycle engines. The term indicated
horse-power has no meaning in connection with a steam turbine,
and the nearest approach we can make to a factor corresponding
to a above is to say that the mechanical output of a turbine is
from 70-75 °/0 of the mechanical equivalent of the heat drop
(as reckoned according to the equation for adiabatic expansion).
Suitable averages for the generator efficiency b are 94 °/0 in large
machines, 90 % in 100 kW machines, and 85 % in 10 kW
generators.

Fuel consumption data relating to steam engines and turbines,
and based on considerations of thermal efficiency, are included in
Table 15, but these figures must not be converted to steam con-
sumption data simply by multiplying the (Ibs.of fuel per B.H.P.)
by the (evaporation per Ib. of coal); see Table 17, § 170. To do
this would give an incorrect result, since the evaporation data in
Table 17 are referred to 212° F. The heat required to evaporate
1 Ib. of water from and at 382° F. (the temperature corresponding
to 200 Ibs. absolute steam pressure) is 12-J °/0 less than is required
to evaporate the same weight at 212° F.; where steam is super-
heated, the heat required for the latter purpose compensates to
some extent the decrease in latent heat of evaporation, with rising
temperature. Due to the varying heat content of 1 Ib. of steam
under different conditions, statement of the steam consumption of
an engine gives no definite measure of the thermal efficiency of
the latter unless the steam conditions be specified fully. It is
much better to state the heat consumption per I.H.P.-min. or per
B.H.P.-min. Theoretically LBLP. -min. - 33 000 / 778 = 424
B.ThU. If the actual heat consumption (measured at the stop
valve) be h B.Th.U. per B.H.P.-min., the thermal efficiency of the
engine is 4 240 / h %. (See also § 191.)

168. Fuels for Steam Boilers.-By far the greatest part of
the electrical energy produced in Great Britain is derived from
the combustion of coal, sometimes with the admixture of coke
(§ 165). Generally these fuels are burned below steam boilers
but, in relatively small installations, they can be used to advantage
in gas producers (§§ 178, 181).

O/IO
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Coal Purchase and Storage. - Coal is frequently purchased under a contract
which fixes a basic price for coal of stated calorific value (say, 12000 B.Th.U. / lb.).
A proportionate addition to or deduction from the basic price is made according as
the actual calorific value exceeds or falls below the agreed standard. Also the basic
price may be modified according to the percentage of ash, moisture, and smalls in
the delivered coal. For example it may be agreed to pay 2d. a ton extra for
every 1 % by which the ash content falls below 12 °/0 ; to deduct 1 °/0 from the
chargeable weight of coal for every 1 % by which the moisture content exceeds
10 70 J an<* *° Deduct J °/0 from the chargeable weight of coal for every 1 °/0 by
which the percentage of ' smalls ' (passing through a f in. mesh) exceeds 20 %.

It is usual to store not less than one month's supply of coal in the immediate
neighbourhood of the power station. This frequently involves the storage of some
tens of thousands of tons. To reduce breakage and the risk of spontaneous
ignition, coal stacks should not be higher than 10 or 12 ft. Dust, slack, and mix-
tures of coals are particularly liable to ignition. Oily waste and similar material
should be excluded, and the stack should not be near hot pipes, etc. Coal may be
stored satisfactorily to a depth of 20 or 30 ft. in concrete basins filled with water,
but the wet coal should be drained before use. However stored, coal gradually
disintegrates and loses somewhat in calorific value but the deterioration is not
serious under reasonable conditions.

The use of pulverised coal - ground so finely that 85 °/0
pass through a screen with 200 meshes to the inch and 95 %
through a 100-mesh screen - is claimed to make possible the
efficient use of inferior material, and also to permit the solid fuel
to be burned (like gas or oil fuel) with little more than the weight
of air theoretically required for the process. Boiler efficiencies of
85 °/o an(i higher have been obtained during tests with pulverised
coal, and the latter is as flexible to control as gas or oil. The best
method of preventing atmospheric pollution by ash and boiler
fouling by slag, is probably to catch the ash and slag in a sump
below a sudden turn in the path of the products of combustion
(on the principle of the steam separator). The cost and risk of
drying, storing, and distributing the pulverised fuel are reduced
by the use of pulverisers which grind the fuel at each boiler as it
is required for use, but there are obvious counter-objections to
such subdivision of the pulverising plant.

A mixture of oil fuel with coal ground so finely as to remain
in colloidal suspension is claimed to be safer and more economical
than either ingredient alone.

Coke, when dry, consists of 80-95 °/0 carbon, the remainder
being ash and 1 % or so °f sulphur. Good coke with only 5 °/0
moisture and 10 °/0 ash is worth about 12 500 B.TLU. / lb. and is
excellent for steam raising. Unfortunately, coke readily absorbs
as much as 20 °/0 moisture.
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Lignite or brown coal is used for steam raising in some
countries and ranges from 6000 to 12000 RTLU./lb., an
average value being 7 500 B.Th.U. / Ib. Many attempts have
been made to utilise peat profitably; * the principal difficulty
is that of drying the raw fuel economically (peat as dug may con-
tain 80 °/0 of water). The calorific value of dry peat is about
9 000-10 000 B.TLU. / Ib.; and of that with 25 % water, 7 000
B.ThU. /Ib. It is not necessary to dry the fuel so thoroughly
for use in a gas producer as for burning below boilers, but it is
prohibitively costly to transport the bulky, moist, and low-grade
fuel for any considerable distance; the power plant must there-
fore he situated at or near the peat deposits.

Wood, sawdiist, cane trash, rice husk and other similar
materials may be used profitably where available. Provided that
larger grate area is provided the same steaming capacity can be
maintained as with coal notwithstanding the low calorific value
of the fuel which may be anything from 6 000-2 000 B.Th.U /Ib.
Town refuse varies greatly in composition, but is generally worth
from 1 000-2 000 B.Th.U. / Ib. and is profitably utilised in
many places.

Oil fuel is technically excellent for steam boilers, but its cost
is high and unstable. t Crude petroleum has a calorific value of
18 000-19 000 B.TLU./Ib. The oil is atomised by a steam or
air blast or by being forced under pressure through suitable
nozzles; the rate and conditions of combustion are under im-
mediate control, a very small surplus of air is required for com-
plete combustion, and there is no ash formed. A boiler efficiency
of 85 °/0 °r higher can be maintained, and the steaming capacity
of a given boiler is about 15 °/0 higher with oil than with coal, if
baffles be provided to act as high-temperature radiating surface in
place of the incandescent fuel bed. As an approximate guide,
it seldom pays to use oil for steam raising if its cost per ton ex-
ceeds 1-J-lf times that of the alternative coal.

Waste gases from blast furnaces, coke ovens, and steel works
are used successfully in many large power plants, the gas being
fed to burners below standard coal-burning types of boilers, or
used in a Bonecourt boiler (§ 170).

In selecting the fuel for use in any power plant, security of
* Reports on the subject are issued from time to time by H.M. Stationery

Office for the Fuel .Research Board ; see also El. Rev., Vol. 90, p. 477.
OKI
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Table lf» IB Ijatwcl on ftHtimatuB by T. H. VVoHanton (JWttj/wwrr, Vol. I HI, p. ,'fs#J),
and shown clearly thn economy of pow«r Kitmtratinii with by-product rotiovory.
The data rotate to altttmativu Hclimnux for producing I fiOO H.H.I'*, (inw.hameml
power), working 7 (XX) hr«. pur annum at an average load of I (XX) H.T.f i.*?. at
58 */ load factor; tho contH givmt arc on a pro-war iuiHin, hut this dooH not affnct
the general purpose* of th« <>ontpariK«»ti.

For further information tho roachir may be* roforrvd to a roporl
by Sir Du^aid OUtrk and Profc*HHora A. Smitholln and .1. W. Cobb
on the Coal Clan and KIwtik'al. Supply Iwlu.strioH of tho United
Kingdom, addntHHod to iho Institution of (Jan Kn^imjorn (arc. dlxo
Jour. I.K.K.i Vol. 58, p. 7(55); and to tho public*ationB of tho
Fuel itosoarcli Ik>ard {H.M.. Stationary OHioo).

170. Steam Boilers, -Largn inodom boilc^m liavti up to
60 HCJ. ft. of heating .surface? pur H<J. ft. of ^ratt* area, and up to
6 or 8 llw. «»f water are <tva|xirat(?<J per nq. ft. of heating surface
per hr. In boilurs of oldn* <l(*8i^n tln.% ratio of ti«atin# t<^ ̂rato
surface IH from 20 to 30; 1, and tho (evaporation only *i«4 Ibs.
per eq. ft. of hoatinjf Hurface per hr. (sc,e ftino Tables 17). ValuoH
for the hoatin<( surface* r«<|uirod in coal-finwl boilorn p<tr I.Ii.P. of
variouH typcss of cm^iuttH Horvrid are an follows: Siinplo hig"h-
pressure, noii-coiuhjnsJiig ctnjfiniiH, 7-8 sq. ft. ; compound, non-
condenning, 5-CJ Hq. ft. ; conipoimd, ctoiulonsinjr, 4-5 H«|, ft ; triples
expansion, non-condenHing, 4-5 nq. ft, ; triple expansion, con-
donning 2|»3 HCJ, ft. ; turbines, 2-2^ sq. ft. The weight of coal
Burnt pt;*r H(|. ft, of grate surface per hr. depends primarily on tlw
draught employed ; the figures given in Table 17 refer to natural
draught Using forced draught, 100 Iba or moro of coal, can b»

TABLK IT.- Average. Boiler Data,

Kvaporatiott . Water
jmr Hq. Ft, I < Inal p«r

TyjM* of Boilftr. ; Hurfuc'ft : Hitting : Hq. Ft,
; Grata Ar«». Hurfaf'.n |Hfr ' Clnito p«r p«'f Ll>, of

Hour. (Joal l$urtit*<
Hour. i

{
i Ibtf. UIH. Ihn.

Cornish . 
' 

20 to 80 : J '3 to 4 ; 16 71
Lancashire . . i 20 � 26; I 4 � B i 15 to S20 7| to H
Water-tuba, ordinary . . ' 40 M 00 : I lf> � 25 2 If "1

� high-powor * . ! 25 � 80 : 1 .. 25 7j tf 10
Bonecourfc (gat-fired) . . ; No grate 16 ^ 86 i

* Le. «pecially compaofc boilers with high steaming capacity; ovary provlnion
made to secure brink circulation &ad rapid heat transference.
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burned per nq. ft. of grate per hr., but 25- JK) Ibn. ruprw
the inaxhnuin for contra I .station practice,* and 15-20 11
UBual value.

Water-tube boilens, which are at prenent the Htiiiidi
ment for steam raising in large .stations- ...... -i*«sjw*i'Ial!y the
& Wileox and the Stirling tyjwH- evaporat** up to II
150 000 Ihs. of water per hr, \\ 50 000-200 000 lba/Im
periods), the steam pressure being up to *I50 I Us. /HIJ.
the total steam temperature ("including superheat) up t
Several such boilers may hi* required to fVi»d a Hiiij^ln
Particulars of very hij^h jH»wer, water-ttilx* boiler
be found in the El. 1tn\, Vol. 75, p. 2110.

Undca" ordinary conditions and with #oo«
R-i Ihn of watisr can be evaporated (from mid at- 212" ¥
of coal burnt in modern boilers, rising to !l or 10 ]|»H,
eHici(uicy plant HkiH'ully operated. CJoal of riilorlfic*
18500 liTh.U. jHsr 11). would evuponite abnul 14 Ibt
from and at 212'' P., were it {tussihlo to une nil tin* }ji*iii
coal. Actually, the* thermal efficiency of a eonl-fired lioih
siderably below 100 "'/�. Thu prf»pi*r banis of <*o!u|mriHt>n
different Innler inHtallutiunH iw tin* ovenill <»ffici«'*n<y o
Bup-erlieater, and economiHer. With a I'leiirt l«iil«*r and j«
the overall efficiency of boil«*r, «up«*rh enter, and i*t!iiii«'«ri!
be 85 7,,» ̂wt ^Ji* diHtribution of the hi*at di*ri%'i*d. from 111-
generally within the following HiiiitH : In lx)il«»r5H '/,s, »iij;
9 °/u, and econoiiiiHer H '/^ li.r. 75 "'/.. of the Iiimt is dfiliverii
steam, falling to 55 or 110 7., in inef!Id«irtt m*taiiatiorjH f)
fluegaHCJK 15 "/0 (HometiuiffH *IO 7. )« '*y ny'liiitioii5 7,, (ofter.
and by moisture, uuburnt re«idui% ete, 5 ' jt. (toUiI IOHH i5 */
to 40 7,. or more in inefficient iiiNttlliitiiiiw), Konto <if 1
temperature lif*nt in the ^IW*H lenviii^ tlii.M*c"«»itijmi>fi*r may
to pre-heat the air for the fiiriiiicii to, Hay, HI5" F»f the teittf
of the KIIHCH leaving the pru- hunter liein^ thifti tiliout *ICKf

Tlie lioiHscourt boiler with few I lii'iitar iiftiiiii« an

efficiency of 1)0-924 7f/ Thin boiler in of th« firf*4wiie ty]
refractory hrick or twi»ti*d iron filling Itwidu the

*Th«hettt dcfviilojwtc! p«jr hr. pcrnq. It. of ii then ftbattl
li.Th.U. umng ccm! worth 11 7CK) li.Th.U, /iti.

f 8e* * Avomgo FIgun« far Ilit? !*i!rlortiwt.nc!« of
Hollers,* by I). Brownlto, Knginwring, Dec, 10 and 17t HIM),
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or gaseous fuel or waste heat from furnaces, gas engines, etc., is
used ; with liquid or gaseous fuel combustion proceeds flarnelessly,
and in all cases the gases in the tubes impinge again and again
on the heating surface, the falling material in the tubes meanwhile
giving out a high percentage of radiant heat. Only 5 or 10 °/o of
excess air is required for perfect combustion, and tint evaporation
is from 15-35 Ibs. / sq. ft. of heating surface) / hr., from and at
212° F. (Table 17). A Bonecourfc boiler 6 ft. dia. x I8,m. long is
capable of delivering 20 000 Ibs. of steam per hr.*

171. Boiler Room Efficiency.-The minimum equipment
and procedure required to determine and maintain efficiency in
the boiler room is as follows : Coal-weighing apparatus and
periodic determinations of the calorific value of the coal are re-
quired to make possible calculation of the heat input. Steam
meters record the quantity, and pressure gauges and thermometers
show the condition of the steam delivered; thenco the thermal
output of the boiler can be determined by reference to steam
tables. For the complete control of the conditions of combustion,
and to detect air leakage through the boiler netting, irregular fire
bed, etc., manometers and thermometers (both dintant-indicating)
are required at various points in the path of the air and flue gases.
Thermometers should be placed also inside the inlet and outlet of
the superheater and economises

Flue gas analysis is an excellent guide to the conditions of
combustion and should preferably be effected by an automatic
recording apparatus which determines both tho carbon dioxide and
the oxygen in tho gases. The ideal percentage of carbon dioxide
in flue gases from a boiler burning average English coal is 18-
19 %; the actual percentage under good conditions and steady
high load is 12-14 %» but the average (hiring 24 bra m rarely
over 10 °/0, and JB often 8 °/0, 6 °/0, or "CH8- r^ie theoretical per-
centage of carbon dioxide should be approached very closely where
oil or gaa fuel is employed.

It is very important that the steam pipes, etc., be adequately
lagged with heat insulating material; the IOHH by radiation should
then be about i or | B.TH.U. / sq. ft. / hr. / 1° F. temperature
difference between the steam and the surrounding atmosphere

* See also « Becenfc Development in Gas-Firing Bfceam Boilers/
Proc. S. Wales Imt. J&ng.t Vol. 80, p. 270.
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(compared with 3 or 4 B.Th.lf. in the CIISK of ha-re pijw). Inferior
lagging may be worne than u.seleHH in that it simply InereaseH the
radiating surface.

The efficiency of a boiler plant IH improved materially by the
use of feed water which does not form Heule. lit eondiuwing in.
Htallationn a relatlvv.ly small amount of makeup feed water in
required, and if this be. subjected to preliminary distillation in a
Htearn-heated evaporator no H<'.alc-makin^ material in carriw.1 into
tlie boilers. The strain and water eireuitw t*an be arranged HO
that the not expenditure of heat invnlvftl by tin* preliminary
evaporation is very .small. The. fowl water Hhcmltl nowhere be
exposed to air beeau.se air in .solution promote-s eorroHiou of the
boilera. The tenting of feed water by its flertrrenl conductivity
is mentions I in § 1 ID.

172. Reciprocating: Steam Engines. "" Tin* advantages of
reciprocating steam engines compared with other prime movers
where the output required IH less than, nay, I 0(K> k W ar« dincuHsed
in § 189. The Hteam corwumption of thnw? eii^Itiw varien over
a wide range. Non-<*on«lending Himjili* onjfi wtN may <?onKwmo from
45-60 Iba nteain per fi.H.F.-hr, in HiniiH iinil 28-33 Ihs.
in 100 H.R or larger nnita Tim winm iMi|^iiii.« weirki'tl eondenning
will coiiHumo, roughly, 2H 7, tan** «ti*miii or. JJ5-10 Iba per
B.H.F.-hr, in nmall HIWJH and 20-25 Urn. hi lurgitr engines.
Compound, condenHiiig ouginiw may t^'iiiHUitwt aK much iw 20-
25 lb»s. Htoam per JlH. P.-hr., hut 15-17 Ilia in 11 Hatinfactory
range wheru engintm of 200-500 HLK afi* crc;«if'f*riit:?iL Jn high-
claRH triple-tixparmion t^njifin*.^, oj^jrating1 nnilw favuurablo circuin-
stancoH, the nteani cottHumption i« rt*<ltit*wl In 12-14 Iba per
B.H.P.»hr. Suher anrl Allin triph*»»xpiinHicm «*njfiii^H, repranent-
ing the Inmi practicr* of tb« Continent an*I ihr Uitiiwi Htat«fif have
a eonMimptkm varying from III-12| p»«r LH.I*.-hrM and
exceptional roHultn IIH low HH ICI H>H. jnir l.H,R-hr, (nay, I0| Iba
per B.H.P.-hr,) havo been n*achiuJ. At Icmiln abcive or below
normal full load, these coriKumptkm an? ̂ xei^jiliftl, unually
by not mori! than 5 "/0 at I| and |-fnil lumil, but by 15-20 7, or
more*, at |-load. In 4 uniflnw * tmffinm |iort i» at the
middle of the cylinder, an«i is ojmnorl mul duM^fi by the piston
moving ovctr it; by eliminating Uio of livn over
Hurfaces eooh»d by oxbaunt Htitiwu, UUH con-
densation IOHHCH and iinprovi*« eiBcictncy, A 400 H«P.
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Tho distiliic.live; features am the total enclosure of working part.H, and the use

of forced lubrication on the arterial principle. Oil is eirc.tilated automatically to
all the bearings by a pump discharging at 10-20 Ibs. / sq, in. Governing in by
throttle at. light loitds, by variable expansion at heavy loads, and by a combination
of these methods at intermediate loads. Two-crank compound and non-compound
engines are supplied for maximum outputs from !-JH B.H.P. at u'fjO r.p.m. to 720
B.P.H. at H()0 r.p.m. The non-compound engines are for st,c«un pn^SHiires of HO-'.K)
Ibs. / sq. in., and a pressure of 140-150 Ibs. in recommended for tho compound
engines. Triple-expansion engines arc supplied for outpntH from iitiO IJ.H.L*. at
500/550 r.p.m. to 2 500 1UM1. at 1H7A / 200 r.p.m., and a steam pressure of
170-200 Ibs. / sq. in. is recommended. Whore tho steam pressure is sufficient and
the engine is to operate condensing, the triple-expansion type is he.st, hut the- com-
pound type is often preferable for non-condensing or for working against a back
pressure. The weight of tho compound and triple-expansion engines respectively
is roughly £ cwt. and \ cwfc. per It.H. P.; or 1. cwt. and 1^ ewts. per B.U.P., includ-
ing D.G. generator and bed plate.

[To face 31. (2M>.
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simple, condensing engine of this type consumed about 12 Ibs.
steam per B.H.P.-hr.*

The advantage of superheating steam for use in reciprocating
engines is theoretically very small but is actually very great;
there is a small increase in the theoretical efficiency of the cycle
where superheated steam is used, but the great advantage lies in
the more or less complete elimination of cylinder condensation.
In typical cases from 10 to 25 °/0 reduction in coal consumption
is effected by the use of superheated steam in reciprocating
engines (see also § 1.74).

The enormous increase in specific volume of steam at low
pressures makes it difficult to xitilise high vacua an effectively in
reciprocating engines as in turbines.

In Germany, W. Schmidt has experimented for many years
with the use of pressures up to 000 Ibs. / sq. in. in reciprocating
engines (Science A bstracts, Vol. 25, p. 2). The steam is superheated
between the high and low-pressure cylinders, and it is claimed
that the heat consumption is as low as 146 B.Th.U. /B.H.P.-mm.,
corresponding to 29 °/0 thermal efficiency. Ordinary compound
condensing engines using steam at 120-180 Ibs. / sq. in., super-
heated to 250° G, commonly require 200-250 B.TH.U. / LH.P.-min.
or, say, 250-300 B.Th.U. / B.H.P.-min. It is claimed that the
high-pressure engines consume 20 °/0 less heat than turbines using
steam at 225 Ibs. / sq. in. Also, the high-pressure engine is par-
ticularly suitable for operating with high back-pressure, the ex-
haust steam being utilised for heating 'purposes (§ 188).

173. Steam Turbines.-Steam turbines have no marked
advantage over reciprocating engines in point of steam economy
until quite large units are concerned. In units exceeding
1 000 kW the turbine effects great saving in capital cost and
space occupied, and its higher steam efficiency (though little
superior to that of the best reciprocating engines) represents a
large saving per annum. The most efficient steam turbines have
26-28 7o thermal efficiency, which is higher than that of gas
engines, and is only exceeded by that of Diesel-type engines.
The latter have not the compactness and simplicity of the steam
turbine, and cannot yet be built in such powerful units (§ 179).

* For further information on reciprocating nteam engine** the reader may bo
referred to a chapter on the subject, by one of the authors (Mr. Neale), in
Whittaker's Mechanical J3ngin&$r'$ Pocket JBook (3rd edition).
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From the facts Htah'd in | 174 it will In- H«*ar tlmi no uni-
versally applicable data am hi* ̂ivrn pniii^niiii^ tin* xt mm con-
sumption of turbine, Alwi it will I** rl.-ar that nothing 1^
than' an accurate statement, su|>ph*ni«*n<i'd In* full particular*
concerning working ronditioiiM, is Miflin»*nr in pntHifitl working
AttheHamft thn«, it is uwl'iil t«» kn»»w that mid* r a\i rajri* working
conditions* tlw .strain consnmjrfiun *»J' a "»<»«» IW !url»in< »Wy }l|k
taken as UM!) Ihs. JMT k\Vh. " »!' ;» ! ooo k\V uwHwif, an 15-
16 Ibs. per kWh ; of 11 "2 OOO w> OIH> k\V iM.M-hinf. a- i:i\>H !!)H.
per kWh; and of JO 000 .'JO 000 k\\ nufhint-, IH HKII |bH<
per kWh. At j-loail ihr stvatn cnn .umptiMn J»«T kNVhjN from
1.5-20 °/o {fniatta-. Kxhausi strain twhim**. iitiliHin^ Htaiim tit
or near atinoNj)h<*ric j*n»ssun*, usually ''MUHiinif lN*tWf*f*n W and
40 lb«. per kWh. (Jivi-n tin* sli-atii r'»fiMi!ii|>ti<»n / kWh of a
turbine at two load*, HUT full-Ii»ad and J-]r«id, th«' r<«iiHtuiiption at
any other load or at nu-li»nd ran fo» |»r#»dirf,i*tl m*<'timMy c»nough
for practical purj-xwiw, by «ppi.riti|r t-hr WillaiiH* Mrni^ht.lm^Iaw;
the known nonHanijitinnK an* j>l«»tl^*l th»* vahn*« nf bad to
which they corn*H]M)ndf and a nfriii^iit llm* IN through the
two pointn thus obtained, lln* fDnsiitiiptMin at any nthor load
can bo read at ow^ frmn fh«* liii«* drawn, Thi^ iiiiifind in twit ap-
plicable to niix<*d-pivHNUiv turbtn«-«, Mwiuy t<i th«« nw* i»f difff*ii*nf»
proportions of Mivi*' and '»»*chau>*tJ *f«*«itn at dtj(!i«n«nt Iiiark,
Mixe<l-pr(»Hsuru turbin«'N, whirh nurfnally u|«*ruf** »nt * live '
and part 'exhaust" ht«*ain, havi* al'HMii th^ «niwjiii}itJfiii an
live or oxhaiiHt Hiram al«*n**, high prcHHiirrt or rx haunt- turbimw ri"*i{«*rtiv**Iy wh#«n »-i|ii-»riitJng on

Turbo-alf^niatorH uf 150 IHM* an nnn >VW i4j«,vitt| fuvft In-
come alnioKt (i(»niinonpla<'<* dnrin*f ri»rit'nt MMP*. itiifl tttiitH up in160 000 kVA capacity ha\«' I ' «Jr rir

Tho , " r » f

the GeimovilliurH »fitf iun »«. '*-r 41^, f »\\ 4 .1 , H i 
in

on j, J, iwifl |.ImtfI r*'4j»' ?mhft «* it ̂  "-" mm at ' *i 
» f % "i *t» »?,fi 1 1 Ih.*, / fcWIi
^ / 1 1 t , fili^ F

At feho tiinft of writmn, »»»** ;^?f/ ̂ *".« ^} . ̂  * *sl*
cylinder turbim- r«f th»- Iit«»Tt*« i u/>, fSn|i 4 J '«*?. ^ * \V frifili

con«iKt«ofa high |ir*', tirt* ntrNin* x»<i*^ii,' »« /t* * %
Huperhcatf and fo\i\tri\M '/»ti»n xM * i / >" t ^ /

* Thii H.K.S.A, rr> »iiiiiHi'i^L i.it II- i y, ** , * ,?f
which luglioHl, strain wtiittiut r. ' f**ii«i# I /tif,.y S »»*" 

fti

tinuouH output of f h«* g*»ii» fA»* r, «"* « f**. <u -JK < i*i » *i>.« " 
* n»t«liiiiiiii cow-

ri' Mifli Is ri;u *
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turbines. Each of the three elements drives a 20 000 kW, 25-cycle alternator at
1 500 r.p.m., and the total output available is 70 000 kW for 2 hrs., or 90 000 kW
for J hr. The low-pressure turbines work with 29 in.-vacuura (30 in.-barometer)
and the steam consumption on rated load is 11 Ibs. / kWh, corresponding to
about 25 °/0 thermal efficiency. For output below 25 000 kW it is more economical
to use the high-pressure turbine with only one low-pressure turbine.

The use of generating units exceeding, say, 10 000 kVA rating
is limited to very large cities, where the load permits of practically
continuous operation at high steam efficiency. The actual amount
of labour required to operate such turbines is small, but it must
be highly skilled, for obvious reasons. A serious consideration is
the enormous loss of generator capacity on the system in the
event of break-down in such a unit (see also § 145).

174. Effect of Steam Conditions on Turbine Efficiency.
-The maximum total temperature (including superheat) of steam
for use in power plants is limited to 700°-750° F. ; above this
temperature the mechanical strength of steel is reduced danger-
ously, and cast iron cannot safely be used for fittings or casings
exposed to this temperature. The use of copper for steam pipes
(as at bends) is dangerous at much lower temperatures. A total
temperature of, say, 700° F. may be reached by using low pressure
and high superheat, or high pressure and low superheat; the
advantages of higher pressure are increased available heat drop
(§ 166), and the smaller size of pipes required for the denser
steam. The stearn consumption of a turbine decreases about
0*1 °/0 per 1 Ib. / sq. in. pressure increase above, say, 150
Ibs. / sq. in. Steam pressures of 300-3*50 Ibs. / sq. in. are now
used in many stations, and 400-500 Ibs. / sq. in. will probably
be used in the immediate future (see note on p. 273).

The reduction in steam consumption of turbines due to 10° F.
additional superheat is about 1 °/0 up to 100° F. superheat,
0-83 % between 100° and 200° F., and 0*72 °/o between 200 and
300° F. superheat. The limiting steam temperature (700°-750° F.)
dictated by the strength of materials is already used extensively.

Turbines are extremely sensitive to vacuum, as shown by
Table 18 (based on data due to G. Gerald Stoney, Inst Mech.
Engrs., November 20, 1914). Practically the same savings as
shown in col. 2 are obtainable with dry saturated steam as with
superheated steam. With 28-28^-in. vacuum, the percentage
saving in consumption would be increased (above the value given
in Table 18) by about 1 % at |-load and about 2^ % at J-load,
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TABLE IS.-Eff'wt of Vacuum un> 7'///*/uw /\/?/V/r/

''\CJiiiit at Pull Ix«nt am! iVr Iwh
r»f Va«'iii»in. 1!t n«»Ht .\vailalil« I hiring

Vacuum B^twotui.

I "sing St«'um at

!Vr

28" ai id 24'
24"
25" 26' 11
26" 27' 12
27" 28' 14
28" 17 *
28J" 28;i " .' lift*
28f'
29" ,

using throttle, governing1; but would remain at»iut tlti* HJUIM.*. at
all loads, using no/,/J«^ governing, it in not jMiHsilili* to realise tho
full savings indicated above*, particularly at v«ry high vaeua,f
owing to terminal losses in the Wading ; n«v«*rfch«li»8Mf tln*ri3 are
few cases in which it does not pay to maintain tin* highlit vacuum
of which tlu^ (iquipnutnt uned IH aipablf*. Kxhaunt Hhould
be proportioned and «ha]Mtd to give minimum IOHH of viicuutn,
and there sliould be; miuiiuuiri dlfieri*rim in vacuum between

steam and air-pump connections to t^his c«»nd«nH«r. A vacuum of
28 ins. (barometer 30 inn.) may be; taken II.M a satisfactory Htatuiard
value for high-proHHuroturlxHHntH, and of 271 ina fur tur-
bines operating on steam at or mwr atmoHphi$ric prcjH«ur«. Incrciiiii-
ingthe vacuum from 2H to 2f) ins. practically iloubliw the volumoper
Ib. of steam, and intrcxluccm evacuation and concicmHing prohlemH
of a mechanical nature which more or cotnpiotoiy nflkit the
advantage de.rivn<I from th« greater availnbUi lumt dnip,*

175. Steam Condensers and Auxiliaries, - Thi* Dxhauitt
steam from ctngine^s or turbines may l>** f'omienM**! in varioun
ways :-

* Note.--These art* pomnntage per inch «if ; Iliii
between 2B arid 2Rj['in. vactutim is 4 "7« (nr *^i '7J» Mv^ **" °n-

f Nearly tho full thoftrntwal gai« in cibfAiitiibl** til.in, 27»in,
vacjuurn, but only 50*00 °/0 c»f the thitorotiral htAwtnm sfH inn, anil ifcl iiw,

J A valuable |>a|><ir in * Cli«*i««i of StaAtn <>mrltti<»n« in Mwlwrn P
by L. 0. Kemp, Electrician, June 30, HI22.
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(1) In a jet condenser, it is mixed with jets of water. From
20-30 Ibs. of water is required per Ib. of steam condensed. If
space be particularly valuable the water jet and exhaust steam
may mix in a small chamber at the top of" a pipe down which
flows the mixture of condensing water and condensed steam; this
form is called the barometric condenser, because the height of the
downtake pipe must exceed' the height of the water barometer
(about 34 ft.), to which height water from the hot well, is driven
by atmospheric pressure when a vacuum is maintained in the
condensing chamber.

(2) In an atmospheric or evaporative condenser, the exhaust
steam passes through nests of tubes over which water trickles.
Alternatively, the nest of tubes may be in the form of a hollow
cylinder which is rotated about its axis, dipping meanwhile in a
trough of water so that the outside of the tubes is covered by a
film of water. Whereas the condensing water in jet and surface
condensers is heated 50° F. or less, so that each pound of con-
densing water removes not more than 50 B.Th.U., the cooling
water of an atmospheric condenser is evaporated and each pound
removes about 1 000 B.Th.U. The atmospheric condenser re-
quires only about 1-1£ Ib. of water per Ib. of steam condensed
and is thus particularly valuable where water is scarce; the water
used is, however, entirely lost. A natural or artificial current of
air is required to carry away the water vapour, and in the saturated
air (often 90 to 95 °/0 humidity) of somo tropical countries the
type is almost useless, since very little evaporation is possible.

(3) In a surface condenser cold water is circulated through
tubes over which passes the exhaust steam. From 50-70 Ibs. of
condensing water is required per Ib. of steam condensed.

Atmospheric and surface condensers are more costly than jet
condensers to build and maintain, but the condenBate is not con-
taminated by the circulating water, the condonsate is at higher
temperature than that from a jot condenser, and all the condensate
is used as boiler feed, hence there is minimum IOHH of heat from
the steam circuit.

The large volume of circulating water required by a surface
condenser cannot economically be treated to correct any corrosive
properties which it may possess. This water is generally drawn
from a river or canal through mechanical strainers, preferably
of the self-cleansing type. The flow through the adits may be
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reversed periodically to remove deposits of silt. Yin* eon
tubes should be made of an alloy which in not attj&eked
water used. CondennerH in which the tul«*s an* not, lon^«:
twice the diameter of the tube platen nr«* mc»re costly tbn
denners of smaller diameter with Ion^*r tub-tin, hut the
diameter dewijjfn results in higher vacuum. Maximum vac"1
required at the turbine end of the exhaust paHHji^«*H, not i
at the centre of the cxmdenser.

If the supply of circulating water is liiiiitt'ti, thr witter 1
a surface condenser may be cooled for UHI* H^ain by allowin
flow down brushwood, laths, etc., in a cooling tow«?r, up
air is blown by fans. Roughly 1 OCX) B/fliJ", JHT Ib, of
consumed by the engine or turbine fur, way, half th«* ci
value of the coal burned beluw the boil^rn) ha* to In* atrrkd

by the air in the cooling tower. In dimut.*'H when* inin'il'
high, the saturation of the air makes it filtlktili to mnl th
densing water to a temperature making jw»*«il*lt* tlif iniiiiiti
of high vacuum.

Air from the feed water or leaking in to tin* Hfi'iiiii dn
any point must Ix^ removed From the cunt ii-nmtr by mi air
The steam-jet tyector pump in niinplf* iiinl "*! Bret JVM fo
purpose ; th(j steam conmunoil oijualn about 1 "/., of tin* fotwiui
of the engine or turbine, but priM*ti<mlly tlt»* win tit* of tin* li
the steam jet paBKen to the * hot well,' /./?. th«» In whidi
coridensate is collected for tine IIH tinili*!* fW»i, **i» that tlit
is utilised in tht; warm

In order tc allow for o<'ra<«*nril air Irakh in «nf*i«< " nJ ti *r

provision Rhouhlbc tna It* fur th*' HIT piimp 1 1* dU'?i,i **. b n, '« t 4 !'i li»».
1 000 Ibs. stwun in modi rat "-" i/,i d jiliyif \ «iii*i lur I II . f«'^' ! fl»t ' i<» . lit i ri»»*
It iu well to arraxi#fi for 1 trj.lt. ot r*»n«l» » mi"! mrJit* « If .f - n ' if . JH<
of sfceam to bi roncUmwd ; ,.««'h a rfijjtif'tj'M-i will run .*«»*» 1 1 i if 1* ̂ i i* i
cloaiiing and withr tit much l«»»i r»f \n 'uuiti, .»* Jtut if «<* i . w* 1) 114*. ̂t< <i
modcirzi air putupt, rontii*n tnttmt nf 7 III II* * j« r -,*i *t. jt r i^mi j« p
evon with high vacua A t a -tUri'lunt l«»r ̂ 4m^» a **»^n4 ri « »4 *i S «*j.
7 Ib8. of Dtoam and a witter v» l**rj?\ of »'{*,. |t**r i»*«'. *» »J«< »«ii» "» h'wl I
mit (H days afti«r tuhi* hrti* hing) not !«"* U A» 4*rf> BTti.S', ft*t »|, fl n( i
per hr. por i' I*', diflcnnin* in t« iii|i«riiti!r»' ttHwit? n ^ mi *it 14 «» *iiwl
water tomporaturi'. A(Ulf<<H*iM***nf I* F, in th« ifiii|»'ra**if '4 ««» *m^*vvj»»r
about 0*8 % difftjriuie'i' in tttrltim* ifimin < MII *iirii|ilirtii tf»*f, n>» VHJM*
M<»§174); honcc ititiatttii tuki fo nit liown tin li^igU^ * f si < m ' i»^f » ̂ i*irt«ti
the amount and Hlirtwy of coolim* rhi**l!y <i 'jM*ii*l f ^»* »*f ** »Ji»*v* >, ,/ i«rwj| ,
Vol. 63, p. 114)*



BRUSH-Ij.n'NfisTKOM Ttnuu) ALTMKNATOR; '{ 000 K\V AT J-J 000 U.P.M.

There ure no fixed guide blades in the Ljungstrom turbine. Two sets of blading
arc carried in cDnccniric. r5nj4s on the faces of two discs which run in opponikj dinsc.-
tions. Ka,(th disc- is overhung 071 \\\(\ .shaft of an alternator, and the discs caTi ho
removed without disturbing the ̂ encrat<irs. Tli(j two a 1 tern a, torn an«, in ])arallc*l and
synchronise automatically whilst running up to speed. Steam enters at (.he con tiro
and flows radially outwards to an exhaust chamber bolted directly to the condenser.
The turbine is of the reaction type and, as the rehitive. speed of the blades is twice tho
actual speed, very high efficiency is obtained. Tins number of rows of blades in ono
fonrfch that of an ordinary reaction turbine. A 5 (XX) kW, 3 000 r.p.ni. set using
steam at 166 Ibs./sq. in., {>(">'/' R, with 2H*9 ins. vamunn, consumes 10*W> Ibs. stoaiu
/ kWh afc full load.

c, p. 2G2.



.!/<//"/" HW^r, AA/.
S i-; M i - \ UTf >M ATI < ' I i n rs r,- 1 ,i« . HTI N< s S $ ;T.

This soli combines all the control affonlcd by the n "mil arv-iniitiluior
board with ol^ciric. siari.iu^ am! autoinaiic slt'ppiii^. A srrir,; tifid \viiirlin u i*. »wd
wlicn iiho dynamo is run from iJu^ cf-lls as n nmfnr in ntarl thr u Suiiit
field winding is nscuj during normal scrvirr. Automat ir si<i|»j»in^ is i-nV r?! i>y un
ampcrc-honr motor wiUi a bias r»n tin- * rlia.^' * i-»\ilt<t ('(irrr^fHituliti^ |.otl t}ti-pj-
hour efficiency of th<i hal.tcry. Thr i-n^iiH- will run on pHml, hi-n/:f«S» nlr«»lif»J t <»r l«»wn
gas, and can bo tisod as an independent unit. Standard si/i-, raiijii' fr«»m 1 t «* iM kW
and from 25 to 140 V.

It«!»"?/t? /V, A/,/.

(hUIDH-Otl, KN<itNK iJlHI-.cT'f'OT4!*!,!-;!* TO A I>YNAMO.

Tlio (iiigine illustrated ojienttes c»n tin- tvv<t-.Htn>k<< c^-flc (our \vnrkittf( Htmkf jw-r
cylind(;r )Htr rovolntion of tin; cmnksljaftj. Any kind r»f «-njde or rvfined oil can tut
UHod, the ongino can be started (juiekly and ea-ily, and nn water injection JM n^niirv
OutputH up to^KX) J>.'H.P. are obtainable from hin^Je. and twin-cylinder eii^irirn,
up to 800 B.H.P. from multi-eylinder engine^ »»f sliss t\ jw.
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The circulating and condensate pumps, and the air pump (if
not of the steam-jet type) may be driven electrically or by steam.
The cost of duplicate equipment is generally justifiable on the
ground of reliability. If the auxiliaries are supplied solely from
the main bus bars they may be incapacitated by an electrical
break-down. Frequently a relatively small 'house turbine' is
used to drive a generator providing current for station lighting
and the driving of auxiliaries. The principal considerations are :
(1) There should be minimum risk of the main generators being
placed out of action by any failure in the auxiliary services.
(2) As much as possible of the heat in the exhaust steam from
all sources should be returned to the hot well. The energy con-
sumption of condenser auxiliaries is generally from 3-5 °/0 of the
output of the prime mover.

176. Utilising 'Low-grade* Heat.-It is evident from the
examples in § 166 that the exhaust from a steam engine or
turbine contains a large part of the heat in the 'live' steam
delivered to the prime mover. Roughly 60 °/0 of the heat value
of coal burned in an ordinary steam plant with condensing
engines or turbines is delivered to the condensing water. Any
reduction in the heat thus rejected constitutes an important
saving. 'Low-grade' heat-i.e. principally the latent heat of
steam which has been expanded in the prime mover-may be
utilised by either or both of two methods, viz. : (1) By ' bleeding'
steam from an intermediate stage in the expansion and using it
to raise the temperature of the condensate, thus returning the
heat of the bled steam to the feed water. (2) By using exhaust
steam (or condensate) for industrial heating or for heating build-
ings, the back pressure on the engine or turbine being higher, the
higher the temperature required in the heating service. The
basic principle is the same in both cases ; some of the heat in the
live steam is used to produce mechanical power and the remaining
heat (above atmospheric temperature) is used as heat. Greater
saving is effected by method (2), when all the exhaust is used for
heating, than by method (1) which is limited by the fact that the
feed water cannot reasonably be heated above, say, 300° F. It is
not commonly realised that even a ' super-station' cannot compete
in overall efficiency with the smallest steam plant which can
utilise its low-grade heat, unless the former can also dispose profit-
ably of its low-grade heat. In most cases a small power plant
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can find use for its exhaust steam more easily than a large central
station (§ 188).

In collieries and other industrial establishments there are

many excellent reciprocating engines which cannot economically
be scrapped, but which do not utilise the expansion of steam as
fully as could be done in turbines. In such cases exhaust steam
from the engine can be utilised in low-pressure turbines which
yield additional power (say 50 % of the engine output) without
involving any additional consumption of fuel (see also Chapter
32).

177. Steam Accumulators.-Where exhaust steam is used
to drive a low-pressure turbine or for heating or manufacturing
processes, etc., some means may have to be provided for storing a
temporary surplus of steam to tide over an ensuing temporary
deficiency. This provision consists of a steam accumulator, which
may be a tank of water (say an old Lancashire boiler suitably
lagged) into which the exhaust steam is passed, the water then
evaporating when the pressure on it is reduced by the demand for
steam exceeding the inflow. Alternatively, the accumulator may
consist of a counterbalanced, well-lagged ' gasometer' bell, in
which the exhaust steam is stored, and from which it is taken as
required The advantage of the latter arrangement is that it
imposes a lower back pressure on (and hence involves less loss of
power in) the reciprocating engines supplying the exhaust steam
-say -J- Ib. per sq. in. as against 2-J or 3-J Ibs. per sq. in. in the
case of the water-storage system. The back pressure in a water-
storage steam accumulator is sufficient to permit admission of
live steam to a mixed-pressure turbine to be controlled by the
pressure of the exhaust stearn available at the moment. In the
gasometer-type of accumulator, the variation in exhaust steam
pressure is too small for this system of control to be effective,
hence admission of live steam is then controlled, through oil-relays
or otherwise, by the rise and fall of the storage bell.

Steam "accumulators of the water-storage type can be used to
store high-pressure steam if desired, and large reservoirs of this
type are used in some installations to equalise the demand on the
boilers. For example, relatively small boilers may operate con-
tinuously at full-load to feed a storage tank from which steam
can be drawn intermittently at a rate far exceeding the steaming
capacity of the boilers. For given variation in pressure, more
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steam can be stored per cu. ft. of water at low than at high
pressure.*

178. Fuels for Internal Combustion Engines. Tho only
fuels at present used commercially for internal combustion engines
are gases or liquids which are converted, as far an possible, into
gases prior to ignition. With reservations into which it is un-
necessary here to enter, paraffin, petrol, alcohol, petroleum, town
gas, and producer gas can all be used equally satisfactorily in
relatively small engines up to, say, 100 B.H.P., tho choice being
determined mainly by the relative cost and ease of obtaining the
several fuels. For engines of higher power petrol and town gas
are generally too expensive, and the choice usually lies between
some form of producer gas, coke-oven or blast-furnace gas, and
petroleum (crude or refined) or tar oil.

Tho calorific value of petrol, paraffin, and petroleum in about 19 000-
20 000 B.TU.U. / Ib. The sp. gr, varion with tho composition (each of thone fuelH
being a mixture of * fractions1 distilling at different temperatures); typical values
are: petrol, 0-68-0-72; paraffin, 0-75-0-85; crude petroleum, O85«(K)5.

Tar oil, a by-product of the coking of coal, has a calorific value about
16 000 B.Th.U / Ib, When this oil in u«od in engines it may bo noeusBary to use
an auxiliary injection of paraffin or other light oil to onrmre ignition; tho amount
of light oil required is, at, all loads, about 5 °/0 of tho full-load consumption of tar
oil.

The calorific value of alcuJwl in usually between 11 000 and V2 OCX) B.Th.U. / 11).
(according to tho percentage of water contained) and the Bp. gr. IK about 0*82.

Natural gax contains up to 98 % of methane and hat* a calorific; value of
800-1'100 B.Th.U. / cu. ft. The supply of natural gas in restricted to certain
localities (mostly near oil fioldw) and in variable in quality and dwindling in
amount. Toton go,® or coal ga» in made by tho distillation of coal in closed retorts ;
it may contain 4045 u/0 each of hydrogen and methane, and ha» then a calorific
value of 600-700 B.Th. U. / cu. ft.; lately tho calorific value has \mm rmlucod to
500 B.Th.U. or lower by tho admixture of a considerable amount of water gas.
Town gas is now Bold, in Great Britain, on the hauls of calorific value, tho unit
being the therm which equals* 100 000 B.Th.U. Tho term producer gas in-
cludes a number of mixtures of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, rnothane, etc., with
more or lens carbon dioxide and nitrogen a» diluents; those mixtures are the
products of incomplete combustion of coal, coke, Hawdusb, peat, etc., in tho
presence of more or less steam. Simple producer gas or air </««, made by blowing
or drawing air through a bed of incandescent carbon, eonfdste mainly of carbon
monoxide and has a calorific value from 70-100 B.Th.tJ. / cu, ft. Water yan9
made by blowing steam and air alternately through incandoHconfc carbon, may
contain 60 °/0 hydrogen and 85 °/0 carbon monoxide, the calorific value being
about 800 B.Th.U. / cu. ft.; if * carburetted * by tho addition of hydrocarbons,

* About 0-8 Ib. of steam is stored per cu. ft. o! water when the pressure riacs
from 265 to 280 Ibs. / gq. in. (gauge), compared with 1*B Ib. of wtoam per eu. ft. of
water when the pressure rises from 15 to SO lb». / sq. in*

205
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water gan may yield about <JSO B.Th.U. / ou. ft. SnHion giw plant generally
produces a mixture intermediate b«jtwwm air ga* awl water gas ftf I HI). Moml
gas is a producer gaH made on a large wale and frt'in hitmuinoUH p«»al with pro-
vision for uti lining waste heat and rooovuring by-prrKluftn (% 1 <»'.*) ; itti calorific
value is about 150 'B.Th.U. / on. ft. Hltmt funnier yttx cunuun* itfi-HO °/^ Of
carbon monoxide and hax a caloriiin value of about 1KMOO IlTtiJJ. / c-u, ft. The
calorific value of coke oven gan in about 400-450 U.TIi.l*. / ru, ft,

Internal combustion engines are now available* which can
easily be adapted to ojxirato on whi<;hn\'<T liquid or #HHI»OUH fuel
is cheapest at the time and place <;oneern«*l.

179. Horse-power of Internal Cofnbustion Engines.- ..... -The
general formula for the horHtvjxwm* of itny rec-ijiriieaiiiig engine
is :-

HorHit-iJower --= PLAN / W OIMI

where P == mean effective pruHHim* on ill** J*IHU»» f hiring the
working stroke*, in Ib. / nq. in. ; L *"- length of stroko, in ft ;
A = effectivtj area of piHton, in H<[. in, ; *V nitiiifMtr of working
strokes per mi n. The.? H. K of a HtiJam «Jii^iiin cyiii 1m iitcrwwed
considerably above the ratwl II. P. by <i**!ayin^ tint <*ut-oH* thus
admittiii{( inon*. steam to the cylin«!w mud raiwng tlt« mean
effective pressure. In internal <*oml>UHtioii ^nffiituH, however, it
is irnpossiblo ̂rctatly t/o iner«»a«« tint wm^litnf fm*l Imriii**!, beyond
the value cormHj.M)iidinj( to this nonnul out] mi for which the
engine is designed. Tliough th« ovt*rli;m«l fujmcity uf intorrial
combustion engines in small c»cimpnn*d with that of Htwim ongini^,
thin does not limit tin*, utility of the former for flriving uleetric
generators, provided that the migin^ Iw of Htiitabti* ; un-
fortvmattily Home intornal cotnbiiHtum 4»itjjiii<»H miinttt ttmintain
an output iMjual to tin*, rating which tht*y iir« givuu In
catalogues.

An ornpiri(^al hub UKifful iiiutlif«l of cli?t«iriiiliiing uf
engine rccjuirecl to drivt? i*li»rtrir by W I, in a
paper read boforo thu i\m(tnn,tkm of ,Su|Htrviftitig Illll!, The
data «xtroct(«I th*?wifroia in Tahli! III t*i Uut which
(tan ho maintained KoniinuoiiHly for H hm.

For ooutinuouH (t&i-hr.) o|w..triitir«i nl full the
H.P. or p«r kW xhouid b« aliotit HI '*/� itte In 19;
on the other hand, for nhort ilwi pr»wur l« 540 "/,, liighar
titan tlicj value fialc^oltitftcl from ilil« tabta.

Kxmnplv.*- What ig tlw* riorinai fiill*laa<l cmt{>tit «f » with
four eylindwM, ftadh H inn. din. x 7 inn, Mlrokav nt I5UU r.p.m. f Thi
piHton «li«pliw'Cfii»jrit ii (wjHf / 4) x 7 ,-.« !lf*4J ru. in* |jt?r Clii Ilwi fniiMlreka
cyclo thoro are 800 working |«ir min, iti py!ifitl«ff ilia totftl

266



O-rossley Bros., Ltd.

COLD-STARTING OIL ENGINE FOR REFINED, CRUDE, KESIDUAL AND TAR OILS.

The engine starts from the cold state without preheating, runs with moderate
compression, and requires no air blast for the injection of fuel. It operates on the
four-stroke cycle, and the oil pump injects a charge of oil into the combustion
chamber in the form, of fine spray. The fuel consumption at normal rated load
ranges from 0-4 to 0*5 Ib. / B.H.P.-hr., according to the quality of the fuel and the
size of the engine. At half-load the total fuel consumption per hr. is less than
CO °/0 of the full-load figure. The engine illustrated is rated at 43 B.H.P. normal
(47 B.H.P. maximum), 250 r.p.m., and is direct coupled to a D,0. generator. The
weight of the engine, including specially heavy fly-wheel for lighting service, is
about 113 cwt. Similar engines are built from 19 to 130 B.H.P. (normal) single-
cyclinder, and from 33 to 260 B.H.P. double-cylinder.

[To face p. 266.
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TABLE 19.-Data for Calculating the Output of Internal
Combustion Engines.

Producter T3

Gas From *3 | ^woS _; s 3*J.I
1 0"<-* 1 S | 1c5 So &
& 8 CD fi P-*^5 ^

1 6 o go
3 EHfe

(a) Mean effective pressure indicated,
Ib. / sq. in. 

(b) Ditto, available at crankshaft, 
90 75 70 75 70 85 47

Ib. / sq. in. 76 61 56 61 56 71 33
(c) Mechanical efficiency of engine

(=. &/*),%, 
(d) Piston displacement (impulse 

84-5 81-3 80-0 81*3 80-0 83-5 70-0

strokes only) -
Cu. ft. / min. / B.H.P. . 3-0 3-75 4-1 3-75 4-1 3-22 7-0
Cu. ft. / min. / kW * . 4*5 5-6 "6-1 5-6 6-1 4-84 10-5

piston displacement (impulse strokes) is 352 x 300 x 4 /1 728 = 245 cu. ft. / min.
From Table 19 the piston displacement required is 4-5 cu. ft. / min. / kW, hence the
normal full-load output of the engine is: 245 / 4*5 = 54 kW approx.

It must not be overlooked that at high, altitudes a larger engine
is required ; at 8 000 ft. the loss of power amounts to 20 or 25 °/o
in oil and gas engines, or roughly 3 °/o per 1 000 ft. Further-
more, it is often found in hot climates that, even when allowance
is made for altitude, oil engines will not continue to give their
rated output, owing to the high temperatures experienced and the
consequent decrease of mass of the volume of air in the cylinder ;
the loss amounts to about 1 °/o for every 6° F. above 60° F.

The data in Table 20 indicate the range of outputs for which
various types of internal combustion engines are available, and
the fuel consumption and thermal efficiency of each under favour-
able circumstances (see also §§ 180-183).

180. Oil Engines.-Under this heading may be grouped all
engines which utilise liquid fuel, viz.: Petrol engines, alcohol
engines, paraffin engines, Diesel engines, and semi-Diesel or hot-
bulb engines. All these engines have high thermal efficiencies
(Table ,20, p. 268) and are thus at an advantage compared with
steam plant for medium and small outputs (particularly below

h Assuming generator efficiency = 89 °/0
267
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TABLE 20.-Horse-Power, Fuel Consumption, and Thermal
Efficiency of Internal Combustion Engines (see also Table
15, § 167).

Usual Range Is**
of Rated

Type of Engine. Output ISB.H.P. rific 
Value 
of 

uel 
Used 
in 

h.U. 
perLb. '"§ ^*f& §*.*"PH j_| ""O

t-* ' i-J

^feH ^m^s « n,V in*-'
Oil Engines.

/ Up to 50 1Petrol 

Alcohol ..... 

20000 0-55 Ib. 11050 23
\(aero 400) /

c Various mixtures of ^
Ditto -! alcohol and petrol \ 25-30

L 10 400-8 500 )
Paraffin 
Diesel 

Semi-Diesel .... 

Up to 120 19 500 0-62 Ib. 12100 21
12J-1 000 § 18 500 0-4 Ib. 7500 34

5-600 18500 0'42 Ib. 7700 33

Still (combined steam and oil) - 18000 0-375 Ib. 6750 37-7
Oil turbine .... 500-3 000 IT 18 500 0-53 Ib. 9800 26

Gas Engines.
Town or producer gas Up to 250 ** Accord-
Blast furnace, coke oven, etc., } Vari-}- able; ing to 10400 25

gas Up to 6 000 £ calorific
Gas turbine .... 7 500-14 000 f ) see § 178 value.

*The figures in these columns apply to full-load operation of the largest
engines in each class. As a rough guide it may be taken that the fuel consump-
tion per B.H.P.-hr. is 10 % higher at 1J or f times rated full load, 20 % higher
at -|-load than at full load, and 50 % (or more) higher at Jrload than at full load.
In the smallest engines of each type it may be assumed, for the purpose of rough
estimates, that the fuel consumption per B.H.P.-hr. is at least 50 °/0 greater than
in the largest engines of the same type.

f Claimed to be practicable; see Times Trade Supp., Jan., 1922, p. 9; March,
1922,' p. 91.

£ Up to 300 H.P. per cylinder is developed in single-acting, four-stroke engines
and up to 1 500 or 2 000 H.P. per cylinder in double-acting, four-stroke or opposed-
piston, two-stroke engines.

§ Standard four-stroke Diesel engines are built up to 3 200 H.P. (8 cylinders),
but engines exceeding 700 H.P. are rarely used on land. Two-stroke Diesel
engines are built up to 4 000 H.P. (from 6 cylinders 29*13 ins. dia. x 40'15 ins.
stroke), and as much as 2 000 H.P. has been obtained (experimentally) in a single
cylinder engine of this type. Experiments have been made in Germany with a
two-stroke Diesel engine developing 12 000-15 000 H.P. in six double-acting
cylinders.

IT These machines are still in the experimental stage, but it is claimed that
, they can be built for outputs up to 12 000 H.P.

** 1 500 H.P. from pressure producers.
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500 H.P.). The elimination of tin* nteam boiler and its appurten-
ances Is often an important consideration, but ilw nteain engine
itself is simpler than any internal combustion engine and is more
easily kept in good running order; this is especially important
where skilled attendance is not easily available, Petrol-electric
sets* are convenient and economical for such purposes an country-
house lighting : they require no skilled attention for long periods,
but it would be unwise to install them whore skilled labour cannot
be summoned when required.

The only advantage offered by alcohol compared with petrol
engines in a possible saving in fuel costs. Paraflm, petroleum
(crude or refined), and tar oil are, undoubtedly cheaper Fuels than
petrol, and engines using these can be employed profitably in units
up to, say, 100 IIP. for paraffin wiginoH and 500-1 000 If, P. for
engines using crude oil. Rceent developments in crude oil
engines make it probable? that those, will henceforward be uned in
the majority of inntallations requiring anything From a few horse-
power up to i 000 H.P. or so; for higher powerw the Hteam turbine
IB generally the cheapen! prime mover for land service. Though
all oil engines show to best advantage on steady load near full-
load rating, the relative increase in fuel consumption at partial
loads IH no greater than in H-team plants. In small inHtallatiouH
where the load, if any, CAH IwHiippliwI front hatteriftH during part
of tlie 24 bourn, internal comhuHtion engineH eliminate the wiw-ite
and trouble involved by 'banking' stoat u boilera

Oil engines of the Dicmel type are now used extensively in
inedium-HixtKl pow«r utationH. Apart from high initial coHt, the
chief dinadvantago of DiiiMisl mginm is that they require highly
skilled attention; their UHO Is thoroforw iniidvtHabb in mttall
titationn, In this type of priino movur the liquid fucsl, which may
"be crude oil, in Kpntyod ̂radmilly into the cyliruler ort the forward
stroke and ignited by tin* high iomponiturc canned liy the ox-
treiiK.ily high comproHHion of the air eh&rgo during the jtrnvioiw
back Htroko ; tliem in fch«refor« 110 actual explo«ion a« in the case
in ordinary oil or [Kttrol ungiriciM, and no ciirburcvttor, vnfMiriHi«i% or
igniter ig required. A tnixiifiod type known it« ilw *Hemi».J)iimil/
* hot-bulb, * or 'surface igiuticm* itngino is now much uned. Tim

* Often of ihii liolf'-iitiirting tyjw in which n Miiall ̂ torii^ hafcti*ry ctrlvm th**
dynamo tompr»rariiy an ft motor ftiicl thttH MtartH th«> angina if «iw? Ihiyi «it»j «r lw*<
lamps be- switclied on.
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engine can work on crude oil, tar oil or any other fuel which can
be used in Diesel engines, and its thermal efficiency is nearly as
high as that of the latter. The distinctive feature of the semi-
Diesel engine is that the compression pressure is lower than in the
Diesel engine (say 350 Ibs. / sq. in. compared with nearly 500 Ibs. /
sq. in.), hence the temperature reached by compression alone is
not sufficient to ignite the fuel. A blow lamp or electric ignition
device is used when starting the engine, and the combustion of
the working fuel then keeps a special chamber or surface suffici-
ently hot to ignite the compressed charge (for fuel consumption
data see §§ 167, 179).

181. Gas Engines.-Coal gas as distributed for lighting
purposes is generally too costly for use in large power plants.
Producer gas is made by passing air and more or less steam through
incandescent fuel; where anthracite is available it is generally
used, but coke, sawdust, and other refuse are also employed (§ 178).
The oxygen of the air combines with the carbon of the fuel to
form carbon monoxide, and the steam together with carbon also
forms carbon monoxide and free hydrogen. In addition, certain
amounts of marsh gas and carbon dioxide are formed. Some of
the heat in the hot gases is used to raise steam, but the remainder
is lost in the scrubbing tower; the thermal efficiency of the pro-
ducer is from 70-85 °/0 (Table 15, § 167). The gases as formed
contain various impurities, which would foul the cylinder and
valves, so they are cooled and purified in a scrubber, consisting of
layers of coke with a water spray, and are then dried by passing
through sawdust. The gas scrubber requires from lf-2| gals.
of water per B.H.P.-hr., and the gas generator about O'6-l pint
per B.BLP.~hr. In the generator it is necessary that there
should be a large mass of incandescent fuel for the saturated air
to pass through; if the demand falls below about half normal the
fire dies away.

Producer-gas plants have hardly realised the hopes held out for
them; they show to best advantage in steady working and in sizes
up to 250 or 400 H.P. The larger sizes generally show heavy re-
pair and attendance costs, though much depends on the skill with
which they are operated.

The high thermal efficiency of large gas engines makes them
tempting where coke-oven or blast furnace gas is available, but it
is found that a load factor of 35 % °r over is required before they



jS"«t.ioiu:d 0(f.s Co., Ltd.

1 500 B.H.P. VERTICAL TANDEM GAS ENGINE DRIVING AN ALTERNATOR.

There are two cylinders in tandem over each crank and these fire alternately, so
that there is a working stroke in one cylinder on every downward stroke. The space
between the top piston and the intermediate cover is used as a buffer cylinder, so that
the moving parts are cushioned on both the up and the down stroke. Forced lubri-
cation is used, and no moving parts are water cooled. The engine is started by coin-
pressed air and can be run on all kinds of gases. The uniform turning moment and
close governing obtained are important considerations where the driving of electric
generators is concerned.

[To face p. 270.



TANDEM, DOUBLE-ACTING, HORIZONTAL GAS ENGINE DRIVING AN ALTKRNATOU.

The engine operates on the four-stroke cycle and has cylinders of 9,50 nnn. dia-
meter and 1 100 mm. stroke. Its output is 1 170 B.H.P. at 105 rev.s. por inin.
Engines of this type are designed to run on blast-furnace gas, coke-oven gas, a
mixture of these gases, or on producer gas. Usual sizes range from 000 to 8 000
B.H.P. for single-crank engines (double these powers for two-crank engine is). The
engines are equally suitable for driving D.C. or A.C. generators, and it is claimed thai.
the heat consumption does not exceed 10 000 B.Th.U. per BJLP.-hi1. at full load.

[To face p. 271.



SOURCES OF ENERGY AND PRIME MOVERS § 183

can compete with steam turbine plant in central station practice,
after allowing for capital and working costs. (For fuel consump-
tion data see §§ 167, 179.)

182. Humphrey Pump and Turbine Plants.-The Humphrey
pump may sometimes be used as the ultimate prime mover for
generating electricity; for it. bids fair to be the most economical
water lift, and the overall efficiency of a turbine and generator
under a perfectly constant head is also high. It is sufficient here
to say that the pump uses the principle of resonance to keep a
large amount of water pulsating backwards and forwards in a large
pipe, by means of automatically-timed explosions, a certain pro-
portion of the water being "discharged at a higher level at each
swing of the pendulum. From the high-level reservoir the water
would return to the low level through a reaction turbine driving a
generator. The loss of water would be confined to that caused by
leakage and evaporation. The pump would be working under the
ideal conditions of constant suction and delivery, and already fuel
consumption as low as 0*93 Ib. of anthracite per pump H.P.-hr.
has been obtained under ordinary working conditions. A eon-
sumption not exceeding 1*6 Ib. of coal per purnp H.P.-hr. has been
guaranteed, and 1-2 Ib. is considered probable.

As a practical example, assume the consumption of coal to be 1*6 Ib. per pump
H.P.-hr.; further assume the cost to be 13s. 4d. per ton or 0*71d. per Ib., which is
equal to l-14d. per pump H.P. hr. Assume the head to be 30 ft. then 1 pump
H.P. hr. will be equivalent to 18^-lbs. of water per sec. or 0-29 cusec (§ 201) raised.
With an overall efficiency of turbine and generator of 73 °/0, the electrical output
on allowing the same quantity to fall through the same head in 1 hr. will be 0-73
E.H.P.-hr. or 0*54 kWh. The consumption is therefore 2-9 Ibs. per unit, costing
0'21d. These are figures which many central stations would envy.-

The proposition would depend entirely on the existence of a
natural storage site for water, as otherwise the capital cost of a
large enough reservoir would be prohibitive. In this respect the
problem somewhat resembles that which the advocates of tidal
power (§ 230) put forward. A plant capable of giving an output of
only 30 kW continuously would require 1 500 000 en. ft. of storage
(say 400 ft. x 400 ft. x 10 ft.) to give an hour's reserve supply
on a 30-ft. head Probably much less than an hour's supply
would serve if the power were only to be used for distant irriga-
tion pumping, which seems a promising field of development in
the tropics.

183. Gas and Oil Turbines.-There is no reason to suppose
271
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that internal combustion turbines will have the sam*

in point of higher thermal efficiency compared with r
gas and oil engines, that the steam turbine has coinj^i,
ciprocating steam engines. Indeed the thermal effif*
and oil turbines will probably remain slightly lowor
large gas and oil engines, because the combustion is n« *
the working space in the case of the turbines. Th««
offered by the turbine are the elimination of recipr*»
and the possibility of developing higher power than tvt
be produced in reciprocating engines (Table 20, § I 1
time of writing gas and oil turbines are still in the f *
stage. The general principle employed, in the mitH
give most promise of success, is the combustion of gH*--
air mixture in a series of chambers which are arnutj.r*
the products of combustion through nozzles to a iur
The chief practical difficulty lies in the efficient utilf
energy developed by the fuel without overheating th»-

||i,( chambers and turbine blades; in this connection UH -
| jt weakness of steel at high temperatures is an even 14

factor than that of corrosion or burning. The hot ;*
the turbine may be used to raise steam for a turl#* i
which supplies air to the combustion chambers of the* 11

184. Bibliography (see explanatory note, § 58),
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No. 120. Specification for Horizontal Gas Engines.
No. 125. Specification for Vertical Diesel Engines.
No. 132. Specification for Steam Turbines for Electrical I ' \
No. 135. Specification for Benzol for Motor Fuel.
No. 142. Specification for Vertical Semi-Diesel-Engine;* «" '
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Heat Engines, by D. A. Low (Longmans).
Steam Turbine Theory and Practice, by W. J. KearfeQR (I** * ',<
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Steam Engine Valves and Valve Gears, hy E. L. Ahrons (Pitman).
The Gas, Petrol, and Oil Engine, by Dugald Clark and G. A. Burls

(Longmans)*
High-power Gas Engines, by H. Dubbel (Constable).
The Diesel Engine, by A. Orton (Pitman).
Diesel Engines for Land and Marine Work, by A. P. Chalkley (Constable).
Lubricating and Allied Oils, by E. A. Evans (Chapman & Hall).
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Economical Production of Power from Coke Oven Gas, G. Dearie. VoL
54, p. 646.

Gas Firing Boilers, T. M. Hunter. Vol. 56, p. 57.
High Pressure and High Temperature Steam in Large Power Stations,

J. H. Shaw. Vol. 57, p. 73.
Effect of Air and Water on Materials used in Engineering Work, H. E.

Yerbury. Vol. 57, Supp., p. 118.
Calculations Relating to High Pressure and High Temperature Steam with
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Notes on Operating a By-product Producer Gas Plant, W. H. Patchell.

Vol. 58, p. 417.
Developments in Large Steam Turbines, K. Baumann, Vol. 59, p. 565.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Other sources of information include the Reports of the Fuel Research
Board (Dept. of Scientific and Industrial Research); the Proceedings of
the Institutions of Civil and Mechanical Engineers; and the technical
press (see also Bibliography, §§ 199, 258).

Addendum to § 174 (p. 259).-Whilst these pages were in the press, information
was published concerning a 1 000 kW experimental boiler, built by the Benson
Engineering Co. and the English Electric Co. at Rugby, to work at 3 200 Ibs.
/ sq. in. and 706° F., i.e. at the 'critical point' of steam. At this temperature,
under this pressure, water occupies about three times its volume at 60° F. and is
suddenly converted into steam without further increase in volume and without the
absorption of any latent heat of vaporisation. The boiler consists of small-bore
steel pipes with no drums. Distilled water is used as feed, and the steam is super-
heated to 785° F. After being throttled to 1 500 Ibs. / sq. in., or possibly a higher
pressure, the steam will be used in a special turbine exhausting at 200 Ibs. / sq. in.
It will then be reheated to 665° F. and the expansion completed in an ordinary
turbine. The essential feature of the boiler is the generation of steam for use at
1 500 Ibs. or over without the difficulties of spasmodic evolution. (D. Brownlie,
M. Times, Vol. 63, p. 644.)
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CHAPTER 7.

POWER PLANT DEVELOPMENT AND DATA.

185. Private Generation versus Purchase of Energy.-
The relative advantages of private generation and purchase of
energy, or, in other words, power generation in isolated plants
and in central stations, are governed by many considerations. A
central station effects savings in point of (i) the reduced capital
costs per kW of large, compared with small, generating units;
(ii) the reduced fuel costs and the lower attendance and mainten-
ance costs per kWh made possible by the larger prime movers and
higher load factor (§ 261); (iii) and the lower percentage of
reserve plant required in a central power plant compared with
small installations aggregating the same total capacity. These
savings must, however, be compared with the capital and working
expenses introduced by transmission and distribution equipment
and the losses therein.* The purchase of electrical energy from
a central station leaves an industrial consumer free to utilise all

his available space and capital for the purpose of his own business,
relieves him of the responsibility of operating generating plant,
and generally secures greater reliability of supply. Other factors
being equal, wholesale production of electrical energy in high-
power stations operated by specialists in power production
enables energy to be sold (at a profit) to the consumer more
cheaply than he can produce it himself. The problem is, how-
ever, one which must be considered fully for each case on its
merits. Though the capital cost per kW is higher for small than
for large prime movers and generators (§ 195), the total cost per
kW for the complete plant with buildings and site may be as low
in an isolated plant as in a central station. By the judicious use
of part-time labour, and particularly by the use of low-grade heat

* This aspecfc of the problem is discussed in * The Economic Limits of Dis-
tribution from Coal-Fired Stations,1 by W. B. Woodhouse, Inst. C.E. Engineering
Conference, 1921.
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(§§ !f 6, 188) for manufacturing purposes, the labour and fuel
costs may be made to compare favourably with those of central
stations. Again, the amount of power required by an industrial
consumer may equal the total demand of a medium-sized com-
munity, in which case private generation amounts to installing a
private central station in the immediate neighbourhood of the
load; it is extremely difficult for purchased energy to compete
with private generation in such cases, particularly if the latter
has the advantage of cheap fuel (as at collieries, iron and steel
works, etc., see Chapter 32) or very high load factor, as in railway
workshops and the like.

The development of semi-Diesel engines (§ 180) makes it
possible for any consumer, with a demand of, say, 150 kW or
over and a reasonably good load factor, to compete closely with
central station supply under average conditions and, whilst the
general arguments in favour of centralisation are sound, there are
so many factors involved that every industrial consumer should
prepare estimates for himself.* The improvement of central
station operation by the recovery of by-products from coal (i.e. the
joint operation of gas works and electricity stations) and the
utilisation of low-grade heat would make it impossible for any
but exceptional private plants to compete with central stations.
As matters stand, however, any private plant which embodies
these principles can offset most, if not all, of the advantages of
central stations in other respects (§§ 188,191).

Many of the advantages of centralisation, and some other ad-
vantages as well, are derived from the electrical interconnection
of existing generating stations (§ 186), and some of the latter
may be stations originally erected as private installations for the
supply of a particular works, colliery, etc.

186. Interconnection of Generating" Stations.-Intercon-
nection between two or more generating stations or transmission
systems reduces the amount of reserve plant required in the
system as a whole and improves the load factor and efficiency of
operation. It is highly improbable that the load curves of the

* It is not easy to estimate accurately the cost of private generation o^wing to
the difficulty of attaching a, definite value to the factors of responsibility, re-
liability, etc. A good model for the preparation of estimates, taking into account
all tangible factors, is to be found in ' Economy in Power Generation,' by B. Q-,
Williams, EL Ind. and Inv.t Aug. 23,1922.
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two stations or systems will be identical, and even a few minutes'
difference between the times of incidence of peak loads in the
interconnected systems means that a considerable percentage of
the generating plant in each system is available to help in supply-
ing the peak load of the other. The difference between the
thermal efficiencies of generating sets in large interconnected
stations and those of the larger sets which could be used in a
single central station supplying the same district is not great, and
it is offset by the fact that the interconnected stations are at load
centres and only a balance of power has to be transmitted through
the 'tie lines ' (§ 320) instead of the whole demand having to be
transmitted from a central station. The effective capacity of two
or mora generating stations is often increased 25 % by intercon-
nection, owing to the improvement of the diversity factor.

Interconnection between generating stations is now utilised
on a most extensive scale, and generally the cost of inter-connection
is very small compared with the value of the benefits derived.
In America, interconnected transmission lines, fed from many
generating stations, extend for hundreds of miles. Voltage
differences form no obstacle to the interconnection of A.C.

systems because the connection can be made through static trans-
formers (Chapter 17); frequency difference is a more serious
factor owing to the fact that it involves the use of frequency
changers (ibid.) which are rotating machines; they suffer from
' swinging * or ' hunting' difficulties because a certain mechanical
displacement of the rotor corresponds to a higher electrical dis-
placement on the high frequency than on the low frequency side
of the machine. The Thury constant current system has ad-
vantages where the interconnection of different stations is con-
cerned (§ 317).

The greater the difference between the load curves of two
stations, the greater the benefits to be derived from interconnec-
tion ; this will be understood from. Chapter 11. Interconnection
is equally valuable where the time curves of available power differ,
as in hydro-electric and wind power installations; indeed, many
small water-power schemes, which would be commercially worth-
less if developed independently, can profitably be tied together
and to an existing network (§ 187). Similarly, interconnection
between two or more stations at different levels on one stream
enables the electrical load to be distributed so that additional
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water flow through the up-stream station can be used effectively,
and without storage, at the down-stream station.

As explained in § 185, many private industrial power plants
are able to operate at higher overall efficiency than central
stations. By connecting them electrically the average thermal
efficiency is improved, the hitherto independent consumer gains
the advantage of increased security of supply, and the central
station has additional generator capacity during some hours of
the day and night. To take only one example, the industrial
plant could supply some or all of the power required to carry its
employees to and from work, this traction demand naturally
preceding and following the internal demand of the works itself.

187. Automatic Generating Stations. - In the automatic
petrol-electric generating set (§ 180), the engine starts automati-
cally directly the demand exceeds the capabilities of the small stor-
age battery employed at other times. The same or the converse
principle is applied to the utilisation of small water-power de-
velopments, particularly on low falls with irregular flow. A
suitable turbine is coupled to an induction generator (§ 144), and
the latter is switched automatically in parallel with an existing
transmission system whenever the load on the system demands
additional generator capacity or whenever there is sufficient water-
power available to justify operation of the set, as the case may be.
Wind-power (§ 165) may be utilised in the same way. Attendance
costs are practically eliminated by the automatic gear * and, in

the case of low falls, the dams erected for automatic generating
stations may be useful in flood prevention and irrigation.

188. Utilisation of Waste Heat. - Notwithstanding such
advances as the use of regenerative furnaces in the iron and steel
industries and of continuous kilns in ceramic manufactures, it is
probable that 80 or 90 °/0 °^ ^ne ̂ ea^ v^u^ of all coal burnt
is wasted. For the reasons explained in § 166, the heat engine
cycle is inherently and inevitably wasteful. The fact that
the absolute zero of temperature is far below atmospheric tem-
perature places a low and definite limit upon the maximum
efficiency of even a 'perfect engine.' Hitherto, effort has been
concentrated mainly upon raising the efficiency of actual
as near as possible to the theoretical value, and in this

* For discussions as to the possibilities of automatic generating
Descriptions of successful installations see'Gen. El. Rev., Vol. 22, pp. 84=6, 9$6., $
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great measure of success has been attained (§ 16*7). An increasing
amount of attention is now being given, however, to the utilisa-
tion of 'low grade' heat in the exhaust steam or gases from
engines, and in this field there are possibilities of far greater
savings than could, by any means, be effected in the prime movers
themselves.

For example, suppose that 1 000 000 kWh are generated in a certain time by
ten 100 kW steam engine driven sets operating at 8 % thermal efficiency. The
heat consumption of these sets would be 3 412 x 106 /0-08 = 4*26 x 1010 B.Th.U.
If the same quantity of energy were developed by a 20 000 kW turbo-set operating
at 28% thermal efficiency the heat consumption would be 3 412 x 10s /0*28 =
1*22 x 1010 B.Th.U., the generator losses being neglected in both cases. Thus, by
going from about the lowest to about the highest thermal efficiency in the steam
prime mover there is effected a saving of (4-26 - 1-22) 1010 = 3'04 x 1010 B.Th.U.
If now the 100 kW steam engine sets be arranged so that the heat in the exhaust
steam is utilised in hot water supply and for heating rooms, etc., the overall
thermal efficiency of these sets may be raised to 60% by the utilisation of
(60 - 8)% of 4-26 x 1010 B.Th.U. (= 2-21 x 1010 B.Th.U.) in the form of low-
temperature heat. This saving amounts to 2'21 /3'04 - 72-5% of the saving
which could be effected by the use of the 20 000 kW set. A corresponding saving
could, of course, be effected in the 20 000 kW set by similar utilisation of low-
temperature heat.

As thus considered, the example shows how small engines with utilisation of
low-temperature heat may approach or surpass the efficiency of modern super-
stations (without low-temperature heat recovery). The super-station still shows
a considerable saving in heat consumption for given electrical output, but the small
sets are also carrying a large heating load and giving high overall efficiency under
conditions to which a large turbo-set might be inapplicable, e.g. it by no means
follows that ten 100 kW installations could be served from a 20 000 kW set.

The distinction between the two cases is shown clearly by considering the
output from equal coal con-sumption instead of the heat consumption for equal
electrical output. From 100 tons of coal the small engines would yield the
equivalent of 8 tons as electrical energy and of 52 tons as low-temperature heat,
whereas the turbo-set would yield the equivalent of 28 tons as electrical energy
(neglecting generator losses as before). The net waste would be 40 tons of coal in
the first case and 72 tons in the second, but the turbo-set would yield 28 / 8 =
3£ times as much electrical energy as the engine sets, and the advantage of the
latter, under the conditions considered, would depend upon there being use for
the equivalent of 52 tons of coal in the form of low-grade heat. It must again be
emphasised that the relative inferiority of the turbine in the case considered is
due to its being operated without utilisation of low-grade heat.

The general possibilities and difficulties of utilising waste
heat will be seen from the preceding example. In every heat
engine installation there is more than 50 °/o (generally more than
75 70) of the total heat consumption which can be utilised if there
is a/ sufficient demand for low-temperature heat. Given this
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demand it is generally a very profitable proposition to meet it by
using rejected engine heat. In America, many central stations
distribute hot water or low-pressure steam for ' district heating/
but in this country the milder climate, the more scattered com-
munities, and the national preference for a glowing fire militate
against the commercial prospects of such a selierne. Nevertheless,
the cost of pipe lines is not prohibitive, the losses in distribution
are low (in some American installations the consumers receive
83 °/0 of the steam leaving the station), and the possible saving in
fuel is so great that experimental installations in densely popu-
lated areas are certain to "be made and are likely to be successful.
The supply of exhaust steam to adjoining establishments for
industrial purposes is already practised in tHs country.* If high-
pressure steam is required for such purposes it can be obtained
by raising the tack pressure of the engine or turbine (§ 176); in
other words, the prime mover is used as an energy-yielding
pressure-reducing device,^ and the electrical energy is a by-
product reduced in amount, compared with, the output obtainable
by full expansion, but obtained in conjunction with high overall
thermal efficiency. Waste heat boilers are now commonly fitted
to the exhaust of large gas engines (§ 181). The most difficult
class of waste heat to utilise is the low-temperature heat in the
circulating water of turbine condensers; so long as the present
practice is followed of developing as much power as possible in
the turbine, by continuing the expansion to the highest attainable
vacuum, the rejected heat is bound to be at very low temperature
(about 95° F., 35° C.), and the most promising application J yet
suggested for this heat is in warming greenhouses and in heating
the soil of market gardens for forced crops.

189. Choice of Type and Power of Prime Movers.-This
problem is one of many parts all of which are correlated to such
an extent that a final solution in any particular case can only be ob-
tained by comparing several alternative equipments. Having deter-
mined the probable maximum demand (M.D.) in kilo watts (Chapter

* Information, concerning British and American installations for the utilisa-
tion of exhaust heat is to be found in papers and a joint discussion, Jow. I.JE.13.t
Vol. 60, pp. 265-86.

t Small turbo-generators up to 100 kW output are thus used instead of
throttle valves in sugar refineries.

4:The possibilities of this scheme are discussed by H. M. Sa-yers, 181. Eev.^
Vol. 90, p. 115.
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11), the question of probable extensions must be considered. If
the installation is a large one extensions may be met by installing
additional generator sets, but in the case of a small plant the full
capacity should be laid down at the start, the probable kilowatts
M.D. of the extensions being added to that already determined.
If a secondary battery, capable of keeping the installation at work
for a whole day, is included in the scheme, a single generating
set may be sufficient in small installations; but it is very seldom
advisable to attempt running without spare plant. In out-of-the-
way places, a serious break-down may mean a delay of weeks in
effecting repairs or obtaining spare parts. Two identical gener-
ating sets, each capable of running the whole of a small installa-
tion, are generally advisable. If the plant is of moderate size,
three identical sets are recommended: one to work at times of

light load beyond the capacity of the battery, two to work
together at times of heavy load, and the third as spare; in yet
larger plants, at least two reserve sets are required so that there
may always be one set ready for immediate service whilst the
other is undergoing overhaul or repair. If a battery is not in-
stalled, and the plant is large enough to warrant it, a small petrol
or oil-driven generator is useful for the light-load hours, as it will
work at higher efficiency than a larger set only lightly loaded.
Generally speaking, for very small installations, an oil engine set
and battery is the best equipment, or alternatively a suction-gas
plant with gas engine and battery. For larger installations
the relative prices of oil and coal must determine whether a
Diesel oil engine or a steam engine is the best prime mover.
With the exception of large industrial establishments, isolated
installations are seldom large enough to warrant the use of
steam turbines, and the use of water power is necessarily re-
stricted by natural conditions, apart from the high cost of its
development.

Allowance must be made for the relative cost of the fuel em-
ployed when comparing prime movers of different thermal
efficiencies (Table 15, § 167), for example, an engine using 25 °/o
of the heat value of oil at £4 per ton will cost as much, for fuel"
as a steam engine utilising 12j % of the heat from coal at £2 per
ton. In addition, the capital and maintenance charges per kWh
must be considered; saving in- capital cost is important where the
load factor is low, and in running costs where the load factor is

OQA
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high (§§ 263, 264).* As a general guide it may be taken that
suction gas or oil engines are cheapest for outputs up to 100 kW;
for higher outputs up to 400 kW or so, the 'locomotile' steam
boiler and engine can hardly he beaten for convenience and
ecoaomy, though it has keen competitors in the Diesel and semi-
Diesel engines. Similarly, for outputs from 500 to 1 500 kW
the uniflow and Lentz engines are rivalled closely by Diesel and
semi-Diesel engines; with cheap oil the Diesel and semi-Diesel
engines would he at a considerable advantage.

Comparing steam engines and steam turhines, up to about
1 000 kW there is no advantage in using steam turbines, either
in prime cost or efficiency. Table 21 gives the approximate steam
consumption (Ibs. per kWh) and cost F.O.B. in British port of
modern combined sets (prime mover and generator) of "both types
in three sizes, including condensers and exciters, assuming super-
heated steam at 175 Ibs. pressure and working with a vacuum of
27 ins. (see also Table 27, § 195).

TABLE 21.-Cost of Combined Sets (Steam).

Size. 400 kW. 500 kW. 1 000 kW.

Turbine. Engine. Turbine. Engine. Turbine. Engin e.
Total cost (pre-war) f £3120 ^2640 £3300 £3200 £4800 £6000
Cost per kW (pre-war)f JS7'80 ^6-60 £6-60 £6-40 £4-80 £6 '00
Steam consumption

(Ibs. per kWh)-
Pull load 19-1 17-2 16-3 16-6 15'3 16-0

f-load . 20-7 17-6 17-5 17-0 16-1 16-3
^-load . 22-9 19-0 19-1 18-5 17-9 17-7

Tor outputs exceeding 1 000 to 1 500 kW the steam turbine is
generally the most economical prime mover, bat large gas engines
can be used to advantage where coke-oven or other cheap gas
is available, especially if the annual load factor (§ 261) "be high,
say, 50 °/0 or over.

The economic advantage of coking coal amenable to this process, and recover-
ing the by-products of the distillation, has already been pointed oat (§ 169). Sur-
plus gas from coke ovens may be utilised in gas engines, or it may be burnt under

*A.n article on The Choice of Prime Movers,' by K. Baumann, Brit.
Westinghouse Ctaz., 1914, 1915, dealt with the problem in detail, and gave :
oharfcs and tables which could easily be brought up to date.

f Pre-war and post-war costs are compared in Table 27.
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steam boilers (preferably of the Bonecourt type, § 170). The former course may
appear more direct and efficient, but steam turbines can be built in much larger
units than gas engines (§ 179); also, they occupy much less space and can be
usod with alternators of higher speed and therefore more economical construction.
It is often overlooked that large modern steam boiler and turbine plant yields an
overall thermal efficiency comparing favourably with that of gas engines on full
load (Table 15, § 167), whilst on low-load factors advantage certainly rests with
the steam plant/ In the Powell Duffryn collieries (Sparks, Jour. LE.E., Vol. 58,
pp. 389 et seg.), certain 1 500 kW coke-oven gas engine and alternator sets averaged
12-8 B.Th.TJ. per Wh on full load (corresponding to 26J °/0 thermal efficiency), as
compared with 20-3 B.Th.U. per Wh (16*8 °/0 thermal efficiency) in the case of a
modern 5 000 kW turbo-alternator; in this particular case it was possible to so
distribute the total load that the gas plant operated under 72 °/0 annual load
factor.

The fine reciprocating engines of 3 000-5 -000 k W capacity set
to work in the early years of this century were speedily rendered
obsolete by the lower steam consumption of the steam turbine, and
the latter is at present unchallenged as the prime mover in the
largest fuel-burning stations, where units exceeding 5 000 kW are
required. In such stations it is generally found that 15 000-
20 000 kW is the most economical size of unit. In very large
stations, larger units may be justified, the best size being then
30 000-35 000 kW, but the cost of keeping reserve units to elimin-
ate the risk of wholesale interruption of supply (in the event of
break-down in such large sets) then becomes a serious considera-
tion.

The total generator capacity in any power house is usually
between 50 and 70 °/o (or, say, two-thirds) of the total kW
capacity of current-consuming devices connected to the station.
Not less than 25 °/0 of spare plant (reckoned on that required to
supply the maximum demand) is the minimum for security of
supply, and a 50 °/0 margin is desirable if the demand is growing
rapidly; as already stated there should be at least two large sets
in reserve to allow for one set being dismantled.

190. Selection of Units for Service.-In any existing power
house there is opportunity for effecting a saving by judicious
selection of the plant put in service to supply any particular load.
The total capacity of the working sets must exceed the actual
load by a reasonable margin (depending on the probable load
within the next ^ hr. or 1 hr., which can be predicted with
sufficient accuracy from the known form of the daily load curve).
There are generally available several combinations of sets which

ooo



Bdliss d Morcom, Ltd.

tKClPROCATING STEA.M ENGINES IN CONJUNCTION WITFI MlXED PEESSUBE TlJEBINES.

The installation shown comprises two 400 kW Belliss compound engines, each
xhausting to a 350 kW mixed pressure turbine and condensing plant made by the
:ime firm. The overall efficiency of reciprocating engines exhausting, at atmos-
"heric pressure, to condensing turbines is high, and the combination is flexible in
pcration. Normally the engine and mixed pressure turbine are run in conjunction,
ut the engine can be run independently-exhausting to atmosphere or straight to
he condenser. The turbine can also be used independently, and it can utilise any
:>w-pressure steam which may be available, e.g. the exhaust from steam hammers.
>y adding mixed pressure turbines to an existing installation of reciprocating
Qgines, the output and efficiency of the plant can be increased.

[To face p. 282.



Cambridge & Paid Iwttr. Co., Lid.

ELECTRICAL RECORDER AND RESISTANCE THERMOMKTKRS.

This recorder makes four records simultaneously, e.g. CO.j percentage, and feed
water, flue gas, and steam temperatures. The pointers of two galvanometers rogistor
their positions at, say, 1 min. intervals by being depressed automatically on to inked
threads of distinctive colours. The percentage of C02 is measured by a bridgo circuit
depending on the different rates of cooling of similar hot wires in air and in the Hue
gas respectively. The resistance thermometers are protected in various ways to suit
service conditions; that in the centre is for measuring air temperatures indoor*, and
the other is for positions under pressure, such as steam or bearing temperatures.

DOUBLE CURRENT (A.C. AND B.C.) GENERATING SKT.
It is necessary in many districts to supply A.G. to some consumers and !).(.'. to

others. In such cases, the steam consumption can often be reduced by using a
single turbine to drive both types of generator. The illustration shows a steam
turbine driving a 750 kW, 833 kVA, 2 200 V, 100-cycle, single phase alternator, and
a 500 kW, 550 V, D.(X generator. The small machine at the end of the shaft is an
' overhung' exciter.

[To face i). 283.
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would provide the desired total capacity and, where possible, that
combination should be used which consumes least steam. The

* Willans' line ' should be plotted for each generating set showing
the steam consumption per hr. (including the consumption in
auxiliaries) as a function of the output in kW. Thence a table or
a chart can be prepared to show at once the most economical
combination of sets for any particular load. On a falling part of
the load curve the sets in service may be overloaded temporarily
but, if a peak load is approaching, allowance must be made for
this when deciding upon the sets to be placed in commission.

In large modern stations, and particularly in those intercon-
nected with other systems (§ 186), a 'load despateher' is given
full information concerning the service characteristics of all
machines and stations, and being in telephonic communication
with all parts of the system, he is made responsible for the putting
of plant in and out of service and for all main switching operations.

191. Power House Losses; Overall Efficiency.-The over-
all efficiency of electricity stations is commonly expressed in terms
of the fuel consumed per kWh generated. Statistics prepared
on this basis by the Electricity Commissioners are summarised in
Table 22; the average coal consumption per k"Wh generated in
steam stations was 311 Ibs. in 1921-22 (396 stations).

As, however, the calorific value of the coal burnt varies widely
(say from 10000 to 13 000 B.Th.U. /lb.), such data are of
limited value, and it is much better to state the efficiency in terms
of the heat consumption per kWh generated. The heat equivalent
of 1 kWh is 3 412 B.Th.U., hence a consumption of 311 Ibs. of
coal (of calorific value 10 500 B.Th.U. / lb.) per kWh corresponds
to a heat consumption of 311 x 10 500 = 32650 B.TKTJ. / kWh,
and an overall thermal efficiency of 3 412 x 100/3-11 x 10500 «
10i % approx. About 20 000 B.Th.U./kWh is consumed in average
large modern stations with steam turbo-alternators operating at,
say, 50 % load factor, and 17 000-17 500 B.TkU. /kWh (i.e. 20-
19*5 °/0 thermal efficiency) is about the best result whicli can be
obtained in such stations. Assuming that 20 °/0 of the heat value
of the coal is delivered to the bus bars as electrical energy, the
distribution of the 80 °/0 lost is roughly as follows (in percentage
of heat input at the grate*): Boiler losses 20 0/>> rejected-in

* These percentages must not be confused with the percentages of^ loss in
terms of the input to the individual parts of the system; for instance, the

OQQ
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condenser 52 °/o; mechanical losses in turbine 5 %; alternator and
transformer losses 1 °/0; losses in auxiliary services 2 °/o (see also
Table 24, § 193).

According to W. M. Selvey (El. Rev., Vol. 91, p. 727) the
maximum efficiencies which can be expected in new plants are
as in Table- 23; these are higher than the efficiencies at present
realised and represent possibilities in the future for plants de-
signed to take full advantage of present-day experience.

TABLE 23.-Probable Limits of Efficiency in Steam-Driven
Generating Stations.

New Stations %vith Largest
Stations

Generating Sets of
(Bach). with HighPressure

Steam and
Inter-

3 000 kW. 6 000 kW. heating.

(a) Boiler efficiency 
(b) Thermo- dynamic efficiency of turbine cycle 

0-78 0-81 0*85
0-34= 0-36 0-40

(cj Mechanical efficiency of turbo-generator 0-70 0-73 0-85
(a) Ratio of kWh afc bus bars to kWh generated * 0-75 0-80 0-85
Overall efficiency (=axfcxcxd). 0-139 0*170 0-245
B.Th.TI. / kWh at bus bars .... 24550 20050 13930

From Chapters 6 and 11 it will be clear that load factor is of
the utmost importance in determining the overall efficiency of
power plants (see also § 217). In general, gas and oil engine
plants are affected more adversely than steam plants by low load
factor because the efficiency of internal combustion engines falls
off more rapidly at fractional loads, but this can be compensated
to some extent by the installation of a suitable range of sizes;
advantage is then derived from the fact that internal combustion
engines have no stand-by losses.

When comparing the consumption of (say) 17 500 B.Th.U. /
kWh in a large modern station with the 22 500 B.Th.U. /kWh
attainable in a small isolated plant it must be remembered that
the distribution of energy from the large station involves at least

mechanical loss in the turbine = 5 % of the coal value, but 5 x 100 / (100 - 20
- 52) = 17*9 °/0 of the input to the turbine after deducting the boiler and con-
denser losses (see also § 193).

* Allowing for consumption in station auxiliaries and for operation and
machine load factor losses.
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two pressure transformations (possibly four) and also the losses
in the transmission line. Allowing for three transformations
(each at 98 °/0 efficiency) and for 10 % loss in transmission, the
overall efficiency from station to consumer is 0'98 x 0*98 x 0*9 =
0-865, and the 17 500B.Th.U. /kWh generated becomes 17 500 /
0-865 = 20 200 B.ThU. / kWh delivered. Allowing also for the
easier utilisation of heat from private power plant (§ 188) it will
be seen that the supposed advantages of centralisation may be
reduced or even non-existent (§185). In many instances a good
case could be made for decentralisation.

192. Control of Power House Efficiency.-The complete
determination of power house efficiency involves the installation
of measuring instruments on every piece of the equipment,
the taking of readings at frequent, regular intervals, and the
calculation of results therefrom. The trouble and expense of ob-
taining these results is justifiable in large stations, provided that
the information derived is applied to the improvement and
maintenance of efficiency. In smaller stations a less elaborate
procedure is required, but some definite record and comparison of
fuel consumption, water consumption, and electrical output should
always be maintained, in addition to suitably tabulated records
of expenditure on oil, general stores, repairs, etc. Probably the
simplest and best method of controlling the overall efficiency of a
steam-driven station is as follows: * The weights of coal burnt
and of water evaporated per shift are plotted (on separate sheets)
against the kWh generated. After doing this for a fortnight or
so it will be found that straight lines can be drawn showing what
is an average consumption of coal and water for any output (kWh)
per shift. The lines will cut the axis of coal or water above the
zero point and will there show the minimum consumption of coal
and water respectively required to keep the plant ready for service
but with no kWh output at the bus bars. Once these lines are
obtained the coal and water consumptions for each shift are com-
pared with the ' standard' value for the kWh concerned. Un-
usually high coal consumption means that the boilers have been
mismanaged, or that inferior coal has been used, or that steam
has been wasted by blowing off, etc. La the latter event the point

* For a full explanation with examples see brochure on * The Coal Consumption
of Power Plants and Bonuses for Coal Saving,' by B. H. Parsons (Electrical
Review, Ltd.).
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plotted on the water chart will be above the normal line. The
primary function of these charts is to call immediate attention to
abnormal results so that they may subsequently be striven for if
good or avoided if bad If the general indication afforded by the
charts is followed up by an intelligent search for causes of in-
efficiency, it will soon be possible to establish fresh standard lines
corresponding to higher overall efficiency.

Useful suggestions for the compilation of statistical reports on
a basis permitting direct comparison between different plants are
given by W. S. Gorsuch, Jour. Amer. I.E.E., Feb., 1920.

Comparison between the weight of water fed to boilers and
the amount of steam fed to the main turbines (or the weight of
condensate from the latter) leads to detection of excessive con-
sumption in auxiliaries. Steam turbines should be tested over
their full range of load every few months in order to detect
deterioration of blading, etc.

193. Relative Importance of Efficiency in Various Parts of
Plant.-The coal bill represents from 50-75 % of the total
working costs (i.e. cost excluding capital charges) in most of the
stations in Great Britain, hence reduction in the fuel consumption
is one of the most valuable economies which can be effected.

The importance of small differences in steam consumption of
large generating sets, and certain risks attached to assessing the
value thereof, are brought out by the following excerpt:-

A 10 000 kW turbo-generator loaded to an average of 7 500 kW for 8 000 hrs.
per annum will supply 60 000 000 kWh per annum. A variation of 1 % in this
output, on a coal cost of 0*15d. per kWh, equals £375 per annum, which is equi-
valent to £3 000 on an 8-year life. One set may consume 12-5 Ibs. steam per kWh
and cost £25000. If a second set be offered, consuming only 11*5 Ibs. per kWh
(i.e. 8 °/0 less), it is worth £24 000 more than the first set, but the actual difference
in cost of manufacture will be no more than £2 000 or £3 000 [pre-war]. Naturally,
substantial bonuses or penalties are offered or imposed for high or low steam con-
sumption respectively. Large sums of money thus depend on the accuracy of test
figures, which may be 3 °/0 or 4 % in error, while the actual sums are-of ten given
in terms of one-tenth of a Ib. of steam per kWh, i.e. less than 1 °/0 of the total
consumption (W. M. Selvey, Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 53, p. 109).

It should be noted that the value of 1 % higher efficiency in
any piece of apparatus varies with the actual efficiency of the
latter. Doubling the efficiency of any step in the train of con- "
versions between the coal pile and the bus bars would halve the
coal bill ,for given kWh output; for example, the coal con-
sumption / kWh would be halved by increasing the efficiency of

287
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any piece of the apparatus from 10 to 20 °/0, from 20 to 40 %> or
from 40 to 80 % but the increase in the percentage efficiency of
the apparatus itself would be 10 %, 20%, and 40 % in the re-
spective cases. This shows that 1 % increase in apparatus
efficiency is more valuable the lower the initial efficiency (see
col. 7, Table 24). On the other hand, the percentage gain in
overall efficiency (reckoned from the coal pile) per 1 °/0 increase
in apparatus efficiency decreases with the energy input to the
apparatus concerned (see col. 6, Table 24). For example, the
input to the boiler (Table 24) is 100 B.Th.U., and increasing
the boiler efficiency from 80 to 81 % 'results in 1 °/0 higher
overall efficiency and in 100 [1 - (80/81)] = 1-25 % saving in
coal ; * at the turbine the input is 79'2 B.Th.U., and the effect of
raising the turbine efficiency from 27 °/0 to 28 °/0 is to raise the
overall efficiency (coal to turbine shaft) by 0'8 °/0, but the saving
in coal for equal output at the turbine shaft is 100 [1 - (27 / 28)]
= 3-5 */0.

TABLE 24. - Approximate Distribution of Losses in an Elec-
trical System and Relative Value of Efficiency Improve-
ments.

Effect of 1 % HigherEquivalent Heat Units. Apparatus Efficiency.Assumed

Efficiency
Apparatus. of Output Increase in Saving in

Apparatus ( = overall Overall Coal Con-
°/10' Input. Lost. Efficiency Efficiency sumption

from Coal from Coal for Equal
Pile). Pile, °/0. Output, %.

Boiler . 80 100 20 80 1-00 1-25

Steam pipes 99 80 0-8 79-2 0-80 1-00
Turbine 27 79-2 57-8 21-4 0-77 3-57
Alternator . 95 21-4 1-1 20-3 0-24 1-05

Step-up transformer 98 20-3 0-4 19-9 0-20 1-01
H.T. mains . 90 19-9 2-0 17-9 0-20 1-10

Step-down transformer 98 17*9 0-4 17*5 0-18 1-01
L.T. Cables . 98 17*5 0-3 17-2 0-18 1-01
Motor . 90 17'2 1-7 15-5 0-18 1-10

In choosing between alternative plants which may be available,
the loss in each plant should be plotted to the same base as the
load curve, the loss being calculated (for each load shown by the

The saving in coal effected by increasing the efficiency of any apparatus from

*"/� to
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load curve) from the appropriate efficiency as shown on the load-
efficiency curve of the plant. That plant which has the smaller
total area below its daily loss curve will be the more efficient in
the service concerned. It will be found that plant which has high
efficiency at low loads will give particularly favourable results
when the load factor (§ 261) is low (see also § 217).

194. Distribution of Generating Costs.-The cost of gener-
ating electricity may conveniently be divided into fixed charges
(principally interest on capital, and depreciation) which do not
^vary greatly in total amount with the kWh output per annum,
and working costs (principally for fuel) which increase roughly in
proportion with the kWh output. The capital charges / kWh
obviously decrease as the output increases, but the working
costs / kWh vary little within a wide range of output. Table 25
(due to C. W. Charlesworth, Inc. Munic. El. Assoc., 1921) illus-
trates the composition of the total costs of electricity supply in
average central stations. It may be stated, as a general rule, that
where the load factor is high fuel economy is the prime considera-
tion ; the most expensive plant, with every refinement that will
reduce the fuel bill, will be the best. On the other hand, where
the load factor is poor, capital charges are of far greater impor-
tance, and a less expensive plant will give the lowest running
charges.

TABLE 25.-Composition of Total Costs of Electricity Supply.

Percentage of Total Cost in Year.

1913-14. 1916-17. 1919-20.

Capital charges1 
Fuel . . 

36 30 31
25 40 35

Repairs, maintenance, water, stores, etc. 18 11 14
Shift and running wages 
Local rates, management expenses, and salaries 

5 6 8
16 13 12

An analysis of the distribution of working costs in typical
central stations in Great Britain is given in Table 26. This is
based upon data extracted from the Tables of Costs and Records
published by the Electrical Times ; the complete tables should
be consulted.

VOL. i. 289 19
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TABLE 26.-Analysis of Working Costs, etc., in British
Central Stations.

The figures given are the averages for six stations in each group calculated
from figures given in the Electrical Times tables, November 2, 1922. It seems
likely that these costs may be reduced by about 25 °/0 during the period 1923-25
(see also Table 38, § 269).

/I 500 000- 20 000 000- 50000000-
Total kWh sold per annum . \ 2000000 30 000 000 150000000
Plant capacity, kW 1 000-2 000 15 000-25 000 50 000-125 000

Working costs per kWh sold, pence : -
Fuel 1-42 0-80 0-59
Oil, waste, water, and stores 0-15 0-02 0-02
Wages of workmen .... 0'46 0-17 0-16
Bepairs and maintenance . 0-56 0-22 0-22
Rent, rates, and taxes 0*19 0-15 0-18
Management, salaries, office and legal

expenses, insurance, etc. 0-31 o-io 0-12
T0tal 

kWh sold for private supply per head of 

3-11 1-47 1-31

population 
Annual load factor * .... 

45 113 117
20-1 20-2 21*5

Capital expenditure on whole system-
£ 1 kW connected . . 31-90 24-20 29-70
£ /kW of station plant capacity 89-30 42-80 49-30

195. Capital Cost of Central Station Plant.-Under this
heading little information can be given owing to the instability
and abnormal level of post-war quotations. The figures in Table
27 will serve as a general guide, and for further information the
reader should refer to the particulars of tenders published in the
technical press. During the financial year 1920-21 the cost of
equipment was generally from three to four times the pre-war
price; in 1921-22 the factor was about 2-2£; and in 1922-23
about 1*75-2. It is probable that capital costs will gradually
settle down to about 50 °/0 above pre-war figures.

In Power House Design (first edition) Sir John Snell gave the (pre-war) costs
shown to the left of Table 28 for a 25 000 kW Mond producer-gas plant, and the
same authority (in his presidential address to the I.E.E. in 1914) gave the figures
shown to the right of Table 28 as the minimum costs likely to ho attainable in

* Calculated as (kWh sold per ann. x 100) / (max. simultaneous load on
feeders in kW x hours of supply period) (see also § 261),

9.QO
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TABLE 27 (Continued).

Post- War,
Per Pre-War. 1920-23.

& £

1 500 kW set of mercury rectifiers kW __ 5-8
Switchgear for 1 500 kW turbo-alternator and

kW 0-25-0-5 0-5-1-0

Switchgear for complete station, 5 000 kW up-
kW 0-5-1-0 1-2

110-220 V generating set with switchboard and
steam engine and boiler, or gas engine and
producer, or oil engine . . . 5-10 kW kW 50-75 85-130

20-25 kW kW 30-40 50-70

Gas engine plant, 1 000-2 000 kW, without am-
monia recovery, including generators, switch-
gear, and buildings 

Gas engine plant, 10 000-15 000 kW, with am-
kW 15-20 25-35

monia recovery, generators, switchgear, and
buildings 

Complete steam-driven central station, including 
kW 15-20 25-35

buildings, 10 000-100 000 kW . kW 8-15 25-30
Complete hydro-electric stations (see Table 35,

§216) 
Substation, complete with transformers and 

- - -

converters, 2 000-5 000 kW . kW 4-7 7-12

TABLE 28.-Pre-War Costs of Large Gas and Steam Plants.

Per
Mond Producer-gas Plant. Modern Steam Turbine Plant.kW. kW.

&

Slack handling, regenerator plant, Land, river walls, and sidings 0-25
and gas producer 1-06 Buildings, coal silofl, foundations,

Acid towers, recovery and sulphate and cranes .... 2-00
plant 

Steam-raising plant and sundries . 
0-68 Boilers, economisers, coal and ash
0'76 plant chimneys and mechanical

Gas engines and electrical plant 3-25
(25000kW) . 7-60 

draught 
Turbo-generators, condensers, air

Pipework, cooling powers, buildings niters, piping, tanks, and switch-
and foundations .... 1-88 gear 

Per 

2-65

11-98 8:15

The capital cost of existing central stations in the United
Kingdom, as represented by the total capital investment divided
by the present kW capacity of plant installed, is very heavy in
many cases. This is due to various causes, among which may be
noted heavy legal and Parliamentary expenses, costly purchase of
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vested interests, extravagance in original buildings, costliness of
early electrical apparatus, failure to recognise and provide for the
rapidity with which plant would become inadequate or obsolete,
and failure or inability to meet from revenue all charges which
should be thus met. In the past every central station scheme
has had to start on a relatively small scale, and this has resulted
in disproportionately heavy capital expenditure per kW; with
interconnected stations and c superstation' schemes this factor is
not operative.

According to the Electricity Commissioners' Report (1921)
the average capital expenditure in the United Kingdom on lands,
buildings, sidings, wharves, etc., and generating plant (but ex-
cluding distribution items) up to December 31, 1918, was £22*2
per kW installed for public supply other than traction (see
Table 29).

TABLE 29.-Generating Plant Installed and Capital Expendi-
ture for Public Supply (other than Traction) in the
United Kingdom.

Undertakings. Average Capital Expended on
Generating Lands, Buildings, Sidings,

Plant Wharves, etc. , and Generating
Installed. Plant, Excluding Distribution

Class. Number. Items.

Local Authorities - kW £ /kW
London ..... 14 131 791 25-6
Rest of Great Britain 214 1 290 133 20-3
Ireland 

Total .... 

11 28695 21-8

239 1 450 619 20-9

Companies -
London 
Best of Great Britain . 

15 216 037 29-1
162 135 645 31-8

Ireland ..... 5 2801 45-9

Total .... 182 354 483 30-2

Power Companies . 17 370 053 19-6

Totals .... 438 2 175 155 22-2

Referred to the basis of load connected, the capital investment
in existing English stations is often £25-£35 per kW in large
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towns, and £40-JE50 or more in small towns (AV*' tilm* Table
26, § 194); thin figure given the basin on whkh ihi* tixi?d rharg**
per kW demand should be estimated in framing tariJfs i.str | 272).

196. Power House Buildings; Space Occupied by Plant,
-The main feature of modern contra! hUition building* IM th«-ir
simple and economical construction; st<?rl~frHtn«*d Mrurtutv.s of
a strictly industrial type, are employed ; in* expenditure i* wad**
upon purely architectural effects; and provision in inn* lit t*»r ««a*y
extension. Ample supply of condensing water ih indS*j-M'*i*abl»'
in a steam turbine station, and in several inNtan<'e,s .short ag»* *»l
water has made it necessary to go to otli**r niti'H whi^n additittnal
generating plant wan required. Cheap out! tnm*jH»rf in nl^n i$
primary consideration, and thu question of dinjit^iil tnutrrmlly
affectn the selection of a sit** f*>r a Iitr^ station. Th»* »litr«*r«'ii«'r
between, sayf 5s. a ton and tfi.L a ton to tli.sjH.*H«* of a**h«*s i«if" whirh
there may be ,100-150 tons j^r million k\Vh) may i*\r«*r»J lip*
capital charges on the additional tranKinission I'ljuipini'iii r«Mjiiin»il
if the station be placed on the site where unh f!i^{H»sul if* *'hi**iji.

The extended applications of elwtrir powrr aiicl l!«' {tt*riVrli«i!i
of the steam turbine have led to rapid litfmtNf* in fhr rjijiiit-ify of'
generating sets irwtalled, till, in th«* latirHt s lil^»niiit * Miitioii,Hr
there are, say, half n dozen turtK>-ultf*rimtorx4fmrh nf 2U fW'ifl h \\\
40 000 kW, or even greater jKMvr {§ 173|

The mo<lern horixoutsl tiirlMJ-iillftnialur oct'Upi*?* *»iily f \t~ \,
sq. ft. of floor area per k\V, and it in cjuit** n prohl««m l«i arnitii-
modato thf* uewmsiu'y boilerti in <*onvi*nit*nf and riiit*i»'iii nriiui* r
round a * big-unit1 powi*r IIOIIHH, Adopting tSi** IIIM^I ininjiii*!
arrangement of boilerH and coal Mlos, ih*' ground SJI,M'«* !M(tiit<i'<i
is 4 or 5 times thut occupiMd by tin* corfcHpn'i^'iii^ s^*ilt«*n n|
power house (including all imxillfiiiftH and n fniriy btjfh j<* I'^^Jifj^"'
of gangway area), ami 2 or *l tim««s llinf <«Tii{4«*d by |«>w«4i' fikiif
and Bwitehgear togeihur, ffht? larg<*M hot Mould turl*»# nil* IIMIMI "»
yet built (35 OfXWJO 000 kW) nwupy ttf^iiit ir Oi;i <,.j. ft. ;(i-Mtif,.|
area and ()-72-0'82 cm. i\ ov4«mll ^jmri* jwr kW In a In*/*
unit stotion, the t^ital floor urut rHij«ir«*ii li) ]4**w**r. »wit*'h> <Ui<i
lK>iler houHitn in aln)Ut 0 <W>'7r* HIJ. ft. {t«*r kW.

This C5««iuu«vilH«rh bUtion *»< tit*- I 'an 4 L'tmm 4'f'Mi »J %rrv ̂ i*i| *< *
tt|» jr«

napwuty; thin will rtjrnw|ioiii! fc* /r!f4 <*r, «n/f » vj. It, / * W, II I*4S« »4itl* ,,t
writing, ih« i»j»tn!l«d m|*»4'U> i» MHiiil k\V, U-rr« l»m% |,u- |<HM? « ft ^ if4*

i
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alternators supplied by 25 boilers. The space occupied by the 200 000 kW equip-
ment is approximately (per kW in each case): coal store 0-54 sq. ft.; boiler house
0*24 sq. ft.; machine room 0*12 sq. ft.; high-pressure switch house 0-17 sq. ft.;
low-pressure switch house 0-032 sq. ft. From basement floor to roof, the boiler
house and machine room are about 95 ft. high, and the switch houses about 50 ft.
high.

The Gennevilliers station is described fully in a brochure published by La
Revue Industrielle (Paris); see also Engineer, Vol. 184, pp. 242 et seq.

The Dalmarnock (Glasgow) station, with an initial installation of five
23 400 kVA turbo-alternators, and space available for extension to 200 000 kW
total capacity, is described in Modern Central Stations by C. W. Marshall (Pitman)
and in EL Jttev., Vol. 87, p. 324.

Modern practice is to use swifcchgear of the remote-control
type, placed in a building distinct from the power house, and so
constructed as to reduce fire risks to a minimum. Storage space
for many thousand tons of coal is required, owing to the huge
actual daily consumption of fuel and the importance of main-
taining continuity of supply. Mechanical conveyers of various
types are used to deliver coal to the boiler bunkers, the fuel being
weighed automatically en route ; and mechanical or pneumatic
ash-handling plant is generally installed. The tendency is to use
higher boiler draught (up to, say, 6 ins. water-gauge), produced
mechanically, smoke stacks being reduced to the height required
to carry fumes (there need be no smoke) clear of buildings.

197. Central Station Output.-The Electricity Commis-
sioners publish annually statistics showing the total kWh per
annum generated by stations in Great Britain; also, the number
of stations in service, grouped according to the kWh generated.
During the year ending March 31, 1921, 421 authorised under-
takers in Great Britain generated, on the average, 10 400 000
kWh each, and 80 railway, tramway, and non-statutory under-
takings generated, on the average, 9 800 000 kWh each. Of the
,421 authorised undertakers submitting returns: 8*1 °/0 generated
less than 100 000 kWh during the year; 19'2 % generated
between 100000 and 500000 kWh; 27-1 % between 500000
and 2 500 000 kWh; 21 -6 70 between 2 500 000 and 10 000 000
kWh; 19'7 % between 10000000 and 50 000000 kWh; and
4-3 °/0 over 50 000 000 kWh. These figures do not include the
many private generating stations for which no data are available.

The largest pre-war output in. any one year from the whole of the public
generating stations in the United Kingdom (about 500 in number) was roughly
2 GOO million kWh. The electrical output in Sweden in 1914 (mainly from, water
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power) was about 1 475 million kWh, the population of Sweden being approxi-
mately 5 500 000 (32 per sq. ml.) compared with 45 400 000 (374 per sq. ml.) for
the United Kingdom. During the war there was a striking development in this
country in the application of electrical power to industry, chiefly in the manu-
facture of munitions, and the electrical output from public supply stations more
than doubled in four years, amounting to 4 628 million kWh in 1918 (Electricity
Commissioners' Report, 1921).

Now and in the near future one may take 200-250 kWh per
head of population per annum (not per consumer) as the highest
average consumption of electricity for lighting and power alone
attainable in very large cities. Even this estimate is on the high
side so far as Great Britain is concerned, 150-200 kWh per
capita being a typical range for very highly developed electric
supply areas. Traction loads may easily add 25 or 50 % ^° these
figures.* In large provincial towns 60-100 kWh per capita
per annum is a good average for lighting and power consumption;
and 20-30 kWh was the most that could be counted on in small

towns when the demand was chiefly for lighting purposes, but,
even in such places, electricity is now used for domestic and other
small-power applications so that 25-40 kWh per head of popula-
tion can be sold (see also Table 26, § 194).

198. Electricity Supply Legislation; National Organisa-
tion of Supply.-In the past the development of electricity supply
in Great Britain has been retarded and restricted by the hopeless
inefficiency (from the electrical standpoint) of the legislation
which governed the industry for so many years, and partly
perhaps by the fact that the average electrical engineer has taken
little interest in this question. It should be obvious that every
one engaged in the industry ought to have a knowledge of the
man-made laws as well as the physical laws which govern his
activities. The principal legislative measures concerning elec-
tricity supply in Great Britain are summarised in Chapter 41.
The trend of these measures, as affecting the present position and
future developments, is outlined clearly in the 'First Annual
Report of the Electricity Commissioners/ which document should
be consulted.

Under the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, the Electricity
Commissioners are empowered, inter alia:-

* According to B. Welbourn the average consumption of electricity in Chicago
is 714 kWh per citizen per annum, compared with 155 kWh in London, including
traction demand in both cases (Jour. LE.E^ Vol. 61, p. 31).

9.QA
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(i) To determine electricity districts, to approve or formulate schemes for
improving the existing organisation for the supply of electricity in such districts,
and to make Orders embodying such approved Schemes which may provide for
the formation of Joint Electricity Authorities.

(ii) To consent or to refuse consent to the establishment of a new or the ex-
tension of an existing generating station or main transmission line, subject to
certain provisos.

(iii) To require the alteration of the type of current, frequency or pressure
employed in the undertakings of authorised undertakers, subject to certain
provisos.

As pointed out by the Commissioners in their ' First Annual
Report' the re-organisation of electricity supply in this country
' is not a question of starting, ab initio, to develop a comprehen-
sive and standardised system of generation, transmission, and
distribution on the basis of present-day knowledge and technical
practice, as there already exists an extensive and heterogeneous
development representing the uncoordinated growth of many
years. The problem of reorganisation resolves itself into the
determination of the best method of adapting, modifying, and
expanding the existing development with the view of ensuring
as speedily as possible an improvement in the supply of electricity
for the numerous and growing needs of the community. It is
only after thorough investigation at all stages, with full oppor-
tunity afforded to all interested parties to make representations
at each stage, that a scheme for the reorganisation of supply in
any district can become of statutory effect through the medium
of an Order of the Commissioners, confirmed by the Minister of
Transport and approved by Parliament.'

The provision made for the submission- of schemes for im-
proving the organisation of the supply of electricity in a district,
and for safeguarding the interests of all parties concerned, is
entirely to be commended provided that it is not abused by
obstructionists.

A phase of electrical development which follows naturally from
the treatment of electricity generation on a national basis, with
widespread interconnected networks, is that of exporting elec-
tricity. Electricity has been transmitted satisfactorily from
Sweden through a partly submarine cable (§ 292) to the Danish
island of Zeeland for some years past, and schemes are in hand
for a Norway-Sweden-Denmark transmission line which will
make possible the utilisation of about 1 000 000 kW of water
power at present going to waste. In Switzerland electricity is
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expotted* during* -the spring and summer, and imported from
foreign steam-driven staiimis when the native water-power is
insufficient to meet the -home requirements. At the time of
writing, CaiiadtL'ekpoi^ts nearly 1 000 million kWh per annum to
the United States through a dozen transmission lines. Countries
possessing surplus water-power will probably, in the near future,
export electrical energy derived therefrom for distances up to
1 000 miles. There is much to be said for international electricity
supply in preference to the export of coal.
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CHAPTER 8.

WATER-POWER: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

200. Wide Rang-e of Water-power.-Although countries
which had insufficient supplies of fuel have been developing their
hydro-electric resources for many years, it is only recently that
all civilised countries have undertaken systematic surveys of
their available water-powers. At the present day experts in this
branch of engineering are scarce, and even elementary knowledge
of the subject is often lacking. It is only possible in this book
to give a general outline of the subject, and specialist treatises
must be consulted for details of hydraulic machinery and particu-
lars of the civil engineering works involved in laying-out pro-
jects. These may comprise almost any conditions, from developing
a 3-f t. fall on a river or canal up to that of a 5 000-ft. fall in a
range of mountains; and frona utilising the whole flow from the
catchment area of a great river, such as the Mississippi, down to
that from a few square miles of country with heavy seasonal mon-
soon rainfall. The power may be obtained from the normal flow
of a river or canal alone; or from the same supplemented by
storage; or (for the greater part of each year) from stored water
alone. In every case water-power is the simplest example of
power as represented by the rate of expenditure of ft.-lbs. per
min. ; in the old-fashioned overshot water wheel this was
directly exemplified by each bucket carrying so many gallons of
water and depositing it into a tailrace so many feet "below the
headrace. In hydro-electric practice the actual fall may be either
a natural waterfall, or an artificial fall created by a dam or weir,
or a fall developed by carrying the water along in a canal until
sufficient drop has been accumulated above the original and more
rapidly falling source.

201. Power Available from Water.-It is often assumed

that an actual visible waterfall is necessary for the generation
of power. In canals and in streams, where the slope of the bed

OQQ
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is extremely small, this is true, and power can only be generated
where there happens to be an artificial fall (such as a lock or
weir) or a rapid capable of being converted into a fall. On the
other hand, the slope of rivers is generally greater, and an
artificial head can often be obtained by carrying the water for
some distance along a comparatively level artificial channel.
The horse-power available in any case is, theoretically, the pro-
duct of the weight of water in Ibs. per sec. (i.e. cu. ft. per sec.
x 62*3) multiplied by the vertical head in feet and divided by
550. The result must, however, be reduced in proportion to the
inefficiency of the turbine or wheel, and the loss of head in the
pipes, in order to find the actual B.H.P. available on the shaft.
The efficiency of modern wheels varies from about 65 up to over
90 °/o> but for rough calculations and including pipe losses 80 °/0
will not be far wrong. Taking this into account we have:-

Theoretical water H.P. = cu. ft. per sec. x head in ft. / 8*83.
Available B.H.P. = cu. ft. per sec. x head in ft. /11.

A cu. ft per sec. or 'cusec'-a useful irrigation term little
known outside India-will therefore give 0*09 B.H.P. on the
turbine shaft per ft. of fall; 0'9 B.H.P. per 10 ft. of fall;
9 B.H.P. per 100 ft.; and 90 B.H.P. per 1 000 ft. For rough
project estimates the overall efficiency of medium-sized electric
;enerators working at full load may be taken as 94 % (Chapter
iO); if driven otherwise than directly off the turbine shaft there
nil be an additional loss of about 5 °/0 in the drive. The

electrical power available at the generator terminals, assuming
this efficiency and converting from H.P. to kW, will then be
approximately:-

For direct drive: Kilowatts = cusecs x head in ft. / 15*5 (say 15).
For indirect drive: Kilowatts = cusecs x head in ft. /16'5 (say 16).

Thus, for example, we may have a canal fall of 10 ft. net with
1 000 cusecs flowing, or a mountain stream in which a fall of
1 000 ft. can be obtained with 10 cusecs flowing. In both cases:
The theoretical H.P. is 10 000 x 62*3/550 = 1 150; the turbine
B.ELP.is 10000/11 = 910; and the electrical power is 10000/15-5
or 16*5 = 645 or 605 kW, according as the drive is direct or in-
direct.

202. Constants and Approximations.-Table 30 and the
snn
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approximate relations given below will be found useful in dealing
with water power. Explanations, where required, will follow in
due course. Unnecessary decimals are omitted.

TABLE 30.- Constants of Water.
1 cu. ft. of water = 6*23 Imp. gals. = 62*3 Ibs.

= 7-48 U.S. gals.
35'9 cu. ft. of water = 1 English ton of 2 240 Ibs.
35*31 � � � � =1 cu. metre.
1 acre-foot (i.e. 1 acre covered to a

depth of 1 ft.) = 43 560 cu. ft.
= 1 223 cu. metres (m.3).

22-96 acre-feet = 1 million cu. ft.

1 sq. mile-foot = 27'88 million cu. ft.

Flow of Water.
1 cusec or second-foot (i.e. .1 cu. ft.

per sec.) = 62-3 Ibs. per sec. = 0' 028 3 m.3 per sec.
= 3738 � � min. = 1- 699 � � min.
= 374 gals, per min.
«= 86 400 cu. ft. per day = 2 446 � � day.
= 2'4 to 2-6 million cu. ft. per month.
= 314 »> ,» *, � year

= 892 950 m.3 per year.

APPROXIMATIONS.- Storage of Water.
100 000 cu. ft. stored will give 1*16 cusecs for 24 hrs.

2J � � 12 �
4J ,, � 6 �
9J � � 3 �

27| � � 1 �

Thirty-one and a half million cu. ft. stored is equivalent to 1 cusec for a year;
but owing to losses by evaporation, etc., the actual value is nearer | cusec. The
following approximations may be used :-

1 000 million cu. fb. stored will give 30 cusecs for a year.
40 � ,,9 months.
60 � � 6 �

90 � � 4

120 � � 3 �
Catchments.

A catchment area is the whole area (bounded by watersheds) draining into a
river or stream at any particular point in its course. If the whole rainfall within
a catchment reached the determined point in the stream (which is far from heing
the case), then:

1 in. of rain = 100 tons or 3 600 cu. ft. per acre,
= 64 000 tons or 2-33 million cu. ft. per s<j. mile.

The actual flow-off is. 4ea.lt with in § 204.
301
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Power Available Under the Best Conditions.

(i) From Flow-
Cusecs x head in ft. /11 = E.H.P. at generator.

� x � � � /15 = kW � �
(On small projects and for average results divisors of 12 and 16 maybe used.)

(ii) From Storage-
Thousands cu. ft. stored x head in ft. / 42 = E.H.P.-hours.

� � x � � / 56 = kWh.
Millions cu. ft. stored x head in ft. / 370 = E.H.P.-years.

� � � x � � / SCO = kW-years.
� x � � x 17 = kWh.

203. Classification of Water-power.-Present-day practice
tends to use only two types of prime mover for water-power,
viz.: the Pelton wheel (jet impulse) turbine for ' high heads'
and the Francis (reaction) turbine for 'low heads/ The range
of the latter type is extending upwards, as Pelton wheels are
not satisfactory except on heads of several hundred feet. There
is a zone between the two extremes representing ' medium heads,'
from about 100 or 150 ft. up to about 400 ft, but the modified
types of jet impulse turbine, such as the Girard, originally in
favour for this class of lay-out are now being superseded by the
Francis type, suitably modified. Although, so far as the power
plant and its utilisation are concerned, the difference may be
only one of turbine rotors or runners, the actual development of
sites for high, medium, and low falls offers considerable variety.
Each is dealt with after considerations common to all have been

explained.
204. Catchment Areas and Flow-off.-As the power avail-

able is always proportional to the product of flow and head or fall
it follows that, whereas high-head plants can operate on a com-
paratively small flow, low-head plants of the same capacity require
a very large volume of water. Except where great storage works
are undertaken, nature fits in with these requirements ; for while
small individual streams in mountainous country, with small catch-
ment areas, offer high-head developments, the great rivers into
which they discharge supply the medium and low-head plants.
From the point of view of hydro-electric works the absolute
minimum flow of the source is the determining factor, except where
water storage on a large scale is possible, as upon it depends the
size of the plant that can be continuously operated. Where large-
scale storage is possible, the minimum annual flow-off determines
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the limits of the project, subject to the possibility of being able to
carry over a reserve supply from a good year to a deficient one.
The maximum flow-off in floods is necessarily always of impor-
tance in connection with the safety of headworks and dams and the
provision of waste weirs or escapes or under-sluices for discharging
the excess water.

Considering small catchment areas first, the flow from day to
day in the streams fed by them evidently depends primarily on
the amount of rainfall; but not only on the amount, as the rate or
intensity at which the falls occur has a large bearing on the
problem. Occasional showers are mostly lost by the way, in
evaporation, or absorption by soil and vegetation. If the ground
is dry, the first hours of rainfall may have but little effect on the
stream ; on the other hand, when the ground is already saturated,
further rain will mostly run off to the stream. Here the nature of
the ground has to be considered; bare steep rocky hillsides allow
a very large proportion of rainfall to pass quickly down, while, at
the other extreme, flat agricultural or forest land retains a large
proportion of the fall and allows more to be lost by evaporation
during its slower passage down. Then again, some of the rainfall
sinks into the ground and reappears later in the form of springs;
while high altitude snow, the most valuable form of c white coal'
to the water-power engineer, may supply a river with water at the
time when the ordinary flow is at the lowest and during the driest
of seasons. Where large scale storage of water is in question it is
the minimum annual flow-off of the river that is of the greatest
importance, but in the case of small, and probably high-elevation
catchments it is the day-to-day flow-off and the maximum and
minimum amounts of water arriving at the headworks of the
project that matter most. For a full discussion of various
empirical formulae for obtaining the maximum flow-off from a
catchment the reader is referred to Buckley's Irrigation Pocket
Book, where actual results are also given of many known rivers.
It will be sufficient here to mention Dickens' formula, viz.:-

D = CAT2'3

where D = maximum, discharge, in cusecs.
C = coefficient.

M = catchment area, in sq. mis.

The author of this formula took G as 825 where the rainfall was
303
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about 36 ins. a year and considered the same figure applicable from
24-50 ins. By actual application it has been found (loc. cit.)
that the coefficient varies in Indian rivers from 120 up to 1 795.
The former figure is for very large catchments with rainfall of
the order mentioned; the latter figure is for small catchments with
very heavy rainfall confined to a short season. Clearly in the
case of small catchments a knowledge of the shape of the catch-
ment-for its length will greatly affect the time taken by the
water to reach a given point-of its steepness, of its cultivated
area, and of the intensity of the rainfall, will help in arriving
at an intelligent estimate. In obtaining the average flow, and
to some extent the minimum, of a small catchment comparison
with a neighbouring area where the flow has been measured may
be of great value, the relative areas, configurations, and rainfalls
being approximately known. Naturally a small catchment area
is subject to very great variations in flow ; for a heavy storm may
sweep over the whole of it, just as a dry period affects the whole.
To obtain reliable results ifc is of course far preferable to make
actual measurements of the flow (§ 205) over as long a period as
possible, for comparison with the rainfall from sufficient gauges
in the catchment, and also for comparison with neighbouring
catchments. The intervening watersheds may, however, affect the
latter comparisons to no inconsiderable extent. In many countries
regular gaugings have been taken for years in all promising catch-
ments, either for ascertaining irrigation or power possibilities-
the former generally on the larger rivers only.

When large catchments are in question it is clear that excesses
and defects of rainfall will generally serve to make the limits of
flow less extreme, though this is less true in countries subject
to monsoon rainfall than elsewhere. In such catchments the

annual flow-off in India is found to vary between 29 and 47 °/0 °f
the total rainfall, except on the West coast where the rainfall is
extraordinarily high. The whole question of the annual flow-off
from a catchment is exhaustively discussed by Buckley in the
work already cited. Where irrigation systems take off from large
rivers the amount available below their headworks will naturally
depend on the seasonal requirements, and the lower reaches
may almost run dry; where, on the other hand, large scale stor-
age is a part of the irrigation project, the impounding and regula-
tion, .of flood waters may enable a far larger proportion of the total
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annual flow to be utilised for power purposes on its way down
than would happen with an untrained river.

Until recently the intensity at which rain falls has not been
readily ascertained except by an observer with a stop-watch. It
is true that approximations can be obtained from the curves of
some self-recording clock gauges, but the cost of these precludes
their general use and they do not register short periods of extreme
intensity with any accuracy. The fractionating rain gauge
recently described by one of the authors * will give the daily rain-
fall divided up into any required number of intensities, as
accurately as the plain gauge gives the total, each fraction or
intensity having its own collecting vessel. The principle employed
is that of a fine jet with a number of leaping weirs. By an in-
genious extension of the principle Mr. J. H. Field, of the Indian
Meteorological Department, has also constructed a new type of
recorder which, with a single tank collector, can be left for a whole
season in a locality difficult of access and will then enable the total
rainfall and the rates and times of fall to be tabulated with fair

accuracy. The plain instrument has the advantage of being
very cheap to construct, as the inventor has not patented it, and
does not intend to do so. The device has been in use throughout
a whole monsoon in Simla, recording rates up to 7 ins. per hour
and amounts up to 5 ins. a day.

205. Discharge of Notches and Weirs.-A very full discus-
sion of the various formulae for flow in open channels, which
follow, as well as of those relating to the discharge over weirs and
through sluices and syphons, will be found in Buckley's Irriga-
tion Pocket Book; while Garrett's Hydraulic Tables and
Diagrams for Practical Engineers gives in addition discharge
curves to meet every case likely to arise.

Triangular Notches.-For measuring small and variable dis-
charges with accuracy the triangular notch is unequalled. The
notch should be sharp-edged on the upstream side (or a thin plate
of metal may be used) and in order to reduce the velocity of
approach towards the weir the cross-section of the stream should
be large in proportion to that at the notch. The general formula
for a triangular notch is 

Q - (4/15) CB^fyx A3/2
* * An Automatic ** Intensity " Rain Gauge without Clockwork,7 by J. w.

Meares, M.Inst. C.B.; paper No. 4 445, Inst. of Civil Engineers, 1923.
VOL. I. 305 20
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where Q represents cusecs, B is the breadth of the water flowing
over the notch, and h the depth to the apex, both mfeet. For a
right-angled notch C = 0'59 and B = 27^ so Q = 2*54 h2'5.

For example, take a depth of 6 in. or 0*5 ft. and the discharge will be
Q = 2-54 x 0-52-5 cusecs

= 2-54: x -177 = ,0*45 cusecs

= 27 cu. ft. per min.

The above formula is also found in the form-

Gallons per min. = 1*91 A2*5 where h is in. inches. In the same
example this gives 168 gallons per min. which = 0*45 cusecs.

The measurement of h is made a short distance upstream, so
that the curvature over the fall does not vitiate the results; and

while a foot rule placed on a carefully levelled post is often used
a hook gauge gives more accurate results. This device consists of
a sharp-pointed hook attached by a raising screw to a calibrated
scale, such that the top of the submerged hook, when first touch-
ing the surface, indicates the depth h. In still water the moment
when the upward moving hook breaks the surface can be judged
with great accuracy; and where the water surface is likely to be
ruffled the device is placed inside a pipe with a very small orifice
opening to the stream, which ensures still water. The device is
equally applicable in the case of water measurements for stearn
boilers, and gives a high level of accuracy.

Rectangular Weirs.-Where larger quantities of water have
to be measured, sharp-edged rectangular weirs are used. These
take two forms; first, where a straight weir is placed across
the full width of a channel itself of rectangular section; and,
second, where a complete rectangular notch, sharp-edged at both
sides and bottom, is placed in a waterway of greater width, so
that there are complete ' end contractions/ x In the former case
there will always be an appreciable velocity of approach, whereas
in the latter this can generally be avoided. A further factor is
that there should be a free drop below the weir; if the fall is
submerged the discharge is decreased and requires different
methods of calculation.

The fundamental equation for the discharge over a weir is-
Q = 0- 666 x c x I x h ̂ /^gh == 5*35

where Q = cusecs.
I = length of weir, in ft.
h - height of water above crest, in ft.
c =s a constant.

306
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Taking an average value of 0* 618 for c and keeping h in feet, the
formula simplifies to the formula given by Molesworth, viz. : -

Q - 3-31 x I x JW

while experimental values of c show that it varies from about
0'58 where h is large in proportion to I, and with complete end
contractions, up to 0*65 with low values of h and suppressed end
contractions. For the practical purposes of this chapter the
latter formula is quite accurate enough, both with or without end
contractions, HO long as there is a clear fall.

For example, given a weir length of 5 ft. and a depth h of 6 ins. or 0-5 ffc.,
the discharge will be

Q = 3*31 x 5 x ^/Oa.25 = 5'84 cusecs.

Weirs with Velocity of Approach. - Where, however, there
is a considerable velocity of approach to the weir this is equivalent
to an addition to the ' head ' over and above that of still water.

u2
This additional head in feet, H, corresponds to H = ~- where

Zg
u is the velocity of approach in ft. per sec. This modifies the
fundamental formula to

Q - 0- 666 x c x l+/Zg{(h + IT)3'2 - IP1*}

where the values of c are as already given.

Thus with the same data as in the last example, but with a velocity of ap-
proach of 6 ft. per sec. (taking the actual coefficient of 0- 611) H = 36 / 64-4 = 0- 559
and the discharge is

Q = 0- 666 x 0- 611 x 5 x 8'01{(0'5 + 0' 559)3'~ - 0 -559-"2} = 11 cusecs.

Drowned Weirs. - When the surface of the tail waters is at a

higher lever than the crest of the weir, so that the fall is to some
extent submerged, the discharge is lowered ; in this case

where \ = the afflux, or the difference between the water levels up and down-
stream of the weir, in ft.

hz SB the height of the water surface down-stream above the crest of the
weir, in ft.

c a= a constant as before, of which 0-63 is the best average value for sharp-
crested weirs.

For example, keeping to a length of 5 ft. and a depth In, of 0-5 ft., let the afflux, \
be 0-3 ft. so that the weir crest is drowned by h2 = 0-2 ft. ; then

Q = 0-68 x 5 x 0'3(0'2 + | x 0*3) = 5'55 cusecs.
307
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In the similar example above, with no velocity of approach, the result was 5*84
cusecs with a constant of O 618, so that to correspond strictly the above answer
would be 5*44 cusecs. For rough work, therefore, a moderate degree of drown-
ing may be ignored without serious error.

206. Discharge of Running Streams.-To ascertain the
discharge of streams without using a weir, a fairly straight and
level stretch must be found, and the channel made reasonably
uniform for a certain distance (say from 25-100 ft.), according
to the possibilities of the case. Careful cross-sections of the water
are then made at the two extreme points and at several equal
intervals between them, by measuring the depth at, say, 5 or 10
points on each cross-section. If the stream is of uniform width
a mean cross-section can be plotted, by taking the mean of all the
measures of depth in the centre, and similarly of all the measures
at each other gauge point in the width; from this section, or
directly from the individual areas, the mean cross-sectional area is
worked out, and this multiplied by the mean velocity gives the
discharge.

To ascertain the mean velocity floats are used. These should
be put in some distance above the upper fixed point, and carefully
timed in their passage over the selected length. Where the
depth allows it, vertical floats, reaching almost to the bed-level,
will give the mean velocity of the upper and lower surfaces near
enough for practical purposes ; but they should be sent down botli
sides of the channel and the centre in order that the average may
give a true mean value. It will be found difficult to ensure this,
as the floats will seldom keep a straight course for more than 10
ft. or so. Needless to say, if there are parts of the stream with
no appreciable flow these should be omitted completely from both
area and velocity calculations. Sometimes practically the whole
flow is confined to a deep narrow channel in the centre or at the
side. Where only surface floats can be used, the mean observed
central surface velocity should be reduced by from 25 % up to
50 % in very small streams with rough beds ; the actual factor by
which the observed surface velocity should be multiplied is given
in Table 31 (Unwin), according to the nature of the bed and the
hydraulic mean depth (see E in Bazin's formula, § 210).

In general the seasonal variations in these streams are so great
that what is really wanted is the minimum value-of the flow,
preferably in a dry season following a previous dry season.
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TABLE 31.-Multipliers for Mean Velocity of Water.

Hydraulic, Smooth Bough Channels. Channels Ob-Very Rough Channels.
Meavn Depth. Channels. Rubble Masonry. structed withChannels in Earth.

Detritus.

0-25 0-83 to 0-79 0-69 0-51 0-4:2
0-5 0-84 � 0-81 0-74 0-58 0-5
0-75 0-84 � 0-81 0-76 0-63 0-55

1 0-85 0-77 0-65 0'58
2 0-79 0-71 0'64
3 0-80 0-73 0-67

5 - 0-81 0-76 0-71
10 0-82 0-78 0-74
30 0-74

207. Current Meters.-Instead of obtaining the mean velocity
of a stream by means of floats and a coefficient, modern American
practice favours the nse of current meters, which are similar to
anemometers in design. These, when properly calibrated, give
the actual velocity of flow at any point where they are used, with
a very small error. In regular channels of reasonable depth very
accurate results can be obtained by this means; the point of
maximum velocity will then be on the centre line of the stream
and at about one-quarter of the depth, and the proper coefficient
can be applied to this maximum. It is higher than the surface
velocity, and Grunsky * gives the coefficients shown in Table 32,
where W f d is the width divided by the average depth of the
stream.

TABLE 82.-Gruns'ky's Coefficients.

Coefficient.

5 1-01
10 0-97
15 0-94

20 0-92
30 0-89

40 0*87
50 0-85

100 or more 0*82

" Trans. Am. Soc. C.E., Vol. 66, p. 123.
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The mean velocity in such regular channels is found on the
centre line, and at about two-thirds of the depth. It is preferable
however, to take readings at a number of points and obtain the
mean in that way. With irregular water courses the latter
method is essential. In turbulent water the current meter is apt
to give velocities and final results which are too high, sometimes
to the extent of even 15 or 20 °/0 in large rivers; but in the like
conditions float measurements will be equally inaccurate. Great
care is needed in taking measurements by the current meter, as
its axis must be kept correctly at right angles to the flow. In
taking readings at, say, 10 points on the cross-section two
methods are in vogue. In the one, the meter is slowly lowered
at each point on the cross-section, at a uniform rate, allowed to
remain for £ nxin. at the lowest point, and then slowly raised
again. This gives a summation of the velocities on that vertical
line. By the second method, readings are taken at 1/5 and 4/5
of the depth at each point and the mean result is taken as the
mean for that point. For counting the revolutions of the vane
accoustic arrangements, either mechanical or electrical, are pre-
ferable to visual observation and are generally used. For pur-
poses of calibration, the meter is drawn through still water at a
uniform rate.

208. Water Level Recorders and Hydrographs.-Where-
ever it is desirable to know the discharge of a river under very
variable conditions, arrangements are made for observing or
recording the height of the water at a point where careful cross-
sections have been made. By means of actual gauging by one or
other of the methods described the discharge is then calculated
for various heights of water and a ' discharge curve ' is plotted,
with gauge heights as abscissae and discharges as ordinates.
Having established a correlation between the two, intermediate
discharges can be read off the curve ; and if the cross-section is
measured for flood levels rising above the curve the latter enables
a fair estimate to be made of the extraordinary discharges.
Where it is not possible to have an observer always on the spot,
an automatic ' water stage recorder' can be installed. In this the
height is taken by means of a float in a still-water well connected
to the river, and the results are recorded on a roll of record paper
on a continuously revolving drum. The drum is actuated by a
heavy weight and continuous records can be obtained up to six
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months without attention, provided that the apparatus cannot
be damaged by wild animals or interfered with by inquisitive
visitors. Thus not only the maximum and minimum discharge
and the discharge at any particular time can be determined, but
also the total discharge over the whole or any shorter period.
Where storage is involved this is of the utmost importance. The
daily discharges in cusecs can also be plotted in the form of a
hydrograph and, where the working head is known, power can
he substituted for flow; similarly, the storage can be plotted in
the form of horse-power hours.

209. Mass Curves.-If the rate of daily discharge of a river
be known and recorded on a hydrograph or in tables a cmass
curve' of the river can be con-

structed. In this the abscissae

represent time, in days or weeks,
and the ordinates represent the
total cumulative amount of water

that has passed the gauge. 8 9
.1*

Reducing matters to a simplicity
which would not occur in practice, let it
be assumed, for example, that a mass
curve is constructed to begin on a certain
date and that the discharge remains « o&4
steadily at 100 cusecs for a week (Fig. 48), 0 7 2 4 5 5 78 9 101172 7314 75Weeks.
or that the mean discharge works out at
this. Then at the end of that week practi- FlG- 48.-Mass curve for hypothetical

stream.
cally 60 000 000 cu. ft. will have passed.
If the discharge then rose to 150 cusecs
and so remained for the next week a further 90 000 000 cu. ft. will pass and the
total at the end of the second week will be 150 000 000; and so on. If the flow
at any time practically ceased, as may happen in dry or monsoon countries, the
curve would run horizontally for that time.

These curves are used in connection with storage projects, and
weekly or even monthly averages are generally sufficient in
plotting them ; the slope of the curve at any point gives the rate
of flow at that time ; and the total flow up to any point, divided
by the period in which it has flowed, gives the average rate of
flow over that period. Clearly if the demand is greater than the
supply at any time the balance must be taken from what has been
stored. Where the mass curve has the most nearly horizontal
slope the inflow is least; and this represents the greatest possible
continuous power demand without storage. If the draft curve,
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or line representing the average water drawn off, is plotted on
the same paper with the mass curve the intervals between the
two show when, and to what extent, the reservoir is being filled
or emptied as the case may be.

The area and useful capacity of the reservoir in any particular
case may be known ; or it may be designed to meet the conditions
disclosed by the mass curve. Similarly the amount of water
drawn off from the reservoir for power may be known or the
maximum which can safely be drawn off (allowance being made
for evaporation) can be calculated from the readings of the curve.
Thus the capacity of the stream, in conjunction with the storage
for power purposes, can be fully investigated at the beginning ;
and the working conditions at any subsequent time can be ob-
tained from the curves of inflow and outflow and the balance of

useful water stored.

210. Bazin's Formula. - As a check on results obtained as

in § 206, Bazin's formula may be applied to ascertain the mean
velocity, namely: V =

Where R = the hydraulic mean depth, or the area of cross-section of water-
way divided by the wetted perimeter, i.e. the length of the
wetted border in lineal feet ; these factors can both be obtained
from the cross-section.

S = the sine of the angle of inclination of the water surface, or the
fall of that surface in a unit of length.

c - a coefficient, found from the formula c = 157*6 / (1 + rti / rjti),
the values of m being dependent on the nature of the channel,
as in Table 33.

TABLE 33. - Values of m in Baziris Formula.

Nature of Channel. .RV*ll,ie °f m '? Bazin's Formula.

Very smooth. Smooth cement, planed timber .... 0- 109
Smooth. Planks, ashlar, bricks 
Rough. Rubble masonry 
Rouglier. Earth newly dressed or pitched whole or part with 

0*29
0-83

stones ............ 1-54
Very rough. Ordinary earth channels 
Excessively rough. Channels encumbered with weeds and boulders 

2-36
3-17

The slope in this case must be determined by precise levelling;
and the converse case, where the slope of an artificial channel is

319
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to be found from the remaining known factors, is the more usual
application of the formula.

From a comparison of a number of formulae quoted by Buckley
(Irrigation Pocket Book), it would appear that the results given
by Bazin's formula are decidedly low for small values of the
hydraulic mean depth. A recent writer has suggested as a value
for the coefficient above, c - liriJ0.26.

211. Size of Open Channel or Flume. - Bazin's formula in
the preceding paragraph may be applied to the calculation of the
size of an open channel for carrying a given quantity of water
from a stream.

Por example, suppose 20 cusecs are to be carried along a square or trapezoidal
channel. Assume provisionally that a mean velocity of about 3J ft. per sec. will
be used and the area of the cross-section must then be about 5f sq_. ft. to give
the required discharge. If the flume is rectangular in section and 3 ft. wide the
depth of water will then be 1-9 ft. ; the actual flume must of course be higher than
this, as a margin against overflow is necessary.

The wetted perimeter will be 3 + 1/9 + 1'9 = 6'8 ft.
The hydraulic .mean depth, R, will be 5-7 / 6'8 = 0'84.
If the flume is lined with cement the coefficient m will be 0- 109 ; and the

value of c will be 157 '6 / [1 + (0- 109 / ^0*84) = 141].
At this stage, if either the slope of the channel or the mean velocity is known,

the other can be found.

Thus, keeping the velocity 3-5 ft. per sec., we have -
v = cJRS} .'. JS = v fcJR and 8 = (v /<W-R)2,

i.e. S = (3-5 / 141 x 0- 918)2 = 0" 000 74 or, say, 1 in 1 400.
If the slope is given as 1 in 1 000, then -

v = 141 JRS = 141^yO:8^3^0'^OOi = 4-09 ft. per sec.

212. Manning's Formula. - As a further check on the results
obtained by Bazin's formula, whether used for calculating a dis-
charge or for designing a flume or channel, Manning's formula
may be employed, with the coefficients given in Table 34, viz : -

or, S = flV2 / 2-
Taking the same example as in the last paragraph, mz. to find the velocity

when the slope is 1 in 1 000, the coefficient of roughness n is 0-01 for smooth
cemented surfaces and the velocity

v = (1-486/0-01) x VO-706 x J^OOI = 148-6 x 0'89 x 0*032 = 4 -23 ft. per sec.

213. Discharge of Sluices. - Where water flows through a
small rectangular orifice with a free fall, and with a very low
velocity of approach, the mean velocity through the orifice is
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TABLE 34.-Values of n in Manning's
V "»

Nature of Channel.

Smooth, cement

Unplaned timber .
Well-laid brickwork

Rough brickwork 
Ditto, in inferior condition ......
Rubble masonry. Coarse brickwork ....

Canals in earth, and rivers according to condition
Ditto, obstructed by detritus 
Torrents encumbered with detritus .....

about 5^7H ft. per sec., where H is the head in feet* *«*f ! **' ' f'"
of the orifice; this expression is deduced from tli«* * l1"*1 ? ><%1< l4* 1
formula V = C^/C^gH), the mean value of G bftlf *>/ * >i * '* i
0' 625. The discharge in cu. ft. per sec. is then fcli**« ^* * " j f^
orifice x the mean velocity. If there is apprec*tf*^ ^* *<4 ! *
of approach, a less simple formula is required. If f J^f' ' *'< *
submerged, the above relations hold good where II J * ' ¥ ':*''>

£%<?0 in height between the head and tail waters.
Where the head is small in comparison with til*' * »' * *h»

orifice, the coefficient 5 in the mean velocity formula i * 
* ' l*^*'"

it may even be as high as 8 in some cases. The #«** »* " ̂  - -*" f^ U»M ,
in such cases may be taken as

F = 3-3 x Ml£l~V^
where ̂  is the head, in ft., at the top of the t * »t * " <

» ^2 » J3 n n bottom � t>

214. Water Turbines in General-For low **i*>, M< ',i*r

heads, pressure or reaction turbines are used, in wh i c»l« " i . , j /
tion of the pressure and potential energy of the >v^t-« t ¥»««,*
formed into velocity and kinetic energy in the guide* »i f «j / ** %' >f i i *
remainder being transformed in the turbine wh«+«*t f* 1\«><
wheels the water is admitted round the whole pet*If *Jh * «", f il <
runner, at a speed lower than the spouting velocity flu*, t, f» . *.., >4 j
The speed can be varied within wide limits according t * * f i � , 4 tf,
of the runner. The Francis turbine is the modern BH r \ i A s ' i H »11
types. The water may pass either radially inward* «>t s» M il%t 

*



English Electric Co., Ltd.

A LOW-HEAD FRANCIS-TYPE RUNNER.

The runner illustrated is 10 ft, in diameter and weighs about 5J tons. It
absorbs 83 000 cu. ft. per min. under a head of 8-8 ft., and has a specific speed of
81 (British units); the power developed is 430 B.H.P. The plates are of thin sheet
steel so as to give a large passage for the water and, in order to reduce the frictional
losses to a minimum, they are ground and polished before being cast into the top
and bottom rings. The edges of the blades are chamfered to reduce the losses due
to shock at entrance.

[To face p. 314.



Electric, Co., Ltd.

BUCKETS AND FASTENINGS OF A PKLTON-TYP.K IMPITLSK WHIOKL.

In the construction illustrated one bolt and one key hold oar.h of tho cast-steel
buckets to the cast steel disc. The holt carries the shear stresses, and the key hears
the compression stresses. The bolt is tapered and fits inside a bush which is
cylindrical outside and tapered inside. The hush and bolt arc both provided with
nuts, and the hush is split throughout its length, except at the threaded portion.
On tightening the nuts, the bolt causes the hush to expand, and tho locking washers
are then bent over the lugs of the bucket and the faces of tho nuts. Tho back of
every alternate bucket bears against a fixed key dovetailed into and welded on to
the disc. The two buckets between consecutive fixed keys are tightened by a pair
of oppositely-tapered keys which, when drivea home, are bent over on to the face
of the dis3 thus forming, in effect, a single key.

[To face y.
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Rushmore and Lof define the specific speed as ' the number of revolutions per

minute at the point of maximum efficiency that a homologous or geometrically
similar wheel would give if it were to deliver 1 H.P. under unit head '-Hydro-
Electric Power Stations (Wiley).

The specific speed should be as high as is practicable in
reaction wheels working on low, and especially on variable low
heads. Assuming a constant head and a wheel in which all
parts and passages are of exactly the same relative proportions
the velocity of the water will remain constant; in which case the
quantity of water and the H.P. developed will vary as the square
of the diameter, D, of the runner and the r.p.m. will vary as
1 / D, whether the unit head h is taken as 1 ft. or as 1 metre :-

Specific speed = r.p.m. x ^/H.T./JW4.
If the head is expressed in metres O ft / 3-28) and the power in
metric BLR (= 0' 986 British H.P.) the formula is of course un-
changed, so the results expressed in metric specific speed are
larger; thus:-

Metric specific speed = 4*38 x British specific speed.
British � � = 0- 228 x Metric �

With more than one runner or nozzle the H.P. of a single one
should be used. Pelton wheels have comparatively low specific
speeds, varying from as low as.l up to 6| or 7 (British).

Thus in a particular instance, the head is 550 ft. and the 500 H.P. Pelton
wheels work at 500 r.p.m. This gives

Specific speed .-=- 500 x ^500 /5505'4.
But 5505'4 = 550 V^U = 2 660

So specific speed = 500 x 23-7/2 660 = 4-45 in British units = 4-38 x 4*45 =
19*5 in metric units.

On the other hand, Francis wheels have much higher specific
speeds, varying from as low as 20-30, on comparatively high
heads of 400 ft. or more, up to several hundreds on very low
heads. Efficiencies of 90 % have been obtained at all values from
25-90.

Thus a 500 H.P. reaction wheel working at 500 r.p.m. on a 50-ft. head would
have a specific speed of 500 x J500 / 505/4 = 84-1 or, in metric units, 368.

If any catalogue of small turbines is examined it will generally
be found that the whole of the wheels in one series have the same

specific speed, which is generally not stated in the case of British
manufacturers.

31 fi
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Amongst recent advances the Kaplan and the Nagler wheels
have specific speeds double those of other existing types, while
further advances are foreshadowed (up to 1 600 metric), the
efficiency in the former rising as high as 86 °/0-*

In the utilisation of low and variable heads these new runners

should prove invaluable if performance under ordinary conditions
confirms test results. As a high specific speed corresponds to a
high actual speed in r.p.rn. the size of direct coupled generators
can be reduced, or direct coupling used where a geared drive would
otherwise be necessary.

216. Cost of Water-power Plants.-It is difficult to give
any reliable estimates of the cost of water-power development, as
no two undertakings are alike. In a table given by Dawson, the
pre-war capital outlay per H.P. ranges from £3 10s. to £84.
Table 35 gives the capital cost (pre-war) of a number of hydro-
electric developments in the East; the figures represent the total
cost per kW capacity of everything up to the power station end
of the transmission line.f Developments in mountainous country
with heavy rainfall are generally subject to additional expense on
account of landslips, where the ground has been cut away for
open channels, etc. A substantial percentage should invariably
be added to allow for this costly contingency. The prices of
turbines given in makers' catalogues are useful as a general guide,
but the turbine is a comparatively small item in the total cost,
especially on high falls where a simple impulse wheel is used.
In 1918, Engineering (Jan. 25, 1918, p. 100) gave as an ap-
proximation for wheels alone:-

For low heads, up to 25 ft., £4 per H.P.
high 500 £1

but present-day (1923) prices are still well above these limits.
The capital cost of a hydro-electric scheme is generally high com-
pared with that of a steam or oil-driven plant; but the working
expenses are lower and almost independent of the load (cf. § 194).

When any particular scheme has been designed, quotations

* See also Science Abstracts, Sect. B., Vol.'23, p. 332; Vol. 25, pp. 88, 229 ;
and El. Eev., Vol. 86, p. 466.

fThe pre-war capital cost; of hydraulic construction up to and at the power
site, and of the power station and equipment averaged £14*40 in 70 representative
Canadian hydro-electric stations, aggregating about 750 000 H.P. (EL Wld.,
July 31, 1920, p. 230).

Ql 7
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TABLE 35.-Approximate Capital Cost of some Indian Hydro-
Electric Developments.

Plant Approximate
Head in Feet. Capacity. Capital Cost Short Description.

kW. per kW.

High heads - £
25 Small average flow ; large storage ; no

open channels.

1 000 to 1 800 - {30000 2000 30 Small average flow; large storage;open, channel.
500 66 Small average flow ; small storage ; no

open, channels.

( 800 66 \ Moderate average flow ; small storage ;
500 62 / open, channel.500 to 1 000

I 500 30 \ Small average flow ; large storage ; no
[ 50 73 / open channels.

Medium heads -
, 7000

4000 43 L 37 ^ Large average flow ; no storage ; open
250 to 500 J 4000 53 J channel.

800 Small average flow ; small storage
.1 150 49 ) 39 \

open channel.

Low heads -

60 1

6 to 30 (500 250 42 [ Canal falls.200 100 J

should be obtained from manufacturers or their agents for the
turbines, generators, and regulating gear; the price (pre-war)
may be anywhere between about £5 and £10 per kW, being
higher for small sets and also for low heads. To this freight,
carriage and erection must be added. High-class governors vary
from £100-£300 each (pre-war), according to size and power.
When estimating for buildings (§ 195), it must be remembered
that plenty of space is essential, and that there must be ample
head room for an overhead travelling crane to erect or dismantle
the sets. Concrete work is always a heavy item, and must be
carefully taken out in quantities ; foundations, head and tail
races, pentrough, sand traps, reservoirs, channels, etc., vary in-
finitely. The cost of the pipes and their freight and carriage to
site can be estimated by the weight and cost per ton of steel
work for the time being, and the ruling freights and cost of
carriage; for size and thickness, see §§ 247, 248. Specials may
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amount to atout 10 % extra on the totals. The coat of making
the pipe line and anchorages and erecting the pipes mast bo
added, and no general figures for this can be given.

217. Economics of Steam and Water-Power.-In all canon
of water-power large capital expenditure is necessary on the
hydraulic development; furthermore, as water-power must be
developed where it is found, a long transmission line is often
necessary. For these reasons the total cost of construction in
almost invariably higher than that of a steam-driven plant of the
same capacity; and the annual capital charges for interest and
depreciation are correspondingly higher.

Against this may be set the fact that the running costs of nuch
a station are relatively low, as no fuel is involved. The total
cost of running does not depend to any appreciable extent on
whether the plant is fully or only lightly loaded; it is practically
a fixed sum per annum ; so that the cost per unit (kWh) Is
practically proportional to the total number of units generated.
With fuel-consuming stations every extra unit generated involves
the consumption of a definite amount of fuel with a definite cost;
and while the total cost rises with the number of unitw generated
and the cost per unit falls somewhat, the latter cost is by no
means proportional to the total units. In any particular case,
therefore, the practicability of a hydro-electric scheme depends on
the cost of fuel m the locality where the power is wanted,

To take an example, assume a plant of 5 000 kW capacity IB required at a
certain place, where sufficient water-power exists within transmission distance,
and that the total cost of the hydro-electric scheme and transmisHion lino i«
£500 000. Taking interest and depreciation together at 10 %, the annual ooBt on
unis account will be J250 000. Let the cost of a* steam plant of the same capacity,
built where the power is actually needed, be assumed to bo JB150 000 with similar
annual capital charges of £15 000. Now, if for simplicity it be assumed that the
annual charges for wages, stores, repairs, and supervision are the same in both
cases (an assumption near enough to the truth) there will be the difference) bo-
tween £50 000 and £15 000 or £85 000 to Bet off against the cost of fuel for «taata
raising. Under the ideal conditions of large electro-chemical -works this plant,
allowing 1 000 kW to be kept for spare, and, therefore, 4 000 kW for work, would
generate about 28 000 000 kWh per annum (with 80 % load factor, § 261). Under
ordinary industrial conditions the output would be less than half this, or, say,
12 000 000 kWh per annum. Clearly, therefore, not only the cost of coal but
also the load factor of the plant or the ratio of its actual to its possible output IB
of immense importance. If it is assumed that the low amount of only 2 Ibe, of
coal will be required per unit, with modern plant of large size, the consumption,
would be 25 000 tons for 28 000 000 kWh, and 10 700 tons for 12 000 000 kWh.
A.S the amount available to make the costs just balance out between steam and
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water-power is £35 000, it follows that with the larger output, coal at £1-40 per
ton would absorb this amount, while with the smaller output the figure would be
nearly £3'27. From this example it will be inferred that as the load factor rises
towards the ideal limit the advantage of hydro-electric power increases. Bearing
in mind the vast rise in the cost of fuel at the present day the example is full of
significance.

An interesting sidelight on the above discussion is also worthy
of mention. The inexperienced financier is notoriously apt to
look at present capital expenditure, and neglect to take into con-
sideration future recurring costs; consequently, he often accepts
the lowest tender to his ultimate detriment.

For instance, in the above example, it is assumed that a steam plant of
5 000 kW total capacity cost £150 000 and requires 2 Ibs. of coal per unit. On
the two total outputs assumed, the consumption of coal on this basis is 25 000 and
10 700 tons per annum. Would it pay to accept a tender of £120 000 for cheaper
plant of the same output if the fuel consumption were then 2J instead of 2 Ibs.
per kWh ? The extra fuel used would amount to 6 250 and 2 675 tons in the
two cases. Taking 10 °/0 on the capital cost saved by accepting the lower tender,
the annual saving is £3 000; the extra fuel used, even at £1 per ton, comes to
about £6 000 with the large output of units and to about £2 700 with the lower
output.

Thus with very cheap fuel and a 'bad load' it sometimes
pays to buy comparatively uneconomical plant; but with expen-
sive fuel and a good load factor never. If the cost of fuel assumed
were £2 instead of £1 the more expensive plant would prove the
cheaper on either the large or the small load in the example given.
Much money has been wasted, and much disappointment caused,
by the neglect of these principles.

In the matter of load factor an interesting contrast may be
drawn between steam and water. No matter how ideal the con-*
ditions may be, every unit sold from a steam station costs a
definite sum in fuel; and, therefore, even though some of the
plant may be idle, there is an absolute limit to the charge per kWh
below which sales would result in loss. Paradoxical though it
may seem in view of all other commercial transactions, there is
often practically no such limit in the case of a hydro-electric
station: an exception being where the whole of the available
energy can be sold without difficulty, owing to limitations of the
available water. The total working costs are not affected by the
generation and sale of additional units. Therefore, when all the
load has been obtained that is iii sight, at normal tariff rates, extra

at any price will pay so long as they do not involve an
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increase in the size of the plant. They bring in money without
involving any expenditure.

For example, assume for simplicity, that a hydro-electric plant with a working
capacity of 4 000 kW actually had this load during the whole working day from
6 A.M. till 6 P.M., but that for the remaining 12 hrs. its average load was only
1 000 kW, the average generating cost of a unit being £d. under these conditions.
If there were no prospect of obtaining work for the idle plant during these night
hours on the ordinary tariffs it would pay to take on consumers at 0*3, or 0*2, or
even 0-ld. per unit provided they were restricted to the use of power at night only.*
Their additional consumption would bring down the average cost of a unit; thus,
if night-working factories were started, using the whole available 3 000 kW, the
average cost would be reduced from 0-5 to about 0"3d. per kWh ; but in order to
get the extra revenue it would pay to supply this factory at a far lower figure than
the reduced average. It is, in fact, constantly done in actual commercial under-
takings.

In considering the value of sites for industrial manufacturing
work, one of the first points to consider is undoubtedly that of
freight and carriage; for it has a triple application. In the first
place, the raw material must be brought to the site, unless already
on it; secondly, the finished product must be taken to its market "
thirdly, the plant must be delivered at the power house. Cases
are known where the carriage of plant over twenty miles of
mountain roads abroad cost more than its freight from the land
of manufacture to the railway terminus. Cheap power is useless
if the saving is swallowed up in expensive freight. In order to
get the plant to the power house there must be a road, and this
road will generally be built so as to afford a suitable track for a
railway. In the case of water-power from mountainous country
there may be insuperable difficulties of ground or cost in laying
out a railway to the site, though the plant can be transported
there. Even if these difficulties do not exist, if the raw material
of the industry is within the limits of transmission it will prob-
ably prove cheaper to erect a long transmission line rather than
a railway, which may use more power than will be lost in trans-
mission. It is simply a question of estimating which method
gives the cheapest finished product. Either the material can be
brought to the power house; or the power to the factory; or a
combination of both methods may be the best.

Bibliography.-See § 258.

* It is assumed, as stated above, that there is sufficient water for continuous
working at the higher output.
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CHAPTER 9.

WATER-POWER (contd.): DEVELOPMENTS ON LOW
AND MEDIUM HEADS.

218. Canal Falls.-Low-head hydro-electric installations are
generally found either on irrigation canal falls or on rapids in
rivers. In the ease of canals the fall has generally been con-
structed primarily to alter the alignment of the canal from a
higher to a lower level where the natural slope of the ground
made this necessary ; usually therefore the fall is fixed in height,
subject to the variations clue to the actual flow and to the rise of
the tail waters. In these cases a power station can either be
built across the canal itself or can be constructed at the side and

connected by short diversions to the head and tail waters. The
majority of such canals have falls of from 3-10 ft. or so, and
turbines of the ' open-penstock' type, fixed on foundations in the
water passage itself, are often used, the draft tubes either passing
under the power house or discharging into a tail race tunnel
which passes under the same.

On very low heads the width of the waterway may be in-
sufficient to accommodate the wheels for developing the full
power; if so, a short length of subsidiary canal can be constructed
parallel to the main one, either on the upper or the lower level,
and the power station built along the island between. In this
way any length can be obtained to suit the number of generating
sets. The subsidiary canal may be designed as a head race,
taking off above the fall, in which case the tail waters discharge
into the main canal; or the head race may be the canal itself, in
which case the low level subsidiary canal tails the water back
lower down.

Where two canal falls occur within a comparatively short
distance it will probably pay to combine them into one. This
may be done by a subsidiary head race or tail race canal, as
above, or by a combination of the two. More rarely it is possible

39,9,
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either to raise the banks on the intervening stretch, so as to bring
the whole fall to the lower point, or to lower the same and bring
the whole fall to the upper point. The various methods are a
matter of comparative capital costs.

Occasionally sites are found on irrigation systems where (as
in the triple canal system of the Punjab) a canal takes off from
one river and discharges into another, from which it is tapped
again at some lower point. In such cases there may be a much
more considerable fall, and the open-penstock system is replaced
by a pipe system (§ 224).

A disadvantage of utilising canal falls is their liability to
closure for annual repairs or because irrigation water is not
required in the particular section involved. Continuity of supply
is generally essential, so steam or oil reserve plant may be neces-
sary, and it then becomes a question of estimates whether the
double outlay is justified.

219. Low-head River Developments.-Probably the com-
monest form of hydro-electric development is where rapids on a
river are concentrated into a single low fall by means of a ' lifting
dam.3 A. good example of this form is found above Notodden in
Norway, where there is a series of dams converting what was
once a mighty torrent into a series of lakes, each delivering its
quota of power from a power station at the artificial fall. In
this particular instance there is the additional advantage, seldom
obtainable, of a series of extensive natural lakes higher up in
which the excess water from the mountains can be stored and

regulated exactly as required.
Lifting dams vary from a few feet in height up to 100 ft. or

more, according to the nature of the ground, and they may be of
the gravity or arched type or hollow dams of reinforced concrete.
The turbines are often placed in the darn itself, the water entering
and discharging through it; with hollow dams the whole power
house may be contained inside it. More often, the power station
will be below the dam, the turbines being fed by pipes on the
bank. Sometimes a short canal may even be necessary, leading
to a forebay from which the turbines are supplied ; especially, as
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, where there would other-
wise not be room for all the wheels. Yet again, there are in-
stances where a tunnel has been made through the rock at the,
side and used (lined or not lined) in place of a pipe line.
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In the case of low lifting dams, the storage above the dam is

seldom sufficient to cope with more than the hour to hour varia-
tions of demand; if the water is drawn off faster than it flows in,
the head is lowered and the capacity of the plant diminished.
On medium heads (§ 225) this may be permissible. With low
dams the surplus water is generally discharged over the crest of
the dam itself. Arrangements have to be made for preventing
debris, and especially floating timber, from entering the wheels
in an open-penstock setting, or the pipes where these are used.
In cold climates elaborate arrangements also have to be made for
preventing ice from blocking up the water way or even forming
in the wheels themselves. Both steam pipes and electrically
heated grids have been employed for the purpose. Where timber
flotation is carried on, or ice is found, it is desirable, if the lay-
out admits it, to take off the water at right angles to the river;
it is then easier to deflect the floating matter by means of booms
and gratings so that the forebay is kept clear, but even so addi-
tional and finer screens are necessary to protect the intake to the
wheels.

220. General Design of Low-fall Plants.-The head of
water available in a low-fall plant is the vertical distance between
the head and tail waters immediately above and below the wheel
when running on full load; both the pressure head and the
suction of a draft tube being utilised. On a fall of 8 ft. every
inch represents 1 %> so it is necessary to ensure full size for both
the head race and the tail race unless power is to be sacrificed;
the velocity in these channels should not exceed 2 ft. per sec.
If the depth of water over the turbine is insufficient, there is a
danger of drawing in air and destroying the suction ; about 5 ft.
should be allowed when possible. A serious difficulty in low-
head plants is the reduction in the working head which occurs
from the backing-up of the tail waters in times of flood. In the
Moody ejector turbine there is a connection from the water behind
the dam to the draft tube, with gate control. When the head is
reduced, water under the full head is thus allowed to enter the

draft tube, increasing the velocity in it and compensating for
the reduction due to change of level.* The depression below the
' standing wave' has also been utilised for the same purpose of

* Science Abstracts, B, 453 (1922) and 749 (1922).
QO/I



Metropolitan- Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
BELOW-FALLS VIEW OP RAANAASFOSS LOW-HEAD POWER HOUSE AND DAM.
This 72 000 kVA station is arranged to utilise a minimum flow of 11 300 cusecs.

For seven or eight months of the year the flow is 17 700 cusecs, and during floods
it reaches 128 000 cusecs. The head on the turbines is 42* ft. Water from the
turbines passes under the power house.

Metropolitan- VicJz&rs Electrical Co., Ltd.

GENERAL VIEW OF TYSSEFALDENE HIGHBALL POWER HOUSE AND PIPE-LINE.
This 117 000 kVA station utilises water from the 390 000 000 cu. yd. storage in

Lake Bingadalsvand. The net head at the turbines is 1 260 ft. and, when this
photograph was taken, there were four pipe lines, two feeding the turbines of seven
4 100 kVA generators, and two feeding the turbines of five 12 000 kVA sets. A fifth
pipe, of 67 in., 59 in. and 49 in. inside diameters, feeds two 14 000 kVA sets.

[To face p. 324.



Metropolitan'Viclmrs Electrical Cu., Ltd.
ABOVE-FALLS VIEW OP BAANAASFOSS LOW-HEAD STATION.

The dam is divided into sections for regulating the river. There is an outlet for
ice nearest the power house. Sluices, .with sluice gates at the bottom of the darn, can
take the whole flow during the winter if necessary. The sector regulating gates are
not used during the winter and are protected against ice by wooden needle gates.
There is a tubular gate in the dam tit the end opposite from the power house.

ricjtl Co., Ltd.

INTAKE OP THE PIPE LINES SERVING TYSSEFALDENK HIGH-FALL STATION.

Water is brought to this intake from the storage lake by two parallel tunnels,
each 3 700 yds. long and 97 sq. ft. in cross-section, cut through the mountain. Each
turbine is arranged so that it can take water from either of two main pipes. There
is a main sluice valve at the top of each pipe, and flap valves are also fitted which, in
case ef emergency, can be operated by push buttons in the power house.

[To face p. 325.
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compensation.* Both vertical and horizontal reaction wheels are
used, and for very low falls they are generally placed directly in
an open penstock or flume, and not cased in at all. The use of
automatic generating stations to make profitable the utilisation
of small streams with variable flow has been mentioned in § 187.

221. Low-fall Turbines and Regulation.-As already stated,
the Francis type of wheel is mainly used on low falls, often with
an open-penstock setting, up to heads of 60 or 70 ft. Frequently
two or four runners are used on a single shaft, both with hori-
zontal and vertical wheels, and even eight runners have been used
on a horizontal turbine of this type; the number is determined
by the power required, as on low heads the size of a single runner
soon reaches practicable limits. The regulation of the entry of
water is effected by gates actuated by the governor, and as
lubrication can only be carried out when the wheel pit is emptied
there is always a possibility of the mechanism sticking. The
gates may be of three types, viz.: 'a cylinder gate moving parallel
with the shaft; a ' register' gate, revolving so that the passages
in it may be made to correspond or otherwise with fixed openings;
or a pivoted series of wicket gates, actuated by a ring and crank
so as to increase or decrease the water way.

222. Power on Low Heads; Water Used ; Speed.-Owing
to the low speed of turbines under very low heads, an indirect
drive is always necessary, as the cost of direct-coupled generators
would be prohibitive. We have then (§ 201)-

kW - Cusecs x Head / 15'5,

so that, for a 7 or 8 ft. head, the kW output will be about half
the number of cusecs. Dealing with such a great volume of water
as this means a large expenditure on excavations and foundations.
According to the "design of the blades, a considerable variety of
speeds is possible without reducing the efficiency; for particulars
of speed and output, manufacturers' catalogues must be consulted.
In order to obtain a higher speed for a given output, double or
quadruple wheels, mounted on a single shaft, are often used; the
smaller diameter, with the same peripheral speed, gives a greater
number of revolutions per minute.

223. Variable Heads.-In the case of low falls the working

* Professor Gibson in El. Bev., Vol. 91, Nov. 17,1922.
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head often varies considerably. If the available quantity of
water is much in excess of the demand, it may be convenient so
to arrange the head and tail channels as to work always on the
minimum head, the excess of head (when present) being sacrificed.
This is not difficult to arrange in the diversion channels, by means
of an adjustable weir in both head race and tail races. If the
whole of the available power can be utilised, according to the
head for the time being, then (a) the output of a given turbine
varies directly as the square root of the cube of the head? (6) the
normal speed varies directly as the square root of the head, and
(c) the quantity of water used varies as the square root of the
head also.

Thus, suppose a turbine giving 100 B.H.P. on a normal working head of 10 ft.,
running at 130 r.p.m. and using 103 cusecs. Then, if the same wheel is made to
work on 5-ft. head,

Output = 100^(5 / 10)3 = 100^0- 125 = 35-4 B.H.P.
Speed = 130^(5 / 10) = 130 x 0-71 = 92 r.p.m.
Quantity = 109 J(5 / 10) = 77 cusecs.

A reference to any catalogue will show that these relations hold good, and
the specific speed (§ 215) will be found to be 74 in both sets of conditions.

The actual speed in r.p.m. can be varied by making the
diameter larger or smaller and also by varying the bucket design
and the angle at which the water enters; thus for a given head
and power the highest practicable speed may be six times the
lowest.

Under great variations of head the voltage is maintained con-
stant by shunt regulation and interpole generators ; at Chester
the working head varies from 2 to 9 ft. The use of two turbines
on the same shaft is also sometimes adopted. There are some
advantages in the use of vertical shaft Francis turbines geared to
umbrella-type generators. Such turbines can be provided with
a correctly formed suction tube for the utilisation of energy which
would otherwise be lost, and the spiral inlet chamber makes
possible higher inlet velocity than could be used with horizontal
turbines. The generator may run at 10 or 12 times the turbine
r.p.m. and can therefore be a relatively small and cheap machine.
The vertical shaft permits the power house floor to be well above
flood level, and the fact that the turbine and generator are not
co-axial permits the turbine runner to be removed without disturb-
ing the generator (see also Science Abstracts, Vol. 25 B, p. 581).
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224. General Lay-out for Medium Falls.-The limits of a
medium head of water are incapable of definition; low heads
gradually merge into medium, and medium into high. It is often
doubtful whether an open-type, low-fall turbine should or should
not be used on heads of the order of 10 ft. and upwards, or
whether an enclosed reaction turbine with a supply pipe will meet
the needs of the case better. When dealing with heads where a
supply pipe must necessarily be used, the question arises as to
where an. impulse wheel becomes preferable to a reaction turbine ;
probably the limit here will be in the neighbourhood of 300-
400 ft.

As in the case of low falls, so long as the reaction type of
wheel is use.d the ' head ' is the vertical distance between the head
and tail waters at full load, a draft tube being employed to
utilise the suction head. When the jet impulse or Pelton wheel
is employed the fall is classified as ' high head' (q.v.). There is
an immense variety in the forms of hydraulic lay-out suitable for
medium heads, some of these have already been discussed in con-
nection with low heads, the difference being only one of degree ;
others follow.

225. Lifting* Dam Lay-outs.-There Is no reason, other than
one of cost, why lifting dams should not be used, where the con-
ditions are suitable, to give very considerable heads; but capital
cost sets a limit. Where, however, this type of scheme is adopted
the darn generally impounds a far greater quantity of water than
with low heads while the draft, for given power, is reduced in
proportion to the increase of head. It is therefore possible to
use the ponded water to a much greater extent than with low
heads, as a given drop in the water level means a far smaller
percentage drop in the available head. Again, the volume of
stored water corresponding to 1 ft. of depth near full supply
level is very much greater than when the reservoir is partially
empty ; the lower depths give a comparatively small volume of
' dead * or unutilised -water. If the head depends solely on the dam
the maximum draw-off will be of the order of one-third of the

depth, as beyond that regulation would become impracticable.
In designing a scheme employing a lifting dam it is necessary to
investigate the extent of the afflux of the water up-stream, in
order to prevent the flooding of the surrounding country. Even
when there is a fair bed slope the velocity of the stream is
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checked and the waters bank up. A natural gorge has the same
effect where a river has cut through hills.

For example, a site was investigated at Maheswar on the Narbada River in
India, where there were rapids giving a fall of some 20 or 30 ft. in the dry
weather; it was proposed to build a low-lifting dam and utilise the site. The
river, however, had but little slope except at this one point, and it was found that
a gorge about 100 miles down-stream had, about a century earlier, backed the
water up no less than 63 ft. at the site, where the banks were high. The conse-
quent afflux, even without the addition of a dam, probably flooded the flat country
over thousands of square miles. The small head would in any case disappear
completely, as in tact it was fouad to do in the monsoon; and the whole power
station site would be under a great depth of water.

226. Natural Waterfalls.-Most natural waterfalls come

under the category of medium head falls, but there is a consider-
able variety of ways of developing them. There must be an in-
take from the river above the fall into a forebay, protected as
already explained in the case of low heads from the entry of
floating debris. At the forebay there is an intake chamber for
the pipes supplying the wheels, also protected by screens, and
capable of being isolated in sections by gates in case repairs are
necessary. The power station will generally be on the bank be-
low the fall, and in favourable cases the length of pipe line
will be short. The draft tubes will discharge into a tail race
directly connected to the stream below the fall.

Special conditions, however, have been met by other arrange-
ments. Thus several of the Niagara Falls power stations have
deep vertical wheel pits containing the turbines, which discharge
their tail waters through a tunnel; the wheels are connected by
vertical shafts to the umbrella-type generators in the power house
on the surface, and by vertical pipes to the forebay. In other
cases the whole power station has been placed at the bottom of a
vertical shaft in the rock, with a similar tail race tunnel, because
no suitable site could be found for surface buildings.

227. Combination Falls.-Often the nature of the ground
admits or demands additional works, such as head or tail canals
and diversion dams. Thus, with a natural waterfall, additional
head may often be obtainable by tapping the stream above rapids
higher up than the fall itself and carrying an open channel or
canal to a forebay at or beyond the fall. Similarly, rapids below
the fall can be utilised by locating the power house farther down-
stream and using a canal to shorten the costly pipe line. Or,
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again, a combination of these two variations may be employed.
low diversion dams across the river are often required to level up |
the bed above a waterfall and ensure the supply at low water |
reaching the intake. These will not necessarily increase the /;
available head appreciably, for instance where a head canal is f
used; but they may sometimes be sufficiently high to act as |
lifting dams and to raise the forebay level. Again, where the
head is primarily due to a lifting dam, the use of a canal may
enable rapids lower down to be utilised. Naturally a canal can
only be employed when the ground enables it to be constructed
on a contour.

228. Bends in Rivers.-An occasional form of lay-out on
medium heads is where a river makes a great bend and turns
back on itself. If the bend has been caused by cutting through
a range of hills there may be a considerable fall round it, and, by
tunnelling through the intervening spur, this can be utilised for
power.

A very good example of this type of lay-out (not yet developed) is found on the
River Sutlej, where it emerges from the Himalayas, as reference to any ordinary
atlas will show. Here an effective fall of some 300 ft. or more is obtainable with
a minimum flow of about 3 000 cusecs (say 60 000 kW), which can. be greatly
increased if necessary by storage; and while the bend extends for many miles the
tunnel and pipe line will be quite short. gn

1 m

This type of lay-out might even reach the ' high-head ' ,

level. . *
229. Storage on Medium Heads.-As a general rule arti- ^

ficial storage is impracticable until the "high head' type of f
development is reached, and storage is therefore dealt with more |
fully in Chapter 10. Until a fairly great head is reached the |
quantity of stored -water required to tide over any considerable t
period renders it impracticable. Reference has already been j
made to the xise of the water ponded by a lifting dam ; but this f
is little more thaji regulating storage, to enable a varying load j
to be met by a. constant inflow of the source. If the quantity so i
stored is very large it may enable a period of drought to be -
surmounted; but this would seldom be practicable unless the ;
ground was extraordinarily favourable. Such, conditions may, ;
however, occur where a large level basin can be formed into a j
lake by a comparatively low dam, and the rainfall and run-off ;
enable it to be refilled periodically.
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Thus a project is mentioned in the Second Report of the Hydro-Electric
Survey of India, 1919-20, where it was proposed to use a storage of 7 000 million
cu. ft. in conjunction with a fall of only 110 ft. in a locality when the rainfall is
very precarious and the minimum flow small.

230. Storage and Tidal Power.-No doubt as fuel becomes
more expensive tidal power may supplement other forms of
hydro-electric and fuel-produced power, and projects are being
examined at the present day.* For the most part such projects
will be of low-head status, but it will be convenient to consider
the matter briefly here, in connection with storage. The head
obtainable by damming up a tidal estuary is an intermittent one;
as the tide rises, its level will reach that of the water above the
dam; . furthermore, it is widely variable between spring and
neap tides. Only where an enormous volume of water can be
stored is there an economic possibility of obtaining power on a
large scale, and then it is essential to make that power continu-
ous ; the natural conditions for large storage are, however, more
often found in estuaries than on dry land. In order to continue
generating power during the period when the tidal head dis-
appears it is necessary to install reserve plant. This may be fuel
driven; but an alternative exists where there are natural storage
sites at a considerably higher level than the tidal basin itself. In
such a case, part of the tidal power can be set aside exclusively
to pump water to the higher-level basins, f from which it can flow
down through the turbines of the reserve plant when needed.
This arrangement is expensive in capital cost, as it involves
double sets of plant and great expenditure on storage works; it
is also uneconomical, as a large part of the initial power is
subject to double conversion losses; but it may hereafter be
rendered necessary owing to the increasing cost of other forms
of power. It may be possible in some instances to utilise the
high spring tides to fill high level basins, which can be kept in
reserve to supplement the reduced power at times of neap tide;
but the amount of storage required to carry over a large power
station for a week or so on a comparatively small head will

* For particulars of the proposed Severn barrage see EL Rev., Vol. 87, pp.
762, 788.

t Naturally if the high level basin can be filled without the use of power from
the plant it is advantageous. In this connection there are possibilities in the
1 Hydrautomat' which utilises a fall for raising a portion of the water with
exceptionally high efficiency and low cost.
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always render the problem a difficult one of economics and
finance.

231. Canals and Forebays for Medium Heads.-Medium
falls will generally be obtained from rivers, and according to
whether there is an actual waterfall or merely a series of rapids,
there may be a short or a long canal or flume leading to the
forebay from which the pressure pipes take off. In the former
case it may sometimes be practicable to build the forebay directly
on the up-stream side of the fall, and to dispense with a canal
altogether. Formulae for calculating the size of flumes and canals
are given in §§ 211 et seq.; if the quantity of water is consider-
able, an ordinary earthwork canal will be used, puddled if the
ground renders it necessary; other types of channel are dealt
with in Chapter 10. The water will be led into a forebay, from
which the pressure pipes will be taken off. The supply at this
point will be controlled by valves or gates, and an overflow and
scour must be provided. As a rule nothing in the way of silt
traps (§ 238) will be required with fairly large discharges, but
strainers are necessary for catching _ weeds and other floating
matter; a coarse c trash rack' should be placed at the intake to
protect the channel, and a finer one in the forebay, close to the
gates, to protect the wheels. The usual arrangement is to have
a separate intake chamber for each pipe, controlled by gates and
screens, but open to the air at the top although protected there
from the entry of foreign matter. This ensures that under no
circumstances can a pipe collapse from external air pressure, and
enables repairs to be effected easily. The capacity of the forebay
needs careful consideration where any length of canal intervenes;
generally a canal on a plant of this nature is kept always full,
and a spill-way is constructed at the forebay so that in case of
reduction of load the excess water can pass away over it; if,
however, there is a necessity for economising water, as will be
the case when storage is depended on, it is necessary to regulate
the water at the canal intake. There must then be sufficient
water stored in the forebay to enable a sudden rise of load to
be coped with until the canal flow can be increased and can
reach the forebay. Often it is convenient to have a long spill-
way at or near the canal intake, so that when water is plentiful
an excess may be always entering and when the afflux reaches
the spill-way level no further appreciable rise can occur.
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232. Pipes for Medium Falls.-Where the conditions are
such that an open wheel in a flume cannot be employed, the
water is piped down to a cased-in wheel, and a draft tube leads
into the tail race. The velocity of the water in the supply pipe,
if short and on a moderate head, may be as high as Q'\^f(%gH),
giving 3'6 ft. per sec. for 20 ft.; 51 ft. per sec. for 40 ft.; and
7*2 ft. per sec. for 80 ft. Whether these maximum velocities can
be realised, depends on the conditions in each case. The size of
pipes and the loss of head in them under different conditions
is dealt with more conveniently in connection with high heads
(§ 24*7). As regards the thickness of metal in steel pipes (§ 248)
on comparatively low heads, the result of the ordinary calcu-
lations may give too low a result for mechanical reasons. The
author once saw a very large pipe (about 12 ft. diameter) on a
head of about 50 ft. which had collapsed inwards; the water had
been let out through the draft tube when the gate at the top
was closed, so that practically the full atmospheric pressure of
14 Ibs. to the sq. in. was acting upon the upper part. The pipe
was more than strong enough to resist the internal water pressure,
but this contingency had been overlooked. The draft tube,
which on very low falls is usually a matter of 2 or 3 ft. only,
may theoretically have a suction of nearly 30 ft., but in practice
it should seldom exceed 20 ft.; even so, unless perfectly air-tight,
there will be a loss of efficiency. At high elevations, with the
barometer standing at 22 or 23 ins., the suction must be reduced
proportionally, as well as in very large pipes.

Where the slope of the pipe line or part of the same, on a
medium head, is very gradual a stand pipe or surge tank may be
necessary at the power house or at the end of the flatter portion.
This will be of the full diameter of the pipe protected and will
be enlarged at the top, so as to act as a regulator while the
velocity of the water is adjusting itself to new load conditions;
this stand pipe will be carried above forebay level and will act
as a subsidiary forebay closer to the turbines, storing or sur-
plussing water when the draft is checked and supplying it while
the long column of water in the pipe is accelerating. Thus the
speed of the wheels is kept more nearly constant as the effective
head varies but little ; and the larger the surface of the water
at the top of the surge tower the less will the variation be. In
addition to the simple type of stand pipe there is a differential
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t7pe, consisting' of a plain vertical stand pipe surrounded by a
storage tank of larger dimensions, connected to it by inlets of
restricted size. Here, if it be assumed that there is a steady
load, the water in the inner and outer compartments will be at the
same level. If now load is thrown off, the check to the flow causes
the water in the plain stand pipe to rise to a higher level than
that in the outer tank, into which it will discharge; but, as the
passages are restricted, the level in the outer tank will take some

time to rise to the new level, according to the difference of head.
If, on the other hand, extra load were thrown on, the stand pipe
would at once respond to the demand and fall in level, while the
outer tank, now standing at a higher level, would refill the stand
pipe at a rate corresponding to the difference in head. The
design of surge tanks is a complicated matter which would be
out of place in this volume (see Bibliography, § 258).

233. Turbines for Medium Heads.-As in the case of low
heads, the Francis type of wheel is most generally used on
medium heads; but it is of the cased-in type, supplied by a pipe
and discharging through a draft tube. The most usual form is
the ' spiral-eased' wheel, in which the water passes into the wheel
all round the periphery, by means of a passage graduated to suit
the diminishing volume of flow as water is taken off through the
guide blades. The pipes may enter either at the end of the
wheel, parallel with the shaft, or at the side and at right angles
to the shaft. The wheels may be classified, according to the
direction of flow of the water in them, as inward-flow, outward-
flow, parallel-flow, or mixed-flow, the latter being the most gener-
ally used. In this last-named type the guide blades are placed
round the outside of the wheel and the water, entering at the
periphery, flows towards the shaft as in an inward-flow wheel;
then the direction changes to that parallel with the shaft and so
discharges into the draft tube. The guide vanes themselves are
hinged and used as the wicket gate for regulation.

As mentioned in § 215, new types of reaction wheels for low
and medium heads, with high specific speeds, are now being
introduced and may considerably modify future practice.

For small powers, impulse wheels of different type from the
Pelton wheel were at one time extensively used, such as the
Girard, which has done good service. In this type the water
from a rectangular jet emerged at the full velocity due to the
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head and struck the curved vanes; the water passed radially
outwards from the jet, which was placed between the shaft and
the periphery.

Recently the Banki turbine, an entirely novel type of impulse
wheel, has been placed on the market for fairly small powers.
This is a modification of the old Poncelet wheel, differing from
it in that the buckets of what is practically an undershot water
wheel are open at the back instead of closed. The water, enter-
ing with the velocity due to the head, passes through the
forward set of curved vanes; in doing so, it delivers up about
78 % °f rts theoretical power but still continues to travel with
considerable velocity. The water, now travelling across the
inside of the wheel, in a direction slightly upwards, then strikes
the buckets on the opposite of the wheel from the inside, in the
reverse direction, and delivers up the practicable remainder of
its power. The wheels are cylinders with the length up to
twice the diameter, and the curved vanes run parallel with the
shaft; the jet is rectangular and of the full length of the wheel,
the breadth being regulated by a plain gate which reduces the
breadth of the jet over its whole extent; a deflector is also em-
ployed to surplus the water at partial gate opening. As in other
impulse wheels, the peripheral speed is limited to a little less
than half the jet velocity, or %+J(%gH}; on low heads it is there-
fore necessary to drive the generator indirectly. The specific
speed (British units) of single runners is intermediate between
that of the Pelton wheel (say 1-7) and the Francis wheel (say
25-90), varying from about 11 on moderate heads up to 25 on
low heads; it is stated by the makers to be 119 metric (=.-27'2
British) where the breadth is twice the diameter, and can be
increased to double these values with four runners.

Bibliography (see § 258).



CHAPTER 10.

WATER-POWER (contd.): DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH
FALLS.

234. Conditions of High-fall Development-As in the low
and medium falls already examined, there is a great variety of
type in high-fall developments. Broadly, two divisions may be
considered, viz.: projects depending primarily on flow and those
depending primarily on storage; but combinations of the two are
also common. In this connection a clear distinction must be drawn

between regulating storage, adopted for taking care of day to
day or possibly week to week fluctuations of load, and main
storage, designed to carry the entire load for extended periods.
A high working head can generally be obtained only from the
flow of hill streams or the stored water of mountain catchments.

The fall is generally obtained by leading off the water in an open
canal or artificial channel, with a small slope, until it has reached
a point where the accumulated fall is sufficient; there the forebay
is constructed and steel pipes convey the water to the wheels.
Occasionally sufficient fall can be obtained on the spot to enable
the canal to be dispensed with, the pipes being led directly down
to the power house from a f orebay at the source; this is naturally
cheaper in cost and preferable when the ground admits of it.

235. High-fall Projects Depending Mainly on Flow.-
Where a hill river or stream has a reasonably high minimum flow
and a steep descent, the limit of fall obtainable depends mainly
on the distance to which the banks allow a contour canal to be
constructed. When the limits of the canal are reached, or at an

earlier point if the required fall has been obtained, the forebay is
laid down from which the supply to the wheels is taken by pipes.
If possible a large forebay or an independent regulating reservoir
is a useful addition as it enables a fluctuating load to be dealt
with, larger than the stream is capable of supplying continuously.

The canal may be on either bank of the stream or may be
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carried by means of a tunnel through, the hillside to a neighbour-
ing stream, where a greater fall is obtainable ; the canal can also
be continued in this new catchment, and it may be practicable to
lead the waters of it into the canal also. Sometimes several

streams can in this way be harnessed together, either by open
contour channels alone, or in combination with tunnels, syphons,
and even suspension aqueducts.

In hill streams the normal flow is generally clear and moderate
or small in amount; after heavy rain the discharge is increased
many hundred fold, and the high velocity may cause it to carry
along a large amount of mud, gravel, and boulders. These, despite
various methods of trapping them, will inevitably tend to block
up the channel and reach the forebay and the wheels, so that it
may be advisable during spates to close the head-works gates;
but this can only be done where sufficient storage is carried to
tide over the worst period, and the problem offers much scope
for ingenuity in the designer. Occasionally a high fall can be
obtained from a comparatively sluggish stream, or one with a
natural lake regulating its flow and clearing its waters, when the
problem is simplified. By means of a dam in the stream itself it
may be possible to reproduce these natural conditions, but there is
always the possible silting up of this artificial lake to be reckoned
with. If the water is seldom silt-laden the storage obtained in
this way may be most valuable for regulating purposes.

236. Head-works.-No two streams require the same treat-
ment at the head-works, where the water is tapped off. If the
stream is a comparatively sluggish one, and the ground is suitable,
water may be impounded in the stream bed itself by a dam ; this
will be cheaper than an excavated reservoir in proportion to the
amount of water stored. In such a case it may sometimes be
practicable to pipe the supply straight from the reservoir, putting-
in valves and strainers there. Unless the site is abnormally
favourable, however, it is useless to build a dam for storage pur-
poses if the debris brought down the stream is considerable, as
the capacity will be rapidly reduced. In the case of torrents, if
the bed at the head-works site is rock which can be depended
upon, an inexpensive diversion into the flume will serve as well
as anything; a gang of labourers can ensure continuity of supply.
If the bed is not of solid rock it is liable to be scoured out and to

drop perhaps 20 ft.; in such cases the flume proper should begiix
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at a somewhat lower level than the point of tapping, so that,
whatever happens, it will always be possible to lead the water
into it. The loss of 20 ft. of head can perhaps be ill spared, but
it is obviously safer to lose it rather than to find the flume high
and dry above the remains of the head-works. So long as no such
catastrophe occurs the spare head can be disposed of by discharg-
ing down a series of steps.

In some cases, following irrigation practice in canal protective
works, protection against scour has been sought by means of
boulder-crates, sunk deep down and continued up to the surface
level; these are made up of heavy-gauge galvanised iron wire,
threaded into a large-mesh cubical box, and filled with large
stones. The chief advantages of these crates over masonry are
that they can easily be unloaded and moved when necessary, and
that they are not readily destroyed by the impact of boulders.
The less masonry is employed at the head-works of mountain
torrents, the more likely are the works to stand; until the flume
is well above flood-level, it cannot be considered safe from destruc-
tion in flood times, and at this point there should be a by-pass
back to the stream. The gates controlling the entrance to the
flume should preferably be rough and inexpensive; valves stand
a very good chance of sticking after a few weeks owing to mud
and debris choking them.

237. Open Channels.-Assuming that some distance inter-
venes between the head-works and power house, an open channel
is generally preferable to pipe-work for conveying the water to a
point above the station. The object of the channel is to convey
the required quantity of water to the f orebay with as little loss of
head as possible. If the quantity is very large and the ground
suitable a canal in earth will be used; but in the hills the con-
ditions are adverse to this. There remain rectangular wooden
flumes and semicircular iron channels, carried on trestles, both of
which are very largely used in America; also concrete flumes,
and, for very small discharges, even galvanised iron flumes.

In calculating the size and slope of the flume the formula given
in §§ 210, 211 may be used, as in the example there given, pre-
liminary data being assumed. The trapezoidal or semicircular
shape will generally be the best, as these give a larger hydraulic
mean depth (§ 210) than a rectangular section of the same area.
In constructing a flume, it is well to remember that a very slight
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error in the slope may either bank the water up and cause it to
overflow or may increase the velocity sufficiently to wear away
the material rapidly. Furthermore, at all angles in the direction
of flow the friction is increased, and either the area or the slope
should be increased accordingly and the afflux calculated. When
in work there is always a danger of a flume becoming blocked by
landslips, and the consequent overflow may wash away the track
on which it is placed. To minimise the effects of this, the top levels
should be varied in such a way that if the water overflows it will
do so where the ground will stand it; with slopes of the order of
1 in 1 000 a slight raising of the height of the flurne walls at all
dangerous points will ensure this. Furthermore, at convenient
points, e.g. where crossing small streams, the bed of the flume
should be dropped and a gate put in, capable of diverting the
whole flow back into the main stream. It is evident that, on
steep ground, cutting away the hillside should be reduced to a
minimum; a wooden or iron flume can be carried along on sup-
ports without appreciably disturbing the ground. Where land-
slips are inevitable, the expense of tunnelling may ha»ve to be faced.
Where even small streams have to be crossed in hilly country, it
is well to remember that they may become violent torrents for
long enough to cut away their banks and destroy any pillar or
support placed in their beds. It is therefore advisable to span the
flume clear over these streams, either by a suspension bridge,
where the distance is great, or by a reinforced concrete culvert or
single arch for short spans.

238. Sand Traps.-Where the head on the Pelton wheels is
considerable the sand-blast action of solid matter in the water

wears away the nozzles, spears, and buckets, and a reasonably
clear supply is essential. If there is a large dam and reservoir at
the head-works this will be assured, except as regards debris col-
lected en route to the power house; if the reservoir is at the
power house end of the flume it will indeed collect and deposit
most of the solid matter discharged into it, but this will have to
be cleared out from time to time at considerable expense. It is
on this account expedient to build special sand traps arranged for
more or less automatic cleaning. Obviously settling such as is
effected for water supply is impracticable; fine mud will take
days to settle, and must be left in suspension; but all except the
finest silt will be quickly deposited if the velocity of flow is
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sufficiently reduced. Considerable expenditure on sand traps
or silt tanks may be justifiable, as worn nozzles, spears, and
buckets seriously affect the eificiency of the wheels and even
cause considerable leakage between the closed spear and the
nozzle.

To prevent the flume getting choked, it is preferable to clean
the water before its entry, i.e. close to the head-works ; this, how-
ever, is not always practicable, and traps must be placed wherever
the ground is favourable. Two identical arrangements of sand
traps are seldom found; the problem must be solved according
to circumstances, and it will be found interesting. Practically
speaking, the flume is both widened and deepened, so as to re-
duce the velocity of flow to 6 ins. per sec. or less. A strainer or
trash-rack may be used for catching floating debris and stones.
In order that a sand trap may be self-cleaning, several large gates
should be provided, and the floor level should slope fairly steeply
from all sides down to each gate. Baffle walls, raised to the level
of the flume bottom, will direct the flow of water towards these
gates, and the accumulated mud will be dislodged by the rush of
water when the gates are opened. The gates must be strong but
not too close-fitting, otherwise they will get jammed owing to the
mud; they should be opened regularly every day to ensure free-
dom, even at times when the water is clear. If there is more
water available than is required, a small amount can be discharged
continuously at these gates, and this will tend to prevent the ac-
cumulation of mud on the floor. It is probable that centrifugal
action in a suitably designed basin, caused by the radial entry of
the water, could be used for the automatic discharge of a good
proportion of sand or silt, just as it collects at the orifice of a
circular hand basin.

239. Regulating Storage of Water.-A regulating reservoir
in a hydro-electro scheme may fulfil two functions; it may serve
to augment the quantity of water available at times of heavy load,
by storing the unused supply during the hours of light load, and
It may act as a reserve against break-down in the water supply
between itself and the head-works. Where the supply is plentiful
and perennial the first function need not be considered; where the
reservoir is of necessity placed at the head-works the second use
disappears to a great extent, as a break-down is more likely to
occur in the flume than anywhere else.
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Consider, by way of example, a hydro-electric scheme with a head of 1 000 ft.
and a minimum flow of 15 cusecs. Then about 1 000 kW can be depended upon
continuously day and night (§ 201) cr 24 000 kWh per diem. If the average load
on the station is 500 kW, the daily output will be 12 000 kWh, or half the maxi-
mum, i.e. the load factor (§ 261) will be 50 °/0, though the plant installed to meet
peak loads would be much greater. Thus we may suppose half of the total out-
put, or 6 000 kWh, to be generated during the three hours of heaviest load, vis.
2 000 kW, as would happen in the case of a load mainly for lighting. Then for
these three hours the demand would be 30 cusecs and the supply 15 cusecs, so the
balance would have to be obtained by storage; 15 cusecs for 3 hrs. = 162 000 cu. ft.
In case of break-down to the water supply, this quantity would keep the plant
working for 1^ hr. at maximum load, which would not be sufficient unless the
risks of break-down were very small; but the amount of storage actually allowed
for must necessarily depend on the cost of the reservoir. Where a natural site for
a dam exists, it may cost no more to provide a month's full-load supply than to
build an artificial tank for one day's supply.

In the example just given the actual output was assumed to be half the maxi-
mum possible with 15 cusecs available. Therefore, in the course of 24 hrs., if the
efficiency of the turbines remained constant at all loads, half the available water
would run to waste, or 648 000 cu. ft. Allowing for the lower efficiency at reduced
load, assume that 600 000 cu. ft. would actually run off unused in the absence of
storage. This then is the maximum amount which could usefully be stored.
With this reserve it would be possible to still further increase both the plant
capacity (i.e. the maximum load) and the total output, assuming that a demand
existed. The reserve alone would be capable of giving 5 000 kW for two hours,
apart from the 15 cusecs of normal flow still coming in; and the total units of
output per diem could be brought up to the maximum possible, viz. 24 000 kWh,
on any load factor.

Another example will serve to illustrate how the amount of storage required
may be calculated where the dry-weather flow is small and a suitable site exists
for a dam across a valley. The data were as follows: Maximum power required
at points of utilisation, 224 kW, or 300 E.H.P.; allowing for transmission, 388.
E.H.P. from the generators; 370 B.H.P. from the turbines ; 493 theoretical
water H. P. at 75 °/0 wheel and pipe efficiency. Probable load factor, 80 °/0; so
units delivered to consumers = 224 x 0'3 x 365 x 24 = 587 000 kWh per annum
(equivalent to 786 000 E.H.P.-hrs.), and units generated, 650 000 per annum. Net
available head of water, 220 ft. It was found that the natural flow of the stream

would be sufficient to run the plant during eight months of the year, but during
four months supplementary storage would be required. With a large reservoir the
minimum flow ceases to be important; the average flow determines the necessary
capacity. The average flow during these four months was estimated to be 1J
cusecs, which gives 16 million cu. ft. in four months.

From these data, it will be seen that 786 000 E.H.P.-hrs. delivered to con-
sumers is equivalent to 786 000 x 493 / 300 or 1 290 000 theoretical water H.P.-
hrs. in the year; in four months therefore the requirements will be 430 000 water
H.P.-hrs. But 1 cusec gives 1 x 62-3 x 220 / 550 = 25 water H.P. In one hour
this rate of flow uses 3 600 cu. ft. of water and gives 25 water H.P.-hrs., thus using
144 cu. ft. per theoretical H.P.-hr. Therefore the total water used in four months
will be 430 000 x 144 = 62 million cu. ft. Deducting the inflow of 16 million cu.
ft., the minimum storage required to tide over the dry period is 46 million cu. ft.
In most cases storage on this scale for so small a power development would be
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prohibitive in cost; had the head been 1 000 or 1 500 ft. the proposition would
have been more favourable.

240. Points in Design of Balancing Reservoirs.-The
construction of dams and reservoirs is beyond the scope of this
book, but some practical points may be mentioned, If the turbine
pressure pipes take off directly from the reservoir, the effective
depth of the latter should be a small fraction of the total head;
otherwise the variations of head between full and empty reservoir-
will affect the working of the plant. Symmetry in design of an
artificial tank is of no importance; the object is to get as much
storage as possible for a given expenditure, and every foot of
ground should be utilised; this applies more particularly to hills,
where the levelling off of a bluff is generally necessary to obtain
a site. There should invariably be a silt trap immediately pre-
ceding an artificial reservoir; otherwise the foreign matter
collected by the flume en route will be troublesome, a natural
reservoir formed by a dam in a stream bed must, of course, take
care of itself in this respect, unless it is possible to build a smaller
darn farther up-stream for use as a silt trap. An overflow weir,
with a safe passage for surplus water, is also essential.

It is sound practice to sectionalise the reservoir where muddy
water has to be dealt with, so that one part can be cleaned while
another is in use. To facilitate cleaning, there should be a slope
of the floor towards the scour outlets. The part of the reservoir
from which the pressure pipes are led off should be isolated from
the rest, and fed normally with clear water from the top surface,
through fine screens and gates ; but there must also be valves at
the bottom of this chamber for use when the stored water has to

be drawn upon. A. by-pass from the flume, similarly protected,
should be led directly into this draw-off chamber, so that the
reservoir can be closed for repairs without shutting down the
plant. Obviously this diversion should pass through the reservoir
silt trap, or sand will get into the pipes and valves. Continuous
gauze screens, revolved by hand or motor, are more satisfactory
than fixed screens, which easily get choked. The water-way
through thpse must be sufficient to pass the full draft under the
lowest working reservoir depth. If it so happens that the
reservoir must be some distance from the power house, it may
prove economical not to run pressure pipes for the whole distance;
the alternative is to run the pressure pipes up the shortest route
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to the reservoir level, and there to put a small open balancing
chamber or pen-trough which can be fed from the reservoir by a
closed-in horizontal pipe (metal or concrete) which is not subject
to any appreciable pressure. If an open channel is used, the
head due to the reservoir depth would be sacrificed, and hand
regulation of the water would be necessary ; this is only practic-
able where there is a permanent excess of supply over demand.

241. High-fall Projects Depending Mainly on Storage.-
A different class of project altogether has been developed in
certain areas where the natural conditions were favourable, and
especially in the Western Ghat range in Bombay Presidency.
Here the monsoon from the Indian Ocean bursts in full force on

the crests of the mountains, giving a rainfall of from 150 to over
250 ins. in the course of a few months ; for the rest of the year an
occasional thunderstorm is the only precipitation. In these cir-
cumstances the run-off is extremely high and the streams dry up
very rapidly when the rain ceases, so that there is practically no
flow for 9 months of the year. In the locality referred to, and
possibly elsewhere, there are valleys at a high elevation which
lend themselves to storage on an immense scale by means of high
dams ; but very few such localities have so far corne to light.
By storing the whole monsoon flow even over a comparatively
small catchment, such as is necessarily found high up on a moun-
tain range, an immense volume of water can be stored, sufficient
to keep a large power station at work throughout the year, just
as large irrigation systems have long been similarly fed.

Thus it will be seen from the data in § 202 that 200 ins. of rain on 20 sq. mis.
of catchment will give some 9 000 million cu. ft. of water ; this, neglecting
losses by evaporation, etc. , will on 2 000 ft. head provide

ouu

which on commercial load factors would enable a plant of from 70 000 to
100 000 kW to be installed. There are existing plants comparable with this
example.

242. Types of High-fall Storage Lay-out.- In the utilisa-
tion of these high level artificial lakes several methods have been
adopted. If there is a direct fall from the lake, or one of a con-
nected series of lakes, to the power house site the conditions are
ideal. If the most favourable fall is on the opposite side of the
watershed, or if two lakes are so placed, a tunnel is constructed.
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Thus, in the Andhra Valley works in India, a dam of 190 ft.
forms a lake with a surface area at full supply level of 25 sq.
mis. All the water below about 30 ft. from the surface is
c dead,' a lined pressure tunnel being cut through the watershed
for about 2 mis. at this point. At the tunnel exit there is a
sloping surge pipe, also cut in the solid rock, to counteract the
changes of velocity in the tunnel; and from here the pipes are
carried down a steep slope to the power station some 1 750 ft.
below lake level. The junction of tunnel and pipes carries the
stop valves.

In other cases open channels are necessary to carry the water
from where it is stored to a forebay from which it is piped down
(§ 237).

If in addition to large storage there is also a steady inflow
from the catchment area the power possibilities are to that
extent increased, as no water need be lost. Thus 1 cusec flowing
for a year will give 535 kWh per ft. of head. Storage projects of I
the nature here dealt with are generally only practicable on fairly
high heads, as the cost of the dams per H.P. developed is in inverse
proportion to the head.

243. Storage and Flow Combined on High Heads. -
The great hydro-electric plants of Norway have the immense
advantage of natural storage coupled with perennial flow from
snow mountains; the rivers pass through great lakes at high
altitude, which before they were used for the purpose had a large
water spread. By placing a comparatively low dam at the outlet
great storage capacity is obtained, and the draft can be regulated
without waste throughout the whole year. Furthermore, in the
Rjukam-Notodden chain of power houses there is a lake of this
nature between the high-fall plants and the series of low-fall de-
velopments already referred to, so that an excess or deficiency of ,
flow from the upper side can be compensated. jl

Sometimes the combination of two perennial streams, each fl
with artificial storage from a dam, may be possible, as in the
Laxapana-Aberdeen project in Ceylon. The advantage of such a
site is that each component can be developed separately to its full
capacity, if foresight is exercised, without waste of capital on un-
productive works. When the power from flow has all been taken
up the storages can be developed in turn. In any such case
of duplicate or multiple sources the open channels from the
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head-works to the f orebay can be carried either round or through
intervening spurs, according to the ground.

In contradistinction to this development of streams in parallel,
there are many instances of power stations in series on a single
source. Of these the best known is perhaps the combination of
the Vermork and Saakem power houses at Notodden in Norway.
The former station utilised part of the head-some 920 ft.-of
the great waterfall for the development of 165 000 H.P. for the
manufacture of nitrates; and the waters were tailed down to the
river below with a considerable sacrifice of the total head of.
600 m. When the war broke out it was decided to use the tail
waters in a second station. A tunnel 4 mis. long was therefore
excavated along the mountain side, which was too precipitous to
carry a surface channel; this tunnel took the tail waters from
Yermork to a f orebay, also excavated in the solid rock, and
thence three tunnels at a very steep angle carry three pipes each
down to the second power house, which alone of all the works
is on the surface.

244.. Storage Lakes.-Wherever a large volume of water is
stored for power purposes it has a definite value in H.P.-hrs. or
years, depending on the head (§ 202). By means of the mass
curve (§ 209) and the draft curve, the conditions can at any time
be seen. A complete contoured plan is made of all storage lakes,
showing the capacity (in water or in H.P.-hrs.) at all levels

ove the offtake. If the locality is one liable to severe droughts
to partial failure of the monsoon it may be necessary to carry
er a large volume of water for such emergencies ; to calculate

^ne amount so required involves a knowledge of the hydrography
of the catchment over a long period, preferably 20-30 years,
as well as of the average annual loss by absorption and evapora-
tion. These last may in hot dry climates amount to from
3-10 ft. per annum. The carry-over storage involves heavy addi-
tional capital expenditure and therefore merits most careful in-
vestigation.

In many cases dams are so arranged that when necessary the
water level can be raised by means of temporary flash-boards or
permanent collapsing gates; in this way a large extra volume can
be impounded at the end of heavy rainfall, or before the close of
the rainy season. With low dams the excess water can safely be
surplussed over the crest, which acts as a spillway, and gates can
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be arranged so as to collapse automatically when topped; a similar
arrangement is also often used in river head-works below the entry
of a canal. Overhead arrangements can then be made for raising
the gates afresh as the flood subsides.

Another useful arrangement is the automatic floating weir.
This consists of a long hollow cylinder carried on an axle with a
toothed wheel at each end; the wheels engage with teeth on a
sloping ramp, so that as the cylinder rises or falls with the water
level it moves up or down the ramp. When at the lowest posi-
tion a projection along the cylinder, parallel to the axis, closes the
water-way entirely; the first rise therefore lets more water under-
neath than a similar rise later on. By means of valves, water
can be let into or out of the cylinder, so as to alter its buoyancy
as required for regulation. If sufficient excess water comes down
the floods top the cylinder as well as flowing under it.

With high dams the surplus water may be discharged by under
sluices but cannot be allowed to top the crest; more ordinarily
a separate escape is made on a flank or saddle, either over natural
rock cut .down to the required level or over a masonry weir.

245. The Forebay.-Even when the pipes lead off directly
from a reservoir, a section of the .latter is generally isolated to act
as a forebay for protection and control of the pipe inlets; where
an open channel is used the f orebay also acts as a small balancing
tank to meet minor fluctuations of load. The capacity should then
be sufficient, if possible, to carry the plant over the period required
for water to arrive along the channel. Thus a plant mainly
supplying factories may rise from a negligible load up to full load
in the course of a few minutes, and may lose its whole load equally
suddenly, at the customary hours of opening or closing. It
requires nice calculation to open the full supply into the open
channel at exactly the right time so that, after traversing the
channel for half an hour or more, it arrives just when it is wanted.
But, while late arrival means closing down the plant, early arrival
means surplussing the whole flow of the channel unless the fore-
bay can carry it.* Often the ground is steep at the forebay, and
the requisite capacity is unobtainable; but the value of sufficient
storage is great. Occasionally the forebay can be carried along

* For example, a plant with a normal load of 30 000 kW on a head of 1 800 ft.
requires 30 000 x 15 / 1 800 or 250 cusecs, equivalent to 450 000 cu. ft. for half an
hour.
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the contour in the form of a greatly enlarged channel, but this is
more expensive to build than a more nearly circular pond. The
spill-way may be either at the forebay itself or at the most con-
venient natural outlet farther up the channel, so long as the levels
allow this. Each pipe should have its own intake chamber and
screens, shut off from the forebay by gates. Generally automatic
arrangements are made by which the gates can be tripped and
closed off from the power station in case a break occurs in the
pipe line. If automatic valves are used on the pipes themselves
an air inlet is used in combination, so that the upper and slighter
pipes will not collapse under the vacuum formed.

246. Pipes for High-fall Turbines.-Hitherto it has been
assumed that the water has been brought along to a point above
the power house, with or without a storage reservoir at some
point on the route. From the forebay at the end of the flume or
from the reservoir, as the case may be, pressure pipes lead down
to the turbines. Various arrangements will be found in different
schemes; sometimes a single pipe is used, capable of carrying the
full supply, branches being taken off a receiver to the individual
machines at the turbine house; preferably each turbine and
generator is a self-contained set with its own pipe; or again,
several pipes may be put in and interconnected by T or Y pieces
with valves at the power house. Again, the pipe may be of the
same internal diameter all the way or may be graduated, the
lower sections being of smaller and the upper of larger size than
the average required; with high heads this latter method enables
pipes of less thickness to be employed where the pressure is
greatest. The static pressure on the pipes is that corresponding
to a column of water of the same vertical height, whether the
actual pipe line be long or short. It is 624 Ibs. per sq. ft., or
0- 433 Ib. per sq. in., per ft. of head: therefore for 2 000 ft. head,
which is by no means the highest in use, the pressure will be 866
Ibs. per sq. in. The pressure is, of course, .reduced when water is
flowing, on the other hand, it may increase greatly if the flow is
suddenly stopped (§§ 248, 251). A detailed mathematical investi-
gation of the forces in high pressure pipe lines and their supports
is given by A. Hruschka, Elek. u. Maschinenlau, Vol. 40, pp.
533, 546 ; Sc. Abstr., 305 B, 1923.

247. Size of Pipes ; Velocity; Loss of Head.-When calcula-
ting the size of pipes, it is well to remember that they will not
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remain clean indefinitely; and the loss of head increases greatly
as the pipes become encrusted. This loss varies as the square of
the velocity, and, as it is important to keep the net head fairly
constant, low velocities only are permissible. About 3-4 ft. per
sec. may be taken as an average ; 7 ft. per sec. should be the
maximum velocity in the smallest section of a graduated pipe.
The loss of head, JET, may be calculated from the following formula :

4sm x x D,

where v = velocity in ft. per sec.
m ~ coefficient of friction (see Table 36).
L = length of pipe in ft.
g = acceleration of gravity ; 32*2 ft. per sec.2 at sea-level.

D = diameter of pipe, in ft.

From Table 36 the value of the coefficient m can be found by
interpolation on the slide rule near enough for all practical
purposes, for such, sizes of pipes as will generally be required.

In a particular case the diameter of a turbine pipe was reduced
by nearly 3 ins. in a graduated line of 16 ins., 14 ina, and 12 ins.
pipe. An incrustation or * furring up ' almost invariably occurs
to a greater or less extent ; it is as well to provide for it not only
by allowing extra diameter, but also with a view to removing
the scale after it has formed. This can be done by means of a
turbine-type tube cleaner, which is inserted at the top and then
driven down the pipe by admitting a limited amount of water
behind it. Such, a device, however, is unable to negotiate sharp
bends (of which, there should in any case be none), and must be
adjusted where the pipe section alters. It is therefore advisable
to provide a chamber of larger diameter than the pipe at all such

TABLE 36. - Values of m for Flow in Pipes.

Slightly TuberculatedClean Pipes. Foul Pipes.Diam, of Pipe, Ins. Pipes.m = m =m =

6 0-0067 0-0077 o- on o
10 0- 005 8 0-0071 0-0087

14 0-0055 0*0066 0- 007 9
0-0062 0-007318 0-0052
0- 005 7 0-006624 0*0048

0-0053 0-006030 0- 004 5
0- 004 9 0*005536 0-0042
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points, with an isolating valve immediately beyond it, and a scour
pipe and valve above this main valve. Here the water and the
scale will be discharged, and the cleaner adjusted for the next
section. In the absence of the isolating valve there is a danger
of choking the lower sections and the turbine nozzles.

Tables giving the loss of head at various velocities, for differ-
ent sized pipes, will be found in catalogues of turbines; they are
generally calculated on clean pipes, so an extra allowance of 30
or 40 °/0 wiM be on the safe side. For small pipes, see Chapter 30.

248. Thickness and Weight of Pipes.-Turbine pipes for
. high falls are made of steel. For exceedingly high pressures they
are made direct from the ingot, weldless and perfectly homo-
geneous ; ordinarily either welded pipes, for moderately high
heads, or (for medium heads) double-riveted or single-riveted pipes
are employed. The thickness of metal (subject to a minimum
value of about -J- in., to allow for possible corrosion or damage
from falling stones) may be calculated from the formula t = pr //
where t is the thickness, in inches; p the static pressure, in Ibs.
per sq. in. ; r the internal radius of pipe, in inches; and / the
working stress in Ibs. per sq. in. Of these factors, p is known
from the head (p - 0* 433 fi), and r is found from the quantity
of water flowing at the determined velocity

[r = ^/(cusecs x 45'8/t?), where v = velocity in ft. per sec.]

As regards /, the ultimate strength of steel may be taken as
about 25-30 tons, per sq. in. and the working stress, /, about
9 800 Ibs. for riveted pipes up to 14 000 Ibs. for welded pipes.
The figures have been arrived at by taking the inefficiency of
riveted joints as 0*7 (it should be as high as 0'9) and the factor
of safety as 4; in that case

/ = 25 x 2 240 x 0-7 / 4 - 9 800Ibs.

or, omitting the rivet factor, 14 000 Ibs.
If the design, is such that the flow in the pipe cannot be stopped

suddenly (as with deflecting nozzles), it is not necessary to allow
for shock due to water hammer ; but if the flow can be stopped
suddenly, this factor must be taken into account, as p in the
formula is the static pressure. The maximum possible additional
pressure in Ibs. per sq. in., due to stopping the flow instantaneously,
is 63| times the velocity in ft. per sec.; in practice, it is fairly
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safe to assume that not more than double the static pressure will
be experienced. In such a case the factor of safety assumed above
is halved, and becomes somewhat fine; a lower working stress
should therefore be taken.

The weight of plain steel tubes, in Ibs. per ft. run, may be
taken as 9'4<5t(d + t), where t is the thickness of the metal and
d the internal diameter, both in inches. For riveted pipes the
weight so found should be multiplied by I $ in small sizes; by
14 for a 20-in. pipe; T25 for a 40-in. pipe; and 1'15 over 60 ins.
diameter.

249. Example of Pipe Line.

By way of example, the following case may be taken. A pipe line was re-
quired to serve a 600 kW turbine-driven generator on 1 025 ft. head. The turbine,
at normal full load on the generator, would have to give 840 B.H.P., and with am
efficiency of 75 °/0 this involved 1 120 H.P. from the water, requiring 580 cu. ft.
per min., or 9*65 cusecs. With an average velocity of 4 ft. per sec. the average
area of the pipe would be 9-65 / 4 = 2-41 sq. ft., corresponding to 21 ins. diam. In
this instance, owing to the high bead and considerable quantity of water, it was
desirable to sectionalise the pipes; and tfye nature of the ground divided the whole
conveniently into four parts, viz.:-

Section (i) Eeservoir to pipe= ;head proper, laid on hydraulic gradient only-
Length 650 ft. Head negligible. (Stand-pipe at the junction,
see § 251.)

Section (ii) Length 1 140 ft. Head 420 ft.
Section (iii) Length 980 ft. Adding head 60 ft.; total 480 ft.
Section (iv) Length 1 150 ft. " Adding head 545 ft.; total 1 025 ft.

Total length 3 920 ft. Total head, 1 025 ft.

The pipe line decided on was as follows :-

Diameter. Area. Velocity.
Ins. Sq. Ft Ft. per Sec.

Section (i) 24 3-14 3-14
� (ii) .... 24 3-14 3-14
� (iii) .... 21 2-40 4*1
» (iv) .... 18 1-76 56

Taking section (ii), the loss of head at full load, when the pipes become slightly
foul, will be-

H = 3-142 x 4 x 0- 005 7 x 1 140 / 2 x 32-2 x 2 ft. = 1-98 ft.

Similarly, the losses in the other sections will be (i) 1-14 ft., (iii) 3-5 ft., (iv) 9-4 ft.
making a total loss of 16 ft. To this another 4 ft. was added to allow for bends
and the obstruction due to rivets, making the total loss 20 ft.

Now these calculations relate to the normal full load of the generators, at
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which they are able to work continuously, but all generators are designed to be
capable of overload to the extent of at least 25 °/0 for limited periods ; therefore the
turbines would have to be capable of giving 1 050 B.H.P. at such times. The
velocities and losses with the increased quantity of water were therefore similarly
worked out to see that they would not be excessive. It will be seen that in these
circumstances the maximum velocity in the smallest pipe is 7 ft. per sec.; the
total losses also are reasonable, amounting to about 3 °/0 of the total head. Sec-
tion (i), being under practically no pressure, was specified for mechanical reasons
as I- in. thick. In section (ii) the head is 420 ft., and the maximum static pressure
180 Ibs. Therefore the thickness of metal (§ 248) will be t = 180 x 12 / 9 800 =

11 0-22 ins. or /^ in. In section (iii) the total head is 480 ft.; static pressure, 208
*\\i Ibs.; t = 0*22 ins. again, the diameter being reduced. Section (iv) was divided
'j»' * into two equal lengths of 575 ft. of 18-in. pipe. Th<3 pressure in the upper half

<!,$ works out to 326 Ibs. per sq. in. giving t = 0'3 in., while in the lower half it comes
\l - I to 444 Ibs., giving t = 0-41 in.

i 250. Special Pipes, etc.-In order to determine what pipes
1] I are required, the proposed pipe line must be surveyed very care-
(if fully, the exact lie and angle of all bends being determined. A

! small error may add greatly to the difficulties of erection. Where
I i the diameter alters, special tapered pipes are fitted. At con-

j »; ; venient points thrust-blocks are required, the pipes being securely
, !( , anchored to concrete blocks at these places. Expansion pipes
* 

ji " , may be necessary, but if the line departs from the straight to any
; *j considerable extent expansion can generally take place laterally ;
1 i i : covering the pipes in and keeping them full of water reduces the

expansion almost to zero. Bell-mouth pieces and valves are re-
quired at the reservoir or forebay, and both main and scour
valves at the lower end If a receiver is employed, or if pipes
are connected by a Y-piece, isolating valves are employed. Specials
may be either of cast steel or, preferably, built up of riveted
plates. On very high heads air-cushions are sometimes fitted at
intervals on the line, to reduce the shock when the velocity
changes; by fitting two vessels side by side, with suitable cocks,
the water pressure can be used to force air into the cushion

1] j chamber, or this may be done with a pump. In America the
upper sections of long pipe lines, where the pressure is com-
paratively small, are often made of wood-stave construction, built
up on the site to save freight; but this method has not found
much favour elsewhere, and is useless where white ants are
found.

251. Pipes as an Alternative to.Open Channels; Surge
| 11 Towers.-It sometimes happens that for one reason or another

an open channel will not prove satisfactory for bringing the water
350
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to the pipe head, or will prove more expensive than piping for
the whole distance. If the use of piping involves a considerable
initial length, almost horizontal, some new considerations come
in. The first section of the pipe in the example (§ 249) is a case
in point. Although 650 ft. long, it was sloping only on the
hydraulic gradient^ and the normal pressure on it was negligible.
If, however, the pipe had been entirely continuous with the lower
sections, there would have been possible danger from water
hammer. In order to obviate this, and to compensate for sudden
changes in the velocity, a vertical stand pipe, open at the top,
was placed at the junction of the first and second sections ; it was
carried to the level of the top of the reservoir, a matter of some
30 ft., and was made of larger diameter than the pressure pipe.
As explained in § 232, in the case of a sudden demand, the
volume of water stored in the stand pipe would give the main
horizontal column of water the chance to come up to speed; in
the case of a sudden stoppage, the stored energy of the moving
column could force water out of the open top of the stand pipe
and thus reduce the shock Surge towers have been used up to
200 ft. in height, carried on a tower with a small balancing tank
on the top. For similar reasons surge pipes are often erected at
the foot of descending pipe lines, on the line side of the foot valve.
Should the latter be closed quickly in emergency or due to sudden
reduction in turbine load, the momentum of the quickly moving
water in the descending pipe is expended in forcing water up the
surge pipe. Without such a safety device, the valve and pipe
would be severely strained or broken. Open surge-towers are
obviously impracticable at the foot of very deep descents, but
closed ones, with a considerable volume of enclosed air under
pressure, are often used (Proc. Amer. Soc. C.E., August, 1917).
Automatic relief valves are another alternative.

252. Pipe Joints.-Much ingenuity has been exercised in
designing suitable joints for pipes under a high head of water. In
the past, plain slip-joints and collar-and-sleeve lead joints have
been used for moderate heads; these, however, are not satis-
factory except for low heads. A plain flanged joint, with a
rubber or copper ring between the faces, makes a satisfactory
joint for heads up to 500 ft. or so; such joints have been used on
much higher pressures. The flanges, which are riveted on to the
pipes, should be pressed out of a steel plate by a die; cast-iron
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flanges are unreliable where subject to shocks. Various patent
flange joints are also on the market, some of them suitable for very
high pressures. Riveting the lengths of pipes together on the site
is occasionally resorted to, but it involves high-class labour, and
is only suitable for straight runs of large diameter. The best
modern joints, such as the ' muff' joint, depend on a wedge action
for keeping tight, and these have the advantage also of being to
some extent self-adjusting, both as to direction and expansion or
contraction. Most turbine makers appear to agree that this is
the most satisfactory high-pressure joint.

253. Pelton Wheels and Nozzles.-In one form or another
the Pelton wheel is almost invariably used for the development
of power from high heads, and no description of this well-known
impulse wheel is necessary. The peripheral speed of such a
wheel in ft. per sec. is about 0'4i5^/(2gH); thus on 1 000 ft. head
it will be 114 ft. per sec., and the revolutions per minute can be
varied according to the diameter chosen for the wheel. The
diameter of the water jet nozzle should not be more than one-
fifteenth that of the wheel to get the highest efficiency; if a greater
volume of water is required, more than one jet is used Assuming
that in any particular case the working head, H, and the required
B.ELP. of the turbine are known, and consequently the quantity
of water also, the size of the nozzle may be determined by the
formula-

d = J(1-28Q I v),
where d = diam. of nozzle, in inches.

Q - discharge at the nozzle, in cusecs.
v = velocity of issuing jet (§ 214 = 0'97x/(2gfJBr)).

If two or four nozzles have to be used, the discharge, Qt will be
halved or quartered in working out their diameter.

Thus if a 340 B.H.P. turbine is required to work on 1 000 ft. net head, the
quantity of water required, Q, will be 4 cusecs, assuming 75 °/0 efficiency (§ 201).

The constant v = 0-97^(64 x 1 000) = 245,

hence d = ^(1-28 x 4 / 245) = «/()" 021 = 0- 145 ft. or 1«73 in.

Now the peripheral speed of the wheel is 0'45v, or 110 ft. per sec. If the diameter
of the wheel is 15 times that of the jet, or 2-16 ft., the speed will be

n = 0'45u x 60 / TT x JD =110 x 60 / 3'14 x 2-16 = 970 r.p.m.

Each wheel must be capable of being isolated from its supply
pipe by a valve, apart from the regulating mechanism, and the
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VIEW ON THE GENERATOR FLOOR OP TH:R RAANAASFOSS POWER HOUSE.

Six horizontal double Francis type runners are placed in an open pit and coupled
to six generators, each of 12 000 kVA, 7 500 V, 3-phase, 50 cycles, 107 r.p.m.,
enclosed type, self-ventilated, with direct coupled exciters. Energy is transmitted to
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Seven 4 100 kVA, five 12 000 kVA, and two 14 000 kVA generator* arc driven by
Pelton wheels. The 12 000 kVA sets in the foreground run at 250 r.p.in. and
generate current at 12 500 V, 3-phase, 25 cycles. The outside diameter of the
machines is 19J ft. and the stator bore 12£ ft. Cooling air is led into the machines
through shafts in the basement, and is exhausted into a duct leading to the fjord.
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diwing of the, ordinary type of balanced gate valve requires con-
mdimhlft power where the head is great; slow closing, however,
IH niwHHary to prevent water hammer. Where more rapid
Hosing IH admiHsible the Johnson balanced cylindrical valve is
oft,*'** usc*l. This consists of a spear attached to a plunger,
working in a cylinder concentrically placed in the pipe, which
normally allow*, a full annular water-way ; but when forced for-
ward th« Hpoar clones the outlet passage. The plunger is actuated
differentially, by admitting or discharging water under the normal
jvlpit prfNHuro or atmospheric pressure, as the case may be, by
mwuiH of an external cock.

254. Speed of Wheels for Driving Alternators.-By in-
creasing the* whec4 diameter the speed can be reduced; the actual
Hpwl fan*I ronNcsquent size of wheel) is generally determined by
that of the generator to be driven, unless the drive is indirect, as
with talks. In inoHt cases a turbine is required for driving an
altnrnator; annuming that the British standard frequency of 50
cyclttH per 8«<*. (§ 12) is used, i.e. 3 000 cycles per min., the
r.fnti. (3 000/No. of pairs of poles). This gives speeds of
250, 300, 888, 375, 428, 500, 600, 750, and 1 000 r.p.m., corre-

\n\K to variouH numbers of pairs of poles, and the turbine
In* of mush Hixe as to run at one or other of these speeds.

5S Regulation of Impulse Wheels.-The power given
out by a wttitfil at its correct speed may be diminished either-

(tt) by diverting the whole jet from its true point of impact
on the buckets, or

(b) by deflecting part of the jet off the buckets altogether, or
O) by rwlueing the size of the jet.

Wh«r« ii diverting nozzle is used the reducing pipe and nozzle are
hinged, HO that the whole can be moved up or down either by a
lititid-whftfti or an automatic governor. The full discharge goes
on, wliiithisr the power generated be great or small, so it is only
whrtrc! a axeeas of water is available that the method should

be The name result is obtained by using a deflector, which
£onc;ontric&lly with the wheel and cuts into the jet from

; method is equally rapid in action, but is only em-
p!oy«*d in combination with the needle valve presently described.
By reducing the msse of the jet the efficiency can be kept sensibly
constant at ordinary loads, and the most can be made of a small
quantity of water, If a wheel is put in which it is known will

vol. i. 353 23
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not be working at above half its full load for the first year or so,
then a nozzle can be temporarily fitted to give this half load;
later on it can be changed for a full-sized nozzle. This is often
done, but it leaves the question of regulation down to no load (i.e.
light running) untouched.

In order to keep an impulse turbine wheel running at con-
stant speed under varying loads, it is customary to use a circular
nozzle with a tapered spear or needle centred in it; by advancing
or retracting the needle, it reduces the area of the jet without
breaking it up, and so regulates the power. The adjustment of
the needle can be effected by hand; if the governor acts either by
deflecting part of the jet or by diverting the nozzle, the attendant
can then manipulate the needle valve, and thus save water, and,
as the effective area of the nozzle is decreased by the spear, the
governor will bring back the jet to its normal action. Of course,
if a sudden heavy demand for additional power arises, it cannot
be met until the needle has been opened up, and this is not a very
rapid process. The best possible arrangement is axi automatic
combination of needle and deflector or diverter, the whole worked
by the governor; rapid alterations in the power demand are met
by the deflector or diverter, and the needle then more slowly ad-
justs its position to give the maximum efficiency under the new
conditions. An ingenious method of effecting this is described in
Engineering Record, August 16, 1913.

The methods already described keep the jet cylindrical but
either reduce its size or deflect it from the buckets. In the

Seewer system of automatic governing for high-pressure Pelton
wheels, which also embraces the two elements of speed regulation
and pressure regulation in the pipe system, the jet is made to
diverge instantaneously in the form of a cone, more or less
according to the reduction in power required; while the usual
concentric needle is used, in conjunction with the system, for the
more gradual closing down of the jet to a reduced diameter and a
return to cylindrical form. The needle is cylindrical up to a short
distance from its point and flat diverter plates are mounted be-
tween the needle guide and the nozzle. Normally, these plates
act as meridional guides and preserve the cylindrical form of the
jet; but by inclining them simultaneously through the same angle
a rotating component is introduced into the water flow and the jet
diverges. The maximum divergence is about 60° when the plates
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are turned through 22°. Part of the jet then misses the buckets,
while part strikes the back of them ; the needle meanwhile closes
and the plates return to their normal position. On load increases
the needle alone acts. The diverter plates are pivoted on spindles
carried into the centre of the hollow needle and are thence con-

nected to the servo-motor actuated by the governor. The power
required from the servo-motor is much less than with other types
of governing and also varies less with the size of the wheel as,
instead of acting at the point of maximum jet velocity, the vanes
are working in the comparatively low velocity of the admission
pipe round the needle.

256. Turbine Governors.-Many types of governors are
made for regulating turbines and impulse wheels. They range
from simple mechanical governors, with indifferent regulation, up
to the most exact hydraulic governors for use in hydro-electric
plants. To actuate a hydraulic valve requires far more power
than the corresponding process with a steam engine governor;
and this is true also with a spear or deflecting nozzle or a com-
bination of the two. Consequently a hydraulic relay is generally
employed; the centrifugal governor actuates a light relay, which
in turn operates on the valves of a powerful hydraulic cylinder,
the movements of which work the regulating gear. Generally
oil under pressure is used in the cylinders, involving the use of a
subsidiary oil pump; this obviates all danger from dirt and grit.
In other cases either the whole or a part of the working head of
water is utilised, in which case a subsidiary governor pipe is
preferably employed; the quantity of water used is of course very
small, but it must be entirely free from foreign matter, and two
parallel filters must be used to enable each to be cleaned in turn.
Notwithstanding the makers' claims, the governor is generally
the most troublesome part of a turbine plant and the most diffi-
cult to keep in accurate adjustment; a large plant has on oc-
casion been completely wrecked through a governor sticking; it
is, therefore, economical in the end to buy the best that can be
obtained. It is usual to specify the foot-lbs. (from 2 000 to
100 000) which the cylinder can deal with. In the best governors
about ^ sec. elapses between the occurrence of a change of load
and the commencement of the movement of the turbine gate or
spear; the time taken to close the fully open gate, etc., when the
whole load is thrown off, varies from 2 sees, upwards. These
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intervals are sufficient to enable the speed to vary somewhat,
although the provision of a properly designed flywheel keeps the
variation down. If 25 °/0 °^ ̂ ne ̂ oa(^ *s thrown off suddenly, the
change of speed will be from 3-5 % 5 ̂  Ml l°a(l is thrown off,
the momentary change of speed maybe from 10-15 %» but ^ne
normal value is soon restored. In the case of a gate or needle
valve closing rapidly, there may be a considerable rise of pressure
in the pipe line, due to water hammer; if the line is a long one,
special relief valves may be used, but these are less certain in
action than surge pipes (§ 251), though cheaper in first cost. The j
best types of relief valve work in conjunction with the governor, j
and are thus positive in action. j

There is one plant in India which is worked entirely without governors, via.
that at Darjeeling. The governors originally supplied were actuated from the |
pressure pipes without the interposition of filters, and consequently they never j
worked well. After the whole plant had been overwhelmed by a flood and land- j
slide in 1897, the governors were removed; and from that year up to the present \
time a coolie has been stationed at each turbine to regulate it by hand according
to the tachometer. A subsequent extension was controlled by an oil-pressure
governor for some time, but this also failed occasionally and took to * hunting,' I
with the result that hand regulation was adopted exclusively. The work is purely I
mechanical and can be entrusted to a man with no knowledge, but the method is 

'

only suitable for small installations and where cheap native labour is available. 
*

257. The Tail Race.-Impulse wheels discharge their water [
directly into the tail race; there is, of course, no draft tube.
The tail race must be of ample size to give a free exit to the j
water, and it should have a deep water cushion to take the actual !
discharge, owing to the high residual velocity under large heads. t
Under very high pressures a water cushion alone is insufficient to
protect the masonry or concrete. A cast-iron block or a baulk of
timber may be used as an additional buffer, or the water may be f
made to impinge on a steel plate bent to a suitable transition
curve, so as finally to discharge the water horizontally in a long j
water cushion. The tail race should be so designed that when j
the jet is deflected off the buckets it has an unobstructed passage !
to the outside air through the tail race passage. i
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CHAPTER 11.

MAXIMUM DEMAND, LOAD FACTOR, AND
DIVERSITY FACTOR

259. Maximum Demand.-Where an electrical installation
its supply of power from the mains of a public company

there is always power available for every lamp or other eonsnnui **|4W
device therein, although, as explained in connection with t.ai.-iflH
(§ 269), the cost of the supply per unit may vary according to tli**
proportion of the apparatus in the whole installation in use at one
and the same time; where, on the other hand, the supply IH ol.>-
tained from private plant, the engines and dynamos must 1.w
large enough to meet all demands on them, unless accumulator*
are also installed. The initial cost of the plant depends on lix
size and the duty it is called on to perform. It is seldom neooH-
sary to install plant capable of supplying power to every lam 1 >*
etc., at one and the same time, and in order clearly to explain tl M*
principles on which the size of plant must be based certain teclnni e«il
terms must be introduced, defined, and explained, viz.' maxim urt*
demand/ 'load factor,' and 'diversity factor.' The maximum
demand is really self-explanatory, representing in any particular
case the actual maximum number of watts or kilowatts require.** I
for a specific purpose. Thus one particular person's maxim 11 in
demand may be equal to the combined power required by a.11 tin*
apparatus he has installed, e.g. a small workshop with a
motor and nothing else. Another person's maximum
may be only three-quarters or one-half of what would be neetlod
by all his apparatus, owing to the use of the different itemus riot,
being coincident in time. The maximum demand on a feeder- 01*
any line supplying a number of different persons is, thereof ore,
the sum of all the actual simultaneous demands (not necessarily
or even generally their maxima) from the individuals, at th.e times
when this sum reaches its highest point. The maximum dema*m<l
on a power house is, in the same way, the sum of the simulta»xiooiiH
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demands on all the outgoing feeders or lines, at the time when
this reaches its highest point.

260. Maximum Demand: Analogy from Water-supply and Steam.--
Where electric supply is in question a clear comprehension of the meaning of
the term * maximum demand ' is essential, and this may best be obtained by con-
sidering analogous conditions in other branches of engineering. The simplest
illustration may perhaps be taken from water-supply. In the roads are large
water mains, and in a house are pipes and taps capable in the aggregate of dis-
charging a certain quantity of water in gallons per minute; if there were a clear
passage from the mains to the house an unrestricted supply, and perhaps great
waste, would result; and in order to prevent this all the water from the mains has
to pass through a small ferrule. Leaving out of consideration the regulating
tanks in the house, which modify the conditions in practice, it is evident that if
all the taps are left open the ferrule will limit the maximum rate at which the '*<
supply can be drawn off to a given number of gallons per minute ; in other words, <ki'-
the ferrule is designed to limit the * maximum demand' to what is deemed neces-
sary for the house. The occupier may draw off water at this maximum rate for
the whole 24 hrs. or for 1 hr. only, or he may never require to use the full
capacity of his ferrule at all; but he.can never draw off from the mains at a rate
in excess of what the ferrule allows.

A somewhat more complicated, but perhaps closer, analogy may be taken
from, steam supply. Suppose a number of small industries to be concentrated at
a certain spot, each having a small boiler and engine, some working, all the 24
hours', some during the day only, and some during the night only. A member of
the community offers to puc up a large central battery of boilers and to distribute
steam to the colony, thus saving the labour and waste involved in a number of
inefficient units. The profit to be obtained from this venture will depend on the
total amount of steam sold at a remunerative rate, and in fixing this rate the
owner will have two factors to consider, viz.:-

(a) Capital charges, which ace independent of the amount of steam generated
and sold, but which depend on the total steaming capacity or horse-
power of the boilers installed ; and

(b) Charges for fuel, etc., varying to a great extent with the total amount of
steam generated.

We have here then two distinct factors, vie.:-

(i) The maximum horse-power which the boilers are capable of supplying; and
(ii) The total horse^ower-JLours which they do in fact supply.

Before laying down his plant the supplier of steam will want to know the re-
quirements of each customer; not only the total amount of steam that customer
will want during the day, but also the maximum rate at which he will require
steam at any one time, ̂ .e. his maximum demand. This will be proportional to
the maximum horse-power in use at any time, which will generally be much in
excess of the average. This maximum demand is independent of time; it may
last for half an hoar or five hours. Having thus ascertained the maximum de-
mand of each consumer, and the hours when he will probably be using this
maximum, the supplier will be in a position to calculate the sum of all the
maximum demands at ail the different hours, and thus to ascertain the maximum,
rate at which he will ever have to generate steam; this will determine the number
and size of the boilers and the prime cost of, and capital charges on, the central
boiler installation.
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It is quite clear from the above that the rational method of charging a con-
sumer for the steam supply would be at a certain rate per pound, covering the
fuel and other working costs, plus an amount covering the capital charges for
which the particular consumer had been responsible by his maximum demand,
i.e. by his method of demanding supply. The former rate of charge would be the
same for all consumers, the latter would not, but would be heavier in proportion
for those who darnanded steam at the greater rate. This is precisely the basis of
the maximum demand tariff for electricity supply, to which reference is again
made in §§ 264, 272, 275, et sey.

261. Load Factor. - In technical phraseology the load factor
is the ratio between the actual output of a power station in units
and the output that would result if the average demand was
equal to the maximum. Put in the form of an equation it is -
Load Factor =

Number of units sold x 100 0<
Max. simultaneous load on feeders in kW x Hours of supply period ~~ ̂  /°*

For example, a plant has been laid down consisting of three sets each of 100 kW,
of which one is kept in reserve. The working sets can then give 200 kW, and it
may be assumed that the maximum load on them reaches this figure at some
time during the year. Now if the average demand were equal to the maximum,
the load would be 200 kW throughout the year, and the total output of the plant
would be 24 x 200 x 365 = say If million units (kWh). If the actual output is
1 million units per annum the annual load factor is 57 °/r, and so forth.

Sometimes it is more convenient or more logical to deal with
the daily, weekly, or monthly load factor. The only difference is
in the period over which the actual output is reckoned and during
which the maximum demand is observed, but the monthly load
factor is generally different from the annual load factor and from
that reckoned on a 24-hr, basis.

The load factor of an individual is similarly calculated from -
Units consumed x 100

Consumer s load factor ( /0) - 
/->, , n , (. , ,0/ \

Except in the case of supply from a plant that is only working
for part of each day, the hours of supply are always reckoned as
24 per diem or 8 760 per annum. The importance of good indi-
vidual load factors, i.e. such as approach as near as may be to
100 70» w^ be appreciated as we proceed. Of all work using
electrical energy the various electro-chemical industries have the
best individual load factors ; such factories may work for 24 hrs.
a day throughout the year. This is also sometimes true of pump-
ing plants, especially in mines, but here the power required will
be a comparatively small proportion of the total power used for
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263. Diversity Factor and Load Factor; Analogy from Steam.-Pursuing
the example of § 260, it will be seen that if the maximum demands of all the
consumers happen to be required at the same time the plant must be capable of
supplying the sum of them all, and the capital cost will be very high. On the
other hand, it will often so happen that the hours at which the different consumers
are using their maximum demands differ greatly; in this case the capacity of the
boiler need only be such as to meet the highest sum of maximum demands at any
one time, and the installation is said to have a good ' diversity factor.' Obviously
with a good diversity factor the capital charges are reduced and lower inclusive
rates can be charged.

If one of the consumers, in the case we are considering, required steam at a
steady rate throughout the whole 24 hrs., so that his maximum demand were
equal to his average demand, he could evidently be supplied profitably at a lower
rate of charge per Ib. of steam than another consumer with1 the same maximum
demand and a very low average demand. The former would have a good * load
factor/ viz. 100 °/0, and the latter a bad one, perhaps 10 °/0. In the case of the
central boiler plant, if in the course of working the conditions were such that all
the boilers were working near their full power all the time the plant would be
said to have a good ' load factor,' and the working costs would be low. Both these
two varieties, viz. consumer's load factor and plant load factor, are met with in
electric supply. The most favourable conditions for cheap supply will obviously
be those where the size and cost of the plant is low, owing to a good diversity
factor, and the daily output of each unit of plant is large, owing to a good load
factor. As shown by the example in Fig. 50, § 266, a high diversity factor is im-
possible if individual load factors are very high, but this does not matter because
the large plant required (owing to the low diversity factor) is highly productive
(owing to the high load factor).

264. Maximum Demand, Diversity Factor, and Load
Factor in Electric Supply.-If the explanations in the preceding
paragraphs have been followed, it will be evident that they can
be translated into electrical terms. Horse-power and electrical
power in kilowatts are convertible terms, both representing the rate
at which power is being used: so also are horse-power hours and
kilowatt hours or units, both representing the amount of power
used: and yet the confusion of watt and watt-hours is a constant
source of difficulty. Substituting motors or other current-con-
suming apparatus for the independent engines, and an electric
power station for the boiler plant in the above illustration, the
conditions remain precisely as stated. If the maximum demands
of the various motors or other apparatus (expressed in kilowatts)
occur at all hours of the day and night, the diversity factor of
the power station will be good, and the plant will be comparatively
small (and inexpensive) in proportion to what it would be if the
contrary were the case. If, in addition, the demand for power
throughout the working hours is fairly constant, the plant will

3A9.
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have a good load factor, and "will be earning a good return on its
cost all the time. The consumers' maximum demands and the

times at which they occur will always therefore be of importance.
The ideal case of a station supplying- a number of loads each

of which is constant during, the 24 hrs. is unattainable in practice.
The actual total load on the station varies from hour to hour and

is represented by a more or less irregular curve (see Figs. 4*9-51, 1
§§ 265, 266). Addition of a constant 24-hr, load to the existing j
load curve will improve the load factor of the station, but a yet |
greater improvement therein would be effected by adding the |
same additional output during off-peak hours so as to increase jj
the total output without increasing the maximum load. In other <
words, whilst the percentage value of the peaks in a load curve [
can be reduced by adding constant loads to the latter, better j
results can be obtained by adding loads which will fill up the j:
hollows of the curve. \

From the supplier's point of view electric lighting (other than 
* 

j
in streets) is by no means a satisfactory 'load/ owing to the
limited hours "of use. Plant lying idle is costing as much in i
capital charges, for interest and depreciation, as when it is fully j
loaded. Consequently, "by the bait of au low tariff for otker pur- 

'

poses, undertakers seek to encourage the use of electrical energy
in more profitable directions, to the advantage both of the supplier ;
and consumer. In the domestic field, these applications of elee- J
tricity include electric fans and motors, heating air or water, j
cooking and minor domestic apparatus. These have a far better ;
diversity factor than lights. !

265. Some Practical Examples.-In very small lighting in- |
stallations the maximum demand may amount to 80 or 100 °/0 of
the wattage of lamps installed; and, on the other hand, it may
amount only to 33 °/0 or so of the wattage installed in a large
installation. In assessing primary charges under the pre-war
1 telephone' lighting-tariff (§§ 272, 273) at Marylebone (London),
the maximum demand assumed was *70 °/0 °^ ̂ ae wattage installed
for lighting, excluding convenience lights (i.e. lamps in cupboards,
cellars, pantries, and so on). Probably it is not far wrong to
assume 66 °/0 maximum demand on the first 10 lamps in a
domestic lighting installation and 33 % thereafter, or, say, 50 °/0
of the total lighting wattage installed in an average middle-class
home. According to Mr. Seabrook (Town. IJS.E., 48, p. 394),
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at 8 P.M., and thereafter dropping down to a very small night load, the -whole
curve corresponding to the consumption assumed; its load factor is only 13 %.
Load (iv) yields a much more uniform curve than the previous one; it will be
lowest in the early morning, will be at its maximum in the early afternoon, will
drop somewhat during the hours when people are out of doors, will rise again
about the dinner-hour, and will then drop to the steady all-night load ; its load
factor during the six-month working season to which the curve relates will be 40 %,
whereas-it will be practically zero during the rest of the year. Load (v), the com-
mercial motor load, will come on in the early morning, will probably drop some-
what a,t midday, and will, for the most part, stop about 6 or 7 P.M. ; its load factor
will be 35 °/0. By adding the ordinates of all the curves hour by nour the total
load curve (vi) is obtained, showing a maximum load on the plant of 650 kW. As

(i) Public Lighting.-50 kW steady 1QO Kilowatts
load for an average of 12 hrs. a
night throughout the year-
6 P.M. to 6 A.M.

(ii) Pumping.-40 kW steady load
throughout the 24 hrs, all the
year round.

(Hi) Private Lighting.-55Q kW of
lights installed ; maximum de-
mand 350 kW between 8 and 9

P.M. Consumption equal to
2 hrs.' use of all lamps daily
throughout the year. Practi-
cally no all-night loa-d. Maxi-
mum loa,d variable.

(iv) Fans.-350 kW of fans installed;
maximum demand 250 kW be-

tween 1 P.M. and 4 P.M. A good
aAl-day load and a fair all-night
load for 6 months in the year.

(v) Motors.-- 400 kW installed;
maximum load 180 kW "between Time
9 A..M. and noon; a good loa,d all 49.-Load curves for a small
day and practically no night load. town.

the values assumed are maxima, the average values will be considerably lower,
especially during the season when fans are not running. The daily load curve, of
which Fig. 49 is an example, varies of course from day to day. Many engineers
have their daily load curves drawn out on cardboard and then cut out and stacked
vertically in a box, like a card index: catalogue ; the resulting mass of cards, when
compressed close, gives a solid graphical representation of the conditions obtaining
over any period.

From the ourves in Pig. 49 much information can be extracted. In the first
place, the area of each to the base line is a measure of the units consumed. In
the figure a,s reproduced, the horizontal scale is 0- 075 in, to 1 hr. and the vertical
scale is 0- 075 in. to 20 kW, so that each 0- 075 in. square (i.e. 0-005 64 sc[. in.)
corresponds to 20 kWh ; in practice larger and more convenient scales are used.
Tlie ratio of the area under each, Qurve to the total area of the rectangle in which
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it is contained is the load factor of that particular curve, giving the results enumer-
ated above. The peak of the aggregate curve shows the number of kilowatts the
plant must be capable of giving, and the ratio of the area of that curve to its
rectangle gives the load factor of the plant on the particular day for which it is
drawn. If similar curves are made for average summer and winter conditions,
the annual consumption and load factor can be found from the various areas.
Table 37 gives the probable results under the conditions set forth.

TABLE 37. - Illustrating Conditions of Supply.

Max.Kilowatts Units per
Nature of Load. Demand. Average Demand and Annum.

Connected. Hours of Use.kW. kWh.

(i) Public lights . 50 50 50 kW for 12 hours 219 000
for 365 days

(ii) Pumping 40 40 40 kW for 24 hours 350 000
for 365 days

(iii) Private lights . 550 350 2 hours' use all lights 400 000
per day

(iv) Fans 350 250 100 kW for 24 hours 430 000
for 180 days

(v) Motors . 400 180 125 kW for 12 hours 532000
for 365 days

Total 1390 870 - 1 931 000
«

It will be observed that the total in the M.D. column is 870 kW, whereas in
' Fig. 49 it is only G50 kW ; this is due to the fact that in practice the various maxi-

mum demands are not simultaneous, or, in other words, to the diversity factor of
the various loads. For that matter they would not even occur on the same day,
except by coincidence. With the assumed steady street lighting and pumping
the load factor over the whole year will be an exceptionally good one, viz.
1 931 000 x 100/650 x 365 x 24 = 34 %; it will be higher than this on the
",urve, but there all the maximum loads are assumed to occur at different times on
ihe same day, which would hardly be likely to happen. Actual computation
ihows that the total load curve in Fig. 49 has an area of 11-3 sq. ins., while the
jontaining rectangle is 21*7 sq. ins. The ratio between these shows a daily load
factor for this one day of 52 °/0 or 8 160 units generated in one day against a
possible 15 600. The total units per annum shown in Table 37 are less by about
36 °/0, viz. 1*9 million against 3 million.

The diversity factor for this particular day will be 870 / 650 = 1*84 ..or, if ex-
pressed by the first method explained in § 262 as a percentage, 0*75 °/0. This too
will vary from day to day.

Reference to Fig. 49 shows that the plant is only fully loaded
from about 6-10 P.M. It would pay to take additional load at
a very low rate if these hours were excluded by agreement. In
the U.S.A. a large business has been worked up in charging
batteries for electric automobiles (Chapter 36) during the hours
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LOAD FACTOR AND DIVERSITY FACTOR § 266

of light load. It is said that 65 million units per annum are
used for this purpose.

Elsewhere arrangements are made so that pumping loads, or
water heating, are carried out at all hours of the day except just at
tlie peak load ; in this way they may add greatly to the number
of units usefully sold without causing any addition to be made :"
to the size of the generating plant. Furthermore, the actual costof these units to the supplier is merely the extra cost of fuel re- 1!
quired to produce them, and therefore far below the total average
cost of all the units sold, so that such off-peak supply is doubly
profitable.

266. Industrial Load Curves. - Fig. 50 shows a load curve such as will be
more or less typical of a water-power plant supplying electro-chemical or metal-
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10 12 74 16 18 20 22 24
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FIG. 50.-Load curve typical of electro-chemical or metallurgical industries.

lurgieal industries. In this are shown four separate load curves and their sum-
mation.

No. 1 takes about 2 000 kW from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Nos. 2 and 3 take about 3 000 and 4 000 kW respectively throughout the 24
hrs. on some continuous process.

No. 4 represents the local load of the town and of the continuous factories in
lighting and other subsidiaries, rising to a maximum of 1 800 kW.

Here the load factor of the whole supply is about 86 °/0-even this is some-
times exceeded in such works-and the diversity factor of the 4 separate loads is
11 700 / 10 000 or 1*17. The individual load factors are so high that there is not
much room for diversity.

The curve in Fig. 51 is an ideal one, with a diversity factor and load factor
such as the station engineer seldom realises except in his dreams; but neverthe-
less it represents an ideal towards the attainment of which he can do a great deal.
Only the peaks of the several loads are shown, and the summation curve is there-
fore only approximate. Inspection, however, shows the combined peak load to be
about 1 640 kW at the time when all the various lighting loads overlap with cook-
ing &t 9 P.M., or perhaps 7 P.M. in actual fact. The individual peaks are-
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CHAPTER 12.

ELECTRICITY COSTS AND TARIFFS.

268. ' Undertakers' and the Sale of Energy.-Where a public
company or local authority, known in British law as ' undertakers/
is supplying energy under an £ order' within any < area of supply/
it is generally cheaper to purchase from the undertakers rather
than to generate from private plant (see, however, § 185), not-
withstanding the fact that the undertakers must make a profit on
their sales. For, in the first place, the supplier can lay down a
large plant at a much lower capital cost per horse-power or kilo-
watt than a private person can lay down a small plant; secondly,
he can keep his plant working at a better load factor (§ 264) than
any private person, owing to the diversity of uses to which differ-
ent consumers will put the power and the different times at which
their various maximum demands (§ 265) will occur, i.e. the good
diversity factor (§ 264) of the load. Even so, the actual works
cost of generating a unit varies greatly in different undertakings,
from about 0'9d. up to 84d. (Table 38, § 269-); and the selling
price varies accordingly. The most important item in the costs
is the price of fuel (Tables 25, 26, § 194), and it is therefore often
tacitly assumed that a hydro-electric plant will always be able to
supply energy cheaper than a steam plant; this, however, is not
necessarily the case, as the capital cost of water-power develop-
ment is generally comparatively high (Table 35, § 216).

269. Analysis of Cost of Public Supply.-In order to realise
the great variations in the working expenses of different under-
takings, reference may be made to the tables published periodi-
cally by the Electrical Times, analysing the costs in hundreds of
British power stations. There are certain general considerations
applicable everywhere. In the first place, certain items of cost
vary approximately with the output of the plant from time to
time, viz. fuel, oil, water; engine-room stores; and (to some
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extent) wages, repairs, and maint^nawv. Naturally, if the output
increases greatly, the cost of these items /*""/" ww// ytnt-rntrd *>r
aold drops somewhat, but on the whole it is fairly ennstanf. in any
particular ease; and in charging for energy supplied farh eon-
Humor Hhould pay his share of these charge aeroi'ding tu his
consumption. Owing to the absence of fuel eharg*'*, which may
amount to from 30-110 "/tt of tin* works cost «»f 11 Ht«*am *tatit»n,
the works costs of a water-power plant, are generally !t»w«*r. The
other itoms of cost are iwlepiMiclunt of the uutjiiif i»f the plant,
viz. nmtt rates, and taxe-s; management «xpeim»'s ; inti-rrM- an<i
depreciation; thcso involve the paynunit «*F a tix**«I Mim, \vh**th«*r
tlie output is lar#tt or small, more ur less in prujn>rti«ni t<» tlit*
total sixo and capacity of the pluiti. AH th«' output, in unitH iii-
croasos this cost of thoHis i turns per unit diminiHhi^; lioubte the
units, and the slianj of the «ost of «wh in halved, N<iw, as the
sizo of the plant ultimately chipends on the maximum p**w**r re-
quired by the, various consumers, ii will IM* evi«li*nt flint itneli ei>n-
sumer should pay an annual sum Hufliri«*nt. to enver his ̂ liiiri'* of
those fixed charges, arcordinjj to his demaiMi, in addition t*i bin
ftbare of the variable; cx>sts («rr til no | *2ftfl|» In the tw« uf hy«lr«>.
oloctro plant nearly the whole of the t*tmtn are lixe«Jf th«« nipitai
charges being generally by far the most iiiijifirtiinl ; <*iiitm**|tii*ii!ly
in these plants the cost price of a unit varii** almost inv«*r»i?ly IIH
tho total output; if the plant i« standing idle it in nltiiriHt
m much as when working continuouftiy at full I<.md, wi that, in
ordtjr to fill in the hollows in thti loii«l curvi* mid iinprovi* iln*
factor, it pays to noil energy from such mi untiertnking iti^ a vi«ry
'ow price during certain restricted licnir«C| 217). Tb« vartoun
iriflk for the sale of energy arts mi llii»«i* two <*f
triable contn and fixed costs.

Effect of Sue of Plant and Load Partttr un " f,siuli/

-Although averagtm are notoriotiHly utmiliab)i% fl*iili!« 38 In*
found of Home value;* Thu therein ltav«

from the invaluable *TabUm of and IttwonlH* itut

Electrwal Times now publinhwi for tuiiiiy I'yjiicml
plants of variouK at ln:*ijts
and the various items which niiik« up thn (ie
charges being excluded) have bomi for enclt group; at
the end of tlie table are given tho of tho
300 undertakings iinalymid in the jmfM.tr uumfcionud* Tl«i
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ELECTRICITY COSTS AND TARIFFS § 269
TABLE SB.-Works Costs per Unit (JcWh) in Great Britain.
to

1
| A

atjx. sf i tj
^^3 a IB -§ » "g
it a^ 1 « ^n; -g^S a
51 8. £ "3 <s to^5& SP 11 i* 53 QJ rj 111F*4 II s«a p 5« .fil ij rrf

P-.
nT £0 1 IIIO P5 a* 1

kW. II
a? °/o- Pence per Unit.
C0'27 20 0-53 0-J0 0-32 0-45 0-14 0-63 2-17
0-21 12 216 0-23 113 0*96 0'27 1-32 i300 J0-^4 61015 0-53 0-09 0-50 0-58 0-14 0'43 2-87
0-30 16J 173 Oil 072 0-86 0-2010%?9 075 4*3929 0-5£ 0-06 0-56 0-28 0-10 0-36 2-58

,0*76 1^ 0-5.Z 0-05 0-36 0-28 0'j?£ 0'33 2'54
0'97 15i 1-95 0-08 0'60 072 0*24 0-59 4*20

1000 Jj-0 ,§0 0-M 0-05 0-25 0-20 0-10 0'25 0-P£
1-4 22| 1'88 0-24 0'46 0-66 0-09 0'49 3-84

u-6' j?4 0-55 0-05 0-15 0-JO 0-0(5 0-20 0-75

(U I7» 0-J80 0-05 0-22 0-25 0-I# 0-24 0-90
i) 18 0*99 0-03 0-22 0-30 017 0-24 1-95

10000 Jjj? j?J 0-28 0-0£ 0-JZ0 0-13 0-21 0'22 0-76
11 24 0*89 0*03 0'22 0-29 0-09 013 1*66

^5 ^?5 0*J7. 0-01 0-05 0-JU 0-05 0-09 0-48

35000 17i 0'81 O'Ol 019 0-31 0-36 0-27 1-98to (32J142 ^2 0'22 0-01 0*08 0-08 0-J5 0-20 0-63
45000 146 24} 0-57 O'Ol 013 017 012 Oil 113

130000 145 21J 0'56 0*02 017 0'23 017 012 1-28

200 0-06 JO 2-£P 0*23 0-65 0-0P 0-15 0'99 4-I0\
292 017 12* 3'90 019 1-61 115 0-08 114 8D7/ Highest

7500 24-6 ££ 0-29 0-0.Z 0-04 0-03 0-03 0-05 0'3£\
9000 10'2 20 0'38 O'Ol 017 Lowest013 0-08 012 0-89/
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§ 270 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

load factor of the whole number is 18'6 % (20 % in 1915),* and
the average works cost is 3'07d. /kWh (0'87d. in 1915). Data
relating to some 50 stations have been used in compiling Table
38. As would be expected, the larger the undertaking, the
lower are the costs; and the higher the load factor for any given
size of plant, the lower are the costs. Fuel generally accounts
for one-third to one-half of the total works cost in England (cf.
Tables 25, 26, § 194). In such countries as India, fuel generally
costs proportionately more, especially where it has to be carried
into the hills; labour may cost somewhat less, but supervision
costs more.

270. The Sale of Electrical Energy by Meter; Flat Rate.
-The only method of ascertaining the value of the supply, and
charging for it, which is readily understood by the public, is that
of sale by meter at a fixed price or ' flat rate ' for each and every
unit consumed ; consequently this method is in more general use
than any other system of charging. It has the disadvantage,
from the central station point of view, that it does not encourage
the most profitable type of consumer, i.e. the consumer who, by
using energy when the average demand is small, is most profit-
able to the central station (directly), and hence of greatest benefit
(indirectly) to the consumers as a whole. The supply meter
registers on its dials the actual number of units supplied ; Home-
times these units are charged for at a flat rate of (say) 2d., 4d.,or
6d.; sometimes discounts are given either to very large consumers
or to all who pay prompt cash; again, two meters are sometimes
installed, one for registering energy used for lighting, and the
other for registering energy used for other purposes, different
rates being charged in the two cases (§ 275, A and J3). The
technical features of various types of supply meters are discussed
in §§ 113-117, and the correct method of reading meter dials is
explained in § 113. Meter testing is dealt with in Chapter 40.
Most supply companies arrange to test meters specially on con-
sumer's request, the cost of the test being borne by the consumer
if the meter proves to be accurate within the limits laid down by
law, i.e. if the error does not exceed ± 3 % between ̂ full load

* The lower average load factor in 1922 compared with 1915 is probably due to
some of the generating plant installed for war service being lightly loaded during
the post-war industrial depression; the kWh / annum increased greatly during
the war (§ 197) and the load factor will rise as industrial conditions improve.
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and full load and under normal supply conditions in meters of
less than 3 A capacity, or ± 2 °/0 in larger meters.

271. Minimum Quarterly Charge.-The Electric Lighting
Orders granted by the Board of Trade since 1890 generally pro-
vided for a minimum quarterly charge to consumers, for any
amount up to 20 kWh, of twenty times the authorised maximum
price per unit. The intention of this provision was to ensure to
undertakers a reasonable return from each consumer in respect of
the capital expenditure incurred to enable the desired supply to
be available at all times to all consumers. In the case of large
undertakings supplying industrial districts, lighting consumers
now represent so small a fraction of the total load that it is gener-
ally possible to supply them without insisting upon payment of a
minimum quarterly charge. It should be borne in mind, however,
that every consumer may justly be expected to yield a fair return
upon the capital expenditure involved in rendering supply avail-
able to him, and that this capital expenditure has increased
(actually, though not relatively; Table 25, § 194), due to the
general rise in costs, whereas the use of high efficiency incan-
descent lamps and the operation of the Summer Time Act
(Chapter 25) have reduced greatly the energy consumption of the
average lighting installation. These factors bear particularly
heavily upon the smaller electricity undertakings, which mainly
supply a lighting load and operate at low load factor, and in such
cases it is economically essential to impose a minimum quarterly
charge or to secure by other means a reasonable return for the
facilities provided.

Domestic and shop-lighting consumers are the ones principally affected by
'minimum-charge regulations and that mainly during the summer months. In
typical cases, the occupiers of small houses and flats with, say, 400 W of lamps
installed, consume about 30 kWh during the 3 months April 1 to June 30 with
Summer Time in operation. Circumstances vary, hut in few, if any, cases would
the revenue from the sale of 30 kWh cover the legitimate standing charges on a
400 W installation in addition to the actual cost of the energy consumed, even
when the price per unit is 50 °/0 above the pre-war figure. To allow for this, the
Electricity Commissioners recommend that a minimum quarterly charge be allowed
on the following basis :-

(a) In respect of each of the two winter quarters, for any amount up to 15 units,
fifteen times the authorised maximum price per unit;

(b) In respect of each of the two summer quarters, for any amount up to 10
units, ten times the authorised maximum price per unit.

272. Tariffs Based on Maximum Demand.-(a) Fixed
373



§ 272 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

Price per Kilowatt.-The considerations discussed in §§ 259, 270
have led to the introduction of various tariffs based entirely
or mainly on the maximum demand of each consumer, with the
twofold object of increasing the profits of the undertaking and
diminishing the price per unit paid by the consumer. These two
apparently inconsistent aims can only be reconciled when the re-
sult of such a tariff is both to enhance the output and improve
the load factor of the station; the latter consideration involves
the encouragement of the use of power for fans, motors, heating,
etc., during hours when lights are not required.

Whereas lighting was the main, if not the only duty of fche
early central stations, and industrial power has become the prin-
cipal factor during recent years, it is now realised that domestic
applications (other than lighting) are capable of being developed
so as to constitute the greatest load on the station, as well as the
most desirable from the standpoint of high average load factor;
(see El. Rev., Vol. 86, p. 675).

A special indicator is used to record the maximum demand
(§ 117). A warning device or 'current limiter' is sometimes
added, which rings either a bell or a buzzer when a predetermined
maximum is reached, or, alternatively, interrupts the supply at
intervals of a second or so.

The simplest tariff based on maximum demand is that which
makes a fixed charge per kW of maximum demand, regardless of
the consumption in kWh and of the purposes to which the current
is applied. This charge may be so much per annum per kW,
this being a common basis of charging where industrial loads are
supplied from hydro-electric stations or from overland power
transmission systems. Alternatively, it may be per quarter, per
month, or per week in the case of small power users and for
domestic supply. In the latter case the charge frequently takes
the form of a fixed weekly payment per lamp of specified type
and candle-power (§ 275, J5J). Obviously this is simply a fixed
charge per week per kW of maximum demand, though it is
referred to a basis more easily understood by, and hence more
appealing to, the class of consumer to whom it applies, viz.
artisans, tenement dwellers, and so on. So far as the authors are
aware, this is the only form in which the ' fixed charge per kW'
tariff is applied in Great Britain, but this form of tariff is used
considerably abroad in connection with heavy power supply from
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hydro-electric stations. In the latter case, the load factor of the
industry concerned is known, or can be determined with reason-
able accuracy, so that, in making a fixed charge per month per
kW, the supply engineer is really making simply a lump charge
for a certain number of units at a price per unit which he con-
siders profitable. In street lighting contracts a fixed charge per
lamp per annum is frequently agreed upon, but the total annual
consumption is then known within very close limits, and the re-
marks in the previous sentence apply with particular force. In
domestic supply, however, the load factor is a much more variable
factor, and there is considerably greater risk of current being used
recklessly. The use of a 'current limiter,' cutting off supply or
actuating a trembling contact in the event of the demand exceed-
ing a predetermined maximum, prevents more lights being used at
once than are contracted for by the consumer's "payment. On the
other hand, the cost of a limiter is at least comparable with that
of a meter. As regards preventing lamps being kept alight
needlessly, this can be done more or less satisfactorily by making
the consumer pay for lamp renewals and by refusing to renew
contracts in the case of flagrant offenders. The longevity and
cheapness of modern filament lamps makes the ' pay-for-renewals'
arrangement less effective than formerly as a safeguard against
current wastage.

In St. Marylebone (London), where the * fixed charge per lamp ' principle is
applied in artisans' dwellings, the charge is calculated in the case of kitchens and
living-rooms so that if the consumer used Ms lamps day and night the price ob-
tained per unit would be from 0*7d. to l*2d. The actual price is 7d. per week per
60 W (or 6,d. per 30 W) tungsten lamp for living-rooms ; and 4d. per week per
30 W (3d. per 20 W) metal filament lamp, or 2d. per week per 8 c.p. carbon fila-
ment lamp for bedrooms. If the living-room lamp be used 5 hrs. a night, this
charge corresponds to about 3'4d. per kWh in the case of 60 W lamps, and 5*7d.
per kWh if a 30 W lamp be used. It should be noticed that the fixed charge
covers lamp renewals, and a sum calculated to write off within a reasonable period
the capital spent on wiring.

(6) Standing Charge plus Low-unit Charge.-A more
effective method of preventing waste, and certainly a more rational
tariff, consists in charging a fixed annual sum per kW of maximum
demand, plus a small additional charge per kWh actually con-
sumed, as registered by meter, but still regardless of the purpose
to which the current is applied. This method of charging, which
is practically the 'telephone' system mentioned in § 273, involves
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providing a meter, which it is the chief object of the previous
tariff to avoid in the case of very small consumers. The present
tariff encourages the long-hour consumer, for every additional
unit used adds little to the bill, and reduces the average price per
kWh. Suppose, for instance, a purely lighting installation, with
a maximum demand of 2 kW, to be working under this tariff;
the owner could introduce a motor or other apparatus, also taking
.2 kW, and so long as it was not used during lighting hours, his
fixed annual charge would be unaltered, the maximum demand
remaining at 2 kW. He would only have to pay for the addi-
tional units used by the motor at the low rate of charge presup-
posed (§ 275 D).

The fixed or standing expense incurred by keeping the supply system ready
for service, includes the interest and redemption charges on the capital invest-
ment, rents, rates, insurance, etc., and a proportion of the wages and coal bills.
Hitherto, where maximum demand tariffs have been used, it has been customary
to recoup the standing expenses by a fixed charge per kW of maximum demand,
but it has been shown by J. E. Blaikie (Jour. I.E.E., Vol., 59, p. 701) that there
is much to be said in favour of different fixed charges for industrial and residential
consumers. Large factory loads, demanding supply during well-defined hours
6 days a week, involve much lower capital charges per kW and considerably
lower coal and wages costs (apart from the saving due to higher load factor) than
do small residential demands which may require supply at any time, throughout
the week (see, however, the note in § 271 regarding the favourable effect of whole-
sale utilisation of electricity for domestic purposes). Proposals for tariffs dis-
criminating between consumers requiring supply for 7 days a week and those
requiring supply for 6 days a week are given in the paper loc. cit.

Wright's System.-In this older system of charging, the con-
sumer pays a high price per unit metered until his consumption
corresponds to 1 (or 2)hrs.' daily use of Iris maximum, demand
during the period for which the account is rendered; this charge
is equivalent to the fixed charge in the preceding paragraph ; for
all units used over this amount he pays at a low rate. For
example, if the maximum demand recorded by the indicator
(§ 117) is 2 kW, then an average of 2 units a day (i.e. 180 kWh
per quarter of 90 days), equal to 1 hrs.' use per diem of the
maximum demand, must be paid for at the high rate. If the
actual consumption as shown on the meter averages 5 units a day
during the period in question, the balance, or 3 units a day, will
be paid for at the low rate.

Restricted Hour Tariffs.-Methods of charging which depend
on the time at which the maximum demand occurs have also been
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tried, with a view to improving the diversity factor of the power
station. In this case two-rate meters (§116 (ii)) are used, in
which a clock or time switch regulates the hours at which each
tariff is operative. In many places the introduction of a two-rate
tariff has led to important increases in demand during off-peak
periods.

273. Rateable Value; Glasgow, Metropolitan, Telephone,
, and Point-five Tariffs.-A detailed discussion of all the chief

types of residence tariffs, i.e. charges for electricity supplied for
domestic purposes, is to be found in a paper delivered some years
ago by Mr. A. H. Seabrook (Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 48, pp. 376 et seq.).
That author laid stress upon the fact that the Hopkinson principle
(of making distinct charges for M.D. and kWh consumed, to cover
standing and running costs respectively) is the only scientifically
correct basis of charge, though it is by no means universally ap-
plied, owing to the difficulty of framing a simple tariff thereon.
Mention has already been made (§ 272) of the fixed charge per
kW or ' contract demand' tariff and of the Wright maximum

demand system. Other tariffs based on the Hopkinson principle i!
and finding more or less extensive application in Great Britain are
the -rateable value tariff, the Glasgow system, the Metropolitan
system, and the telephone system.

The rateable value tariff consists of a fixed annual payment
(based upon the rateable value of the consumer's premises) supple-
mented by a low charge per kWh of metered consumption. This
system of charging is generally known as the Norwich system
from the town of its origin. Consumers in private houses, may,
for example, have the option of paying a flat rate of 4^d. per kWh
for all purposes, or, alternatively, of. paying 12 % on ̂ ne rateable
value of the premises, plus Id. per unit; in the case of business
houses the fixed charge is based on the lamps installed, and may
be, say, 5s. to 7st 6d per lamp per annum.

According to The Practical Electrician's Pocket Book, the
average annual consumption of consumers taking domestic supply
under rateable value tariffs in 1922 is given in the table on p. 378.

Though the rateable value tariff may be held to have justified
itself in practice, it is obviously an empirical tariff; there is no
definite relation between the rateable value of premises and the
maximum demand of the electricity consumer occupying those r!i'

premises. The percentage of the rateable value taken as the fixed F;f
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Town. kWh per
£1 R.V. Town. kWh per

£1 R. V.

Blackpool I 35 Sheffield . 43
Bradford " 42 Stafford . 15-6
Carlisle " 45 Sutton Coldfield 21
Cheater " 64 Uxbridge 28
Derby 30 Watford . 38
Dewsbury y 23 West Hartlepool 48-6
Halifax . 26 Winchester . 50-2
Harrogato o 46 Wolverhampton 57-2
Leigh' . 65 Wrexham 26
Liverpool i 34

charge differs from town to town (see also § 275, F). The follow-
ing are a few cogent arguments from an article discussing the
characteristics of the rateable value tariff:-

The most tempting feature of the rateable value tariff, from the central station
point of view, IB its simplicity. The fundamental assumption is that rateable
value is a reasonably accurate measure of the electricity-consuming capacity of
private premises, and the fundamental weakness of the system is that it is not
necessarily or even generally anything of the kind. Houses of similar size and
quality shelter families of very different sizes and habits, so that rateable value
boarn neither theoretical nor actual relationship to the current consumption of
a household. In some cases the percentage charge on rateable value is increased,
and in other cases decreased, as the rateable assessment increases. In any event,
if a different percentage of B.V. is to be charged in the case of different-sized
houses (as seems desirable), and if allowance is to be made for the effect of specially
large or small gardens on rateable value (asseems essential), theB.Y. tariff at once
loses its merits of simplicity and power of being easily understood by the layman.
The method generally employed (at the time of initiating the new tariff) in deter-
mining the percentage of rateable value to be taken as the fixed charge, is to analyse
previouH accounts, and see what percentage of rateable value will, in conjunction
with, Bay, ̂ d. per unit, give the same revenue from lighting as the previous flat
rate (say, 4d. a unit). This amounts to securing the station's revenue and supply-
ing all additional units at ^d. It is a simple, if tedious, method of arriving at a
suitable average percentage on rateable value, but there is nothing to secure (1)
that this percentage will not be far wide of the mark in individual cases ; and (2)
that the percentage decided by reference to previous accounts will be at all suit-
able under the new conditions which it is desired to bring about by the new
tariff. Generally the percentage charge is 10, 12J, or 15 °/0 on rateable value,
but it makes a considerable difference to consumers, and so, ultimately, to the

station's prospects, which percentage is adopted. The average price per kWh
fluctuates enormously with rateable value and with total consumption per annum,
wherever the rateable value tariff is applied ; this cannot be fair to either supply
authority or consumer. Perhaps the most disturbing feature is the considerable
difference in average price per unit paid by consumers taking the same amount of
energy, but using it in houses of different rateable value. Nor can this discrepancy
be j ratified by attributing it to differences in load factor, for sometimes the differ-
once is in one direction and sometimes in the other. District, size of garden, and
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assessor's whim are a few of the factors determining the rateable value. Number
and position of windows, nature of surroundings, number and habits of household
are factors influencing the consumption of electricity for lighting and other
domestic purposes. Where is the connecting link between these groups of factors ?
On the average for a whole district the rateable value tariff may be equitable, and
in most cases where it is -working it is equitable as between supply authorities
and consumers as a body; but is this altogether unconnected with the fact that
the tariff has only been in vogue a few years, and that when it was put into force
it was deliberately arranged to give what might be called ' average equity' ? In
other words, is not the tariff very largely artificial-with just that basis of reason
sufficient to make it plausible and workable for the nonce ? The rateable value
tariff must already be responsible for grave anomalies between the current con-
sumption and bills of individual consumers, and such anomalies cannot be good for
the development of the industry as a whole. The maximum demand system in a
modified form is, in the writer's opinion, the best and fairest possible. Every
consumer is entitled to special consideration of his case, for, after all, it is to meet
the electrical engineer's difficulties and limitations that any departure at all from
the flat rate is required. It is, at this date, quite easy to estimate what will be the
average maximum demand for any proposed equipment, and so to determine a
fixed charge which shall be fairer to the consumer than the R.V. charge can be,
whilst being, for the district as a whole, equally satisfactory to the station (EL
Rev., Vol. 77, pp. 443 et ««gr.)«

The Glasgow system charges a fixed number of hours' use of
the M.D. at a primary rate, and all further consumption at a lower
secondary rate. When the system was first enforced in Glasgow,
it was found that the average domestic consumer used his lighting
M.D. for 800 hrs. per annum, so the tariff charged 800 hrs.' use of
the M.D. at 3d. per kWh, and all additional units at Id. The
system is only a slight modification of the Wright system (§ 272),
and, like the latter, it overcharges the consumer for any heating
and cooking consumption unless the latter be metered separately.

The Metropolitan system consists of a fixed primary charge
(based on the kW capacity and nature of lighting and other
apparatus installed) plus a certain charge per kWh till the
amount of this charge equals the primary charge. Thereafter all
units are supplied at a lower price. For example, the fixed
primary charge may be £5 per annum, the first energy charge 2d.
and the second Id. per kWh. Then the consumer's minimum bill
is £5; if he uses 600 kWh per annum he pays a further £5
for them, i.e. a total of 4d. per kWh on the average; there-
after he obtains additional units at Id. Under these conditions

the average price is : 8d / kWh for 200 kWh per annum, 4d. for
600 kWh, 2-8A for 1 000 kWh, 1-9 for 2 000 kWh per annum, and
so on. This system of charging does away with double metering
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and double wiring. The chief object of the two rates of charging
for energy seems to be that consumers using only small domestic
appliances pay for all current at the lighting rate, whereas if
they install heaters or cookers they get on to the lower energy rate,
to which they are entitled.

The telephone system was so named because it consists (like
the telephone charges formerly in force in this country) of a fixed
annual payment in advance, plus a small unit charge for service
actually utilised, i.e. per kWh consumed. The fixed charge is
based on a certain percentage, say, 70 °/o of the connected lighting
load, not counting convenience or decorative lighting, and not
counting wattage installed for other than lighting purposes. The
secondary charge is low, say Id. or l|d. per kWh. The standing
charges are based solely on the lighting installation, and it is in-
sisted that only electric lighting be used on the premises. By
exempting ' convenience' lamps from standing charges, the in-
stallation of such lamps is not checked. The system encourages
liberal and long-hour consumption of energy, is easy to under-
stand, and needs only a single meter, whilst being applicable to
all classes of domestic .supply. The advantages and working of
the system are dealt with fully in Mr. Seabrook's paper (loc. cit).

Point-Jive tariffs have as their object the encouragement of
electric heating and cooking. As matters stand at present, any
system of charging can claim to be a point-five tariff, so long as
it provides additional units for heating and cooking at 0*5d. per
kWh. This charge may be, and generally is, supplemented by a
fixed charge or minimum payment in some form or other, so that
the average price per kWh is generally considerably higher than
0*5d. ; but, as explained in Chapter 26, the important point is that
the charge which varies with the use of the apparatus, i.e. the
energy charge for ' additional' units, be low, so as to encourage
liberal consumption and make the wastage of a few units of
negligible importance to the consumer; the central station can
afford to supply them at low price, once the standing charges
have been covered.

274. Tariffs taking Power Factor into Account. - The
ill-effects of low-power factor in A C. circuits have been discussed
in § ]55. As these effects increase the costs of producing and
distributing a given quantity of energy (kWh as distinct from
kVAh, § 154), it is justifiable to impose upon the consumer a
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supplementary charge if the power factor of his load is lower
than unity, the amount of this charge being greater, the lower
the power factor. The primary function of any such charge is
naturally to penalise low-power factor and so give the consumer
a monetary inducement to avoid it. It is not in the interests of
the supplier to sell 'wattless energy/ which is useless, but to
stimulate consumers to improve the power factors of their loads.
If leading wattless energy is beneficial to the P.F. of the system
as a whole it may be supplied gratis (or even with a bonus), but,
under the ideal conditions of unity power factor, leading wattless
energy is as objectionable an addition as lagging current (§ 153).

Any tariff taking into account the P.F. of the load in-
volves either assuming an average value for the power factor (to
which assumption the consumer may reasonably object); or the
measurement of the power factor either directly (§ 111) or in-
directly by the use of watt-hour and voltampere-hour meters
(§§ 115, 116). In the case of large installations the cost of two or
three metering instruments can be afforded, but this is not so
where small consumers are concerned, and these are often the
worst offenders in respect of low-power factor.

One method of penalising low-power factor is to charge for the true energy
(kWh) metered according to a sliding scale, the price per kWh increasing as the
P.F. decreases. This method demands that the supplier should know the cost
per kWh delivered at various power factors (which varies with the location of the
consumer because of the transmission losses occasioned by low P.F., § 155); also,
the method depends upon the consumer accepting the estimated value of his
power factor, since the actual P.P. generally varies widely and continuously, as
can be seen from the chart of a recording P.F. meter.

A better method of taking power factor into account consists in making a
fixed charge per kVA of maximum demand (instead or per kW, § 272 b) plus a
unit charge per kWh consumed. If the supply voltage be constant, the maximum
kVA can be measured by a maximum current indicator calibrated in kVA, i.e. by
an ampere-hour meter (§ 114) fitted with a maximum increment indicator on the
principle of the Merz demand indicator (§ 117). Unfortunately, variation in P.F.
generally involves appreciable variation in delivered voltage (§ 155), and it is then
necessary to determine the maximum kVA from the maximum kW by dividing
the latter by the power factor. This involves a third measuring instrument (in
addition to the maximum kW and kWh meters), which must be either a recording
P.F. meter or a wattless kVA (or sine) meter, §§ 110, 116 (iv). In the latter case
the quotient (wattless kVA) / kWh gives tan <j>, whence cos <p is obtained by refer-
ence to tables. In its more accurate form this method of charging is fairly com-
plex and, even then, it allows only for the increase in fixed costs occasioned by
low-power factor, and not for the increase in running or working costs. Though
the increase in standing charges is "the main factor, the other is not negligible
(§ 155).
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tioned the tariff system itself has "been changed. On the other hand, the examples
given are representative of the principal tariffs used in Great Britain, and the
general purpose of the examples is better served by retaining the old prices, which
were on a stable basis, than by inserting prices which are abnormal and unstable.
In most places the charges for electricity supply have fallen greatly from the war
level, and it is not too much to hope that economies resulting from the broader
policies now followed in generation and distribution, will compensate for higher
coal and labour costs, thus making possible tariffs as low as those ruling before
the war.

Section 22 (1) of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1922, repealed Subsection 2 of
Section 31 of the schedule to the Electric Lighting (Clauses) Act, 1899, under
which a consumer had hitherto had the option of requiring undertakers to
charge him for the actual amount of energy supplied or for the electrical
quantity contained in the supply. The effect of this repeal was to remove what
had been an obstacle to the general adoption of multi-part tariffs, and thus to
permit tariffs to be introduced suitable for the varied demands on an undertaking
and for encouraging the more extensive utilisation of electricity. If, however, the
consumer and the undertakers had entered into an agreement as to a special
method of charge, a course expressly provided for by the Act of 1899, and that
agreement was for a definite period and allowed a definite length of notice to be
given before either party could terminate it, it is practically certain that the con-
tract would have been held good. The provision for termination by one month's
notice was " in the absence of an agreement to the contrary." The point is of im-
portance as the alteration in the law referred to holds good only in the United
Kingdom and not in overseas countries which have followed British law.

A. Flat Bates by Meter (§ 270).
(i) St. James and Pall Mall (London). Heating, IJd. a unit.
(ii) Winchester. Lighting, 5Jd. a unit.
(iii) Falkirk. Lighting, 5d. a unit.
(iv) Prescot. Lighting, 4d. a unit. Power, Id. a unit.
(v) Beading. Heating and cooking, Jd. a unit, where current is also

taken for lighting.
(vi) Burslem. Cooking, Id. a unit, if premises lighted throughout electri-

cally.
(vii) Manchester. Lighting, 3|d. a unit. Domestic power, IJd. a unit.

B. Meter Rates with Discounts (§ 270).
(viii) St. James and Pall Mall (London). Lighting, 6d. a unit first 4 000

units per annum ; 4d, thereafter.
(ix) Chertsey. Lighting, 6Jd. a unit. Power, 2£d. a unit. Less Jd. in

each case for cash.

(x) Malvern. * Lighting, 7d. a unit. Power, 4d. a unit. Less 5 °/0 in
each case for cash,

(xi) Beading. Lighting: up to 20 units a quarter, 8d. a unit (minimum
charge 13s. 4d.); for next 480 units up to 500 units a quarter, 4Jd.
a unit; then, up to 1 000 units a quarter, 4d. a unit; then, up to
2 000 units a quarter, 3£d. a unit; and further reductions for greater
quantities.

(xii) Burslem. Power and heating : up to 250 units a quarter, 2d. a unit;
then 1 Jd. a unit up to 500 units; then Id. a uu.it. (Also special
bulk rates.)
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(xiii) Manchester. Power : less than 200 units per quarter per measured
E.H.P., IJd. a unit; then IJd. up to 299 units per E.H.P. pel-

P -H,*1M\ quarter; then Id. up to 399 units per E.H.P. per quarter, etc.,
finally reaching O7d. a unit.

(xiv) Liverpool. Lighting : up to 3 000 units a quarter, 3Jd. a unit; then
3d. a unit up to 10 000 units ; then 2Jd. a unit. Power, 2d., l^d.,
and Id. a unit (within same range as lighting).

0. Maximum Demand (§ 272).
(xv) Winchester. Lighting, 7d. a unit first hour's use, 4d. second hour's

use, 2d. afterwards. Power, 3Jd. first hour, IJd. second hour, Jd.
afterwards.

(xvi) Ealkirk. Power, 2Jd. a unit first hour, IJd. afterwards.
(xvii) Burslem. Lighting, 7d. a unit for 91 hrs.' use of M.D. per quarter,

and 2d. a unit afterwards, the average not exceeding 5d, a unit.
(Alternative, 5d. flat rate.)

D. Fixed Charge per H.P. or kW -¥ Charge by Meter (§ 272).
(xviii) St. James and Pall Mall (London). Power, 7s. 6d. per rated H.P. per

quarter, plus Id. a unit.
(xix) Dartford. Lighting, £12 per kW for first kW demand; £9 per kW

for higher demand, plus Id. a unit.
(xx) Falkirk. Power (above 20 H.P. installed), £2 10s. per H.P. maximum

demand, plus |d. a unit; less 10 % on |d. rate for each 100 000
units taken per annum.

(xxi) Beading. Power : exceeding 3 kW at 400 V continuous current, £1
a quarter per kW, plus |d. a unit up to 10 000 units a quarter,
and Jd. a unit beyond; not exceeding 3 kW, 13s. 4d. a quarter
minimum charge, plus Itjrd. a unit for consumption in excess of
20 units.

(xxii) Manchester. Lighting, £7 per annum per kW M.D., plus IJd. a unit.
Power, if over 600 units per E.H.P. per quarter, £1 5s. per E.H.P.
demand per quarter, plus *d. a unit.

(xxiii) Liverpool. Lighting, £2 per quarter per kW M.D., plus IJd. a unit.
Power, £1 10s. per quarter per kW M.D., plus 0'4d. a unit.

E. Fixed Charge per Lamp (§ 272).
(xxiv) Carmarthen. Cottage lighting, 4d. a week per 30 W lamp.
(xxv) Dunster. 50 c.-p. lamp, 3s. 6d.; 25 c.-p., 2s. 6d.; 16 c.-p., Is. lOd. a

quarter.

F. Saleable Value System (§ 273).
(xxvi) Winchester. Lighting, 3s. per £1 rateable value, plus Id. a unit.

(xxvii) Carlisle. Domestic tarif, 12J % on rateable value, plus £d. a unit.
(xxviii) Manchester. Domestic power, 12Ji°/0 on rateable value, plus Jd. a

unit for all purposes ; provided that domestic appliances other than
lamps be installed to the extent of 2 kW iu houses of rateable value
not exceeding £30; 3 kW, not exceeding £50 ; 4 kW, exceeding £50
rateable value.

(xxix) Liverpool. 3J °/0 per quarter (2J °/0 for private houses only) on rate-
able value, plus Id. a unit for all purposes.
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G. Flat Rate subject to Specified Minimum Load Factor.
(xxx) Brompton and Keasington E.S. Go. (London). Motors exceeding

4 H.P., Id. a unit, subject to minimum load factor of 11-4:1 °/0.
Sign lighting, 2d. a unit, subject to minimum load factor of 20 °/0
and 3 years' contract.

H. Eestricted Hour Bates (§ 272).
(xxxi) Dewsbury. Power, f d., Jd., T°ffd., or ̂ d. a unit, according to quantity,

plus rental for time switch.
(xxxii) Manchester. Power, Id. a unit (subject to minimum of 7s. 6d. a

quarter), provided no current is taken between 4 P.M. and 6 P.M. in
November, December, January, and February.

/. Meter Bents, etc.
(xxxiii) St. James and Pall Mall (London). Meter registering up to 1 kW,

2s. 6d. a quarter; from 1 to 5 kW, 5s. ; over 5 kW, 7s. 6d.
(xxxiv) Reading. Nil.
(xxxv) Burslem. Is. a quarter.

(xxxvi) Manchester. Eestricted hour time switch, 2s. 6d. a quarter.

EXAMPLE OF CHARGES BY VARIOUS TARIFFS. - By way of
practical example, the cost of these tariffs may be worked out for
a hypothetical installation containing a variety of apparatus. In
this connection it must be remembered that the tariffs mentioned

above are not the only ones available in some of the places con-
cerned ; in some cases the full tariff schedule is very complex,
so that the actual charge made might vary considerably from
the following estimates. Assume the installation data to be as
follows:-

(a) Fifty 40 W lamps = 2 kW or 2 units per hr. if all alight simultaneously.
Maximum demand, 7 to 9 P.M., 1-7 kW.
2J hrs.' average use of all lamps per day.
Units per day, 3 in summer, 7 in winter.

(6) Cooking equipment-one 3 kW oven; one 1J kW grill; 3 1 kW hot plates.
Maximum demand, 7J kW at any time between 7 A.M. and 9 P.M.
Working hours, 14-16 hrs. a day intermittently.
Units per day, 15, average all year round.

(c) Four heaters of } kW each = 2 kW.
" Maximum demand, 2 kW any time between 7 A.M. and midnight (winter

only).
Working hours, 18 per diem for 7 months.
Average load, 1J kW.
Units per day, 27.

(d) One 10 B.H.P. motor, used for industrial purposes, taking 9 kW at full
load.

Working hours, 8 A.M. to noon and 1 P.M. to 6 P.M = 9 hrs. per diem.
Maximum demand, 9 kW at any time during those hours.
Average load, 5 kW or 5 units per hr.
Units per day, 45 all the year round.
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(e) Whole installation.
Total load connected, 2 + 7J + 2 + 9 = 20J kW.
Maximum demand. The lights and the large motor do not overlap, so

the maximum demand will be the sum of the M.D. of motor and

cooking apparatus in summer, plus heaters in winter, i.e. 16J kW in
summer and 18J kW in winter.

The units consumed will be:-

Per Month.

Per Annum.

Summer. Winter.

Lighting per day 3 or 7 . 90 210 1800
Cooking � 15 . 450 450 5400
Heaters � 27 . 810 5 670 (7 months)
Motors ,, 45 . 1350 1350 16200

Total .... 1890 2820 29070

The annual bill on these hypotheses, subject to the limitations
noted and based on the tariffs specified below, will be as
follows:-

(i), (viii), and (xviii) combined. £ s. d.
Cooking and heating, 11070 units at IJd 69 3 9
Lighting, 1800 units at 6d 45 0 0
Motor, 10 x 7s. 6d. fixed, plus 16 200 units at Id. . 71 5 0
Meter rent: lighting, 5s.; heating and cooking, 7s. 6d.;

motor, 7s. 6d. a quarter 400

Average price per unit, 189 8 9

(iv). £ s. d.
Lighting, 1 800 units at 4d 
Cooking, heating, and motor, 27 270 units at Id. 

30 0 0

113 12 6

Average price per unit, l-19d. 143 12 6

(v), (xi), and (xxi) combined. & s. d.
Cooking and heating, 11070 units at Jd. 23 1 3
Lighting, 20 units at 8d. = £0 13 4

� 430 � 4}d.= 813

4 x 450 units per quarter = 4 x £8 14 7 34 18 4
Motor, 9 x £1 fixed charge, plus 16 200 units at f d. 59 12 6

117 12 1
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(vi), (xii), and (xvii) combined. £ s. d.
Cooking, 5 400 units at Id 
Power and heating-Summer, 4 050 units a quarter. 

22 10 0

Winter, 6480 �

Summer. Winter.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

500 units at 2d. . . .434 434
500 � ijd. . . .326 326
Balance at Id. . . . 29 11 8 53 4 2

36 17 6 60 10 0 97 7 6

Lighting, 91 hrs.' use of MJX, 91 x 1-7, or 155 units per
quarter -

155 units at 7d. . £4 10 5
115 � 2d. . 0 19 2

£5 9 7 per summer quarter x 2 10 19 2
155 units at 7d. . £4 10 5
475 � 2d. . 3 19 2

£897 per winter quarter x 2 . 16 19 2
Meter rents (three at Is. per quarter) 

Average price per unit, l-23<#. 

0 12 0

148^"MM _J_ 10

(vii) and (xiii) combined. £ " s. d.
Lighting, 1 800 units at 3f d 
Cooking and heating, 11 070 units at IJd 

Per quarter per E.H.P. 

28 2 6

57 13

Motor, 200 units at l|d. . .£150
100 � l|d. . . 0 10 5
374 Id. . .03 14

3374 units £1 18 64 ( x 4 x 12) . 92 10 0

Average price per unit, 1-47 'd. 178 5 7J

(vii) and (xxii) combined. £ s. d.
Cooking and heating, 11 070 units at IJd 
Lighting, £7 x 1*7 fixed, plus 1 800 units at 14d. 

57 13 14
23 3 0

Power : Units per quarter per E.H.P. are below limit at
which (xxii) applies, hence charge is accprding to tariff Ki
(xiii), as in previous example 

Average price per unit, l*43dL 

92 10 0

173 6 14

276. Bibliography (see explanatory note, § 58).
COSTS, TARIFFS, ETC., IN BRITISH AND COLONIAL SUPPLY STATIONS.

Tables of Costs and Records (Supplement to the Electrical Times).
Electrician Electrical Trades Directory (Benn Bros.).
Manual of Electrical Undertakings. E. Garcke (Electrical Press),
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PART III- TRANSMISSION AND CONTROL.

CHAPTER 13.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

277. Applications of Insulated Conductors.-Insulated con-

ductors are used for the wiring of practically all installations i!
indoors and outdoors. Outdoors permanent (fixed) circuits can ii
sometimes be provided more cheaply by bare conductors than
by insulated cables, but, against the cost of insulation on the
latter, there must be set the cost of the poles (or brackets) and
insulators required by bare conductors; also, the obstruction
caused by, and the risk of accidental contact with, bare wires in
works' yards and similar situations. The last-named consideration
applies in yet greater degree to interior installations, and almost
the only uses for bare circuits indoors are as contact wires for
travelling cranes and in carrying low-voltage current for electro-
chemical and electro-metallurgical purposes. . Insulated cables.
are also used for the transmission and distribution of electricity
(generally underground) wherever accommodation cannot con-
veniently be provided for overhead lines, or where the use of *;
the latter would be dangerous. In the early days of electricity
supply, bare distributing cables were stretched on insulators in
underground conduits and a few examples of this practice may
still be in existence. The same principle is used extensively in
the contact rails of the conduit-tramway system (Chapter 34)
but there a bare conductor is essential, in order that continuous
sliding contact may be made, and the conductor itself is rigid.
The relatively small copper conductors required for general distri-
bution service need closely-spaced supports in order that the con-
ductor may not sag into contact with the conduit; for this
reason and because the system cannot easily be insulated for high
pressures, insulated cables are now standard.

Bare conductors are used mainly for overhead transmission
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and their characteristics and constants are therefore dealt with

in Chapter 14, where, also, there are discussed certain features of
high voltage cables associated with power transmission over con-
siderable distances. Special features of colliery cables are dis-
cussed in Chapter 32.

278. Low and Medium Voltage Wires and Cables.-For
installation work insulated stranded copper wires should be used.
The size of the copper conductor will depend primarily on the
current to be carried. If, however, the length of any particular
circuit is considerable, the loss of volts due to the resistance of
the copper must also be taken into account (§§ 24, 286); other-
wise the lamps and apparatus may not get their correct pressure
even when the wire is carrying much below its maximum safe
current. It is generally specified (following the I.E.E. wiring
rules) that the loss of volts in the conductors, from the entrance
of the supply up to any apparatus, when the whole installation
is switched on, shall not exceed 2 % of the supply pressure plus
a fixed allowance of 1 V, i.e. say, 3£ V on 110 V circuits and 5-J V
on 220 V circuits. As will be seen when dealing with branch
circuits (Chapter 22) these are generally so laid out that a single
size of wire can be safely used throughout for lighting or fans-
not for heating-but the cables leading to the distribution boards
require to be worked out carefully. On power and heating
circuits the drop in volts is not of so much importance, and the
size of conductors is then determined by their permissible rise of
temperature; this, with rubber insulated cables, should be limited
)0 20° F. whatever the purpose for which current is used, while
with paper or fibre insulated cables a rise of 50° F. is allowable
(§ 291).

279. British Standard Sizes of Insulated Annealed Copper
Conductors.-Formerly there were thirty-two standard sizes of
conductors from 0* 001 to 1 sq. in. nominal area; with three ex-
ceptions these were stranded wires and in most cases the size of
the individual wires was quoted in S. W.G. numbers (see Table 39).
In order to simplify and cheapen manufacture, the number of
standard sizes was reduced to twenty-five (between the same limits
of nominal area) by the B.E.S.A. Specification No. 7, 1922. At
the same time, the sizes of the individual wires were specified in
inches throughout. However, S.W.G. numbers are still much
used and there is, of course, a vast amount of conductors of the
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TABLE 39.-Old and New British Standard Sizes for
Insulated Annealed Copper Conductors.

Old Standard. Hew Standard.
-

Kumber and S.W.G. Kumber and Dia. inNominal Area Nominal Area
and / or Dia. in Ins. Ins. of Individual
of Individual Wires. in Sq. In. in Sq. In. Wires.

1/20 (-036") 0- 001 0 o- ooi o I/ -036 li
0-0015 1/-044

1/18 (-048") 0-0018
3/22 (-028") 0- 001 8

0-0020 3/-029

7/25 (-020") 0' 002 2
3/20 (-036") 0- 003 0 0-0030 3/-036
7/23 (-024") 0- 003 1
1/16 (-064") 0- 003 2 0-0030 l7'064
7/22 (-028") 0-0042

0-0045 7/-029
7 / 21 £ (-030") 0- 004 97/20 (-086") 0- 007 0 0-0070 7/-036 u
7/19 (-040") 0- 008 6

o- 010 o 7/-044

7/18 (-048") 0- 012 5
0-0145 7/-052

7/17 (-056") 0* 017 0 .
7/16 (-064") 0- 022 1 0-0225 7/-064

0-0300 19/-044

19/18 (-048") 0- 033 8
7/14 (-080") 0- 034 6

0-0400 19 / -052
19/17 (-056") 0- 045 9
19/16 (-064") 0- 060 0 0-0600 19 / -064

19/15 (-072") 0- 075 0 0- 075 0 19 / -072
19/14 (-080") 0-0937

0*1000 19 / -083
37/16 (-064") 0* 116 8 0- 120 0 37 / -064
19 /13 (-092") 0- 125 0

37 /15 (-072") 0- 150 0 O'ISOO 37 / -072
37/14 (-080") 0* 182 4
37 / -083" 0- 2000 0-2000 37 / -083
37 / -092" 0- 2500 0-2500 37 / -09337 / -104" 0-3000 0-3000 37 / 103 'I
61 / -092" 0-4000 0-4000 61 / -093
61 / -104" 0- 500 0 0-5000 61 / 10361 / -112" 0-6000 0-6000 91 / -093 I
91 / -101" 0- 750 0 0-7500 91 / 103

127 / -101" 1-0000 roooo 127 / 103
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Cables, LE.E. (Vide Mules, § 280).
another, and refer to situations where the maximum temperature of the air does
supplied by the National Physical Laboratory, those in columns 3 and 4 are the
temperature of 20° P., and, in the case of paper insulated cables of 50° 3?. above
yrhen working at the currents given in columns 3 and 4 are calculated on the
insulation and 130° F. in the case of paper insulation.

Minimum Eadial Thickness.

Conductor Conductor
Besistan.ce in No. of WiresStandard Weight in Lbs.

per 1000 Yds. Vulcanised Rubber.
Ohms per Paper or Lead and Dia. of

Fibre. Sheath. Bach Wire.1 000 Yds. (B.E.S.A,.
at 60° F. Standard). (Class B.) On Paper

Up to Up to Up to or Jute
250 V. 6dOV. 660V. Cables.

8. 8a. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.

Ohms. Lbs. Ins. Ins. Ins. Ins. Ins.

23-59 11-77 0-034 0-055 1 / -036"
15-79 17-58 0-034 0-055 1 / -044"
12-36 23-37 0-036 0-056 3 / -029"

8-019 '36-02 0-038 0-057 - - 3 / -036"
7-463 37-20 0-036 0-057 1 / -064"
5-281 54-39 0-039 0-058 7 / -029"

3-4:27 83-81 0-041 0-059 0-080 0-060 7 / -036"
2*294 125-2 0-043 0-060 0* 080 0-060 7 / -044"
1-643 174-9 0-046 0-061 0-080 0-060 7 / -052"

1-084 264-9 0-049 0-062 0- 080 0-060 7 / -064"
0- 846 8 340-4 19 / -044"
0- 506 3 475-5 0- 056 0*063 0- 080 0-060 19 / -052"
0- 400 2 720-3 0-062 0-065 O'OSO 0-070 19 / -064"

0- 316 2 911-6 0-066 0- 060 0-080 0-070 19 / -072"
0- 238 0 1 211 0-072 0-072 0- 080 0-070 19 / -083"
0- 205 6 1 403 0-075 0-075 0- 080 0-070 37 / -064"

0- 162 5 1 776 0-080 0-080 o- oso 0-070 37 / -072"
0- 122 3 2 360 0-088 0-088 0- 080 0-070 37 / -033"
0- 097 38 2 963 0-095 0-095 0- 090 0-080 37 / -093"

0- 079 39 3 635 0- 102 0*102 0- 090 0-080 37 / -103"
0- 059 08 4 886 0- 114 0-114 0- 100 0-090 61 / -093"
0- 048 16 5 994 0- 121 0-121 0- 100 0-090 61 / -103"

0-*039 61 7 290 0- 125 0-125 0- 100 0*100 91 1 -093"
0- 032 29 8 942 0- 131 0-131 o- no o-ioo 91 / -103"
0- 023 14 12 481 0- 141 0-141 0- 110 0-110 127 / -103"

for the classes of ceuble shown: Concentric, 0-93 ; 3-core, 0-88 ; 4-core, 0-82.
40), the maximum currents may be less than those shown in columns 3 and 4.
the B.E.S.A. Specification No. 7 ; the data for the I.B.E. table are not available
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old standard sizes still in service; the comparison between the
old and new standards in Table 39 (p. 391) will therefore be
found useful.

280. I.E.E. Rules regarding Insulated Wires and Cables.
-The following extracts from the I.E.E. wiring rules explain the
basis on which Table 40 (reprinted from the same rules) is drawn
up. Col. Sa has been added from B.E.S.A. Specification No. 7,
1922. The data on which the cols. 8 and Sa are based are given
in § 62, and, as noted there, a variation of 2 °/0 is allowable from
the standard resistances and weights. The use of the single un-
stranded wires should generally be avoided, although allowed by
the I.E.E. rules. The most generally useful sizes for branch
wiring are 3 / '029 and 3 / '036 (old 3/22 and 3 / 20); and for
sub-mains 7 / -029, 7 / '036, 7 / '052: 7 / '064, 19 / -052, and
19 / -064 (old 7 / 22, 7 / 20, 7 / 18, 7 / 16, 19 / 18, and 19 / 16).
In Table 40 the maximum current permissible is based upon the
temperature rises specified by wiring rule 4!3 below (see also § 291).
The following are the actual rules of the I.E.E., Nos. 39-52,
relating to conductors as entered in the table on previous page:-

CONDUCTORS-SIZE AND CONDUCTIVITY.

39. Size.-Except for wiring fittings, the cross-sectional area (Table, col. 2)
of any copper conductor must not be less than that of a No. 18 S.W.G. The
cross-sectional area of fittings wires must not be less than that of a No. 20 S.W.G.

40. Subject to Bules 39 and 43 being complied with, the minimum size of the
conductors within a building will be determined as follows :-

(a) Lighting Circuits.-For lighting circuits, by the permissible drop in
volts, which under ordinary conditions must not exceed 2 °/0, plus a
constant allowance of 1 V (Table, cols. 3a and 4o).

(b) Power and Heating Circuits.-For power and heating circuits, by the
rise in temperature, which must not exceed 20° F. (11-1° C.) (Table,
cols. 3 and 4).

41. Conductivity : Sulphur.-Insulated copper conductors must be of annealed
copper, and they must have a conductivity not less than that laid down by the
Engineering Standards Committee (Bule 57 § 62), and the copper must be pro-
tected by tinning or other effective method (Bule 56, § 285) from contact with
the insulating material if such contains sulphur.

42. Stranding.-All insulated copper conductors having a greater cross-
sectional area than that of a No. 16 S,W.G. wire must be stranded.

43. Table (vide Table 40).-The maximum permissible currents for the various
sizes of conductors up to 1 sq. in. in cross-sectional area are shown in cols. 3 and
4 of the Table, which allow for a rise of temperature of 20° F. (11 -1° 0.) for rubber
insulated cables (Bule 45), and of 50° F. (27-8° C.) for paper or fibre insulated
cables. Below 0- 005 sq. in. cross-sectional area for rubber insulated cables and
0* 017 sq. in. for paper insulated cables the table is based on a current density of
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4 000 A per sq. in.* Cols. 3a and ka show the corresponding lengths in yards of
single conductor in circuit for each volt of fall of potential when the maximum
continuous current is in use.

CONDUCTORS-INSULATION.

44. Temperature.- Conductors, except as provided in Rules 75 and 76,
Chapter 23, must be specially Insulated with material which does not rapidly
deteriorate at the highest temperature to which it will be subjected ; for instance,
rubber must not be allowed to exceed 130° F. (54-4° C.), and paper or fibre 176° F.
(80° C.).

45. The insulating material on any conductor other than a flexible must be
throughout either-

Clans A. Vulcanised Rubber.-A non-hygroscopic dielectric,f such as vulcan-
ised rubber of the best quality, which only needs mechanical protection
(Rules 63-66, § 283, and Chapter 23. Or

Class B. Paper and Fibre.-A. hygroscopic dielectric, f such as impregnated
paper or fibre, which must be encased in a waterproof sheath, generally
of soft metal, such as lead, drawn closely over the dielectric.

46. Thickness.-The radial thickness of vulcanised rubber must not be less
than that given in cols. 9 and 10 of the Table. The radial thickness of dielectrics
of Class B must not be less than that given in col. 11, and the radial thickness of
the lead sheath not less than that given in col. 12. The dielectric must not soften
sufficiently, under working conditions, to allow displacement of the conductor
from the centre.

47. Pressure Test.-The dielectric must be such that when the insulated con-

ductor has been immersed in water for 24 hrs., it will, while still immersed, with-
stand a pressure test of 1 000 V for J hr. in the case of 250 V cables (Rule 16, § 4);
and one of 2 500 V for J hr. in the case of 650 V cables (Rule 17). The testing
pressures must be alternating pressures at a frequency of 50 to 100 supplied from
an alternator capable of giving an output of not less than 5 kW.

48. Insulation Resistance Test.-The minimum insulation resistance, when
corrected to a temperature of 60° P. (15"6° C.), must be that given in cols. 5 and 6
of the Table for vulcanised rubber, and that given in col. 7 for Class B, the test
being made after 1 minute's electrification at not less than 500 V, and after the
insulated conductor has been immersed in water for 24 hrs. immediately preceding
the test, and while still immersed.

49. Twin and Multiple Conductors.-Each insulated member of a twin or
multiple conductor must have the insulation resistance given in the Table for single
conductors ojHhe same size.

50. Taping and Braiding.-Conductors insulated as in Class A must be taped
and braided if drawn into conduits, and at least braided if laid in casing.

51. Colours for Conductors.-Where colours are used to distinguish the con-
ductors, the following are recommended :-

* Author's Note.-It will be seen that the permitted current density in paper
cables is about 4 000 A per sq. in. from 0' OOl-O'Ol sq. in.; 2 000 A per sq. in.
about O'l sq. in. ; and 1 000 A per sq. in. for 0*5-1O sq. in. In rubber cables
from 0*01-1 sq. in. the current density may be about two-thirds the above values.
These easily memorised figures are useful for rough estimates.

f Dielectric does not include braiding or taping.
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Continuous current: 4-, red; -, black ; Neutral, yellow or white.
Alternating current: (a) Phase, red; (b) Phase, yellow or white ; (c) Phase,

blue; Neutral, green.
52. Concentric Conductors.-Concentric conductors must in all respects con-

form to the requirements laid down for single conductors ; the insulation resistance
of the dielectric separating the two conductors must be that given in the Table
for single conductors having the same diameter as the inner conductor. The in-
sulation resistance of the dielectric on the external conductor, where insulated,
must be that given in the Table for single conductors having the same diameter
as the outside diameter of the external conductor.

281. Grade of Cables.-Electrical wires and cables are sold

as being of a certain ' grade ' of insulation resistance (§ 71). The
three grades most generally used are known as 300, 600, and
2 500 megohm grades; these figures represent the minimum in-
sulation resistance per mile for the largest size of cables in each
grade (§ 4). Thus, in the 600 megohm grade cables, from about
19 / *072 ins. (19 / 15 S.W.G.) upwards will actually have this
resistance per mile; smaller cables of this grade, insulated to the
same specification, will have higher actual insulation resistance,
up to 1 200 or even 2 000 megohms per mile in the smallest sizes
(vide cols. 5 and 6 of Table 40). This is due to the fact that the
reduction in wire diameter, and hence in its leakage surface in
contact with the insulation, more than compensates for the re-
duced radial thickness of insulation.

For example, a 61 / *103 ins. cable has 0' 121 in. radial thickness of vulcanised
rubber (up to 250 V), and the conductor is 0* 936 in. in diameter. Similar data for
a 7 / -064: ins. cable are 0* 049 in. radial thickness of insulation and 0- 192 in.
conductor diameter; and for a 1 / -064 in. conductor, 0* 036 in. radial thickness
and 0- 064 in. diameter. If the 61 / -.103 ins. cable be of 600 megohm grade, its
actual insulation resistance will be 600 megohms per mile; and if the smaller
cables be of the same grade, their actual insulation resistance may be taken
(approximately) as varying directly with the radial thickness of insulation and
inversely with the conductor diameter, the latter being proportional to the surface
of wire in contact with the insulation per unit length of cable. This basis of
calculation is not strictly accurate,* but it is near enough for estimating purposes
and to illustrate the fundamental distinction between actual insulation resistance

and grade. On this basis, the actual insulation resistance of 7 / -064 ins. cable
of 600 megohm grade = 600 x (0- 049 /O' 121) x (0' 936 / 0-192) = 1 190 megohms
per mile. Similarly, that of 1 / -064 in. cable = 600 x (0- 036 / 0- 121) x
(0- 936 / 0* 064) = 2 600 megohms per mile. The actual values given in Table 40
are respectively 900 and 2 000 megohms per mile.

From Rule 48 (§ 280) it will be seen that the I.E.E. standards

* For a theoretically accurate treatment of the problem see Electric Cables
and Networks, by A. Eussell (Constable), 2nd edition, p. 62.
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For the efficient use of the test the sodium sulphide solution should be pre-
pared by dissolving 25 gms. of pure mono-sulphide of sodium in 100 cu. cms.
of water, adding an excess of sulphur and boiling for about 1 hr. with occasional
stirring. The solution should then be cooled, filtered, and diluted to the required
specific gravity of 1* 142. As there is a slight tendency for this solution to decom-
pose on prolonged standing, depositing sulphur, it should be freshly prepared.
The preparation of the hydrochloric acid is simply a matter of dilution to the
required specific gravity (C. J. Beaver, Jour. I.E.E., Vol 53, p. 70).

Good tinning should have a slightly golden tint. Blackening
means that the tinning is imperfect, but silver-white appearance
is also to be regarded with suspicion. Imperfectly vulcanised
rubber adheres to the metal.

Silvery brightness of the tin coating after vulcanisation casts suspicion on the
quality of the rubber. It has nothing to do with the purity of the tin or its ap-
plication to the wire. A low-grade foreign wire may often be detected by this
feature alone. During vulcanisation of the (inferior) rubber, acid products-due
to the method of preparing the ' pure' rubber layer or to reactions in organic
loading constituents, other than rubber-may be formed which slightly ' pickle '
the tin and prevent formation of tin sulphides. A high-grade rubber compound
takes longer than an inferior compound to vulcanise, and due to this and to the
absence of ' pickling' there is formed the slightly golden film of tin sulphide which
is regarded by cable inspectors as probable indication of excellence (Beaver,
loc. cit.).

283. Class of Cables.-The term c class ' in regard to cables
refers to the protecting covering over the dielectric, which may
be of any of the grades mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Pure rubber strip wound in two or three layers with staggered
joints and covered with tape and braiding forms a type of in-
sulation which is only suitable up to 100 V or so, and is obviously
not moisture-proof. Vulcanised india-rubber (V.I.R.) cables are
standard for ordinary work, and it is usually sufficient if the cable
is externally ' taped and braided/ It is frequently remarked that,
when there is any difference in durability, black-finished rubber
cables always last longer than red-finished ones. The difference
is attributed by Beaver to the presence of resin in the ozokerite
compound with which the braiding is saturated. The natural
colour of ozokerite is black. The operation of dyeing it red is
facilitated by presence of resin, but resinous matter is absorbed .
with avidity by rubber, to the great detriment of the latter. The
presence of resin is not essential, but its exclusion involves extra
cost. Unless it is certain that attention has been paid to this
point, there is sound justification for preferring black-finished
cable. ., , ....
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Vulcanised india-rubber cables are often lead-covered, and
copper is sometimes used as protective covering (Chapter 23).
Where extra mechanical strength is required, ' armoured' cable
is used, the protection consisting of galvanised iron wire or tape,
single or multiple. Round-wire armouring is generally used on
small sizes of cable and also where the armouring has to carry
weight, as in cables suspended vertically in pit shafts. Metal
tape probably affords better mechanical protection than is given
by round wires ; wires of special inter-locking section are some-
times used and these combine flexibility with a high degree of
mechanical protection. Armouring may be used in combination
with braiding (within or without the armouring, or both), or over
a lead sheath. Impregnated tape between lead and steel reduces
the risk of cutting or deforming the lead by the armour and
prevents electrolytic action between the two metals. Impregnated
hemp or jute may be used to protect the armouring. Wherever
paper or other hygroscopic dielectric is used, lead sheathing is
essential (besides impregnation of the paper, § 287), and great care
must be taken to ensure that the ends of the cable are sealed and

the joints moisture-proof. Paper-insulated cables are seldom used
for house wiring or for small sizes of branch wiring; their use
for high-tension work is practically standard (§§ 287, 288).
Vulcanised bitumen is a waterproof insulating material, often
considered treacherous in its mechanical properties, but greatly
improved during recent years. It is largely used in mining work
(Chapter 32), and to a limited extent for general distribution
mains. It may be lead sheathed and armoured or it may be used
unsheathed or as a sheathing for paper-insulated cables. Special
forms of protection have been devised for a variety of purposes.
Thus there are fireproof cables ; special trailing cables for serving
portable underground machines, where rough usage is inevitable ;
acid-proof cables, and so on. The use of asbestos as a fire-resisting
covering for cables is not without risk, since the asbestos may
serve as a wick for oil in case of switchboard fires or explosions.

' Cab-tyre sheathed ' cables consist of single or multiple core
V.IR. cables with a substantial sheathing of rubber similar to
that used for cab tyres, and chosen for its mechanical properties
and chemical inertness. This sheathing will stand a great deal
of rough usage and all conditions due to steam, oil, acid, alkali,
etc., which are likely to be encountered in practice. Besides its
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use in industrial service of all kinds, this class of cable is suitable
for general wiring work. It is useful in making connections to
lift cars and in wiring to cookers in kitchens; It can be run in
plaster unprotected, and in general wiring it eliminates conden-
sation, leakage, and corrosion troubles, particularly if used in
conjunction with special terminal and connecting boxes in which
the wire is taken down through an outer vessel and up into an
inner 'bell/ the mouth of which is sealed by insulating oil in the
outer vessel when the whole is assembled.

I.E.E. Rule 65 relates to uncased wiring with tough rubber
compound protection, and specifies that-

65. Insulated conductors protected by atf outer reinforcing covering of tough
rubber compound not less than 50 mils thick and capable of resisting abrasion,
acids, oils, and alkalis, may be used without conduits or wood casing provided
that-(a) The resistance of the covering to fire is equal or superior to that ol
vulcanised rubber ; (6) the covering encloses the insulated conductors as a whole
or each insulated conductor separately; (c) the conductors comply with the in-
sulation requirements of Rules 47 and 48, § 280.

British standard dimensions for armouring, bedding, braiding,
serving, cab-tyre sheathing, etc., on insulated copper conductors
for power and light service are given in B.E.S.A. Specification,
No. 7, 1922.

284. Flexible Wires.-For hanging pendant lamps, and for
connecting up portable apparatus to wall plugs, etc., the ordinary
wires shown in Table 40 are too stiff; and special flexible wires
(' flexibles') are used, consisting of many strands of very fine copper
wire. The Cable Makers' Association standards are 0* 007 6 in.

and 0- 012 in. dia. (corresponding to Nos. 36 and 30 S. W.G.) for
the strands; strands 0* 004 8 in. dia. (No. 40 S.W.G.) have often
been used in non-Association flexibles, but such fine wires are apt
to be brittle, particularly if tinned. Old and new standard sizes
of flexible cords are shown in Table 41. For similar particulars
concerning flexible cables, ranging from 140 / *010 in.-792 / 029 in.
(0*01-0*5 sq. in. nominal area), see B.E.S.A. Specification No. 7,
1922.

The thickness of insulation is greater in C.M.A. than in Non-
Association flexibles, and if tinning be used instead of cotton
lapping the larger diameter of strands (as compared with Non-As-
sociation flexibles) compensates for the effect of tinning in making
fine wires somewhat brittle. I.E.E. rules as to the insulation of

flexibles are given in the next paragraph. Over the
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TABLE 41.-Standard Siz&s and Approximate Current-
Carrying Capacity of Flexible Cords.

Old Standard. New Standard, ts *. 4->
Cfl .If -A P fed .

F*
Number of Wires of "TS O e«3 Number ofSize. J'o 1 "s^4§d Wires of Dia. !-,§ 'S «5 jScQ"S*9 Is ^En £ £« a? aJCj0 0* <3 ̂fe" os' - ' S. 6S o to J.gH +0^^ OJ(- * 1^

II &£"! §1 (O "3 §t-
o 003® "go 0 I<o o "S J* '«1 1

§e eg- ^2< fe 0 K a ^

34 22 14 - 0- 000 6 14" 7 Q'0006 39-7 2-5 "24- -28 22
56 36 22 O'OOIO 23 11 O'OOIO 24-2 4-1 "27--30 20

100 64 40 0-0018 40 16 0-0017 13-9 7-0 "29- -32 18

178 114 71 0' 003 2 70 28 0-0030 7-94 12-9 -33--8S 16
278 178 111 0- 005 0 110 44 0-0048 5*05 19-0 "37-*40 14
___ - , - . 162 65 0-0070 3-43 24-0 "41--42 13

there is generally a covering of either cotton or silk, and two or
three separate wires are then twisted together to form a twin or
triple flexible. Where subject to rough use the two wires are
padded to a circular shape and then covered by an outside pro-
tective layer of braiding; this class is known as 'workshop
flexible/

It is sound policy to assume a low current-carrying capacity
for flexihles (particularly in the smaller sizes), because individual
strands often break at many points, particularly in leads supplying
vacuum cleaners, flat irons, and other portable apparatus. The
resulting local reduction in effective copper section increases the
current density at the point affected.

Useful information on the mechanical testing of flexibles for
wearing- quality, etc., is to be found in Report No. 32529 of the
Electrical Testing Laboratories to the National Electric Light
Association (U.S. A.); see also Electricity, Vol. 34, p. 772.

285. I.E.E. Rules as to Flexibles.-The wiring rules of the
I.E.E. (Nba 53-5S) lay down the following requirements as to
flexible^:-

* Depending on type of protective covering,
TOL, I. 401 26
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53. Size.-Flexibles must be made up so that the total cross-sectional area
is not less than equivalent to No. 22 S.W.G., and they must be composed of wires
twisted together on a short lay, no wire being smaller than a No. 36 S.W.G.

54. Dielectric and Tests.-The instating material used as the dielectric must
he pure rubber equal to washed para rubber or vulcanised rubber of the best quality.
The pure rubber must be laid on in two layers, care being taken that the edges
of each layer overlap, and the radial thickness of the dielectric must not be less
than 20 mils. Each coil of pure rubber flexible must be tested in air for 15 minutes
with a pressure of 1 500 V alternating between the conductors at a frequency of
50-100.

55. Vulcanised Rubber.-Vulcanised rubber flexible must be insulated with

one layer of pure rubber and two layers of vulcanised rubber ; the minimum in-
sulation resistance and radial thickness of the dielectric must be those specified in
the Table (§ 280) for 250 V or 650 V cable having similar cross-sectional area of
conductor. In the case of flexibles having a conductor cross-sectional area less
than 0* 000 9 sq. in., the radial thickness must not be less than 33 mils for low
pressures and not less than 62 mils for medium pressures. The pressure tests and
insulation tests must be applied before braiding, and as specified in Rules 47 and
48, § 280, with the exception that the pressure tests maybe applied for 15 minutes
only.

56. Sulphur.-Insulating material containing sulphur must not be in direct
contact with copper wires (Kule 41, § 280).

286. Drop of Volts in Cables.-In col. 3a of Table 40 (§ 280)
are given the approximate lengths of each size of wire in which,
with the current in the preceding column flowing, there will be a
drop of 1 V. If the current is halved the length for the same drop
of pressure will be doubled, and so on, in inverse proportion.

For example, using 3 / '029 ins. wire, if the current carried is the maximum
allowable, viz. 7*8 A, the drop is 1 V in about 31 ft. Therefore, if the pressure of
the supply in question is 220 V, and we arrange for 4 V drop in the branch wires
(out of the 5J Y allowable, § 278), we are limited to 124= ft. of wire, i.e. 62 ft. run
of lead and the same of return.

Generally the length of wire and the current are known and it is required to
find the size of wire which must be used. Thus, the pressure being 110 or 220 V,
we may generally allow up to 2 or 4 V drop respectively in the branch wiring;
now by Ohm's Law the total resistance of the conductor will be E / I, JB being
the drop in volts allowed ; then if we know the total length (lead plus return) and
the resistance of that length (by the above calculation) the resistance per 1 000
yards can be found at once by simple proportion, and from this the nearest size of
wire can be selected from the wire table (col. 8), as in examples (Table A on
opposite page).

Care must be taken to see that the cable selected on the basis

of voltage drop is not too small for the current it has to carry ;
this may be ascertained by reference to col. 3 of Table 40. Also,
if the size comes out smaller than 3 / '029 ins. (3 / 22 S. W.G.), that
wire is the smallest which should ordinarily be used. Of two
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TABLE A.-Examples in Selecting Size of Conductor, on the
Basis of Assumed Voltage Drop.

Drop Current Length ProportionalAllowed Nearest Size from
./. 11= KI I. Lead and Resistance per

M. Col. 8 of Table 40.Return. 1 000 Yds.

V. Amperes. Ohms. Yds. Ohms. S.W.G.
2 5 0-4 40 10 3/21
4 5 0-8 60 13-4 3/22
2 7 0-28 50 5-7 7/22
2 7 0-28 80 3-5 7/20
2 13 0-15 30 5 7 / 22 or 3 / 18

sizes, in cases of doubt, it is better to use the larger, especially if
the current is near the maximum allowable by the Table or if the
air temperature is liable to exceed 80° F. In the case of mains
and sub-mains, where extensions may cause an increase of current,
it is also best to be liberal in the size used.

287. Insulating- Materials for High-Pressure Cables.-
General information concerning insulating materials is to be found
in Chapter 2. The notes here given relate to the characteristics
of various insulating materials as affecting the use of the latter
in high-voltage cables (see also §§ 281,283 for low-voltage cables,
and § 288 for extra high-pressure cables). The inductance and
capacity of cables are discussed in §§ 310, 311.

Air under pressure (§ 78) has been used experimentally as
dielectric for high-voltage £ cables;' with a \ in. conductor inside
a 4-in. iron tube, and air at 120 Ibs. per sq. in., it is possible to
transmit energy at 60 000 V (J. S. Highfield, El. Rev., Vol. 91,
p. 919).

Rubber is too costly for use as insulating material on high-
pressure cables ; it has a high insulation resistance, but has lower
break-down pressure than paper, and both the insulation resistance
and dielectric strength of rubber depend greatly on its composi-
tion and degree of vulcanisation. The proportion of pure rubber
in the mixture is generally from 30-60 °/0. Rubber insulation
is liable to attack by ozone and nitric acid formed from the
atmosphere in the neighbourhood of ah.t. conductors ; a sheath-
ing of bitumen between rubber and conductor eliminates this risk.
The lower specific inductive capacity of paper as compared with
rubber is an advantage in cable construction.
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The general properties of vulcanised bitumen include a
tendency to "break short at low temperatures, particularly under
shock, and to soften and permit decentralisation of conductors
when heated in service. However, manufacture of these cables
has improved greatly during recent years. Two- and three-core
bitumen cables are generally found more reliable than single-core
cables, and A.C. cables give less trouble than C.C. cables of this
type. Vulcanised bitumen is immune from attack by acids, but
alkalis cause a certain amount of surface attack. From an ex-

tensive investigation, C. J. Beaver concludes that the softening
of bitumen by saponification is attributable to leakage current,
moisture (in so far as the latter is required to render braid-
ing conducting), and heat, the effect increasing with the time
these conditions endure. Saponification troubles occur only on
negative cables, since it is only there that alkali is produced
electrolytically. The incorporation of 5-10 % °f high-grade
vulcanised rubber in vulcanised bitumen is said to give a material
free from any softening trouble, even under severe conditions of
practice, and superior to either ingredient alone. The principal use
of bitumen cables is as distributors in mining and other industrial
service; a bitumen sheathed cable with bitumen "wormings"
between the component conductors, which are themselves insulated
with bitumen is practically moisture-proof. The bitumen should
be forced into the interstices between the strands of each con-

ductor to prevent "creeping " of moisture from a defective point.
Paper insulation is employed in most cables for pressures

of 3 000 V or higher, owing to its good mechanical and electrical
properties. Suitable paper stands heating in service better than
rubber ; also it is cheaper than rubber and has a very high break-
down pressure (about 200 kV (R.M.S.) per cm., as a commercial
maximum, with 120 to 150 kV as the basis for guarantees), though
its insulation resistance is low, say 70-100 megohms per mile
in large and 150-300 megohms per mile in small paper cables.
Unusually high insulation resistance in paper-insulated cables does
not necessarily indicate over-heating of the latter in manufacture
and is not a reasonable basis for rejection, though it is sometimes
laid down as such in specifications. In this country, pure manilla
paper is considered best for insulating purposes; on the Continent,
paper containing a proportion of wood pulp is often used, on the
ground that it absorbs impregnating oil more freely. Probably
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the cheapness of the impure paper is a major consideration.
Paper-insulated cables may be impregnated (under heat and
vacuum) after the paper is applied, or the paper strip may be
impregnated before being wound on the cable. In the latter case
a more viscous itnpregnant may be used, the heating period for
drying out the cable may be reduced, and no difficulty is found in
excluding air bubbles. The impregnating compound should not
set stiff or hard but should be oily in nature so that the paper
is not torn when the cable is bent. Break-down by ionisation
results if voids are caused by the paper absorbing filling material
from the interstices of the strand, or by the irnpregnant not
flowing to fill up bends. Paper itself is very hygroscopic, and no
impregnation renders it waterproof to the extent required for
insulating purposes; hence it is most important to protect all
joints and ends during laying, and to keep them perfectly sealed
when in service.

Varnished cambric (Empire cloth) is used, particularly in
America, as insulation for cables which may be exposed to oil
or acid as in the case of connecting-cables in power houses, switch-
boards, accumulator rooms, etc. In these applications the cable
can be used with a simple braiding and the ends need not be
sealed. Though much less hygroscopic than paper, varnished
cambric must be lead sheathed if it is to be used underground.
For underground service paper insulated cables are generally to
be preferred.

British Standard thicknesses of dielectric, sheathing, and
armouring for various types and classes of cable are specified
fully in B.E.S.A. Keport, No. 7.

288. Extra High-pressure Cables.-The object of using very
high pressures for transmission purposes is to reduce the weight
of metal required to conduct the power in question. However,
this idea must not be carried too far, particularly in insulated
cables. The electrostatic strain on the insulation surrounding a
charged conductor increases with the pressure to which the latter
is charged, and also increases with the curvature of the conductor,
i.e. is greater for a small wire than for a larger wire charged to
the same pressure. The minimum permissible conductor radius
in a high-tension cable is r = (V / S) cms., where V = E.M.S. volts
p.d. between conductor and sheathing, and S = maximum safe
dielectric stress in R.M.S. volts per cm. (see also § 72). This
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assumes that the conductor is circular in section. If it be

stranded, the sharp curvature of the outer-strand conductors
themselves will intensify the electrostatic stress, but this may be
overcome by pressing a lead sheathing on to the stranded con-
ductor so as to give it a smooth cylindrical surface. If the mini-
mum radius r, determined by consideration of electrostatic stress,
be greater than the radius dictated by consideration of electrical
conductivity and mechanical strength, the weight and cost of the
conductor may be kept down by adopting a tubular section of

! external radius r. A rigid tube of metal would be of very limited
applicability, but flexibility may be maintained by using a ring of

I small conductors laid on to a lead-tube core, to keep them in posi-
* tion, and sheathed with lead to obtain a smooth circular periphery.

By using a paper tube as mandrel for the outer ring of conductors,
and placing an ordinary stranded conductor inside the paper tube,
the ' split conductor' needed by the Merz-Price protective gear
(§ 359) can be obtained without increasing the overall conductor
diameter (as compared with the previously mentioned lead-tube
core construction).

There is- no special difficulty in insulating cables for pressures
up to 20 000 V between cores, and 3-core, 33 000 V cable is now
a standard commercial product. If required, 3-core, 44 000 V or
66 000 V cable could, it is believed, be supplied under satisfactory
guarantees. For underground transmission at higher pressures
between phases it would probably be cheaper and safer to use
single-core cables (see also § 319). The Gennevilliers (Paris)
system uses considerable lengths of 33 000 V single-core cable,
with 60 000 V between phases.

A typical British 3-core cable for operation at 33 000 Y between phases has
three stranded conductors, each of 0*2 sq. in. section and covered with J in. layer
of paper; round the three cores is another J in. layer of paper, outside which
comes the lead sheathing, a jute bedding, double armouring, and the outer serv-
ing of jute. There is thus J in. of paper between cores and between each core of
the lead sheath. The cable is about 4 ins. diameter overall and weighs 72 Ibs. per
yard.

289. Graded Insulation and Intersheaths for E.H.T.
Cables.-Graded Insulation.-Where a charged cylindrical con-
ductor is surrounded by a uniform thickness of a homogeneous
insulating material, the electrostatic stress on the latter is much
more intense on the inner layers, adjacent to conductor, than on
the outer layers. In other words, the ' potential gradient' is not
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uniform, and the inner layers of insulation may be broken down £
or deteriorated by overstrain (see, however, § 72). One way of 1
overcoming this difficulty is to use successive layers of different
insulating materials having different specific inductive capacities.
The complete insulation then consists of a number of concentric
tubular condensers connected in series, and the distribution of
pressure through the insulation is determined by the electrostatic
capacity (§ § 46,60, 79, 107 ii) of the several layers. Theoretically, f
the total electrostatic stress could be distributed uniformly f
through the whole thickness of insulation by this means, but in
practice the method involves grave difficulties. In the first place,
consideration of manufacturing cost limits us to, say, three or
four layers of insulation, so that the resultant pressure gradient
curve consists necessarily of a number of ' steps.* The chief diffi-
culty, however, is to obtain even a few insulating materials of
suitable electrical and mechanical properties, which can be used
in the first place and relied upon to preserve their properties un-
changed, and not to attack each other chemically in the course of
twenty or thirty years. The intersheath method is more flexible \ ̂ |L
arid probably more reliable. | *, *

Intersheaths.-An alternative method of maintaining- definite |
potentials at certain depths in the insulation, thus ensuring that f
the electrostatic stress across intervening parts shall not exceed ! ,

a predetermined maximum, consists in laying on thin metallic |/
sheathings from time to time during the application of the insula- *
tion, which is itself of the same material throughout. There are f
thus obtained a series of concentric electrodes in the insulation, f
-which can be * anchored' at any desired potential; the potential f/
gradient in the outer layers of insulation may be higher than in f
the inner layers because the outer layers are cooler and therefore r<
of higher insulation resistance (§ 71) and lower dielectric rj
loss. The potentials of the ' intersheaths' may "be fixed by con- I'
densers connected between them, or by tapping connections from |
transformer or generator windings at suitable points, or, in the ^
case of high-tension GO. on the Thury system (§ 317), by small
natural or artificial leakage currents, tappings being taken from
the connections of the series-connected generators. The inter-
sheaths themselves maybe of lead; they can then be applied easily
with, smooth interior and exterior surface, and the cable can be , f^
tested thoroughly after each intersheath is applied-which is an 4
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important manufacturing advantage. The intersheaths may also
be used for maintenance tests in service (Chapter 40) ; or they
maybe of copper wire and used for power transmission (§ 319).

As described by Beaver (Jour. I.E.E. Vol. 53, p. 57), a single cable designed
for use in a 3-phase line, for a working pressure of 100 kV per phase and a break-
down pressure of 250 kY per phase, consists of an inner lead tube of 0'27 in. bore
and 0*06 in. radial thickness, on which is a single layer of nineteen 15 S.W.G.
wires sheathed by an outer lead tube of 0'05 in. radial thickness. The first layer
of paper insulation is 0- 545 in. in thickness, and is covered by a 0'05 in. lead inter-
sheath. The second layer of paper is 0' 565 in. thick, and the outer lead sheath
is 0-16 in., bringing tbe overall diameter of the cable to 3-27 ins. The maximum
stress in the dielectric at the working pressure is 52 kV per crn., giving a factor of
safety of about 2J. By accepting a lower factor of safety, the overall diameter
could be reduced yet further.

The difficulties encountered in manufacturing intersheath
cables have been overcome, and sample 100 000 V cables have
given satisfactory results on test. The conditions calling for
grading (either by graded insulation or by intersheaths) are:
(1) working pressures exceeding 60 kV; (2) maximum stresses
above 60 kV per cm.; (3) where cable diameters, without grad-
ing, would exceed, say, 3 ins. For most practical purposes one
intersheath will suffice. The saving possible by using graded
cable is greater the higher the working pressure and the smaller
the conductor to be insulated. In the present state of practice,
such cables as considered above are required only for short-
distance interconnecting with e.h.t. transmission lines (in city
areas or round about power houses, railways, etc. Should long
intersheath cables come into use, their considerable capacity
current (§ 311) will necessitate 'feeding* the intersheaths at
intervals along the line, unless, of course, the Thury C.C. system
(§ 317) is employed.

290. Cable Construction, Jointing, and Laying.-The con-
ductors in cables are generally stranded and of circular cross-
section, either of rope form (two conductors being placed side by
side, or three at the apices of a triangle), or tubular, as in con-
centric cables. Single-core cables are easier to make, lay, and
joint than 3-core cables, but the eddy current losses in the sheaths
are heavier and if single-core A.G cables be armoured the induct-
ance becomes excessive. Probably the largest 3-core cable yet
built is a 3 x 0'5 sq. in., 11 000 V cable connecting a 12 000
kVA generator to the bus bars in the Neepsend station. The use
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Jl.I. c£? Helsby Cables, Ltd.

RUBBER INSULATED CABLES.

The upper illustration shows a small single-core cable and the lower a concentric
cable. The tinned copper conductor is first covered with a layer of pure rubber.
Outside this there is a layer of separator rubber (usually light coloured) containing a
small percentage of sulphur; and then the jacket rubber, with the full quantity of
sulphur for vulcanisation. The cable is lapped with proof-tape, vulcanised, cotton-
braided, and impregnated with ozokerite compound. In the concentric cable, a tape
containing a large proportion of zinc oxide is placed between the outer conductor and
the taping of the inner.

JJ.I. & llehly Cables, Ltd.

VULCANISED BITUMEN CABLE.

The vulcanised bitumen is applied, under high pressure, to the conductor while
warm. A thin separator of impregnated paper is sometimes interposed between the
conductor and the bitumen.

PAPER-INSULATED LEAD-SHEATHED GABLE.

Cross-section of three-core, O'l sq. in. cable to
B.E.S.A. specification for 10 000 V. Insulated with
impregnated paper, lead-sheathed, served with coin-
pounded jute, double steel tape armour, and com-
pounded jute serving overall.

G.E.O. (London).

[To face p. 408. !j



Julmwn & Phillips, Ltd.

INSULATI-JD Powion CABLES CARRIED BY OVERHEAD STEEL WIRES.

The tliree cables illustrated (0*04 sq. iu. and 0-06 sq. in. for 2 200 V, and 7 / 15
S.W.G. for 6 COO V) are all 3-core, papar-insulated, lead-covered cables with weather-
proof serving. They are suspended from a 19 / 14 S.W.G. steel suspension wire on
steel towers at about 85 yds. span; and the height of the wires above ground is about-
45 ft. Fully insulated and served cables were employed because of corrosive fumes-
from blast furnaces near by, and because the cable passes over several roads and
railways. Also, it is intended to mount steam pipes on the same towers, and it would
be undesirable for men to work on these pipes below bare high-tension wires.

jr. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

SOLID-TYPE BKAKCH Box FOB 3- OR 4-coEE PAPER-INSULATED, LEAD-
COVERED AND AEMOUBED CABLES.

The tee-connections are made by means of tinned brass connectors with steel
grub-screws and solder holes. The cores are held apart by porcelain spreaders and
the box is filled with molten insulating compound through apertures provided in the
cover (not shown in the figure).

[To face p. 409.
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of tubular or ring-formed conductors to reduce ele-
is discussed in § 289. Individual cores may bead ihe/e should °e
concentric sections lightly insulated feom eacPP or tuijnel °* the
circular form (or elliptical form in 3-core cablesV m^ss cools- SharP
to use the split-conductor protective systeW'TT68 or, films' »"J
'pilot' wires are then unnecessary. The ellif ̂  to be Suarded
ductor saves space as compared with circul
unduly increasing electrostatic strain. Up to 1 Otot varl°us types ot
shaped cores effect important saving in size ^/^°faj becauje l1}
cables, particularly when the copper sectio^F "7 be came,d ^
T i,- ui " 1,1 j-u UN.- i " i^ 3 °f rubber insulated
In nigh.- tension cables the additional insuJ k<c ., . __ . _ . ̂  _ __

ed in Table 40, 8 280,
enhanced electrostatic stress at the corBP- i -, T , , ,. , ,,, ~ <, . , 

' a '

11 ,1 . , , , i T . ,vi iino^ one another and
balances the savins: otherwise to be deriw^ \ , r» , T

^Tfiperature of the air
rorm ot the sectors. The economic po, & £ c ,, .mi " ^r 5 " " ,

j , . , . c?p ono oo-i^ c to a rise m tempera -
conductors are reviewed in ^ 308, 331

flP-200 F. in the case of 
?rt/,0 -^ - ji ,»

ductor is about 29 / larger in diameter r . i A " u A «rt o, , - j- . v

i. T T ,. ., ?, , ic or paper paper-insulated . , , ,
or equal conductivity, the extra msujp r f, , . , , .

. l, . . -1J.- 4- _' Permissible in multi-
quired is a serious consideration. * ^^\T~ i " " m n1 

T , , . , . , , ,, . s j. f-he values given m Table
insulating materials and their grading ^ . . °, % .

287, 289. A point of some importance in laying out ii.- 
' or

bution schemes is the possibility of saving money by
cables which can subsequently be operated at higher.
than at first, the change being made when demanded b>6
in the load supplied. The question whether an existing c
safely be run at higher pressure than was originally contend "" The safe
depends upon the factor of safety then allowed, and
history of the cable in service, i.e. the average and max, 280) for
current densities at which it has been worked and the pru in ducts
surges to which it has been exposed. As explained in § 298<<li8SUmi^
cables must withstand higher maximum pressures (apart fi ier an
surges) than C.C. cables working at the same effective press
Also the maximum dielectric stress (§ 289) must be kept dowtr as
in A.C. cables to avoid serious heating by dielectric losses (§ 312).

Single or double armouring may be used, according to local
conditions, if the cable is to be laid directly in the ground ; and
it is then a sound precaution to place a row of tiles or the like
over the cable before filling in. Eound wires are generally used
for armouring, fewer being required, though they are heavier than,
segmental wires. Tape armouring tends to pull open under
tension (as in pit-shaft cables). The conductivity of the armouring
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>ast 50 °/o of that of the largest conductor en-
f cables (Chapter 32) ; in single-armoured cables,

ay have 25 % of the conductivity of the largest
^copper sheath within but separated from the

frequently employed. To resist corrosion by
be galvanised and covered by an impregnated
.ic corrosion of cables by stray earth-current

apter 35.
system of laying cables, the latter are placed on
>rs in a cast-iron or stoneware trough, which is

bitumen or compound and closed by a cover-
£n unarm our ed cables are generally employed-

POVv:%ms are n°t satisfactory in the tropics, but
jpp^ind: the facility with which fresh cables

The three cables , _VA .,, , � . . . , ,
S.W.G. for 6 600 V) a--*- ar^os withdrawn for repair, is an important
proof serving. They ' heavy traffic on roads is apt to injuresteel towers at about ' A^apnk * i n -i M»J i 111
45 ft. Fully insuiatfe<.., /^e j in such, cases flexibility snould be
from blast furnaces near- '»5,%ie cabie « direct' or by laying it on therailways. Also, it is mteucW J J te
be undesirable for rqeub'Alble WOOden troughing.

";. laid directly in the ground or on the solid system have
ilities for cooling than cables which are drawn into
he drawing-in process necessarily involves some risk of
$ the cable. The cost of trenching and tunnelling when

ibles may often be greatly reduced by using the Mangnall-
thrust borer.' This is an hydraulic machine which drives

of any desired diameter (up to 12 ins. as a maximum under
:able circumstances) on a predetermined alignment through
rth between two access pits which may be, say, 40 ft. apart.

soil is displaced (not removed) and the hole is thus left with
nsolidated surface which will allow a cable to be drawn through

.ohout undue resistance. If desired, pipes can be left in the
iole as it is bored (El Rev., Vol. 90, p. 545).

Joints in cables may be made in junction boxes or, perman-
ently, in the run of the cable itself. In the latter case the general
aim is to make the joint electrically as similar as possible to the
cable itself. Insulating material, such as impregnated paper
strip or rubber tape, may be built on to jointed conductors, or
the conductors may be held apart by porcelain or other separators,
a lead casing being then wiped on to the lead sheathing at each
side of the joint and filled with molten insulating compound.
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The latter should be kept warm for a time, and there should be
a reserve of hot compound in the extended top or funnel of the
casing to make up for contraction as the mass cools. Sharp
edges or points of solder on the joint, air-bubbles or films, and
inclusion or ingress of moisture are particularly to be guarded
against, especially in h.t. cables.

291. Heating of Cables.-The heating of various types of
cables under various service conditions is important because it
determines the maximum current which may safely be carried by
the cable. The current-carrying capacities of rubber insulated
and paper or fibre-insulated cables as specified in Table 40, § 280,
apply to single cables run in pairs and touching one another and
refer to situations where the maximum temperature of the air
does not exceed 80° F.; also, they correspond to a rise in tempera-
ture (above that of the surrounding air) of 20° F. in the case of
rubber-insulated cables and 50° F. in the case of paper-insulated
cables. To determine the maximum current permissible in multi-
core cables (for the same temperatures), the values given in Table
40 must be multiplied by 0*93 for concentric cables; 0"88 for
3-core cables ; and 0'82 for 4-core cables.

The Henley Manual gives tables of current-carrying capacities of insulated
cables (for pressures up to 6 000 V) based approximately on the following
data:-

(a) For situations where the air temperature does not exceed 80° F. : The safe
carrying capacities for two single cables laid together are: For rubber cables
erected in air, wood casing, exposed or burled conduit; and for paper, lead-
sheathed cables in ducts underground; the same as shown in Table 40 (§ 280) for
rubber and paper cables respectively. For bitumen insulated cables in ducts
underground, about 0*9 times the values for rubber-insulated cables (assuming
that the bitumen cable is not allowed to reach a total temperature higher than
110° F.)

The safe current for one smgle cable or for one multi-core cable is obtained
approximately by multiplying the value for two single cables by a factor as
follows:-

For one single cable multiply by 1*1.
For one concentric (or twin) cable multiply by 0-93.
For one 3-core cable multiply by 0'88.
For one 4-core (or twin concentric) cable multiply by 0-82.

If several cables are laid together1 multiply the safe current for one cable by 0"9
for two cables; by 0-85 for three cables; and by 0*8 for four cables.

If the cable is installed otherwise than stated above, multiply the value so far
obtained for the safe current by a factor as follows:-
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Method of Installation. Rubber Cable. Paper, Lead-sheathed Cableor Bitumen Cable.

Cleated to wall 1-0 0-9

In underground duct 1-1 1-0
Solid system . 1-2 1-1
Direct in dry soil . 1-3 1-2

� � wet � 1-4 1-3
Under water . 1-5 1-5

(b) For situations wliere the air temperature exceeds 80° F. In addition to
the correction factors given above, which must be applied successively in so far as
they are applicable, the safe current value now obtained must be multiplied by a
factor to allow for the higher initial temperature of the air, as follows :-

Initial Air Rubber Paper Bitumen
Temperature. Cables. Cables. Cables.

SO 0-87 0-93 0-82
100 0-71 0-85 0-58
110 0-50 0-76
120 - 0-65
130 - 0-54
140 - 0-38 -

Example.-What is the safe current for four, 3-core paper cables laid solid in
a situation where the initial air temperature is 110° F. ? Each core is a 7 / -064=
conductor.

From Table 40, the safe current for two single paper cables of this size is
75 A. Multiplying this value successively by 0'88 because 3-core cables are con-
cerned ; by 0-8 because four cables are laid together; by 1-1 because the cables are
laid solid ; and by 0-76 because the initial temperature is 110° F., we have : Safe
current = 75 x 0-88 x 0*8 x 1-1 x 0'76 = 44 A (approx.).

It should be noted that the air temperature in the shade is no guide to the
temperature 2 or 3 ft. below ground where the surface is exposed to the full sun
and may reach 160° F. or higher temperature.

The heating in a buried cable on load varies with the method
of laying, with the thermal properties of the insulating materials,
and with the current density in the cable (see also I.E.E. Report,
§ 293). If the temperature rise be excessive the insulating
material deteriorates and the cores in vulcanised bitumen cables
may be decentralised. The total temperature should not ex-
ceed 120° F. for rubber cables; 150° F. for paper cables; and
110° F. for bitumen cables. In practice, trouble due to overheat-
ing generally takes the form of pulling-out at joints, and of
broken or crumpled sheathing, due to the forces of expansion and
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contraction; direct injury by the actual temperature attained is
seldom experienced. " In emergency, the carrying capacity of
cables laid in ducts can be increased by forcing cool air through
the ducts by blowers situated at alternate manholes, the warm
air escaping at the intermediate manholes. Cables supplying
cyclic loads (i.e. loads which demand current for relatively short
periods followed by periods of little or no demand) may carry
considerably higher current than would be permissible continu-
ously ; the actual safe current can only be determined by plotting
the heating and cooling curves of the cable from tabulated ex-
perimental data, or by direct measurement of the steady tempera-
ture reached after a prolonged series of duty cycles.

[At the time of going to press a report on the heating of buried cables is in
preparation by the B.B.E.A. and will be published in the Journal of the I.E.E.]

292. Submarine Cables.-There are a number of cases in

which electric power cables (as distinct from telegraph and tele-
phone cables) are laid in sea-water, across bays, channels, estu-
aries, etc. The following notes are instructive:-

Two cables were laid (in 1915) a distance of 13 000 ft. across the Golden Gate
(San Francisco) to deliver 18 000 H.P. at 11 000 V. Each cable has three copper
cores (of 350 000 circ. mil * area at the shore ends and 250 000 circ. mil * for the

deep-water sections), insulated by rubber and varnished cambric, and enclosed in
a 5/32-in. lead sheath. Two layers of jute form a cushion for the steel armouring,
which in turn is covered by jute and a layer of sand and asphaltum. The overall
diameters of the shore end and deep-water sections of the cable are 4J ins. and
4 ins., the weights being 22 and 19 Ibs. per ft. respectively. Since the tide runs
at 6 knots and the water is over 200 ft. deep (from which depth the cable could
not safely be hoisted for repair), each power cable is carried by a If-in. stranded
steel messenger cable. The two cables are bound together by a continuous wind-
ing of two galvanised wires, soldered every 12 ins. (to prevent unwrapping should
the wire break), and wound in a number of turns at one point every 20 ft. The
messenger cable relieves the cable and joints from all tension. There are eleven
splices in each completed cable. The safe carrying capacity of the cables is 350 A

*In the U.S.A. the standard unit in which to express the sectional area of
wires is the circular mil (circ. mil or G.M.). The term circular mil denotes the
area of a circle 1 mil or 0* 001 in. in diameter; hence 1 circ. mil = 0- 785 4 sq.
mil = 7-854 x 10-7 sq. in. = 5- 067 x 10-4 sq. mm. The sectional area of a
round wire in circ. mils is numerically equal to the square of its diameter expressed
in mils (i.e. in thousandths of an inch). Conversely, the diameter of the wire in
mils = ^/(Area in circ. mils). Thus 350 000 circ. mils = 0' 274 9 sq. in., and is
equivalent to a solid round wire of ^/SSO 000, i.e. 590 mils or 0'59 in. diameter.
Similarly, 250 000 circ. mils = 0-196 4 sq. in., and is equivalent to a round wire
of 0*5 in. diameter.
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or 400 A in emergency. The specification required a test pressure of 30 000 V,
60 cycles between cores for 30 mins.; the actual break-down pressure is 100 000 V
between cores (see also El. Rev., 78, 443).

More recently a 25 000 V cable has been laid 3J mis. under the sea, at a maxi-
mum depth of 125 ft., between Palsjo (Sweden) and Marienlyst (Denmark). This
cable supplies about 5 000 kW, 3-phase A.C., and uses impregnated paper insula-
tion, a fact which involved very great care in making joints at sea whilst laying
the cable. The twin copper cores (0* 019 sq. in. each) are insulated for 35 000 V,
and the cable is lead-sheathed, and armoured by special Z-shaped wires. The
overall diameter is 3-6 ins., and the weight 19 Ibs. per ft. run. Iron coupling
boxes 5 ft. in length transmit strain in the armouring across the lead-sheathed
joints, of which there are eight. A steel cable is laid alongside to protect the
power cable from damage by anchors.

As will be gathered from these particulars, any waterproof
cable of suitable mechanical strength can be used under water, the
chief problem being to provide for laying and recovering it with-
out mechanical injury. The stiffness of adequately armoured
cables makes them difficult to handle ; for this reason and because
of the high capacity of the cable (§ 311) the length of submarine
power cables is limited to a few miles. The cable may be carried
on the cable-laying ship by a drum capable of rotation about a
vertical axis, or it may be coiled in figure-of-eight formation on
deck. The external covering of compounded jute is mainly useful
in preventing damage during laying. It is difficult to make
splices whilst laying the cable, and splices are always a source of
electrical and mechanical weakness; they may be avoided, in
cables of 2 mis. or so in length, by using cable insulated with
rubber compound and with no lead sheathing.

The construction of a cable of this type laid, in 1922, between N. Brothers and
Bikers Islands, East Biver (N.Y.) is: Two No. 0 A.W.G. stranded conductors,
each insulated with $% in. of 30 °/0 rubber compound and covered by one rubber
filled tape. The insulated conductors are twisted with paraffined jute fillers, and
over this is a rubber filled tape and two layers of asphalted jute. The latter
serves as bedding for a layer of No. 6 A.W.G. galvanised steel wire armour (drawn
through asphaltum compound before application); outside this is a layer of No. 4
A.W.G. galvanised steel wire wound in the opposite direction. The complete
cable is 2-92 ins. outside diameter and weighs 31*8 Ibs. per yard.
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CHAPTER U.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER: OVERHEAD AND
UNDERGROUND.

294. D.C. and A.C. Calculations.-In this chapter examples
are first worked out by approximate formulae which give, near
enough for practical purposes, the results required; then the
more ordinary, but less simple, methods of working are explained.
Transmission of power- by continuous current is practically con-
fined to feeders, except where the Thury high-pressure, constant
current, series system is employed (§ 317). The calculation for
the size of the conductors for D.C. working is quite straight-
forward (see § 296), there being then no question of power factor
or self-induction. With alternating current, on the other hand,
complications are introduced by the fact that the pressure and
current are seldom in phase; causes of low-power factor and
typical values for the P.F. at each end of transmission lines are
given in §§ 156, 157.,

It must always be remembered that, although laboratory tests
are capable of exact calculation, the size of conductors in trans-
mission lines must be one that is manufactured, and, even so, a
variation of 2 °/o is permissible in the resistance and weight.
Again, the exact length of the conductors (which in hilly country-
is by no means the scaled length on a map), their spacing- and
temperature, and the actual maximum load to be carried, are all
approximations when the calculations are made. So also is the
power factor of the load, which is speculative until consumers' re-
quirements are definitely known. On this account some of the
calculations following are really carried unnecessarily far, although
only slide-rule results. If numerical examples are not worked out
fairly closely, they may not be clear.

295. General Formulae for Copper.-The approximate sec-
tional area of the conductor, in square inches, required for any
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TRANSMISSION OF POWER § 295

transmission line, may be found by the following formula,
viz. : -

kW x D x n
Area A

x L x P.F.

kW =s kilowatts delivered at end of line ;
D - route yards in length of line ; not lead and return ;
V = voltage at point of use ;
L = percentage loss of V (as 5 or 10, not as a decimal) ;
n = a constant as follows : -

(i) D.G. or 1-phase, 2- wire system . . . . n = 4-9, say 5
(ii) D.C. or 1-phase, 3-wire system ; V measured across

outers ; for outer conductors ..... n = 4*9, say 5
Note. - The neutral is generally taken half the size of the outers (see

Chapter 20).
(iii) D.C. or 1-phase, 3-wire system ; V measured between

outer and neutral ; for outer conductors . . n = 1*25
(iv) 3-phase mesh or star system ; V measured between

any 2-phase wires ....... n = 2 '5
(v) 3-phase star system ; V measured between outer and

neutral ........ n = 0' 833

P. F. = power factor of the load at the receiving end (§ 157).

Some engineers work out their lines from the generator end,
assuming the power required there and the percentage loss of the
pdwer and pressure of the generator ; in the case of small powers
this can be done, but in a complicated scheme it is obviously
preferable to work out the power required at the point of utilisa-
tion, and to decide on the pressure at the lamps and motors, and
then to work backwards to the plant. Where transformers are
involved the latter part of § 313 shows the advantage of this
method. Having found the cross-sectional area of the conductor,
a reference to the table of cables (§ 280) or solid wires (§ 307),
as the case may be, will show which standard size is nearest to
the required size, and this should be taken. Then the weight of
the conductors in Ib. per yd. will be 11*56 times the area in sq.
ins., and this, multiplied by D, the length of the line, will give the
total weight of each wire. There will of course be two such
wires for D.C. and single-phase 2-wire supply, and three such for
3-phase 3-wire lines.

From the cross-sectional area the resistance can be found from

the tables ; the values given are for annealed copper in Table 40
(§ 280) and hard-drawn copper in Table 44 (§ 307). Alter-
natively the resistance of either annealed or hard-drawn wire per
yard may be found from the expression in § 62, and this
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multiplied by the route length, 1), will givu thu rp,stsiutm% h\ of
each wire. The values are in each case true* at <»0" K, hut in

ordinary calculations it in not ne(msary to nwk«» oorm'tioim for
temperature. The loss of power in watts in each win* will then
be PR and the total loss will he 2/-It for IMJ. or Htfi^lp.pliant'
and 37*15 for 3-phawe eircuits. The loss of pmssuiv will he Hi
in each wire, in phase with the current. In applying f his formula
to overhead lines there IB not likely to be any question of t!n*
conductor being too small to carry the current., but. in the ease of
underground cables a reference should bo made, to Table 40, | 2KO,
cola 3 and 4, to see that the cable (according to its elunn) IK not
overloaded. The current (I ainperen), eoiTeHpondlng to ff
delivered, is given by-

For direct currents, / -- Wattn deJivered / T.
For single-pliawe, 7- Watts deliverer! / [/ x IM*\
ForS-phase, 7 =- Watte delivered / T x !'7:i x P.F,

The Electricity Commiasionc^rH1 Regulations ctrneerniiig tin* mini-
mum strength of overhead lines are, Humzimrmwl in § .124, Hurfl-
drawn copper wire has a breaking stroHH of from 2*ri twin j«»r sq. in,
in large si%es to 29 tons in the smaller HI»*H tt«e«! for ov^rhrad
lines. In practice it in seldom advisable to uw* a Miwll«*r win*.
than No. 0 S.W.C1

296, Direct Current Transmission,-In onl«r t«i
tranamiasion by A.C. with that by D.C., an identii'iil
may be worked out for each.

Assume that it is required to dolivctr 1 000 kW lit. a point H OfX) yrl». frmn llm
generator, at a pressure Fof 6 285 V at tho dislivory end, thi* S*i?m in tfmtst*!!ii*'t«tift
being 5 °/0 of the powor dolivctrod. Then tho iintliil |'irt»i4wir« will Iw II V
the power at the generator will bo 1 050 kW. Tliu ftiirn*rit will l*« 1 CII) x I 000 /
G 285 (or 1 050 x 1 000 / 0 600) =s Uil A, anil tho voltn Imt in tli«* Hit«> II
6 285 « 815 V, which IB 5 °/0 of 6 28.5 V. In 1X0, prftttiea
only be UMod with the Thury system (if 817), bufc th«y liawi
beoauee 6 600 V IB ft standard in A.O. work and it for (*.r»mt»ariHon pur-
poses.

A useful rule for D.C. circuitH, invwhmg f«w«r
the general formula in § 205, may IK> givc*ri h«w% inz. ;""-

* /. i . (/urront x JJArea of conductor « tlV. ,wi/t f 

' 
- - ;/ , t. ,20 000 x Jxwt voltH in hriij

Thin given the area «. 1511 x 8 O'OO / SO CK)0 x H.15 «" 0* S202 »q. In* Tim «0«.
fitant in the denominator Hhould, strictly ipoaking» 1» 90 8W for
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and 20 380 for hard-drawn wire, at 60° F., but such accuracy is not necessary in
commercial calculations. The preceding general formula will be found to give a
similar result.

Working out the problem in the usual way, the total resistance of the line
must be = E / I = 315 / 159 = 1-98 n. As the total length is 16 000 yds., the
resistance will be 0- 000 123 5 n per yd. or 0' 217 n per mile. From § 62 it then
follows that the cross-sectional area for hard-drawn wire will be 0* 000 024 53 /
0* 000123 5 = 0-198 sq. ins., agreeing with the result obtained above. The weight
of this conductor will (in round numbers) be 0'2 x 11* 56 = 2-31 Ib. per yd. (§ 62),
18 500 Ibs. for each wire and 37 000 Ibs. for the line ; say 16J tons.

297. Single-phase A.C. Transmission by General Formula.
-With the single-phase A.C. 2-wire system, the same virtual or
RM.S. pressure (§ 31), and unity P.F., the above calculations
give practically accurate results at ordinary frequencies, neglect-
ing the self-induction of the line and assuming (as may safely be
done in ordinary cases) that the conductor is not large enough to
cause a loss through skin effect (§ 38).

With lower RF. the current in the circuit is increased, and
more copper is needed to keep the loss of power the same.

Thus, assume that with the same effective delivery pressure, viz. 6 285 V, it
is again required to deliver 1 000 kW with a loss of 5 °/0 of the power delivered,
the length of the line being unchanged, but the P.P. to be 0-9 instead of unity.
Then the current will be 1 000 x 1 000 / 6 285 x 0*9 = 177 A, i.e. the current in
the D.C. example divided by the P.F.; and the ' apparent power' delivered to
the circuit will be 6 285 x 177 / 1000 = 1 110 kVA (§ 56). The area of the con-
ductor will be 0' 221 sq. in., found either by dividing the D.O. value by the P.F.
(i.e. 0- 198 / 0-9) or by the general formula in § 295. The weight will now be
0- 221 x 11-56 = 2-55 Ibs. per yd. or 41000 Ibs. for the whole line, lead and return.
This is I'll times the amount required for D.C. or for single-phase current at
unity P.F. The factor I'll applies to any single-phase transmission at 0-9 P.F.

With a P.F. of 0*8 the calculations may be similarly worked out, and the re-
sults will be: Current 199 A; area of conductor 0* 248 sq. in.; total weight
46 000 Ibs. or 1*25 times the weight required for D.C. or single-phase current at
unity P.F.

The actual loss in the above cases would be a little more than 5 °/0» owing to
the self-induction of the line, but the result is near enough for all practical pur-
poses.

298. Area and Weight of Conductor to give same Strain
on Insulation.-It must be remembered that the maximum

pressure corresponding to a virtual or RM.S. pressure of 6 600 V
is 6 600 x ^/2 or 9 400 V (§ 31); therefore the insulators in the
case of A.C. overhead lines would have to be larger, or the insula-
tion of the underground cable of higher quality, in an A.C. supply
of the same virtual pressure as a corresponding D.C, supply.
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To give the same strain on the insulation in the example of §§ 296, 297, which
would actually he the fairer method of comparison, the virtual pressure with single-
phase A.C. would have to be only 4 670 V at the generating end (4 670 x ^2 = 6 600),
so the current and size of conductor would be proportionately increased. The
actual figures may be worked out from the formula given above, and they will
show the B.C. system in its most favourable light (see also § 317).

On the other hand, if there is a fault in the insulation which
can just be broken down by an alternating pressure of R.M.S.
value E, it will generally be broken down by a D.C. pressure
much lower than E x ^2, owing to the sustained stress pro-
duced by the D.C. pressure (the break-down voltage of insulation
is lower with prolonged application of the pressure, § 72). This
is an argument in favour of testing insulation by D.C. voltage
(Chapter 40), but the latter does not subject the insulation to sus-
tained capacity current, hence the dielectric loss (§ 312)-that
due to leakage through the ohmic resistance-is lower and the
heating of the dielectric is correspondingly reduced. For these
conflicting reasons, the ratio between D.C. and A.C. pressure
strain is not a physical constant.

299. Single-phase Overhead Lines; Induction, Reactance,
Impedance.-Although the method employed in the example of
§ 297 is accurate enough for ordinary work, the effect of induc-
tion and of the current and pressure being out of phase may be
followed up further. Assuming that overhead lines are being
used, so that 'capacity7 may be neglected (§ 304 et seq.\ the
apparent resistance or ' impedance ' of conductors carrying alter-
nating currents is made up of two components, viz. ohmic re-
sistance, B, which is an absolute function of the material and
temperature of the conductor; and reactance, S, which depends
on the working conditions. These components may be considered
as vectors at right angles, and the total impedance may be found
graphically by completing the right-angled triangle (see Fig. 10
in § 44). Expressed algebraically:-

Impedance = ^/(resistance2 + reactance2)
- ^/{JS2 + (27m)2 x (L 11 OOO)2},

where n is the frequency in complete periods per second and L is
the self-induction in millihenries (mH).

In the example in § 297, the pressure at the receiving end is 6 285 V and the
energy component of the drop in the line will hy hypothesis be 5 °/0 of this or
315 V. (This is not the actual drop, as will be sew p*WP.tly, for the. reactance
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causes a wattless or induction drop as well.) This equals IB (§ 295), and the
current I (with a P.F. of 0-9) is 177 A. Therefore R = 315 /177 = 1*77 fi for the
whole 16 000 yds. (Note here that the power lost = PR = 1772 x 1-77 or 56 kW.)
This resistance is equivalent to 0' 000 111 a per yd., giving a cross-sectional area
of 0- 000 024 53 /O- 000 111 or 0- 221 sq. in. as before (§ 297). The diameter of
such a conductor, of solid copper, would be 0-53 in. In practice this would be an
inconvenient size to handle and difficult to obtain, and two parallel wires each of
half the equivalent cross-section would be used; but for the purpose of the ex-
ample this may be waived.

Of the three factors shown under the square root sign in the
above expression for impedance, the first, R, is calculated as shown
in the preceding example. The product of the other two factors
is the (reactance)'2, and of these (2-7rn)2 at the standard frequency
of 50 cycles is 98 800, or, in round numbers, 100 000. The self-
induction of the line, L, must be found from the formula * :-

Millihenries per mile - 0* 080 5 + 0' 741 log [(d - r)/r],
where d = distance between centres of conductors, in ins.; and
r = radius of conductor, in ins. In the case of overhead lines
(d - r) may be taken as d, since r is relatively small.

In the example considered, the diameter of the wire is 0*53 in., so the radius
is 0-265 in., and the distance between conductors may here be taken as 12 ins.
In practice the spacing would be at least 24 ins. if not 30 ins. (see § 327).

Then L = 0- 080 5 + 0- 741 log (12 / 0' 265) = 0* 080 5 + (0- 741 x 1- 657) =
!" 306 mH per ml. or 11'9 mH for 16 000 yds. From this value of i, we have
that (LI 1 OOO)2 = (11-9/1 OOO)2 = 0- 000 141. This gives the reactance,! S as
^(98 800 x 0- 000 141) = 3-72 n, and the impedance = ^/tl-772 + 3-722) = 4-12 a.
The energy and induction components of the voltage may now be tabulated as
follows, bearing in mind that with a power factor (cos <£>) of 0-9, the wattless or
induction factor (§ 157) will be ,J(l - 0'92) or 0- 436 = sin <j>. Both these factors
are used ia Table 42, and this will make their significance clear.

It will be noticed that if the impedance drop of 730 V is added
to the delivery pressure 6 285 V the result is 7 015 V, whereas
the actual generator pressure is only 6 860 V; this is due to the
change of phase caused by self-induction in the line, as the
graphical construction in § 300 will demonstrate. Ordinarily the
discrepancy may be neglected, at least in preliminary estimates.
The P.F. at the generator end of the line is lower than at the
receiving end, owing to this self-induction. The power put into
the line is seen from Table 42 to be 1 056 kW, and this equals

* An alternative form is : mH per mile = 0'160 9 {0-5 + 4- 605 log [(d-r) / r][.
fOr ohmic value of self-induction, which = 2?r x periods x henries. The

E.M.F. of self-induction = reactance x current.
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§ 300 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

TABLE 42.-Voltage Components and Power in Single-Phase
Overhead Line.

Voltage.

Power.
Energy Induction

Com- Com-

ponent. ponent.

At delivery end -
Energy component 0'9 of 6 285 V 5650 Power = 5 650 x 177 =

1 000 kW as presumed.
Induction component 0- 436 of

6285V 

In line - 

2740

Resistance loss IB = 111 x 1-77 V 315 Line loss of power = 31 5
x 177 = 56 kW.

Reactance loss IS = 177 x 3-72 V 660

Total . 5965 3400 Power generated 5 965
x 177 = 1 056 kW.

Impedance drop = *J(31& + 6602) = 730 V.
Generator pressure - ^/(5 9652 + 3 4002) = 6 860 V.

/ x E x P.F. or 177 x 6 860 x P.F. Therefore the P.F. of the

whole circuit is 0*87, not O9, when the line is taken into account.
The ratio between 6 860 and 7 015 V, viz. 0'97, gives the P.F. of
the line alone. Assuming the power to be given by a single
generator with an efficiency of 93 °/0» ̂ne power required to drive
it would be (1 056/0' 746) x (100/93) = 1 520 B.H.P. The
output of the generator, however, would be expressed as 1 210 kVA,
i.e. kW / P.F. or 1 056 / 0'87. It will be seen from § 313 that,
if the pressure at the generating station is stepped up by means of
transformers, both the P.F. of the line and the kVA output of
the generator would be affected: the former being lowered, and
the latter raised

300. Graphical Construction for Single-phase Lines;
Power Factor of Line.-In order to ascertain the conditions in

the same line graphically the following construction (Fig. 52) may
be followed; it is not to scale, and in working out results by this
method a very large .sheet of paper is required:-

Fix on any arbitrary scale for representing volts and amperes respectively.
Draw vector OE to represent the voltage at the receiving end of the line, viz.
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6 285 V in the example considered. Next draw the vector OI to represent the
current in magnitude and direction, the angle <f> between OJ3 and 01 being that
for which the power factor of the load is the natural cosine; in this case the angle
is 25£° for P.F. 0-9. For the present neglect the dotted construction. The drop
of pressure, 315 V, due to the ohmic resistance of the line (i.e. 177 x 1-77) will be
in phase with the current, and is represented by ER, drawn parallel to 01, to the
same volt scale as OE. The inductive drop is at right angles to the ohmic drop,
and this, calculated as above, is represented by RS drawn at right angles to ER
to the same scale; its value here is 177 x 3-72 or 660 V. Then ES gives the im-
pedance drop, 177 x 4-12 or 730 V. Finally, OS gives the voltage at the sending
end of the line, 6 860 V on the same scale. As the resultant or impedance drop
ES is in this case (though not always) out of phase with the receiving voltage, it
is not exactly equal to the difference (6 860 - 6 285), but it may safely be taken
so in ordinary work. The dotted construction in this figure is explained lat§r
(§ 305) in connection with capacity.

FIG. 52.-Graphical construction for single-phase line.

301. Three-phase Transmission by General Formula.-In
order to facilitate comparison between the several systems, the
same problem as before (§§ 296, 297) is considered, but with 3-
phase supply. It is assumed that 1 000 kW is to be delivered at
the end of a 3-phase, 3-wire line 8 000 yds. long, the delivery
pressure being 6 285 V (virtual), and the loss in transmission being
5 °/0 °f the power delivered.

Using the general formula in § 295, the area of each conductor in sq. ins.
will be: (1 000 x 8 000 x 2-5) / 6 285 x 6 285 x 5 x P.F. = 0' 101 / P.F. This
gives the following values for the area and weight of the conductors with various
power factors:-

P.F. Unity. P.F. 0-9. P.F. 0-8.

Area of each conductor, sq. in. 0-101 0-112 0-126
Weight, Ibs. per yard = area x 11 '56 1-167 1-295 1-455
Total weight 24 000 yds. 28000 31000 35 000
Percentage of total weight for con-

tinuous current (§ 296) 75°/0 83%
Current in each conductor, amperes 92 102 115

423
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§ 302 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

The current = Watts delivered / (V x v/3 x P.F.) = (1 000 x 1 000) /
(6 285 x 1-73 x RF.) = 92 / P.F. As the line loss is 5 %, 1 050 kW will be put
into it and the initial pressure will be (1 050 x 1 000) / (<J3 x current x P.F.),
or about 6 600 Y in each case. For rough working this is all the information
required, but in the next paragraph the matter is considered in greater detail on
different lines, as in the case of single-phase transmission.

It may be noted that, as pointed oufc in § 298, a larger area
and weight of conductor would be required to subject the insula-
tion only to the same maximum pressure as in the D.C. example;
this would give the D.C. system an advantage, and the Thury
series system utilises it (see § 317).

" 302. Three-phase Transmission Lines; Inductance, Re-
actance, and Impedance.-The pressure between any two con-
ductors in the preceding example is 6 285 V at the receiving end,
and the pressure between any one wire and the neutral point will
therefore be 6 285 / ^3 or 3 630 V. We shall consider one of
the three conductors in the first place. Each conductor will deliver
one-third of the total power or 333*3 kW.

Taking as example the case where the power factor is 0*9, the apparent energy
delivered by each branch will be 333-3 / 0'9 = 370 kVA, and the current in the
branch will be 370 x 1 000 / 3 630 = 102 A, as found by another method in the
preceding paragraph. Now, as the loss of power is to be 5 °/0 of that delivered,
the * energy component' of the drop in pressure in each branch, or J x Rt will
also be 5 °/0 of the pressure to neutral; 5 % of 3 630 is 181 V. (The line current
is in phase with this component of the total drop of pressure in the wire, so the
loss of energy in each conductor will be J x E = 102 x 181 or 18*5 kW, showing
the actual energy loss in the three branches to be 18-5 x 3 = 55'5 kW.) Now
the ohmic resistance of each branch must be (Volts lost) / Current == 181 / 102 =
1-78 n for the 8 000 yds. of wire. (Note again that the loss in the branch is also
equal to PR - 1022 x 1*78 or 18-5 kW as before.) We then have the resistance
per yd. = T78 / 8 000 = 0- 000 222 n. Area of conductor = 0- 000 024 53 /
0- 000 222 = 0- 111 sq. in. (about 3/0 S.W.G.). Weight = 1-29 Ib. per yd. =
10 300 Ibs. per branch or 30 900 Ibs. for the line, i.e. 83 °/0 of the amount required
for D.C.

We may now ascertain the inductance and reactance of the line, with 12-in.
spacing between wires as before, noting again that the actual spacing would be
greater (§ 327). The diameter of the wire is 0- 376 in. or radius 0* 188 in. Self-
induction = 0- 080 5 + 0- 741 log (12 / 0' 188) = 1-42 mH per ml. or 6-45 mH for
8 000 yds. (§ 299). Then (L 11 OOO)2 = (6-45 / 1 OOO)2 = 0' 000 041 6, so that-

Reactance at 50 cycles = ^(98 800 x 0* 000 041 6) = 2-02 n for each wire

and Impedance = ^fl/782 + 2-02a) = J7-16 = 2-69 n.

Now, although there is actually but one current in the wire and one pressure
between any two points, it makes matters clearer if, as in the case of single-phase,
the pressure is resolved into two components at right angles, an energy component
and a * wattless' induction component. The power factor cos <f> being 0*9, the

A.Q.A
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< induction factor ' sin <j> (§ 157) will be ^(l - 0'92) or 0-436. The various volt-
ages, etc., in one wire will be as shown in Table 43.

TABLE 43. - Voltage Components and Power in 3-Phase
Overhead Line.

Voltage, between Phase
Conductor and Neutral.

Power.

Energy Induction
Component. Component.

At delivery end -
Energy component 0*9 of

3 630 V 3268 Power delivered 3 268 x 102
= 333-3 kW per branch or
1 000 kW altogether.

Induction component 0* 436
of 3 630V . 1583

In line -

Besistance or energy loss
IB = 102 x 1-78 V 181 Power lost 181 x 102 = 18-5

kW per branch or 55-5 kW
altogether.

Keactance loss 102 x 2-02 V 208

Total .... 3449 1791 Power generated = 3 449 x
102 = 352 kW per branch
or 1 056 kW altogether.

Impedance drop = ^/(ISl2 + 2082) = 276 V; which also
= (2-69 x 102) V.

Generator pressure = ^/(3 4492 + 1 791*) = 3 885 V to neutral;
and 3 885 x */3 = 6 730 V between phase wires.

The power required to drive a single generator to give the output required,
assuming an efficiency of 93 °/0, would here be (1 056 / 0*746) x (100 / 93) =
1 530 B.H.P. The output of the generator would be specified as 1 200 kVA, i.e.
1 056 kW / 0*88, the denominator being the P.F. shown in the next paragraph.

303. Graphical Solution for 3-phase Lines; Power Factor
of Line.-Here, again, the effect of self-induction in the line is to
alter the power factor, or the phase relation of current and pres-
sure, as shown in the graphical solution in § 300. The total power
at any point in a 3-phase line is / x E x ^3 x P.F. and is in
this case 1 056 kW at the generator end of the line ; at this point,
I = 102 A; and E « 6 730 V, therefore the P.F. is 0*88 at the
generator end of the line, compared with 0*9 at the load end.
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Graphically, taking Fig. 52 again, OE will be 3 630 V and the angle 01 will
be unchanged, via. 23-|°. The vector SB will be 181 V and RS will be 208 V, as
shown in Table 43; JBS, the impedance drop, will be found to be 276 V (vide
Table 43), and 08 will scale 3 885 V. If the impedance drop 276 V is added
arithmetically to the initial pressure 3 630 V, the result is 3 906 V, not 3 885 V as
obtained by vectorial addition. The difference is due to the slight alteration of
phase in the line itself, owing to its self-induction, and may be neglected.

The graphical method of dealing with 3-phase problems illus-
trated in Fig. 53 is due to B. Welbourn, and the method of draw-
ing and using the diagram is as follows :-

The equilateral triangle BHJ is drawn to scale, each side representing the
pressure between phases at the loaded end. Then ABt AH, AJ represent the
pressure to neutral (= line pressure/ »J3). Draw AC, representing to scale the

G

PIG. 53.-Graphical construction for three-phase line.

full-load current, lagging behind AB by the angle (/>. Draw AD at right angles to
AJB to represent the capacity current to the same scale as AC. Compound AC
and AD to find the resultant current, AE, in the line. The resistance drop in
one wire is in phase with the current AE, and is given by AE x B ; its value is
represented, to the same scale of volts as before, by BF drawn parallel to AE.
Next draw FG to the same scale and at right angles to BF, to represent the
E.M.F. of self-induction or reactance drop in one wire. Join AG, which gives
the pressure to neutral at the generating end; this multiplied by */3 gives the
pressure between phases at that point. The sides of the equilateral triangle
GLK, completed from the centre A and vertex <?, also give this. Cos </>3 is the
power factor at the generating end, and the kW delivered to the line is given by
the product (pressure GL x ^3 x current EA x cos fa).

304. Capacity and Capacity Reactance.-Capacity, i.e.
electrostatic capacity, has exactly the opposite effect to inductance,
that is to say, it causes the current to lead on the impressed
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E.M.F. instead of to lag behind it. Capacity in a circuit implies
that the conductors or apparatus act like a condenser, which of
course will not pass a continuous current. With an alternating
impressed E.M.F., energy is stored up in the condenser in the form
of electrostatic stress, as the E.M.F. rises, but when the wave of
E.M.F. dies away this stored energy returns to the circuit, as a
current leading 90° out of phase ; this is called the capacity current
or charging current (§46). If both inductance and* capacity are
present they tend to neutralise one another.

In the foregoing examples the existence of capacity has been
ignored ; in short overhead lines its effect is usually of no practical
importance, but in long lines and in all underground cables it must
be taken into account.

The deliberate introduction of variable capacity into transmis-
sion systems, in order to balance the induction effect of motors,
etc., and improve the P.F., is discussed fully in §§ 159-62. As
there explained, artificial improvement of the P.F. of a transmission
system is generally a sound financial proposition, since the cost of
the necessary equipment is much less than that of the generat-
ing and distributing plant otherwise rendered idle by wattless
current.

Of the three factors, resistance, reactance, and ' condensance'
or capacity reactance, all expressed in ohms, the two former may
be considered in series in a line or cable, while the latter, due to
capacity, is in parallel with the other two, as already stated in
§ 46. It will be seen in the examples following that, although the
charging current due to capacity is often important, the effect of
capacity on the total impedance of an overhead line is negligible.
Capacity is expressed in microfarads (/^F) or millionths of the true
unit, viz. the farad.

305. Capacity and Charging Current of Overhead Lines,
Single-phase.-The capacity of two overhead wires side by side,
and relatively far from the ground, is [0*019 4 /log (D /r)] yuF1
per ml., where D is the distance between the centres of the wires,
in ins.; and r is the radius of each wire, in ins.; the dielectric is
air, and the actual capacity varies somewhat according to atmos-
pheric conditions.

In the single-phase line of § 299, D is 12 ins. and r is 0-265 in., so log (D / r)
= 1-66. Then capacity 0 = 0'019 4 / 1-66 or 0-011 7 XF per ml. run of line or
0- 053 >uF for the whole length of 8 000 yds.
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The capacity current or charging current Ie = 2?r x frequency
x E x C11C6 or, at the standard frequency of 50 periods, Ic =
0' 000 314 EC, where E is the pressure between wires at the
generator end and G is in microfarads.

In the example chosen, Jc = 0- 000 314 x 6 860 x 0- 053 = 0-114 A for the
whole line or 0- 025 A per ml. run. This means that in order to charge the line
to full pressure, when no power is being used, the generator must be giving
(I x E) apparent watts or 6 860 x 0*114 = 785 apparent watts. In this particular
instance capacity and its consequences may be neglected, but it is worked out to
show the method.

Where the charging current is of sufficient importance, as in
cables, it has to he considered in connection with the main current;
the main current is lagging behind the impressed E.M.F. by an
angle depending on the power factor, while the charging current
is leading the E.M.F. by 90°. To obtain the magnitude and phase
relation of the actual or resultant current, vectorial addition is the
simplest method.

This is shown in dotted lines in Fig. 52. There OS and OE are the pressures
at the transmitting and receiving ends of the line respectively, and 01 is the
lagging energy current. The charging current OIC is drawn to the same scale,
leading, at right angles to OE. (Actually OS should be used, but OE and OS are
always so nearly parallel in a scale drawing that no error will result.) Then by
compounding 01* and OIc the resultant current 0/2 is found. In the subsequent
construction ER should then be parallel to OI2 instead of OL The angle fa will
give the P.F. at the generating end.

The capacity reactance or condeosance is (1 / 2jrn x C) &, where C is expressed
in farads. In this case, the capacity reactance = 1 / (2?r x 50 x Of 053 x 10 ~a) =
1 / 0- 000 016 6 = 60 000 n. It may also be expressed as E f Ic = 6 860 / 0-114; or
as (Apparent watbs) / (Charging current)2, i.e. 785 / (0*114)2. The same result is
obtained in each case. These relations in fact are merely an extension of Ohm's
law applied to alternating capacity currents. It is obvious that this apparent re-
sistance, in parallel with the impedance as determined in § 299 (viz. 4-12 n), will
not affect its value appreciably.

306. Capacity and Charging- Current of 3-phase Line.-In
3-phase lines the Y-capacity of the line is the same as that of one
wire to the neutral point, which is [0- 038 8 / log (D / r)] jjJF per ml.

Thus, in the case already considered in § 302, D is 12 ins. and r is 0* 188 in.
Log (12 / 0-188) = 1-81, so the capacity is 0- 038 8 /1-81 or 0- 021 4/J? per ml., i.e.
0- 097/u.F for the whole 8 000 yds.

The capacity current or charging current in each conductor at 50 cycles will
now be [0- 000 314 x (E / ^3) x capacity in pF], E being the line pressure and
(E I J3) the volts to neutral at the generating end. Then I = 0-000 314 x 6 730
x 0-097 = 0-118 A, which again is negligible, representing only (0-118 x 3885 x
1-73) or 1 380 apparent watts from the generator. The graphical solution in

AOQ
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§ 300 would Ibe modified in the manner explained In the preceding paragraph, if it
were necessary. The capacity reactance here is 1 /O* 000 030 4 or 6 730 / 0-118 or
790 / (0-1182 x 1-73) = 33 000 a, and here a gain it is in parallel with the impedance
of 2-69 ft (§ 302), and is of negligible effect.

307. Constants of Hard-drawn Copper Wire.-The capacity
of a line varies -with the size of the wires, and the charging current
with the frequency of the supply; tables will be found in many
books giving the values for American wire gauges and 4*0, 60, or
100 cycles. Tahle 44 gives the various constants of hard-drawn
copper wire in S.W.G, and British standard units ; i.e. the fre-
quency in cols. 11 et seq. is 50 cycles.

NOTES ON TABLH 44,

Columns 1-4 require no explanation.
Column 5 is based on an ultimate strength of 25 tons per sq, in. except in the

case of No. 10 wire (27J tons).
Column 6 is dealt with, in § 327, on the dip and stress of overhead wires.
Colwnns 7 and 8 give the resistance per yd. and mile of wire respectively

based on 2 % higher resistance than annealed copper (see Table 40, § 280). The
increased resistance to A.G., due to skin effect, is negligible at 50 cycles with all
these sizes (§ 38), being much less than the permissible variation of 2 %. All
these columns are therefore applicable both to D.C. and A.C. transmission.

Columns 9 et se%. relate to A..G. transmission only. Col. 9 gives the nominal
spaaing between centres of conductors (§ 327), which of course necessarily varies
considerably in a completed line; this factor enters into the calculation of all
the subsequent constants, and interpolation -will, if necessary, give intermediate
values.

Column 10 gives the self-induction, £, of a line at ea.cn spacing, in millihenries
(mH), i.e. (Henries / 1 000), per ml. of wire. It is based on the formula already
given in § 299, neglecting the (- r) in the last factor, viz.,

I* = [0- 080 5 -*" 0- 741 log (D / r)] rnH per ml.

Therefore in calculating out a single-phase line either the value of L must be
multiplied by the total length of wire (lead and return), as in the example in
§ 299, or by 2 to give tbe inductance of 1 ml. run of the whole line. In 3-phase
calculations (vide example in § 302) a, single wire is taken with respect to the
neutral point, and the value of L in the table must be multiplied by the route
length of the line in miles.

Column 11 gives the reactance, in ohms per ml. of wire, at 50 cycles, i.e.
2iiu.k, or 314D, where L is in henries or (mH / 1 000) (see examples in § 299
(single-phase) and § 302 (3-phase)). The value in cols. 10 and 11 differ so little
that they are on]y given for aJtemate gauges; interpolation between the two
neighbouring values for the same spacing will give the figures if necessary, but, as
the impedance is given all through, these columns will not be required often,

For any other frequency the figures must be multiplied by (Actual frequency /
50). Thus for No. 3 S.W.G-. and 18-in. spacing, the reactance per ml. at 60 cycles
will be 0- 628 fl per ml.; at 125 cycles 1-31 A.

GoVumM, 12 gives the total impedance at 50 cycles in ohms per ml. of wire,
i.e. ̂ /{resistance2 (col 8) -}- xeaet&nce2 (col. 11)}.
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TABLE 44 (continued).
j/o! 0-372 0-109 2212 j 6100 1220 0- 000 225 6 0-397 12 1-42 0-446 0-598 0- 010 7 0- 033 6 0- 021 4 0- 038 8

1 ; 16M* i 18 1-55 0- 487 0-628 0- 009 7 0-0304 0- 019 5 0-0352
i i 24 1-64 0-515 0-650 0-0092 0-0288 0- 018 4 0- 033 3

36 1-78 0-559 0- 684 0- OOS 5 0-0267 0- 017 0 0-0308

2 /O 0-348 0-095 1935 5300 1060 0-0002580 0- 454 | 12 0-640 0- 021 1 0-0382
1330* 18 0-670 0- 019 3 0- 034 9

i 24 . 0-694 . 0- 018 1 0-0328
36 - - 0- 726 - - 0- 016 8 0- 030 4

1/0 0'324 0-082 1678 4600 920 0-0002977 0- 524 ; 12 1-46 0-459 0-698 0-0103 0-0324 0- 020 7 0- 037 5
lloO* 18 1-59 0-499 0- 724 0- 009 5 0- 029 8 0- 019 0 0- 043 4

24 1-69 0-532 0-747 0- 008 9 0- 028 0 0-0179 0- 032 4
36 L-82 0- 572 0-776 0- 008 2 0- 025 8 0- 016 5 0-0298

1 0-300 0-071 1439 4000 800 0- 000 347 1 0-611 12 - 0- 770 - 0- 020 4 0-0370
1000* 18 - 0-794 - 0- 018 7 0- 033 8

24 - 0-814 - 0- 017 6 0-0318
36 - - 0- 840 -- 0- 016 3 0- 029 1

2 0-276 0-060 1218 3350 670 0- 000 410 2 0' 722 12 1-52 0-478 0-866 o-oioo 0- 031 4 0-0200 0- 036 2
sjo* 18 1-64 0-515 0- S8S 0- 009 2 0- 023 8 0-0184 0- 033 3

24 1-74 0-547 0-906 0- OOS 6 0-0270 0-0173 0-0312
36 1-87 0-587 0-931 o-ooso 0- 025 2 0- 016 1 0-0291

3CO 0-252 0-050 1015 2800 560 0-0004920 0-866 12 - - 0-994 0-0196 0-0355
700** 18 - - 1-012 - 0- 018 0 0-0326

24 - - 1-030 -- 0-0170 0- 030 8
36 - 1-052 -- 0- 015 8 0- 028 6

I 0-232 0-042 860 2350 470 0-0005801 1-021 12 1-57 0-494 1-134 0- 039 6 0- 030 1 0- 019 2 0- 034 8
585* 18 1-70 0-534 1-152 0-0088 0- 027 6 0- 017 7 0- 032 0

24 1-79 0-5^4 1-166 0- 008 4 0-0264 0-0168 0- 030 4
36 1-92 0-605 1-187 0- 007 8 0-0245 0- 015 6 0-0282

5 0-212 0-035 718 1950 390 0- 000 694 8 1-223 12 - 1- 322 0-0189 0- 034 2
486* 18 - . - 1- 338 - - 0- 017 4 0- 031 4

24 - - 1- 352 - - 0- 016 5 0-0298
36 - - 1-368 - - 0- 015 3 0-0276

6 0'192 0-029 589 1620 324 0- 000 847 0 1-491 12 1-63 0-512 1-576 0- 009 2 0- 028 9 0- 018 5 0-0334
405* 18 1-76 0-554 1-591 0-0085 0- 026 7 0- 017 1 0- 030 9

24 1-86 0-584 1-602 0-0030 0- 025 2 0- 016 1 0- 029 1
36 1-98 0- 622 1-615 0-0075 0-0236 0-0151 0- 027 2

10 0-128 0-0129 262 800 160 0-0019060 3-354 12 1-76 0-553 3-400 0-0085 0- 027 7 0- 017 1 0- 031 0 <ur*
$00* 18 1-89 0-594 3-410 0-0079 0- 024 8 0- 015 8 0' 028 6

24 1-98 0-622 3- 415 0- 007 5 0- 023 6 0- 015 1 0- 027 2 O
36 2-12 0-656 3-425 0- 007 0 0-0220 0- 014 1 0- 025 4

*The oldB.O.T. Regulations required a factor of safety of 5, but a factor of safety of 4, under the worst conditions, is sufficient in practice,
and may be adopted when the Regulations are not applicable. The permissible tension is then as given by the italicised figures in col. 6. The new
.Regulations are referred to in § 324.
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Thus for a single-phase line the figure must be multiplied by the length of
wire in miles (lead + return), while for 3-phase the impedance of one wire is found
from the table by multiplying by the route length. For other frequencies the
value can be worked out from the formula by obtaining the reactance in the
manner explained above.

Columns 13 and 14 relate to single-phase transmission; the former gives the
capacity per ml. run of line, so when multiplied by the route length will give the
capacity of the whole line. The formula and an example are given in § 305.

Column 14 gives the charging current per ml. run of line, at 50 cycles and
10 000 V between wires ; see example in § 305. For any other frequency or pressure
the figures should be multiplied by (Frequency / 50) or (Pressure / 10 000) as the
case may be. Thus the charging current of a line 110 mis. long, consisting of
two No. 3 S.W.G. wires spaced 18 ins. apart, at 60 or 125 cycles respectively and
6 600 V, will be 0* 028 2 x 110 x [60 (or 125) / 50] x (6 600 /10 000) = 2-46 or
5*13 A, as the case may be.

Columns 15 and 16 refer to 3-phase lines. Col. 15 gives the capacity per ml.
of 1 wire to the neutral point, which is also the Y-capacity of the whole line per
ml. run. Col. 16 gives the charging circuit per ml. run of line at 50 cycles and
10 000 V between wires, or 5 775 V to neutral. It is the charging current of a
corresponding single-phase line x 2 / ^3. An example is given in § 306. For
other frequencies and pressures multiply by (Frequency / 50) and by (Line
pressure / 10 000) or (Pressure to neutral / 5 775).

308. Constants of Hard-drawn Aluminium Wire.-If
required, a table corresponding to Table 44, but for hard-drawn
aluminium wires can be prepared by aid of the following notes:-

MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO ADAPT TABLE 44 FOE ALUMINIUM.

Columns 1-3 are applicable regardless of the material.
Column 4. The figures in this column must be multiplied by 0' 305 to give

the weight per ml. of aluminium wire, e.g. the weight of No. 1 S.W.G. wire is
about 1439 x 0- 305 = 439 Ibs. per ml.

Columns 5 and 6. The ultimate tensile strength and the permissible tension
for aluminium wires are about 0*53 the values given for copper wires of the same
gauge size (not of the same conductivity).

Columns 7 and 8. The resistance values for hard-drawn aluminium are
about 1-63 times those for copper wires of the same gauge size.

Column 9. In any particular line the spacing between aluminium conductors
is generally greater than it would be using copper wires; this, however, does not
affect the use of the table.

Columns 10 and 11. The values given for copper apply also to aluminium (or
any other non-magnetic material) for the same size and spacing.

Column 12. The values for aluminium will be calculated from ̂ /{resistance2
(new col. 8) + reactance2 (col. 11. Table 44)}.

Columns 13-16. The values for copper apply also to aluminium for the same
size and spacing of wires.

For data concerning the mechanical constants of aluminium
wire see § 331.

309. Constants of Steel Wires.-Steel conductors offer
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§ 310 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

economic advantage in the case of short or medium-length lines
carrying relatively small amounts of energy at relatively high
voltage, so that the pressure drop and power loss in the line are
not ahove the permissible limit. Steel conductors can also be used
in short or medium-length lines in which the minimum size of con-
ductor is fixed by considerations of corona loss, and not by the
effective resistance of the line. On long spans across rivers,
valleys, etc., it may be necessary to use steel to secure sufficient
mechanical strength in the line (§ 331). The harder grades of
steel have higher tensile strength and higher ohmic resistance than
softer steel; on the other hand, the magnetic permeability is also
lower hence the skin effect (§ 38) and internal inductance are less
than in the softer steel. The effective resistance to A.C. is lower

at 25 than at 50 cycles / sec. (§ 135) and is generally lower in soft
than in hard steel at all currents up to 25 A in a f in. stranded
conductor. The data in Table 45 are from tests made to the order

of the Indiana Steel and Wire Co. (see also El. Wld., Vol. 80, p. 872.)
310. Insulated Cables; Inductance, Reactance, and Imped-

ance.-The coefficient of self-induction, L, of insulated cables is
found by the same formula as is given (§ 299) for overhead lines,
viz. L = {0* 080 5 + 0- 741 log [(d - r) / r]}mH per ml., and the
reactance and impedance are determined in the same way as be-
fore. Here r is of the same order of magnitude as the distance
between wires, d, and becomes important; though the value of d
increases with the pressure, owing to the greater thickness of di-
electric required. For cables with conductors of 0'03 sq. in. (equi-
valent roughly to No. 6 S.W.G. solid or 7/15 stranded) the
impedance may be taken as equal to the resistance, and this holds
good for all smaller sizes. For a cable of 0*25 sq. in. the ohmic
resistance may be multiplied by the following factors to give the
impedance at 50 cycles, viz.: 660V cable, T18; 2200V, 1*20;
3 300 V, 1*21; 6 600 V, 1'23; 11 000 V, 1 *27. It is better to ob-
tain actual figures from the manufacturers in all cases where the
impedance must be taken into account.

311. Paper-insulated Cables; Capacity and Charging
Current.-In the case of overhead wires the dielectric was air;
in cables it may be bitumen, india-rubber, paper, etc. (§ 287), and
the capacity varies directly as the specific capacity of the
material used (see Table 7, p. 78). The capacity of concentric
paper-insulated cables is about [0*1-0*12 / log (D / d)] pF per
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ml., where D is the diameter over the insulation surrounding the
inner conductor and d is the diameter of inner conductor. The

charging current is found as for 2-wire aerial lines (§ 305). For
3-phase, 3-core (shaped-conductor), paper-insulated cables, made
in accordance with B.E.S.A. Report No. 7, 1922, for a mesh
system (i.e. with equal insulation ' core-to-core' and ' core-to-
lead '), the Henley Manual gives a table from which Table 46
has been calculated.

TABLE 46.-Electrostatic Capacity of 3-core Paper-insulated
Lead-covered Cables with Shaped Conductors and Equal
Insulation Core-to-core and Gore-to-lead>

Note.-C ~ Capacity per ml., one wire against others bunched and earthed
- also, the wire to earth capacities for single-phase circuits.

Cu = star or Y-capacity, i.e. the working capacity per ml. for 3-phase
circuits.

For*cables with circular conductors, the capacities will be about 10 °/0 less
than shown below.

For cables with less insulation core-to-lead than core-to-core, as used for star
systems with earthed tuutral, the capacities will be about 15 °/0 greater
than shown below.

Conductor. Capacity per Ml. of Cable, for Voltage (between Conductors).

C60V. 2220V. 3 300 V. 6 600 V. 11 000 V.
Nominal No. of

Area. Wires and
Sq. In. Dia. In. a. dy. C. Oy. 0. Cy. C. Cy. a Cy.

AiF. /iF. A*1- /*F- /JF. liF. /"F. MF. jiF. MF.

0- 022 5 7 / '064 0*44 0-53 0-39 0*47 0-35 0-42 0-30 0-37 0-i>3 0-28
0-030 19 / -044 0-49 0-60 0-42 0-51 0-39 0-47 0-32 0-39 0-25 0-30
0-040 19 / -052 0-56 0-69 0-46 0-56 0-42 0-51 0-35 0-42 0-28 0-33

0-060 19 / -064 0-67 0-81 0-53 0-63 0-49 0-60 0*39 0-47 0-32 0-39
0-075 19 / -072 0-76 0-91 0-58 0-70 0-53 0-63 0-42 0-51 0-35 0-42
o-ioo 19 / -083 0-84 1-02 0-65 0-79 0-58 0-70 0-46 0-56 0-37 0*46
0- I'/O 37 / -064 0-90 1-09 0-70 0-86 0-63 0-77 0-49 0-60 0-40 0-49

0-150 37 / -072 0-95 1-16 0-76 0-91 0-69 0-83 0-55 0-67 0-44 0-53
0-200 37 / -083 1-00 1-21 0-83 1-00 0-77 0-93 0-60 0-72 0-49 0-60
0-250 37 1 -093 1-05 1-28 0-90 1-09 0-83 1-00 0-65 0-79 0-53 0-63

The charging current is found from the formula already given
for 3-phase aerial lines (§ 306).

Thus for a 3-core cable, 10 mis. long, having conductors 0-1 sq. in. (about
equivalent to the No. 3/0 solid wire in §§ 302, 306) the charging current at

435
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0000 V and 50 cycles will he [0- 000 314 x (fiflOO/ *JU) / <>-,W > Wj fl-7 A.
This is no longer negligible;; it ropnmcmtK fi'7 x IJ MO >: 1-7M/ I uou 7*i-* fcVA
from the generator solely to charge tin; line to full pmiHisri*.

Welbourn (,/owr. I.E.E., Vol. 5S, p. 95) <«timiit««s that aUmt
2 500 kVA of plant would be required iiuwly in rlwr#* u .'*0»ml.
network of 80 000 V cablo in a nyHteni operating at 50 <*yHi*s;
taking into account al«o tho cost of trunHl'onn«*rH, Hwitrh-gi'ar, «*t<*.?
it is doubtful whether higher pn*HHums than »l*i 000 V HIV crom-
inorcially justifiable In 3-eore, 50-cyeli* cables.

The question of ehurging currontH IB of purtiinilar Iiiiji*jrtiirii»i*
in ' intershoath ' cables (§ 289). The capacity lHitwcM*n int^rHliimtli
and outer lead nheatli is larger thai* in an ordinary <*&tii«% l»nt tin*
capacity currents on inner and outer surfjimt of tin* infi*rH!!f*iii)i
are in opposite directions, HO that tins nut intf^rnhfrtth <?iirrrnt i«
relatively Binall. The capacity current in tlw onti*r Hlirittlt <H{tialK,
however, the sum of the capacity cummin in all ib- int4*rKhi*atli»*
and in the conductor itself. At 100 kV, 50 <!ycl«Ht thi* Huirpiijjf
current in the mtersheath cabli* Hpocifliul in | 2Hfl IK: (n) In nut-
ductor, 3"9 A; (6) in intornhoath, 7"4 A; (c) in l«*a«! nhmath, ll**l
A per ml. Though only 0*05 in. in tlw'kiwsH, tli«* int«*3rHhi*nth
will carry the charging current for won? than 3 itiln, of rat tit*
when that current i« f($d from on« end, or for 0 nil f"«*«!»$# frrmi
both ends. Only nhorfc lmigth« of 5nt«*rHhf*ath imlilii an* !iki<ly t«*
be used in the near future, but fchurn i« no ^ri*ai «iiflicfiiify in ar-
ranging to feed in charging curront at interval** whi*n tJini l«*i*iiiiii*»4
Beceesary.

312. Dielectric Loss in Cables.-lit nil witik'M th^n» i«
leakage of current betwenn coron and bntwmm conm an*l
through the ohmic resintance of thw innulatton ; i!ii« In
however so high, when tho cabin in in good «c*rvji;*i* t*on<'litiori,
the leakage current is extremely small and th« /a// In ili« In-
sulation (as distinct from that in, th« conductor) i« to
heat the insulation appreciably. On the oilier }mtt«l, If the In-
sulation be damp, the currant ami th«
thereby increase to a dangerous extimt. In D.C. tin*
age current is the only loss In the didoctrm, hut thw
current han also to bo considered where earry
current. Every cablo is in effect a cowli'itner ami, if tta
factor w«irc zero, the charging current would ho tjuite *
Actually, energy m cliauipated by dielectric {§ 60) ami
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Ir*. ]B\ Oj ̂e cakie iS) say} 2 or 3 % (lower sometimes *), so that" 

" * o is a small watt-component in the charging current, and this
111 «T>onent heats the dielectric.

-A- -he power absorbed by the dielectric of a cable increases with
of the applied voltage and, after decreasing as the

rises to 35°G.,it thereafter increases rapidly with
''uperature ; for example, the dielectric loss in certain 13 200 V,
V>V^e cables at 60 cycles was about 0'75 kw /ml at 50° c-;
-^ k~W at 70° C.; and 6'25 kW at 100° C. The dielectric loss
1 modern 33 000 V, 3-core cables at 50 cycles, 60° C. is about

per nil.
Calculations for Three-Phase Line with Trans-

.-Where extra high pressure is used on the transmission
is generally stepped up at the generating station and down
at the receiving end. About 3 °/0 (more or less) is lost in

w*l t transformation at full load, and in working out a system on
*« lines of § 302 this must be taken into account. If the trans-
*rination ratio is, say, 25 to 1 then, when the pressure is either
fc-iHc*cl or lowered, the inverse ratio must be applied to the current;
i IK oa,n be done subsequently, as it simplifies matters if the line
*«-HK\zre is used in the calculations throughout.

I**or example, assume that 3 000 kW are to be delivered at the end of a 3-phase
»** I *S mis. long, with a line loss of about 10 °/0, the power factor of the load

Q-85 and the pressure at the receiving end 1 000 Y between lines. Then
" *h «*, transformer ratio of 25 to 1 the equivalent line pressure will be 25 000 V
*«l tlie pressure to neutral will be 14 430 V. The energy delivered by each
"*t»f..:H -will be 1 000 kW, and the current (1 000 x 1 000 / 0'85 x 14 430), or say
i 4,

I proceeding as in §§ 302, 306 the nearest size of wire will be No. 4 S.W.G.,
**l c^a^cb. branch may be assumed to have the following approximate character-
lit*?* : Hosisfcance = 16'05 H; inductance = 25-62 mH; reactance = 9*66 xi;

.fcy « 0*264= /-iF. These data may either be worked out or taken from Table
� u xning suitable spacing.

*l*H.e transformers at both ends are assumed to have the following character-
H*^** : Efficiency, 97 °/0; copper loss, 1 °/0; hysteresis, 1-| °/0; reactance, 3^ °/0;
»H»i«sfci»ing current, 4 °/0. As the power factor of the load (cos 0) is 0*85, the in-

factor (sin «£) will be 0*52.

** 3Dow, P.F. is particularly important in high-voltage, high-power cables be-
ea*ch 1 °/0 of the total kVA then represents a large amount of energy and

*9i*#»fore appreciable heating of the dielectric, the break-down strength of which
as the temperature rises. It is now (1923) possible to make 44 000 V,

t**»rf» cables with a P.F. not exceeding 1 % at temperatures up to 55° or 60° 0.
sit I*-r!B'- of air-core telephone cables, in which paper is used only as a mechanicaj

to hold the wires apart, may be as low as 0'2 °/q.
437
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TABLE 47.-Voltage Components, Current and Power in
3-Phase Overhead Line with Transformers.

Voltage.
Current. Power.

Energy. Induction.

V V A

Secondary circuit -
Energy component 85 % of

14430V 12265 _ Total power at end
12 265 x 82 x 3
= 3 017 kW.

Induction component 52 °/0
of 14 430 V . -- 7503

Current 

Step-down transformers - 

- - 82

Resistance loss 1°/0 of 14 430 V 144
Beactance loss 3£ °/0 of 14 430 V - 

. 

505 
- "I 
- \ Loss 80 kW.

Hysteresis loss 1£ °/0 of 82 A . - - 1-2 J

Data at high-tension side of
transformer . . . 12409 8008 83-2 Power to transfor-

mers 3 097 kW.
Line -

Resistance loss (16'05 x 83-2) V 1336 - - Loss 334 kW.
Reactance loss (9*66 x 83«2) V . - 804 " -

^/(13 7452 + 8 8122) = 16 329 V
at terminals of step-up trans-
former ..... 13745 8812 83-2 Power to line 3 431

kW.

Step-up transformers -
Resistance loss 1 °/0 of 16 329 V 163 -\ Loss 94 kW.
Reactance loss 3J °/0 of 16 329 V 572
Hysteresis loss l| °/0 of 83 -2 A . - - iTs

J(13 90S2 + 3 9842) = 17 030 V
at generator terminals . " 13908 9384 84-5 Power, 3 525 kW.

The working may now be set out as in Table 47, from which it will be seen
that the pressure between lines at the generator terminals is 17 030 x ^8 or
29 450 V and the current £4-5 A ; if the ratio of the transformation is 25 to 1, then
the actual values will be 1180 V and 2 110 A. The efficiency of transmission is
(Power delivered / Power generated) = 3 017 / 3 525 or 85£ %. The P.F. of the
whole circuit will be (kW delivered / kVA generated) = 3 017 / 4 320 or 0'7.

This method of calculation is applicable to any installation of
transformers on an A.C. system.

314. Star and Delta Connections of Generator.-Hitherto

we have dealt with a 3-phase 3-wire line and the conditions in it,
but largely by reference to the pressure from any phase wire to
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the neutral point. Now, as any two wires act as the return for
the third, at both ends of the line the phase wires must in some
manner be interconnected. For instance, at the generating end
there are the coils on the generator; if the pressure is stepped up
or down there are the coils on the transformers; at the receiving
end there may he the stator coils of a motor, or the phases may
he used as separate single-phase circuits. Either the star or the
delta arrangement may be used (§ 143).

First consider the coils of a generator and the wires leading from them, in
the example of 3-phase transmission with P.F. 0*88 at the generator end discussed
in §§ 301-303.

With star connection one end of each generator coil connects on to one wire
of the line, so the current must obviously be the same in coil and wire, viz. 102 A.
The other ends of the three coils are all joined together at the neutral point
(which may or may not be * earthed '), so the pressure developed in each coil will
be the pressure from line wire to neutral, viz. 3 885 V. The power generated in
each coil is IE cos <j> i.e. 102 x 3 885 x 0-88 = 352 kW, or 1 056 kW for the whole
generator.

With delta connection the ends of the generator (or transformer) coils are
connected in delta (A) or triangle, and the neutral point may be considered as in
the middle of the triangle; the line wires take off from the junction points (as
shown in Fig. 36, § 143). It will be seen that each line wire is being supplied with
current by two generator coils, and the current in each coil will be (Line current
/ tJB) = 102 / 1-73 or 58*8 A. As each generator coil is connected directly between
two line wires the pressure developed in it must be the full line pressure or 6 730
Y. Here also the power generated in each coil is IE cos <£, i.e. 58-8 x 6 730 x
0-88 = 352 kW or 1 056 kW for the whole generator.

315. Extra High Voltage Transmission.-It will be seen
from the general formula in § 295 that the sectional area of con-
ductor required to transmit any stated amount of power for a
given distance with specified loss varies inversely with the square
of the voltage between lines. In other words the cost of the
conductors themselves varies inversely with the square of the
transmission voltage. This statement holds good in practice, at
least up to the voltage at which corona (§ 316) requires the use of
a larger conductor than would otherwise be needed. Alternatively,
the amount of power which can be transmitted by conductors of
stated size increases with the square of the voltage between lines.
Thus, according to requirements, we can use smaller conductors or
fewer circuits in the transmission system by working at higher
voltages. The cost of towers and of wayleaves is reduced by re-
ducing the number of circuits but, on the other hand, higher
voltages involve greater outlay upon insulators and more costly
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316 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

towers, if the spacing between conductors has to be increased.
In practice it is generally found that the cost of transmission
lines for pressures higher than, say, 66 000 V increases in direct
proportion with the line voltage. As the carrying capacity in-
creases with the square of the line voltage there is a wide margin
in favour of higher voltages wherever the amount of power and
the distance of transmission justify the higher cost of transformers
and switchgear for the higher pressure. The relative merits of
different voltages must be determined by comparing detailed
estimates for the alternative schemes, and an allowance (varying
with circumstances) must be made for the fact that the security
of supply is reduced when, working at higher voltage over fewer
circuits.

In Great Britain there is no water-power of any considerable magnitude, ex-
cepting tidal power which is still of problematical utility. Energy developed in
coal-burning or other thermal power stations cannot economically be transmitted
more than, say, 50-100 mis. because this distance brings us either outside the
industrial area or into an adjoining coalfield. It is therefore improbable that
pressures exceeding 40-60 kV will be required for overhead transmission in
Great Britain. On the Continent of Europe and most other parts of the world, ex-
cepting the United States, 100 to 120 kV appears to be about the economic limit
of voltage for overhead transmission, this pressure being sufficient to carry hydro-
electric power economically to industrial areas capable of absorbing it.

The United States, with enormous industrial demands at long distances from
equally large water-power projects, is the home of * super-transmission ' schemes.
At the time of writing, the Southern Californian Edison Go. is converting its two
150 kV, 55 000 kW, 3-phase circuits from the Big Creek hydro-electric development
to Los Angeles (240 nils.) for operation at 232 kV, thus increasing the power capacity
of the lines.

Tests by the General Electric Co. (Schenectady) in 1921 demonstrated that
power could be transformed to 1100 kV at 60 cycles / sec. and transmitted at this
pressure, using tubular conductors of 4 ins. dia. to avoid corona (§ 816). The spark-
over distance between points at 1 000 kV is about 105 ins. This investigation is
mainly of interest as regards pressure testing and the determination of physical
laws. It demonstrates, however, that power transmission at commercial fre-
quencies is feasible at much higher pressures than yet used. Probably power
could be transmitted 1 000 mis. with equipment representing a mere extension
of present-da/ practice, but the cost of tubular conductors and of the insulators
required would be abnormally high, and it is, at present, generally possible to sell
within a radius of 200 or 300 mis. all the hydro-electric power which can econ-
omically be developed. Save for this general consideration, however, there is
nothing to indicate that existing transmission pressures and distances will not be
greatly exceeded (§§ 318, 319).

316. Corona Discharge.-The term ' corona' is generally
applied to the discharge which takes place from a charged body
in air \vhen the electrostatic stress is sufficient to ionise the
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layers of air in contact with the body, thus rendering them
electrically conducting. At higher values of the electrostatic
stress there occurs a brush discharge or, if the stress be high
enough, flash-over to an adjacent body. Corona discharge occurs
from overhead transmission conductors at high pressures (rarely
below 100 kV between phases with usual sizes and spacings of
conductors), and it is also liable to occur from the sharp edges
of charged metal in oil- immersed apparatus, and in air films in IIW

or between layers of solid dielectric. In the latter case, as in
cables, it quickly deteriorates the insulating material by its
heating and chemical effects and so leads to break-down.

In high-voltage cables and coil insulation air films must be
eliminated, at all costs (§ 79). In switehgear, transformers,
mercury rectifiers, and other apparatus where corona might give
trouble, the discharge may be eliminated by the use of well-
rounded parts (so as to reduce the electrostatic stress, § 288) or
the possible source of corona may be separated from the danger
space (e.g. a space filled with air and oil vapcmr) by an earthed
metallic screen. The factors determining the occurrence of corona
on overhead transmission lines are shown in the formula below ;
increasing the distance between conductors is a costly and
relatively ineffective method of reducing the loss ; in any
particular case the voltage and frequency are fixed, and atmos-
pheric conditions are beyond control ; the only remaining method
of reducing the loss is to increase the diameter of the conductor,
e.g. by the use of steel-cored copper cable or aluminium (§ 331).
Corona leads to corrosion of conductors by causing the formation
of nitrous acid, and the power dissipated by the discharge may
be a serious factor.

The following data are due to F. W. Peek : * The disruptive critical voltage
of air (at which voltage corona actually commences in practice, due to dirt and
irregularities on the surface of the conductor) is given by -

Of

e - gMr$ loge - ,

where e = disruptive critical voltage, in. kV (R.M.S.) to neutral ;
g = disruptive pressure gradient of air;

=s 21*1 kV (R.M.S.) per cm. for all conductors and commercial fre-
quencies at 25° 0. and 76 cms. barometric height ;

M = 1*0 for polished wires ; 0'98-0*93 for rough or weathered wires ;
0-87-0 -83 for 7-strand conductors ;

" * Trans. Am&r. I.E.E., Vol. 30, p, 1889 ; Vol. 81, j>. 1051 ; Vol. 32, p. 1767,
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r = radius of conductor, in cms.;
5 = an air density factor = 3-92 6 / (273 + i), where & = barometric

height in cms.; t = temperature in °C.;
S = distance between centres of conductors, in cms.;

log = 2*303 Iog10.
The power loss by corona is given by-

where P = power loss, in kW per km. per coniuctor;
/ = cycles per sec.;
E = B.M.S. pressure between line and neutral, in kV; and the other

symbols have the same meanings as before.
(Note.-I in. = 2-54 cms.; 1 ml. = 1-61 km.)
"Within the range of the tests (47-120 cycles) the power loss by corona varies

directly with the frequency. At zero frequency (D.C.) the loss is from J-J the
loss at 60 cycles for the same maximum voltage.

The above formula relate to fair weather conditions. To determine the

power loss in foul weather, take e = 80 °/0 of the fair weather value. The
operating voltage should not exceed e or the corona loss will be very high during
fog, rain, or snow, or when the conductor surface is rough.

317. Thury Constant-current System.-This system of
direct-current transmission employs the same general principles
as are applied in constant-current series-arc circuits (Chapters
19, 25), but much higher pressure and power are now involved.
A number of series-wound generators (§ 138) are connected in
series to supply a number of loads also in series, the loads being
generally motors driving auxiliary generators in substations, and
the voltage of the main generators being varied to maintain the
current constant. This system is used fairly extensively on the
Continent, where constant currents from 50 up to 450 A are used
in various installations with maximum circuit pressures up to
100 kV. The Moutiers-Lyons scheme is the most important yet
erected.* In England, the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co. has
a Thury transmission designed for 10 000 kW and a maximum
pressure of 100-120 kV, using single-conductor, lead-sheathed
cables with core section 0'125 sq. in. and \ in. of paper in-
sulation. This transmission will ultimately serve an area of
300 sq. mis. or so in Western London, and represents the most

* Much information concerning this, as well as a detailed treatment of the
principles, advantages, and disadvantages of the Thury system, is to be found in
General Electric Review, Vol. 18, p. 1026 et seq.; other papers which may be
consulted are: Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 38, p. 407; Vol. 39, p. 848; Vol. 51, pp. 443,
640.
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economical solution to the problem of supplying an undeveloped
but rapidly growing district in which overhead transmission is
not considered permissible, whilst underground A.C. transmission
would be impracticable.

Though the P.D. between points in the windings of a generator
or motor in a Thury circuit may be limited to, say, 3 000 or
5 000 V, the line pressure at this point may be 100 000 V above
earth pressure; hence it is necessary to carry the bedplate of
the machine on insulators and to place the cement foundation
block on insulators and surround it by a filling of asphalt and
bitumen. Insulating couplings are necessary between generator
and prime mover; and commutators for high pressures are costly
and need much attention. Advantages and disadvantages may
be thus summarised:-

Advantages.-Economy in distribution due to use of high pressures (§ 315).
Possibility of using higher pressure than with A.O. for given insulation strain
(§ 298). Inductance, capacity, phase displacement, and voltage surge problems
are eliminated, and dielectric loss in cables reduced practically to zero. The only
loss of importance is that due to ohmic resistance of the line; the percentage value
of this loss is not serious when the constant current for the power available is so
chosen that the circuit is normally worked near the limit of practicable voltage.
(At present the limiting voltage for D.C. cables is about 150 kV to earth or 300
kV between extreme conductors.) On the other hand, since the current is con-
stant, ohmic losses in the line are also constant, so that the efficiency of a Thury
transmission on light loads is low. The aim must be low current and high
voltage, i.e. minimum ohmic loss and maximum useful load to reduce the per-
centage importance of the loss.

The earth can be used as return path in a Thury circuit, or it can be
1 tapped' to replace the function of a broken-down section of a metallic circuit.
The ohmic loss in the earth path is small, but there is a certain liability to electro-
lytic trouble near the earth plates. Instead of being used as an active conductor,
the earth may be used as neutral to limit the voltage, line to earth, to half the
total pressure. One or more generators can be connected in series with a Thury
circuit at any convenient point, say where there is a waterfall which might be
so small as not to justify development on any other system (§ 144). One of the
most important advantages of the Thury system is that it provides a flexible and
efficient means of interconnecting heterogeneous generating systems (§ 186). By
using motor generators consisting of constant-current series motors and A.C. or
D.C. generators as may be required, any number of A.C. or D.C. networks can be
interconnected, energy being transferred from one to another through the Thury
circuit and motor generators; this arrangement has been proposed as a possible
solution to the problem of co-ordinating electricity supply in London.

No transformation of pressure is required in a Thury circuit, and no general
switchboards are required. The switches used are very simple, machines being
short-circuited when idle, and tapped into the circuit when working. The series
circuit is never opened, and in place of automatic circuit-breakers there are relays
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i

shifting the brushes to zero in case of generator break-down or accidental open-
circuit. There is nothing in a Thiiry station corresponding to the synchronising
of A.G. generators, and the load is shared automatically by all the series generators
even with 10 °/0 difference in the speed of the sets.

Disadvantages. - The constant current of the circuit cannot be subdivided,
and rotary machines are required to yield A.C. or D.C. for distribution purposes.
The insulation of the generator and motor frames is a serious problem. A 500
H.P. motor in a 200 A, D.C. circuit would have to be insulated in its windings for
about 3 000 V (to allow for 50 °/0 overload) ; the frame, however, would have to 

'

be insulated from earth, for the full -line voltage, which might be 100 000 V.
High-power, high-voltage machines offer difficulties in the way of commutation ;
about 5 000 V per commutator is the upper limit at present, so that twenty com-
imitators are required for 100 000 'V line pressure. Speed-governors or brush -
shifting gear or both are required on constant-current generators to provide for |
voltage regulation* !

Though the commutators, generators, and motor governors
and frame insulation are costly items in a Thury system, the cost
of transmission conductors is less than for A.C. systems (§ 334),
particularly where cables are concerned, and to an even greater
degree where the earth is used as one conductor. It is not con-
sidered likely that the Thury system will ever compete with
long-distance, overhead 3-phase transmission as at present de-
veloped, but the constant-current D.C. system is undoubtedly the
best where transmission must be effected over considerable distance

by underground cable; also it has very valuable application in
linking together power schemes which have or have not the same
voltage, frequency, etc.

318. Quarter-wave and Half-wave Transmission Lines. -
A ' quarter- wave ' transmission line is one of such length that
the time taken for an alternating current to flow from one end
to the other equals one-quarter period of the AC. concerned;
similarly, a ' half- wave ' line is of such length that the time occu-
pied equals one-half period of the current. If the velocity of flow
be equal to the velocity of light (say, 186 000 mis. per sec.), and
if A.C. at 50 cycles per sec. be used, the length of a quarter- wave
line is about 186 000 /(J x ^) = 930 mis.; and that of a half-
wave line is about 1 860 mis. In terms of the inductance and

capacity of the line the length of the quarter- wave line is
l/(4/yLO) nils., and of the half-wave line l/(2/</LO) mis.,
where / = cycles per sec., and LC = inductance and capacity
per ml. If the product LG be increased (e.g. by the addition
of reactance coils to the circuit and the use of underground
cables) the route length of a quarter- (or half-) wave Hue may be
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reduced to a few hundred miles. Lines of these electrical lengths
have distinctive properties of considerable value from the point
of view of power transmission; and it has been suggested that
such lines could be used to advantage for the transmission of
power over relatively short distances the line being then ' loaded'
as above, or over very long distances, only the natural induct-
ance and capacity of overhead lines being then in circuit. The
following notes indicate the possibilities and limitations of the
two systems * (see also §§ 135 (1) and (4); 158):-

The method at present standard for the transmission of A.C. power consists
in the delivery of a variable current (according to the load) at constant voltage.
In order to maintain constant voltage at the load, the voltage at the input end of
the line must be increased as the load increases, so as to compensate for the
higher pressure drop in the line. Where a large amount of power has to be
transmitted for long distances a wide range of voltage regulation is required at
the supply end, and the power loss in the line is a serious consideration.

The Quarter-wave System.-A quarter-wave line is in resonance (§ 47) on
open circuit and the characteristics of the circuit are such that, neglecting re-
sistance, constant current input is required for the maintenance of constant
voltage at the delivery end. In practice it would be necessary to increase the
current input somewhat to compensate for the higher ohmic loss at higher loads
but, fundamentally, the system is one of constant current input and its applica-
tion would require the use of constant-current alternators (which are not standard
machines). As the pressure along the line varies with the load delivered, it is
impracticable to tap energy from a quarter-wave line at any intermediate point;
the system is only applicable to ' through ' transmission of energy from point to
point. The route length of a quarter-wave line, with only the inductance and
capacity of air lines in circuits, is about 750-900 mis. using 50-cycle current, and
1500-1 800 mis. using 25-cycle current.

The Half-wave System.-A half-wave line may be regarded as two quarter-
wave lines placed end to end. With constant voltage supply at the input end
there is, neglecting resistance, constant voltage at the delivery end and constant
current at the centre of the line. Maximum voltage in the line is at points about
one-quarter the total length of the line from, each end and is there equal to the
station voltage which would be required in an ordinary A.C. system for trans-
mission over this quarter distance. In other words, the half-wave system makes
possible transmission over four times the length of an ordinary transmission line
with the same maximum voltage in the circuit.

As the voltage at intermediate points varies with the load the half-wave
system is limited to ' through ' transmission from end to end, except that supply
can also be taken at or near the centre from the constant-current portion of the

* For a detailed investigation of the characteristics of long transmission lines,
see Theory and Calculation of Transient Electric Phenomena and Oscillations, by
C. P. Steinmetz (McG-raw, Hill Co.). The notes here given are from papers on
the basic equations of quarter-wave and half-wave lines, with numerical examples,
abstracted from Rev. G&n. d'Electricity in El Rev., Vol. 87, pp. 250 et seg_.
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line. With, only the inductance and capacity of overhead lines, the route length
of a half- wave line is about 1 500-1 800 mis., using 50-cycle current (3 000-
3 600 mis. for 25 cycles), but the route length, could easily be reduced to 300 mis.
by the use of reactance coils of reasonable dimensions in the case of lines for
10 000 kW or so. For higher power, up to, say, 50 000 kW, extra capacity is also
required in the circuit ; this could be provided by using condensers and / or some
underground cable, but it would generally be sufficient merely to subdivide the
line conductors.

The half-wave system could be used with standard (constant-voltage)
alternators. Its advantages, compared with a plain transmission, are : (1) Elimi-
nation of the effects of inductance and capacity on the voltage regulation required
at the supply station ; the station voltage is higher than the delivered voltage
only by the amount of the ohmic (IE) drop. (2) Longer distance transmission
feasible with the same maximum line voltage. (3) Lighter conductors and better
voltage regulation for given variations in load kW and P.F. Its disadvantage is
that energy cannot be tapped intermediately except at the centre point and there
only by special constant-current equipment.

319. Six-Phase Underground Transmission at 100-150 kV.
- The system proposed by A. M. Taylor (Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 61,
p. 220) employs single-core cables with intersheaths (§ 288) which
are utilised for power transmission as well as to relieve the pressure
gradient on the insulation near the main core. Two star-connected
transformer-secondaries are arranged so as to yield a 6-phase
supply, the terminals of which (in sequence) are connected to the
central, intermediate, and outer cores of one cable A, and to the
corresponding cores of a second cable B. The intermediate point
of the 6-phase system, between the points connected to the outer eta f ,

cores, being earthed, and the system being operated at 60 000 V,
the P.D. between the central and intermediate cores (and between
the intermediate and outer cores) is 30 000 V, whilst that between
the outer core and the lead sheathing is 17 800 V.

When the load increased a similar 6-phase system with two cables could be
added, the connections being such that the diametral voltages of the two 6-phase f : T-»J
systems would combine, making possible the superimposing of single-phase

11
transmission at 123 000 V on the two pairs of cables. Finally, a third 6-phase
system could be added (again with its own pair of cables) in such vector relation-
ship that there could be transmitted 6-phase current in each pair of cables, and
3-phaae current at 100 000 V (or even 150 000 V) through the three lines, each of is

which consists of one pair of cables. The use of intersheaths reduces the current of
flowing through the inner layers of dielectric, where the volume of material is
least and the heating consequently greatest, and whence the escape of heat is
most difficult. By feeding capacity current to the intersheaths at sub-stations along pa. ! "*'*"
the route, the transmission of such, current through the central cores may be
eliminated ; also, the capacity current may be made to neutralise the reactance
drop due to loads at lagging power factor (§ 159) ; the A.C. transmission is then
as efficient as D.G. transmission, in that it is subject only to ohmic pressure drop, of -
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The increased eddy currents in the lead sheathing of single-core, compared with
3-core, cables are claimed not to be serious provided that the cable centres be not
more than 6 or 7 ins. apart; in armoured cables the eddy current loss is a more
serious consideration. A supplementary explanation of this system is given in EL
Rev., Vol. 92, p. 648.

320. Interconnection of Transmission Systems.-For the
reasons outlined in § 186 it is becoming increasingly common
to interconnect A.C. transmission systems so that power can be
transferred from one to another at will.* The voltage and power
factor conditions in the interconnecting line are both important;
their relation is discussed fully in a paper by L. Eomero and
J. B. Palmer (Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 60, p. 287), from which the
following points are extracted:-

To obtain any desired division of load between two interconnected A.C. power
stations it is necessary to adjust the steam (or water or gas, etc.) supply to the
prime movers. Mere adjustment of generator fields, or the raising by other
means of the voltage at the * sending' end of the interconnector, only causes
wattless kVA to flow through the circuit;, the kW remaining constant except for the
additional copper loss in the interconnector (§ 155). Adjustment of voltage, in
addition to prime mover control, is sometimes necessary.

When current flows through a circuit having resistance and reactance (such as
the interconnector, with or without transformers) there is an impedance drop
(IZ) which causes the voltage at the two ends of the circuit to differ in magnitude
or phase or both.

If the station voltages are constant and equal, the mean P.F. of transmis-
sion remains at a constant leading value, and the power factors at the station
ends of the interconnector vary (slightly) in opposite directions as the load varies
or reverses. Power up to the capacity of the line may be transmitted in either
direction without varying the voltage or mean P.F. This method might be used
to connect two stations each with a load at or near unity P.F., but most stations
are unable to take a bulk supply at leading or unity P.F. without serious dis-
turbance to their operating conditions.

If the station voltages are constant and unequal, the P.F. of the transmission
varies from lag towards lead as the load increases. This method is suitable only
for transmitting power in one direction because a reversal of power would flow at
a low leading P.F.

If the station voltages are varied with load, by induction regulators boost-
ing transformers (Chapter 17) or other means, the P.F. may be kept constant at
any desired value within the available range of voltage variation. This method
is necessary in most cases. The use of a boosting device makes possible control
of the transmission P.F. without varying the bus bar voltage. Formulae for
determining the P.F. of the line current with given load and voltage boost, or the
boost required to transmit a stated load at given P.F., are to be found in the
paper (loc. cit.).

*In the great interconnected transmission networks of the United States,
some of the power is transmitted 500 or 600 mis. when there is a local shortage
of coal or water.
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321. Synchronising Effect of Parallel Transmission Lines.
-If two alternators be connected each to one of a pair of trans-
mission lines, which are electrically independent but physically

t parallel to each other on the same poles or towers, the two circuits
have a synchronising effect which tends to hold the generators in
synchronism or in anti-phase, according to the arrangement of the

I line conductors.* In order that the paralleling of apparatus in a
f sub-station may be helped (instead of being hindered) by the
I synchronising effect of the transmission lines, the conductors of' 

one line should be placed in phase sequence 1-2-3 down one
Q side of the tower, those of the other line being in sequence 3-2-1.

That is to say, similar phases in the two lines should be diametri-
cally opposite to each, other and not in the same relative positions

' 
on each side of the tower. This diametrical relation must, of
course, be retained at each transposition of the wires.

322. Wayleaves.-Before any overhead transmission line can
be erected it is necessary (in Great Britain) to obtain permission

| (a) from the Ministry of Transport; (6) from the owner of the
\ ground traversed. Fortunately, it is now much easier than in the
j past to obtain the requisite official and private consent. The
f abolition of the absolute power of veto formerly possessed by
; local authorities is an important reform.

Under the provisions of the G-eneral and Special Acts or Orders relating to
the supply of electricity, the consent of the Minister of Transport is necessary
before Authorised Undertakers may place any electric line above ground, except
within premises in the sole occupation or control of the Undertakers, and except
so much of any service line as is necessarily so placed for the purpose of supply.
In cases where the Local Authority are not themselves the Undertakers, the
further consent of such authority was formerly necessary under the provisions of
§ 14 of the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, and § 10 of the Schedule to the Electric
Lighting (Clauses) Act, 1899, or corresponding provision in any Special Act or
Order. The position, however, has been modified by § 21 of the Electricity
(Supply) Act, 1919, and where the consent of the Minister is obtained to the
placing of any electric line above ground in any case, the consent of the Local
Authority is not required; but the Minister before giving consent is required to

; afford the Local Authority an opportunity of being heard. It also falls to the
1 Minister of Transport to give consents in connection with wayleaves for electric
* lines whether above or below ground under the provisions of § 22 of the Act of

1919.

As previously indicated, overhead lines, whether erected by Authorised
Undertakers or without statutory authority, are subject to Eegulations prescribed

* This phenomenon and the reason for it are discussed in Gen. El. Rev.,
Vol. 25, p. 146, and Electricity, Vol. 36, p. 588.
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by the Electricity Commissioners for securing tne safety of the public and for the
protection, of the lines and works of the Postmaster-General (§ 324).

323. Steel, Wooden, and Concrete Poles.-Steel Poles.-
For transmission lines, built-up steel lattice poles are the most
satisfactory on all counts. For comparatively unimportant or light
lines, however, tubular tramway poles are often used, and serve
their purpose. These latter are generally used in towns, where
lattice poles would take up too rnucli room. Tubular c Hamilton '
telegraph poles have also been extensively used, but in the gauges
o£ metal generally employed for telegraph purposes they are not
satisfactory; a much higher factor of safety is required in power
lines than will suffice for telegraphs.

On one important; point engineers and buyers ca,n ensure their steel poles
having the longest possible life, namely, by excluding high-tensile steel, of which
poles are sometimes made. Most chemists will agree that high-tensile steels
tend to corrode more quickly than either wrought-iron or mild steel; and this is
probably due to the higher percentage of manganese and carbon present in high-
tensile steel. Mild steel with a tensile strength not exceeding 24-28 tons per
sq[. in. will give the best results in the direction of the minimum tendency to
corrode. Engineers would do well to .specify the steel of which their poles are
made to fall within this figure (E. J. Fox, Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 52, p. 320).

Wooden Poles, used on. several important transmission schemes
in India, have proved uniformly unsatisfactory; possibly with
proper treatment better results would have been obtained, at any
rate at high altitudes, where there. are no white ants. In this
country they are used to a considerable extent A compound
pole of A-form, "built up from two single poles and spread about
1 in 8, is roughly 4J- times as strong as a single pole. Where
more room, is required the H-forin is used, with cross-bracing to
give stability. At angles, H-poles or 'three-legged structures
should always be used with stays (§ 326) in both alignments
rather than a single stay in the resultant. Concrete foundations
may be necessary in bad ground, and if a concrete sheathing be
carried up the pole above ground level, rotting at the latter is
prevented.

Notes on preservative processes for timber are given in § 86.
Statistics from a variety of sources show that creosoting under
pressure gives the longest life to timber, viz. 20-25 years for
poles in. temperate climates. The life of poles treated with copper
sulphate, zinc chloride, or mercury chloride is given as 12-15
years. The life of wooden poles as hitherto used in India has

VOL. i. 449 29
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been 5 or 6 years. Untreated poles last 10 or 12 years in England,
and by proper creosoting a life of 30 years or more, up to 50 years,
is attainable.

Concrete Poles.-Reinforced concrete poles have been used in
a number of cases (particularly in America), as being stronger and
more durable than wood, whilst eliminating the constant super-
vision and repainting required by steel. Concrete poles are heavy,
which is a serious matter where transport is difficult; their use

\ is principally in low- and medium-pressure distribution schemes.
j In some cases a portable pole-making plant and local aggregates
] may be used with advantage. Tubular construction saves weight
I with little loss of strength, and provides a convenient duct for
; cables. A 25-ft. pole tapering from 16 ins. to 7 ins. with 2|-in.
? walls and twelve J-in. steel reinforcing rods, weighs about 2 500
/ Ibs., and if set 6 ft. in the ground will withstand safely a pull of

1 000 Ibs. applied at the top.
! 324. Poles and Wires; Requirements of Rules.-The first
| requirement of an overhead line is that it shall be set out properly

before erection begins. The position of every pole should be de-
termined ; it should be ascertained that the wires in a span will not
come too near the ground, especially in the case of tortuous distri-
bution lines in hilly country; the angles should be noted; the
nature of the ground where poles and stays must go should be in-
vestigated ; the height and strength of special poles should be taken
out.

In previous editions of this work the Board of Trade Regulations for overhead
lines were referred to. The Board has now made way for the Electricity Com-
missioners and the Regulations are under revision. In theory the Regulations
prescribed hy the Commissioners, under the power conferred by the existing
'Regulations for securing the safety of the public,' are specially made for each
undertaking, and become a part of the Special Order; in fact the new Regulations,
like the old ones, will doubtless be practically standard in form. Although the
code is not (at the time of going to press) in force the following summary may be
taken as substantially correct both for pressures (a) not exceeding 650 V, B.C., and
325 V, A.C., and (6) exceeding those values.

Line conductors will be of copper or aluminium ordinarily, though steel or
other conductors for specially long spans would no doubt be allowed. As regards
breaking load, elongation, and elasticity the conductors at the time of erection will
have to comply with the latest specification of the British Engineering Standards
Association. Minimum values are as follows (see opposite page).

In calculating the factor of safety the actual breaking load is taken. It is
assumed that the wires are covered with ice to a radial thickness of J in. (for the
higher pressures J in.) and are simultaneously subjected to a wind of 50 m.p.h
or 8 Ibs. per sq. ft. of the projected area. Under these conditions and allowing for
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MEDIUM-VOLTAGE AND HIGH-VOLT-
AGE OVERHEAD POWER LINES.

Current is supplied through.
3 300 V overhead feeders and de-

livered, through pole-type trans-
formers, to the 430 V overhead
distributors. The copper conduc-
tors, ranging from 37 /13 to 7 / 14
S.W.G. are carried by cantilever
channel cross-arms, and are all
single-circuit lines with a 7 / 14
S.W.G. earth wire below. The

triangular spacing of the conductors
is 2 ft. 6 ins. The creosoted wooden

poles are A, H and single-type, 34
ft. long overall, from 7 in. to SJ in.
diameter at 5 ft. from the butt,"and
at average spans of 50 yds.

Johnson (& Phillips, Ltd.

A double-circuit, 3-phase, 11000
V line running from a terminal pole
to which current is conveyed by two
11 000 V underground cables; the
cable cores are connected to the

lines in the inverted pole-type tri-
furcating boxes. The conductors
are of 1 S.W.G. copper spaced
4 ft. 4 ins. horizontally on the top
and bottom cross arms and 5 ft.

4 ins. on the centre arm; below
them is 0,7 j 14 S.W.G. galvanised
steel earth wire. The vertical spacing
between conductors is 1 ft. 6 ins.

The poles are 36 ft. long, OJ ins. dia.
(at 5 ft. from butt); the" span is
SO yds. and the minimum clearance
from ground at maximum summer
sag is 20 ft.

Johnson & PhUli^ts, Ltd*

[To face p. 450.



Calender's Cable and (Jfinstruction Co., Ltd*

A 33 000 V TRANSMISSION LINE ON ' KAY ' POLES.

This typs of pole is particularly suitable for cross-country transmission. It is-
preferably made of high-tensile steel tubes "which may be painted or, better, "wrapped
"with hessian impregnated with a bitumen compound. The foundations consist of
buckled plates to which the tubes are bolted, and the connection between the four
base tubes and the upright is made by a cast-iron block with five projections which
slip into the appropriate tubes and require no bolt or other fastening. The ties are
of galvanised steel rope. The foundation plate carries only the difference between the
thrust of the tube and the pull of the wire, hence these poles can be used on marshy
ground. They are easily transported and easily erected, and passage between the
legs is not obstructed by bracing.

\Tojacep.4c5L.
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Material. Elongation in Breaking Load Young's Modulus of Elasticity.
10 ins. °/0. Tons per Sq. In. Lbs. per Sq. In.

Copper . 1 27 18 x 10B
Aluminium 4 11 10 x 10s

the elasticity, the stress in the conductor at 22° F. (5-5° C.) must not exceed half
the breaking load.

For the lower group of pressures no conductor may be used having a break-
ing load less than 650 Ibs., equivalent to a copper wire weighing 200 Ibs. per mile or
an aluminium wire weighing 147 Ibs. per mile.

The minimum computed height from the ground of any line conductor, at a
temperature of 122° F. (50° C.), is fixed at 20 ft. as in the old rules. The con-
ductors must not be accessible without a ladder or the like. In the case of the

higher pressures, approved means for rendering a falling wire dead must bs pro-
vided; and at all pressures above 250 Y, D.G. or 125 V, A.C. approved means
must be provided to prevent * danger' from a falling wire. The conditions are
somewhat more stringent along or across public roads or canals, or upon factory
or other premises. Any auxiliary and earth wires or service lines are generally sub-
ject to similar restrictions. Lines crossing or near other overhead lines must be
specially protected against accidental contacts, at the expense of the last comer.

Poles or supports (§ 323) of creosoted wood, iron, steel or reinforced concrete
are permissible; for the higher pressures the supports must be consecutively
numbered and must carry a ' danger' notice. The factors of safety allowed are
2J for iron or steel and 3J for wood or concrete under the same conditions as to
ice and wind pressure as for wires. For lattice and other compound poles, such,
as A and H poles, special conditions of calculation are laid down. In the case of
the higher pressures a continuous earth wire must be provided, connecting up all
metal not alive,* and earthed at least four times in every mile; and the design must
be such that the leakage on a contact occurring with live metal shall be at least
double that required to operate the safety devices for rendering the line dead.*

Eegular inspection and efficient maintenance is, as heretofore, insisted upon.
All materials used must, at the time of erection, conform with the latest

specifications of the B.E.S.A. and with the Post Office Technical Instructions
(No. XIII.) for the construction of aerial lines, as far as applicable.

No limiting span is laid down ; it is clear that if the restrictions are complied
with the distance between supports is immaterial. In certain cases the Kegula-
tions may be modified with the consent of the Electricity Commissioners. There
are no detailed instructions (as found in the B.O.T. Regulations) for guarding
against corrosion; but it must be guarded against both statutorily and as a matter
of common sense.

In practice, it is seldom advisable to use conductors smaller than
No. 5 or "No. 6 S.W.G. Long spans are generally preferable in
transmission lines, except where crossing streets or other places
where the public have a right of way; there the span should be as

* The terms ' danger,' * alive,' and 'dead' in their electrical sense are de-
fined in the Eegulations.
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short as possible. It is good practice to duplicate each, wire on
transmission lines crossing roads; the two wires are then bound
together, and the chance of breakage is reduced to a minimum.
Earthing metal towers or other accessible supports is not always an
easy matter in dry districts. A continuous earth wire (§ 347) is
useful for the purpose. Cases have occurred where poles have
been made ' alive' by leakage and have caused serious accidents
to men and horses. During erection and repair, line wires should
always be earthed. Neglect of this precaution has been responsible
for cases of shock to linesmen from electrostatic charges on the line.

The Regulations require a liberal factor of safety (see above)
in transmission conductors, and assume that a wind pressure of
8 Ibs. (as against the B.O.T. 25 Ibs.) per sq. ft. will be operative.
Actually, such a pressure is rarely experienced at an)r distance from
the coast, but provision must be made for abnormal conditions.
The United States and Canadian recommendations allow a maxi-

mum stress of 30 000 Ibs. per sq. in. for copper (14 000 Ibs. for
aluminium) at 0° F. with a -J-in. coating of ice and a wind pressure
of 8 Ibs. per sq. ft. projected area of conductor. In the Himalayas
a stranded 7 / 10 S. W.G. cable has been observed when enlarged
to 4 ins. diameter over a whole span.

Table 48, abstracted from Nystrom's, shows the relation between
wind velocity and pressure.

The relation between the velocity, V ft. per sec., and the pres-
sure, P Ibs. per sq. ft., is given by P = 0' 002 29 F2. If x be the
angle of incidence of the direction of the wind with the plane of
the surface, the effective value of P is 0' 002 29 F2 sin x.

There are various ways of ensuring that a broken line wire is
earthed before it reaches the ground. Where there is an earthed
'neutral' (as in 3-wiie D.C. or 3-phase, 4-wire AC. circuits) it

. may be split into two conductors carried below the other wires and
cross-connected. A falling live wire must then strike the neutral
and open the circuit-breaker. Alternative methods are to fix earth-
ing brackets on, or immediately below, the wires at each end of
each span; or to suspend a loop under the outers from the neutral
at the top. Protection is just as necessary on overhead service
lines; a man has been killed by touching the broken end of a
service line attached to a house and apparently ' dead/ but actually
' alive' through a fan in the house, the fan being still connected
to the unbroken service line.
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TABLE 48.-Velocity and Force of Wind.

Mis. per Ft. per Force in Lbs.
Hour. Second. Common Appellation.

per Sq. Ft.

1 1-47 0-005 Hardly perceptible.
2 293 0-020 Just perceptible.
4 5-87 0-079 Gentle pleasant wind.

8 11-75 0-315\
16 23-45 1-25 / Pleasant brisk gale. ,$
20 29-34 1-97 \
25 36-67 3-07 / Very brisk. // . " 

" "

'/ 
* '

30 44-01 4*42 ^ / ''
35 51-34 6-03 I High wind. |/
40 58-68 7-87 J 1 *'
45 66-01 9-96 -^ ;i
50 73-35 12-30 }" Very high. A
55 80-7 14-90 J <\

\60 88-02 17-71 \65 Storm. \95-4 20-85 /
70 102-5 24-10 Great storm. \ '

75 110-0 27-70 X
80 117-36 31-49 / Hurricane.

100 140-66 50 Tornado.

The safest arrangement where different sets of overhead lines have
to cross (leaving trolley wires out of consideration) is to make the
crossing at a support and at right angles. Guard brackets, earthed
on the pole, can then be thrown out between the two sets. Even
where all the lines belong to the same person, the not uncommon
practice of running high and low-tension lines on the same supports
should not be encouraged. Though it is obviously bad engineer-
ing, service lines or tappings are sometimes taken off aerial lines
otherwise than at a point of support; this is prohibited.

325. Strength of Poles.-First consider the effect of wind
pressure on the whole structure, on the basis of the old Board of
Trade requirements. The general procedure illustrated by the ex-
amples in this and the succeeding paragraphs is the same whatever

aervice the regulations in the locality concerned; it is only necessary to
I of a substitute the appropriate loads, factors of safety, etc.
stually Wind pressure on wires = 0'6 x (d /12) x L x n x 25 »
nected l'25dLn Ibs., where d » diameter of wire in inches; L =» length

of span in feet; and n =» number of wires. Denoting by H the
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average height of wires above ground in feet, the moment (W) of
wind pressure on the wires is given by W = 1'25 dLnH lb.-ft.,
and is generally assumed to be operative on the pole 1 ft. above
ground level.

,The wind pressure on pole = 0'6 x (Mean diam. /12) x Ex-
posed height x 25 = 1*25 x Mean diam. in inches x Height in
feet. The moment of this pressure, again assumed to be operative
1 ft. above ground level, is: P = [1'25 x Mean diam. (ins.) x
Height (ft.)] x Height/2 = 0-625 x Mean diam. (ins.) x Height.2
Then, allowing a factor of safety of 10 for wooden poles or 6 for
steel poles, the poles must have a breaking stress not less than
10(F" 4- P) or 6( W + P) respectively. The new Regulations will
greatly reduce the actual strength required.

In the 3-phase transmission line worked out in § 302, there are three No. 3
S.W.G. wires, of 0* 372 in. diameter. Assume that the ground permits spans of 500
fc., and that metal poles of 6 ins. average diameter are set with 30 ft. out of
ground. Suppose also that a fourth No. 3 S.W.G. wire is used as continuous
* earth-wire' (§ 347). Then wind pressure on wires = 1'25 x 0- 372 x 500 x 4 =
930 Ibs., and if the average height of the wires be 28 ft. the moment of wind pres-
sure = 930 x 28 = 26 000 Ibs.-ft. = W. The wind pressure on pole = 1-25 x 6
x 30 = 225 Ibs., and the moment of this pressure =225 x 30 / 2 = 3 380 Ibs.-ft.
= P. The total bending moment to which the pole is subjected by wind pressure
of 25 Ibs. per sq. ft. = W + P = 26 000 + 3 380 = 29 380 Ibs.-ft., hence the pole
(unless stayed all round) ought to have a breaking stress not less than 6 x 29 380
or say 176000 Ibs.-ft., which is equivalent to 6 300 Ibs. applied 28 ft. above ground
level. Obviously no single pole of the assumed dimensions would give the requisite
strength, hence a lattice or built-up structure would be necessary. (It may be
noted that the Hamilton poles used for telegraph work have the following break.
ing loads, viz. ABC, 1 250 Ibs.-ft.; ODE, 3 600 Ibs.-ft. For steel tramway poles
see Chapter 35.)

326. Stays and Stay Wires.-Galvanised steel stranded wire
is used for stays, and a breaking stress of about 30 tons per sq. in.
may be assumed; but for special work it can be produced up to
100 tons per sq. in. Stays may be needed either to strengthen the
line at angles or terminal points, or to bring up construction on
straight lengths to the required strength where the poles are not
strong enough. They also serve to prevent the wires blowing
together in a wind. They should be fixed to the post, if possible,
above the line wires or at the resultant point between them, not
below. It is evidently better at an angle to fix a stay in each
alignment, rather than one only, in the resultant direction. Again,
stays should be carried well away from the pole, for a stay at right
angles would be in the best possible position. Finally, the stay
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(T>F) of wire must run straight to the anchor, with no angle at ground
" Ib.-ffc., level; it is best to undercut the hole for the anchor and to cut a
x above slot in the ground for the stay wire. Where a wash-out is liable

to occur in heavy rain four stays are sometimes advisable, two
x Ex- across and two along the line, to limit the trouble in case of a break-

3ight in age of the line..

perative Taking first the case of a terminal stay, assume as in the previous paragraph
(iaas.) x that a line of three No. 3/0 wires (breaking strain 6 100 Ibs.) is terminated on a
height.2 pole, and that the stay is to carry the load. If the wires have been erected to

have a factor of safety of 5, the tension which three such wires will exert on aor- 6 for
terminal post will be 3 x 6 100 / 5 = 3 660 Ibs. The tension to be taken by the

«as than stay would then be (3 660 / sin 0), where 9 is the angle which the stay makes with
ons will the post. Thus, if fixed at right angles, in continuation of the line wire, the

tension is evidently 3 660 Ibs.; at 45° it is 5 180 Ibs.; at 30°, 7 320 Ibs. If the
factor of safety of the stay is 5, it should have a breaking load of 25 900 Ibs. for

v&a No. 3 45° and 36 600 Ibs. for 30°. Iron stay wire may be taken as having a breaking
ao.s of 500 load in Ibs. of about 3J times its weight per mile, so that the stranded wire used
ft. out of should be equal to 7 800 Ibs. and 11 000 Ibs. per mile in the two cases. For steel,
on.tin.uous one-third or less of these weights per mile would be sufficient, according to the
>OO x 4 = material used. In this and the following instances the roughest calculation
viaad pres. suffices; there is no necessity to ascertain the exact angles dealt with. The follow-
= X-25 x 6 ing values of the sine will be accurate enough :-
58O Ibs.-ft.

Angle 90° 75° 60° 450 37i° 30° 22 £° 15° 10° 5°
d pressure Value of sine 1 -96 -87 -71 -6l" '5 "38- '26 -17 -08
o the pole
> x 29 380 In the case of an angle stay, the resultant load, R, caused by the wires (i.e. the
>v© ground line wires) on the post is : R = 2T sin (0 f 2), where T is the tension of the wires
a r-equisite and 6 is the sttpplement of the angle contained by the line wires. Thus, suppose
Ib may be the three No. 3/0 wires all make a horizontal angle of 120°, where the line changes
ng break- its direction at a certain angle pole, then 6 is 60°. The tension of the three wires
.way poles is, as before, 3 660 ibs., so R = 2 x 3 660 x sin (60/2). As sin 30° = 0'5 the

resultant load ab this angle is the working load on the wires or 3 660 Ibs., so a
single resultant stay will be of the same size as the terminal stay already workedled wire out above.

»r sq. in. For other angles in the line the weight per mile of the terminal stay as
3d up to previously determined should be multiplied by the following factors:-
tib-en the Angle of Wires lenient. Multiplier for
efcion. on at Angle Post. Stay Wire.

90° 90° 1-4:
t are not 120° 60° 1-0
blowing HO0 40° 0-68
possible, 1503 30° 0-52160° 20° 0-35
xexn, not 170° 10° 0-17

IXL each
These factors are of course equally applicable to any other line for which a

Again, terminal stay has been calculated. If a stay can be fixed in each alignment, in-
r gtfc right stead of one in the resultant, each component may be of half the size of the single
ttie stay stay. The straining screws should not be weaker than the stay wires attached to
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them. As the stay is connected to the ' earthed' pole it is sometimes advisable,
especially in the hills, to insulate the accessible part of it by means of a tramway
4 strain insulator.' The pole may of course accidentally become ' alive ' through
a fault on the line and a bad earth, but accidental contact with a live stay wire is
much more probable.

327. Dip and Stress of Wires; Spacing.-As regards the
wires, the old B.O.T. rules assumed that the dip would be such
that the wire was subject to ̂  breaking stress under the worst
conditions. This is in fact seldom the case, but the elasticity of
the wire and the ' give' on the posts may counterbalance abnormal
conditions to a considerable extent. Where snow is experienced
the overall diameter of a wire may be increased up to 3 or even
4 ins.; but in many cases, as in Indian hill stations, a high wind
does not accompany the conditions for ' binding' snow. In sue! i
cases, if the wire is strained so that it will be subject to -J- Break-
ing stress at the probable minimum temperature, snow may be
disregarded; and where snow never falls a somewhat lower factor,
or smaller dip, may be allowed.

| Thus, to continue the example of 3-phase transmission from the preceding
{ paragraph, the breaking stress of a No. 3/0 S.W.G. hard-drawn wire may be
I taken as 6 100 Ibs., and to allow a factor of safety of 5 we must take a working
4 stress, S, of 1 220 Ibs. (see col. 6 of Table 44, § 307) at the minimum temperature

expected. The span L being 500 ft. and the weight, wt of 1 ft. of wire being 0'42
lb., the dip or sag D is given by: D = L*xw/Sx S = 500 x 500 x 0*42 / 8 x
1 220 = 10-8 ft.

Suppose the minimum temperature to have been taken as 22° P., and that a
maximum temperature of 100° F. occurs. Then the new dip will be tJ[D* + TJL
(T x f&)], where T is the rise of temperature and k is the coefficient of expansion.
For copper k - 0* 000 009 6 per 1° F. Hence dip at maximum temperature «
^[(10-8* + 5002}(78 x f x 0-000 009 6)] = ^(116-5 + 70-5) = 13-7 ft. If the
lowest wire were placed 27 ft. above ground at the pole, the height in centre of
span would then be only about 13J ft., so that, unless the ground dipped down, a
longer pole would be necessary.

The distance of the wires apart, or spacing, is regulated by two
r ? main factors: CO the pressure, (ii) the dip; the latter depends on

I tih-e weight of conductor and the span, as explained above, and the
| . length of span is in turn dependent on the nature of the country.
1 It is purely a commercial question whether high towers and long
I spans are preferable to short posts and spans. It has been shown" 
. . in § 302 that the power lost in the line by reactance is proportional
: to the distance apart of the wires, and in long lines this must not
| be lost sight of. Short spans at low pressure should have the
I wires at least 1 ft. 6 ins. apart, and the Distance must be increased
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pressure and the dip. Up to 10 000 V, with short spans,
ins. is sufficient. In long spans the wires should be ar-

so that no two are in the same horizontal plane3 because
liability to blow together in a «wind. For pressures

2O 000 V, the minimum distance in inches should "be
- O* 001 25 x volts. A useful dip and stress table will be

in Glover's Vade Mecum. A case has been cited in

where a heavy short-circuit, and the consequent repulsion
the excessive current, caused a pair of wires to separate

2>:r li?reat tension, and to fly together when the circuit-breaker

"fc- xnay be necessary to increase the spacing of wires to avoid
d^» discharge, but it is more effective to increase the diameter
te wires (§ 316).
&&. Temperature Rise of Overhead Conductors.-The
>ex-a/fcure rise (which affects the sag, § 327) of a solid copper
.xxotior in still air is given approximately by-

* -IQ'SpPJ (d* x 106);

re t » temperature rise, in °C.; p = specific resistance of
-cL:ra,wn copper, in microhms per cm. cube (§ 62), at tempera-

(£ -h ta)°G.; ta = air temperature, in °C.; I = current, in
53r^s ; d = diameter of conductor, in inches (Table 44; § 307).
1 £ is known the appropriate value of p cannot be determined,
o it is necessary to assume a limiting temperature (t -t- 4.),
_la,i>e t from the formula, and repeat the calculation with a
rent assumed limiting temperature if the difference between

and the temperature rise is not approximately equal to
air temperature.

inverted formula /= +/(td* x 106/19'8p) can be used
,-fcly tc- determine the current corresponding to a specified
»eora,ture rise above stated atmospheric temperature. For
icl&cl conductors the diameter of the solid wire of equal copper
:>:n. should be taken for d in the above formulae; the current
ba,i>ed temperature rise will be about 8 % greater than thus
"ixiLijied from the formula.

OL steel-cored and aluminium cables the temperature rise is
in copper conductors of equal resistance because the

surface is greater.
31 [practice the size of conductors used in an overhead line is
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generally determined by considerations of power or voltage drop
and not by temperature rise.

329. Long Spans in Transmission Line.-Where practic-
able long spans, supported on built-up towers, are preferable to
sh'ort ones on ordinary poles, for high-pressure transmission lines;
for every support is a potential source of trouble and every insu-
lator of leakage. Where the ground is level the dip renders it
necessary to have very tall masts, but in hilly country it is often
possible to use Nature's supports and to run from spur to spur;
in such cases the amount of the dip is hardly limited. If the
wires in an exceptionally long span are run vertically one below
the other there is no danger of them blowing together and short-
circuiting the line.

For example, consider a span of 2 000 ffc. consisting of three No. 3/0 S.W.G.
wires. In calculating a 500-ft. span in § 327 the effect of wind pressure in increas-
ing the stress was neglected; this must now be taken into account, BO in the
formula D = L*xw/8xS(§ 327) the factor w will now be ,J(W* + P'2), where
"PFis the weight of the wire in Ibs. per ft., and P = (0*05 x Wind pressure in Ibs-
per sq. ft. x Diam. of wire in ins.). Then the equivalent w = ^/[O'd-22 4- (0'05 x
25 x 0- 375)2] = ^(0-176 + 0- 216) = 0- 626 Ib. per ft. The dip, with a factor of
safety of 5 at minimum temperature" and 25 Ibs. wind pressure, will then be
(2 000 x 2 000 x 0- 626) / (8 x 1 220) = 256 ft.; or, with a factor of safety of 4,
206 ft.; and with a factor of safety of only 3, the dip would still be 155 ft.

Obviously such spans on level ground would involve impractic-
ably tall supports, except in such cases as a river crossing, where
the alternative would be an under-water cable (§ 292); instances,
however, may be seen at Buffalo and elsewhere in the U.S.A., the
tension on the wires being regulated by a pulley and weight
inside the steel pole structure. In crossing a valley, on the other
hand, these dips would be no obstacle, and the extra height gained
under the wires by lowering the factor of safety would offer no
advantage. The extra dip at the maximum temperature will not
seriously affect the problem in the case of long spans-see formula
in § 327. If on such a span silicon bronze wire of the same size,
with a breaking stress of 110 000 Ibs. per sq. in., were used
instead of copper, the dip would be reduced to about half the
figure given above; and in the case of only a few isolated spans,
the extra loss of pressure could be ignored (see Table 49, in § 331).

330. Insulators.-Porcelain insulators are used for the most
part, though glazed stoneware and glass are also extensively used
in some countries. For low-tension work the insulators differ
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British Aluminium Co., Ltd*.

ALUMINIUM CONDUCTORS ON WOOD STEEL-GORED ALUMINIUM CONDUCTORS ON STEEL TOWERS.
POLES.

A 154 000 V, 3-phase, single-circuit transmission line
A 6 000 V, 3-phase, double-circuit with 1 100 ft. span. The aluminium wires are stranded

transmission line on A type poles. For round a core of steel wires, providing a cable which is stronger,
equal conductance the aluminium is 20 lighter, and cheaper than copper cable of equal conductance.
to 25 °/0 cheaper than copper. The This makes possible long spans, reduces the number of towers
diameter of the conductors is 28 % greater and insulators, and thus increases the security of the line. The
and the strength 18 °/0 less than with long spans permissible are particularly useful where a river or
copper, but this is of little importance on marshy ground has to be crossed.
spans up to 200 ft. Little difference is
involved in the height or strength of poles
required.

[To face p. 458.



TYPICAL 'KALANITK' INSULATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION LINES.

(By CalU'iufw's Cable d Construction Co., Ltd.]

FLASH-OVER TEST.

Wet Dry

(A) Low tension insulator 20 000 V 40 000 V
(B) 6 GOO V straight line insulator 40 000 V G5 000 V
(C) 6 GOO V end strain insulator . 40 000 V 65 000 V
(D) 33 000 V straight line insulator 85 000 V 120 000 V
(E) 33 000 V suspension insulator . 85 000 V 120 000 V
(F) 66 000 V straight line insulator 145 000 V 200 000 V

The lower petticoat of the insulator shown at (P) covers the cross aim and so
reduces the liability to short-circuiting by birds.

[To face p. 459.
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little from those used on telegraph lines, with, double or triple
petticoat, except that for large wires the mechanical strength must
be greater. For high-tension circuits up to 50 000 V, or even
70 000 V, insulators of the same general type (i.e. pin supported)
are used, but thes3 are very much larger in order to secure
mechanical strength, sufficient to carry heavy lines and in order to
increase the leakage path and the flash-over distance from the
wire to the spindle and earth. For yet higher pressures, and up
to 250 kY, suspension type insulators are used; these generally
resemble inverted saucers or truncated cones, the under-surface
being often corrugated, i.e. made with * petticoats.' Such insu-
lators are used mechanically and electrically in series to suspend
the line from the cross-arm of the pole. The connection between
successive insulators may be in the form of a pin cemented into the
upper insulator which engages with a nietal cap attached to the
top of the insulator below (c cap' insulators);, or the porcelain
pieces may "be formed with two tunnels at right angles through
which, pass stranded steel wire links providing the mechanical
coupling between adjacent insulators (Hewlett insulators).

A number of typical insulators are illustrated opposite;
these are made of ' Kalanite,' a proprietary hot-moulding (§ 75)
insulating material which is much tougher than porcelain and
consequently not subject to malicious damage Iby stone-throwing,
etc. The dielectric strength of Kalanite is said to be equal to
that of porcelain, hut its resistance to the passage of A.C. is about
28 °/0 that of porcelain. The leakage current through a Kalanite
insulator is about three and a half times as great as that through a
porcelain insulator, but the actual amount of energy so dissipated is
negligible in both cases at normal transmission frequency. The
energy dissipated by the Kalanite, however, increases directly with
frequency and, whereas vitreous insulators offer high resistance to
the passage of high-frequency current, it is claimed that Kalanite
permits lightning, switching, or other high-frequency surges to
go safely to earth.

The characteristics and requirements of porcelain as an insulator
are discussed in § 74, II(o), and the testing of insulators is mentioned
in Chapter 40. The design and manufacture of insulators for extra
high pressures are highly specialised problems in which great ad-
vances have been made during recent years. It is now recognised
that the main problem of design is not to provide a leakage path of
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addition of another insulator to the chain does not appreciably reduce
coss the line-end unit. Fortunately, this difficulty can be overcome.
x of potential between the units of the string is determined by the
ojnitude of the capacity of the insulator itself and its capacity to earfch.
Lg the capacity of the line-end insulator, the P.D. across the latter can

In this respect cap-type insulators are preferable to Hewlett insulators
fclieir greater capacity (say 30 /j,fjiF compared with 15 ^/jiF.) In some
bp is extended by metallising the adjoining surface of the porcelain
loop-spray or similar process), thus further increasing the capacity of
or; the objection to this is that the end insulators are not standard,
Dre, involve exbra cost and the risk of being used in the wrong position.
cap insulators in series with Hewlett insulators offers another means of
tlie capacity, and, therefore, the potential of the insulation as a whole.
increasing the capacity of the end insulators the division of potential
[nalised by reducing the capacity of the links with regard to earth.
fc>e done by using oil-soaked hardwood or other insulating material
aetal links provided that sufficient mechanical strength can be obtained.

cierica a number of extra high pressure lines (up to 220 kV
phases) are insulated by strings of standard suspension

3, electrostatic flux shields being provided at each end of
r. These consist of large metal rings, one earthed and one
i to the line, placed concentric with the string of insulators,
ing as electrodes between which is established a uniform
"ttic field. The stress across the individual insulators is

L by this means, and any flash-over or arcing occurs be-
xe guard rings, well away from the insulators.
flash-over voltage in fog or mist generally determines the
of suspension insulators needed in a chain ; the flash-over
:>£ the chain being satisfactory there is generally no risk of
own by puncture.
xe case of some three-part insulators mentioned by W. T. Taylor
Z7..E?., Vol. 46, p. 538), the flash-over voltages for a single insulator and
, 5, and 6 in series were, respectively : Dry Test-90, 160, 220, 274, 310,
"V. Standard Precipitation Wet Test-5G, 90, 130, 175, 220, and 265 kV.
ulators of this type in series are considered ample for a 60 000 V line,
isulators for a 104 000 V line.

.lators should have the same mechanical factor of safety as
as which they support (i.e. 5 according to the old JB.O.T.
Then the breaking load of a terminal insulator is the same
of the wire with which it is used. Thus a No. 3/0 wire
i/king load 6 100 Ibs. and working load 1 220 Ibs.; for a
1 insulator to carry this load, with a factor of safety of 5,
Tcing load should be not less than 6 100 Ibs.
^re the wire is not terminated, but makes an angle or change
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of elhw.tion afc the insulator, sin (6 / 2} niiwl not 1«* gn«aff*r tlmn
(Zi / 22*). In the present ca«o /'!, tlw jwrminHihli* load on tin* in-
jmlator, with tho required factor of Hafoty, in I 2 "20 H«. ; 7*., lli«*
working load on the* wiro, in the* nanm ; so It / "2T ** 0'."*. Th»*r^-
fore, when the wiro makon an angl** of I20'\ tin* supplf'tin'iit ft l«*itig
00°, Bin (0 / 2) » 0-5. AH in tin* rcwn of stay.s (J *T2fH thn an^l**
i» (M|uivalont to a tormina! point. At any morn srv««n* an^l»* it
tttrongw inmilatoi* is nHjuirwl ; thrw at !H>\ whi«n* (^ in also 00",
Bin ($ / 2) is 0-71 and in ̂ mit«r than ( /i* / 27*), wlii*r**im ni any
less anglo than 00° the inntttaior han a hi^h<*r fac'ti»r <»f wifrty f luui
5. Wlioro a largn Holid c*,o]ip«*r wir<». mak«*s a coiiHiili*raJ»li' aii»^l««, a*
at a conic^r polo, it IH adviHahlo to bmik uj» tin* nn^l«* hy ii^in^ tw*>
insulatorH ; oth^rwiso there IH fonsidHrablr «inii^**r of br««akny
occun*inff.

331. Conductors other than Copper. "" TlnMi«i-!of ahiii*iuiun«
a8 a material for overhead conduric)i*H has b«*ifcn nti'!tfi<^ti«*d in

§§ (>3, 308. T ho oliamotor of an ahimininm win* m 2H '/._ «^r**af*T
than that of a coppr wiro of cwjual anidtic^ivity, HO tin*
preHBiire and wni^lit of nnow n.r« iitrrf»iiHi*d, A«*ronlm;r f*i tip*
BritiHh Alnmininm C./o.t tho ^oi'flicirnt of liiitmr i'tjniii*4«»!i i**
0* 000 OUi (i p(*r 1." F.f HO tht> dij> iiw^riMisi*** mon* ni|iii!!y iluin with
copper (§ M27), and th.n Hpacin^ tw^Wi^n win»s ituwt- ii*i <|r«*iit*sr.
For lonjf spans tho di{Toronc.t> in di*,!li'*,.rt-ioii lt*«tw»*i*n uhiiuiftium nif!
copper wiroB may be* HO groat »w f^i n»quin» a biy;hi*r pili^ «ir t<wvr
when tho formor m«tal in H«f*d, As jjrr»at*»r r;in» in ft^H^ufy fnr
stringing aluminium than copjwr win** and aUfi f«*r it,n ̂ »*fi* nil
andling, it contn mor<* to i*rr«»fc. Mi^fiJiiiiriti roiui^i'tor** nr** f*1"t*-ti
sod in placu) of Holcl*tnul joints,

Cadmiutn-copixsr wiron * *>fl5*r th»» advantng** of high f««h^ii»*
strength with n*lativ«ly high cotKluctivity.

For vory long spann hroiizt! anil «»v«*u ni-tti*! (| ;ill!l| win-?* an*
often tisod. Particulars of thu malBriiih !ti««nttuit*>tj nrt» givi*« in
TaHo 4!).

AH montionori in |§ 64, 809 iron c'fiiidwifijm IM»
economically for tho fcriinHminHion of n^ativ«*ly «f
powrjr at high voltago, IIH in riintl oloctricity nupply, A
Ainnrican innbillation uww No. HH.W.CL gnlvanim*fi iron fur
the* tranHiuiHrtion of 05 kVA at. 2*2 (KK) V, :i-piii4n« (2J A fwr

*AVvi ,//.v// 'Cop|)or-(/admium Wire for El««trli»l Trun-mnMott,' i.»y W. I",
Smith, KL M^irW, Vol. 7!), p. 22».
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TABLE 49.-Constants of Aluminium, Cadmium-Copper,
Bronze, and Steel Conductors (see also §§ 307-309).

Percent-
Conduc-Breaking Weight of age In-tivity ; Stress. Equivalent Coefficientcrease in
Copper Lbs. per Conductor ; of Expansion Resist-

Sq. In. Copper = per 1° F.100. ance per
1° P.

Copper, hard drawn . 100 56000 100 0- 000 009 6 0-238
Cadmium-copper (0-7 °/0 Cd) 93-5 73 000 107

� (l-l°/00d) 90 100 000 111
Silicon bronze (1) 97 63000 103

� (2) 80 76000 125
� (3) 45 110 000 222Phosphor bronze 26 101 000 384 }. o- ooo 01 o-i

High carbon steel 11 125 000 910 >0- 000 006 0-2
Aluminium . 61 30000 48 o- ooo on 0-217

! *i

for a distance of 31 mis.; the power loss in the line is about 9 %. :-t 1 i 'i* I :
The charging current of lines of these physical dimensions (whether
of iron or copper) is a serious factor, and it is advantageous to secure
induction motor loads along the line, as well as at the end, if possible
(§ 158). Line loss is a minimum when the current at the load end
has a lagging component about equal to half the charging current
(EL World, Vol. 70, pp. 715, 1 252).

332. Cost of Overhead Lines.-It is impracticable to give
much guidance as to the cost of transmission lines, underground or
overhead. For underground cables a quotation should be obtained
from the makers, and the cost of trenching and laying added In
the case of overhead lines the price of bare copper wire fluctuates
between about £60 and £85 per ton in normal times. Ordinary

TABLE 50.-Cost of Overhead Lines (Pre-War Basis}.

Approximate Total
Size of Wire. Cost per ML Run

S.W.GL (or Equivalent). System. of Line Erected.
£.

/ 2-wire 620 to 7307/0 

3/0 

\ 3-phase 810 to 1 020
/ 2-wire 440 to 550
\ 3-phase 590 to 730
/ 2-wire 330 to 4051/0 

5 .... 

\ 3-phase 440 to 550
/ 2-wire 205 to 260
t 3-phase 295 to 405
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light metal poles cost from £3 to £12 or more, and built-up towers
for long spans may cost ten times as much. As a rough guide
some figures for a few sizes of wire may be given, based on copper
at £75 a ton, and lines of the strength required by the rules (for
maintenance see Chapter 39).

333. Economical Section of Conductor; Kelvin's Law.-
In the majority of actual cases a certain percentage loss of the
delivered power is assumed from experience, and the pressure of

' transmission is settled according to the length of the line. Strictly
^ speaking, these factors should be ascertained by the application of
< j i Kelvin's Law,* so that the< annual cost of wasted energy in the
| line (C2.R watts) plus the annual allowance for interest and do-
»! preciation of the line shall be a minimum.
i§
fi : . Thus, take the case of D.C. transmission calculated in § 296. The full-load
fi current was 159 A. The probable load factor in any case can be approximately
ji " gauged from other working undertakings ; assume it to be 31 °/0, and the average
f*| current will then be 50 A. Take the resistance per mile of any wire of about the
j j « size required, say 0'25 n per ml.; then for a mile of line (lead and return) the
l\ ' resistance is 0*5 n. The power lost in this would (on the average) be
|j (502 x 0-5 / 1 000) or 1-25 kW, equivalent to 11 000 kWh per annum per mile of
f J line. From the rough estimates the probable output of the station in units and
*M , the total annual cost of the plant [interest, depreciation, fuel (if any), and estab-
ij ' lishment] will be known, giving the cosb of each unit generated. In this case
»* take the cost per unit as 0*66d., a fair figure for water power on the assumed con-
i I ditions. Then the cost of the 11 000 units lost in transmission per milo would be* 
i £30 5s. Now lay out a diagram (Pig. 54) with resistance (inversely proportional

\ I to cross-sectional area) of copper horizontally and cost vertically, and mark the
' f point where £30 5s. and 0-25 n per ml. meet. Draw a straight line through this

from the origin. Next take any three sizes of wire somewhere near the mark and
find the approximate cost of a mile run, i.e. in this case 2 mis. of wire. Taking
this at £75 a ton, or say 8d. a lb., we get the following :-

7/0 S.W.Gk Weight of 2 mis. « 8 000 Ibs. Cost =» £266
5/0 � � � =6000 � � -£200
3/0 � � � =4400 � � =£147

Taking 10 °/0 of these costs for the charges on the line, mark off the points where
these annual costs correspond with the ohms per mile of the wire thus :-

7 / 0 S.W.G. Ohms per mile = 0'22. Annual cost = £26 12s.
5/0 � � � =0-29. � � =£20
3 / 0 � � � = 0-39. � � « £U 14s.

* Lord Kelvin's original statement was : ' The economical cross-sectional area
is that for which the annual cost of energy lost just equals the annual interest on
the capital invested/ Hopkinson's modification (which is particularly applicable
to feeders for public electricity supply) provides for the ratio, of the gross annual
revenue derived from the conductor to the total gross annual exp©n4i^r§ on it and
on the energy supplied through it, to be at the maximum.
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Draw the curve through these three points, and where this curve is intersected by
the straight line the combined costs will be a minimum. The resistance per mile
corresponding to this point, via. 0-22 a per ml., will give the most economical
size of wire to use.

In the case of 3-phase lines, the same data may be more easily obtained and
plotted for a single conductor than for the three wires.

In the case of overhead lines results near enough for practical
purposes will be obtained by considering the annual charges on the
copper alone, though strictly speaking the cost should be increased
for large sizes owing to the greater cost of the poles.

In the case of insulated cables the total cost should be used as
a basis for the calculation, instead of the cost of the copper alone. 

'if

£20

A � 
M 4

£10

0-2 0-4

0 OHMS PER MILE.

FIG. 54.-Graphical example of Kelvin's Law.

At 20 kV working pressure, the commercial considerations entailing the selec-
tion of such a voltage also determine to some extent the size of cable most com-
mercially economical from the transmission and distribution point of view. In
the case of distribution to a number of areas in various stages of development, the
most economical section will be 0*1 to 0*15 sq. in. at 20 W. Where a large
amount of power has to be transmitted from a generating station to a main dis-
tributing centre, and the cable will be more or less fully loaded, it may be best to
use, say, a 0-25 s<£. in. cable, working at 33 kV. The considerations then to be
taken into account are: (a) the limit of current density fixed by working tempera-
ture and largely dependent on method of laying and number of cables in proximity
to one another; (&) the broad aspect of the whole scheme in which cable con-
siderations are simply an item (0. J. Beaver).

It is evident that where water power is in question the generat-
ing cost per unit will usually be lower than with steam; if, however,

VOL. i. 465 30
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the available power is limited, and can all be sold, every unit
lost in the line is a direct loss of revenue to the undertaking at the
actual rate of sale, and the average selling price per unit should
then be taken instead of the prime cost.

334. Cables v. Overhead Lines.-Underground cables are
much more expensive to install than overhead lines, but in
crowded cities the former are preferable if the undertaking can
stand the cost. In this country, distribution circuits in towns are
cabled with few exceptions (Chapter 24), but overhead work is
often used to begin with, and cable substituted later on when the
demand can be gauged accurately. Feeders or lines which do not
require to be tapped en route (except long transmission lines)
should as far as possible be placed underground; distribution
lines, on the other hand, are more conveniently run overhead, as
the cost of service lines is much less. This is an important point
with a new undertaking; where houses are far apart, as in rural
districts and colonial cities, the number of services per mile is
abnormally low, so the cost has to be kept down if any profit is to
be made. For long-distance transmission, aerial lines are uni-
versal.

Some idea of the relative cost of underground and overhead transmission
lines is to be obtained from the following figures (pre-war), but these may only be
taken as a general guide, since conditions differ enormously in individual cases,
and even Id. per kW per mile means £12 500 when the transmission of 30 000 kW,
a distance of 100 mis., is in question. A.C. can hardly be transmitted underground
at pressures exceeding 33 000 V, owing to the magnitude of capacity currents
(§§ 288, 311).

Kilowatts 200 , 500 1250 10 000 to 30000
15000

Voltage .... StolOkV GtolOkV 10 to 12 kV 50 to 100 kV 100 kV

Capital , Overhead 35s.-20s. 20s.-10s. 12s.-6s. 3s.-ls. 6d. Is.
cost J
per kW j Underground 75s.-50s. 40s.-25s. 22s.-15s. 3s. 6d.-2s. Is. 6d.
per ml. ^

In comparing the cosfcs of transmission by 3-phase A.O. and by the Thury
D.O. series system (§ 317), J. S. Highfield gives various estimates, from which the
figures in table on opposite page are deduced.

The assumptions on which these (pre-war) figures are based are :-
Overhead.-6 wires for A.C., 4 for D.C. Line 100 mis. long; P.F. 0*85;

full-load pressure drop, 10 °/0; lattice steel towers 150 yds. apart.
Underground.--Cables in stoneware ducts. Copper £62 per ton; lead £13 9s.
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Cost per kW per ml. of line or cable (erected) for <*)
transmitting ... . 30 000 kW

s. d.

OverJieadr- (1) 60 kV, 3-phase 2 0
(2) 60 kV, D.C 

(3) 100 kV, 3-phase . 

1 5

1 1

(4) 100 kV, D.C 

Underground- (5) 20 kV, 3-phase 
(6) 50 kV, D.C 
(7) 100 kV, D.C 

(a) 
10 000 kW

s. d.
3 4
2 8

2 6
2 2 0 11

7 6 5 6
3 6
3 0 1 6

per ton. D.C. system, two wires equally insulated; sectional area-case 6 (a), 0*25
sq. in.; 7 (a) 0-125 sq. in.; 7 (6), 0-35 sq. in. A.O. system-case 5 (a), two 3-core
cables 0*175 sq. in. area; case 5 (b), two 3-core cables 0-35 sq. in. area. Current
density in cables 850 A per sq. in. Cost of trenching, laying, and two- or three-
way conduit-cases 5 (a), 6, and 7, £834= per ml.; case 5 (6), £1100 per ml.
Further information relating to the cost of transmission is given §§ 332, 333.

At pressures for which they are applicable (§ 288) underground
cables have the advantage of not being exposed to lighting, and
of being out of the reach of most other extraneous causes of
break-down. The security of supply is therefore greater with
cables (where these are applicable) but when a break-down does
occur it is more difficult and costly to locate and repair than is
the corresponding break-down on an overhead line. Deterioration
in cables can generally be detected before break-down occurs, but
the nature of faults on overhead lines (breakage, short-circuit,
etc.) is such that the occurrence is sudden. From the point of
view of public safety and the safety of workmen cables have the
advantage. The inductive drop is much greater in overhead lines
than in cables (§ 310) but, on the other hand, the charging current
is generally much greater in cables than in overhead lines
(§§ 304, 311).

335. Telephones.-In every electric supply undertaking, and
especially where there "is transmission of power over a distance,
telephone communication is necessary between the different sub-
stations and the power house. For this service overhead lines
are almost invariably used. It is preferable to carry these circuits
on a different alignment to the power wires, because when there
is a fault in the transmission service interference is likely to re-
sult between it and the telephone circuits, and it is at such times
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that clear speech is most important. In any case a double metallic
circuit should be used, and not a single line with an earth return.
The wires should be systematically transposed at frequent inter-
vals, so as to neutralise the effects of induction due to variations
in the current in the power line and also to the normal cyclic
variation in an alternating current line; each 3-phase power circuit
should also have two points, approximately dividing the total
length evenly, at which the wires are altered in position 120°, so
as to give one complete transposition in its length. In long lines
several complete rotations or transpositions are allowed. It is
necessary to safeguard the line against accidental contacts with
the -power circuit, whether due to breakage or to trees, and also to
safeguard the operators against shocks from the line becoming
charged inductively. In some cases it has been necessary, in order
to prevent theft of wire, deliberately to charge the line to high
pressure at night.

Although in very long lines the size of the telephone conductor
becomes important, it is not so within the limits of transmission
of power. Copper, phosphor bronze, mangan bronze, and silicon
bronze wires are mostly used, and a wire of 100 Ibs. per ml. (say
No. U S.W.G.) is large enough electrically; a smaller size would
be too liable to mechanical damage. For long spans copper wire
is unsuitable, and these special bronzes have much greater tensile
strength; but as the alloy and the strength are increased the con-
ductance is decreased in a much greater proportion (see Table 49,
§ 331). The weight of a telephone wire may be taken without
serious error from Table 40, § 280, according to its gauge or
sectional area, whether it is copper or bronze. The cost of mangan
bronze was normally about Is 3d. to Is 6d per Ib. pre-war, but
varies with that of copper; phosphor bronze and silicon bronze
are about 20 °/0 dearer.

A useful paper on telephone troubles in the tropics was read
before the Institution of Electrical Engineers by W. L. Preece
(Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 53, p. 545). Amongst other points specially
worthy of notice in India are the following: It is not uncommon
for insects to find their way into a subscriber's instrument through
the switch-hook; this should therefore carry a brass plate which
keeps the slot in which the arm works entirely covered. There
should be no terminals above the instrument, but the conductors
should be taken through holes into the case and seale d up. Internal
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wires should be separated as much as possible. Lightning pro-
tectors should be fixed where the wires enter the building, and not
by the instrument; otherwise a fire may easily result. For the
overhead line the use of glass insulators of the oil-filled type is
suggested tentatively, as a protection against insects. As a pro-
tection from lightning troubles on the line, causing break-downs at
the pole box, the use of the vacuum type of protector is recom-
mended, in which two carbon blocks are inserted in an exhausted

glass tube, the opposite surfaces being serrated and fixed about TV
in. apart. A fuse in the circuit in addition is always essential.
The use of an additional earthed iron wire, on the top of the poles,
is also recommended (see also § 347).
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increases the stress upon the insulation. The value of the current
flowing in any circuit is determined by Ohm's Law (§§ 17, 44)
provided that allowance be made for any back E.M.F. in the circuit
(e.g. that of a motor or secondary cell), and that the impedance of
the circuit (instead of its ohmic resistance) be considered in the
case of alternating current. Thus, excessive current may result
from the resistance between the supply mains being too low as,
for example, when a low resistance motor is switched straight on
to the mains, or when an excessive number of lamps or other
current-consuming devices are connected in parallel between the
mains. If the mains themselves or two parts of a winding, etc., at
different potentials come into metallic contact or are bridged by a
conductor (such as a spanner) of negligible resistance, the current
becomes abnormally high (§ 339) and there is said to be a c short

circuit' between the points concerned. Short circuit is thus the
extreme case of excessive current or overloading. In circuits
where a back E.M.F. is normally operative, the reduction of this
back E.M.F. is equivalent to a reduction in resistance or impe-
dance and results in an increase of current. Thus, increasing the
mechanical load on a motor results in a reduction of back E.M.F.

(Chapter 28), hence the current flowing from the mains increases,
and if the load on the motor be excessive, the current will also
become excessive.

The principal dangers arising from excessive current are (i)
overheating of the conductors; and (ii) the mechanical forces to
which the latter are subjected.

Heating Effect.-The heat developed in a current-carrying
conductor varies with I2B (§ 49) and thus increases with the
square of the current. The safe temperature limits for insulating
materials have been discussed in § 80; the permissible currents in
insulated wires for stated temperature are tabulated in § 280;
and the heating of cables and overhead lines is discussed in §§ 291,
328. From these paragraphs there may be seen the effects of
excessive current as regards temperature xise in ordinary circuit-
conductors. In coiled windings the heating produced, particularly
at the inner layers, is generally more serious owing to the low
thermal conductivity and relatively small sectional area of the
paths available for the dissipation of heat.

Mechanical Effect.-Every current-carrying conductor estab-
lishes round itself a magnetic field (§ 32) which, reacting with the
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magnetic field round a neighbouring current-carrying conductor
produces a mechanical force between the two-of attraction or
repulsion, according to the directions of current flow. The left-
hand diagram in Fig. 55 a, represents the individual fields round
two parallel conductors (viewed in cross-section) which carry
current in the same direction. It will be seen that these fields

are opposed in the space between the conductors and cancel out
more or less completely. The resultant lines of force are as indi-
cated in the right-hand diagram (Fig. 55 a), and tend to draw the
conductors together. On the other hand, if the currents in the
conductors are in opposite directions, as in Fig. 55 6, the resultant
field between the conductors is more intense than elsewhere, and

t © H # {i ©

FIG. 55.-Attraction and repulsion between current-carrying.conductors.

there is a crowding of the magnetic £ lines ' which tends to force
the conductors apart. The case represented in Fig. 55 b may be
that of the lead and return of the same circuit, and it will be seen
that the force between the conductors tends to open out the
circuit so that it encloses maximum area (see also § 368).

The mechanical force of attraction (or repulsion) between two
straight parallel conductors carrying a direct current of 1 amps.
is given approximately by: F = 0457* x 10~7/a; where F =
force, in Ibs. per in. run; and a « distance between centres of
conductors, in inches. If the conductors carry alternating current
the maximum value of the current, for the same effective value /,

is +/2 /(§ 30), hence the maximum value of the force between
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the conductors is: Fm(tx. = O9P x 10^ ja Ib. per in. run. Also
the force oscillates between this maximum value and zero with

twice the frequency of the A.C. supply, and is therefore much
more likely to produce mechanical damage than is the sustained
(and lower) force between two conductors carrying D.C. of the
same effective value. According to L. B. W. Jolley (Electrn.,
Vol. 85, p. 677), the average force between 3-phase bus bars
mounted in one plane is given by: F = 0* 338 T2 x 10~7 ]a Ib.
per in. run where / = RM.S. amps.; and a - distance between
centres of bars, in inches.

Examples (I) The steady force between two conductors, 3 ins. apart, carrying
2 000 A direct current, is : F = 0'45 P x 10-7 /a = 0-45 x (2 OOO)2 x 10-7 / 3 =
0-06 Ib. / in. = about f- Ib. per ft. run.

(2) The maximum value of the fluctuating force on two bus bars 6 ins. apart
carrying 25 000 A alternating current (as at the first moment of a short circuit) is:
F = 0-9 x (25 OOO)2 x 10-7 / 6 = 9-37 Ib. / in., or 112 Ib. /ft. run.

Under short-circuit conditions the force between current-carry-
ing bus bars, generator-connecting cables, accumulator-connecting
strips, etc., may be sufficient to cause deformation of the conductors
and, possibly, breakage of insulators. The initial value of the
short-circuit current is much greater than that of the steady or
sustained short-circuit current (see also §§ 339, 370) and the in-
stantaneous peak value of the current depends upon the point
in the E.M.F. wave at which the short circuit occurs (§ 339).
This instantaneous value of the current determines the maximum

instantaneous force operative under short-circuit conditions; the
formulae in the preceding paragraphs apply only to steady D.C. or
AC. as the case may be.

Isolating switches (§ 362) may be opened by the force to
which the blade is subjected under short-circuit conditions.
Jolley (loc. dt.) gives formulae for calculating the magnitude of
this force under stated conditions ; in the case of a switch 12 ins.
between contacts the torque tending to open the switch when
carrying 20 000 A ranges from 28 Ib.-ft. with a blade 1 in. wide
to 40J Ik-ft, with a blade J in. wide. The total force distributed
along the blade of a 300 A isolating switch, 10 ins. long, is about
100 Ibs. when the current is 20 000 A, and 600 Ibs. at 50 000 A
A bolt or latch is generally provided to prevent the switch from
being opened by these forces.

In all the above cases it is assumed that the conductors are not
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>n; if they be, the magnetic field produced by given current
tly increased (§41) and the mechanical forces are corre-
igly greater. There is no simple method of determining
iictance of the path followed by the leakage flux in such
>ut the experienced designer can estimate the probable
n the end connections of generator windings, on transformer
<c., with sufficient accuracy to enable adequate mechanical
b to be provided.* The forces developed in such cases
short-circuit conditions are of the order of several tons, hence
ibstantial clamps are required to- prevent movement of the
gs which would abrade the insulation, or deformation which
break the insulation or cause stationary and rotating parts

.ere D.C. generators or rotary converters are concerned
bility to flashing over on overload (i.e. excessive sparking,
)ing into flashing between commutator bars and possibly
n brushes) may impose a lower limit upon the permissible
an do considerations of heating or mechanical stress.
. Calculation of Short-circuit Current.-Theoretically it
aple matter to calculate the current flowing in any case of
ircuit by applying Ohm's Law (§§ 17, 44), but, in practice,
tors concerned are variable and more or less indeterminate.

simple case of, say, a 'dead short' (i.e. a direct connection
ppreciable resistance) between the conductors of a feeder at
j 1 ml. from a generator which is connected directly to the
the current flowing is limited only by the impedance of the
tor and that of the 2 mis. (lead and return) of cable. If
Assure drop in the generator and cable with normal full-load
b /amps, be: p = (IZ f E) x 100 °/0, where E = generator
3, and Z = impedance of generator and cable in ohms, we
Z « pE 1100 /, and if this be the only impedance in circuit
eder short circuited at the far end), the short-circuit current
Z = 100 I/p or (100 Ip) x full-load current. Thus if a
be * shorted' at a point between the generator, and which

is 5 °/0 pressure drop on full load, the short-circuit current
heoretically be 100 / 5 = 20 times the full-load value.
are, however, several factors to be considered. In the first

>,e also Theory and Calculation of Electric Circuits, La Oour and Bragstad
ana); aad Principles of Transformer Design, Still (Wiley).
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place, the current so calculated may be greater than the short-
circuit output of the generator (Chapter 40) which is naturally the
heaviest current that can flow even with a short circuit at the

generator terminals. Again, no heavier current can persist than
corresponds to the maximum output of the prime mover (allowing
for losses in the generator), though the stored energy of the moving
parts will momentarily increase the output greatly. So far, it has
been assumed that the generator voltage is fully maintained on
short circuit, but this is far from being the case, even though auto-
matic voltage regulators (§ 147) endeavour to maintain constant
voltage. Further, it has been assumed that the reactance is known
and constant, but, actually, it is very difficult to determine the exact
value of reactance in a short-circuited system because this varies
with the position of the fault, with the resistance of the fault
itself, and with the saturation of all iron-cored windings in the
circuit.

In the early days of A.C. engineering it was common to specify
low internal reactance in alternators for the sake of close voltage
regulation (§ 146), but it is now usual to provide greater reactance
in order to limit the short-circuit current, dependance being placed
upon automatic voltage regulators in order to maintain constant
voltage under normal variations of load. Even with the higher
internal reactance now employed, the short-circuit current may be
15 or 20 times the normal full-load current, but it quickly falls to,
say, 2, 3 or 4 times full-load current owing to the generator voltage
being greatly reduced by the reaction of the armature when carry-
ing heavy current. Under short-circuit conditions the action of
automatic voltage regulators obviously tends to increase the short-
circuit current; to overcome this objection it can be arranged that
the regulators automatically reduce the generator voltage when the
main current exceeds a predetermined value.

It is the maximum instantaneous value of the short-circuit

current which determines the maximum mechanical stress imposed
upon windings, etc. (§ 338), and it says much for the construction
of modern turbo-alternators that they will withstand dead short-
circuit at full field excitation without mechanical injury. If the
short-circuit current wave is initially asymmetrical (as it may be
under the most unfavourable conditions) its amplitude may be about
1 *8 times that of the initial short-circuit current under symmetrical
conditions. An approximate formula for the maximum instan-
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taneous value of the short-circuit current per phase under the most
unfavourable (asymmetric) conditions is -

I"*. = 1'8 x E x 2^ = 2-55 #/£

where E = phase voltage ; and g = impedance per phase, in ohms.
The duration of this severe current rush is very brief, and after a
few cycles the current settles to its steady short-circuit value of 2-4
times full-load current. The actual value of the initial surge is a
maximum if the short-circuit occurs when the E.M.F. wave is at
its maximum ; if the short occurs at some lower instantaneous
value of E.M.F., the short-circuit current increases with the E.M.F.
and prevents the latter from attaining its normal maximum value.
The inductance of the path followed by the short-circuit current
retards the increase of current from the normal to the short-circuit

value and allows time for the E.M.F. to decrease somewhat. The

thermal capacity of the conductors in the circuit allows them to
carry the initial current rush without dangerous rise of tempera-
ture provided that the circuit be interrupted in a fraction of a
second ; even this brief delay permits the current to decrease
(owing to the reduced E.M.F.), and greatly reduces the duty im-
posed upon the circuit breaker (§ 370).

340. Limitation of Current; Protective Reactances. - The
short-circuit current in any circuit may be reduced by increasing
the reactance of the circuit), and this may be accomplished by con-
necting in series with the latter an inductive coil of wire (generally
called a ' reactance coil '). The only loss of energy in this coil is
the I2E loss (§ 49) due to its ohmic resistance, plus the losses in
its iron magnetic circuit (if any). The inductance of the coil re-
duces the power factor of the circuit (§§44, 45, 154), but does not
involve dissipation of energy. As explained in the preceding
paragraph, if the reactance causes p % voltage drop when carrying
the normal full-load current of the circuit, the short-circuit current
through the reactance - when the latter is connected directly to
the full supply voltage - is (100 / p) times full-load current. If
it is desired to limit the maximum current of an alternator to

5 times full-load value, the total reactance (measured in terms of
the percentage voltage drop which it produces with full-load
current) must bep = 100 / 5 = 20 °/0> and if the alternator has
8 °/0 reactance (as above defined), the external reactance required
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Reactances generally consist of large-section strip copper (or
insulated cable) the ohmic resistance of which is so low as to cause
negligible loss of energy. In air-core reactances the turns are
separated and supported by porcelain, bricks, or concrete to secure
insulation and to prevent deformation by mechanical forces on
short- circuit (§ 338). Iron-clad reactances (with iron magnetic
circuits) are much smaller than air-core reactances for equal in-
ductance, and they have the further advantage of being free from
stray fields (which may affect instruments or induce eddy currents
in steelwork near air-core reactances). On the other hand, iron
magnetic circuits become saturated at much less than short-circuit
current (unless the section of iron is very large), notwithstanding
the use of air gaps in the circuit to increase the reluctance (§ 43);
as a result the volt-ampere characteristic of iron-clad reactances is
not linear whereas that of an air-core reactance is linear at all

currents.

Generator reactances of from 10-20 °/0 (on the voltage drop
rating defined above) are commonly used in series with alternators
to limit the magnitude of the short-circuit current. Bus-bar re-
actances, of from 25-50 %» are connected between the sections of
sub-divided bus bars so that, in the event of a 'short' on one
length of bus bar the current which can flow to the fault from the
other sections is limited; these reactances are traversed only by
current flowing from bar to bar and not by the current delivered
by one or several generators to a set of bars and flowing thence
to feeders. Feeder reactances, connected in series with individual
feeders, are of about 5 % (limiting the maximum current to
20 times full-load current), this relatively low reactance being
adopted in order to reduce the voltage drop and the lowering of
power factor.

Reactances cannot be used to reduce the maximum current to

a non-injurious value; they simply reduce the peak value of the
current thus reducing mechanical stresses (§ 338) and the power
to be interrupted (§ 370). The actual interruption of the circuit
pending the removal of the fault is effected by fuses (§ 342) or
circuit breakers (§ 343).

The reactance 2?r/L of a coil (§ 44) varies with the product of
frequency by inductance; the considerable reactance required in
current-limiting reactances involves high inductance L, the fre-
quency / of commercial supply being low. On the other hand,



General Electric Co., Ltd. (London}.
PHOTBCTIVE .REACTANCE COILS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

These coils are designed to give 5 °/0 reactance on a 11 000 V, 1 000 A, feeder
circuit. The simplicity and strength of the construction are shown clearly. The
stranded copper conductor is laid in the grooves of the moulded concrete arms, and
the completed coil is practically indestructible.

British Thoi)is<>n-II<.n($t(»i Co., Ltd.

TRIPLE-POLE INSTANTANEOUS RELAY.

This type of relay can be used for overload and for leakage protection. A moving'
contact carried on a spring-actuated drum is normally held * off' by a catch, which is
tripped by the plungers being pulled up by the solenoids on a predetermined current
being exceeded. The moving contact bridges fixed spring contacts in its ' on ' and

'off ' positions and may thus he used to breaker make circuit, or for both purposes.
It can be made to control two independent circuits. Current adjustment is by raising
or lowering the plungers, and the movement of the drum is independent of the pull
on the plungers. Delayed action can be obtained by shunting the trip coils with
time-limit fuses.

[Tofcicey. 478.



British TknmxnH-Houston Co., Ltd.

DEFINITE TIME-LIMIT BELAY.

The equipment comprises three overload coils, and a time-element device, circuit-
closing mechanism, and operating trip coil. When any one of the overload coils
operates, the time element trip coil is energised, and the circuit closing mechanism
commences to overcome the retarding effect of the time element. After a predetermined
time, which is adjustable within wide limits, the secondary tripping circuit is closed.
If required, one of the overload coils can he replaced hy a sensitive coil, and the relay
arranged to operate instantaneously on a small leakage fault whilst retaining the time
limit characteristic for overloads.

Ere reft, Eilf/cuinbe & Co., Ltd.

TRIPLE-POLE INDUCTION-TYPE OVERLOAD BELAY WITH INVERSE TIME LAG.

The movements are similar to those of the induction ammeter (Plate p. 114). The
current and time settings are independently adjustable-the current by the position
of the weight on the horizontal graduated beam, and the time by regulating the
travel of that beam over a vertical scale. The contacts are of carbon and are seen

at the bottom of the instrument. The time-current curves of all these relays are
identical so that perfect discriminative protection is obtained.

[To face p. 479.
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a very small inductance has a reactance high enough to obstruct
the flow of high-frequency surges due to lightning, etc. (§§ 45, 346).

341- Interruption of Excessive Current.-The effects of
excessive current may be utilised to obtain protection by making
part of the circuit more sensitive than the rest to these effects,
and arranging that the effects open the circuit (i.e. interrupt the
current) at the selected point. Thus the heating effect of the
current may melt a ' fuse' when the current exceeds a predeter-
mined value; or the electromagnetic force developed by a solenoid
may operate a mechanism which opens a switch in the circuit,
either instantaneously or in accordance with a predetermined time
element (§ 344).

342. Fusible Cut-outs ; Fuses.-Fusible cut-outs, in which
a fine and easily fusible wire or ' fuse ' is connected in series with

the circuit wires, are used in all domestic branch circuits and
house services (Chapter 22). They are also used in industrial
circuits, particularly for pressures up to 600 V and for (normal)
currents up to 600 A; the cost of renewing heavy current fuses is
a consideration and the rating of fuses (i.e. the current at which
they melt) is less definite than that of switch-type circuit-breakers,
hence the latter are generally employed in important circuits
where an attendant is available to re-close the switch.

Tin or an alloy of low melting-point is generally used for
fuses up to, say, 200 A normal current. The specific resistance of
such metals is relatively high, hence the cross-sectional area re-
quired is much larger than that of copper fuses of the same rating.
Copper fuses, for all but the heaviest currents, are inconveniently
fine; they are easily damaged mechanically and by corrosion,
with the result that they melt at less than the intended current.
Whereas tin and similar fuses are not corroded seriously because
their melting-point is low, copper fuses may often be at or near
red-heat for considerable periods with the result that they are
gradually oxidised.

The so-called ' Bimetal' fuse wire has important advantages.
This consists of a copper wire, which would be fused at once by
the current in the circuit it is designed to protect, sheathed with
lead; the lead greatly increases the radiating surface, thus assisting
in the rapid dissipation of the heat developed, and, having a greater
cross-section than the copper, also carries some proportion of the
current, despite its low conductance. Should the current rise

A<7Q
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above normal the lead first melts off, and the fine copper wire
(having to carry the whole current) then necessarily follows suit
and breaks the circuit instantly. A fuse of this nature can carry
some 80 °/o of its fusing current without danger of melting,
whereas a copper fuse, under the like conditions, would be red-
hot. The smallest size of bimetal fuse wire at present available
carries about 6 A., so that for the smallest circuits a single strand
of very fine copper or tin wire is generally used.

Table 51 shows the approximate fusing current of various
sizes of copper, tin, and lead-tin (2Pb: iSn) alloy wires, the
values given being calculated from Preece's formula: / = a+/cP ;
where / = fusing current, in amperes ; d = diameter of wire, in
inches; and a = 10 244 for copper ; 1 642 for tin ; and 1 318
for the lead-tin alloy. These figures are only approximations, as
the length of the fuse, its direction (vertical or horizontal), the
nature of the terminals holding it, the method of carrying it-
whether in free air, on a porcelain bridge, or enclosed in a tube or
cartridge-all affect the result. Enclosure in a tube filled with
powder or submersion in oil (§ 375) naturally affect the rating of
the fuse very materially by changing the facilities for the removal
of heat. Table 51, is, however, a useful guide to suitable dimen-
sions for well-ventilated fuses in air; if the fuse be mounted in a
small asbestos tube, it may melt at half the current stated in
the table. The resistance of a fuse causes a loss of pressure of
from 0-1-0'5 V or more.

"No matter how carefully an installation is fitted with fuses at
first, there is always a danger that the occupier, after a fuse has
melted or 'blown/ will replace it by a larger one in order to save
trouble. By the use of standard non-interchangeable cartridge or
screw-plug fuses, or by marking each fuse carrier with the current
it is intended to carry and putting spare fuses alongside, something
can be done to prevent this : but it is not unusual to find a piece
of comparatively heavy iron or copper wire inserted where tin
wire had been used originally. The protective value of the fuse
is then illusory.

A certain amount of heat is required to raise a fuse wire to the
melting-point, the amount being greater the heavier the fuse, the
higher its specific heat, and the higher the melting-point. The
rate at which heat is developed in the wire varies with PB, hence
twice the current will bring the fuse to the melting-point in
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Constructional details of fuses are described in § 375 ; and the
installation of fuses is discussed in Chapter 22.

343. Circuit-breakers.-Any type of switch which is capable
of interrupting safely (without sustained arcing or undue damage
to contacts) the short-circuit current of a circuit may be termed a
' circuit-breaker' (§§ 365, 367). Such a switch is always arranged
so that it can he operated by hand (either directly or by remote
control, § 372) at the volition of the attendant, but it is also
arranged so that it can be opened automatically by the action of
a relay (§ 124) and trip coil. The switch is closed (by hand,
electromagnetically, or otherwise) against the action of a powerful
spring which tends to open the switch and is only prevented from
doing so by a latch or trigger. This latch, when withdrawn by
the movement of the plunger or core of a 'trip coil/ allows the
switch to open instantaneously. The excitation of the trip coil
solenoid may be effected by the main current, the coil then being
connected in series with the switch, or it may be effected by
current drawn from a storage battery or auxiliary D.C. bus bars
in a local circuit which is closed by a relay. If the circuit-
breaker is fitted with a series-connected trip coil it can be arranged
that the tripping plunger is raised at any desired value of the
current thus providing the circuit-breaker with automatic overload
protection. Alternatively, if the trip coil be connected in shunt,
across the supply leads, it can be arranged that so long as the
supply voltage exceeds, say, 50 °/0 of the normal value the latch of
the switch remains closed, but directly the voltage falls below the
predetermined minimum the latch is released (by the action of
the trip coil) and the switch is opened; the switch has then
automatic protection against low voltage, or a ' no-volt release.'

There would be obvious mechanical difficulties in arranging
several trip coils (excited by different electrical connections) to
operate a single release latch, but the same end can easily be
attained electrically, by the use of relays. A relay consists
essentially of an electromagnet the armature of which, when
attracted to or released by the core of the magnet, closes an
auxiliary electric circuit. Just as an electric bell can be rung by
pressing any one of a number of 'pushes,' so can the trip coil
circuit of a circuit-breaker be excited by the action of any one of
a number of relays (see Fig. 59). If the respective relays be ar-
ranged to operate on overload, low-voltage, reverse power, etc., a

482
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single circuit-breaker protects the circuit against all the con-
tingencies covered by the relays. The relays are the controlling
elements of the protection, and the protection which they afford
is the automatic opening of the main circuit in the event of pre-
determined conditions arising.

Circuit-breakers can interrupt much greater power than fuses
(§ 371), and they isolate the circuit completely, the switches in
both poles or all the phases of the supply being coupled mechanic-
ally and opened simultaneously. Whereas a fuse provides only
overload protection, a circuit-breaker and its relays can afford
protection against all contingencies. Also, the setting of the
various relays can be adjusted easily and accurately over a wide
range.

The constructional features of circuit-breakers, trip coils, and

1 !

FIG. 56.-Instantaneous overload relay FIG. 57.-Overload relay with, current
and trip coil. transformer, and trip coil with fuse

time element.

tripping mechanism are discussed in §§ 368, 372. Various types
of relays are described in §§ 344, 355, 358, 359.

344. Overload Relays; Time Element.-The principle of
the simplest type of overload relay is illustrated diagrammatically
in Fig. 56. The relay coil E is in series with the circuit to be
protected and, when the current therein exceeds a predetermined
value, the plunger P is raised, short circuiting the contacts ab and
closing the local circuit containing a battery J3 and trip coil T.
The coil T being excited, its core trips the switch S and opens the
main circuit. The coil B in the main circuit could be used as the

actual tripping coil and is often so used in low or medium voltage,
moderate current circuits where neither the size of the conductor
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nor the insulation required makes it difficult to wind a suitable
coil. For heavier current and/or higher voltage, the coil R is
supplied from a current transformer (§ 108), as in Fig. 57, and the
advantage of having a separate trip coil is that the relay can be
delicate and sensitive whilst considerable power can be used to
operate the trip coil; also, the latter can be actuated by any one
of several relays (Fig. 59).

The overload relay on D.C. motor starters operates on the
principle illustrated in Fig. 56, except that the contacts a, l> are
generally connected in parallel with the ' no-volt' or ' hold-on '

coil instead of to a special tripping coil; then, when a, 'b are short-
circuited by P, the hold-on coil loses its excitation and the starter
handle is pulled to the £ off5 position by a powerful spring.

In D.C. or single-phase A.C. circuits a single overload relay
controlling a double-pole circuit breaker is sufficient, but in 3-phase
A.C. circuits overload coils must be provided in two phases if the
neutral is insulated and in all three phases if the neutral is earthed
(§ 354) ; the circuit will then be opened no matter in which phase
the excessive current flows.

The setting of overload relays can be varied so that the relay
operates at any desired current between, say, normal full-load
current and three times the latter.

The relay illustrated in Fig. 56 would cause the switch S to be
opened directly the current exceeded a predetermined value and
might thus involve unnecessary interruptions of working, for in
many cases a momentary surge of current, far exceeding the per-
missible steady current, would not injure the circuit or apparatus.
To allow for this, the relay may be furnished with a l time
element' which prevents the main switch from being tripped until
the excessive current has been maintained for a predetermined
time.

The time element may introduce a definite delay (say from 1-3
sees.) in the tripping, or the delay may be varied inversely with
the main current ('inverse time element').

Instantaneous Belays are used in various protective systems
(§ 359) to cause the main circuit to be opened directly some
critical condition arises (e.g. lack of balance) which is a definite
indication of a fault on the circuit protected.

Definite Time-limit Belays are used in a graded series on
successive circuit breakers to prevent the whole length of a
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feeder being shut down simultaneously. Thus, Fig. 58 repre-
^ents a series of circuit breakers with overload relays B used
On a feeder between a generating station G and substations
*Sf. If the relays B1 be given a definite time element of 1 sec.;
-£22, 2 sees.; and E3, 3 sees., the relays will operate progressively
tVom the far end of the feeder towards the station until the fault

Or overload is thus switched out. The object is to maintain supply
Xn. those sections which are nearer the generating station than the
faulty section. To allow for the fact that a fault at X (which

& O r* - - S?-

gA 
FIG. 58. -Overload relays with graded definite time limits.

Would be heavier than a corresponding fault in the more remote
Sections, § 339) is protected only by a relay with long time
Clement, the relays may be arranged to operate with fixed time
element up to a certain overload, and instantaneously at heavier
overloads.

One method of arranging for a definite time element is indi-
cated in Fig. 59. The trip coil A is connected, in series with a
battery B, to bus bars G across which are connected the various
relays, any one of which may bring about the opening of the main

Trip Coil

"^

FIG. 59.-Various types of relays applied to trip coil.
I

Thus, at a there is an instantaneous or inverse time
element relay; and at 6, c there is a definite time element com-
bination, the instantaneous relay b (excited from the A.C. circuit
"fco Tbe protected) closing the circuit of the tripping relay c; until
o closes, the current flowing through A is insufficient to operate
-fcfa.e tripping mechanism. The definite delay in operation of the
la/fcter is determined by a pendulum and clockwork device, by the

of mercury through a small orifice, or by other equivalent
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Inoerse Time Element Belays.-One method of securing a de-
lay in action which decreases with the magnitude of the overload is
to fit the plunger of an instantaneous relay (Fig. 56) with a dash-
pot ; the timing of oil dashpots is, however, affected appreciably by
temperature changes, which alter the viscosity of the oil. An-
other method is to use, instead of a solenoid and plunger, a
small induction motor which winds up a cord carrying the
contact-maker. The current at which the motor starts is varied
by changing the weight on the cord, and the speed of the motor
varies with the main current; hence the relay operates sooner
the heavier the current. Yet another method is illustrated in

Fig. 57. In this case, the relay B opens the contacts ab directly
the main current exceeds a predetermined value. Current then
flows through the fuse F and the trip coil T in parallel; mostly
through F because of its lower resistance. After a time, which
is shorter the heavier the current, the fuse F melts, and the whole
current then passes through T and trips the switch. The weak-
ness of this method is that the fuse F gradually deteriorates (§ 342)
and may then cause the main switch to be opened unnecessarily.

Fixed or inverse time, element relays are re-set automatically
if the overload is removed before tripping occurs.

The setting of any type of relay is expressed as a percentage
of the full-load conditions in the main circuit protected; if the
relay is used with current or voltage transformers, the stated
setting refers to the main circuit current or voltage.

(For reverse-power relays, see § 358.)
345. Cause and Effect of Excessive Pressure.-The whole

or a part of an electric circuit maybe subjected to abnormally high
pressure (i) by a direct flash of lightning or by electrostatic in-
duction from charged clouds (§ 346); (ii) by the sudden inter-
ruption of a highly inductive part of the circuit (§ 349); (iii) by
sudden direct application of the normal voltage (§ 349); (iv) by
resonance (§ 350); or (v) by the peculiar and unstable character-
istics of arcs and sparks, particularly 'arcing grounds' (§ 351).
Whatever its cause, the possible effects of excessive pressure are
break-down of insulation and consequent danger to life and
material ('§ 352). Abnormal pressure would invariably lead to
break-down were it not for the following facts: (a) The insulation
of all properly designed circuits and apparatus is capable of with-
standing a pressure much higher than the normal pressure
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(Chapter 40), and in the case of extra high voltage systems the
insulation is capable of withstanding indefinitely many of the
pressure surges occurring in service. (6) A definite and consider-
able amount of energy is required to break down insulation so that
if an abnormal pressure can be removed quickly enough the in-
sulation will remain uninjured, though it would be broken down
if the pressure were applied for a longer period (§ 72). (c) In
many instances the abnormal voltage has a very high frequency
of oscillation and will therefore take a path of high ohmic re-
sistance (e.g. an air gap) in preference to the normal circuit which
offers enormous impedance to the high-frequency current (§ 135
a)). 

_

If the cause of abnormal voltage cannot be avoided, the cir-
cuit must be safeguarded either by providing a suitable path of %
discharge for the excessive pressure, or by reinforcing the insula- |
tion of the circuit at the danger points, or by a combination of "'
these methods. «1

346. Lightning Arresters.-The voltage of lightning may {'{
be inconceivably great, and a direct stroke will almost inevitably i|
flash over the insulators and destroy the line at that point. I
Induced surges caused by lightning may, however, keep to the |
line, and affect apparatus in the power station or substation, or f
spark across an insulator and put the line to earth. Such surges, »|
and some due to causes within the circuit itself, are of variable |
but always very high frequency, and will therefore take the least
inductive, but not necessarily the best conducting, path to earth.
Lightning arresters are designed to take advantage of this fact,
and frequently consist of a spark gap, in one form or .another,
which the ordinary line voltage cannot break down, together with
a carbon or other resistance in series. Should a high-pressure
discharge cause an arc to strike across the gap, the line current
will follow, but the series resistance limits the current and the
arc dies down or is automatically extinguished, magnetically or
otherwise. In order to ensure the discharge taking its allotted path,
an inductive coil or ' kicking coil' (§ 45) is generally connected in
series with the line itself on the station side of the arrester; the
oscillating discharge is thereby forced to follow the alternative
path. In some places in South Africa iron inductance coils have
been used instead of the more usual copper coils, and have been
found more effective.
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Comb Arresters.-One end of a non-inductive resistance is connected to the

line to be protected and the other end is connected to a ' comb' or serrated strip
of metal, the teeth of which are set a short distance from those of a second comb.
The latter is connected to earth. Lightning or other voltage surge breaks down
the air gap between the combs, but a ' power discharge' (i.e. continued flow of
current at the normal line voltage) is prevented by the high resistance in series
with the gap. This type of arrester is suitable for line pressures up to 100 V
direct current or 400 V alternating current.

Horn Arresters.-The general arrangement of a horn-type arrester is sho\rn
at (a) 3?ig. 60. The horns may be of copper or galvanised iron about J in. diarn.,
and they are connected between line and earth in series with a high non-inductive
resistance. High-frequency surges find it easier to break down the air gap and
flow through .the resistance E than to pass through the impedance of inductive
apparatus in the generating station <?. In order to oppose- such an impedance to
the high-frequency discharge outside the station coils L (of low reactance to low
frequency current) are connected in the line on the station side of the arrester.

X
_ - - .... - - - v'W'vu

Line L
r 1**^

V

JL
^TT^U

,\. / L..,, 
' 

^

FIG. 60.-Various types of lightning arresters.
(Actually there would be only one arrester per phase, and the arresters on the three

phases would be of the same type.)

When the gap between the horns is broken down by lightning the line
current tends to establish an arc, but the magnitude of the line current is limited
by the series resistance, and the arc runs up the horns until it breaks from ex-
treme length. A useful setting is stated to be 1 mm. per 1000 V pltus 1 mm. to
prevent constant discharge.

The resistance JR maybe that of a water column in an insulating tube through
the closed top of which is brought the connection from the horn arrester. When
a discharge occurs some of the water is converted to steam and the remainder is
driven down the tube into a surrounding tank. An arc is struck between the top
electrode and the column of water, but as the latter continues to descend the
discharge is soon interrupted. The steam then condenses and the arrester is re-set
by the return of water from the outer tank.

The horn gap arrester is capable of dealing with heavy surges, but it can only
operate on over-volfcage and is useless on a low-voltage, high-frequency surge ; if
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the gap be set to protect the line against high frequency surges at a pressure only
slightly exceeding the line voltage, dust, steam, insects, etc., may cause un-
necessary break-downs. Horn-type arresters are used for line pressures up to
15000 Y (B.C. or A.C.), and for the protection of trolley wires (at 400-650 V, D.C.)
two horn gaps may be used in series one being provided with a magnetic blow-out
coil (§ 365) connected across a non-inductive resistance which is shunted across the
second arrester; the magnetic blow-out comes into action in the event of sustained
flow of D.C. across the gaps.

Impulse Protective Gaps.-In order to obtain protection against pressure
surges of steep,wave front (§ 34=9) without adopting an unduly small air gap
(which would introduce risk of break-down at normal voltage), the ordinary horn-
gap arrester may be provided with an intermediate electrode between which and
the two horns there are connected impedances of different characteristics. It is
arranged that, at line frequency, the impedances are proportional to the break-
down voltages of the parts of the total gap across which they are shunted. At
high frequency, however, the impedance of one of these shunts is much greater
than that of the other; most of the high-frequency voltage is therefore imposed
between the auxiliary electrode and one of the horns, with the result that this gap
breaks down; the whole of the high-frequency voltage then comes upon the other
gap which also breaks down. In effect there are two gaps in series, their total
length being available as insulation against the line voltage, whereas practically
the whole of a high-frequency voltage is placed immediately across a fraction of
the total gap.

Multiple Gap Arresters consist of a series of cylinders, or truncated cones,
with a short gap between each pair, the terminal elements connected to line and
earth respectively (Fig. 60 6); sometimes the cylinders are connected in series
with a high resistance, and in other cases some of the gaps are shunted by a
resistance. The arc is broken either by the cooling effect of the metal or by the
use of certain non-arcing metals-zinc, antimony, and bismuth. The number
of gaps is generally about E / 800, where E = normal voltage between line and
earth.

Water-jet Arrester.-In the jet arrester the line is connected straight to earth
through a fine jet of water, the resistance of which is so high that the normal
leakage is very small; the jet arrester provides a permanent leak to earth for high-
frequency surges, irrespective of voltage; it is particularly useful for dispelling
slowly accumulating static charges. In the case of low-tension D.C. installations
a tank is substituted, and conducting plates within it are adjusted to allow a small
continuous leakage from pole to pole, through the water, whenever there is
a likelihood of lightning troubles. This type of arrester can only be used
where there is a constant supply of water and no danger of freezing. Electrode-
type electrically heated steam boilers (Chapter 26) afford excellent protection
against over-voltage (the lines being earthed through the relatively low resistance
of the water in the boiler), but these boilers are generally only in service during
hours when there is surplus hydro-electric power available.

Electrolytic Lightning Arrester.-Sheet aluminium trays of V V-section
(Fig. 60 c) are mounted one above the other with porcelain insulators between the
rims of consecutive trays. The trough of each tray is filled with electrolyte
similar to that used in electrolytic rectifiers, and the whole stack is placed in a
steel tank which is then filled with insulating oil. The bottom tray is connected
to earth and the top tray is connected to line. A film of aluminium hydroxide is
formed upon the trays by electrolytic action, and the number of trays used is such
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! that the total resistance of the films is sufficient to withstand, say, 50 °/0 higher

than line voltage. Excess voltage (above about 350 V per cell) breaks down the
films of hydroxide, but the latter reform directly the excess voltage has been dis-

11 '' sipated and thus prevent the maintenance of a power discharge.
If ,\ The stack of trays constitutes a condenser and-in order that there may not be

a continual capacity current, and in order to prevent disintegration from continual
, j leakage-it is necessary to use a horn gap in series with the arrester. Since the

|| | I film on the trays gradually dissolves in the electrolyte it is necessary to re-charge
I the cell by short-circuiting the horn gap (through a suitable resistance) for a few

seconds once a dav; this is an inconvenience.
J I Oxide Film Arrester.-This arrester depends upon the fact that lead peroxide
| i is a relatively good conductor whereas litharge (into which the peroxide is con-
'jj. I verted by heat) is an insulator. Capsules about 7 ins. dia. x J in. deep, consist-
I 

* 
ing of metal discs fixed to a porcelain insulating and spacing ring, are filled with

'* '< lead peroxide and stacked one above the other, the stack being connected in series
« with a horn gap arrester as in Fig. 60 d. The inside of the metal discs of the

capsules is coated with insulating varnish, but when the voltage per capsule exceeds,
say, 400 V the varnish is punctured and a discharge flows to earth. The heat

1 developed (by I'2R) loss in the lead peroxide between the points of puncture converts
the peroxide to litharge and thus seals the puncture and re-sets the arrester. The
capsules generally remain in service for some years before the varnish films become
covered with re-sealed punctures; when this stage is reached new capsules are
required.

On 3-phase lines it is necessary to remember that if the
arresters on all phases are connected to a common earth, and if
there is insufficient damping resistance in circuit with each, the
lines may be practically short circuited. With horn arresters this
is not arpuncomnion mistake, and the arresters are blamed for the
consequent trouble.

Moscicki condensers * are sometimes used to absorb high-fre-
quency surges of any voltage; they will take care of rapid surges,
have no permanent leak to earth, and can be installed where water-
is not available for jets. They are generally used in combin-
ation with Giles valves. Mechanically, they are rather fragile.
They have been installed in various stations in Rhodesia and are
fully considered in a paper by Wragg (Trans. 8. African I.E.E.

* In these condensers a glass tube closed at one end is coated inside with silver
(deposited chemically); the outer coating may be a similar layer of silver or the
tube may be immersed in a conducting solution of glycerine and water contained
in an outer vessel. By the use of a suitable thickness of glass and by avoiding
sharp comers therein the condensers can be made to withstand high voltages. A
Moscicki condenser described by W. M. Mordey (Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 43, p. 621)
consisted of eight tubes each 2 ins. dia. x 2 ft. 9 ins. long (3 ft. 2 ins. with connec-
tions); the condenser was intended for A.C. working at 10 000 V. and had a total
capacity of 0'03 /JP.
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June, 1915). The use of condensers may increase the dangers
arising from arcing grounds (§ 351).

Whereas a choking coil or inductance retards the growth of 1
current and causes the applied E.M.F. to "pile up55 on the end . J
turns of the inductance to which it is applied (§ 349), a condenser
has the opposite effect and tends to flatten the wave-front of the 

:

applied E.M.F. A. system of protection which utilises these two "!
phenomena and is applicahle to English conditions consists in con- ) '!
necting a choke coil and a length of lead-sheathed cable in series ' \
between an overhead line and the generator or other apparatus in lj ,|
the power station or sub-station. The sheathing of the cable is ' T
connected to earth and so is the neutral point of the generator or \
other apparatus to be protected. The leading-in cable from each f
line may thus be regarded as a condenser connected in parallel with )
the corresponding phase of the generator, etc. The choking coil * f
delays the increase of the current set up by the lightning or surge f
E.M.F. and this current charges the condenser (i.e. the cable) to \
a moderate voltage, much lower than that of the surge. The |
choking coil is sometimes omitted, reliance then being placed |
entirely upon the protective condenser-action of the cable. , |

In either case the abnormal voltage on the line is dissipated I
partly "by the ohmic loss experienced in surging to and fro j !
on the line, and partly by flowing to earth through the cable- i
condenser. i!

347. Earth Wires.-A continuous steel earth-wire (often lf |
barbed) is generally run along the top of the poles of a transmis- ^ 

I

sion line, and serves to protect the conductors to some extent from ; |
lightning, "by maintaining a zone at earth potential and by acting as 11
a lightning conductor (§ 348). If underground cables are used to j|
carry aerial lines across a street, as is sometimes the case, the over- *|
head earth-wire should be brought down also, and wound on to the \ f
cable sheathing; and earbh plates should be provided at each side
of the crossing. The wire should in any case be earthed at every
second or third pole if possible. Where no good natural earth can
be found in which to bury the coil of earth-"wire, an iron pipe is
driven into the ground arid either coke or salt filled in ; it should
be placed where rain will run in. The earth connection for all
types of protective devices should be as short as possible to be
effective, and especially for condensers. On a wood-pole line the
use of an earth -wire increases the risk of short circuiting by birds.
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The Electricity Commissioners' Regulations concerning earth-wires
are mentioned in § 324.

348. Lightning Conductors.-In order to secure absolute
protection of buildings from lightning * a complete network of
wires, connected with earth at many points, would be made to
cover the whole structure; this is indeed practically done in the
case of magazines. Ordinarily one or more lightning conductors
are used, according to the size of the building, and the nearer the
arrangement corresponds to a complete screen the better will the
protection be. Iron or steel wire or stranded rope is considered to
be more effective than copper, and is also less liable to be cut away
and sold.

A conductor should run as directly as possible from its highest point to earth,
not following the contour of the building but bridging over all projections. It
should be so supported that there is no risk of its fracture by subsidence of the
structure. As far as possible it should be run where it will not be within striking
distance of metals on the inside of the walls, such as gas or water pipes or electric
wiring, as there is always a danger of a discharge flashing over; insulators should
not, however, be used as supports. It is good practice to connect together all the
separate conductors on a building by horizontal ring conductors both on the roof
and near the ground, and also to connect them electrically to any outside metal
work, such as rain pipes, iron or lead roofing, ventilating pipes, and the like. There
cannot be too many multiple vertical points or aigrettes; apart from the main
vertical rods, short ones should be joined to the upper horizontal conductor at
frequent intervals, and especially at all points above the general level. Lightning
conductors sometimes terminate in a large corkscrew-like aigrette, of several spirals,
apparently to improve their appearance; this acts as a powerful choking coil, and
is probably worse than having no conductor at all, as a high-frequency discharge
will almost certainly choose another path.

Joints in the conductor should be made both mechanically and
by soldering, and the conductors should preferably be painted,
even if already galvanised. For iron or steel conductors the best
earth plate is a perforated pipe of the same metal, containing the
end of the conductor packed round with granulated carbon, and
placed where rain off the roof will keep it moist. Modern copper
earth plates are often made of No. 16 gauge sheet metal with a
number of triangular tongues or projections stamped out from
the solid to form points from which the discharge may take place
more readily. It is convenient to have disconnecting links ar-
ranged so that the resistance from one earth plate to another

* A very instructive address on this subject by A. Hands, is reported in Elec-
tricity, Vol. 30, pp. 126,185, 191.
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can be readily measured through the intervening ground. This
varies enormously in different localities, but a comparatively high
resistance is immaterial in a place where a really good natural
earth can nowhere be found. Owing to electrolytic action be-
tween the earth plates and moist ground, D.C. tests of earth-
plate resistance are somewhat inaccurate, though, by reversing
direction after each test, results near enough are obtained ; there
are, however, methods of and apparatus for testing, using
interrupted or alternating currents. The customary method of
ascertaining the resistance x of an earth is by means of two other
auxiliary or independent earths y and z. By means of the
Wheatstone bridge (§ 120), readings (both direct and reversed)
are taken of each pair in turn, deducting the resistance of the
leads and recording the average value of each pair in ohms.
Then if (x + y) = p ; (x -f z) = q ; and (y 4- z) = r, it follows
that x « (p + q - r) / 2.

349. Switching Surges.-Abnormal stress may be placed
upon the insulation of a circuit either when ' switching on' or
when ' switching off.' On switching a transformer into circuit
the voltage may rise to about twice its normal value unless it
happens that the switch is closed at the instant when the voltage
is a maximum and the magnetising current (lagging 90°) is there-
fore zero for the moment. If the switch be closed very slowly a
flash-over will ultimately occur at the moment of maximum
voltage; this avoids the voltage surge otherwise set up but it
damages the switch contacts. In this and other cases the
pressure surge on switching-in may be reduced by closing the
circuit through a high resistance which is connected between
charging contacts (§ 368) and the main switch contacts.

Apart from the possibly excessive value of the pressure surge
when switching-in, there is a temporary concentration of stress
on the end turns of inductive windings. At the moment of
switching - on practically the whole applied pressure is con-
centrated on the end turns, the building-up of the current being
delayed by the inductance of the winding. The steeper the wave-
front of the applied pressure the more severe is this concentration
of stress, and the only way to avoid break-down is to reinforce
the insulation on the turns concerned or, alternatively, to connect
a suitably insulated reactance in series with the winding. This
reinforcement of insulation is required at both ends of a delta,
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^winding, and at every tapping point if the tappings be at the line
end of the winding.

On switching off or otherwise interrupting the circuit of an
inductive winding (e.g. a motor field winding by returning the
starter to 'off') there is a sudden collapse of the magnetic field
which, in collapsing, induces an E.M.F. in the winding. This
E.M.F. is higher, the greater the initial magnitude of the field and
the more rapid its collapse. To protect the switchgear from the
vicious arcing, and the insulation from the severe strain which
otherwise arises, the inductive winding should be switched in
parallel with a non-inductive resistance a moment before it is
disconnected from the main circuit; there is thus provided a
circuit in which the energy stored in the magnetic field (§57)
may be dissipated harmlessly.

The violent fluctuations of load in electric arc furnaces, includ-
ing frequent interruptions of circuit during the early stages of
melting, impose severe stresses on the end turns of the transformers
supplying the furnaces.

350. Resonance.-As explained in § 47 a circuit containing
inductance and capacity in series may be in resonance, in which
case the voltage across the inductance and across the capacity may
be indefinitely high, however low the applied voltage. The
resonant voltage is only limited by the ohmic resistance of the
circuit, and may easily be high enough to break down the insula-
tion of the circuit. The relation between inductance and capacity
required to establish resonance varies with the frequency of tha
current (§ 47) and there is therefore especial danger of resonance :
(i) If an excited alternator be run up to speed (or a motor or con-
verter be allowed to slow down) whilst connected to a circuit,
because the current then passes through all values of frequency
below the normal value, (ii) If the pressure wave be not a pure
sine wave, because resonance may then occur at the frequency of
some of ifcs harmonics, (iii) If the circuit be subjected to an
earthing ground (§351), because the irregular currents then flow-
ing contain many harmonics.

Since the amplitude of resonance decreases as the ohmic
resistance increases, the temporary addition of resistance is a useful
precaution where there is risk of resonance. The useful employ-
ment of resonance in half-wave and quarter-wave, transmission is
referred to in § 318.
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351. Arcing Grounds: Intermittent Earths.-In a trans-

mission system, the neutral point of which is earthed directly or
throngh a resistance (§ 354), the current flowing through an earth
fault on one phase to the earth connection of the neutral will be
sufficient, ultimately if not at once, to operate the overload pro-
tection devices (§§ 342, 343) or the leakage or balance selective
protective devices (§§ 357 et seq.). If, however, the system be
operated with isolated (non-earthed) neutral the only effect of an
earth fault on one phase of a 3-phase star-connected system will be
to raise the potential of the sound phases to +/3 E volts above earth,
where E is the normal voltage between line and neutral. Such,
at any rate, is the theory of the isolated-neutral system and if the
earth connection on the faulty phase be a definite one, the new
distribution of potential will be effected without much surging
and will then remain steady ; provided that the insulation of the
sound phases can withstand the higher voltage to which it is sub-
jected the system can remain in service until there is an opportunity
to locate and remedy the fault. If, in the meantime, an earth
fault occurs on one of the other phases as well there will be a
short circuit between the two faulty phases.

One of the chief dangers of the isolated neutral system arises
from the fact that an earth fault on one of the lines is rarely in
the form of a definite connection to earth. It is almost invariably
in the form of an arc which, being shunted by the capacity of the
line to earth, is unstable. After the first extinction of the arc
there is left on the line a relatively steady high-voltage charge
which, added to the normal line voltage, causes the arc to be
struck again. This action may be repeated indefinitely, ex ceedingly
high voltages being built up by cumulative charging of the line,
and surges being established which vary in frequency and ampli-
tude according to the electrical constants (R, L, and (7) of the
circuit and the position of the 'arcing ground' in the system.
Apart from the possibility of their establishing resonance (§ 350),
arcing grounds subject the insulation of the line to abnormal
voltages.

One method of suppressing arcing grounds consists in provid-
ing each line with an arc suppressor, i.e. an automatic device
which, in the event of a break-down to earth, at once connects
the line affected definitely to earth near the station. The line
thus being rendered ' dead' the arc is extinguished, but the
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definite earth connection involves considerable shock to the

system, and by raising the voltage of the sound phases (as ex-
plained above) introduces a risk of break-down at some other
point. It is generally arranged that the definite connection to
earfch is temporary, in the first instance, so that normal service
may be resumed if the earth fault is cleared; if the fault persists
the suppressor is locked ' in' the next time it closes.

An alternative method of protecting systems against arcing
grounds consists in using the Petersen earth coil which is designed
to neutralise the capacity effect of the line and, by removing the
residual charge on the latter, to prevent the arc from being re-

I f struck The action of the coil may be explained as follows * :-

Referring, for simplicity, to a single-phase network, the phases 1, 2 (Fig. 61)
have capacities Cv C2 with regard to earth; and the ' earthing coil' L is con-

Ic
(a) (b) (c>

FIG. 61.-Illustrating the action of the Petersen earth coil.

nected between the neutral point 0 and earth. In the event of a fault (2 - X,
Fig. 61 fc) to earth on phase 2, the current Ie flowing to earth and hack via L is,
neglecting resistance: Ie = E [ 2-n-fL (§ 45), and lags 90° on the voltage E between
phase conductor and neutral. The capacity earfch current is the charging current,
at voltage 2$ of the capacity Cj of the sound phase and is: Ic - Sir/EC (§ 46);
this current leads 90° with regard to E and is therefore in direct opposition to the
current Ie. The paths of the currents Ie, Ic are shown by the arrows in Fig. 61.
In order that I6 may equal IG: 2ir/£ = 1 / (27r/(7), i.e. the inductive reactance of
the earth coil must equal the capacity reactance oE the network capacities against
earfch. If this condition be fulfilled the currents Ie, Ic will cancel out in the fault
2 - X, i.e. the earth fault current will be zero and the arc will be suppressed ;
without the coil L the capacity current of the sound phase would flow through
the earth fault and cause intermittent arcing.

Actually the currents Je, Ic have each a power component (due to the
resistances, etc., of the circuits); these components do not cancel, but add together
to form the resultant current Ir through the fault (Fig. 61 c). It is claimed that
the residual earth current is very small (from 4-15 °/0 of Ic), and that it is in-

* See also Elekt. Zeits., Vol. 40, p. 5 ; Vol, 42, p. 695 ; and Science Abstracts,
Vol. 22, B, No. 830; Vol. 25, B, No. 113.
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PROTECTION OF CIRCUITS AND APPARATUS § 351
capable of maintaining the arc; also, that effective protection is provided even
when the inductive and capacity reactances are not balanced accurately, so that
there is ± 30 °/0 difference between I& and Ic.

It is claimed that the Petersen coil is far more effective than
a simple resistance or gap discharger between neutral and earth,
in dispersing the dangerous charge on the faulty line, but opinions
differ as to the kVA capacity of lines to which the system can
safely be applied, and as to the possibility of dangerous pressures
being established by resonance between the capacity of the lines
and the inductance of the earthing coil. It has been proposed to
make the earthing coil a ' dissonance coil/ i.e. of such inductance
that it is not in resonance with the capacity of the system, but
this seems to remove the essential feature of the Petersen system j
whilst still leaving the possibility of resonance at harmonic fre- |
quencies. , f

From tests and practical experience with a 'neutral grounding reactor7 J
(Petersen coil) in an American installation, W. W. Lewis (Jour. Awier. I.E.E., ]
Vol. 42, p. 467) concludes that the system with reactor is more like an isolated- \
neutral system than a grouuded-neutral system from the standpoint of voltage }
stresses, except that excessive voltage rises due to arcing grounds are eliminated. |t
The system with reactor has an advantage over the grounded-neutral system in that 1
arcs are eliminated without short circuit. The reactor will probably be limited to j
comparatively low voltage and short systems owing to the cost of installing it on I
high voltage, long systems, and the difficulty of obtaining a current balance at the \
arc; also, its use will probably be limited to isolated-neutral systems, the operation I
of which is not satisfactory but on which, for some reason, it is not desired to con- I
nect the neutral straight to earth. I

The value of earthing the neutral through a resistance as a 1
protection against arcing grounds and other causes of voltage ;
rises has been discussed by K. Edgcumbe who reaches the follow- |
ing conclusions:- " ' 1

1. Throe-phase systems with insulated neutrals are dangerous owing to their |
liability to transient voltage rises due to intermittent earths. f

2. The connection of the neutral point of a 3-phase system direct to earth is in- j
advisable owing to the unlimited current which may flow in the event of an earth
fault.

3. Earthing the neutral point through a resistance affords complete protection
against voltage rises due to intermittent earths. It is valuable in suppressing
rises due to all other causes, limits the current in the event of an. earth fault, and
enables advantage to be taken of leakage tripping.

4. The earthing choker is valueless on complicated systems, always involves
a serious risk of resonance, offers no advantages over the earthing resistance as a
means of suppressing intermittent earths, and is useless as a protection against
voltage rises due to any other causes (El. Eev., Vol. 90, p. 399).
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§ 352 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

352. Failure of Insulation; Leakage Protection.-The
causes of failure in the insulation of any part of a circuit may be :
(i) deterioration of the insulation by overheating (§§ 72, 80)
caused by overload or otherwise; or (ii) stressing of the insulation
by voltage higher than it will withstand even in its normal con-
dition, such excessive voltage being due to any of the causes
discussed in §§ 345-351. The effect of the failure is to introduceO 0

danger to life from shock; possible failure of insulation in other
circuits by the admission to or near them of pressure higher than
that for which they are insulated; and possible flow of leakage
current which may cause damage by electrolysis, char surrounding
insulation, woodwork, etc., by its heating effect and thus introduce
risk of fire, or be of such magnitude as to constitute a short circuit
with all its serious consequences (§ 338). To prevent failure of
insulation it is necessary to avoid the causes of failure specified
above.

Once insulation has failed, the only safe course is to isolate the
affected portion of the circuit and repair the insulation. Theoretic-
ally a single failure in the insulation between a conductor and
earth should not matter if the insulation be intact throughout the
remainder of the circuit. Actually, however, the failure subjects
the insulation of the other line or lines to the full voltage of the
system (§§ 351, 354) and the danger of shocks is also increased.
If the neutral be earthed, an earth fault on any line will result in
short circuit through the resistance of the fault and of the neutral
earth connection.

Theoretically, several faults may exist simultaneously without
disturbing operation, so long as they are all on the same pole or
phase, but actually there may be-a pressure difference of 10 or 15 V
between two points in a wiring system (much more in other cases)
and this is sufficient to cause considerable leakage under favourable
conditions (cf. rail return in traction systems, Chapter 35).

The leakage current between a nominally insulated conductor
and earth may be measured by a milliammeter connected between
the conductor and earth, and when the total leakage current
exceeds 1/1 000 of the maximum current supplied steps should
be taken to locate the leakage and improve the insulation of the
system.

Long before the leakage from a faulty system becomes suffi-
Q, operate overload-protection devices (§§ 342, 343) the
;" "'."."' " 498
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leakage current is dangerous, and it is desirable that the faulty
section should be isolated automatically by a leakage-protection
device. This may consist of a relay which is actuated by the
leakage current itself, or it may utilise the fact that when there
is leakage the algebraic sum of the currents in the three con-
ductors of a 3-phase system is no longer zero.

In the Howard leakage detector a current transformer is connected in the
earthing "wire of, say, a switchboard frame, and the secondary of the current
transformer is connected to a tripping relay (§ 344). Then if there is leakage to
earth from the hus bars (in the example chosen) the current transformer carries
the earth current and the relay trips the circuit breaker and isolates the defective
bars.

In the Ferranti-Field leakage-protection system for cables, a coil connected
to the trip-relay is wound on an iron core which surrounds the 3-phase cable to
be protected. In the event of leakage from any one of the cable cores, the
algebraic sum of the currents iu the latter is no longer zero; a resultant flux
therefore traverses the iron core and induces an E.M.F. in its winding which
operates the relay (see also § 359 (i)).

Other selective or discriminative systems of protection which
also isolate the defective section in the event of leakage, are
described in § 359.

353. Earthing.-Regulation 21 of the Electricity Regulations
(Factory and Workshop Acts) runs as follows:-

Where necessary to prevent danger, adequate precautions shall be taken
either by earthing or by other suitable means to prevent any metal other than
the conductor from becoming electrically charged.

This regulation applies at all pressures exceeding 125 V alternat-
ing or 250 V direct. The term ' earthed ' as defined in the Regu-
lations, means connected to the general mass of earth in such
manner as will ensure at all times an immediate discharge of
electrical energy without' danger/ This is defined as danger to
health or to life or limb from shock, burn or other injury or from
fixe or explosion.

Methods to be adopted and precautions to be observed in
earthing specified parts of electrical systems are discussed very
fully in the Memorandum on the Electricity Regulations * which
should be consulted; for notes on Earthing in Mines see Chapter
32. It must here suffice to say that all bare metal-such as
machine or switchboard frames, transformer tanks, cable sheaths

* H.M. Stationery Office, 4d. net.
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(metallic), etc.-which may be rendered ' live ' by leakage or by
direct contact with charged conductors must be ' earthed' by
connection to a suitable 'earth plate' (§ 348 and Chapter 32).
In some instances the bare metal which must be earthed is used
to prevent access to live parts, as in the case of metal screens
enclosing switchgear; in other cases, e.g. motor frames, trans-
former tanks, etc., it is a constructional part of the apparatus.
Where, as in portable apparatus, a permanent earth connection
cannot be made to the frame, it is usual to provide a special
earthing conductor in the cable supplying the apparatus in
question, this conductor leading back to some point at which a
permanent earth connection is established.

If an operator must necessarily work on or near live metal he
should be provided with rubber gloves and an insulating mat or
stand; and he should be prevented, by an insulating screen, from
touching earthed metal. It should be remembered that it may
be dangerous to*touch even the insulation of conductors at high or
extra-high pressure. Working on live overhead conductors is
extremely dangerous and demands the utmost vigilance. It is
possible to receive a fatal shock when working on a nominally
dead line which runs parallel to live conductors, owing to the high-
pressure charge induced by the latter (see Science Abstracts, Vol.
25, B, No. 1039).

354. Earthing the Neutral.-During normal operation the
' neutral point' of any electric circuit is at earth potential, and by
connecting it to earth it is kept at this potential whatever the
irregularities on the system. It is usual to make the connection
between neutral and earth through a resistance which limits the
current flowing in the event of a ' dead (low-resistance) earth' on
one line. Iron grid resistances, water resistances, and carbon re-
sistances are used for this purpose; carbon resistances have several
advantages one of which is that the negative temperature coefficient
of resistance of this material allows the current to increase gradu-
ally until the circuit breakers operate. If the neutral points of
two or more paralleled machines or stations be earthed, precautions
must be taken to prevent the circulation of current in the parallel
"earth connections.

With an earthed neutral, an earth fault on any line at once -
operates the circuit breakers or selective protection gear; the
only disadvantage is that a shut-down may be occasioned by a
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transitory break-down from line to earth. Theoretically a system
with insulated neutral can be kept in service with an earth fault
on one phase but there are serious practical disadvantages in such
a system (§ 351).

The general import of the various British regulations on this subject is that,
where the pressure of supply between the conductors of a system of mains exceeds
125 V the neutral point at the generating station, sub-station, or transformer
supplying the circuit must be earthed and the insulation of the mains must be
maintained efficiently at all other points; if the current passing through the
connection to earth exceeds 1 /1000 of the maximum supply current of the
circuit, the insulation of the latter must be improved. The neutral point of the
star winding of each 3-phaso circuit used for extra high pressure (over 3000 V)
may be connected with earth (at one point only, viz. the station, sub-station, or
transformer) or it may be insulated. If connected to earth through a resistance
the latter must be low enough to ensure that the main fuse or circuit breaker
acts in the event of an earth fault. If the neutral point is not earthed a separate
electrostatic voltmeter must be connected between each distinct circuit and earth,
and if the indications of the voltmeters show the insulation of any of the circuits
to be faulty the insulation must be restored.

355. Low-voltage and Interruption of Supply.-The incon-
venience and financial loss (to supplier and consumer) occasioned
by interruption of supply must he avoided as far as possible by
securing safety and reliability in all parts of the supply system
and by isolating faulty sections before the damage has time to
spread (§ 357). Abnormally low voltage of supply is naturally
associated with some radical defect in the supply equipment or
its conditions of operation; also, supply at low voltage cannot be
utilised efficiently* or, in some cases, with safety ,f For both
of these reasons it is necessary to interrupt the supply if the
voltage becomes abnormally low (say 50 % of normal). The in-
terruption is generally effected at the main switch of the circuit
concerned so that when the voltage again becomes normal, or
when supply is resumed after interruption from any other cause,
full voltage may not inadvertently be applied abruptly to
apparatus which was in service when the supply failed.

The ' no-volt' or * low-voltage' release for a circuit breaker
consists of a pressure-wound (i.e. shunt) solenoid which holds

*Everi 5 % less than rated voltage involves 15-20 °/0 reduction in the
candle power of tungsten filament lamps.

t At reduced supply voltage motors require a heavier current to drive a given
load; overheating then occurs. If the drop in voltage is sufficient to gauge the
motor to stop, the machine then short circuits the mains,
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open a switch in the trip circuit as long as the supply voltage
exceeds, say, 50 % of normal. Directly the voltage drops below
the predetermined limit, the solenoid releases the tripping switch
and the circuit breaker is opened. In the case of motors used in
conjunction with starters (Chapter 29) the low-voltage device is
arranged to hold the starter ' on ' until the voltage becomes dan-
gerously low, and then to allow the starter to be returned to the
' ofT position by a spring so that the motor has to be re-started
in the regular manner when supply is resumed.

A definite air gap is needed in the magnetic circuit of low-
voltage releases to ensure that residual magnetism does not hold
the device ' on' after the voltage has fallen below the prescribed
limit. It is common to specify that a low-voltage device shall
not hold, when switching in, if the voltage is lower than 80 °/0 of
normal and that it shall release, in service, if the voltage falls to
50 °/o of normal. In variable-speed motors where the field current
varies within wide limits the low-voltage release may have to be
connected across the mains (instead of in series with the field
windings) in order that it may not open at the lower values of
field current.

If the supply pressure exceeds 600 V, the low-voltage solenoid
is generally supplied through a potential transformer.

Interlocks of various descriptions are used to prevent switches
from being closed whilst workmen have access to parts which
would then become live (§ 373).

356. Fire Risk.-The fire risk from the wiring, switchgear,
and accessories of a domestic lighting, heating, or power installa-
tion is negligible provided that the whole of the equipment is by
reputable makers and is installed in accordance with the Wiring
Kules of the I.E.E. (London), or the corresponding rules of similar
bodies in other countries. Similarly, the Home Office Regulations
for the use of electricity in factories, workshops, mines, etc., take
into consideration the special conditions of these services and
compliance with these Regulations eliminates practically every
risk. Fire arising from a wiring installation or its accessories
can only be due to overheating, leakage, or open arcing or spark-
ing; against all of these contingencies suitable provision is laid
down by the rules and regulations mentioned. Even a ' dead
short' between the conductors of a multicore cable in an explosive
atmosphere is unlikely to cause fire or explosion if the circuit is
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provided with proper protective devices, because the latter isolate
the faulty section before the arc can penetrate the outer insulation
of the cable.

The main fire risk in a modern electrical installation is prob-
ably in the oil switches and generators. In the past a number
of disastrous switchboard fires have been started by oil switches
being unable to interrupt safely the enormous amount of power
flowing through them under short-circuit conditions. This
danger has been reduced by increasing the ' breaking capacity'
(§ 371) of oil switches: and the risk of any general conflagration
is .further reduced by the provision of vent pipes which carry oil
vapour away to the open air; by the use of 'explosion proof'
switch tanks; and by the use sometimes (§ 378) of a switchboard
construction in which each switch is in a separate fireproof com-
partment, the latter having a drain for the removal of oil, should
any escape. It has been proposed to fill any switch or transformer
compartment, in which fire may break out, with carbon dioxide ;
this can be done automatically, but it is doubtful whether such
equipment is necessary or, on other grounds, desirable.

In the event of arcing within the windings of a^ generator,
due to break-down of insulation, there is a great danger of the
fire being fanned and spread by the blast of air blown through
the machine for ventilation (§ 146). This danger may be reduced
by the provision, in the outgoing air ducts, of fusible links which
release dampers cutting off the air supply if the temperature of
the outgoing air becomes so high as to indicate fire. Probably a
more reliable arrangement is to arrange that the electrical pro-
tective gear, which cuts the generator out of circuit in the event
of break-down, also cuts off the air supply. At the Gennevilliers
(Paris) station the generators are ventilated by air which is
circulated in a closed circuit. This avoids carrying dust into the
windings. A refrigerating plant is placed at one point in the air
circuit, and the air is charged with nitrogen to such an extent
that it will not support combustion.

To eliminate the risk of overheating and fire which would
result from failure in the supply of cooling air (or water or oil)
to a machine, etc., dependent upon forced cooling, automatic
devices should be used to give an alarm and shut down the plant
in that event.

357. Selective Protection.-In distribution networks where
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large amounts of power are transmitted through interconnected
cables it is imperative that a faulty machine or circuit should be
isolated promptly from the remainder of the system in order that
sound parts of the system may not be affected by currents flowing
to the fault. The greater the degree of subdivision of the system,
the smaller is the area affected by isolation of a faulty part. On
the other hand, the greater the extent to which the feeders are
interconnected (so as to form a network with alternative lines of
supply to practically every point), the more difficult it becomes to
isolate a faulty section promptly and with absolute discrimina-
tion. Overload relays with graded time elements (§ 344) offer
one means of opening first the switch nearest to the fault, but if
the fault can also be fed through another cable connected to the
first beyond the point of break-down it is obviously necessary to
isolate the fault by opening switches on both sides of it. This
can be accomplished by reverse-power relays (§ 358). Alterna-
tively, each section of the network can be protected by one or
other of the special systems of selective protection described in
§ 359; these systems all operate on the general principle of
comparing the conditions at the two ends of the portion of the
circuit which they protect; in this way, it is possible to discrim-
inate between a fault in the section protected and abnormalities
due to load fluctuations or to a fault elsewhere in the network

which will be cleared by other protective gear.
358. Reverse Current and Reverse-power Relays.-The

simplest type of reverse-current switch is fche reverse-current
1 cut-out' sometimes inserted in battery-charging circuits to open
the latter should the direction of current be opposite to that which
is required for charging. A reverse-current switch or relay for
a D.C. circuit requires only a current coil for its operation and it
will act directly the current reverses. In an A.C. circuit, how-
ever, the alternating current has no definite direction of its own;
the actual direction of the current reverses in each ' cycle,' and
1 reversal' of an alternating current in the sense here considered
can only be defined in terms of the relation between the current
and voltage waves. An alternating current is said to be reversed
when the relative directions of current and voltage are reversed.
To determine when this is the case it is necessary to employ a
device operated by both current and voltage, i.e. one which dis-
criminates between forward and reverse power. The simplest
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mected form of reverse-power relay for A.C. working comprises pressure
be (shunt) and current (series) winding's which normally oppose each

that other; if the current 'reverses,' the two windings co-operate to
close a trip circuit. Alternatively the windings may be arranged
normally to assist each other; when the current is reversed an

On armature is released and the trip circuit is closed. The type of
are relay in which the pressure and current elements are normally in

of opposition is preferable for A.C. working.
ro.es to It is obvious that either a dynamometer-type or induction-
inalna- type wattmeter (§ 109) can be used as a reverse-power relay, the
) offer movement of the instrument .being fitted with a contact maker
Tb-mt if in the trip circuit, instead of with a pointer. The connections
fco the are such that so long as the power is ' forward' the relay contacts
istxry to are held open, but when the power reverses they are closed. The

This induction-type relay may operate the trip contacts through a
cord wound round the spindle of the induction-disc; this provides

3:0.0 or a time element (§ 344) and prevents the main circuit from being
3ocl in opened by momentary reversal of power.
pi© of Reverse-power relays are used to prevent alternators or trans-
of the formers from being fed by the bus bars or circuits to which they

should supply power; also, to prevent a feeder-fault from being sup-
aullties plied through a feeder connected in parallel with the defective one.

These relays cannot be used on interconnector cables which may,
in normal service, have to carry power in either direction between

The two stations. If the main voltage becomes very low, as it may
do on heavy faults, there is a risk that the reverse-power relay

> open will not operate; and, in the past, some reverse-power relays have
wliich operated on forward power at very low power factor. Modern
.y for wattmeter-type reverse-power relays can be relied upon not to
axid. it operate on forward power under any circumstances, and to operate

Jriow- on reverse power at pressures down to 10 % °^ norma>l voltage.
For complete protection two relays are needed in a 3-phase system

* and with insulated neutral, and three relays if the neutral be earthed.
Adored 359. Selective Protection Systems.-The principal systems
urjrent of selective protection for feeders, generators, and transformers

are described below and their general characteristics are indicated.
The automatic protection of electrical networks and apparatus is

a a specialised branch of engineering with an extensive literature
ht dis- of its own, but it is desirable that every electrical engineer should

be familiar with the main principles of the subject
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The * pilot5 wires used in some protective systems have only

to carry weak, low-voltage current for the operation of relays;
they are therefore of small cross-section and have relatively light

' I insulation. The pilot circuit in the Merz-Price balanced voltage
system of protection as applied to a 3-phase feeder, generally con-
sists of a three-core 7 / '029 low pressure cable; provided that the
pilot cable is connected to current transformers at each end of the
feeder, as in Fig. 62, it ueed not be laid along the same route as the
feeder. * Sheathed' pilot cables are virtually three-core concen-
tric cables, each pilot wire being provided, outside its main insul-
ation, with a thin metallic sheath for reasons explained at (c)
below; the sheaths are insulated from each other by a light ex-
ternal covering.

The construction of split-conductor cables, in which each of the
halves of the main conductor acts as pilot wire to the other half,

A B 0
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FIG. 62.-Merz-Price balanced voltage system for feeder protection. (Connections
for one phase only.)

is illustrated in Figs. 66, 67 (Sec. (d) below). The insulat'on re-
quired between the two ' splits ' of each phase is only that needed
to withstand the P.D. existing between the splits under fault con-
ditions. Normally, the halves of a split-conductor carry equal
currents and there is no P.D. between them and any cross-section
of the cable.

(a) Merz-Price Balanced Voltage System.-This system is used for the pro-
tection of feeders and depends upon the balancing of E.M.F.'s induced in current
transformers placed at each end of the feeder and connected by * pilot' wires.
Fig. 62 shows the connections for one phase only, for simplicity. The secondaries
of the current transformers AB are connected in opposition so that, normally, no
current flows through the relays, RR. On the occurrence of any fault in the
feeder, the main current at B no longer equals that at A, hence current flows in
the relay circuit and the switches SS are tripped by 2T, completely isolating the
defective feeder. The direction of the main current is immaterial hence the
system is applicable to ring mains. It is essential that the transformers AB
should balance at all loads as long as the feeder is sound and, in order that the
cqrrent-voltage characteristic may be linear the transformers Ixave air gaps in
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their magnetic circuits. Owing to the electrostatic capacity of the pilot wires and
the high P.D. between them when the feeder current is heavy, there is then a
considerable capacity (condenser) current flowing through the pilot wires. This
may operate the relays unnecessarily unless their setting is relatively insensitive.
The difficulty is overcome by the use of sheathed pilot wires (see (c) below).

(b) Merz-Price Circulating Current System.-This system, which is used for
the protection of alternators and transformers, is shown in Fig. 63 as applied to
a 3-phase alternator G. Current transformers are placed at A between the
alternator phases and the neutral point N, and at JB between the alternator and
the main switch S. The current transformer secondaries are connected in series

with compensating resistances r. During normal operation a current of about
5 A circulates through the secondaries of the current transformers and the pilot
wires, but there is no current through the relay coils connected between the pilot
wires and the neutral. On the occurrence of a fault the current balance in the

pilot wires is disturbed, the relays R are operated, and the trip coil T opens the
main switch S.

68. - Merz-Price balanced current system for generator protection.

Ordinary instrument transformers are used, without air gap in the magnetic
circuit. If the system be applied to the protection of, say, a 6 600 / 440 Y, delta /
star transformer, with a 10 : 1 star-connected instrument transformer on the high-
voltage side, the low- voltage instrument transformer would be delta-connected,
and its ratio would be (10 f 1) x (6 600 f 440) x J3 = 260 : 1.

This system of protection is more sensitive and stable than the balanced-
voltage system, but it is inapplicable to feeders because the resistance of the pilot
wires would then be prohibitively high. The current in the pilot wires is pro-
portional to the main current, hence fuses in the former provide overload protec-
tion.

(c) Beard-Hunter Sheathed-pilot System.- This system is identical with the
Merz-Price balanced voltage system (Fig. 62) except that the capacity current
trouble mentioned at (a) above is eliminated by providing each pilot wire with a
sheath I, m (Fig. 64). The sheaths are interrupted at the centre as shown, and
from a study of the connections in Fig. 64 it will be seen that the capacity currents
no longer pass through the relay windings, hence the relays may be set more
sensitively than ip. the ]V£erz-Price system.
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(d) Merz-Hunter Split-conductor System.-Referring to Fig. 65, there are used,
in each phase of the line, two conductors of equal electrical resistance connected in
parallel at each end of the length to be protected, but otherwise insulated from each
other. Under normal conditions, the. total current in each phase is divided equally
between the pair of conductors, but when a fault occurs this balance is disturbed.

Ji'

"it

FIG. 64.-Beard-Hunter sheathed-pilot system for feeder protection.

The two conductors of each phase are wound in opposite directions on current
transformers at .4, and so also at B. Under normal conditions, no current flows
through the trip relays R, but directly the current balance in the ' split conductors '
is disturbed, the relays R operate at both ends of the section and the trip coils T
open the switches 8. No pilot wires are required, but the main cables must be

FIG. 65.-Merz-Hunter split-conductor system for feeder protection.

specially constructed on the split-conductor principle. A cable with, six electrically
identical cores (Fig. 66) may be used with two cores in parallel for each phase, or
each phase may be served by two concentric cores (Fig. 67) * in which case the
inner and outer must be transposed at intervals to maintain equal impedance in
both halves of the split conductor.

Tl}e overall diameter may be reduced by using concentric elliptical cores,- " "
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This protective system can he set for very low fault currents without risking
disconnection of sound feeders. It will be seen that the ' split * is continued
through the switches S at each end; this is to ensure that when one set of switches
S' is opened, the other set also opens. If the splits were joined at LM and PQ, a
fault at X (near the end of the cable) would cause the switch 8' to open, hut the
impedance of the paths LPQX and MX would be so nearly equal that the switch

FIG. 66. - Six-core cable for 3-phase FIG. 67. - Three-core concentric split-
split-conductor system. conductor cable.

S would probably remain closed. With the split continued through the switches,
current can only flow along MX after S' has opened, hence A is unbalanced and S
also opens.

The split- conductor system is hardly suitable for pressures exceeding 20 000 V
because the size of the individual cores is small (for the amount of power which it
is desirable to transmit by a single feeder) and the stress on the insulation is there-
fore severe (§ 288).

FIG. 68.-Hunter 4-core pilotless system for feeder protection.

(e) Hunter Four-core Pilotless System,.-This system is a combination of the
Merz-Price balanced voltage and the split-conductor systems. One phase (II in
Fig. 68) is protected on the split-conductor system whilst the other phases are
protected on the Merz-Price system, using the splits of phase II instead of pilot
wires. Any fault on phase II causes the transformers 0, D to be excited and the
switches S to be tripped. On the balancing transformers A, B the phases I and
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III are in opposition to the splits of phase II, and are also in opposition to each
other. Normally, A and B produce equal and opposite B.M.F.'s in the splits as
shown by the arrows, but in the event of any fault on I or III, this balance is dis-
turbed, a circulating current flows round the splits of phase IT, and the transformers
C, D cause the switches S to be tripped.

(/) Beard Self-balance System.-The application of this sjstem to alternator
protection is shown in Fig. 69. The line and neutral connections of each phase
winding are taken through a transformer which is connected to the tripping re-

lay. In the event of a fault to earth or
between phases the incoming and outgoing
currents are no longer equal, the trans-
former T is excited, and the relay is
operated. If the neutral leads be carried
to the switchboard (the neutral connection
and the transformers T being then at the
switchboard), this system protects against

Fio. 69.-Beard self-balance system. faults in the cables between generator and
(Connections for one phase only.) switchboard, as well as in the generator

itself.

(g) McColl Biassed-Relay System.-Beferring to Pig. 70, current transformers
CT are installed at each end of the feeder, and each transformer is connected to
two circuits in parallel, one of these being dotted in Fig. 70 for the sake of clear-
ness. The pilot wires form one branch from the secondary of each transformer,
and the other branch (dotted in the figure) is formed by the operating coil 0 of a
differential relay and a resistance rt which is adjusted so that this circuit is of
the same resistance as one of the pilot wires. The restraining coils R of the
relays are connected one in series with each pilot wire. The fulcrums of the
beams carrying the relay plungers are nearer the operating coils than the restrain-

,-,My Station
Bus Bars

Feeder(Including'step-up and CT
- down transformers, if any). *

Fra. 70.-McGoll biassed-relay system applied to a feeder. (Connections for one
phase only.)

ing coils, hence the latter exert the greater moment (with equal currents in 0
and R] and the relay has a bias to hold open the trip contracts T.

So long as the feeder is sound, the current transformers at each end deliver
equal currents, and the currents in the operating and restraining coils of each re-
lay are equal, hence the beam IB held down by B and the trip contacts remain
open. If a fault occurs in the feeder, the secondary current delivered by the
transformer CT - 1 is greater thatx that delivered by CT - 2, the difference be-
tween these currents dividing between the duplicate circuit (dotted) at the left-
hand station, and the duplicate circuit at the right-hand station. Since the latter
circuit is, with regard to CT - 1, in series with both pilot wires, the total resist-
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path is three times that of the duplicate circuit at the left-hand
As a consequence, 75 °/0 of the excess current flows through the operating

relay in the supply station, and the trip contacts T are closed if the
pull now obtained at O is sufficient to overcome the initial bias of the

action of the relay depends entirely upon the relative magnitude of
in its two windings regardless of the actual value of the main current.

til© trip contacts T are closed, the oil switch S is opened in the usual
trip circuits themselves are not shown in Fig. 70.
g normal operation, current circulates continuously through the pilot

the latter be broken accidentally, the whole output of each current
ir is diverted through the operating coil of its relay and the trip circuit
jf a £Uge p kQ ingert;e(j jn ^Q pilot circuit, this melts in event of sus-

3. " overload, and by opening the pilot circuit causes the relays to operate.
then gives protection against overload as well as against faults in

*/ 33ritisli Thomson-Houston Biassed Transformer System. - In this system
J:n-a,c3 e of a special transformer, which is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig.
lie « operating ' coil AA produces a flux as shown by the solid lines and this

"71. -Illustrating the FIG. 72.-B.T.H. biassed transformer system
irioiple of the biassed applied to a single-phase feeder.
i*xt B £ orrner.

.exes a,rx B.M.F. in the secondary winding CO wtdch is connected to the trip
'f (not shown). The * restraining ' or * biassing * winding BB produces a flux
.own. "by the dotted line ; this has no direct effect upon the winding CC1 but
o.orea»sing the flux density in the iron which it traverses, the biassing flux
fcs tla.e ratio of transformation between the windings A and C.
JPLg*. 722 represents the application of the system to the protection of a single-
o feeder. The general principle of the protection is the same as in the Merz-
3 "bflblsboced voltage system (Fig. 62) except that the trip relay is served by the
atf orjcner AC instead of being connected directly in the pilot circuit. The
rxctive feature of the system here described is the addition of the biassing coils

*wli.io"b. are connected across the secondary terminals of the current trans-
n©rs ^T^T, and therefore carry a current the magnitude of which1 varies with the
at exxrrent. As already explained, the ratio of the transformer AC depends
3i fclie value of the current in the biassing coil B, hence the sensitivity of the
I;>ina*i3ion is greater, the lower the load on the feeder. The amount of restraint

ible tip to full load on the feeder but, under overload conditions, the
transformer prevents the relay from being operated by: (i) Capacity
in the pilot wires of a sound feeder; or (ii) currents in the pilot wires

"fco ijxiperfect balancing of the transformers TT.
XJOL a* 8-pha»se system this method of protection can be used in conjunction
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with separate * earth relays' and 'line-fault relays;' and the former can be set
for maximum sensitivity because they are not affected by the heavy currents
which flow through the line-fault relays when a sound feeder is carrying short-
circuit currents to a fault beyond. For further information see EL Rev., Vol 90
p. 928. 

' '

(i) Ferranti-Hawkiw Core-balanced System.-This may be described as a
combination of the Merz-Price and the Ferranti-Field (§ 352) systems. Selective
protection is obtained, but against earth faults only (which, in practice, always

FIG. 73.-Ferranti-Hawkins core-balance system of protection against earth faults.

accompany faults between phases on feeders). A ring-type transformer surrounds
the 3-phase cable at. each end (AB, Fig. 73) and, as long as the cable is sound, the
currents in the 3-phases (whether balanced or not) produce no field in the trans-
former cores. Directly an earth fault occurs, the vector sum of the currents in
the cable is no longer zero, the relays R are excited and the main switches are
tripped.

(j) Bowden-TJiompson SJieatJied Cable System.-The main cables used in this
system are provided with thin metallic sheaths between and insulated from the

cores, and between the cores and the lead sheath. Thus, in Fig. 74, L represents
the sheath between cores, and M
that between the cores and the
lead sheathing. Any fault between
the cores necessarily reaches the
sheath L before the main cores are
affected; the current which then
flows through the transformer B
to earfch excites the relay R and
causes Tto trip the main switch 8.

FIG. 74.-Bowden-Thompson sheathed cable An incipient earth fault reaches the
system. sheath M"and trips the main switch

in the same way before the fault
reaches the lead sheath. If the cable be damaged from outside, the sheath M is
earthed before the main core and, since Mis maintained at a potential different from
that of earth (by the transformer C), a current now flows through B and the
switch is tripped as before.

Other systems have been devised for the automatic selective
protection of AC. circuits and apparatus, and there are many
modifications of the systems described above, but the notes here
given cover the main principles of the art. The relative merits
of the various systems of protection is a subject beyond the scope
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CHAPTER 16.

SWITCHGEAE AND SWITCHBOARDS.

361. Functions of Switchgear and Switchboards.-The
general purpose of ' switchgear' is to make and break circuits, thus
controlling the operation of electrical apparatus; and the term
'switchboard' is generally applied to the group of switches,
measuring instruments, and indicating devices which are used for
the control of a particular circuit or an extensive network as the
case may be. When the circuit is 'made/ the switchgear must be
capable of carrying safely the current which flows, but as regards
breaking the circuit, it is necessary to discriminate between: (a)
1 isolating switches ' (§ 362) which are suitable only for isolating a
circuit after the current flow has been interrupted by other means;
(6) non-automatic c switches' (§§ 363-367, 374), which are suitable
for breaking a load current; and (c) automatic ' circuit breakers '
(§§ 365, 367), which are capable of interrupting abnormally heavy
currents such as those flowing to a short circuit (§§ 339, 370).
(Note.-Switching in lighting and other domestic installations is
discussed in Chapters 21, 22; and motor control is dealt with in
Chapter 29.)

362. Isolating* Switches.-These switches, which are not
suitable for breaking a load current, are used to isolate high-tension
apparatus from the rest of the circuit and to sectionalise high-
tension circuits. For example, an isolating switch is generally
provided between an oil switch and the bus bars, and on the
other side of the oil switch as well if the latter controls ring
mains.* By opening the isolating switch (or switches) the oil
switch can be made completely 'dead' and therefore safe for
access to all its parts. The isolating switch consists of one or
several copper blades which engage with spring contact clips

* Sometimes an isolating switch is provided between the generator and the main
oil-circuit breaker but this is unusual, for it is generally expected that the circuit
.breaker can be attended to when tlj.§ generator is shut down.



McCoLL BIASSED RELAYS,

The relays shown form part of the
protective gear in a large British power
house and are connected to a 15-mile,
33 000 V feeder. The biassed relay oper-
ates when the fault bears a definite relation
to the load on the circuit.

General Electric Co.. Ltd. (London).

Everett, Ed<jc,uml>e & Co., Ltd.

CURRENT AND POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS.

The current transformer (left) is suitable for use on a
12 000 V system. The straight-through primary prevents
breakdown due to surges; and the ring-type core,without joints,
secures constant ratio and absence of phase displacement be-
tween primary and secondary currents. The three-phase
potential transformer (right) is for a C 600 V system. The
primary is sectionalised to reduce the voltage between layers,
and the whole transformer is impregnated with insulating
compound to exclude dust and moisture. For higher pressures
potential transformers are generally oil-insulated.

[To face p. 514.



I TPr. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

PORCELAIN HANDLE WITH QUICK-BREAK ISOLATING LINKS.

This equipment is interchangeable with a porcelain-grip fuse carrier, and can be
used to disconnect a circuit whilst carrying load. It serves the dual function of isolating
link and knife switch, and can be used in distribution pillars or other applications
where there is not room for an ordinary knife switch. The main copper link has an
auxiliary 'flicker blade' for each contact, and the tension on the springs of the
flicker blades is limited by a stop.

Dor man & Smith, Ltd.

SINGLE-POLK MULTIWAY SWITCH WITH QUICK-BREAK ACTION.

This switch is made for currents from 50 to 300 A, 250 V, and with 2, 3, 4, or 5
* ways.' Contact jaws are provided for both ends of the multiple copper blades so
that the swivelling hinge portion is not relied upon to cany current. When the
T-handle is drawn fully < off' the switch can be turned to left or right for closing on
the desired «way,' without touching other jaws in passing. A spring poppet registers
the blade into alignment.

[To face p. 515.
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mounted on iriHiilators. The circuit leads are connected to the

two contact clips and the isolating blade or link is withdrawn
whon the circuit is to bo opened. The switch, blade may be
pivotwl in <mo of tlw contact pieces or at an independent fulcrum,
and it in operated cither by an insulated handle on the blade
<>r by an insulated polo with, a hook which engages in a ring i J jp
on thft switch blade. Tho conductors to an<l from an isolating $ J"
Hwitc'h nhoxild be as nearly as possible in line with the switch f J
bladn in order to reduce the mechanical force which, tends to f \
ojHvii the switch under short-circuit conditions (§ 338). If the
jM>\vur o|«»rativo on short circuit exceeds 15 000-20 000 kVA the
isolating switch blades should bo hold by a latch or bolt which must
be* ri'It'iiHiHl before tlio switch can bo oponed. Wherever possible
an air-bruak isolating switch should be interlocked with an oil
switch so that the former can only be opened or closed when the
dil switch in in the 'off* position.

Isolating switches of modified design can be used, when neither
making nor breaking a load current, as 'selector' switches to pre-
pare for the closing of the circuit (by a switch or circuit breaker)
on arty one of two or more alternative paths. An oil-irnmersed
isolating switch can be US<K! to interrupt a moderate flow of power,
an when HoctionaliHing bun bars, when the duty of the switch is

to transfer load from one part of the system to the other
than to interrupt the flow completely; for the latter purpose a
load-current switch or circuit breaker must be used

363, Knife Switches.-Tho B.E.R. A. Report, No. 109, defines
a kitifi* switch IIH 0110 in which the moving element takes the form
of ii eurnmt-canying lunged blade, moving in its own plane, and
ftntoring or embracing the circuit contacts. So far as high-tension
dn'tiits arts concerned «uch a switch in simply an isolating switch

w not Huitablw for opining a circuit when carrying load current.
For Iciw-tansion circuits the knifo switch may be used to interrupt
a Icttnl current^ but in order to reduce the damage caused by arcing
lit thu contacts whon tho blade IH withdrawn, it is usual to provide
ii 'ijuick-brmk' device). Thin generally conBiata of an auxiliary
bltult*. pt voted on th« inner edge of the main blade; wh.en the

in withdrawn the auxiliary blade in held for a time by the
contact clips, and the pull on a Hpring between the main and
auxiliary bladon iricraaHOH an the main blade in moved away. At a
certain in the movement, the pull on the auxiliary blade

ftl*
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becomes so great that this blade leaves the contacts ; it is at tills
moment that the circuit is broken, and as the auxiliary blade leaves
the contacts at high speed (whatever the speed of the main blade),
there is very little destructive arcing.

The inner contact may be at the hinge of the blade, but by
using a separate pivot block (in line with two contacts which are
used only as contacts) it becomes unnecessary to pass current
through the hinge, and the further advantage of a double-break
(§ 368) is obtained For very heavy currents (up to 15 000 A) a
number of switch blades are mounted on a common spindle and
fitted with a common handle; the blades are interleaved with up-
standing plates at the hinge, and when the switch is cloned the
blades penetrate between similar plates forming tho fixed contact;
in switches of this type for 3 000 A or heavier current, clamping
bolts are used to hold the blades in close contact with the contact

plates. In the blade itself the current density may be 800-1 000 A
per sq. in., but at the contacts it should not exceed HO-TOO A per
sq. in. of contact surface with spring clips. If the contact surfac-eH
be clamped by a bolt, the current density is usually the same as
for rubbing contacts save for the slight increase occasioned by the
slot which is necessary in order that the bolt may be Inserted into
the contact.

Multipole knife switches consist of two or three blades insulated
from each other, but coupled mechanically by a bridge piwte, or
mounted on a square shaft, so that they can simultaneously be
moved into or out of the circuit contacts of a 2- or 8-wiro circuit.

This is generally the most convenient way of ensuring that a
circuit is completely isolated from the supply; opening a switch
in one wire of a 2-wire circuit, two wires of a 3-wire circuit,
interrupts the flow of current, but the circuit remains ' livef through
the switch in the other line.

The contact blocks of knife switches may bo provided with
lugs for the 'front connection' of the circuit wires or they may
have stems which go throxigh the base or panel on which tho
switch is mounted so that the leads may be attached by & back
connection/ The latter arrangement is safer arid is generally em-
ployed. In knife switches with multi-blade contacts it is unual
for the plates to pass through the panel and form the rear con-
nection as well as the contact connection. This avoids jointe in
the fixed contacts and enables good contact to be obtained between
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the strap conductors at the rear and the terminal of the knife
switch. The use of screwed studs and nuts is to be deprecated for
very heavy currents and the strap type of contact is generally used
for circuits of 1000 A and upwards.

A ' throw-over ' knife switch is provided with two sets of cir-
cuit contacts on opposite sides of the blade hinge. If the hinge
block forms one of the circuit terminals, the switch can only be
used as a two-way switch, for the purpose of connecting the circuit
at the hinges to either of the two circuits which terminate at the
other contacts, if, however, each blade has an independent pair
of circuit contacts on each side of the hinge (the latter not carrying
current), the switch can be used to complete either one of two
circuits which may be electrically independent. The £ throw-over *
knife switch is often useful in that it allows either, but not both,
of two connections to be effected and thus, for example, prevents
alternative sources of supply from being connected simultaneously
to a circuit. In its 'off' position a throw-over knife switch stands
perpendicular to the base on which the contact blocks are mounted.

The common 'tumbler ' switch (Chapter 21) as used in house-
ligliting branch circuits is a quick-break knife switch, but for
mechanical reasons the details of construction differ from those of

the knife switches used for heavier currents. A spring-actuated
quick-make mechanism is sometimes embodied in tumbler and
knife switches (in addition to the quick break), to eliminate the
sparking and overheating which would occur if the switch were
closed very slowly.

364. Horn-Break Air Switches.-An ordinary air-break
knife switch is not suitable for use in high-voltage circuits, and is
generally limited to pressures not exceeding 660 V; but if such a
switch be used in conjunction with a horn gap it is applicable to
switching on high-tension overhead lines. One terminal of the
horn gap carries one of the circuit contacts of the knife switch, and
the blade of the latter is carried by an insulator attached to the
operating mechanism. The switch blade carries the other horn
and it is arranged that the main contacts open before the circuit
is " "broken; the break occurs on the arcing connections, some
distance away from the main contacts, and the arc is then ex-
tinguished automatically (§ 346). The switch is operated from
ground level by means of any convenient linkwork. Prior
to the introduction of oil switches, horn-break air switches were
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used on high-tension circuits in stations, but they are now used only
for outdoor service.

365. Air-Break Circuit-Breakers.-Every switch breaks a
circuit when it is opened, but the term ' circuit-breaker ' is reserved
for mechanical devices which break (automatically unless otherwise
specified) a circuit under abnormal conditions. These conditions
may be low voltage, reverse power, overload or a combination of
these, but a circuit breaker must be capable of interrupting ex-
cessive current without injury, whatever the other conditions of
the circuit. It is therefore necessary to make arrangements for re-
ducing arcing to a minimum, both in degree and duration, and for
preventing the main contacts from being damaged by such arcing
as does occur.

In this type of switch the circuit contacts are generally heavy
blocks of copper mounted on a slate or marble base from which
they are insulated by mica. The contact-making element is a
laminated bridge piece built up from springy strips of phosphor-
bronze or copper with a steel backing strip outside. The ends of
this arched bridge piece are cut at such an angle that, when the
switch is closed, the strips make end-on contact with the fixed
contact blocks. The angle between the plane of the strips and the
face of the contact blocks is about 45°,* so that as the laminated

1 brush' is pressed on to the contacts, usually under considerable
mechanical pressure exerted by a toggle mechanism, there is a
wiping and bedding action at the ends of the strips. The main
contacts are thus ' self-cleaning' and the resilience of the laminated
brush makes it possible to obtain good contact over a large area, as
is necessary for heavy currents. In order that there may be no
deterioration of the main contact surfaces by arcing, the moving
system carries auxiliary copper contacts (electrically in parallel with
the main contact brush) which make contact before, and break
contact after, the main brush. The moving system also carries
light fingers which terminate in renewable carbon blocks; the
latter make contact with similar carbon blocks on the fixed con-

tacts before, and break contact after, the auxiliary copper fingers.
Thus, referring to Fig. 75 (a), when the circuit breaker opens, the

* This result is sometimes obtained by using a brush built up of flat strips, cut
away at about 45° at each end, and bedding on contacts with inclined faces (c/. the
faces of a mitred joint in a picture frame).



MULTIBLADE KNIFE SWITCH FOR HEAVY

CURRENTS.

This type of switch has been standardised in sizes
from 300 A to 10 000 A carrying capacity. The strips
forming the contact jaws pass straight through the
panel and form the terminals for connections at the.
back. This decreases the number of joints and re-
duces the voltage drop; also, the fixing bolts are
independent of parts carrying current. The hinge
and contact jaws on the sizes from 4 000 A upwards
are provided with clamping bolts, and with a per-
manent handle which eliminates the use of spanners.

JFerr/vsun-, Pailiit, Ltd.

AIR-BREAK D.C. CIRCUIT BREAKER.

The breaker illustrated is rated at 2 000 A

and is suitable for use on D.C. circuits up to
6GO V. The laminated main contact brushes

are protected by two sets of copper-to-copper
auxiliary contacts and by carbon arcing-
contacts. The mechanism is of the ' free-

handle7 type, and a quick break is obtained
without the use of auxiliary springs, the
breaker tripping free of the mechanism. The
closing mechanism is of the toggle type, and
the tripping plunger (gravity controlled) rises
freely before striking the trip lever.

llritisli TJionir. on-Houston Co., Ltd.

[To face p. 518.



General Electric Co., Ltd. (London}.

INDUSTRIAL AND FLAMEPROOF IRONCLAD SWITCHES.

These photographs afford an interesting comparison between an ironclad switch
(on the left) designed for general factory service and one (on the right) designed for
use in mines or other places where the atmosphere may be explosive. In both in-
"stances the switch is interlocked with the case so that the latter cannot be opened
while the switch is closed, neither can the switch be closed while the case is open.
An insulating fireproof arc shield and barrier over the contacts eliminates the risk of
"short-circuiting on overload. The case of the flameproof switch is particularly robust,
and the wide machined flanges of the joint cool the gases expelled in the event of an
internal explosion, thus preventing the ignition of an explosive atmosphere outside.

[To face p. 519.
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main contacts, A, open first, without sparking since the current is
simply transferred to the auxiliary copper fingers ; the auxiliary
copper contacts, B, carry the load onty for a small fraction of a
second, and before they have time to become dangerously over-
heated, they leave the fixed contacts, thus transferring the load to
the carbon arcing tips, G. The actual breaking of the circuit
occurs as the moving carbon contacts leave the stationary ones.
By this time the whole moving system of the circuit breaker has
acquired considerable speed, hence there is a ' quick-break' between
the carbon tips. Also, carbon is a 'non-arcing ' material (§66) and
is much less damaged than copper tips would be; when necessary,
the carbon tips can be easily and cheaply renewed. The carbon
tips are at the top of the switch so that the rising arc can damage
no other part.

Circuit breakers of the above type can be built to carry
1(K)00 A or even heavier currents,
and are used extensively in D.C.
and A.C. systems, usually for
pressures not exceeding 660 V.
Circuit breakers for moderate

currents (up to 250 A or so) may
have simply the main contacts
and carbon arcing tips, and the
moving contact may be in the
form of a wedge - shaped bar PIG. 75.-Main and auxiliary contacts
which engages between springy, in air-break switches with laminated
tapered circuit contacts. 

brushes (diagrammatic).

In some cases a magnetic blow-out is added to assist in ex-
tinguishing the arc. This consists of a powerful electromagnet,*
P, Fig. 75 (6), which establishes a magnetic field at right angles to
the length of the arc between the fixed and moving contacts at B.
In this case the switch has only the main laminated contact at A
and the renewable copper sparking tip at B ; it is not usual to
employ carbon arcing tips as well as a magnetic blow-out. The

* Connected between the circuit contact and the line so that it carries the
current which is to be broken. If the current is alternating, the blow-out field
reverses with the current and the blow-out action is unidirectional. Though theo-
retically applicable to A.C. switches, the magnetic blow-out is generally used on
D.C. switches only. The reactance drop in the magnet coil (which must be in
series with the main circuit) is objectionable* where A.C. is concerned.
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sense of the field is such, that the arc, which is a current-carrying
conductor, is driven upwards (§ 35) on arcing horns (§ 364) and,
being thus lengthened, it is quickly extinguished. If there is any
difficulty in providing a large clear air space for the dissipation of
the arc, the surroundings (particularly any metal with which the
arc might come in contact) must be protected by fireproof, insulat-
ing shields.

366. Ironclad and Flame-proof Air-break Switches.-The
distinction between ironclad and flame-proof switchgear is mainly
one of degree. A ' flame-proof} switch is enclosed by a case
which will withstand without injury the explosion within it of a
maximum-explosive mixture of methane and air (or an equivalent
explosive mixture) ; also, it will not transmit ignition from the
internal explosion to a surrounding atmosphere of explosive com-
position under any conditions of service within its rating. These
two requirements are fulfilled by making the containing case of
great mechanical strength and by providing it and its cover with
wide machined joints which permit the escape of gases produced
by an internal explosion, but cool them well below the ignition
point of the outer explosive atmosphere before the latter is reached.
The term 'ironclad/ on the other hand, is generally applied to
switches which are not flame-proof, but which are enclosed by an
iron casing sufficient to protect the switch against mechanical
damage, tampering or accidental contact, and drippings of water,
etc.* These distinctions are of a mechanical nature, and the same
electrical considerations apply whether the switch be enclosed by
light sheet metal or by a flame-proof, mining-type casing. The
metal casing and the operating handle (if of metal) must be
efficiently earthed. There must be adequate clearance and insula-
tion resistance between all live parts of the switch and the metal
enclosure; an insulating barrier, acting as an earth shield, should
be provided between the poles; and an insulating lining should
be fitted to prevent any arc which may arise in service from
reaching the casing. The switch itself, which should be capable
of interrupting safely at least 50 °/0 higher than its rated current

* Hitherto the term " * ironclad' has been used loosely to describe -switches which
differed greatly in the degree of their protection against mechanical injury, weather,
etc. It is obviously preferable to distinguish between mere mechanical protection
(by expanded metal, etc.), total enclosure, drip-proof, and weather-proof protection,
as in the case of electric motors.

KOA
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differs only from the corresponding open type air-break switch in
mechanical details to suit its enclosure. An interlock (§ 373) is
necessary between switch and cover so that the security afforded
by the latter cannot be lost by the switch being used with the
cover open.

Ironclad switchgear is commonly provided with a hemp or
asbestos packing in the cover joint, but if any such packing be
used in the joints of flame-proof switchgear a flame-proof vent
must be provided in the casing for the relief of internal pressure.
Cables are taken into the casing through suitable weather-proof or
flaine-proof fittings, as the case may be, and the connections to the
switch are on the face of the slate or marble panel which, carries
the switch.

Ironclad and flame-proof switches (single, double, or triple pole)
are generally limited to currents not exceeding 500 A and pressures
not exceeding 660 V, D.C. or A.C. Oil-break ironclad switches
are ordinary oil-break switches (§ 367) in tanks of special mechanical
strength. Oil-immersion eliminates the risks associated with open
sparking and sometimes makes possible a smaller casing than is
required by an air-break switch.

367. Oil Switches and Circuit Breakers.-The terms 'oil
switch'and 'oil-immersed circuit breaker ' have been used indis-

criminately in the past, but it is now recognised that the term oil
switch should be applied only to non-automatic mechanical devices
for breaking currents up to the rated capacity of the switch
(§ 371); whereas an oil-irnmersed circuit breaker is a mechanical
device (automatic unless otherwise specified) for breaking the circuit
under abnormal conditions such as those of short circuit. The

constructional features of both types are described in § 368.
The main advantage of oil immersion is the assistance obtained

in quenching the arc which forms when the contacts are separated.
The size of the arc is reduced by the cooling effect of the oil and by
the hydrostatic pressure which the oil exerts upon the vapour
column; also, the head of oil above the contacts forces the in-
sulating liquid between them at the earliest possible moment after
their separation. In the case of alternating current the arc is
momentarily extinguished as the current passes through zero, and
the combined cooling, mechanical, and insulating effect of the oil
is generally sufficient to prevent the arc from being struck again.
Where direct current is concerned no assistance is obtained from
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the form of the current itself (there is no natural recurrent zero in
a direct current), hence the arc endures longer than where alter-
nating current is employed. Tests have shown, however, that oil
switches and circuit breakers are capable of interrupting direct
current under load or short-circuit conditions at the same rating as
for alternating current. The oil is soon blackened by carbonisa-
tion, but the actual amount of carbon formed is only a small fraction
of 1 °/0 °f the °il after the switch has operated thousands of times,
and the properties of the oil, so far as extinguishing the arc is con-
cerned, appear to be quite unaffected With the use of direct
current at 1 500 or 3 000 V for traction purposes there is likely to
be an increase in the use of oil switches in D.C. circuits; there is
not much inducement to use them in D.C. circuits up to 660 V,*
the air-break circuit breaker being quite satisfactory for such
pressures, whether direct or alternating. Though air-break switch-
gear in explosion-proof and flame-proof casings (§ 366) is quite
safe for use in explosive atmospheres, it is sometimes more con-
venient to use oil-immersed switches and, in such services, there is
a field for D.C. and A.C. oil switches at all pressures. Probably
the principal objection to the use of oil switches in D.C. circuits
lies in the high voltage which may be induced when breaking a
highly inductive circuit (§ 349). In an air-break switch, even
with magnetic blow-out, the circuit is broken less rapidly than in
an oil switch, and the inductive * kick' is therefore lower. The

importance of providing shunt discharge paths for the voltage in-
duced in any highly inductive circuit (e.g. shunt motor field coils,
brake magnet windings, etc.) has already been mentioned (§ 349),
and is especially great where oil switches are used.

368. Constructional Features of Oil-immersed Switches

and Circuit Breakers.-The main components of any oil-im-
mersed switch are the oil tank ; the insulators used to insulate the
fixed contacts from the tank; the moving contact or bridge-piece ;
and the mechanism used to operate the latter (see also §§ 343, 372,
373).

The insulators carrying the fixed contacts are generally mounted
on the cover of the tank, and for extra high voltage circuits (say

*This has hitherto been about the highest pressure used in D.C. circuits, ex-
cepting circuits on the Thury system (§ 317). In the latter, the main (series)
circuit is never opened; apparatus is switched * out' hy short circuiting its
terminals; the load current is constant and is never broken.
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over 33 kV) they are usually of the condenser type.* The
terminal stems, connected to the conductors of the external circuit,
are led through these insulators and terminate in the circuit con-
tacts of the switch. The moving contact is in the form, of a bridge
piece which connects the circuit contacts when it is made to bear
upon them. Generally the bridge piece is a solid bar or laminated
brush of such cross-section that it will carry the heaviest currents
which have to pass through the switch without dangerous over-
heating. Sometimes, however, the bridge piece is of insulating
material with a contact piece at each end to engage with the circuit
contacts when the switch is closed; the moving contacts are then
connected by a fuse or through a series trip coil either of which
opens the circuit in event of overload (§§ 342-344, 375). The
plane of the circuit contacts is horizontal (except in oil-immersed
drum controllers and other special switches) and the bridge piece is
raised or lowered, to make or break circuit by means of a rod pass-
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FIG. 76.-Diagrammatic representation of double and quadruple breaks.

ing through the cover of the tank. The operating rod is in-
sulated from the bridge piece by micarta, bakelite, or other suitable
material. Generally, the bridge piece, (7, Fig. 76 (a), is used in
conjunction with two circuit contacts AB; there are then two
breaks, XX, in series when the switch opens, and if the rod, B, moves
downwards at 5 ft. / sec. the total speed of breaking at the contacts
is 2 x 5 = 10ft./sec. For extra high voltages two bridge pieces,
CD, and four stationary contacts, A, B, E, F, may be used as shown

*i.e. built up by alternate concentric layers of dielectric and metal foil, so as
to form a number of condensers in series; by suitably adjusting the capacity of
each condenser the voltage distribution across the series can be made uniform
(§ 289). The pressure gradient in a 'bulk' terminal insulator, consisting of a
relatively thick mass of porcelain, moulded composition, etc., is far from uniform
and the utilisation of the insulating material is correspondingly inefficient. Con-
denser bushings are coming into general use for all oil-circuit breakers of large
rupturing capacity for pressures of 11 000 V and upwards.
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(diagrammatically) in Fig. 76 (6); if E inoves downwards at 5 ft. /
see. the four breaks in series open at a total speed of 20 ft. / nee.
Where the upward speed of an auxiliary contact is added to the
downward speed of the bridge piece (as in Fig. 78) the total speed
of breaking at a quadruple break may be 35-40 ft. / nee..

The circuit contacts are massive blocks if the moving contact
is of the laminated brush type (§ 305), or springy clips if the mov-
ing element has Vee-shaped knife contacts. In the construction
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 77 (a), the main, laminated brush
contact opens first at A, and the arc is struck on the solid copper
piece, B. which is spring-supported at S, makes butt contact with
the stationary contact block, and is easily renewable when required.
Carbon arcing tips are not suitable for use in oil. Jn Fig. 77 (7>) the

(¬U)

Fw. 77.--Main and auxiliary contacts in oil HwitahoH ((UagmmtntiUc.).

wedge-shaped block, J9, arid the springy fingers, A, constitute the
main contacts ; the auxiliary arcing contacts, tiT, nepurato aftor tho
main contacts; and by that time the pieeo, Bt in moving so rapidly
that a 'quick break' is obtained. In Fig. 77 (c), the moving con-
tact, A, is of narrow triangular section, and in forced between two
solid contact blocks, BB, which are carried by laminate! springy
fingers, (7; arcing contacts (not shown) are fitted as in Fig. 7 If (b).
An ingenious method of increasing the speed of breaking in illus-
trated in Fig. 78; in the position shown the main butt contacts,
AB, have separated, but the auxiliary contact, L, which in formed
as a latch, is drawn down in engagement with the clips, if, thus
maintaining the circuit through the switch: Meanwhile the spring,
St is being compressed by the downward movement of L, and when
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General Electric Co., Ltd. (London).

MEDIUM VOLTAGE, HEAVY-CURRENT OIL SWITCH.

The illustration shows the OKE.G. Type IIU switch (Table 52, § 871) with its
tank lowered and the contacts closed. The normal capacity of this switch is 1 000 A
at 660 V. A specially long break is provided, and the clearances are on a liberal
basis, actually exceeding the requirements of the B.E.S.A. specification. The tank
is lined with 5-ply birch which is divided into compartments so that the phases of
the switch are separated.

I
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MEDIUM VOLTAGE, HEAVY CURRENT OIL
SWITCH.

This switch is built; for rated carrying-
capacities of 1 500 A and '2 500 A at 050 V.
The fixed contacts are of the laminated.
brush type insulated by a slate base which
is supported by the iron framework. An
arcing tip is provided on each fixed contact.
The tank-lowering gear is operated by the
hand-wheel shown. The switch is closed
by lifting the handle, engaging the switch
mechanism, and pushing the handle down-
wards. Opening by hand is effected by
pressing the tripping lever on the handle.
The switch can neither be closed under
fault conditions, nor opened slowly at any
time. The trip coils are fitted on the front
of the board, below the operating handle.

John sail £ Phillips, Ltd.

E.H.T. HIGH-POWER OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER FOR
REMOTE ELECTRICAL OPERATION.

This circuit breaker is suitable for use on systems
up to 35 000 V where an arc-rupturing capacity of
over 1 000 000 kVA is required. The fixed contact
studs are built on the condenser terminal principle
(§ 363} and are strongly braced together at the lower
end. The moving contacts are of special design to
ensure that good contact is maintained even when
heavy fault-current is flowing. Wedge-type renew-
able arcing tips are employed. The oil tanks are
attached to the common cast steel frame by suspen-
sion bolts ; four small retaining bolts are also fitted
to facilitate the removal of the tanks by a combined
carriage and lowering device. When the breaker
opens on short circuit, clean air is drawn into the
air chambers as the oil gases are discharged irom the
vents. The breaker is normally operated by sole-
noids but can be tripped by hand if necessary. The
closing mechanism is a parallel-motion link-work
fitted on each side of the flexible hinge to balance the
closing forces. No live metal is accessible when the
breaker is in service, hence no side barriers or protec-
tive doors are required on the circuit breaker side of
the structure when this unit is used with stonework

cubicles. The lead-in connections are in compound-
filled "boxes and pass through the rear wall to the
isolating switch and terminal cells.

Mett'opolitan-Vickers Electrical (Jo.> Ltd.
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the main contacts are 6 or "7 ins. apart, and moving at high speed,
the spring withdraws L from the clips, and pulls it upwards rapidly.
The speed of separation of L and M is the sum of the upward speed
of L and the downward speed of M. The same figure also shows
the shield, D, fitted to the lower end of the condenser terminal, T,
to screen it from the arc; and the smooth-profile corona shields,
C, which prevent corona discharge from the sharp edges of the
contacts.

An important factor in the design of switch contacts is their
behaviour under the mechanical forces de-

veloped by short-circuit currents. As
explained in § 338, the mechanical force
due to the field round the conductors of a
closed circuit tends, to increase the area

enclosed by the circuit, hence a laminated
brush contact of the type shown in Fig. 79
is subjected to forces, FF, which tend to re-
duce the mechanical pressure at the contacts,
and may cause the contacts to become
overheated and welded together. With two
inverted brushes as in Fig. 80, bearing on
an intermediate contact block, C, the forces,
FF (tending to enlarge the circuit), now
press the brushes more firmly into contact.
The converse action, i.e. attraction between
conductors carrying current in the same
direction (§ 338), causes the fingers A, B FIG. 78.-Main and auxi-liary contacts of Metro-
(Fig. 81), to bear more heavily upon the politan Vickers oil-im-
intermediate contact C. Contacts which mersed circuit breaker.

are self-closing under electromagnetic forces are naturally to be
preferred.*

In all the cases illustrated by Figs. 77, 78 the circuit contacts
are carried by the cover of the switch tank, and the switch is
opened by the moving contact or bridge piece travelling down-
wards from the fixed contacts. This is the usual arrangement,
and has the advantage that when the oil tank is lowered the whole

* The three examples cited are reproduced from * Mechanical and Electrical
Effects of Large Currents on. I^T? $witchgear,' 0. C. G-arrard. Jour. I.E.E., Vol.
60, p. 887.
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of the switch is accessible for inspection or repair; it must, how-
ever, be isolated by an isolating switch (§ 362) before it is touched.
Sometimes the circuit connections are made through insulators in
the bottom of the tank and the moving element travels upwards
to open the circuit; this arrangement has the advantage that the
tank is shallower (for a given head of oil over the break) than if
the moving contact travels downwards. Also, the moving con-
tact and its operating mechanism can be inspected whilst the live
circuit contacts remain submerged; on the other hand, the tank
must be emptied before the circuit contacts can be reached and
even then they are not easily accessible.

The formation of dangerous switching surges (§ 349) may be
prevented by placing 'buffer resistances' in circuit temporarily

nh rti

FIG. 79.-The electromag- FIG. 80.-The electromagnetic FIG. 81.-Electro-
netic forces, F, tend to forces, F, improve the contact magnetic at-
open the contacts. between the brushes and the traction be-

block, C. tween A and
B increases the

contact pres-
sure on C.

before the main contacts of the switch close and after they open.
This precaution-which renders less sudden the growth or decay
of the magnetising current of machines or transformers, or the
charging current of cables-may be effected by the use of auxiliary
' charging contacts ' on the main switch. Like the auxiliary arc-
ing contacts, the charging contacts make contact before (and open
contact after) the main contacts, but the same auxiliary contacts
cannot be used both as arcing and charging contacts"; for whereas
the arcing contacts have to carry the full main current tempor-
arily, the charging contacts are in series with a high non-inductive
resistance which acts as a ' buffer' when switching on or off.

If desired, auxiliary switches can be fitted to oil switches so
that they open or close relay, signalling or other auxiliary circuits
synchronously with the operation of the main switch.
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Notes on the operating, tripping, and interlocking mechanism
of switches are given in §§ 372, 373, and further information on
constructional factors which influence the breaking capacity of oil
switches are given in § 371.

369. Air and Oil-Switch Ratings; Current Densities.
-The rated capacity of air-break switches and circuit breakers * is
the largest current (at rated frequency in the case of A.C.) which
they will carry continuously under the required conditions of
service without exceeding 30° C. temperature rise (20° C. rise in
the case of switches rated below 100 A), the temperature of the
surrounding air being not higher than 40° C. When determining
this temperature rise: (a) For switches of 2 000 A or lower rating
-the connecting cables should be operated at a current density
conforming with Table 40 (§ 280) where this is applicable; or
should be copper straps run at 1 000 A / sq. in. (&) For switches
rated above 2 000 A-the connections should be such that the

temperature rise in them is not less than 80 % or mor^ t^an
100 % of the rise permitted in the switch. The object of these
clauses is to eliminate abnormal heating or cooling of the switch
by thermal conduction from or to the connecting leads. The
permissible temperature rise (measured by thermometer) in trip-
ping, closing, and blow-out coils under service conditions is 50° C.
for cotton, silk, paper, etc., impregnated and for enamelled wire;
and 70° C. for micanite, asbestos, and bare coils.

The carrying capacity or rated current of an oil switch or oil-
circuit breaker is the heaviest current (at rated pressure and fre-
quency) which it will carry without the temperature rise (at the
hottest part of the oil or at any part of the switch outside the oil)
exceeding 30° C. (40° C. for switches or circuit breakers rated
above 2 000 A) above an air temperature not exceeding 40° C.
(or 80° C. total temperature if the air temperature exceeds 40° C.).
The provisos made in the preceding paragraph regarding current
density in connections are applicable here also,

A complete statement of the rating of an oil switch or oil-
circuit breaker includes the carrying capacity in amps., the rated

* The notes in this paragraph are based upon B.E.S.A. Reports, Nos. 109, 110
(Air-break Knife Switches, Laminated-brush Switches, and Circuit Breakers, for
not higher than 660 V; excluding totally enclosed and flame-proof types), but the
actual specifications should, of course, be consulted when the precise terms and
ponditions are of importance.
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voltage and frequency, and the breaking capacity in kVA (§371).
The current rating may be increased as the frequency decreases,
and must be decreased as the frequency increases, by an amount
which depends upon the design of the switch; in a particular
case, a switch rated at 600 A, 50 cycles was rated at 800 A, 25
cycles. The highest standard voltage rating at present contem-
plated in this country for oil switches is 165 000 V, but switches
can be built for higher voltages if required.

The maximum permissible current densities in the various
parts of a switch or circuit breaker are those which are consistent
with the temperature rises specified above, and which permit the
switch to operate indefinitely without undue deterioration of the
contacts. Many factors bear on these points, hence it is impossible
to give definite figures for the current density; but as a general
guide it may be taken that 600-1 000 A /sq. in. of section is per-
missible in connections, switch blades, and bridge pieces, the
lower value being used for currents of 3 000 A or over ; whereas
75-100 A / sq. in. of contact surface is a reasonable allowance
where spring clips and blades are concerned, rising to 400 or 600
A / sq. in. of contact surface in the case of contacts subjected to
high mechanical pressure (by bolting or by toggle mechanism
etc.). All contact surfaces should be formed on relatively heavy
masses of metal in order that the contacts may have considerable
capacity for heat; this greatly affects the breaking capacity of the
switch (§ 371).

370. Breaking Capacity Required in Circuit Breakers.-
The breaking (or rupturing) capacity of an oil switch or circuit
breaker is the maximum kVA which it will interrupt at rated
voltage. It is given numerically by the product nEI /1 000;
where E = rated voltage; / = the actual current at the moment
of separation of the contacts; and n = 1 for single-phase, 2 for
2-phase, and 1 " 732 for 3-phase systems respectively. The most
severe conditions under which a circuit breaker can be required
to act are those of short circuit. As explained in § 339 it is not
easy to calculate accurately the current flowing under short-circuit
conditions, and in the case of circuit breakers, the problem is
further complicated by the fact that the current to be determined
is that which is flowing at the moment of separation of the con-
tacts. If the contacts opened instantaneously on the occurrences
of a short circuit they might be called upon to break 1ft QK

KOQ
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20 times the total rated kVA of the generators connected to the
system (§ 339); if, however, the contacts open ̂  sec. after the
incidence of the short circuit they will not be required to inter-
rupt more than, say, 6 times the total rated kVA capacity of the
generators feeding the fault (assuming the generator reactance to
be 10 °/0; see § 340); whilst if the opening of the contacts be de-
layed for, say, 1-J- sees, by an artificial time lag, the current to be
broken will probably be that corresponding to about 3 times the
rated kVA capacity of the generators, i.e. it will be the steady
short-circuit current of the system.

The current flowing at the circuit breaker S (Fig. 82) is limited

) _ ShortCircuit1
B

FIG. 82.-Short circuit at the far end of a feeder connected to a single generator.

5000 kVA.

4000&VA.

3000 kVA

JL Jf"o- ""35-

*-THP v n
L

FIG. 83.-Short circuit on a feeder connected through reactance coils to
several generators in parallel.

by the reactances and resistances in the complete circuit, GABG,
between the generator and the short circuit, including the react-
ance of the generator itself. In the case of a circuit breaker at a
power station, maximum current flows when the short circuit is
at XY (Fig. 82) immediately beyond the switch. The reactance
in circuit is then only that of the generator plus that of any
protective reactance (§ 340) or transformer which is connected
between the generator and the circuit breaker.

Suppose that the rated capacity of the generator is 10 000 kVA, that the
generator reactance is 10 % (i.e. reactance drop at full load = 10 % of normal
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voltage, see § 340), and that the external reactance is 4 c>/<:
kVA at the moment of short circuit = 10 000 / (yVV + i t
The kVA to be interrupted by the circuit breaker, a'ssuuii
fallen to 0*6 of its initial value by the time the contacts <*]
42 860 kVA.

Even in such a simple case as that consii l<
ing example there is considerable latitude for
because it is necessary to assume the extent fee;
will have decreased at the moment of openlta
the extent to which the voltage is lowered as ti*
circuit. For example, if there be high exteri &
delays the demagnetising of the alternator fk*l
current may still be 75 % °^ ^s initial value i
circuit breaker (in the example chosen) un
0-75 x 71 430 = 53 500 kVA. A considerable

essential to allow for this uncertainty, and foi
normal pressure surges, resonance, etc.

In practice it is often difficult to determine8
ance of a short-circuited system (upon which
value of the short-circuit kVA), The general n
may be illustrated by considering a short-circi
immediately beyond a circuit breaker, S, "V
through reactances, L, to bus bars on which thx*<
C, are connected in parallel. These generatoi*«
respectively, of 5 000, 4 000, and 3 000 kVA 1*4
12 000 kVA. The total current flowing at .
kVA at rated voltage) could be calculated by
bar voltage to be applied to a total reactance of (
a = total reactance of the two coils L ; and b
ance of the three generators in parallel, ih!
reactances of generators, reactance coils, feeden
expressed as percentages (see § 340) it is sititj
basis, but it must be remembered that the ' p*i
of any machine or circuit is referred to its r> I
if the actual load is greater, the percentage ri A
creased in the ratio of the actual load to ill

following example will make this clear * :-

*For many other examples of short-circuit calculate
plicated networks, the reader maybe referred to an excel! mi
in the Metropolitan Victors Gazette, June, 1921.
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The total kVA capacity on the bus bars in Fig. 83 is 12 000 kVA, and if the

reactance of generator A is 10 °/0 (based on its own rating of 5 000 kVA) it is
(12 000 / 5 000) x 10 °/0 « 24 % with reference to the bus bar kVA. Similarly, if
the reactance of B be 8 %, and of C be 12 %, their reactances referred to 12 000
kVA are (12 000 / 4 000) x 8 °/0 = 24 °/0, and (12 000 / 3 000) x 12 °/0 = 48 °/0 re- I; 1 ] j -
spectively. Adding the reciprocals of these reactances we have ̂ -f ̂  + & = ,5ff I '
which is, itself, the reciprocal of the equivalent reactance of the three generators
in parallel. Thus, referred to the bus bar capacity of 12 000 kVA, the effective

" reactance of the three generators is -*/- = 9-6 °/0. Again, if the total reactance of
\ the two coils, I/, be 5 °/0 on a 5000 kVA rating, it is (12 000 / 5000) x 5 % =

12 % with reference to 12 000 kVA. Under these conditions the initial kVA at
the short-circuit = 12 000 x 100 / (9*6 + 12) = 55 000 kVA. As the total react-
ance in circuit is rather high (21-6 %) it may be assumed that the kVA to be in-

| terrupted when the contacts open in i sec. is 0*7 x 55000 = 38 500 kVA.

For a switch at position 8 (Fig. 83), there is always a possibility
of a short circuit at XY, close to the switch, hence this condition
should be assumed when calculating the breaking capacity required,
but for a switch at the far end of the lines PQ, the reactance and
resistance of the latter must necessarily be between the switch and
the power station and should therefore be included in the calculation,
the percentage reactance of the line with reference to its own rated
capacity being increased to correspond to the bus bar kVA as in

I the preceding paragraph. The calculation of the actual reactances
of cables and overhead lines (from which the * percentage reactance'
at once follows) is discussed in Chapter 14.

In the case of a short circuit at the far end of a line, the im-
pedance of which is high compared with that of the generators,
the kVA to be interrupted is determined almost entirely by the
impedance of the line, and it may then be assumed that the bus
bar voltage remains constant, so that the kVA to be interrupted is
equal to the initial kVA and is given by (Rated kVA of line x
100 / Percentage impedance of line). If, however, the line im~
pedance be low compared with that of the generators it is necessary
to allow for the impedance of both ; and in this case the kVA to
be interrupted is, say, 75 % °^ ^ne initial kVA owing to the fall
in voltage caused by demagnetisation of the generator field.

For example, suppose that a feeder rated at 1000 kVA has 3 % reactance and
4: °/0 resistance (referred to its own rating in both cases) and suppose that this
feeder is connected to a 3 000 kVA station in which the generator reactance is
10 °/0. On the basis of 3 000 kVA, the feeder reactance is (3 000 / 1000) x 3 % =
9 °/03 and its resistance is (3 000 / 1 000) x 4 % » 12 %. The total reactance is
thus (9 + 10) » 19 °/0 and the resistance (neglecting that of the generator) is 12 %" pa
The percentage impedance is therefore x/[(12)a + (19)2] = 22-5 % and the kVA to n
be interrupted is 0-75 x (3 000 x 100 / 22*5) = 10 000 kVA. JJT
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In the absence of definite information it is usually safe to as-
sume that the ' shorfc-circuit reactance ' of a modern alternator

is 10 °/0 and that of a transformer about 4 0/0> reckoned on the
rated capacity of the generator or transformer as the case may be.
The c short-circuit reactance' may be less than the reactance under
conditions of normal magnetic flux density and is equal to (100 / x)
°/0, where x = Current on dead short circuit at rated voltage / Rated
full-load current (§ 340).

Though the methods explained above provide a convenient
means of estimating the kVA to be interrupted, the duty actually
required from the switch varies widely according to the point in
the voltage wave at which the short circuit is established, and ac-
cording to the point in the current wave at which the contacts are
separated.

371. Factors Determining Breaking Capacity of Oil
Switches.-The breaking capacity (kVA) to be provided in a
circuit breaker may be calculated approximately as explained in
the preceding paragraph, and it is usual to require that the circuit
breaker should be capable of interrupting the kVA thus calculated
twice in rapid succession, and thereafter be at once capable of
carrying normal full load. The principal factors influencing the
breaking capacity of an oil switch are: (i) The form and mass of
the contacts, and the mechanical strength of the switch components.
(ii) The speed of breaking contact, the number of breaks in series
per phase, and the total length of break per phase, (iii) The
clearance between phases and between live metal and earthed
metal (the tank) below oil and in air. (iv) The volume of oil in
the tank and the head of oil over the contacts at the moment of

opening; and the suitability of the oil employed, (v) The amount
of air space above the oil and the efficacy of the vents for the dis-
charge of oil vapour, (vi) The mechanical strength of the tank
and its supports.

The contacts must be massive to prevent their attaining a dangerously high
temperature during the arcing period, and thus to lessen the amount of metal
vaporised. The contacts should not be forced apart by electromagnetic forces
(§ 369) and no conductor in the switch should be capable of deformation by the
mechanical forces developed under shorfc-circuit conditions (§ 338).

A quick break reduces the heating of the contacts at the moment of separation,
thus reducing the stability of the arc, and extinguishes the arc more rapidly, thus
reducing the volume of vapour produced. Obher factors being equal the arcs at a
multiple gap are less stable than the corresponding arc at a single gap; and the
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greater the total length of break, the less chance there is of the arc persisting.
I The disposition of the conductors in some oil switches is such that there is a
i magnetic blow-out effect (§ 365).

The clearance from phase to phase, and between phases and earthed metal is
always of importance as regards insulation under normal conditions; and it is of
special importance when the contacts open under excessive load, because the arc

i may produce a short circuit between phases or to earth if the clearances be not
ample. Barriers of insulating material between phases and insulating linings in

, the tank reduce this risk ; the barriers may be of 3- or 5-ply non-resinous wood
(birch or maple); resinous wood is apt to cause the contacts to become foul and
possibly cause sticking. For pressures above 6 600 V (or at lower pressures if the

\ current be heavy, say, 1 000 A or over) the circuit breaker for each phase is often
i placed in a separate tank; the single-tank construction is sometimes used, mainly
I on the Continent, for 33 000 V switches of small rupturing capacity.
| A large volume of oil in the tank prevents the oil from being heated to a
I dangerous temperature (§ 369) and a considerable head of oil is required above the
| point of rupture in order that there may be sufficient hydrostatic pressure to

compress the vapour column of the arc and to drive oil forcibly between the con- j J
tacts; also, in order that no incandescent gas or vapour may escape from the oil. I ; [
The air space above the oil in the tank acts as a buffer, and it must be vented, by i «
pipes leading away from any place where oil vapour would be dangerous, so that i ^
vapour can escape easily but so that no oil can be driven out by the explosive action j j,J
of the arc. { ]'{

The general requirements to be fulfilled by oil for use in switches are stated in i |!
§ 77 (I). Where oil switches are exposed to severe cold it is usual to provide i i \
thermostatically controlled electric heaters in the oil tank to prevent the oil from |
becoming so viscous that it no longer performs its functions properly. 1J

I The oil tank is generally constructed of sheet steel or boiler plate with welded I'
i joints, or of solid drawn steel. If the switch is to be of large rupturing capacity, j
I the tank should be capable of resisting an internal pressure of 500-700 Ibs. / sq. in.; .
I and the cover and the attachments between tank and cover must be equally strong.
I Unsupported flat surfaces must be avoided in the tanks and where necessary the

tank must be reinforced by rolled steel bands or by a cage of angle or channel irons
and tie rods. In large, high-voltage, outdoor switches, the tanks usually stand on
the floor; arrangements should then be made to ventilate the bottom of the tanks
to prevent rusting. In large switches, the tank dimensions are sometimes 5 or 6 ft.
dia. x 7 or 8 ft. high. For all but low and medium voltages comparatively slight
modifications are sufficient to render oil-circuit breakers suitable for outdoor service,

thus saving the cost of buildings.
An explosion chamber in the form of a small cylindrical chamber open at the

bottom is sometimes placed round each circuit contact of a circuit breaker. This
chamber confines the arc, and is capable of resisting an internal pressure of 700-
1 000 Ibs, / sq. in. The vapour formed by the arc is driven downwards and in
escaping it drives oil from the chamber on to the receding contacts, thus helping
to cool them.

Table 52 gives leading particulars of standard oil-break switches
by the General Electric Company (London), and will repay a care-
ful study. Oil-circuit breakers for higher voltages and for higher
breaking capacity are of course available if required up to, say,
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600 A carrying capacity at 115 kV and 400 A at 155 kV, with
breaking capacities up to 1 500 000 kVA. Though the current-
carrying capacity of a switch is greater at lower frequencies
(§ 369), it is probable that the breaking capacity is greater at
50 cycles than at 25 cycles / sec., the current passing through zero
more frequently and the energy developed per half-cycle being less
at the higher frequency.

TABLE 52.-Breaking Capacity of Oil-Break Switches.
(By Gourt&sy of the General Electric Co., Ltd.).

Maximum Carrying- Capacity. Head Weight Operation.Total Volume of With- D = Direct
Type. Breaking ofBreak. Oil. out E = Elec-

Capacity.* Oil.Volts. Amperes. Oil. trical.

kVA. V. A. Ins. Ins. Gals. Cu. Ins. Lbs.
I 15000 3300 100 4 5 3 860 126 D

II 30000 3300 200 ; 300 4 5 4J 1300 168 D
IlA 30000 660 400 ; 600 4J Si 4| 1300 174 D

400 ; 600III 4|52000 f 3300 6| 8 2280 230 D\ 6600 200 ; 300 6 «/
IIlA 52000 660 800 ; 1 000 5J 4 8 2280 240 D

C 3300 1000 "\
IV 100 000 { 6600 600 . I 7 6i 15 4200 290 JDorJS

111 000 100 J

IVA. 100 000 660J 1200; 1500\ n «4 15 4200 340 D2 000 ; 2 500 /
f 3300 800; 1000-v

IVT 125 000 { 6600 400 ; 600 } ?i 8 17 4750 480 D or E
111 000 100 J

VT 200000 / 11 000 200; 400 \ 10 10 39 11000 560 D or E
\22000 200 J

VlT 350 000 (3300 300; 600 ;>
1 000 ; 2 000

11000 300 ; 1 000 1 12 11 66 15000 2200 E
22000 200 ; 300 ; f

600

33 000 f 200 ;
VIlT 800 000 33000 200 ; 400 20 14 150 42000 5376 E

372. Operating and Trip Mechanism of Switches.-In the
simple isolating and knife switches we have merely a pivoted blade

* Here calculated as (Current flowing at the instant of rupture x Normal
voltage between phases x ^/S /1 000). The switches are suitable for use with an
instantaneously acting release on a total generator capacity = ^ of the breaking
capacities given. The factor of safety of the switches under these conditions is
greater than 2, thus allowing sufficient margin to deal with the instantaneous short-
circuit current should this coincide with the instant of rupture of the current.

f With neutral earthed; these switches may only be used up to 22 000 V if the
neutral is insulated.
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which is turned about its pivot and pushed into (or pulled out of)
engagement with the stationary contacts, either by means of an
insulating handle on the blade or by rotating a square shaft which
acts as the pivot for the blade. In oil switches, where a contact
bridge piece of the blade type has to be moved perpendicularly to
or from spring clip contacts, the bridge piece is carried by an
operating rod which is pulled up (to close the switch) by a hell
crank mechanism, against the control of powerful springs. Power
to close the switch is applied by hand (generally near the switch
but sometimes at the far end of a series of bell cranks and rods if

remote control is desired) or by means of an electromagnet. In
either case the mechanism is designed so that a convenient force
and moderate displacement at the point of application of the power,
give the desired movement of the contacts and a suitable pressure
between the closed contacts. It is necessary to provide not only
for suitable pressure between the contacts (which pressure must
be high where laminated brushes are used) but also for the com-
pression of springs which are powerful enough to open the switch
rapidly ; in the case of blade and spring clip contacts the operating
springs must be powerful enough to overcome the friction between
the contacts and still leave a net force sufficiently great to accelerate
the moving parts rapidly. Any switch which is required to open
automatically, in the event of predetermined abnormal conditions,
must be provided with some form of latch, the opening of which
leaves the moving system free to be displaced by the compressed
operating spring ; also, the operating handle must be " free " in
the sense that the switch cannot be held closed if the circuit con-

ditions are such that the trip mechanism operates. The force
required to close the switch and the force stored in. the compressed
spring ready to open it are of considerable magnitude, especially
in heavy current switches with laminated brushes; and, while it is
necessary that the closing force should normally exceed the opening
force, it' must be arranged that a relatively small tripping force
will release the mechanism. In this connection the toggle mechan-
ism is particularly useful.

Referring to Fig. 84, the laminated brush, A, is pressed on to the contacts, BO,
by the linkwork, DEF, which is so designed that when it is moved to the right from
the dotted position a, b, the rod, D, is moved vertically upwards. The pressure
between A and BC is a maximum when the links, EF, are in line with D, but this

position is unstable, so the mechanism is pushed over until the links, EF, rest
against sbops, XY. The pressure between the contacts is still considerable, but the
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resultant force at G is relatively small hence application of a relatively small force
opposed to G- will bring the links first to the vertical position and then to the left
of it thus * breaking* the toggle and allowing a compression spring (not shown)
on the spindle, D, to open the contacts rapidly.

If A bears upon each contact, B, 0, with a force of 50 Ibs. the total thrust in D
(see enlarged diagram of forces, Fig. 84) is 100 Ibs. The thrust in E = 100 / cos 2J°
= 100 y 0- 999 = 100-1 Ibs. ~ thrust in IT. The resultant of the thrusts in E and
F = 2 x 100-1 x sin 2J° = 8'73 or, say, 8f Ibs. If a pull, H, greater than 8| Ibs.,
be applied as shown, the apex of the toggle will move to the left and the toggle
will be ' broken.' So long as the links, EF, are to the right of the vertical, against
the stops, the mechanism is stable.

The valuable property of this mechanism is that a small lateral (closing) force
is sufficient to produce a high pressure (Ib. / sq. in.) between the contacts, whilst an
equally small (tripping) force is sufficient to release the mechanism.

\D~100

y Angles not
to sca/e.

FIG. 84.-Diagrammatic representation of toggle mechanism.

Manual operation is simple and convenient in the case of small
and medium sized switches, the whole switchboard occupying
comparatively small space and the connecting linkwork between
the operating handle and the switch being light and easily
manipulated. Where high power, high voltage switches are"
concerned, however, it may be necessary to place the switches
some distance away from the control board in order that the
switches may be housed safely and conveniently, and in order that
the control board for the whole of a large plant may be reduced
to conveniently small dimensions. Switches may be operated by
hand from a considerable distance through a series of rods (or
steel tubing) connected by bell cranks where required, but this
system of remote control does little to reduce the dimensions of
the control board ; moreover, it demands increased physical effort
on the part of the operator. In such cases electrical remote
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control offers obvious advantages; * the switch is closed by aid
of a closing solenoid and plunger under the control of a simple ; i
press button on the operator's master-switchboard. With another 'J
method, the closing button starts a servo-motor which compresses 4
or stretches a spring ; when fully < loaded ' the latter is released, ]
thus closing the main switch. Low voltage B.C. (say 100 V) is !
used for the closing solenoid or motor. It should be arranged ' <
that if the switch is tripped automatically directly it is closed (as I
when it is closed on a fault), the closing button has to be pressed
again before the closing coil will again operate; this is the " |
equivalent of the 'free handle' mechanism and prevents the
closing coil and trip coil from closing and opening the switch
repeatedly.

By arranging the linkwork (between the operating rod and
the contact-carrying rod) inside the switch cover a c clean' :

design is obtained and the linkwork is protected. Wherever
possible the springs which open the switch should be in duplicate;
each should be capable of operating the switch without the help
of the other, and there should be no tendency for the mechanism |
to ' bind' in the event of one spring breaking. Current must "
never be passed through a spring f; if there is any risk of this ' 

4

occurring the spring should be short-circuited by a flexible lead or
auxiliary contact pieces.

* An extreme example of the possibilities of electrical remote control of switches
is to be found in the * Handyell' system of remote switching on supply station
networks without the use of pilot wires or special cables. Each of the switches to
be controlled is provided with a device consisting of a magnet coil and a condenser
which are connected permanently in series across the supply mains. At the normal
voltage and frequency of the system no appreciable current flows through this
operating device, but when a ripple of frequency corresponding to the tuning of
the relay on the switch to be operated, is sent out from the central station through
the ordinary supply mains, a current flows by resonance (§ 47) in the relay circuit
and the main switch at that point is operated. The controlling ripples are produced
by an auxiliary motor-generator and may be of any frequency from, say, 200 to 500
cycles / sec. ; they do not affect the ordinary supply in the least, are applicable to
B.C. or A.C. systems, and are transmitted effectively through transformers and miles ,
of underground cable. Transient disturbances due to short circuits, surges, etc., do ||
not affect the tuned relays, and any number of switches can be controlled selectively 1 *
by varying the frequency of the controlling ripples.

f Apart from the danger of the spring being heated and softened by current
passing through it, the mechanical attraction between turns when carrying current
(§ 338) -increasss the pull of a tension spring, and reducing the thrust of a com-
pression spring-may prevent the spring from acting at the desired moment or
in the desired manner.
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Whatever the type of switch aad closing" ^^ -
tripping mechanism operates by leaving the r*i° " ^% -
the switch free to be withdrawn from the fi** ? ^ ^^ the
spring or springs provided for the purpose.
by 'breaking7 a toggle .mechanism or oth
straint from the switch contact-piece by rele^Bi^ ^a >1^t>cji of
some kind, at some point in the mechanism -whicli rtOl^^ Isolds
the switch closed. This latch may be released "by" "t^ J* ̂ -v^**1®11*
of the plunger of a trip-solenoid or by the buddies' o£ ^p£E.**sio**
strips which carry the main current and release "fc**e ̂^^j, j^ irt* the
event of sustained overload. A thermally-operat-ed t
of this type has an inverse time element (§ 3*4*®*)
applied successfully to air-break circuit-brea^0**^
capacities from 15 to 250 A, at low or medium. Pa?oS^'OLtk^s jp. O. or
AC.

In order that a mechanical trip gear may be
plunger of a low-power trip coil (the latter bein ,

one of a number of relays, § 344) it may have "to o e j-^ ±Jae> f orra
of a multiple lever so that a small force at tJb.e
considerable force at the actual point of tripping"- Tit
details of trip mechanisms vary greatly and need. I3.o-t
The n^ain essentials are that the gear should
being liable to operation by vibration; and tliia/fc It sho'd.ld be
capable of accurate adjustment and free from, slaclcn^ss o-j- s-fciolciiig.
Hard steel inserts reduce wear at the trigger arxcl latch, a.rt<i "brass
sleeves and washers prevent ' rusting up/ If i"fc i« enrar stride <rl that
the switch is always opened (whether deliberately oar atit;orno,trioally)
by means of the trip gear, the latter is kept in ftroo vvor-lcin-g1 order.
The tripping mechanism should always be at tlxo B^wltcbL, so that
the mass of moving parts to be accelerated by tlio s porlrxg^s "which
open the switch is reduced to a minimum, bxifc it sti.o-u.lcl. be so
placed with regard to the live parts that it carx l>e Inspoctetci and
adjusted whilst the switch is in service.

The British standard limits of operation for* closii^g1 aiacl trip-
ping coils, low-voltage, overload, and reverse devices for air- and
oil-break circuit breakers are givea in Reports TSToa. 11 0 axid 116.
Sometimes the overload trip coil can. be actuated Aiirect)!^ f. xona the
main circuit (through a current transformer, § 1Q8, if ^^oe^sary),
but the advantage of controlling the tripping- "foy rol^^^ £23 that
the latter are built as precision instruments a,ndi
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possible very accurate control. Overload and low voltage tripping
are the minimum automatic features which should be provided on
circuit breakers, and there is no difficulty in applying also reverse
power, leakage, and various selective systems of protection (see
Chapter 15).

The time elapsing between the incidence of a short circuit or
other fault and the opening of the main circuit breaker is an
important consideration. As explained in § 344 a definite or an |
inverse time lag may be introduced deliberately in the action of j
the relay, but in the case of an oil-immersed circuit breaker |U
intended to open 'instantaneously' on short circuit, the relay
closes and the trip coil is fully energised within say 0*1 sec., and
the main contacts are separated within say 0'2 sec. from the
incidence of the short circuit. The arc is generally extinguished
in less than 1 cycle (i.e. less than 0*02 sec. in the case of 50-cycle *
A.C.) after the arcing tips separate and in no case should it persist
for more than a few cycles. The moving parts of the switch are
accelerated, moved to the end of their stroke, and brought to rest
in less than 1 sec., and in order that there may be no violent
mechanical shock at the end of the stroke, the moving parts are
generally brought smoothly to rest by arranging that the tubular
guides act as dashpots, or by equivalent means.

D.C. generators and rotary converters, particularly those
supplying high voltage direct current (e.g. 1 500 V or 3 000 V for
traction), are liable to flash-over on the commutator in the event
of a short circuit on the D.C. system. It has been found that
such flashing-over can be prevented if the generator or converter
is protected by a circuit breaker capable of operating and reducing
the current below the flashing value in less time than is required
for a commutator bar to pass from "one brush arm to the next. A
standard air-break circuit breaker may operate in about O'l -sec.
but, by eliminating mechanical trip gear and reducing the inertia
of the moving parts, high-speed circuit breakers have been developed
which operate in 0*005-0'01 sec. These circuit breakers are
effective in preventing flash-over on dynamo or converter com-
mutators, but such rapid operation is undesirable in AC. circuit
breakers because it would increase the shock to the system and
increase the breaking capacity required in the circuit breaker without
effecting any useful purpose.

373. Interlocks and Indicating Devices.-Mechanical and
539
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electrical < interlocks ' are of vital importance in the safe manipu-
lation of electrical switchgear, and they are used in an endless
variety of forms. Whilst the details may be modified to suit any
requirements, the principles involved are few and simple. As an
example of mechanical interlocking, a switch handle may be provided
with an extension piece or coupled to a rod which acts as a bolt,
making it impossible to open the cover or enclosure of the switch
until the switch handle is 'off'; and equally impossible to put
the switch handle into the ' on' position until the cover or enclosure
is closed Again, interlocking devices similar to those used in a
railway signalling-frame may be employed to ensure that certain
switches are not closed simultaneously, or that switches are closed
only in a predetermined sequence. The latter function is easily
performed by electrical interlocking, it being then arranged that
switch A closes a circuit which must be closed before switch B is

unlocked or operated automatically (by a solenoid), as the case may
be. In draw-out type switchboards (§ 380) it is made mechani-
cally impossible for any parts to be ' live' whilst they are
accessible.

" It is generally evident by inspection whether an open-type,
manually operated switch is ' off' or ' on,' but wherever the switch
is concealed or enclosed it is necessary to have a definite indication
of its position. This may be provided by attaching ' on' and
' off' labels to the operating handle in such a way that only the
appropriate legend is visible through an aperture provided for the
purpose. Red and green lamps (or preferably plain lamps behind
red and green lenses) are used extensively to indicate the setting of
a switch, auxiliary circuits being arranged so that the red light is
shown when the switch is ' on' and the green light when it is
'off!' It is becoming increasingly common to provide switch-
boards with key diagrams made on translucent glass and provided
with lamps interlocked electrically with the main switchgear so
that the actual circuits completed are illuminated from the back of
the diagram.

A complete system of automatic indicators and alarms is very
necessary where the switchgear is remote-controlled. Audible
alarms (bells or hooters) may be given automatically in the event
of circuit breakers opening, lightning arresters operating, over-
heating in bearings, or interruption or other irregularity in the
supply of ventilating air, circulating water, etc. One alarm may
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be common to all these causes, discrimination being effected by an
annunciator similar to that used in ordinary bell-circuits.

A red lamp and audible alarm are desirable to indicate failure
in a potential circuit (voltmeter or wattmeter pressure circuit) due
to blown fuses or broken leads.

374. Special Switches.-An important type of switch not ¥
hitherto mentioned is the ' faceplate ' type, as exemplified in the
majority of motor starters, Chapter 29. In this type of switch,
which is also much used for selecting instrument circuits, a series
of circuit-contacts are mounted on an insulating baseplate and a
moving contact (generally of the laminated brush type) is moved
parallel to the baseplate (either on the 'arc of a circle or along a
guide rod) so as to touch the appropriate contact stud or studs.
There is considerable friction between the moving and fixed con- j 11
tacts if the dimensions and bearing pressure are sufficient to permit 11
heavy currents to be carried safely. Except for weak current j
circuits this type of switch is not suitable for interrupting current , (

as a l quick break' in the accepted sense of the term is not j,
possible. To eliminate arcing on the contacts of a faceplate motor ^
starter it is often arranged that the current is always interrupted ;,
at a l contactor' in the circuit. The term £ contactor ' is applied },
to switches (air break or oil-immersed) which are capable of break- j *
ing a load current and which are operated electromagnetically- < [
especially in connection with the control of motors. For currents - j
up to 500 or 600 A, the moving contact is generally solid and J!
arranged to give a rolling motion on the fixed contact as the con- 11
tactor closes or opens. In heavy-current contactors, or medium- jj
current contactors which have to carry full load for long periods, \ \
the moving contact is of the laminated-brush type (§ 365) and may ; j j
be moved on. a straight line perpendicular to the plane of the fixed < !J
contacts by the action of a solenoid, or it njay be moved on the ' j
arc of a circle by means of a bell-crank mechanism. Air-break ;
contactors are used largely for the control of traction motors, and
for motors in heavy industrial service, generally for pressures not 'j
exceeding 660 V but sometimes for pressures up to 3 300 V, three- ,j
phase. There is no basic distinction between contactors and circuit " I
breakers (air-break or oil-immersed, as the case may be). \

Switches differing indefinitely in details of mechanical construe- t
tion and electrical connection are used for ' multi-way' switching. f
A few typical methods are illustrated diagraramatically in Figs,
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85-90 ; some special switches used in the control of lighting circuits
are described in Chapter 21; and various types of motor starters
are described in Chapter 29.

j

FIG. 85.-Single- FIG. 86. - Double-pc^e FIG. 87.-Switch closing
pole mu tiway switch selecting one of cne of several indepen-
switch selecting several loads. dent circuits (cf. Fig. 90).
one of several
loads.

In Fig. 85, the pivoted switch arm, S, connects A to one terminal of any one of
four loads 1, 2, 3, 4; the other terminals of the latter being permanently connected
to B. For purposes of isolation there must be a double-pole switch between AB
and the supply.

In Fig. 86 the two switch arms, S, coupled mechanically by the insulating

AX

n3 i

FIG. 88.-Double-pole FIG. 89. - FIG. 90.-Switch closing one
change-over switch. Change-over of three circuits (cf. Fig. 87).

switch closing
either of two

independent
circuits.

piece, T, connect the supply leads, AB, to any one of the loads 1, 2, 3. In this case
the load circuits are electrically independent and, if SS has an ' off' position, it
can serve as the double-pole switch between the mains and the load circuits.

The switch arm, S, in Fig. 87, is a purely mechanical device. It carries the
contact-bridge, A (from which it is insulated at B), and this bridge closes any one of
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three circuits 1, 2, 3 which &re electrically independent and may have different
sources of supply.

The double-pole switch, SS, Pig. 88, has extension blades, TT (at say 135° with
SS) so that the leads, EP, can be connected either to AB or to CD, according to
whether the switch is closed in the up or the down position. In some cases a single
pair of blades, SS, is swung through 180° to effect the alternative connection. By
either method only one of the two connections can be made at once.

In Pig. 89 the arm, ST, carries insulated contact-bridges, AB, which close either
circuit 1 or circuit 2 (cf. Fig, 87). Similarly, in Pig. 90, the smtch blade, S, is
moved by the rod, R, along the dotted axis to close any one of three circuits (possibly
electrically independent) which, are connected to the contacts 1, 1; 2, 2 ; and 3, S.

The ' drum controller' (see also Chapter 29) is a development of the principle
illustrated in Pigs. 87, 89, and 90, a spindle carrying contact-segments being rotated
about an axis parallel with a row of contact-fingers between "which the segments
effect any desired sequence of connections.

Typical of switches which are c special' in the method by
which they are operated, rather than in the switching which they
perform, are time switches (operated by a clock), and currenfc-
limiter switches which open circuit or produce a flicker when the
demand of a circuit exceeds a predetermined ̂aliie (§ 272).

375. Fuses.-The protective action and rating of fuses has
already been discussed in § 342. The simplest mounting for a
fuse is between two terminals (on. an insulating base) to which
are connected the circuit wires on each side of the fuse. Such an

f open' fuse wire is, however, very dangerous; when the fuse
c blows ' molten metal may injure a bystander or start a fire.
The fuse should be so cased in and arranged that its melting
causes no damage to the surroundings. Small fuses for house-
lighting circuits * are commonly mounted between brass terminal
plates which are carried by a porcelain block and separated by
a porcelain partition round or through which the fuse wire is
threaded; the whole is enclosed by a screw-on porcelain cover.
Before renewing such a fuse, the switch controlling the circuit
must be opened, otherwise, if the fault be still present, the new
fuse will blow directly it completes the circuit and may seriously
injure the operator. This risk is eliminated "by mounting the
fuse in a porcelain tube which is provided with a terminal block
at each end; these blocks make contact with spring clips on an
insulating- base, the clips being connected to the circuit wires.
The porcelain tube is shaped externally as a hand-grip or handle

* Seldom used now, as all fuses are concentrated in the distribution boards,
see Chapter 22.
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and, to renew the fuse, the porcelain carrier must be withdrawn
completely from the live terminals ; even if the fuse blows directly
the carrier is replaced in the clips, the porcelain tube protects the
operator from injury. The carrier can be formed with a hood at
each end to cover the live clips and make it impossible for the
operator to touch the latter when removing or replacing the carrier.

The totally enclosed or cartridge fuse is similar to the porcelain
tube type in general construction but the tube is of fibre or card-
board and is filled with incombustible powder which helps to
prevent arcing when the fuse blows. In the porcelain-grip fuse
the same end may be attained by threading the fuse wire through.
a tortuous channel. It is generally impossible to tit a new wire
to a cartridge fuse, and, by using cases of different dimensions, it
can be ensured that only fuses of the intended rating are inserted
between a particular pair of terminals. This advantage is shared
by the screw plug type of fuse which is essentially a short
cartridge fuse arranged to screw into a socket and make contact
between two terminals on the same principle as the screw-cap
lampholder.

For industrial service porcelain grip fuses are commonly
mounted inside a cast-iron case together with switches which are
interlocked (§ 373) with the cover of the case so that the cover
cannot be opened until the switch is open; neither can the switch
be closed whilst the cover is open. The fuses being on the load
side of the switch the fuse clips are dead whilst the cover is open
and there can be no * open sparking.' For use in explosive atmos-
pheres the case and its cover are stronger and have wide machined
joints to render them ' flame-proof' (§366). House-service fuses
are of the porcelain grip type mounted, generally without switches,
in a small iron case which is sealed to prevent tampering. If the
fuses for each pole are in separate cases, the latter should be
mounted side by side so as both to open inwards, the distance
between the cases being insufficient to allow both cases to be open
at once. The fuses for both poles may be mounted in a single
casing if provision be made to prevent accidental short circuiting.
The cover is often lined with asbestos, and asbestos-covered fuse
wire is often employed. Cut-outs of this type are suitable for
pressures up to 600 V. Combined switch and fuse units for in-
dustrial service can be built for any desired pressure.

An alternative to the explosion-proof air-break switch and fuse
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for mining Horvico is the combined oil switch and fuse shown
diatframmatically in Fig. 91 . The fuse wire, F, forms the connect- I

I
ing link between the moving contacts, A, B, and is always sub-
rnergcjd in oil, exc.ept wlion the tank is lowered to allow the fuse
to Iw replaced. The rating of the fuse is, of course, much higher
in oil than in air,

Oil-immerHod fuses carried by a porcelain cover with hand
grip wen? formerly used on switchboards for high power and high
voltago, but it was found that the blowing of the fuse on short
circuit was of explosive violence, the fuse tank being often
.shattered and the oil causing a dangerous fire. Oil-immersed
switches with overload trip-gear are therefore now used almost
invariably for all high-power circuits
and for inont circuits above 600 V,

The most successful type of high
tension fuse consists of a short fuse

wire held in tension by a spiral
spring, the whole being enclosed in
jt long glass tube which is filled with
carbon totratjhlorido. When the fuse

blows, the spring contracts and a
socially-shaped piston piece at-
tached to it forces the liquid
(which is non-inflammable and an
insulator) on to the arc, This type
of fuse in quite reliable for the pro-

FIG. 91.--Oil-immersed switch.
and fuse.

tection of fxjtential transformer
and of the main circuits of the average industrial con-

taking A.C. supply at, say, 6 600 V ; and it is claimed
that ifc can safely be used in generator and other main circuits of
15 000-20 000 kW. at pressures tip to 66 000 V.

KE.8.A. Report No. 88 standardises four sizes of cut-out for
line in low-prc«Hure circuits (not exceeding 250 V), the maximum
working currents being respectively 10, 30, 60 and 100 A and the
&>!TA8ponding fusing currents 30, 60, 120 and 200 A. ' Ordinary
duty,' to which alone these cut-outs are applicable, is taken to
mean that the maximum short-circuit current in the circuit cannot
exeiMsd 1 000, 2 000, 4 000 or 6 500 A for the respective standard

of cut-out (i.e. from 100 to 65 times the maximum working
current**).

VOL. L 545 85
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376. Types of Switchboards.-The main types of switch-
board to be considered are : (1) The panel type (§ 377), in which
the switchgear and instruments for a particular machine, feeder,
etc., are mounted on a panel and in an undivided enclosure behind
the latter. (2) The cellular type (§ 378), in which each of the main
elements of the switchgear for the machine, feeder, etc., is enclosed
in a separate compartment behind, or away from, the panel on
which the control levers and indicating instruments are mounted.
(3) The ironclad and mining types (§ 379), in which ironclad or
flameproof switch-gear is assembled on structural steelwork sup-
ports, the bus bars, instruments and connections being enclosed
like the switchgear; or the whole may be arranged as an ironclad
pillar. (4) Draw-out type boards (§ 380) which may be of the
ironclad pillar pattern or the panel pattern, the characteristic
feature in either case being the disconnection of the gear from the
bus bars by the act of drawing it forward on runways. (5) Out-
door assemblies of weather-proof switchgear (§ 381).

377. Panel-Type Switchboards.-There are still in use many
low-tension switchboards with the contacts of the switches mounted

on the front of slate or marble panels ; the sterns of the contacts
lead through the panel, and nuts at the back hold the contacts to
the panel and clamp cable lugs, etc., to the contact stems. On the
front of the panels are open-type knife switches, field-regulating
rheostats, etc. ; also, the measuring instruments and, at the top of
the panels (so that the arcs have a clear path upwards), the air-
break circuit breakers. Even where none but skilled attendance

is provided such open-type panels are dangerous for any higher
pressure than 250 / 500 V, 3-wire, 13.C., and the trend of modern
design is to place nothing but the control handles arid indicating
instruments on the fronts of panels, all the live parts being pro-
tected from accidental contact.

Early high-voltage switchboards were often of the open type
with both switches and connections on the front of the panels, the
risk of accidental contact, short-circuit, and flash-over being re-
duced by placing barriers of slate between the components at right
angles to the panels. The modern cellular switchboard (§ 378) is
a development of this principle.

There is little advantage in using slate or marble panels for any
but low-voltage boards. Apparatus for pressures exceeding 650 V
is usually insulated by porcelain and carried by steel or cast-
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iron supports on a rolled steel framework. A typical panel-
type board for high-voltage circuits comprises a framework of
channel and angle irons with sheet-steel front panels. An en-
closure is made behind each panel by sheet steel or expanded
metal partitions and a door at the hack gives access to each
cubicle from a gangway between the ' board ' and the wall. The
control levers project through the front panel, and the latter carri'es
the indicating instruments. When the doors are closed all the live
parts are completely inaccessible, and the doors may be interlocked
with isolating switches so that the gear in the cubicle cannot be
live whilst the door is open (unless it is deliberately made live for
purposes of testing). The whole of the metal framework, panel-
ling, etc., is bonded together and connected permanently to earth.

378. Cellular Type Switchboards.-In these boards, metal or
insulating sheets, or brickwork or concrete partitions, are placed
between panels and, to a greater or less degree, between the com-
ponent parts of the equipment on " each panel. The aim is to
establish mechanical harriers (insulating or of earthed metal)
between phases and, as far as possible, between individual pieces
of apparatus. The trend of modern construction is towards the
use of concrete walls and partitions in conjunction with a structural
steel framework. The latter is arranged so that there is a minimum
of earthed metal in the cubicles of the board and so that doors and

other fittings can be mounted by the maker of the board without
demanding special accuracy in the erection of the concrete or
moulded stone slabs at the site. Concrete or moulded stone !|,

is more convenient to use and more compact than brickwork, 4
and it withstands arcing or explosions better than steel or I
thin sheets of insulating composition; also it can be moulded if
with holes, sea tings, etc,, for attachments. Thoroughfare insulators
are used to carry connections through the concrete partitions in
the cubicle structure.

A concrete or similar partition gives the same operating safety
as a much greater air gap between live parts and this favours com-
pact construction. On the other hand, the minimum permissible
clearance to earth must be allowed between partitions and the gear
enclosed and every partition must be at least 2 ins. thick; also, for
practical reasons, the cells must he rectangular and of uniform
depth, so that too much space is occupied if the cellular principle
he carried too far. More compact construction is possible if doors
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can be provided in both the back and the front of tlw board.
The bus bars may be mounted in concrete troughs along the* top
of the board or, where duplicate bus barn are u-sod, at the back
and front of the top compartment in the board. The isolating
links occupy a cell immediately below the bun bars. The.* oil
switch stands on the floor, and behind it (in separate colls, if access
can bs had to the back as well as the front of the board) may be
the instrument transformers and the protective transformer.
There are many other possible arrangements. The vent pipe from
the oil switch discharges outside the cubicle.

Switchgear in this typo of board is generally * remote-con-
trolled.'-either mechanically or electrically from a control desk
on which also are mounted all the indicating, recording, and syn-
chronising instruments, etc. The construction in costly if the*
subdivision be thorough and of substantial construction, and if the

I individual cells be large e;iough for convenience in access. On the
I other hand, the strong walls and partitions are valuable from the
j mechanical standpoint in that they afford substantial supports for
" the gear; and the barriers undoubtedly reduce the rink of acci-
/ dental short circuiting by tools, etc., and prevent the spreading of
\ damage by fire or flash-over.
| 379. Ironclad and Flameproof Switchboards.-The switch-

boards described under this heading are particularly useful for
general industrial service. They are compact and simple, and all
the components are protected against mechanical injury and against
accidental contact with live parts. For low and medium voltage
circuits, in situations where the atmosphere in riot explosive, the
board may be built up from ironclad air-break switches, ironclad
fuses, and ironclad instruments mounted on a supporting frame-
work of angle irons or steel tubing. Connections between the iron-
clad components may be by insulated conductors encloned in
conduit, or the casings of the components may bo dasigmxi HO that
they can be bolted together directly ; with the latter arrangement
the various components can be supported by a cast-iron pedestal
or pillar instead of a framework of tubing or rolled Hactionn.

| Whichever of these arrangements be employed, the casing** and the
supporting structure-in fact all exposed metal-is permanently
earthed.

The unit method of construction of ironclad switchboards is by no roeum
limited to simple disfcribufcmg boards. Thus Fig. 92 show* the oonneoticra* of the
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Ferguson, Pailin, Ltd.
CONTROL BOARD AND 3S.H.T. CELLS WITH MECHANICAL REMOTE-CONTROL.

The cells are of moulded stone having steel doors provided with reinforced glass
windows. The oil-immersed circuit breakers have a rated rupturing capacity of
250 OOJ kVA. A separate \velded-steel elliptical tank is provided for each pole and is
fitted with a treated wood lining. The generator breakers are provided with a half-
cock synchronising position. Remote control is effected by a special system of levers
with pipe drive.

STONEWORK CUBICLE-TYPE

SWITCHBOARD.

The cubicle is built up of moulded
slabs cemented into a wrought-

iron framework; the latter takes all
shocks and stresses of operation. The
illustration shows the oil circuit breaker

with its closing contactor, tlie oil-
immer.sGd potential transformers with
primary fuses, and the isolating switches
for one set of bus bars. Similar cubicles,
on the other side of the central wall,
accommodate th e isolators for th e second

set of bus bars, the current transform-
ers, and (for ring mains) the isolators
on the feeder side of the oil circuit
breaker. The bus bars are in moulded

stone troughs along the top of the
cubicle, and the steel doors for the isola-
tor compartments are separate from
the main doors. The circuit breaker

vent pipes are not in position in the
illustration, and the phase barriers be-
tween the potential transformers have
been removed to make way for a special
transformer, but the grooves for them
can be seen.

Metropolitan-Tickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
[To face p. 548.



Mavor & Ooulson, Ltd.

IRONCLAD SWITCHBOARD BUILT ON THE UNIT PRINCIPLE.

The board illustrated includes all the switchgear necessary for the control of two
pairs of 8-wire generators and fourteen feeders (see also Fig. 92). It is built in four
sections for easy handling and shipping. Similar assemblies, with flameproof gear
throughout, are supplied for use in fiery mines or other situations where the atmos-
phere is explosive.

TOTALLY-ENCLOSED SWITCHGEAR

OF UNIT CONSTRUCTION.

This type of switchgear is equally
suitable for mining service or for
industrial service indoors or outdoors-

It can be mounted on wall or pedes-
tal, and can be used with draw-out
or non-drawout circuit breaker. In

the draw-out pattern illustrated, the
shrouded sockets render accidental

contact impossible, and the safety
interlocks eliminate all risk of ' open
sparking.' Cable boxes or conduit-
fittings can be attached to the top,
bottom, or back of the connection
chamber (behind the socket cham-
ber), and the bus bar chambers (below
the sockets) can be bolted together
to form a continuous chamber for a.

complete switchboard.

British Thomson-H oi'ston Co., Ltd.
[To face p. 549.
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Wnl IlltJHfrafw! o|>poal« for Urn control of two pairs of 400/200 V, 8-wire,
f»,r. i;i'i!«'jafur^ Ifn 400 V f«:twli.r«, and four 200 V feeders. Each pair of genera'
tut1 . i i ront tnilffi hy a dnubli* poll- ovcrlnad and rovorao-cmrrenti circuit breaker and
a double ptili» switch. DriuMn.poli) equalising switches are also provided for
f!*|iifiliHlJir tin. juTii', wiwUntfu «f Uio generators. Each generator nas its own
iiiMviiuj roil ummotiir, and n volt motor with voltmeter switch IB provided for each
fwr nt vntratorH. Knur .shunt regulators, ono for oach generator, are rnourifcsd
ju f,h<»^i(if<!(tof tin* f««n««mtor painils. Kac.h of tho outgoing feeder panels eon-
fii »t * of i fI«m!*!i'.fKsl*> irourlfMl jivitch with doublo-polo fu»o box. Tho 400 V foederH
nn« iM»mi«'f t*?d ln«U%i-i'ii tli4» two outnr him bars, and tho 200 V feeders are connected
bHiVfti! outrr liar nnd iniNT, aiul baiaucod. Tho cable fittings for tho feeder
pawl'* an? all uiitabln for twu.«««»ri!T wir«»armourad cable, thoso for the generator
i*s*t$iti'"!inii« h»«ii|fj arriuiiifid for V.I.It. <;ablo. Kaoh pair of gonorators is driven
!>s an A.(« in'***.r mounted bi*twM*n thotn, tho Hwibchgnar for the motors being

»* !U« r^»fifi««'l-ioi)M fif Mwitf'h)#»arrl lor tho control of 8-wiro generators and

Fur iiiiiiifi^ Kurvico thu Hwitehgear must be jflaruoproof (§ 866)
an*! Ifti?ri5 IH ii tMtuloucy to employ standard 'mlniag-type ' switch-

for othor itidustria) »«>fvie6B where the atmosphere may be
t or II*HH isxploniv<» or wliarci rough usage, moisture, etc., may

t*t fiipif«t4i<L In wtch cnH<tt9f and for any pressure higher than 600
V {wt«4bi*r tin* fttmoHphom bo explosive or riot), it is usual to em-
ploy fill HWttclittH.

WItittfiitr tiw bo flameproof or simply 'ironclad,1 and
or oil-immuraed switches be used, the general

ift tho *tariu». T hn of tho components, together
with the conduit (if any) between components, form an earthed

for tho live and connections. The covers
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are interlocked so that no live parts can be inadvertently exposed.
Cables are led in through watertight glands, conduit fittings, or
sealing boxes filled with insulating compound, as the case may be.
In the case of assemblies representing several' panels/ the compon-
ents of each panel and the panels themselves are built together on
the unit principle. The bus bars which run through the group of
' panels ' are encased like the rest of the gear; they may be bare
and mounted on porcelain insulators, or micarta-sheathed and
carried by insulating bushings, or bare rods supported by bridge-
pieces may be 'run solid' with insulating compound. Any
measuring instruments required may be mounted beneath cast-iron
covers with reinforced glass windows ; automatic releases are simi-
larly protected. There is no limit to the number and variety of
components which can be assembled to provide a switchboard for
any desired purpose.

380. Draw-out Switchboards.-The draw-out type of switch-
board originated by the firm of Reyrolle is now made in a number of
patterns, the essential feature being that the whole of the switch-
gear is mounted on some form of carriage and is entirely isolated
(i.e. ' dead') when the carriage is drawn out on its runway. This
is accomplished by plug or knife contacts on the removable portion
of the gear which engage with fixed bus bar and feeder contacts
only when the carriage is in its service position, all the live parts
being then inaccessible to the operator, and the various covers of
the gear and the oil-switch tank being incapable of removal. If
it is desired to inspect or adjust any of the live parts, or to open a
cover or lower the oil tank, the switch must first be put into the
'off' position. The carriage can then be drawn out by a handle
or racking gear provided for the purpose. Directly the contact
plugs on the moving portion leave the fixed contact sockets (which
they do bafore either becomes accessible to the operator) shutters
fall automatically in front of the fixed contacts. When the carriage
is withdrawn to the limit of its travel, all the components which it
carries are completely accessible and entirely disconnected from the
circuit contacts ; at the same time, the circuit contacts are covered
by shutters. The plug and socket contacts act as isolating switches
on both sides of the gear on the carriage ; they are separated auto-
matically by the act of drawing out the carriage and, in order to
ensure that these contacts are not used even inadvertently to make
or break a current (§ 362), it is arranged that the carriage can be
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neither withdrawn nor returned unless its main switch is 'off/
The carriage runs on a machined track in order that the plug con-
tacts may keep in alignment with their sockets.

' Armoured' draw-out switchboards resemble the mining-type
boards described in § 379 as regards the mechanical nature of their
' ironclad' protection but in the draw-out boards of this type a
fixed panel contains the incoming and outgoing leads (e.g. bus bars
and feeders) arid the contact sockets of each, whilst the oil switch,
automatic trip gear, ammeter, voltmeter, etc., are mounted on a
carriage. The carriage runs on substantial knee-brackets fixed to
each side of the back panel. As many panels as may be required
can be assembled side by side on the unit principle. Armoured
panels of this type are used in-all sizes from those suitable for \ �
individual motors in mining service to those capable of acting as | i j.
circuit-breaker panels in large central stations. As the whole of fc I
the gear is totally enclosed, and proof against weather and vermin, \ f
it can be used out of doors. f

' Truck-type ' or ' panel-type' draw-out switchboards resemble
ordinary panel-type high-voltage boards (§ 377). The incoming
arid outgoing bars and cables with appropriate contact sockets are
mounted at the back of the enclosure behind an earthed metal

screen with automatic shutters for the apertures through which
the contact plugs normally pass. The whole of the rest of the I |
gear and the front panel itself are carried by a framework, " f
which has rollers and runs on an accurately machined track. No * | j
gangway is needed behind the enclosure or between panels for r |
access ; the whole of the gear can be wheeled clear of the board for ^

inspection or overhaul and a spare panel can be run into the empty f >l
cubicle to maintain service if necessary.* This type of draw-out
board is lighter in construction than the armoured type described
above and it is not weatherproof but it is entirely satisfactory
for indoor applications, with currents up to, say, 500 A per panel
at 11 000 V. The armoured gear is built with 3-phase circuit
breakers capable of carrying, say, 400 A at 44 000 V or 1500 A at
22 000 V, and of 500 000 kVA breaking capacity (§ 371); with
single-phase circuit breakers (i.e. three coupled circuit breakers in
separate tanks for a 3-phase circuit) much higher breaking capacities
can be obtained.

*This advantage, which is enjoyed also by ' armoured' draw-out gear, is at-
tained only in draw-oat boards and is of great practical importance.
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381. Outdoor Switchgear.-Outdoor substations, comprising
transformers and switchgear, have been used in America for many
years past and there is no doubt that this practice will extend
as extra high-voltage transmission becomes more common. The
obvious advantage is the great saving on cost of buildings, simple
concrete foundations and light structural steelwork supports being
used instead of a masonry structure and its heavier foundations.
The obvious difficulty is the exposure to weather. As stated in
§ 380 armoured draw-out switchgear is completely weatherproof
and ordinary high-voltage circuit breakers are quite reliable for
outdoor service if fitted with suitable terminal bushings and if the
closing and trip gear be protected by a weatherproof casing.
Similar remarks apply to high-voltage static transformers. The
switchgear and transformers are, in fact, at least as reliable as the
transmission lines so far as atmospheric conditions are concerned ;
if severe cold is experienced the oil can be kept at any desired
temperature by aid of thermostats and electric heating coils. The
large air gaps between lines and the long terminal bushings required
at extra high pressures, together with the large dimensions of
e.h.t. switchgear and transformers, combine to make masonry
switch houses large and costly. With outdoor gear the clearances
must be increased to allow for swinging of conductors and the
possibility of birds perching on or flying between live parts. At
pressures below 25 000 V outdoor switchgear is probably more
costly than indoor gear (including the structural work in both
cases), but at 50 000 V there is a saving of 25-30 % in the total
cost of an outdoor equipment,* and the saving is still greater at
higher pressures.

382. General Arrangement and Construction of Switch-
boards.-Much information on this subject is embodied in the
preceding paragraphs, to which the following excerpts and sum-
maries may be added.

The I.E.E. Wiring Rules, Nos. 87-93, deal with the position,
construction, and arrangement of switch and distribution boards:-

87. Position; Construction.-Main and distribution switch and fuse boards
may be used under the following conditions :-

(a) They must be-
(i) Fixed in dry situations ;

* According to an article by J. B. Budkin, EL Rev., Vol. 90, p. 567, describing
outdoor switchgear at Goesgen (Switzerland) for 135 000 V.



A. Reijrotte d Co., Ltd*

ARMOURED DRAW-OUT SWITCH FOR 12 000 V, S-PHASE, 750 A.

This switch is suitable for controlling generating plant in a station having an
aggregate capacity of 50 000 kW. The equipment comprises two sets of 3-phase bus
bars, a 3-phase oil-break switch, three current transformers, 3-phase potential trans-
formers (mounted on a carriage behind the switch), and cable dividing boxes. Every
conductor is 'ironclad;' and the bus bars, current transformers, etc., are immersed in
insulating compound. When the switch carriage is withdrawn (as shown) for access
to the working parts, the live portions are screened by shutters which fall across the
socket openings. (Note the yard rule against the standard in the foreground.)

[To face p. 552.



Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.

DRAW-OUT TRUCK TYPE SWITCHBOARD.

The stationary portion of each cubicle is bolted to the floor and contains the bus
bars, fixed contacts, cable box, or cable sealing end. The truck carries the oil switch,
current, and potential transformers, and the instruments which are mounted on the

front plate. When the truck is withdrawn for inspection all the parts upon it are
automatically rendered 'dead' and, at the same time, the fixed contacts, which
remain 'live,' are automatically screened.

. 553.
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(ii) So arranged that a fire thereon cannot spread, whether occurring at
the front or back ;

(6) Their bases must be of incombustible and insulating material, and fitted
with moisture-proof bushes at the points of support if the material is
hygroscopic;

(c) The possibility of a permanent arc must be prevented either by sufficient
spacing of all live parts, or by the use of separating partitions.

88. Accessibility.-Switch'and fuse boards must be so constructed and placed
that all their parts which may have to be adjusted or handled are readily accessible.

89. Connections.-Connecting conductors on main boards must be-
(a) Permanently accessible from either the back or the front of the board;
(6) Symmetrically placed and spaced apart;
(c) So proportioned that there shall be no appreciable rise of temperature

when the current flows through them;
(d) So arranged that the course of every conductor may, where necessary,

be readily traced ;
(e) So arranged as to prevent the access of acid fumes from batteries to the

board.

90. Labels.-Switchboard circuits should preferably be labelled for identification.
91. Open-type Fuses.-No open-type fuses may be placed at the back of switch-

boards.

92. Metal Cases.-The cases of instruments, if metallic, must be insulated from
bhe circuits, but they may be earthed if desired.

93. Fuses.-Every voltmeter or pilot lamp with its connecting wires should
be protected by a fuse on each pole. "

Some of the factors to which attention is called in connection

with mines (Chapter 32) are of general application; and the fol-
lowing points, from a Memorandum (1916) of the British Home
Office, may also be noted:-

It is undesirable that main fuses should be placed behind the panels of low or
medium pressure switchboards. The blowing of a fuse, particularly under heavy I f'
short-circuit conditions, on a station switchboard, might readily lead to a further *
short circuit. If fuses for instruments, etc., are placed behind switchboards they
should be guarded so that an arc cannot spread, and placed so as to be accessible.
In the case of large switchboards there should be access to the back from both ends,
fco obviate an attendant being trapped in case of accident. For screening off high-
tension boards expanded metal is recommended. On polyphase boards there should
be divisions or barriers between phases at all places where an arc is liable to be
accidentally started, e.g. at isolating switches, etc. On high-pressure boards, isolat-
ing switches should be placed on both sides of oil-switches on feeder circuits where
the feeders are capable of being made live from the distant end.

Other points, many of which are embodied in the preceding
paragraphs of this chapter, are as follows :-

Separate panels for each machine, transformer, feeder, etc., make for safety and
simplicity in operation and maintenance. In many existing stations the high
voltage and low-voltage panels are on different floors. It is generally most con-
venient to place the main oil switches and transformers on the ground floor or in
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the basement ; with remote electrical control the control gear can be placed where-
ever convenient; remote mechanical control is less flexible in this respect. Eemote
electrical control, placing all the main switches of the station under the direction
of one man, is almost standard practice in large new stations; where there are
inter-connected stations a ' load dispatcher' may control the men on the master
switchboards of the individual stations by telephone.' 

On boards for direct manual operation fuses should be enclosed and away from
face level. Air-break circuit breakers and lightning arresters should always have
a clear path upwards for arcing. Instruments should always be where they can be
raad easily and without parallax from the operator's station; also, they should be
away from rheostats or other sources of heat. On control desks for remote electrical
control ammeters, voltmeters, and synchroscopes should be in full view at the back
of the desk; switch levers or buttons, rheostats, and synchronising plugs should be
easily accessible; relays, integrating watt-hour meters, and other equipment to
which only occasional reference is required may be at the bottom of the panel.

All main current-carrying conductors should have good facilities for cooling
and be free to expand and contract without serious restraint. Iron should not be
placed where it would be subject to stray fields. All parts in which eddy currents
may be induced should be non-magnetic and of high electrical resistance (natural
or produced by saw cuts or other device).

Conductors, fuses, contacts, and other current-carrying parts should be inac-
cessible whilst they are * live,' and all exposed metal work should be earthed.
Provision should be made to prevent unauthorised operation of switchgear or access
to live parts, and means should be provided for the definite locking of switches
* of?' in case of need. Interlocking to ensure correct sequence of switching and
to prevent access to live parts should be employed wherever practicable. The
general design and arrangement of switchgear should facilitate cleaning and
supervision, and it should be possible to get complete and easy access to all parts
for repair (subject to the parts being first rendered * dead ').

383. Bus Bars and Switchboard Connections.-In all but
small installations the bus bars are in duplicate and provision is
made for sectionalising them. The bar for each pole or phase may
be (electrically) in the form of a closed loop or * ring main' with
isolating switches at intervals so that any desired section can be
isolated for cleaning or repair. Alternatively two sets of bars may
be used with isolating switches in each and with cross»connecting
switches, so that any desired section of one set of bars can be
isolated and replaced by a section of the other set. The insertion
of reactance coils between the sections of bus bars fed by different
generators limits the power flowing to a short circuit (§§ 340,
370).

Bus bars generally consist of a number of relatively thin strips,
of copper or aluminium. The width of the strips may be, say,
8-12 times their thickness, and the strips are mounted on porcelain
or other insulators with their width in a vertical plane, thus secur-
ing maximum stiffness against deflection by their own weight.
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The strips composing each bar are electrically in parallel, but should
be held definitely apart by spacing pieces. The object of the
laminated construction is to reduce eddy currents and increase the
radiating surface.* Extra strips can be added at any time if the
carrying capacity of the bars has to be increased The strips for
each bar are side by side in a horizontal plane, but the bars them-
selves may be in either a vertical or a horizontal plane. Placing
the bars in a horizontal plane reduces the overall height of the board,
but it must be possible to get at the bars from above for cleaning.
Bars in a vertical plane are more easily accessible as a rule, and
their maximum stiffness is then opposed to the mechanical forces
developed between the bars on short circuit.

Aluminium offers important advantages as a material for bus
bars. The larger cross-section required for the same electrical con-
ductivity makes aluminium compare unfavourably with copper
where insulated cables are concerned, but in the case of bus bars the
difference in dimensions between copper and aluminium is of no
appreciable importance as regards the cost of the insulating sup-
ports. On the other hand, the larger radiating surface of the
aluminium bars, and the fact that their weight is roughly half
that of the equivalent copper bars, are important advantages.
Adhering to commercial sizes of bar or rod it will be found
that aluminium bars of the same width, but 50 % thicker than the
copper bars which would be used, or aluminium rod 1J times the
diameter of copper rod, gives sufficiently nearly equal conductivity.
The exact value of the resistance of bus bars is unimportant, since
it is always very low. On the other hand, care is required to
avoid high local resistance at joints.

The best method of connecting consecutive lengths of
aluminium bar is by overlapping the bars for a distance equal to
10 or 12 times their thickness and bolting them together. The
contact surfaces should be coated with vaseline and then rough
filled, the file cuts being at right angles on the two surfaces; the
surfaces are then clamped together without removing the dirty

* It is the radiating surface which determines the permissible current density
for given temperature rise. A 2 in. x 1 in. copper bar carrying 2 000 A has 0- 036
sq. in. of radiating surface per ft. run per amp., compared with 0* 018 sq. in. in the
case of a 4 in. x 2 in. bar carrying 8 000 A. If the larger bar be divided into eight
strips each. 4 in. x J in., spaced well apart, the radiating surface is increased to
0- 102 s<£. in. per ft. run per am-p.
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vaseline.* Joints made in the same way between copper bars
have as low resistance as soldered joints. Permanent connections
between copper or brass parts are often tinned and 'sweated/
but any sweated joint should be supplemented, by a grub screw,
bolt, or other mechanical device. The advantage of tinning the
surfaces of copper joints which are to be clamped lies in the fact
that the soft tin spreads and gives contact over a greater area;
also, the flow of the metal during the final stages of clamping ex-
poses clean surfaces at the contact. The use of tinfoil in clamped
joints does not reduce, but generally increases, the contact resistance.

Aluminium bus bars are practically immune from corrosion
(even in battery rooms), but joints between aluminium and other
metals should be painted to exclude moisture; otherwise electroly-
tic corrosion will occur. Similarly, where aluminium rests upon
plain slate, or other material capable of .carrying a leakage current
when damp, the aluminium should be painted or a piece of mica
should be placed between the surfaces.

Most of the high voltage connections on modern switchboards
consist of bare copper strip or rod, thus reducing the amount of
inflammable material in the construction. Rod can be bent equally
easily in any plane, but rectangular strip is difficult to bend in the
plane of its width. All connections must be so supported that
they cannot be deformed to any dangerous degree under short
circuit conditions (§ 338); at the same time, bus bars and all
strip or rod connections must have lateral freedom or sufficient
flexibility at bends to allow for thermal expansion and contraction.
Varnished cambric "offers advantages as an insulating material for
switchboard cables (§ 287).

Low voltage connections in instrument and relay circuits, etc.,
are commonly made by V.I.R. wires (preferably with fire-resisting
braiding), supported on porcelain cleats. It is convenient to have
the circuits arranged so that standard instruments can be connected
quickly for calibration tests.

384. Instrument Transformers.-The function and general
characteristics of current and potential transformers are discussed

* Any attempt to remove the dirty vaseline exposes the clean filed metal to
oxidation ; the whole object of the method of preparation described is to protect the
clean metal from even momentary exposure to the air. Joints made as described
do not deteriorate during a period of years (vide El. Times, July 27, 1911, p. 77;
and Jour. I.E.E., Vol. 60, p. 889).
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In § 10H. King-typo currant transformers threaded on the
terminal leads inside the oil-switch caning are convenient for
this operation of ami utters, overload trips, or other devices un-
nffet'ted by phase error in the transformer (see § 108), but they
should not he used for any device operating on the wattmeter
principle or demanding Hpeeial accuracy and uniformity of calibra-
tion. In tr.msformerrt provided with a primary winding the
currying caj witty of the latter should be eqxial to that of the main
in wliirh the transformer is connected.

If, is important that the resistance in the secondary circuit of
riinvfit transformers should Iwas low as possible; an ammeter and
ii trip foil ran lw uprated in series in thin circuit if the trip gear
w sensitive f i.r. does not* require much power for its operation), but
tin* runvnt i!li»!iii*iit of any wattmeter typo device should riot be in
Hi*n«?H with a trip enil because the phase error caused by the latter
wouM !*Mi*l to H$*n«niH inarT.uraey. The same current tranwformer
rait gunenilly bn tined to servo an ammeter, wattmeter, and coro-
biiliinei* pr*»ti*«»tive gi*art but tlw maker's advice should always be
tnk**!t in tvg4r«l tn tin? hading of inntrument transformers. In
iiiiiiin^ or armoured switchgf«vr (§| 379,^80) the use of current
triiiwfiiriiPirH <un olteii be avoided by mounting the ammeter in-
tiifli^ ilwi HWttf*h cani^ iiii*I connecting it in the h.t. circuit (with its

ut HUM {M^ntiali: matablo clearance) in providixl between the
iiwtrtiiiii'iil- iiii«l ih** «!iirtJit«l case of the switch, and the Instrument
t*t r«»ii«l tlir*rti|^h a wiipl«fW,

l*i»t«'ittiiil IratiHforniers for preHnuren up tod (500 V are generally
iiir..f'rp'i}i*ilf |,||ti*ii» f*if liig!i«*r prennureH being oil-immersed or en-
chmfHl in ii fillftil with itiHutating wax or compound; cases
fslii'ftl with «tr c*otn|>oiin<I nhouM b« mounted HO that the (illing
c*iiii!i*4 t'^rujwt if ii Hiifl«ii» or molts in servica Any number of

et«'M «nt Im roimtirttwl in panUl<?l to one potential
ir;innf<">niM*r j»rovtil««l liini tin* ruted. output of the latter IB not ex-
i«n*'4i»i| (^ 10H). Vft*ltn»t»tMt% low-voltiige roloiwe,H, and synchro-
K«fMjw*H in ii .Jf-ji!iiif4«» sy.Mii.iifi can bn uned in conjunction with, a

t.mn**foritt«r*w «»« only, but {K)t<mtial transformers
itr« rs^|iiir**«i <m ni two phaHf** for wiittmetern and rover«e-

ij 110).
triMiHfontiH'M for iw« in automatic nolectivo pro-

gi*ip*niliy to fulfil special conditions in regard
tit tlu'tr (I 35!lj,
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385. Equipment of Typical Switchboards.--
and conditions of service of switchboards differ so

useful purpose would here be served by detailed
individual boards; for this the reader must be r
technical press and the proceedings of profession
The following notes on the usual equipment of v;
panels (according to whether the supply is A.C. or I
ever, be useful:-

Generator Panel.-The generator leads are connected (
switches if required) to circuit breakers whence connection
isolating switches in the case of high-voltage machines) to t]
station. Voltmeter, frequency meter, and synchroscope conn<
made on the generator side of the main switch or circuit breaker
ammeter (or ammeters in the case of a polyphase machine) is als
generator side of the main switch.* It is desirable that watt-bout
on each generator panel. A field-regulating rheostat and anime
addition to a field switch with auxiliary contacts which close i
the safe discharge of the energy stored in the field. Over-load
or other protective relays are required, and a power factor ind
Synchroscopes may be placed on a bracket projecting from one ei
or machine and bus bar voltmeters together with the synchro]
located on a special synchronising panel.

Balancer Panel.-There are many systems of balancing 3-
each of which requires appropriate switchgear. With the s
equipment (two auxiliary machines in series between the' oute
required on the control panel is three single-pole switches, tw<
rheostats, and an ammeter in each machine circuit.

Summation Panel.-This panel (for measurements only]
meter recording the total output of a number of generators, t
quency meter and a power factor indicator.

Control Panel.-The equipment comprises master switches
the low-voltage D.C. circuits of the coils or servo-motors operatir
switchgear; also, the measuring instruments of the main circu
these instruments being served by instrument transformers on i'.

Battery Panel.-There are many possible arrangements of s
their auxiliaries to suit various applications and different meth
the change in voltage per cell during charge and discharge (C

Where end-cells are used for regulation the battery panel cs
lating switch so that the number of cells across the bus bars and
can be varied independently. There are also an ammeter an
between the battery and the bus bars. The same or an adjoinb
generator switch (with minimum cut-out) fuses, ammeter, fie]
change-over switch by means of which the generator can b

* It is usual to connect all the instruments, on the gene:
gene ator side of the main circuit breaker. This ensures that £
are dead when the breaker is open and the generator is static
transformers are always placed on the generator side of the circ
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ig battery or to the bus bars as desired. By means of a 3-way switch a single
voltmeter can be used to measure the generator, bus bar, and battery voltages.

If a reversible booster set be used to add to the voltage of the main generator
3* during charging, or to that of the battery during discharging, no ' end cells * are

ie needed for regulation. The battery circuit includes an ammeter and fuses, and
a a double-pole change-over switch by means of which the cells can be connected* 

straight to the bus bars or in series with the booster. The motor driving the
"""" booster requires an ammeter, double-pole switch, fuse and starter; whilst the
V- booster requires a field reversing and regulating switch and a circuit breaker which

opens if the fuse blows in the booster-motor circuit. Two voltmeters with multi-
way switches provide for measuring the generator, bus bar, booster, and battery

Qg voltages.
ajh Station Panel.-The equipment on tbis panel provides for the control of the
he station lighting and auxiliary power circuits. Change-over switches are required
,ys if (as is desirable) there are alternative sources of supply. Main switches, starters,
he rheostats, measuring instruments, etc., are provided for the individual circuits
he supplied, according to requirements. (See also Distribution and Motor Panels.}
ed Feeder Panel.-On station feeder panels connections are taken from the bus
in bars through an air-break or oil-immersed circuit breaker to the outgoing cable.
ior A voltmeter on the bus bar side of the circuit breaker shows the bus bar voltage,
rer and an ammeter between the circuit breaker and the feeder shows the load on the

le. latter. If desired an integrating watt-hour meter may be fitted to measure the
<rd energy supplied; a recording ammeter or wattmeter is sometimes useful. Overload
be and split conductor or other protective relays (§ 359) are required on each feeder

panel.. One frequency meter may serve a number of feeder panels.
is, Distribution Panel.-The incoming mains are connected through a switch or
&g circuit breaker, as the conditions may demand, to the distribution bus bars. To
>nt the latter the load circuits are connected through knife switches or oil switches
ild with fuses in either case, or through circuit breakers if required. Small distribu-

tion boards as used for house-lighting circuits are described in Chapter 22.
>ur ' The consumer's panel in an industrial installation, taking energy at high voltage
re- requires an'oil-immersed circuit breaker with isolating switches on the line side,

and instrument transformers if the energy be metered on the line side of the step-
in down transformer. The low-voltage terminals of the main transformer are con-
led nected to a distribution panel which has a voltmeter and main ammeter and, if
3d, desired, ammeters and energy meters for the individual circuits supplied from the

distribution bus bars. Where the supply tariff takes account of power factor, it is
nd advisable to provide a power factor indicator or recorder for the installation as a
for whole or, if practicable, for each of the main circuits.

Motor Panel.-The incoming mains are taken to a main switch (double- or
£u- three-pole) of the type appropriate to the elect'rical and service conditions. Thence
tor : leads are connected through fuses to the starter (Chapter 29). The provision of
ses * an ammeter on each motor panel contributes greatly to safety in operation and
ilae \ efficiency in maintenance. It is useful to arrange for the easy connection of a re-
L a cording wattmeter in the motor circuit at any time for the purpose of a power test.
:he General.-Isolating switches should be provided on all high-voltage panels so
_ that the whole of the gear can be disconnected from the incoming and outgoing

leads; with draw-out gear no special isolating switches are required. Instrument' e 
transformers are generally required on heavy current and / or high-voltage A.C.

*", 
' 

: panels (§§ 108, 384).
; Where automatic protective gear is used the appropriate transformers, relays,
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etc., are mounted on the switchboard (§ 359). If fuses are used they are inserted in
each pole or phase of the circuit, but overload relays need be connected only in one
side of each possible lead and return path (i.e. one relay for a D.O. or single-phase
2-wire circuit; two relays for a D.C. 3-wire, two-phase 4-wire, or three-phase 3-wire
circuit; and three-relays for a three-phase 4-wire circuit. Where reverse power
relays are used they should be fitted to each generator and to each one of a group
of feeders working in parallel.

Yoltmeters and ammeters should be used in each phase of a polyphase system
if the load may be unbalanced. Recording instruments are provided wherever a
permanent, continuous record is required. Where attention is paid to power factor
correction, power factor indicators should be fitted on generator, converter, and
feeder panels. Air- or cil-temperature indicators, water- or oil-flow indicators, and
other special devices may be mounted on the appropriate main panel, or on the
control panel if remote control is practised. Remote electrical control can be pro-
vided on any panel. Lightning arresters are desirable on any panel which is con-
nected to overhead lines.

386. Bibliography (see explanatory note, § 58).
REGULATIONS.

H.O. Electricity Regulations for Factories and Workshops.
H.O. Regulations as to the Installation and Use of Electricity in Mines.
I.B.B. Wiring Rules.

STANDABDISA.TION REPORTS, ETC.
(1) B.E.S.A. Reports.

No. 109. Specification for Air-Break Knife Switches and Laminated
Brush Switches for Pressures not Exceeding 660 V.

No. 110. Specification for Air-Break Circuit Breakers for Pressures not
Exceeding 660 V.

No. 116. Specification for Oil-Immersed Switches and Circuit Breakers
for Alternating Current Circuits.

No. 124. Specification for Totally Enclosed Air-Break Switches for
Pressures not Exceeding 660 V.

No. 126.' Specification for Flameproof Air-Break Switches for Pressures
not Exceeding 660 V.

No. 127. Specification for Flameproof Air-Break Circuit Breakers for
Pressures not Exceeding 660 Y.

No. ISO. Specification for Totally Enclosed Air-Break Circuit Breakers
for Pressures not Exceeding 660 V.

(See also B.E.S.A. Reports on Motor Starters and Controllers, Chapter 29,
Bibliography).

(2) B.E.A.M.A. Standardisation Rules for Electrical Machinery.
BOOKS.

Electric Switch and Controlling Gear. C. C. Garrard (Benn Bros.).
High-Tension Switchgear. H. E. Poole (Pitman).
High-Tension Switchboards. H. E. Poole (Pitman).

I.E.E. PAPERS.

Switchgear Standardisation. 0. C. G-arrard. Vol. 56, p. 213.
Note.-Much information on switches and switchgear is contained in

papers which deal primarily with other subjects.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Important articles appear frequently in the technical press. See also the
Bibliographies of Chapter 15 (§ 360) and Chapter 29 (Vol. 2).
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ABBREVIATIONS and symbols, c. 
ALTERNATING CURRENT, Three-phase (cont.)-

cables, 311.
Absolute temperature, 166. elementary, 15.
- unite, 2. lines, 306, 313.
Accessories in wiring (sea Vol. 2). power, 110.
Accumulators (electrical) (see Secondary cells). sequence, 150.

as phase advancer, 160. transmission, Chap. 11.
- steam, 177. voltmeter, 100.
Accuracy of instruments, 92 et seq. ALTERNATORS-
Acid-proof paints, 76. - asynchronous, 144.
Acre-foot, 202. - delta and star connections, 143.
Acyclic generator, 134, 137. - elementary, 132, 133.
Aczol, 86. - excitation of, 140.
Addition of loads of various P.F., 167. - hydraulic drive, 254.
Adhesive tape, 74. - impedance, 137.
Advance alloy, 67 (Table 6). - parallel running, 149, 150.
Aerial lines (see Overhead lines). - power to drive, 164.
Ageing magnets, 83. - pressure regulation, 147.
Agriculture, electricity in (see Vol. 2). - rating, 136."
AIB- - reactance, 147.
- -break switches, 364 et seq. - speed of driving, 145, 254.
- -cooled generators, 146. - star and delta connection, 143.
- dielectric, 73 (Table 7), 78, 79, 287. - synchronising, 149, 321.
- -gaps, 43, 45. - synchronous, 143.

in solenoid, 365. - turbine driven, 145, 146.
- gas, 178. - voltage regulation, 147,
- -pump, condenser, 175. - water-wheel driven, 264.
- supply to generators, 356. Altitude, effect on power, 179.
- temperature and cables, 291. ALUMINIUM-
Alcohol fuel, 178, 179. - arresters, 346.
- engine, 180. - bus-bars, 383.
Allis engine, 172. - cables, 290.
Alloys, resistance of, 67 (Table 6). - conductors, 324, 33.1.
ALTERNATING CURRENT- - constants, 63, 66, 308.

anLd continuous, 10, 294. - overhead wires, 328.
boosters, 142. - properties, 63, 66, 308.
elementary, 10 et aeq. - regulations as to, 324.
potentiometer, 95. Aluminium-bronze, 67 (Table 6).
rectified, 13. Alundum, 85.
transmission, 294 el seq. (see Trans- American frequencies, 135.

mission). Ammeters, 97, 100,135, 385.
wattmeters, 110. Ammonium sulphate, 169.
Single-phase- Amorphouo carbon, 66.

elementary, 11. AMPBEB (see also Current)-
transmission, 297-300, 304, 306. - balance, 101.

Two-phase, 10. - definition, 2, 3.
Three-phase- - effective or virtual, 29.

alternators, 134, HI, 143. . - elementary, 25.
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AMPERE (cont.)- Bakelite, 73 (Table 7), 74, 75.
hours, 28. Balanced and unbalanced circuits, 110.

meters, 97, 113, 114. Balanced voltage protection, 359.
- maximum, A.C., 31. Balancer panels, 385.
- meters (see Ammeters). Balancers and 3-wire generators, 141.
- -second, 2, 28. Balancing reservoirs, 240.
- -turns, 42. Ballistic galvanometer, 96.

on instruments, 98. BanM turbine, 133.
magnet, 81. Bare conductors, 4.

Ampere's rule, 33. Barometric condenser, 175.
Amplitude of curve, 56. Bastian meter, 114.
Analysis of costs, 194, 269. BATTERY, 127, 128 (see Primary cells ; Secon-
Andhra Valley plant, 242. dary cells; also Vol. 2).
Angle insulators, 330. - cut-outs, 358.
- stays, 326. - floating, 142.
Annealed and hard-drawn copper, 295. - meters, 114.
Annual flow off catchment, 204. - panels, 385.
Anode and cathode, 127. Bauxite, 85.
Antimony, 66, 127, 346. Bazin's formula, 210, 211.
A-posts, 323. BB alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Aperiodic instrument, 90. Beacon metal, 67 (Table 6).
Apparatus, protection of, Chap. 15. B.E.A.M.A., 152.
Apparent power, 56, 110, 153. Beard-Hunter sheathed pilot system, 359.
- resistance, 44 (see Impedance). Beard self-balance protective system, 359.
Applications of electric energy (see Vol. 2). Beaver's test for tinning, 282.
ARC- Belt driving, 164.
- lamps and frequency, 135. Benzine, 73 (Table 7).
-. power factor, 156. Benzol, 169.
- lighting dynamo, 138. B.E.S.A. (see British Engineering Standards
- suppressor, 351. Association).
Arcing grounds, 351. Biassed relay and transformer protection, 359.
- tips, 365. Bibliographies, 58, 87, 125, 152, 163, 184, 199,
Area required for plant, 196. I 258, 267, 276, 293, 336, 360, 386.
Argentan, 67 (Table 6). Bichromate cell, 127.
Armature, 132, 133. Bimetal fuse wire, 342.

volts, 138. Bismuth, 65, 67 (Table 6), 121, 127, 346.
Armoured cables, 283, 290. Bitumen, 73 (Table 7), 74.
- draw-out switchboard, 380. - cables, 283, 287.
Arno meter, 274. - dielectric, 287.
Aron meter, 115. Blast-furnace gas, 167, 178, 181.
Arrangement of switchboards, 382. Bleeding steam, 176.
Arresters, lightning, 346, Board of Trade, 293, 324 (se$ also Electricity
Artificial silk, 74. Commissioners).
Asbestos, 73 (Table 7), 74, 80, 85. unit (see Unit).
Ash disposal, 196. Boilers, mercury, 166.
Asphalt, 75. BOILEKS, STEAM-
Association cable, 281, 284 (see Cable). - Babcock, Bonccourt, Stirling, 170.
Asynchronous alternator, 144. - general, 166 et seq.
Atmospheric condenser, 175. - grate area, 170.
Attraction between conductors, 338. - heating surface, 170.
AUTOMATIC- ' - -house efficiency, 171.
- devices for switchgear, 373. - losses, 171.
- stations and sub-stations, 187. Bonecourt boiler, 170.
- switches, 365 et seq. Boosters, 142.
Average value of sine wave, 30. Boulder crates, 236.

Bowden-Thomson sheathed-cable system, 359.
BBANCH circuits and control (see Vol. 2).

>ABCOCK & Wilcox boilers, 170. - switches (see Vol. 2).
Back E.M.P., 28. Brass, 65, 67 (Table 6).
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.Breakage of overhead wires, 324. CABLES (cont.}-
Breakdown voltage, 70, 72. - fireproof, 283.

of air, 78, 79. - grade of, 281.
Breaking capacity of switches, 369-37 L - graded, 289.
BEEAKING STRESS- - heating of, 291, 312, 338.

aluminium, 308. -" impedance, 310.
bronze, 331. - I.E.E. rules, 280, 285.
copper, 295, 307, 324. - inductance, reactance, impedance, 310.
dip and, 328, 329. - insulated, 310 et seq.
insulators, 330. - intersheath, 289, 311, 319.
of wires, 324. - Makers' Association, 281, 284.
overhead construction, 324 elseq., 328 et - mining (see Vol. 2).

seq. - paper insulated, 311.
poles, 324, 325. - pressure drop, 24, 286.
stay wires, 326. - reactance, 310.
steel wires, 309. - resistance (see Resistance).

Bridge, Wheatstone's, 120. - submarine, 292.
BEITISH- - tropical, 281,
- and Allied E.M.A., 152. - underground, Chap. 11.
- Engineering Standards Association Re- - vulcanised india-rubber, 283, 287.

porta, 5, 7, 12, 23, 58, 67, 87, 92, 108, Cab-tyre sheathing, 74, 283.
125, 136, 152, 173, 184, 279, 293, 311, CADMIUM-
324, 336, 360, 363, 375. - properties, 67 (Table 6), 127.

- standards, conductors, 279. copper alloy, 65, 331.
rating, 136. - standard cell, 128.
switchgear, 372. Calculation of short-circuit current, 339.

- thermal unit, 48, 50, 52, 53. Calido aUoy, 67 (Table 6).
- Thomson-Houston frequency meter, 112. Californian Edison Co., 315.

protective system, 359. Calorie and great calorie, 48.
Bronze, 65, 67 (Table 6), 331, 335. Calorific values, 168, 170, 171, 178, 191.
Brown coal, 168. Cambric insulator, 73 (Table 7), 74, 287.
Brushes, 66, 133. Canal falls, 218.
.Brush discharge, 316. Canals and forebays, 231.
- volts, 138. CAPACITY, ELECTROSTATIC-
Bucking transformer, 142. cables, 307, 311.
Buckley's pocket-book, 204. concentric cables, 311.
Buffer resistance, 368. condensance and, 46.
Buildings for power-house, 196. currents (see Charging currents).
Building up field, 138. elementary, 2, 46.
Bunching conductors, 4. frequency and, 135.
Bus BAK- -of insulator, 330.

connections, 383. overhead lines, S.P., 305.
excitation, 148. three-phase, 306.

- - reactance, 340. power factor and, 156.
By-products from fuel, 169. reactance, 46, 135, 304.

resonance and, 350.
tables of, 307.

V_^ABLES (see also Conductors ; Wires)- Cap insulators, 330.
- and wires, Chap. 13. Capital cost and charges, plant, 194, 195.

overhead lines, 334. CARBON-
- armoured, 283, 290. - breaks, 365.
- Association grade, 281, 284. - electrodea, 66.
- bitumen ihsulated, 283, 287. - properties, 66 (Tahle 6).
- cab-tyre sheathed, 74, 283. - steel, 66 (Table 6).
- capacity and charging current, 307, 311. - tetrachloride, 77, 375.
- class of, 283. Carborundum, 67, 85.

- construction and jointing, 290. Carriage and water-power, 217.
- drop of pressure in, 24, 286. Carry-over storage of water, 244-
- extra high pressure, 288, 289, Cartridge fuses, 375,
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Cast iron, 64, 67 (Table 6), 82. Class of dielectrics, 70 et seq.
Castor oil, 73 (Table 7). Climax alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Cast steel, 82. COAI^~
Catcbment areas, 202, 203. - coke and, 168.
Cathode and anode, 127. - consumption, 191 to 194.
Cathode (Kathode) ray oscillograph, 118. - gas, 178.
CELLS (see also Primary cells; Secondary - grate area and, 170.

cells)- - storage, 196.
- elementary, 127. Cobalt, 67 (Table 6), 81, 127.
- standard, Clark & Weston, 95, 128. - alloys, 83.
Cellular type switchboards, 376, 378. Coefficients, hydraulic, 206, 207, 210, 212,
Celluloid, 73 (Table 7). 247.
Cellulose silk, 74. Coercive force, 81-83.
Cefnent as insulator, 75. COIL-
Centralisation of plant, 185 et seq. - armature, 132, 133.
Central stations, 18.5 et seq. - choke, 45, 348.

output statistics, 197. - dissonance, 351.
Ceylon, water-power, 243. - pressure reducing (volt-box), 95, 107.
C.G.S. system of units, 2. - reactance, 45, 348.
Channels, water, 211, 212, 237. Coke, 168.
Characteristic curves, 134, 138. - ovens and by-products, 169.
Charcoal iron, 82. gas, 167, 181.
Charge indicator, 104. Collector ring, 133.
Charges for electric supply (see Tariffs). Comb arrester, 346.
- standing and worMng, 194. Combined sets, cost, 189.
Charging contacts, 368. Combustion, internal and external, lt>6.
- electrolytic arresters, 346. Comet aHoy, 67 (Table 6).
CHARGING- (OB CAPACITY) CURRENT- Commercial measurements, 97.

cables, 307, 311, 351, 359. Commutation, sparkless, 139.
earths and, 351. Commutator, 133.
elementary, 46. - motor and frequency, 135.
frequency and, 135. Companies and local authorities, 195.
overhead lines, 135, 305, 306. Composition of alloys, 67 (Table 6).
power factor and, 166. fuels, 168.
protective systems and, 359. Compounds, insulating, 74.

Chatterton's compound, 74. CompounpL engines, 172.
Chester plant, 223. - -wound generators, 134, 138, 148.
Choking coils, 45, 348. Compressed air as dielectric, 78.
Chromite, 85. Concentric cables, capacity, 311.
Chromium alloys, 83. Concrete as insulator, 74.
Chronic alloy, 67 (Table 6). - poles, 323.
CIRCUITS) (see also Vol. 2)- Condensance, 46, 304.
- breaker, 343 et seq., 361, 365 U seq. CONDENSES (ELECTRIC)-
- closed, 9. cable as, 304.
- elementary. 9. elementary, 46, 57.
- magnetic, 41. Moscicki, 346.
- open, 9. power factor and, 156, 160.
- protection of, Chap. 15. type insulators, 368.
- short (see Short-circuit). voltmeters with, 107.
Circular mil, 292, 309. Condensers, steam, 175, 191.
Circulating current protection, 359. Condensing engines, 172.
Clirculating water, 175. Conductance, 18.
Cark cell, 128. Conductivity of metals, 62 et seq.~
CLASSIFECATIOK- CONDUCTORS-

- instruments, 89 et seq. - aluminium, 63.
- insulators, 73. - attraction and repulsion of, 338.
- materials, 69, 60. - bare, 4.
- water-power, 203. - bronze, 65, 66, 331.
Class of cables, 283, - copper, 279 el seq., 307,
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CONDUCTORS (cont.)- COPPER-
- current density, - annealed, 62, 66. 279.
- definition, 4, 59. - area of, conductors, 279.
- earthed, 4, 353. - breaking stress, 62, 66.
- economic section of, 333. - British standards for, 279.
- formulae for line, 324 et seq. - bus bars, 383.
- hard-drawn copper, 307. - conductivity, 62.
- insulators and, 59. - conductors, 62, 66, 279.
- Kelvin's law, 333. formulae for, 295.
- lightning, 348. regulations for, 324=, 336.
- regulations as to, 324, 336. density, 62, 66.
- See also Cables; Various metals; Wires. - dip and stress of, 327 et seq.
CONNECTION. (See also Vol. 2, Circuits and - elasticity, 62, 66.

Connections.) - expansion coefficient, 66.
- between generating stations, 186. - for transmission, 328.
- bus bars and, 383. - fuses, 342.
- phase, 150. general formulae,
- to supply, 185. - hard-drawn, 66, 295, 307.
Constantan alloy, 67 (Table 6). - in electro-chemical series. 127.
CONSTANT CUBRKMT- - resistance, 62, 66.

dynamo, 138. - sheathed cables, 359 (se& also Intershcaths).
system (Thury), 317. - temperature coefficient, 62, 66.
transmission, 289, 294, 317, 318. - weight, 62.

CONSTANTS OF- - wires, standard, 279.
aluniMurn, 308, 331. Copper-cadnaium wire, 331.
bronze, 33 L constantan couple, 122.
cadmium-copper, 331. Core-balanced protection, 359.
conductors, 67 (Table 6), 331. - material of, 82.
hard-drawn copper 307. Cornish boilers, 170.
insulators, 73 (Table 7). Corona discharge, 316.
steel wire, 309, 331. Corrosion, 324.
water-power, 202. Correction of power factor, 159-162.

Constant pressure dynamo, 138. Corundum, 85.
CONSTRUCTION OP- COST(S)--

cables, 290. - Capital and working, 194.
oil switches, 368. - of central station, plant, 195.
switchboards, 382. combined steam sets, 189.

Consumer's pressure, 23. electric supply, 269.
Contactors, 374. electric installation (see Vol. 2).
CONTINUOUS CURRENT- hydro-electric works, 216.

compared with A.C., 10, 294 et seq. overhead lines, 332, 334.
- - direction of, 33 to 35. power factor correction, 162.

elementary, 10, 14. steam sets, 189.
- "- generator (see Dynamo). - tariffs and, Chap. 12.

motor (see Motor, D.C.). - wiring (see Vol. 2).
transmission, 294, 297, 317. - working and fixed, 194.

- and short-tioQO rating, 136. Cotton, 73~(Table 7), 74, 80.
CONTEOL- Coulom.1), 2, 28.

-- and damping, 90. Counter E.M.F., 132.
- in branch, circuits (me Vol. 2). Couple, galvanic, 127.
- of wiring circuits (see Vol. 2). Cranes, electric (see Vol 2).
- panels, 385. Creosote, 86, 323.
- power factor correction and, 101. Crest factor, 30.
- transmission and, Part III. Crest voltmeter, 105.

Conventional signs, 7. Crompton's rule, 33.
CONVERTERS, 142 (fee Vol. 2). Crossing wires, 324.
Conveyors, coal, 196. Crude oil, 178, 180.
Cooling towers, 176, Crystals and piezo effect, 130.
Copal 74* Cubic meters and feet, 202,
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Cupro-nickcl, 67 (Table 6). Deflectors, jet, 255.
CUBRBNT (see also Ampere)- Delivered pressure, 23.
- capacity or charging (see Charging current). Delta connections, 143, 158, 3 Hi
- continuous (see Continuous current). Density, current, 27, 369.
- density, 27. Density of materials, 60, 67 (Table 6).

in switches, 369. Depreciation and maintenance (see Vol. 2).
- direct (see Continuous current). Depth, hydraulic mean, 210.
- direction of, 33-35, 127, 358. Detector galvanometer, 96.
- effective, 29, 49. Dials, cyclometer, etc., 113.
- elementary, 2, 25. Dial synchroscope, 149.
- excessive, 337, 338. Diamagnetic, 32.
- fusing of wires, 342. Dickens' run-off formula, 204.
- heating cables by, 291. DIELECTRIC-
- lagging and leading, 46, 153 c.t seq., 304. - breakdown, 89.
- limiter, 272, 374. - constant permittivity, 46.
- limitation, 337, 340. - defined, 4.
- magnetism and, 33, 35. - hysteresis, 60, 70.
- maximum in A. C., 31. - loss in cables, 312.

on short-circuit, 338, 339. - properties of various. 70 et seq.
- measuring, 98 et seq. - strength, 70, 72.
- meters, water, 207. of air, 78, 79.
- pressure and, of 3-phase alternator, 143. Diesel engines, 167, 179, 180.
- rectified, 13, 132. Difference of potential, 22.
- reverse, 358. Dimming resistance, 68.
- R.M.S., 29. Dinas bricks, 85.
- shunt, 138. Dip and stress, 327, 328, 329.
- sine wave, 29 to 31. Direct current (see Continuous current).
- transformers, 107, 108, 384. Direction of current, 33-35, 127, 358.
- virtual, 29. DTSCHABGE-
- wattless (see Wattless currents). - corona, 316.

in cables, 312. - sluices, 213.
Curves, mass, hydraulic, 209. - streams, 206.
CtTSEC- - water in pipes, 232, 246 et seq.
- and ampere, 25. - weirs and notches, 205.
- equivalents, 202. Disruptive critical voltage, 316.
- meaning of, 201. Dissonance coil, 351.
Cut-outs, fusible, 342, 375. Distribution in branch circuits (see Vol. 2).
Cutting and welding, electric (see Vol. 2). - panel, 385.
Cycles, 12, 135. Diversity factor, 262 et seq.
Cyclic irregularity, 149. Diverting jets, 255.
Cyclometer dials, 113. Dolomite, 85.
Cylinder gate, 221. Draft tube, 214, 218, 220, 232, 233.

Dransfield voltmeter, 100.

Drawing-in. cables, 290.
JALMARNOCK station, 196. Draw-out switchboard, 376, 380.

Damping and control, 90. Driving, electric (see Vol. 2).
Dams, 219, 225, 244. Drop of pressure, 24, 286.
* Danger' defined, 353. Drowned weir, 205.
Daniell cell, 127. Dry cells, 127.
Darjeeling plant, 256. Drysdale potentiometer, 95.
D'Arsonval galvanometer. 96. - wattmeter, 109.
Dashpots on relays, 344. Dry test of insulators, 330.
Dead-beat instruments, 90. Duddell oscillograph, 118. <*
Definite time-limit relay, 344. - thermo-ammeter, 99.
DEFimTTONS- - -Mather wattmeter, 109.
- general, Chap. 1. DYNAMO (see also Alternator; Generator).
- I.E.E., 4. - acyclic, 137.
- International, 3, 6. - armature, 132, 133.
- pressure, 22. - balancing on 3-wire, 141.
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DYNAMO (cont.)- EFFICIENCY (cont.)-
- battery charging, 138. - generators, 146, 167.
- brushes, 1$3. - power factor and, 155.
- characteristic curves, 134, 138. - power-house, 191.
- commutation, 139. - probable limits, 191.
- commutator, 133. - turbines, steam, 173.
- compound wound, 134, 138, 148. water, 201.
- efficiency, 146, 167. Einthoven string galvanometer, 96.
- elementary, 132. Elastic bitumen, 74.
- excitation, 140. ELASTICITY-
- homopolar, 137- - copper, 62, 67 (Table 6).
- interpoles, 139. - metals, 67 (Table 6).
- magnets, 32, 35, 40 et tteq., 81-83, 133, 138. - wires, 324.
- parallel running, 148. Elaterite, 74.
- power to drive, 164. ' Electrical Times ' tables, 194, 269,
- rating, 136. ELECTRICITY in agriculture and mining (see.
- residual magnetism, 81-83, 138. Vol. 2).
- series and shunt wound, 138. - Commissioners and Regulations, 135, 191,
DYNAMOMETER TYPE- 195, 197, 198, 293, 324, 326, 336.

instruments, 101. - regulations (factory and workshop), 58,
relays, 358. 151, 152, 293, 353, 356, 382.
-wattmeters, 109. - Supply Act, 1919, 198, 322.

Dyne, 2. 1922, 275.
ELECTRIC lighting, heating, circuits, cutting,

welding, furnaces, magnets, precipitation,
JDARTH- motors, driving, lifting, traction, road

- connection, 4, 347. vehicles, ship-propulsion (sec Vol. 2).
- intermittent, 351. - horse-power, 51.
- plates, 347, 348. - lighting Acts, 198, 275, 322.
- potential, 24. - properties of metals, 59-65.
- relays, 359. - supply, public, 268.
- wires, 324, 347. ELECTROCHEMICAL-

Earthed (conductor) denned, 4, 353. - generator, 127, 128.
EARTHING- - instruments, 89 et seq.
- definition, 4, 353. - phase advancer, 160.
- lightning arrester, 346. - processes (see Vol. 2).

conductor, 348. - series, 127.
- neutral, 354. Electro-chemistry (&ee Vol. 2).
- posts, etc., 323, 324. Electrodes, 66.

- regulations as to, 383. Electrodynamic units, 2.
Ebonite, 73 (Table 7), 74. Electrolysis, 127.
Economics of steam and water power, 217. Electrolyte, 68, 127.

overhead and underground wires, 333. ELECTROLYTIC-
power factor correction, 162. - cell, 127.

Economiser, 170. - corrosion, 324.
Eddy currents, 39, 81, 82, 135. - instruments, 89 et seq.

braking, 114. - iron, 82.
Edina alloy, 67 (Table 6). - lightning arresters, 346.
Effective volts and amperes, 29. - meters, 113, 114.
EFFICIENCY;- Electromagnets, 32, 41, 133 (see also Vol. 2).
- alternators, 146. Electromagnetic generators, 132.
- boilers, etc., 170. - instruments, 89 et seq.
- combined sets, 189. Electro-metallurgy (see Vol. 2).
- Diesel engines, 167, 179. Electrometer, 96.
- dynamos, 146, 167. Electromotive force, 22 (see Pressure).
- electrical, - counter, 132.

- engines, heat, 167, 179. - of thermo-couple, 122.
- frequency and, 135. Electroplating cell, 127.
- fuel and, 166. Electro-positive and negative elements, 127.
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ELECTROSTATIC-

- capacity of cables, 311. FACEPLATE switches, 374.
- charge indicator, 104. Factory and Workshop Regulations, 58, 151,
- flux shield, 330. 152, 293, 353, 356, 382.
- generator, 131. FACTOR OT SAPETY-
- grading of insulators, 330. conductors, 324.
- instruments, 89 tt seq. - insulators, 324.
- ohmmeter, 119. overhead wires, 324.
- oscillograph, 118. - pipes for water power, 248.
- units, 2. poles, 324.
- voltmeter, 103, 104, 107. stays. 324, 326.
Elementary explanations, 8 et seq. Failure of insulation and protection, 352.
Elongation in wires, 324. FALL OR HEAD-
Elverson oscilloscope, 123. on canals, 218.
Empire cloth, 74. general, 201-203, 215.
Enamelled wire, 80. high, Chap. 10.
Enamels, insulating, 76. low, 218-223.
Enclosed fuses, 375. medium, 224-233.
End contractions in weirs. 205. variable, 223.

End turns and surges, 349. Farads, 2. (*S'ee also Capacity.)
ENERGY- FAULTS-

- consumption of (see Units B.T.U.). - general, Chap. 15.
- measurement, A.C., 110. - relays and, 344.
- sources of, 126. - to earth, 351.
- stored in field, 57. FEEDER-

ENGINES, STEAM- - panels, 385.
compared wth turbines, 189. - reactance, 340, 370.
condensing and non-condensing, 172. - services and, 334.
consumption of steam, etc., 167. Feed water, 171.

- gas and oil, 167, 179, 181. Feme alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Equalising circuit for compound dynamos, 148. Ferranti-Field leakage protection, 352.
Equivalents, electrical and mechanical. 48 et Ferranti-Hawkins, core balance system, 350.

seq. Ferro-nickel, 67 (Table 6).
- hydraulic, 202. Ferrozoid alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Erg, 2. Ferry alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Erinoid, 73 (Table 7), 74. Fibre, vulcanised, 73 (Table 7).
Errors of instruments, 92 et seq. Fibroid, 74.
Eureka alloy, 67 (Table 6). Fibrous insulators, 74.
Evaporation in boilers, 170. FIELD-
Evaporative condensers, 175. - alternator, 133, 140.
Everett-Edgoumbe power factor indicator, 111. - building up, 138.
- synchroscope, 149. - dynamo, 140.
Examples of tariffs, 275. - elementary, 32, 40 et #eq.
Excessive pressure, causes, 345, et seq. - general, 133.
Excitation of dynamos, 140. - magnets, 133.
Exciter, 133, 140. - residual, 81-83, 138.
EXHAUST STEAM- - rheostats, 385.

turbines, 173. - synchronous motor, 160.
utilisation of, 176, 188. Filters for ventilators, 146.

Expansion of metals, 67 (Table 6), 331. Firth's steel, 81.
Export of power, 198. Fire risk, 356.
Explpsion-proof tanks, 356. Fireclay, 85.
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL- Fish paper, 74. "*

characteristic, 138. Fixed charge per lamp, 272.
combustion, 166. Fixed coil galvanometer, 96.
resistance, 21. Flameproof fuses, 375.

Extra high pressure, 22. - switchboards, 376, 379.
cables, 288, 289. - switches, 366.

-»=r :- transmission, 315 et seg. Flash-over voltage, 330, 338,
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Flat rate charges for energy, 270. FUEL (cow!.)-.
Fleming's rule, 35. - grate area and, 170.
FLEXIBLE WtRES AND CABLES- - Research Board, 169.

general, 284, 285. - steam consumption and, 167.
I.E.E. rules, 286; Fullerboard, 74.

Floating battery, 142. Fuller cell, 127.
- weir, 244. Furnaces, electric, 156 (see also Vol. 2).
Flood discharge, 204. FUSES-
Flow of current, direction of, 33-35, 127, 358. - bimetal, 342.
FLOW OF WATER- - cartridge, 375.

and storage, 234 et seq., 243. copper, tin, lead, 342.
approximations, 202. - enclosed, 375.
from catchments, 204. - high-tension, 375.
in pipes, 232. 246 et seq. - in telephone circuit, 335.

- over weirs, 205, 244. oil-immersed, 375.
through sluices, 213. - standard, B.E.vS.A., 375.

Flue gas analysis, 171. - -switch, 4.
Flumes (wator channels), 211, 212, 237. - trip relay, 344.
Fluor-spar, 130. Fusing currents, 342.
FLUX, MAGNETIC-
- - density 82.

general, 41, 43., (^JCALALITH, 73 (Table 7), 74.
measures, 121. Gallons and cusecs, 202.
meter, Grossct, 121. Galvanic couple, 127.
shield, 330. Galvanometers, 96.

Foot-pounds, 2, 48, 50, 52, 53, 201. Ganister briok, 85.
Force, 2. GAS-
- lines of, 35, 41. - blast furnace, 167.
' Forced draught machine,' 4. - engines, 167, 179, 181.
Forcbays, 231, 235, 245. - fired boilers, 170.
Form factor, 30. - fuel, 168, 178, 179.
Formite, 73 (Table 7), 74, 75. - producer (suction), 167.
Formula* for transmission, 295, 297 et seq. - town, 167.
Fractional distillation, 169. - turbine, 179, 183.
Fractionating rain-gauge, 204. Gates, water, 221.
Fractions in oil, 178. Gauge, wire, standard, 271).
Francis wheel, 203, 214, 215, 221, 233. Gauss, 1, 40.
Freight and water-power, 217. General Electric Co., 315, 371.

Generating costs, 194.
- cliangera or converters, 135, 186 (see also Generating station, automatic, 187.

Vol. 2). GENERATORS (see also Alternator; Dynamo)-
- effects of various, 135. - and accessories, Chap. 4.
- errors in instruments, 92. - burning out of, 356.
- general, 47. - capacity, in power-house, 189.
- measures, 112. - delta connection, 314.

- meters, 112,385. "- efficiency, 167.
- speed and, 123, 138. - - and ventilation, 146.
- standard, 134, 135. - electrostatic, 131.
Frictional machine, 131. -- elementary, 132 el seq.
Friction tape, 74. -~ frequency, 135.
"- in water pipes, 247. - high-speed, 145. "
Front and back connections, 303. - paraUel-running, 148-150.
F0KL- » -- panels, 385.
- capital costs and, 217. - power to drive, 164.
- consumption of internal combustion en- - rating and temperature rise, 136.

gines, 179. - reactance, 340.
- costs, 289. - series, Thury, 317.

gaseous and liquid, 178, 170. - star connection, 314.
168, Gennevilliers plant, 173, 196, 288, 356,

§71
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German silver, 67 (Table 6). HEATING (cont.}-
Gilbert, 42. surface of boiler, 170.
Giles' valve, 346, Hecnum alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Gilsonite, 74. Height of overhead lines, 324.
Girard wheel, 233. Henley Manual, 291,311.
Glass, 73 (Table 7), 80. Henries and millihenries, 2, 36.
- insulators, 74, 330. Hewlett insulators, 330.
Glasgow system of charging for energy, 273. High-fall water-power, Chap. 10.
Glow lamps and power factor, 156. High-frequency currents, 47 (see also Light-
Gold, 67 (Table 6), 127. ning).
Governors, water wheel, 221, 255, 256. HIGH PRESSURE, Electrical-
Grade of cables, 281. cables, 287-289.

insulation, 4. defined, 22.
Graded insulation, 289. transmission, 315 et seq.
Gramme-centimetre 2. engines, 172.
GRAPHICAL- - -speed generators, 145.
- construction for single-phase lines, 300. Hoisting, electric (see Vol. 2).

3-phase lines, 303. Home Office regulations, 58,151,152, 293, 356,
- method for power factor and K.V.A., 157. 382.

reactance, etc., 300, 303. Homopolar dynamo, 134, 137.
- symbols, 58. Honda's steel, 83.
Graphite, 66. Hopkinson's law, transmission, 333.
Graphitised carbon, 66. HORN-
Grasset fluxmeter, 121. - arresters, 346.
Grate area, 170. - fibre, 74.
Gravity control instruments, 90. - gap switches, 364.
Great calorie, 48. HORSE-POWER-
Grounds, arcing, 351. - equivalents, 51, 201.
Grunsky's coefficients, 207. - hour, 53, 202.
Guard brackets, 324. - indicated, brake, electrical, etc., 51, 202.
Guttapercha, 73 (Table 7), 74. - in water-power, 201.

- of internal combustion engines, 179.
Hot-spot temperature, 122.

L ADFIELD'S steel, 83, 84. Hot-well, 175.
Half and quarter wave transmission, 318. HOT WIRE-
Hamilton poles, 323. instruments, 89 et esq., 99.
Handyell system, 372. oscillograph, 118.
Hard-drawn copper, 66, 295, 307. Howard leakage detector, 352.
Hard rubber, 74. H-poles, 323.
Harmonics and resonance, 350. Humphrey pump, 182.
HEAD OF WATER- Hunter four-core pilotless system, 359.

canal falls, 218. Hydraulic analogies, 8, 9, 24, 46, 260.
developments of high, Chap. 10. - mean depth, 210.

low 218-223 Hydro-electrics, Chaps. 8-10.
medium, 224-233. Hydrographs, 208, 209.

elementary, 201. Hysteresis, 34, 81, 82.
lost in pipes, 247. -' dielectric, 312.
variable, 223.

- works, 236.
HEAT- CE on wires, 324, 331.
- distribution in boilers, 170. Ideal alloy, 67 (Table 6).
- losses in power-houso, 191. Idle component, 110.
- low grade and waste, 176, 188. I.E.E. rules (see Wiring rules). f
Heaters, electric, and P.F., 156. IMPEDANCE-
HEITING- - cables, 310.
- electric (see Vol. 2). - elementary, 44-46.
- effect of short-circuit, 338. - frequency and, 135.
- of cables, 291, 312, 338. - on overhead lines, 299, 302, 307,
- of insulation, 352. - switching and, 370.
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IMPEDANCE (cont.)- INSULATION (cont.)-
- table of, $07. - equivalent stress with A.C. and D.C.,
Impregnation, 76, 86, 323. 298.
Impulse protective gaps, 346. - failure of, 352.
Impulse wheels, 203, 214, 238. - grade of* 281.
Incandescent lamps and power factor, .156. - graded, 289.
Incrustation of pipes, 247. - high-pressure cables, 287-289.
INDIA- - overhead lines (see Overhead lines).
-" rainfall and run-off in, 204. - resistance, 119.
- water-power in, 242. - voltage and strain on, 298.

cost of, 216. INSULATORS-

- wood poles in, 323. - and conductors, 59.
Indiarubber, 73 (Table 7), 74, 75, 287. - capacity of, 330.
Indicated horse-power, 51. - cap type, 330.
Indicating devices on switchboards, 373. - condenser type, 368.
Indicator, P.F., 111. - general, 74, 330.
Induced E.M.3T. and frequency, J35. - solid and plastic, 74.
INDUCTANCE- Installations and cost (see Vol. 2).
- cables, 310. Intensity rain-gauge, 204.
- defined, 2. Inter-connection of systems and plant, 186,
- overhead linos, 299, 302, 307. 320, 367 et seq.
- resonance and, 350. Interlocked switchgear, 366 et seq., 373.
- table of, 307. Intermittent earths, 351.
INDUCTION- Internal and external characteristics, 138.
- alternator, 144. combustion, 166.

- ammeter, 102. - combustion engines (see Gas engines; Oil
- elementary, 35, 81, 82. engines).
- furnace and power factor, 156. - resistance, 21.
- instruments, 89 et #eq. International definitions, 3.
- magnetic, 81, 82. - Electro-technical Commission, 6, 62, 87.
- motor and frequency, 135. 136, 152, 268, 262.

power factor, 156. - horse-power, 51.
relay, 344. Interpoles, 139.

- regulator, 142. Interruptions to supply. 355.
- self and mutual, 2, 35, 30. - of excessive current, 341.
- voltmeter, 102. Intersheaths, 289, 311, 319.
- wattmeter, 109. Inverse time limit relay, 344.

relay, 358. Inward and outward flow turbines, 233.
Inductive coils for arresters, 346. lonisation, 79, 105, 316.
- reactance and P.F., 156. Iridium, 67 (Table 6).
Industrial processes, electrical ((tee Vol. 2). Iron, properties, 64, 66, 82, 127, 331.
- load curves, 266. Ironclad reactance, 340.

I.E.C. (see International Electro-technical - switchboard and switches, 366, 376,
Commission). 379.

Influence machines, 131. Iron conductors, 331.
Instantaneous relay, 344. - -constantan couple, 122.
Institution of Electrical Engineers, wiring Irwin oscillograph, 118.

rules, 4, 58, 152, 280 et seq., 293, Isolated neutral, 351.
356, 382. Isolating switches, 338, 361, 362, 385.

Gas Engineers, 169.
Instruments and measuring, Chap. 3.Instrument transformers, 108, 384. j ET arrester, 346.
InsulatedVires and cables, 310 et seq. - condenser, 175.
Insulating materials, constants, etc., 70 et Jets and impulse wheels, 255.

seq. Joints, cable, 290.
- paint and varnish, 76. - pipes, 262.
INSULATION (see also Dielectric)- Joule, 2, 57.
- cables (see Cables). Johnson valve, 253.
- class, 283. Jute, 73 (Table 7), 74.
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LIGHTNING-

JXALANITE, 75, 330. - and telephones, 335. n
KAPP- - arresters, 45, 334, 335, 346, 385.
- phase advancer, 160. - conductors, 348.
- method of finding phase sequence, Lignite, 168.

150. Lime-silica cement, 75.
Kathode (Cathode), 118, 127. Limitation of current, 337, 340.
Kaplan wheel, 215. Linear expansion of metals,, 67 (Table 6).
Kelvin balance, 101. Line fault relays, 359.
Kelvin's law, 333. Linesman's detector, 96.
Kicking coil, 346. Lines of force, 35, 41.
Kieselguhr, 85. -" overhead and underground, Chap. 11.
Kilogramme-calorie, 48. Linked switch, 4.
KHovolt-ampere, 55, 56. Lipman frequency meter, 112.
Kilowatt, 50. LIQUID-
- method of charge, 272. - fuel, 178.

hours, 2, 52. - insulators, 77.
generated in U.K., 197. - resistance, 68.

Knife switches, 363. Litharge arrester, 346.
Kromore alloy, 67 (Table 6). Live steam utilisation, 176.
Kruppin, 67 (Table 6). Load curves, 265, 266.
K.V.A., 55, 56. Load despatcher, 190, 382.
Kyanising, 86. LOAD FACTOR-

and efficiency, 191, 194.

L and water-power 217.BAGGING boilers, 171. denned and explained, 261, 263 et ,
- currents, 46, 153 et seq., 304. Loading coils, 82.
Lakes, storage, 244. - transmission line, 318.
Lamp, slowing-down oscilloscope, 123. Local action, 127.
- sychroscope, 149. LOCAL ATTTHOBITIES--
Lancashire boiler, 170. and companies' supplies, 195.
Lattice pole, 323. wayleaves, 322.
LAW- Lohys steel, 82.
-" Kelvin's and Hopkinson's, 333. Long distance transmission, 315 et #e.q.
- of electricity, 198, 275, 322. - spans, 324 fit seq., 329.
Laxapana hydro-electric scheme, 243. Loss of head, 247.
Layered insulation, 79. Losses in cables, dielectric, 312.
Lead and return, 9. plant, 191.
LEAD- power-house, 193.

covered cable, 283. Low-grade heat, using, 176, 188.
- fuses, 342. Low heads, hydraulic, Chap. 9.
- properties, 65, 67 (Table 6), 127. - -pressure turbines, 176.
- peroxide arrester, 346. * - -pressure' (electric) defined, 22.
Leading and lagging currents, 46, 153 et stq.> - temperature distillation, 169.

304. Low VOLTAGE-

Leakage currents, 71, 95, 352. and interruptions, 355.
- and protection, 352. release, 355.
- in instruments, 95. tripping, 372.
Leclanche cell, 127. Lucere alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Letheroid, 73, 74 (Table 7).
Level and over-compounding, 138.
Leyden jar, 46. ACHINERY, rating of, 136,
Life of wood poles, 86, 323. Magnesite, 85.
Lifting dams, 219, 225. Magnesium, 67 (Table 6), 127.
- magnets, 84. MAGNETS-
Lifts, electric (see Vol. 2). - elementary, 32, 40 et seq.
Light, velocity of, 47. - field, 133.
Lighting, electric (see Vol. 2). - interpoles, 139.
- maximum demand, 265. - lifting (see Vol. 2).
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MAGNETS (cant.)- i MEASUBING : MEASUREMENTS (cont.)-
- Maxwell's j-ule, 32. - of supply, 113 et seq.
- polarity and current, 32, 35. temperature, 122.
- reluctance, 41, 42. wave form, 118.
- residual magnetism, 81-83, 138. - instruments, 89 et seq.
MAGNETIC- - resistance, 119, 120.
- blow-out, 365. - standard, 95.
- circuit, 41. Mechanical effect of short-circuit, 338, 339.
-- field, 40, 92. - efficiency, 166, 167.
-- flux measures, 121. MECHANICAL EQUIVALENTS-
- pyrometers, 122. of heat, 166.
- shunts, 107. horse-power hour, 53.
- steel and non-magnetic, 81 e.l seq. watts and kilowatts, 49, 50.
Magnetisation curve, 81. watt-hours and kilowatt-hours, 52.
Magnetism, current and motion, 35. Medium falls, water-power, 224.
Magnetomotive force, 41, 42. - pressure defined, 22.
Magno-niekel, 67 (Table 6). - resistance steel, 82.
Mains (see Overhead lines ; Cables). Megger test set, 119.
Maintenance, depreciation, and repairs, 194 Megohm, 19.

(see also Vol. 2). Melting-point of metals, etc., 67 (Table 6).
Management in power-house, 194. MERCURY-
Mangan-bronze, 335. - boiler, 166.
MANGANESE- - meters, 115.
- properties, 127. - properties, 65, 67 (Table 6), 127. .
- -copper, 67 (Table 6). Merz maximum demand indicator, 117.
- -steel, 67 (Table 6), 84. - -Hunter split-conductor system, 359.
Manganin, 67 (Table 6). MERZ-PRICE-
Manning's formula, 212. - balanced voltage system, 359.
Marble, 73 (Table 7), 74. - circulating current system, 359.
Marylebone charges, 272. - conductors, 288, 290.
Mass, 2. Mesh and star condenser connections, 160.
- curves, hydraulic, 209. - (Delta) connection, 143, 160.
Master control, 373. Metals, electro-chemical series, 127.
Materials and properties, Chap. 2. - properties (see under Copper, etc.)* 67
MAXIMUM:- (Table 6).
- flow-off catchment, 204. Metal-graphite brushes, 66.
- temperature in fabrics, 80. METEBS-
- values in A.C., 31. - ampere-hour, 114.
- - of volt and ampere, 31. - cyclometer dial, 113
MAXIMUM DEMAND- - electrolytic, 89, 114.

tsxplanation, 259 et seq. - frequency, 112.
indicator, 117. - general, 64, 113 et seq.
tarift's, 272. - maximum demand, 117.

Maxwell's rule for magnets, 32. - phase, 111.
M'Coll biassed relay syst-em, 359. - reading dials, 113.
Mean and surface velocity of water, 206,210. - recording, 93.
- value of sin© wave, 30. Metering energy (see also Meters), 270.
MEASURING : MEASUREMENTS- Metropolitan electric supply, 317.
- accuracy of, 92. " Metropolitan' system of charging, 273.
- conductance and resistance, 119, 120. Mhos, 18.
- current and pressure, 98 et seq. Mica, 73 (Table 7), 74, 80.
- electrical, Chap. 3. - cloth, 73, 74.
- of flow Bf water, 205, 206, 210, 213. Micafolium, 74.

frequency, 112. Mcanite, 73 (Table 7), 74, 80.
" maximum demand, 117. Micarta, 73 (Table 7), 74.
- - flux, 121. Micro-ampere, 26.
- - power, 109. Microfarad, 2 (see Capacity).
- factor, 157. Mcrosol, 86.

revolutions, 123. Middle wire (see Neutral).
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" Mil, circular, 292, 309. No-mag iron, 67 (Table 6).
Miles Walker phase advancer, 160. No-mag steel, 84.
Milliampere, 26. Non-arcing metals, 346.
Millihenry, 2, 36. Non-association cables, 281, 284.
Mfflivoltmeter, 106. Non-condensing engines, 172.
Mineral caoutchouc, 74. Non-inductive coils, 35.
Minimum charges, 271. Norwegian water-power, 219, 243.
Mining, electricity in (see Vol. 2). Norwich system of charging for energy, 273.
- awitchgear, 379. Notodden, 219.
Ministry of Transport, 322. Notches, discharge of, 205.
Mixed-pressure turbines, (steam), 173. No-voltage release, 365.

flow wheels (water), 233. Nozzles for Pelton wheels, 253.
Modulus of elasticity of metals, etc., 67 (Table 6). Nystrom's table, wind, 324.
Molybdenum, 67 (Table 6).
Mond gas, 169, 178, 195.
Monel metal, 66 (Table 6).
Moody ejector turbine, 220. Official Regulations (see Electricity Commis-
Moscieki condenser, 346. sioners ; Home Office ; etc.).
Motor cars, electric (see Vol. 2). Ohm (see also Resistance), 2, 3, 17, 19.
MOTOR(S) (see also Vol. 2)- Ohm's law, 17, 21, 24, 25, 28, 40, 44, 49.
- control (sea Vol. 2). Ohmer, 119.
- elementary, 132. Ohmeters, 97, 119.
- frequency and, 135. Oil-break switches, 366 et seq.
- -generators, 142 (see also Vol. 2). Oiled tape and cloth, 74.
- meters, 112, 114. OIL -

- panels, 385. - fuel, 168, 178, 179.
- rating and temperature rise of, 136. - -immersed fuses, 375.
- types defined, 4. - insulators, 77.
Moulded type insulators, 75. - switches, 367.
Moutiers-Lyons scheme, 317. - turbine, 179, 183.
Moving-coil instruments, 96, 101. - varnish, 76.
- -iron ammeter and voltmeter, 100. - waste, etc., cost, 269.
- power-factor indicator, 111. OIL ENGINES -
Multiple gap arresters, 346. -- Diesel, 167, 179, 180.
Multiway switches, 374. -- effect of altitude, 179.
Mutual inductance, 2, 35 (see Induction). -- efficiency, 180.

-- fuel consumption, 167.
-- semi-Diesel, 180.

I AGLER wheel, 215. Omega, 119.
Nalder-Lipman power-factor indicator, 111. Ondograph, 118.
Nalder and Thompson frequency meter, 112. OPEN CHANNELS FOR WATER-
Natural frequency, 47. ---- and. pipes, 251.
- gas, 167, 178. ---- __ Bazin's formula, 210.
Needle valve, 255. - . --- _ calculating size, 211, 237.
Negative boosters, 142. ---- general, 211, 237, 251.
Networks, interconnected, 142. ---- gradient, 211.
NEUTRAL- ---- Manning's formula, 212.
- conductor, 4. Open circuit, 9.
- earthing, 354. - fuses, 375.
- of three-wire system, 141. - penstock, 218.
- zorie and interpoles, 139. Open sparking, 375.
Niagara falls, 226. Operating mechanism of switches, 372.
Nichrome, 67 (Table 6), 122. Optical pyrometer, 122. r
Nickel, 65, 67 (Table 6), 81, 127. Oscillating discharge, 346.

chrome, 67 (Table 6). Oscillation period, 47.
- -nichrome couple, 122. Oscillograph, 118.
- -silver, 67 (Table 6). Oscilloscope, 123.

steel, 65, 67 (Table 6), 82, 84. Outdoor switchgear, 376, 381.
Nickelin alloy, 67 (Table 6). Outer wire, 4, 141.
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Outward flow wheel, 233. Peterson earth coil, 351.
Over-compoujiding, 138. Petrol, 178, 179.
Over-excited synchronous moter, 160. - engines, 167, 180.
OVERHEAD LINES (see also Transmission)- Petroleum, 73 (Table 7), 77, 178, 179.

aluminium, 308. PHASE-

breakage of, 324. - advancers, 160. I
cables v., 334. - connections, 150. I
capacity, 305, 306. - general, 13, 56.'
conductors other than copper, 308, 309, - meters, 111, 157.

331. - rotation, 150.
construction, 324. Phenix aUoy, 67 (Table 6).
copper conductors, 307. Phosphor-bronze, 67 (Table 6), 331, 335.
cost, 332, 334. Piezo-electric effect, 130.
dip and stress, 328, 329. Pilot wires, 359.
earthing poles, 324. Pin and suspension insulators, 330.
factor of safety, 324. PIPES, TUEBINE-
general, 324 et seq. general, 232, 246 et seq.
impedance, inductance, etc., 299 et seq. joints, 252. (/;"^-
insulators, 74, 330, 368. line, example, 249. t/ / -
poles for, 329. special, 250.
reactance, etc., 299 et seq. Pipe-ventilated machine, 4. .
regulations, 324. Pitch, 73 (Table 7), 75. J ,/.
setting out, 324. PLANT-
safety devices, 324. - general (Chap. 7).

Overheating insulation, 352. - cost of, 195.
OVEBLOAD- - space required, 196.
- general, 338. - spare, 190.
- rating and, 136. Plastic insulators, 74. ft'
- relays, 344, 357 et seq. Plating vat, 127. 4\ , - -

- tripping, 372. Platinoid, 67 (Table 6). v 
"

Oxide film arrester, 346. Platinum, 65, 67 (Table 6), 127v." "
Platinum-indium, 67 (Table 6). \
- -rhodium, 67 (Table 6), 122. . V

1 AINT, insulating, 76. silver, 67 (Table 6).
Palladium, 67 (Table 6). - thermometer, 122. *:
Panels, arrangement of switch board, 385. Point, defined, 4.
Panel type switchboards, 376, 377. * Point-five ' tariif, 273.
Paper as dielectric, 73 (Table 7), 74, 80, 287. Polarisation, 89, 127.
Paper-insulated cables, 283, 287. 311. Polarised instruments, 127 ft seq.
Para and diamagnetism, 32. Polarity and flow, 33.
Paraffin, 178, 179. Poles (magnetic), number of, 138, 254.
- engines, 167, 180. - and towers for overhead lines, 86, 323,
- wax, 73 (Table 7), 74. 324 et seq., 329.
Parallel-flow wheels, water, 233. Polyphase (see Alternating current).
- running of dynamos, 148. Poncelet wheel, 233.

alternators, 149, 150.
- transmission lines, 321. - fuses, 375.
Paxolin, 73, 74. - general, properties, 73 (Table 7), 74, 80.
Peak factor, 30. - insulators, 330.
Pelton wheels, 203, 214, 215, 238, 253. Portland cement, 75.

- nozzles, 263. Post Office bridge, 120.
Pendulum meters, 115. technical instruction**, 324.
Penstock, 6pen, 218. Potassium, 127.
Periods ; Periodicity, 12, 135. POTENTIAL (see also Pressure)-
Permeability, 40, 43, 81, 82. - and current transformers, 108, 384.
Permalloy, 82. - difference of, 2, 22.
Permanent magnets, 83. - divider, 95, 107.
- magnet ammeter and voltmeter, 101. - earth, 24.
Permanite steel, 83. - gradient on insulators, 330.
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Potentiometer, 95. PBESSURE (ELEOTBIOAL) E.M.F. (cont.)-~
Poundal, 2. - R.M.S., 29, 30.
Powell process for timber, 86. - regulation by booster, 142.
POWER- - standard (British), 134.
- and work, 48. - virtual, 29.
- apparent and true, 163. Pressure and Piezo effect, 130.
- consumed by instruments, 94 el seq. - on poles, wind, 324, 329, 331.
- elementary, 2, 48, 55, 56. - in pipes, 248, 249.
- lost by corona, 316. - steam, 174.
- stations, Chap. 7. Primary cells, 127, 128.
- transmission, Chap. 11. Prime movers, Chap. 6.
- water (see Water-power). choice of, 189.
POWER FACTOR- Private and public supply, 185 et seq.

and voltage regulation, 155. Producer gas, 167, 178, 181.
avoidance of low, 158. Protected machine, 4.
capacity, condensance and, 156. Protection of circuits, Chap. 15.
causes of low, 156. Protective reactance, 340.
correction, 159-162. Public supply, 185 et seq.
elementary, 55, 56. Pulverised coal, 168.
effects of, 155. Pump, Humphrey, 182.
efficiency and, 155. Purchase of energy, 185 et seq.
errors of instruments, 92. Pyro-electric conductor, 72.
excitation and, 140. Pyrometry, 122.

- - improvement, 159 et seq.
indicators, 111, 157, 385.
measurement, 157. V^/UARTER- and half-wave transmission,
of line, 300, 303. 318.

various loads, 157. Quartz, 73 (Table 7), 74, 130.
-. - reactance, condensance and, 156. Quick-break switches, 363 et seq.

tariffs and, 274.
POWER-HOUSE-

- buildings, 196. 1\AI>IATION pyrometer, 122.
- data of plant, Chap. 7. Rail-bond resistance, 120.
- efficiency, 192, 193. Rainfall and run-off, 204.
- losses, 191. storage, 241.
POWER RuQtriRED- Rain-gauge, fractionating, 204.

for driving generators, 164. Rateable value charges, 273.
charging cables, 311. Rating of machinery, 136.
for instruments, 94 at $eq. oil switches, 369.

excitation, 140. Rayo alloy, 67 (Table 6).
Precipitation test, 330. REACTANCE-
- electric (see Vol. 2). - alternators, 147.
Preece's formula for fuses, 342. - cables, 310.
Prepayment meter, 116. - capacity, 46, 135, 304.
Preserving timber, 86. - coils, 346.
Pressboard (Presspahn), 73 (Table 7), 74. - component, 110, 154.
PBESSTJEE (ELEOTBICAL), E.M.F. (see also - elementary, 44-46.

Volt)- - of short circuit, 370.
- and current of alternator, 143. - overhead lines, 299 et seq.
-" definitions and elementary, 22, 24. - protective, 340.
- drop in cables, 286. - switching and, 370.

and frequency, 135. - table of, 307.
- effective, 29. Recalesoence, 64, 84.
- excess, causes of, 345. Recording instruments, 93, 97.
- gradient, 72, 368. Records in power-house, 192, 193.
- high, medium, and low, 22, 23. Recovery plants, 169.
- insulation and, 297. Rectangular weirs, 206.
- maximum, 31. Rectified current, 13, 132.
"- reducing coil, 95, 107. Rectifiers (sea Vol. 2).
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lied rojjc paper, 74. RULE-
Reed frequency meter, 1 1 2. - Ampere's, 33.
Refractories* 85. - Crompton's, 33.
Refofto as fuel, 108. - Fleming's, 36.
Register gate, 221. - Maxwell's, 32.
Regulating storage, 234, 239. Bules, Wiring, of the I.E.E., 4, 68, 162, 280
REGULATION- et seq., 293, 382.
- alternatora, 147. - and regulations (see Board of Trade;
- turbines, low fall, 221. Electricity Commissioners ; also Vol. 2),
- ~-. Pdtori, 2ffl>, 256. - as to switchgoar, 382.
Regulations, official (MM Electricity Commis-Buping process, 86.

sioners ; Homo Office ; oho Vol. 2). Rupturing capacity of switches, 369-371.
Reinforced conorcte poles, 323. Butger process, 80.
Relays, 124, 343 et *r.q, 357 et $eq, 308.
Relnetanoe, 41, 42.
Remanent magnetism, 81-83, 138. O.W.G., 279.
Remote control, 372, 373, 378. Saachem plant, 243.

and maintenance*, 104, 200. Saccharine process, timber, 86.
an botwnrjn conductors, 338. Safety devices, 324.

R/fwrvoirs and Htoraja;<:, '239 tt wvjr. Sag of overhead lines, 328, 320.
- balancing, 240. Sale of energy, 268, 270 ei s?q.
ftandual rnfignffiftm, HI. 83, I3S. Sand traps, 238, 240.
K<*infl, 73, 74. Saturation density, 81, 82.
ftestet* alloy, 07 (TaliK* «). Sawdust as fuel, 168.
KKSIHTA9GI9- - SB alloy, 67 (Table 6).
"- alloys, 07 (Table 6). Scales for instruments, 91.
- copper, 62. Soherbius phase advancer, 160.
- ftfomentary, 2, 8, 17, lfl-24. Secondary colls, 127 (see also Vol. 2).
- hard-drawn chopper, 307. Seewer turbine governing, 255.
- inmslation, 1 10. Selective protection, 367 et aeq.
«- materials, 67 (Table 6). Selector switches, 362.
"- - m««iif«miirttef 110, 120. Self-balance system, 360,
- mrtaln and alloys, 07 (Table (5). - -exciting, 133, 140.

- nwttance, impedance (#.^.)» 44-46. - -inductance, 2, 36.
- fthnnt, 138. Semi-Diesel engine, 179, 180.
- thermometers, 122, Semi-enclosed machine, 4.
Rcstativity, IS. Separate excitation, 133, 140.

47, 318, 3f*0. SBBIBS-

It«wtiicted hour tariff, 272. - dynamos, 138.
Return circuit, 0. - - in parallel, 148.
Itevurw onrrent and pow<'»r relays* 357, 358. - insulators in, 330.
Herolatlonn» moanuring strol>o«oopioaUyf 123. - resistance in voltmeter, 107.
Reyrollft itwitohgcar, 380. -- winding, 134, 317.

138. 385. Setting out overhead lines, 324.
HKMMten« and rhcotan alloy, 07 (Tablo 6). Shaped conductor cables, 311.
Ring mains, 383. Sheathed cables, 359 (w6 Jntersheaths).
tUven, bondA and falls on, 206, 210, 22B. - pilot system, 359.
Riveted and wofrbxl pipe*, 248. Shellac, 73 (Table 7), 74, 75.
Ejttkam plant, 243. Ship propulsion, electric (nee Vol. 2).
Itoad vehicle*, ulc^.tric («« Vol. 2). SHORT CTEOUIT--

-fiqtiArfl valnct.9, 20, f*0. - - general, 25, 337, 338.
- - isolating switches and, 338.
- - in switches, 368.

Rotation, phfiiK»r 151). -« -- roaotance, 370.
Ilotary condf*nm)rf UK). Hhort-timo rating, 136.
- converter, 135, IA6. Shunts in instruments, 107.
Rotor, 133. SHUNT--
litibber, 73-75, 287, -~ current, 138.
Rnhbored tupo, 74, - discharge path, 367.
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SHUNT (cont.)- SPECIFIC RESISTANCE (cont.)-
- dynamo, 138. general, 59. *

in parallel, 148. - metals, etc., 67 (Table 6), 8\
- resistance, 138. steel and iron, 82.
- winding, 134. - speed, 215, 233.
Siemens (horn) arrester, 346. SPEED-
Silica, 73, 74, 85. - and frequency, 123, 135.
Silicon-bronze, 67 (Table 6), 329, 331, 335. head, 223.
Silicon-steel, 67 (Table 6). - measurements, 123.
SUit, 67. - specific, 215, 233.
Silk, 73 (Table 7), 74, 80. - turbines (steam), 145.
Silt'traps, 238, 240. - water wheels, 222, 254.
SOuminite, 73 (Table 7). Spiral casing, 233.
Silver, 65, 67 (Table 6), 127. Spirit varnish, 76.
Sine wave, 11, 30, 350. Split conductor system, 288, 290, 359.
Single-core cable, 319. Spouting velocity, 214.
SING-LE-PHASE (see also Alternating current; Spring control, 90.

Transmission of power)- - operated fuses, 375.
- alternator, 134, 143. Square-mile foot, 202.
- capacity and charging current, 305. Stabffit, 74.
- elementary, 11. Stalloy, 82.
- power, 110. STANDARD-
- transmission, 297, 299 et seq. - British E.S.A. (#.?;).
Single-pole switch, 4. - cells, 95, 128.
Six-phase transmission, 319. - conductors, 279.
Size of wires, 279, 307. - frequency, 134, 135.
Skin effect, 38, 135, 309. - instrument transformer, 108.
Slate, 73 (Table 7), 74. - measurements, 95.
Slip and stroboscope, 123. - oil-break switches, 371.
Slip-ring, 133. - pressures (British), 23.
Slope of stream bed, 210. - rating, 136.
Sluices, 213. - resistance, 20, 95, 106.
Snow on wires, 324, 331. - station pressure, 134.
Soapstone, 74. - wire gauge, 279.
Sodium, 127. Standing charges, 272.
Sodium-silicate cement, 75. Stand-pipe, 232, 249, 251.
Solenoids, 355. Star and delta connections, 143, 314.
Solid insulators, 74. - -delta connection, 158.
- laid cables, 290. Static condenser and power factor, 160.
Solignum, 86. Station pressure, 23.
Spacing of overhead lines, 327. Statistics of power, 165, 192, 193.
Span and dip of overhead lines, 324, 327, 329. Stator, 133.
Spare plant, 189, 190. Stay wires, 326.
SPARK GAP- STEAM-

arresters, 346. - accumulator, 177.
general, 89. - boilers, 170.
voltage, 78. - condensers, 175, 191.
voltmeter, 105. - consumption, engines, 167.

Sparkless commutation, 139. turbines, 167, 173.
Spear a,nd nozzle, 255. - cycle, 166.
Special pipes, 250. - fuel and, consumption, 167.
- switches, 374. - turbines, 145, 167, 173, 174-, 189.
Specifications (see Vol. 2). consumption, 167, 173. r
Specfic gravity and specific heat of metals, cost, 195.

etc., 67 (Table 6). - and water-power compared, 217.
- inductive capacity, 46, 60, 70. Steatite, 74.
SPECHIO RESISTANCE- STEEL-

dielectrics, 70, 71, - conductors, 328.
electrolytes, 68, - magnetic and non-magnetic, 81 et seq.
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STEEL (cont.)- SWITCHES (cont.)-
- overhead jrtres, 328, 331. - ratings, 369.
- pipes (see Pipes, turbine). surges In, 349.
- poles, 323. SWITCHBOARDS AND GEAR, Chap. 16-
- properties, 64, 82. denned, 4.
- skin effect, 309. rules as to, 382.
- wires, 331. Symbols, conventional, 6.

constants of, 309. SYNCHRONOUS-
Step-down transformer, 108. - alternators, 143.
Still engine, 179. - motors and power factor, 156, 158, 160.
Stirling boiler, 170. - speed and frequency, 135.
Stone insulators, 74, 330. Synchronising, 149, 321.
Storage batteries (see Secondary cells). Synchroscope, 149, 385.
Storage of fuel, 168, 196. SYNTHETIC-
STORAGE OF WATER- - insulators, 74.

" approximations, 202. - resins, 76.
dams and, 225. Syntony, 47.
flow and, on medium head plants, 'System,' 4.

229. Systems of supply; of Wiring (see Vol. 2).
lugh head plants, 234 et
" seq.

mass curves and, 209. 1 AIL race, 267.
plants depending on, 241 et sc.q. Talc, 74.
regulating, 239. Tangent galvanometer, 96.

Streams, discharge of, 206. Tank arrester, 346.
Strength of poles, 325. Tantalum, 67 (Table 6).
Stress (see Breaking stress). Tapping overhead lines, 324.
String electroscope, 96. TABIFFS FOR ELECTRIC SUPPLY-
- galvanometer, 96. and power factor, 274.
Stroboscopes, 123. examples, 275.
Submarine cables, 198, 292, 329. fixed charges per kw., 272.
Sub-stations (see Vol. 2). . - flat rates, 270.
- out-door, 381. general, Chap. 12.
Suction (producer) gas, 167. Glasgow, 273.
- head, 214, 218, 220, 232, 233. maximum demand, 272.
Sulphur, 73 (Table 7). Metropolitan, 273.
Sulzer engine, 172. minimum charges, 271.
Summation meters, 116. Norwich, 273.

- panels, 386. point-five, 273.
Sumpnor wattmeter, 109. power factor and, 274.
Sun-power, 165. rateable value, 273.
Superheating, 170, 172, 174. restricted hour, 272.
1 Superior' alloy, 67 (Table 6). standing charge plus unit, 272.
SUPPLY, ELECTRIC (see also Vol. 2, Systems of * telephone,' 272, 273.

supply)- Wright's, 272.
charges (see Tariffs). Tarnac alloy, 67 (Table 6).

-" - interruptions to, 355. Tar oils, 169, 178, 180.
meters, 113 et seq. Tarpon paper, 74.

Surface condenser, 176. TELEPHONE-
- velocity of stream, 206, 210. - general, 335.

.Surges, 45. - loading, 82.
*- lightning, 346. - system of charging, 272, 273.
- switching, 349. TEMPERATURE-
Surge tower, 232, 249, 251. - absolute, 166.
Suspension insulator, 330. - coefficient of metals, etc, 60, 61, 66,
SWITCHES (see also Vol. 2, Branch switches, copper, 62.

etc.)- electrolytes, 68.
- general, 362 et seq. - dielectric loss and, 312.
- oil for, 77. - electrical measurement of, 122.
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TEMPERATURE (cont.)- TRANSFORMERS (eont.)-
- errors of instruments, 92. - oil for, 77.
- limits, insulators, 80. -- potential, 108, 384. 

*

- machine, moan, 122. - power factor and, 166.
- rise, cables, 291. - rating of, 136. *»

overhead line, 328. Transil oil, 77.
standard rating and, 136. TRANSMISSION OF POWER (see also Overhead
switches, 369. lines)-

- specific resistance and, 71. , aluminium conductors for, 308, 324,
- steam, 170, 172, 174. 328, 331.
Tensile strength of metals, etc., 67 (Table 6). bronze conductors for, 331.
Terminal insulator, 330. cables for, &10 et seq.
- stays, 326. control and, Part IIT.
TESTING (see Vol. 2)- C.C. and A.C calculations, 294
- earth plates, 348. et seq.
- insulators, 330. copper conductors for, 307.
- sets, 106. cost of, 332, 334.
Thallium, 67 (Table 6). half- and quarter-wave, 318.
Therlo alloy, 67 (Table 6). high pressure, 315 ft seq.
Therm, 48, 178. lines, cost, 332, 334.
Thermal conductivity. 85. and frequency, 135.
- efficiency, 166,167, 181, 183, 188, 191. parallel, 321.*

internal combustion engines, 179. steel conductors for, 309.
turbines, 173. six-phase, 319.

- instruments, 89 et seq. water-power and, 217.
- storage, 177. Transposition of telephone wires, 335.

maximum demand indicator, 117. Triangular notch measures, water, 206.
Thermo-ammeter, 99. Triple expansion engines, 172.
- -couples, 89, 99, 122, 129. Trip-coil, 343 et seq.
Thickness of water-pipes, 248, 249. - mechanism, 372.
Thompson watt-hour meter, 116. Truck type switchgear, 380.
Three-core cables, 311. True and apparent power, 66.
Three-phase (see Alternating currents, Tubular poles, 323.

3-phase). Tumbler switch, 363-
Three-wire system, 4. Tungsten, 65, 67 (Table 6).
Throw-over switch, 363. - alloys, 83.
Thury system, 289, 294, 317. - steel, 65.
Tidal power, 230. Tunnelling, water-power, 228, 242.
Timber preservation, 86, 323. Turbines, gas, and oil, 179, 183.
Time element fuses, 342 et seq. TURBINES, STEAM-

relays, 344, 357 et seq. exhaust steam, 173.
- switches, 272, 372, 374. engines compared with, 189.
Tin, 65, 67 (Table 6), 127, 342. general, 173, 174.
- fuses, 342. speeds, 145.
Tinning on copper, 282. steam consumption, 167.
Tirril regulator, 147, 160. TURBINES, WATER-
Totally enclosed motor, 4. Banki, 233.
Tough rubber compound (C.T.S.), 74. general, 182, 201 el seq.t 2)4.
Tourmaline, 130. Oirard, 233.
Town gas, 178. governors for, 256.
- refuse as fuel, 168. Kaplan, 215.
Traction, electric (see Vol. 2). Nagler, 215.
Transformation of energy (see Vol. 2). Pelton wheel, 203, 214,'216, 238,
TRANSFORMERS (see also Vol. 2)- 253.
- boosting and bucking, 142. specific speeds, 215.
- current, 108, 384. speeds for driving alternators, 264,
- elementary, 36 et seq. Turbo-alternators, 145, 146, 173.
- frequency of, 136. Turpentine, 73 (Table 7).
- line calculations and, 313. Two-phase, 16.
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Two-rate meter, 116. VULOANIHED -
Two wftttm^fer method, i 10. - bitumen, 74, 283, 287.
Types of instruments, 89 et «e - fibre, 73 (Table 7) 74.

- indiarubbor, 74.
- - cablee, 283, 287.

! Vulcanite, 73 {Table 7), 74.
NBALANCED A.CJ. circuit*, 110.

Underground transmission, Chap. 11.
Undertakers and wayleaves, 322.
- -~ supply, 268. | VV AGES, powor-IioiiHC. 104, 200.
Uiider-water cables, 329. j WaBte gt\» BM fuel, 108.
Uniflow engine*, 172. i - Imt utilisation, 170, 188,
' Uninmilatod' dofliuxl, 4. i WAT Eii-

Unite, absolute and practical, 1. ! - ciroulatiug, 175.
- (kWh.), 52. ; - conflt-antH of, 202.
- generated and Hold, 26th - -cooled gcM^rfttorrt, 14({.
Unwin'a coefficient*, 2(M>. " - electrolyte, 60.

" - evaporation, 50, f>2, 53.
- -gas, 178.
- - -jet arnwixir, 346.

At/UUM, impregnation in, 70. - - pipes, pow«r («ftfl I'ipon, t'Ui'biue}.
- " turbine, 174, - -tube boiler, 170.
Variable head*, water, 223* WATKB HTOHAOK AND l*owui*--
"- ratio tapping*, 142. ... _ - . . . (vutomatio pliuitH, 187,
Varley's method far pha*e Mquonce, 150. - _ - . ..- J$a7,ialH formula,, 210, 211.
Varnish, dielectric, 73 {Table 7), 70, 287. .-- - -««_ ciortHumptou, low hood, 222.
Varnifthod tape and cloth, 74. � , . , «.. - (uiMAfl, 25, 20 L
Vehicle* , electric roarl- (tet Vol. 2). - «.«.. - diHobargct of ntrcjimtt, 200.

.. - --.«- fttllB, 220.
- and premure of wind, 324, 329, 341. -..»«.-. gt'iifeml, (Jhap. 8-10.
- in pipet, 232, 247, ,«.-._«. hoad 201, 218-23.1, 247.
- of approach, 205* .,� .« . - ..« h(;adwork«» 230.
- - itrtamt, 200, 210. __....-.. high falls, Chap. 10.
- fpontlag, 214. «.«»-. - . Kolvin'ii law and, 333.
Ventilation of gerorntow, 140, 350. ... .. .. .. low folk, 218-223.
Vermork plant, «43. -. »~» -. «... I<«v««l wmordnw, 208,
Vibration galvanometer, 06. ..- - . ... .... Manning** formula, 212.
Virtual values, 20. ....--.. mean and mirfaoo volooity, 200,
Vifareou* innulator*, 74. 210.
Volt, 2, 3, 8, 17 («0« oho Prwwrtt), .- ,. . � , , mrviHiiring How, 20f» ft -wq,
- avariign and maximum viihif% 30, *H. - - - - mi»di«ni fall*, 224-233.
- effretiro or virtual, 29. , .».,-- ni«'t< n«, curn^nfr, 207.
- -ampere, 153, . . . « - tum/.U^t, 253.
VOLTAOH- . - « - ofwn channel*, 211, 212, 237,
- abnormal, 34 & d vq, . - " IVltoo whwslu, 203, 214, 215,

142. 1,38, 253,
of alternators, 117. . ...... .. -, pl|w?» and joint*, 232, 24(1 ft

- - and power factor, IU5.
- rcguUtoiw, 147, 1(M), 3»0. dt 201, 223.
- rmo»iui<;o, 380. ,,« ,,.. ... �,,, «. ooit, 210.

. Volt-lmx, iW» 107. .»- ,*- -«» _ rainfall, gaugf*, and run-off, 204,
Volt« lost in «»ublwi, 24, 280. 241.

"- ...... - ..- - ifc«rage, 202, 20tt, 22.1, 229, 234
atir, 103, KW, «l nflj., 24 1 f.t 4«/.

- gpnr>rat, U7-1WJ, m .., ...., ,« « tail raw, 257.
- hot-win*, W>. ...... - -» « ...... - ttirbinrs, 182, 201 d *«/., 214,
- rtettfding, WJ, 1*7. 210, 233, 25ft.

*« ^.,,; *.., .... variablit hrad*, 223.
8f 242.
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References are to numbered paragraphs, not to pages.

WATT- WIRES (see also Gables; Conductors; Over-
- and power factor, 153. head lines)-- *

wattless component, 154. - aluminium, 290, 324, 328, 331.
- definition and elementary, 2, 3, 48-50. - and poles, 324 el seq.
- equivalents, 2, 48. - bare, 4. *
- kilo (see kilowatt). - bronze, 331.
- -meters, 97, 109. - copper, 279 et seq, 307.
WATT-HOUR- - earth, 347.
- equivalents, 52. - flexible, 284, 285.
- meters, 97, 113, 115, 385. - gauge, 279.
Wattless component, 110, 117, 154. - fusing currents in, 342.
WATTLESS CURRENTS- - general, Chap. 13.

and tariffs, 274. -- hard-drawn copper, 307.
in cables, 312. - overhead (see Overhead wires).
centralised production of, 161. - pilot, 359.
general, 37. - steel, etc., 331.

Wave form, 30. Wireless, 47.
Wayleaves, 322. Wiring Circuits, Systems, and Control (see
Waxes, insulating, 74. Vol. 2).
WEIGHT- - rules of the I.E.E., 4, 58, 152, 280 et seq.,
- copper wire, 62, 307. 293, 356, 382.
- oil switches, 371. definitions, 4.
- water pipes, 248, 249. WOOD-
Weir, discharge of, 205. - as dielectric, 73 (Table 7), 74.
- floating, 244. - fuel, 168.
Wei bourn's construction, 303. - poles, 86, 323. "
Welded and riveted pipes, 248. Work and power, 2, 48, 52.
Welding, electric (see Vol. 2). Works costs, 194, 269.
WESTON- Wright's M.D. indicator, 117, 272.
- cell, 128.
- frequency meter, 112.

- synchroscope, 149. Y. -CAPACITY, 306.
Whalebone paper, 74. Y-connection, 143.
Wheatstone's bridge, 97, 120, 348. Young's modulus, 324.Wicket gate, 221.
Wild frequency changer, 112.
Wimshurst machine, 131.
Windings, 133. , 67 (Table 6), 127, 346.
Wind power, 165. Zirconium, 67 (Table 6), 85.
- pressure, 324, 329, 331. Zodiac aUoy, 67 (Table 6).
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